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No. I. THE PRESENT TIME.

[1st February 1850.]

THE Present Time, youngest-born of Eternity, child and heir of

all the Past Times with their good and evil, and parent of all the

Future, is ever a 'New Era' to the thinking man; and comes

with new questions and significance, however commonplace it look :

to know it, and what it bids us do, is ever the sum of knowledge
for all of us. This new Day, sent us out of Heaven, this also has

its heavenly omens
;

amid the bustling trivialities and loud empty
noises, its silent monitions, which, if we cannot read and obey, it

will not be well with us ! No
;

nor is there any sin more fear-

fully avenged on men and Nations than that same, which indeed

includes and presupposes all manner of sins : the sin which our old

pious fathers called 'judicial blindness
;

'

which we, with our light

habits, may still call misinterpretation of the Time that now is
;

disloyalty to its real meanings and monitions, stupid disregard of

these, stupid adherence active or passive to the counterfeits and

mere current semblances of these. This is true of all times and

days.

But in the days that are now passing-over us, even fools are

arrested to ask the meaning of them
;
few of the generations of

men have seen more impressive days. Days of endless calamity,

disruption, dislocation, confusion worse confounded : if they are not

days of endless hope too, then they are days of utter despair. For

it is not a small hope that will suffice, the ruin being clearly, either

in action or in prospect, universal. There must be a new world, if

there is to be any world at all ! That human things in our Europe
can ever return to the old sorry routine, and proceed with any
steadiness or continuance there; this small hope is not now a

tenable one. These days of universal death must be days of

universal newbirth, if the ruin is not to be total and final ! It is a

Time to make the dullest man consider ;
and ask himself, Whence
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"he came ? Whither he is bound ? A veritable
' New Era,' to the

foolish as well as to the wise.

Not long ago, the world saw, with thoughtless joy which might
have been very thoughtful joy, a real miracle not heretofore con-

sidered possible or conceivable in the world, a Reforming Pope.
A simple pious creature, a good country-priest, invested unex-

pectedly with the tiara, takes up the New Testament, declares

that this henceforth shall be his rule of governing. No more

finesse, chicanery, hypocrisy, or false or foul dealing of any kind :

God's truth shall be spoken, God's justice shall be done, on the

throne called of St. Peter : an honest Pope, Papa, or Father o

Christendom, shall preside there. And such a throne of St. Peter
;

and such a Christendom, for an honest Papa to preside in ! The

European populations everywhere hailed the omen
;
with shouting

and rejoicing, leading-articles and tar-barrels; thinking people
listened with astonishment, not with sorrow if they were faithful

or wise
;
with awe rather as at the heralding of death, and with a

joy as of victory beyond death ! Something pious, grand and as if

awful in that joy, revealing once more the Presence of a Divine

Justice in this world. For, to such men it was very clear how
this poor devoted Pope would prosper, with his New Testament in

his hand. An alarming business, that of governing in the throne

of St. Peter by the rule of veracity ! By the rule of veracity, the

so-called throne of St. Peter was openly declared, above three-

hundred years ago, to be a falsity, a huge mistake, a pestilent dead

carcass, which this Sun was weary of. More than three hundred

years ago, the throne of St. Peter 'received peremptory judicial

notice to quit; authentic order, registered in Heaven's chancery
and since legible in the hearts of all brave men, to take itself

away, to begone, and let us have no more to do with it and its

delusions and impious deliriums
;

and it has been sitting every

day since, it may depend upon it, at its own peril withal, and will

have to pay exact damages yet for every day it has so sat. Law
of veracity ? What this Popedom had to do by the law of veracity,

was to give-up its own foul galvanic life, an offence to gods and

men
; honestly to die, and get itself buried !

Far from this was the thing the poor Pope undertook in regard
to it

;
and yet, on the whole, it was essentially this too.

" Re-

forming Pope ?
"

said one of our acquaintance, often in those weeks,
" Was there ever such a miracle ? About to break-up that huge
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"
imposthume too, by

'

curing
'

it ? Turgot and Necker were
"
nothing to this. God is great ;

and when a scandal is to end,
"
brings some devoted man to take charge of it in hope, not in

"
despair !

"
But cannot he reform ? asked many simple persons ;

to whom our friend in grim banter would reply: "Reform a
"
Popedom, hardly. A wretched old kettle, ruined from top to

"
bottom, and consisting mainly now of foul grime and rust : stop

" the holes of it, as your antecessors have been doing, with tem-
"
porary putty, it may hang-together yet a while

; begin to hammer
"
at it, solder at it, to what you call mend and rectify it, it will

"
fall to sherds, as sure as rust is rust

; go all into nameless disso-
"
lution, and the fat in the fire will be a thing worth looking at,

"
poor Pope !

"
So accordingly it has proved. The poor Pope,

amid felicitations and tar-barrels of various kinds, went on joyfully

for a season : but he had awakened, he as no other man could do,

the sleeping elements
;
mothers of the whirlwinds, conflagrations,

earthquakes. Questions not very soluble at present, were even

sages and heroes set to solve them, began everywhere with new

emphasis to be asked. Questions which all official men wished,

and almost hoped, to postpone till Doomsday. Doomsday itself

had come
;
that was the terrible truth !

For, sure enough, if once the law of veracity be acknowledged
as the rule for human things, there will not anywhere be want of

work for the reformer
;
in very few places do human things adhere

quite closely to that law ! Here was the Papa of Christendom

proclaiming that such was actually the case
; whereupon all over

Christendom such results as we have seen. The Sicilians, I think,

were the first notable body that set-about applying this new strange
rule sanctioned by the general Father; they said to themselves,

We do not by the law of veracity belong to Naples and these

Neapolitan Officials
;
we will, by favour of Heaven and the Pope,

be free of these. Fighting ensued; insurrection, fiercely main-

tained in the Sicilian Cities
;
with much bloodshed, much tumult

and loud noise, vociferation extending through all newspapers and

countries. The effect of this, carried abroad by newspapers and

rumour, was great in all places ; greatest perhaps in Paris, which

for sixty years past has been the City of Insurrections. The
French People had plumed themselves on being, whatever else

they were not, at least the chosen '

soldiers of liberty,' who took

the lead of all creatures in that pursuit, at least; and had become,

as their orators, editors and litterateurs diligently taught them, a
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People whose bayonets were sacred, a kind of Messiah People,

saving a blind world in its own despite, and earning for themselves

a terrestrial and even celestial glory very considerable indeed.

And here were the wretched down-trodden populations of Sicily

risen to rival them, and threatening to take the trade out of their

hand.

No doubt of it, this hearing continually of the very Pope's glory
as a Reformer, of the very Sicilians fighting divinely for liberty

behind barricades, must have bitterly aggravated the feeling of

every Frenchman, as he looked around him, at home, on a Louis-

Philippism which had become the scorn of all the world.
"
Ichabod ;

"
is the glory departing from us ? Under the sun is nothing baser,

"
by all accounts and evidences, than the system of repression and

"
corruption, of shameless dishonesty and unbelief in anything but

" human baseness, that we now live under. The Italians, the very
"
Pope, have become apostles of liberty, and France is what is

" France !

" We know what France suddenly became in the end

of February next
;
and by a clear enough genealogy, we can trace

a considerable share in that event to the good simple Pope with

the New Testament in his hand. An outbreak, or at least a

radical change and even inversion of affairs hardly to be achieved

without an outbreak, everybody felt was inevitable in France : but

it had been universally expected that France would as usual take

the initiative in that matter: and had there been no reforming
7 O

Pope, no insurrectionary Sicily, France had certainly not broken-

out then and so, but only afterwards and otherwise. The French

explosion, not anticipated by the cunningest men there on the

spot scrutinising it, burst-up unlimited, complete, defying com-

putation or control.

Close following which, as if by sympathetic subterranean electri-

cities, all Europe exploded, boundless, uncontrollable
;
and we had

the year 1848, one of the most singular, disastrous, amazing, and,

on the whole, humiliating years the European world ever saw.

Not since the irruption of the Northern Barbarians has there been

the like. Everywhere immeasurable Democracy rose monstrous,

loud, blatant, inarticulate as the voice of Chaos. Everywhere the

Official holy-of-holies was scandalously laid bare to dogs and the

profane : Enter, all the world, see what kind of Official holy it is.

Kings everywhere, and reigning persons, stared in sudden horror,

the voice of the whole world bellowing iu their ear,
"
Begone, ye

imbecile hypocrites, histrios not heroes! Off with you, off!"
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and, what was peculiar and notable in this year for the first time,

the Kings all made haste to go, as if exclaiming,
" We are, poor

"
histrios, we sure enough ;

did you want heroes ? Don't kill us
;

" we couldn't help it !

" Not one of them turned round, and stood

upon his Kingship, as upon a right he could afford to die for, or to

risk his skin upon ; by no manner of means. That, I say, is the

alarming peculiarity at present. Democracy, on this new occasion,

finds all Kings conscious that they are but Playactors. The miser-

able mortals, enacting their High Life Below Stairs, with faith

only that this Universe may perhaps be all a phantasm and hypo-

crisis, the truculent Constable of the Destinies suddenly enters :

" Scandalous Phantasms, what do you here ? Are '

solemnly con-
"
stituted Impostors

'

the proper Kings of men ? Did you think

"the Life of Man was a grimacing dance of apes? To be led
"
always by the squeak of your paltry fiddle ? Ye miserable, this

" Universe is not an upholstery Puppet-play, but a terrible God's

"Fact; and you, I think, had not you better begone!" They
fled precipitately, some of them with what we may call an exquisite

ignominy, in terror of the treadmill or worse. And everywhere
the people, or the populace, take their own government upon
themselves

;
and open

'

kinglessness,' what we call anarchy, how

happy if it be anarchy plus a street-constable ! is everywhere the

order of the day. Such was the history, from Baltic to Mediter-

ranean, in Italy, France, Prussia, Austria, from end to end of

Europe, in those March days of 1848. Since the destruction of

the old Roman Empire by inroad of the Northern Barbarians, I

have known nothing similar.

And so, then, there remained no King in Europe; no King
except the Public Haranguer, haranguing on barrel-head, in lead-

ing-article ;
or getting himself aggregated into a National Parlia-

ment to harangue. And for about four months all France, and to

a great degree all Europe, rough-ridden by every species of delirium,

except happily the murderous for most part, was a weltering mob,

presided over by M. de Lamartine at the H6tel-de-Ville
;
a most

eloquent fair-spoken literary gentleman, whom thoughtless persons
took for a prophet, priest and heaven-sent evangelist, and whom a

wise Yankee friend of mine discerned to be properly 'the first

stump-orator in the world, standing too on the highest stump, for

the time.' A sorrowful spectacle to men of reflection, during the

time he lasted, that poor M. de Lamartine
;
with nothing in him

but melodious wind and soft sowder, which he and others took for
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something divine and not diabolic! Sad enough: the eloquent
latest impersonation of Chaos-come-again ;

able to talk for itself,

and declare persuasively that it is Cosmos ! However, you have

but to wait a little, in such cases
;

all balloons do and must give-up
their gas in the pressure of things, and are collapsed in a sufficiently

wretched manner before long.

And so in City after City, street-barricades are piled, and trucu-

lent, more or less murderous insurrection begins; populace after

populace rises, King after King capitulates or absconds
;
and from

end to end of Europe Democracy has blazed-up explosive, much

higher, more irresistible and less resisted than ever before
; testify-

ing too sadly on what a bottomless volcano, or universal powder-
mine of most inflammable mutinous chaotic elements, separated
from us by a thin earth-rind, Society with all its arrangements and

acquirements everywhere, in the present epoch, rests ! The kind

of persons who excite or give signal to such revolutions, students,

young men of letters, advocates, editors, hot inexperienced enthu-

siasts, or fierce and justly bankrupt desperadoes, acting everywhere
on the discontent of the millions and blowing it into flame, might

give rise to reflections as to the character of our epoch. Never till

now did young men, and almost children, take such a command in

human affairs. A changed time since the word Senior (Seigneur,
or Elder} was first devised to signify 'lord/ or superior; as in all

languages of men we find it to have been ! Not an honourable

document this either, as to the spiritual condition of our epoch.
In times when men love wisdom, the old man will ever be vener-

able, and be venerated, and reckoned noble : in times that love

something else than wisdom, and indeed have little or no wisdom,
and see little or none to love, the old man will cease to be vener-

ated
;

and looking more closely, also, you will find that in fact he

has ceased to be venerable, and has begun to be contemptible ;
a

foolish boy still, a boy without the graces, generosities and opulent

strength of young boys. In these days, what of lordship or leader-

ship is still to be done, the youth must do it, not the mature or

aged man
;
the mature man, hardened into sceptical egoism, knows

no monition but that of his own frigid cautions, avarices, mean

timidities; and can lead nowhither towards an object that even

seems noble. But to return.

This mad state of matters will of course before long allay itself,

as it has everywhere begun to do
;
the ordinary necessities of men's

daily existence cannot comport with it, and these, whatever else is
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cast aside, will have their way. Some remounting, very tem-

porary remounting, of the old machine, under new colours and

altered forms, will probably ensue soon in most countries : the old

histrionic Kings will be admitted back under conditions, under

'Constitutions,' with national Parliaments, or the like fashionable

adjuncts ;
and everywhere the old daily life will try to begin again.

But there is now no hope that such arrangements can be perma-

nent; that they can be other than poor temporary makeshifts,

which, if they try to fancy and make themselves permanent, will

be displaced by new explosions recurring more speedily than last

time. In such baleful oscillation, afloat as amid raging bottom-

less eddies and conflicting sea-currents, not steadfast 'as on fixed

foundations, must European Society continue swaying, now dis-

astrously tumbling, then painfully readjusting itself, at ever shorter

intervals, till once the new rock-basis does come to light, and the

weltering deluges of mutiny, and of need to mutiny, abate again !

For universal Democracy, whatever we may think of it, has

declared itself as an inevitable fact of the days in which we live ;

and he who has any chance to instruct, or lead, in his days, must

begin by admitting that : new street-barricades, and new anarchies,

still more scandalous if still less sanguinary, must return and again

return, till governing persons everywhere know and admit that.

Democracy, it may be said everywhere, is here : for sixty years

now, ever since the grand or First French Revolution, that fact has

been terribly announced to all the world
;
in message after message,

some of them very terrible indeed
;
and now at last all the world

ought really to believe it. That the world does believe it; that

even Kings now as good as believe it, and know, or with just terror

surmise, that they are but temporary phantasm Playactors, and

that Democracy is the grand, alarming, imminent and indisputable

Reality : this, among the scandalous phases we witnessed in the

last two years, is a phasis full of hope : a sign that we are ad-

vancing closer and closer to the very Problem itself, which it will

behove us to solve or die
;

that all fighting and campaigning and

coalitioning in regard to the existence of the Problem, is hopeless
and superfluous henceforth. The gods have appointed it so; no

Pitt, nor body of Pitts or mortal creatures can appoint it otherwise.

Democracy, sure enough, is here : one knows not how long it will

keep hidden underground even in Russia
;

and here in England,

though we object to it resolutely in the form of street-barricades
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and insurrectionary pikes, and decidedly will not open doors to it

on those terms, the tramp of its million feet is on all streets and

thoroughfares, the sound of its bewildered thousandfold voice is in

all writings and speakings, in all thinkings and modes and activities

of men : the soul that does not now, with hope or terror, discern it,

is not the one we address on this occasion.

What is Democracy ;
this huge inevitable Product of the Des-

tinies, which is everywhere the portion of our Europe in these

latter days ? There lies the question for us. Whence comes it,

this universal big black Democracy ;
whither tends it

; what is the

meaning of it ? A meaning it must have, or it would not be here.

If we can find the right meaning of it, we may, wisely submitting
or wisely resisting and controlling, still hope to live in the midst

of it; if we cannot find the right meaning, if we find only the

wrong or no meaning in it, to live will not be possible ! The
whole social wisdom of the Present Time is summoned, in the

name of the Giver of Wisdom, to make clear to itself, and lay

deeply to heart with an eye to strenuous valiant practice and

effort, what the meaning of this universal revolt of the European
Populations, which calls itself Democracy, and decides to continue

permanent, may be.

Certainly it is a drama full of action, event fast following event
;

in which curiosity finds endless scope, and there are interests at

stake, enough to rivet the attention of all men, simple and wise.

Whereat the idle multitude lift-up their voices, gratulating, cele-

brating sky-high ;
in rhyme and prose announcement, more than

plentiful, that now the New Era, and long-expected Year One of

Perfect Human Felicity has come. Glorious and immortal people,
sublime French citizens, heroic barricades

; triumph of civil and

religious liberty O Heaven ! one of the inevitablest private

miseries, to an earnest man in such circumstances, is this multi-

tudinous efflux of oratory and psalmody, from the universal foolish

human throat
; drowning for the moment all reflection whatsoever,

except the sorrowful one that you are fallen in an evil, heavy-
laden, long-eared age, and must resignedly bear your part in the

same. The front wall of your wretched old crazy dwelling, long
denounced by you to no purpose, having at last fairly folded itself

over, and fallen prostrate into the street, the floors, as may happen,
will still hang-on by the mere beam-ends, and coherency of old

carpentry, though in a sloping direction, and depend there till

certain poor rusty nails and wormeaten dovetailings give way:
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but is it cheering, in such circumstances, that the whole house-

hold burst-forth into celebrating the new joys of light and Ventila-

tion, liberty and picturesqueness of position, and thank God that

now they have got a house to their mind ? My dear household,
cease singing and psalmodying; lay aside your fiddles, take out

your work-implements, if you have any ;
for I can say with con-

fidence the laws of gravitation are still active, and rusty nails,

wormeaten dovetailings, and secret coherency of old carpentry, are

not the best basis for a household ! In the lanes of Irish cities,

I have heard say, the wretched people are sometimes found living,

and perilously boiling their potatoes, on such swing-floors and

inclined planes hanging-on by the joist-ends ;
but I did not hear

that they sang very much in celebration of such lodging. No,

they slid gently about, sat near the back wall, and perilously boiled

their potatoes, in silence for most part !

High shouts of exultation, in every dialect, by every vehicle

of speech and writing, rise from far and near over this last avatar

of Democracy in 1848 : and yet, to wise minds, the first aspect it

presents seems rather to be one of boundless misery and sorrow.

What can be more miserable than this universal hunting-out of

the high dignitaries, solemn functionaries, and potent, grave and

reverend signiors of the world
;
this stormful rising-up of the inar-

ticulate dumb masses everywhere, against those who pretended
to be speaking for them and guiding them ? These guides, then,

were mere blind men only pretending to see ? These rulers

were not ruling at all
; they had merely got-on the attributes and

clothes of rulers, and were surreptitiously drawing the wages, while

the work remained undone ? The Kings were Sham-Kings, play-

acting as at Drury Lane
;

and what were the people withal that

took them for real ?

It is probably the hugest disclosure of falsity in human things
that was ever at one time made. These reverend Dignitaries
that sat amid their far-shining symbols and long-sounding long-
admitted professions, were mere Impostors, then ? Not a true thing

they were doing, but a false thing. The story they told men was

a cunningly-devised fable; the gospels they preached to them

were not an account of man's real position in this world, but an

incoherent fabrication, of dead ghosts and unborn shadows, of

traditions, cants, indolences, cowardices, a falsity of falsities,

which at last ceases to stick together. Wilfully and against their

will, these high units of mankind were cheats, then
;
and the low
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millions who believed in them were dupes, a kind of inverse

cheats, too, or they would not have believed in them so long. A
universal Bankruptcy of Imposture; that may be the brief defini-

tion of it. Imposture everywhere declared once more to be con-

trary to Nature; nobody will change its word into an act any
farther: fallen insolvent; unable to keep its head up by these

false pretences, or make its pot boil any more for the present ! A
more scandalous phenomenon, wide as Europe, never afflicted the

face of the sun. Bankruptcy everywhere ;
foul ignominy, and the

abomination of desolation, in all high places : odious to look upon,
as the carnage of a battle-field on the morrow morning ;

a massacre

not of the innocents
;
we cannot call it a massacre of the innocents

;

but a universal tumbling of Impostors and of Impostures into the

street !

Such a spectacle, can we call it joyful ? There is a joy in it, to

the wise man too
; yes, but a joy full of awe, and as it were sadder

than any sorrow, like the vision of immortality, unattainable

except through death and the grave ! And yet who would not, in

bis heart of hearts, feel piously thankful that Imposture has fallen

bankrupt? By all means let it fall bankrupt; in the name of

God let it do so, with whatever misery to itself and to all of us.

Imposture, be it known then, known it must and shall be, is

hateful, unendurable to God and man. Let it understand this

everywhere ;
and swiftly make ready for departure, wherever it yet

lingers ;
and let it learn never to return, if possible ! The eternal

voices, very audibly again, are speaking to proclaim this message,
from side to side of the world. Not a very cheering message, but

a very indispensable one.

Alas, it is sad enough that Anarchy is here
;
that we are not

permitted to regret its being here, for who that had, for this

divine Universe, an eye which was human at all, could wish that

Shams of any kind, especially that Sham-Kings should continue ?

No : at all costs, it is to be prayed by all men that Shams may
cease. Good Heavens, to what depths have we got, when this

to many a man seems strange ! Yet strange to many a man it

does seem; and to many a solid Englishman, wholesomely digesting
his pudding among what are called the cultivated classes, it seems

strange exceedingly ;
a mad ignorant notion, quite heterodox, and

big with mere ruin. He has been used to decent forms long since

fallen empty of meaning, to plausible modes, solemnities grown
ceremonial, what you in your iconoclast humour call shams, all
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his life long ;
never heard that there was any harm in them, that

there was any getting-on without them. Did not cotton spin

itself, beef grow, and groceries and spiceries come in from the East

and the West, quite comfortably by the side of shams ? Kings

reigned, what they were pleased to call reigning ; lawyers pleaded,

bishops preached, and honourable members perorated; and to

crown the whole, as if it were all real and no sham there, did not

scrip continue saleable, and the banker pay in bullion, or paper
with a metallic basis ?

" The greatest sham, I have always thought,

is he that would destroy shams."

Even so. To such depth have /, the poor knowing person of

this epoch, got ;
almost below the level of lowest humanity, and

down towards the state of apehood and oxhood ! For never till in

quite recent generations was such a scandalous blasphemy quietly

set forth among the sons of Adam
;
never before did the creature

called man believe generally in his heart that lies were the rule in

this Earth
;
that in deliberate long-established lying could there

be help or salvation for him, could there be at length other than

hindrance and destruction for him. O Heavyside, my solid friend,

this is the sorrow of sorrows : what on earth can become of us till

this accursed enchantment, the general summary and consecration

of delusions, be cast forth from the heart and life of one and all !

Cast forth it will be
;

it must, or we are tending at all moments,
whitherward I do not like to name. Alas, and the casting of it

out, to what heights and what depths will it lead us, in the sad

universe mostly of lies and shams and hollow phantasms (grown

very ghastly now), in which, as in a safe home, we have lived this

century or two ! To heights and depths of social and individual

divorce from delusions, of
' reform

'

in right sacred earnest, of

indispensable amendment, and stern sorrowful abrogation and

order to depart, such as cannot well be spoken at present; as

dare scarcely be thought at present ;
which nevertheless are very

inevitable, and perhaps rather imminent several of them ! Truly
we have a heavy task of work before us

;
and there is a pressing

call that we should seriously begin upon it, before it tumble into

an inextricable mass, in which there will be no working, but only

suffering and hopelessly perishing !

Or perhaps Democracy, which we announce as now come, will

itself manage it? Democracy, once modelled into suffrages,

furnished with ballot-boxes and suchlike, will itself accomplish
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the salutary universal change from Delusive to Eeal, and make
a new blessed world of us by and by ? To the great mass of men,
I am aware, the matter presents itself quite on this hopeful side.

Democracy they consider to be a kind of
' Government.' The old

model, formed long since, and brought to perfection in England
now two hundred years ago, has proclaimed itself to all Nations

as the new healing for every woe :

"
Set-up a Parliament," the

Nations everywhere say, when the old King is detected to be

a Sham-King, and hunted out or not
;

"
set-up a Parliament

;
let

" us have suffrages, universal suffrages ;
and all either at once or

"
by due degrees will be right, and a real Millennium come !

"

Such is their way of construing the matter.

Such, alas, is by no means my way of construing the matter
;
if

it were, I should have had the happiness of remaining silent, and

been without call to speak here. It is because the contrary of all

this is deeply manifest to me, and appears to be forgotten by
multitudes of my contemporaries, that I have had to undertake

addressing a word to them. The contrary of all this; and the

farther I look into the roots of all this, the more hateful, ruinous

and dismal does the state of mind all this could have originated in

appear to me. To examine this recipe of a Parliament, how fit it

is for governing Nations, nay how fit it may now be, in these new

times, for governing England itself where we are used to it so long :

this, too, is an alarming inquiry, to which all thinking men, and

good citizens of their country, who have an ear for the small still

voices and eternal intimations, across the temporary clamours and

loud blaring proclamations, are now solemnly invited. Invited by
the rigorous fact itself; which will one day, and that perhaps

soon, demand practical decision or redecision of it from us, with

enormous penalty if we decide it wrong! I think we shall all

have to consider this question, one day ;
better perhaps now than

later, when the leisure may be less. If a Parliament, with suffrages

and universal or any conceivable kind of suffrages, is the method,
then certainly let us set about discovering the kind of suffrages,

and rest no moment till we have got them. But it is possible a

Parliament may not be the method ! Possible the inveterate

notions of the English People may have settled it as the method,

and the Everlasting Laws of Nature may have settled it as not the

method ! Not the whole method
;
nor the method at all, if taken

as the whole ? If a Parliament with never such suffrages is not

the method settled by this latter authority, then it will urgently
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behove us to become aware of that fact, and to quit such method
;

we may depend upon it, however unanimous we be, every step
taken in that direction will, by the Eternal Law of things, be a

step/rom improvement, not towards it.

Not towards it, I say, if so ! Unanimity of voting, that will do

nothing for us if so. Your ship cannot double Cape Horn by its

excellent plans of voting. The ship may vote this and that, above

decks and below, in the most harmonious exquisitely constitutional

manner : the ship, to get round Cape Horn, will find a set of con-

ditions already voted for, and fixed with adamantine rigour by the

ancient Elemental Powers, who are entirely careless how you vote.

If you can, by voting or without voting, ascertain these conditions,

and valiantly conform to them, you will get round the Cape : if

you cannot, the ruffian Winds will blow you ever back again ;

the inexorable Icebergs, dumb privy-councillors from Chaos, will

nudge you with most chaotic
' admonition

;

'

you will be flung half-

frozen on the Patagonian cliffs, or admonished into shivers by your

iceberg councillors, and sent sheer down to Davy Jones, and will

never get round Cape Horn at all ! Unanimity on board ship ;

yes indeed, the ship's crew may be very unanimous, which doubt-

less, for the time being, will be very comfortable to the ship's crew,

and to their Phantasm Captain if they have one : but if the tack

they unanimously steer upon is guiding them into the belly of the

Abyss, it will not profit them much ! Ships accordingly do not

use the ballot-box at all
;
and they reject the Phantasm species of

Captains : one wishes much some other Entities, since all entities

lie under the same rigorous set of laws, could be brought to show
as much wisdom, and sense at least of self-preservation, the first

command of Nature. Phantasm Captains with unanimous votings :

this is considered to be all the law and all the prophets, at present.
If a man could shake-out of his mind the universal noise of

political doctors in this generation and in the last generation or

two, and consider the matter face to face, with his own sincere

intelligence looking at it, I venture to say he would find this a

very extraordinary method of navigating, whether in the Straits of

Magellan or the undiscovered Sea of Time. To prosper in this

world, to gain felicity, victory and improvement, either for a man
or a nation, there is but one thing requisite, That the man or

nation can discern what the true regulations of the Universe are

in regard to him and his pursuit, and can faithfully and steadfastly

follow these. These will lead him to victory ;
whoever it may be
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that sets him in the way of these, were it Russian Autocrat,

Chartist Parliament, Grand Lama, Force of Public Opinion, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, M'Croudy the Seraphic Doctor with his

Last-evangel of Political Economy, sets him in the sure way to

please the Author of this Universe, and is his friend of friends.

And again, whoever does the contrary is, for a like reason, his

enemy of enemies. This may be taken as fixed.

And now by what method ascertain the monition of the gods in

regard to our affairs ? How decipher, with best fidelity, the eternal

regulation of the Universe; and read, from amid such confused

embroilments of human clamour and folly, what the real Divine

Message to us is ? A divine message, or eternal regulation of the

Universe, there verily is, in regard to every conceivable procedure
and affair of man : faithfully following this, said procedure or affair

will prosper, and have the whole Universe to second it, and carry

it, across the fluctuating contradictions, towards a victorious goal ;

not following this, mistaking this, disregarding this, destruction

and wreck are certain for every affair. How find it ? All the

world answers me,
" Count heads

;
ask Universal Suffrage, by the

ballot-boxes, and that will tell." Universal Suffrage, ballot-boxes,

count of heads? Well, ;I perceive we have got into strange

spiritual latitudes indeed. Within the last half century or so,

either the Universe or else the heads of men must have altered

very much. Half a century ago, and down from Father Adam's

time till then, the Universe, wherever I could hear tell of it, was

wont to be of somewhat abstruse nature
; by no means carrying its

secret written on its face, legible to every passer-by ;
on the con-

trary, obstinately hiding its secret from all foolish, slavish, wicked,

insincere persons, and partially disclosing it to the wise and noble-

minded alone, whose number was not the majority in my time !

Or perhaps the chief end of man being now, in these improved

epochs, to make money and spend it, his interests in the Universe

have become amazingly simplified of late
; capable of being voted-

on with effect by almost anybody? 'To buy in the cheapest

market, and sell in the dearest :

'

truly if that is the summary of

his social duties, and the final divine-message he has to follow, we

may trust him extensively to vote upon that. But if it is not, and

never was, or can be ? If the Universe will not carry on its divine

bosom any commonwealth of mortals that have no higher aim,

being still 'a Temple and Hall of Doom,' not a mere Weaving-shop
and Cattle-pen? If the unfathomable Universe has decided to
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reject Human Beavers pretending to be Men; and will abolish,

pretty rapidly perhaps, in hideous mud-deluges, their
' markets

'

and them, unless they think of it ? In that case it were better to

think of it : and the Democracies and Universal Suffrages, I can

observe, will require to modify themselves a good deal !

Historically speaking, I believe there was no Nation that could

subsist upon Democracy. Of ancient Republics, and Demoi and

Populi, we have heard mueh
;
but it is now pretty well admitted

to be nothing to our purpose ;
a universal-suffrage republic, or a

general-suffrage one, or any but a most-limited-suffrage one, never

came to light, or dreamed of doing so, in ancient times. When
the mass of the population were slaves, and the voters intrinsically

a kind of kings, or men born to rule others
;
when the voters were

real
'

aristocrats
'

and manageable dependents of such, then

doubtless voting, and confused jumbling of talk and intrigue,

might, without immediate destruction, or the need of a Cavaignac
to intervene with cannon and sweep the streets clear of it, go on

;

and beautiful developments of manhood might be possible beside

it, for a season. Beside it
;

or even, if you will, by means of it,

and in virtue of it, though that is by no means so certain as is

often supposed. Alas, no : the reflective constitutional mind has

misgivings as to the origin of old Greek and Roman nobleness
;

and indeed knows not how this or any other human nobleness

could well be '

originated,' or brought to pass, by voting or without

voting, in this world, except by the grace of God very mainly ;

and remembers, with a sigh, that of the Seven Sages themselves

no fewer than three were bits of Despotic Kings, Tvpawoi.,
'

Tyrants
'

so-called (such being greatly wanted there) ;
and that the other

four were very far from Red Republicans, if of any political faith

whatever ! We may quit the Ancient Classical concern, and leave it

to College-clubs and speculative debating-societies, in these late days.

Of the various French Republics that have been tried, or that

are still on trial, of these also it is not needful to say any word.

But there is one modern instance of Democracy nearly perfect, the

Republic of the United States, which has actually subsisted for

threescore years or more, with immense success as is affirmed
;
to

which many still appeal, as to a sign of hope for all nations, and a

'Model Republic.' Is not America an instance in point? Why
should not all Nations subsist and flourish on Democracy, as

America does ?

Of America it would ill beseem any Englishman, and me perhaps

PAMPHLETS. C
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as little as another, to speak unkindly, to speak unpatriotically,

if any of us even felt so. Sure enough, America is a great, and in

many respects a blessed and hopeful phenomenon. Sure enough,
these hardy millions of Anglo-saxon men prove themselves worthy
of their genealogy ; and, with the axe and plough and hammer, if

not yet with any much finer kind of implements, are triumphantly

clearing-out wide spaces, seedfields for the sustenance and refuge
of mankind, arenas for the future history of the world

; doing, in

their day and generation, a creditable and cheering feat under the

sun. But as to a Model Republic, or a model anything, the wise

among themselves know too well that there is nothing to be said.

Nay the title hitherto to be a Commonwealth or Nation at all,

among the f.Qvr\ of the world, is, strictly considered, still a thing

they are but striving for, and indeed have not yet done much
towards attaining. Their Constitution, such as it may be, was

made here, not there
;
went over with them from the Old-Puritan

English workshop ready-made. Deduct what they carried with

them from England ready-made, their common English Language,
and that same Constitution, or rather elixir of constitutions, their

inveterate and .now, as it were, inborn reverence for the Constable's

Staff; two quite immense attainments, which England had to

spend much blood, and valiant sweat of blood and brain, for cen-

turies long, in achieving; and what new elements of polity or

nationhood, what noble new phasis of human arrangement, or

social device worthy of Prometheus or of Epimetheus, yet comes to

light in America ? Cotton-crops and Indian-corn and dollars come
to light ;

and half a world of untilled land, where populations that

respect the constable can live, for the present without Government :

this comes to light ;
and the profound sorrow of all nobler hearts,

here uttering itself as silent patient unspeakable ennui, there

coming out as vague elegiac wailings, that there is still next to

nothing more. '

Anarchy plus a street-constable :

'

that also is

anarchic to me, and other than quite lovely 1

I foresee, too, that, long before the waste lands are full, the very

street-constable, on these poor terms, will have become impossible :

without the waste lands, as here in our Europe, I do not see how
he could continue possible many weeks. Cease to brag to me of

America, and its model institutions and constitutions. To men in

their sleep there is nothing granted in this world : nothing, or as

good as nothing, to men that sit idly ctnicusing and ballot-boxing
on the graves of their heroic ancestors, saying, "It is well, it
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is well !

"
Corn and bacon are granted : not a very sublime

boon, on such conditions; a boon moreover which, on such con-

ditions, cannot last ! No : America too will have to strain its

energies, in quite other fashion than this; to crack its sinews,

and ail-but break its heart, as the rest of us have had to do, in

thousandfold wrestle with the Pythons and mud-demons, before it

can become a habitation for the gods. America's battle is yet to

fight ;
and we, sorrowful though nothing doubting, will wish her

strength for it. New Spiritual Pythons, plenty of them
;
enormous

Megatherions, as ugly as were ever born of mud, loom huge and

hideous out of the twilight Future on America
;
and she will have

her own agony, and her own victory, but on other terms than she

is yet quite aware of. Hitherto she but ploughs and hammers, in

a very successful manner; hitherto, in spite of her 'roast-goose

with apple-sauce,' she is not much. 'Roast-goose with apple-

sauce for the poorest working-man :

'

well, surely that is something,
thanks to your respect for the street-constable, and to your

continents of fertile waste land
;

but that, even if it could con-

tinue, is by no means enough ;
that is not even an instalment

towards what will be required of you. My friend, brag not yet of

our American cousins ! Their quantity of cotton, dollars, industry
and resources, I believe to be almost unspeakable ;

but I can by
no means worship the like of these. What great human soul,

what great thought, what great noble thing that one could worship,
or loyally admire, has yet been produced there ? None : the

American cousins have yet done none of these things. "What

they have done ?
"
growls Smelfungus, tired of the subject : "They

"have doubled their population every twenty years. They have

"begotten, with a rapidity beyond recorded example, Eighteen
"
Millions of the greatest lores ever seen in this world before, that

"
hitherto is their feat in History !

" And so we leave them, for

the present ;
and cannot predict the success of Democracy, on this

side of the Atlantic, from their example.

Alas, on this side of the Atlantic and on that, Democracy, we

apprehend, is forever impossible ! So much, with certainty of loud

astonished contradiction from all manner of men at present, but

with sure appeal to the Law of Nature and the ever-abiding Fact,

may be suggested and asserted once more. The Universe itself is

a Monarchy and Hierarchy; large liberty of 'voting' there, all

manner of choice, utmost free-will, but with conditions inexorable

and immeasurable annexed to every exercise of the same. A most

C 2
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free commonwealth of
'

voters
;

'

but with Eternal Justice to preside
over it, Eternal Justice enforced by Almighty Power 1 This is the

model of
'

constitutions
;

'

this : nor in any Nation where there has

not yet (in some supportable and withal some constantly-increasing

degree) been confided to the Noblest, with his select series of Nobler,

the divine everlasting duty of directing and controlling the Ignoble,
has the '

Kingdom of God,' which we all pray for,
'

come,' nor can
' His will

'

even tend to be ' done on Earth as it is in Heaven
'

till

then. My Christian friends, and indeed my Sham-Christian and

Anti-Christian, and all manner of men, are invited to reflect on

this. They will find it to be the truth of the case. The Noble in

the high place, the Ignoble in the low
;
that is, in all times and in

all countries, the Almighty Maker's Law.

To raise the Sham-Noblest, and solemnly consecrate him by
whatever method, new-devised, or slavishly adhered to from old

wont, this, little as we may regard it, is, in all times and countries,

a practical blasphemy, and Nature will in no wise forget it. Alas,

there lies the origin, the fatal necessity, of modern Democracy

everywhere. It is the Noblest, not the Sham-Noblest
;

it is God-

Almighty's Noble, not the Court-Tailor's Noble, nor the Able-

Editor's Noble, that must in some approximate degree, be raised

to the supreme place ;
he and not a counterfeit, under penalties !

Penalties deep as death, and at length terrible as hell-on-earth, my
constitutional friend ! Will the ballot-box raise the Noblest to the

chief place ;
does any sane man deliberately believe such a thing ?

That nevertheless is the indispensable result, attain it how we may:
if that is attained, all is attained

;
if not that, nothing. He that

cannot believe the ballot-box to be attaining it, will be compara-

tively indifferent to the ballot-box. Excellent for keeping the

ship's crew at peace under their Phantasm Captain ;
but unservice-

able, under such, for getting round Cape Horn. Alas, that there

should be human beings requiring to have these things argued of,

at this late time of day !

I say, it is the everlasting privilege of the foolish to be governed

by the wise
;
to be guided in the right path by those who know it

better than they. This is the first
'

right of man
;

'

compared with

which all other rights are as nothing, mere superfluities, corollaries

which will follow of their own accord out of this
;

if they be not

contradictions to this, and less than nothing ! To the wise it is not

a privilege ;
far other indeed. Doubtless, as bringing preservation

to their country, it implies preservation of themselves withal
;
but
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intrinsically it is the harshest duty a wise man, if he be indeed

wise, has laid to his hand. A duty which he would fain enough
shirk

;
which accordingly, in these sad times of doubt and cowardly

sloth, he has long everywhere been endeavouring to reduce to its

minimum, and has in fact in most cases nearly escaped altogether.

It is an ungoverned world
;
a world which we flatter ourselves will

henceforth need no governing. On the dust of our heroic ancestors

we too sit ballot-boxing, saying to one another, It is well, it is well !

By inheritance of their noble struggles, we have been permitted to

sit slothful so long. By noble toil, not by shallow laughter and vain

talk, the)
7 made this English Existence from a savage forest into an

arable inhabitable field for us
;
and we, idly dreaming it would grow

spontaneous crops forever, find it now in a too questionable state
;

peremptorily requiring real labour and agriculture again. Real
'

agriculture
'

is not pleasant ;
much pleasanter to reap and winnow

(with ballot-box or otherwise) than to plough !

Who would govern that can get along without governing ? He
that is fittest for it, is of all men the unwillingest unless con-

strained. By multifarious devices we have been endeavouring to

dispense with governing; and by very superficial speculations, of

laissez-faire, supply-and-demand, &c. &c. to persuade ourselves that

it is best so. The Real Captain, unless it be some Captain of

mechanical Industry hired by Mammon, where is he in these days ?

Most likely, in silence, in sad isolation somewhere, in remote

obscurity; trying if, in an evil ungoverned time, he cannot at

least govern himself. The Real Captain undiscoverable
;

the

Phantasm Captain everywhere very conspicuous : it is thought
Phantasm Captains, aided by ballot-boxes, are the true method,
after all. They are much the pleasantest for the time being !

And so no Dux or Duke of any sort, in any province of our

affairs, now leads: the Duke's Bailiff leads, what little leading
is required for getting-in the rents

;
and the Duke merely rides

in the state-coach. It is everywhere so : and now at last we see

a world all rushing towards strange consummations, because it is

and has long been so !

I do not suppose any reader of mine, or many persons in

England at all, have much faith in Fraternity, Equality and the

Revolutionary Millenniums preached by the French Prophets in

this age: but there are many movements here too which tend
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iiievitably in the like direction
;
and good men, who would stand

aghast at Red Republic and its adjuncts, seem to me travelling at

full speed towards that or a similar goal ! Certainly the notion

everywhere prevails among us too, and preaches itself abroad in

every dialect, uncontradicted anywhere so far as I can hear, That

the grand panacea for social woes is what we call
'

enfranchisement/
'

emancipation ;

'

or, translated into practical language, the cutting
asunder of human relations, wherever they are found grievous,
as is like to be pretty universally the case at the rate we have

been going for some generations past. Let us all be
'

free
'

of one

another; we shall then be happy. Free, without bond or con-

nection except that of cash-payment ;
fair day's wages for the fair

day's work ; bargained for by voluntary contract, and law of supply-
and-demand : this is thought to be the true solution of all difficulties

and injustices that have occurred between man and man.

To rectify the relation that exists between two men, is there no

method, then, but that of ending it ? The old relation has become

unsuitable, obsolete, perhaps unjust ;
it imperatively requires to be

amended
;
and the remedy is, Abolish it, let there henceforth be

no relation at all. From the ' Sacrament of Marriage
'

downwards,
human beings used to be manifoldly related, one to another, and each

to all
;
and there was no relation among human beings, just or

unjust, that had not its grievances and difficulties, its necessities

on both sides to bear and forbear. But henceforth, be it known,
we have changed all that, by favour of Heaven: 'the voluntary

principle
'

has come-up, which will itself do the business for us
;

and now let a new Sacrament, that of Divorce, which we call eman-

cipation, and spout-of on our platforms, be universally the order

of the day ! Have men considered whither all this is tending, and

what it certainly enough betokens ? Cut every human relation

which has anywhere grown uneasy sheer asunder
;
reduce whatso-

ever was compulsory to voluntary, whatsoever was permanent

among us to the condition of nomadic : in other words, loosen

by assiduous wedges in every joint, the whole fabric of social

existence, stone from stone; till at last, all now being loose

enough, it can, as we already see in most countries, be overset

by sudden outburst of revolutionary rage ; and, lying as mere

mountains of anarchic rubbish, solicit you to sing Fraternity &c.

over it, and to rejoice in the new remarkable era of human

progress we have arrived at.

Certainly Emancipation proceeds with rapid strides among us,
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this good while
;
and has got to such a length as might give rise

to reflections in men of a serious turn. West-Indian Blacks are

emancipated, and it appears refuse to work : Irish Whites have

long been entirely emancipated ;
and nobody asks them to work,

or on condition of finding them potatoes (which, of course, is indis-'

pensable), permits them to work. Among speculative persons, a

question has sometimes risen : In the progress of Emancipation,
are we to look for a time when all the Horses also are to be

emancipated, and brought to the supply-and-demand princi pie ?

Horses too have ' motives
;

'

are acted-on by hunger, fear, hope, love

of oats, terror of platted leather
; nay they have vanity, ambi-

tion, emulation, thankfulness, vindictiveness
;
some rude outline of

all our human spiritualities, a rude resemblance to us in mind

and intelligence, even as they have in bodily frame. The Horse,

poor dumb four-footed fellow, he too has his private feelings,

his affections, gratitudes ;
and deserves good usage ;

no human

master, without crime, shall treat him unjustly either, or recklessly

lay-on the whip where it is not needed : I am sure if I could

make him '

happy,' I should be willing to grant a small vote (in

addition to the late twenty millions) for that object !

Him too you occasionally tyrannise over; and with bad result

to yourselves, among others; using the leather in a tyrannous

unnecessary manner
; withholding, or scantily furnishing, the oats

and ventilated stabling that are due. Rugged horse-subduers, one

fears they are a little tyrannous at times.
" Am I not a horse, and

half-brother ?
"

To remedy which, so far as remediable, fancy
the horses all

'

emancipated ;

'

restored to their primeval right of

property in the grass of this Globe : turned-out to graze in an

independent supply-and-demand manner ! So long as grass lasts,

I dare say they are very happy, or think themselves so. And
Farmer Hodge sallying forth, on a dry spring morning, with a

sieve of oats in his hand, and agony of eager expectation in his

heart, is he happy ? Help me to plough this day, Black Dobbin :

oats in full measure if thou wilt.
"
Hlunh, No thank !

"
snorts

Black Dobbin
;
he prefers glorious liberty and the grass. Bay

Darby, wilt not thou perhaps ?
" Hlunh !

"
Gray Joan, then,

my beautiful broad-bottomed mare, O Heaven, she too answers

Hlunh ! Not a quadruped of them will plough a stroke for me.

Corn-crops are ended in this world ! For the sake, if not of Hodge,
then of Hodge's horses, one prays this benevolent practice might
now cease, and a new and better one try to begin. Small kindness
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to Hodge's horses to emancipate them ! The fate of all emanci-

pated horses is, sooner or later, inevitable. To have in this habit-

able Earth no grass to eat, in Black Jamaica gradually none, as

in White Connemara already none
;

to roam aimless, wasting the

seed-fields of the world
;
and be hunted home to Chaos, by the

due watch-dogs and due hell-dogs, with such horrors of forsaken

wretchedness as were never seen before ! These things are not

sport ; they are terribly true, in this country at this hour.

Between our Black West Indies and our White Ireland, between

these two extremes of lazy refusal to work, and of famishing

inability to find any work, what a world have we made of it, with

our fierce Mammon-worships, and our benevolent philanderings, and

idle godless nonsenses of one kind and another ! Supply-and-

demand, Leave-it-alone, Voluntary Principle, Time will mend it :

till British industrial existence seems fast becoming one huge

poison-swamp of reeking pestilence physical and moral
;
a hideous

living Golgotha of souls and bodies buried alive
;
such a Curtius'

gulf, communicating with the Nether Deeps, as the Sun never saw

till now. These scenes, which the Morning Chronicle is bringing home
to all minds of men, thanks to it for a service such as Newspapers
have seldom done, ought to excite unspeakable reflections in every
mind. Thirty-thousand outcast Needlewomen working themselves

swiftly to death
;
three-million Paupers rotting in forced idleness,

helping said Needlewomen to die : these are but items in the sad

ledger of despair.

Thirty-thousand wretched women, sunk in that putrefying well

of abominations; they have oozed-in upon London, from the

universal Stygian quagmire of British industrial life
;
are accumu-

lated in the well of the concern, to that extent. British charity is

smitten to the heart, at the laying-bare of such a scene
; passion-

ately undertakes, by enormous subscription of money, or by other

enormous effort, to redress that individual horror; as I and all

men hope it may. But, alas, what next ? This general well and

cesspool once baled clean out today, will begin before night to fill

itself anew. The universal Stygian quagmire is still there
; opulent

in women ready to be ruined, and in men ready. Towards the

same sad cesspool will these waste currents of human ruin ooze

and gravitate as heretofore
; except in draining the universal

quagmire itself there is no remedy.
" And for that, what is the

method ?
"
cry many in an angry manner. To whom, for the present,

I answer only,
" Not '

emancipation/ it would seem, my friends
;
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"not the cutting-loose of human ties, something far the reverse
" of that !

"

Many things have been written about shirtmaking; but here

perhaps is the saddest thing of all, not written anywhere till now,

that I know of. Shirts by the thirty-thousand are made at two-

pence-halfpenny each
;

and in the mean while no needlewoman,
distressed or other, can be procured in London by any housewife

to give, for fair wages, fair help in sewing. Ask any thrifty house-

mother, high or low, and she will answer. In high houses and in

low, there is the same answer : no real needlewoman,
'

distressed
'

or other, has been found attainable in any of the houses I frequent.

Imaginary needlewomen, who demand considerable wages, and have

a deepish appetite for beer and viands, I hear of everywhere ;
but

their sewing proves too often a distracted puckering and botching ;

not sewing, only the fallacious hope of it, a fond imagination of

the mind. Good sempstresses are to be hired in every village ;
and

in London, with its famishing thirty-thousand, not at all, or hardly.

Is not No-government beautiful in human business? To such

length has the Leave-alone principle carried it, by way of organising

labour, in this affair of shirtmaking. Let us hope the Leave-alone

principle has now got its apotheosis; and taken wing towards

higher regions than ours, to deal henceforth with a class of affairs

more appropriate for it !

Reader, did you ever hear of '

Constituted Anarchy
'

? Anarchy ;

the choking, sweltering, deadly and killing rule of No-rule
;
the

consecration of cupidity, and braying folly, and dim stupidity and

baseness, in most of the affairs of men ? Slop-shirts attainable

three-halfpence cheaper, by the ruin of living bodies and immortal

souls ? Solemn Bishops and high Dignitaries, our divine
'

Pillars of

Fire by night,' debating meanwhile, with their largest wigs and

gravest look, upon something they call
'

prevenient grace
'

? Alas,

our noble men of genius, Heaven's real messengers to us, they also

rendered nearly futile by the wasteful time
; preappointed they

everywhere, and assiduously trained by all their pedagogues and

monitors, to
'

rise in Parliament,' to compose orations, write books,

or in short speak words, for the approval of reviewers
;
instead of

doing real kingly work to be approved of by the gods ! Our
'

Government,' a highly
'

responsible
'

one
; responsible to no God

that I can hear of, but to the twenty-seven million gods of the

shilling gallery. A Government tumbling and drifting on the

whirlpools and mud-deluges, floating atop in a conspicuous manner,
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no-whither, like the carcass of a drowned ass. Authentic Chaos

come up into this sunny Cosmos again ;
and all men singing Gloria

in cxcelsis to it. In spirituals and temporals, in field and workshop,
from Manchester to Dorsetshire, from Lambeth Palace to the Lanes

of Whitechapel, wherever men meet and toil and traffic together,

Anarchy, Anarchy; and only the street-constable (though with

ever-increasing difficulty) still maintaining himself in the middle

of it
;
that so, for one thing, this blessed exchange of slop-shirts

for the souls of women may transact itself in a peaceable manner !

I, for my part, do profess myself in eternal opposition to this,

and discern well that universal Ruin has us in the wind, unless we
can get out of this. My friend Crabbe, in a late number of his

Intermittent Radiator, pertinently enough exclaims :

' When shall we have done with all this of British Liberty,
'

Voluntary Principle, Dangers of Centralisation, and the like ? It

'is really getting too bad. For British Liberty, it seems, the
'

people cannot be taught to read. British Liberty, shuddering to

interfere with the rights of capital, takes six or eight millions

'of money annually to feed the idle labourer whom it dare

'not employ. For British Liberty we live over poisonous cess'
'

pools, gully-drains, and detestable abominations
;
and omnipotent

'London cannot sweep the dirt out of itself. British Liberty
'

produces what ? Floods of Hansard Debates every year, and

'apparently little else at present. If these are the results of
' British Liberty, I, for one, move we should lay it on the shelf a
'

little, and look-out for something other and farther. We have
' achieved British Liberty hundreds of years ago ;

and are fast

'

growing, on the strength of it, one of the most absurd popu-
'lations the Sun, among his great Museum of Absurdities, looks
' down upon at present.'

Curious enough : the model of the world jdst now is England
and her Constitution

;
all Nations striving towards it : poor France

swimming these last sixty years in seas of horrid dissolution and

confusion, resolute to attain this blessedness of free voting, or to

die in chase of it. Prussia too, solid Germany itself, has all broken

out into crackling of musketry, loud pamphleteering and Frankfort

parliamenting and palavering ; Germany too will scale the sacred

mountains, how steep soever, and, by talisman of ballot-box, inhabit

a political Elysium henceforth. All the Nations have that one

hope. Very notable, and rather sad to the humane onlooker. For
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it is sadly conjectured, all the Nations labour somewhat under a

mistake as to England, and the causes of her freedom and her

prosperous cotton-spinning; and have much misread the nature

of her Parliament, and the effect of ballot-boxes and universal-

suffrages there.

What if it were because the English Parliament was from the

first, and is only just now ceasing to be, a Council of actual Rulers,

real Governing Persons (called Peers, Mitred Abbots, Lords, Knights
of the Shire, or howsoever called), actually ruling each his section

of the country, and possessing (it must be said) in the lump, or

when assembled as a Council, uncommon patience, devoutness,

probity, discretion and good fortune, that the said Parliament ever

came to be good for much ? In that case it will not be easy to
'

imitate
'

the English Parliament
;
and the ballot-box and suffrage

will be the mere bow of Robin Hood, which it is given to very
few to bend, or shoot with to any perfection. And if the Peers

become mere big Capitalists, Railway Directors, gigantic Huck-

sters, Kings of Scrip, without lordly quality, or other virtue except
cash

;
and the Mitred Abbots change to mere Able-Editors, masters

of Parliamentary Eloquence, Doctors of Political Economy, and

suchlike
;
and all have to be elected by a universal-suffrage ballot-

box, I do not see how the English Parliament itself will long
continue sea-worthy ! Nay, I find England in her own big dumb

heart, wherever you come upon her in a silent meditative hour,

begins to have dreadful misgivings about it.

The model of the world, then, is at once unattainable by the

world, and not much worth attaining ? England, as I read the

omens, is now called a second time to
' show the Nations how to

live
;

'
for by her Parliament, as chief governing entity, 1 fear

she is not long for this world ! Poor England must herself again,

in these new strange times, the old methods being quite worn out,
'

learn how to live.' That now is the terrible problem for England,
as for all the Nations

;
and she alone of all, not yet sunk into open

Anarchy, but left with time for repentance and amendment
; she,

wealthiest of all in material resource, in spiritual energy, in ancient

loyalty to law, and in the qualities that yield such loyalty, she

perhaps alone of all may be able, with huge travail, and the strain

of all her faculties, to accomplish some solution. She will have to

try it, she has now to try it
;
she must accomplish it, or perish from

her place in the world !

England, as I persuade myself, still contains in it many kings;
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possesses, as Old Rome did, many men not needing
'
election

'

to

command, but eternally elected for it by the Maker Himself.

England's one hope is in these, just now. They are among the

silent, I believe
; mostly far away from platforms and public

palaverings ;
not speaking forth the image of their nobleness in

transitory words, but imprinting it, each on his own little section of

the world, in silent facts, in modest valiant actions, that will endure

forevermore. They must sit silent no longer. They are summoned
to assert themselves

;
to act forth, and articulately vindicate, in

the teeth of howling multitudes, of a world too justly maddened

into all manner of delirious clamours, what of wisdom they derive

from God. England, and the Eternal Voices, summon them ; poor

England never so needed them as now. Up, be doing everywhere :

the hour of crisis has verily come ! In all sections of English life,

the god-made king is needed
;

is pressingly demanded in most
;
in

some, cannot longer, without peril as of conflagration, be dispensed
with. He, wheresoever he finds himself, can say,

" Here too am I
" wanted

;
here is the kingdom I have to subjugate, and intro-

" duce God's Laws into, God's Laws, instead of Mammon's and
"
M'Croudy's and the Old Anarch's ! Here is my work, here or

" nowhere." Are there many such, who will answer to the call,

in England ? It turns on that, whether England, rapidly crumbling
in these very years and months, shall go down to the Abyss as her

neighbours have all done, or survive to new grander destinies

without solution of continuity ! Probably the chief question of the

world at present.

The true ' commander *
and king ;

he who knows for himself the

divine Appointments of this Universe, the Eternal Laws ordained

by God the Maker, in conforming to which lies victory and felicity,

in departing from which lies, and forever must lie, sorrow and

defeat, for each and all of the Posterity of Adam in every time and

every place ;
he who has sworn fealty to these, and dare alone

against the world assert these, and dare not with the whole world

at his back deflect from these; he, I know too well, is a rare

man. Difficult to discover
;
not quite discoverable, I apprehend, by

manosuvring of ballot-boxes, and riddling of the popular clamour

according to the most approved methods. He is not sold at any

shop I know of, though sometimes, as at the sign of the Ballot-

box, he is advertised for sale. Difficult indeed to discover : and

not very much assisted, or encouraged in late times, to discover

himself; which, I think, might be a kind of help ? Encouraged
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rather, and commanded in all ways, if he be wise, to hide himself,

and give place to the windy Counterfeit of himself
;
such as the

universal-suffrages can recognise, such as loves the most sweet

voices of the universal suffrages ! Peter, what becomes of such

a People ;
what can become ?

Did you never hear, with the mind's ear as well, that fateful

Hebrew Prophecy, I think the fatefulest of all, which sounds daily

through the streets,
" Ou' clo' ! Ou' clo'!" A certain People,

once upon a time, clamorously voted by overwhelming majority,
" Not he ; Barabbas, not he ! Him, and what he is, and what he
"
deserves, we know well enough : a reviler of the Chief Priests

" and sacred Chancery wigs ;
a seditious Heretic, physical-force

"
Chartist, and enemy of his country and mankind : To the gallows

" and the cross with him ! Barabbas is our man
; Barabbas, we

"
are for Barabbas !

"
They got Barabbas : have you well con-

sidered what a fund of purblind obduracy, of opaque flunkyisrn

grown truculent and transcendent
;
what an eye for the phylac-

teries, and want of eye for the eternal noblenesses
;
sordid loyalty to

the prosperous Semblances, and high-treason against the Supreme
Fact, such a vote betokens in these natures ? For it was the con-

summation of a long series of such
; they and their fathers had

long kept voting so. A singular People ;
who could both produce

such divine men, and then could so stone and crucify them; a

People terrible from the beginning ! Well, they got Barabbas
;

and they got, of course, such guidance as Barabbas and the like of

him could give them
; and, of course, they stumbled ever down-

wards and devilwards, in their truculent stiffnecked way ;
and

and, at this hour, after eighteen centuries of sad fortune, they

prophetically sing "Ou' clo'!" in all the cities of the world.

Might the world, at this late hour, but take note of them, and

understand their sons a little !o

Yes, there are some things the universal-suffrage can decide,

and about these it will be exceedingly useful to consult the universal-

suffrage : but in regard to most things of importance, and in

regard to the choice of men especially, there is (astonishing as it

may seem) next to no capability on the part of universal-suffrage-
I request all candid persons, who have never so little originality

of mind, and every man has a little, to consider this. If true, it

involves such a change in our now-fashionable modes of procedure
as fills me with astonishment and alarm. If popular suffrage is

not the way of ascertaining what the Laws of the Universe are,
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and who it is that will best guide us in the ways of these, then

woe is to us if we do not take another method. Delolrae on the

British Constitution will not save us
;
deaf will the Parcse be to

votes of the House, to leading-articles, constitutional philosophies.

The other method alas, it involves a stopping short, or vital change
of direction, in the glorious career which all Europe, with shouts

heaven-high, is now galloping along : and that, happen when it

may, will, to many of us, be probably a rather surprising business !

One thing I do know, and can again assert with great confidence,

supported by the whole Universe, and by some Two-hundred gener-
ations of men, who have left us some record of themselves there,

That the few Wise will have, by one method or another, to take

command of the innumerable Foolish
;
that they must be got to

take it
;

and that, in fact, since Wisdom, which means also Valour

and heroic Nobleness, is alone strong in this world, and one wise man
is stronger than all men unwise, they can be got. That they must

take it
;
and having taken, must keep it, and do their God's-Message

in it, and defend the same, at their life's peril, against all men and

devils. This I do clearly believe to be the backbone of all Future

Society, as it has been of all Past
;
and that without it, there is no

Society possible in the world. And what a business this will be,

before it end in some degree of victory again, and whether the time

for shouts of triumph and tremendous cheers upon it is yet come,

or not yet by a great way, I perceive too well ! A business to make
us all very serious indeed. A business not to be accomplished but

by noble manhood, and devout all-daring, all-enduring loyalty to

Heaven, such as fatally sleeps at present, such as is not dead at

present either, unless the gods have doomed this world or theirs to

die ! A business which long centuries of faithful travail and heroic

agony, on the part of all the noble that are born to us, will not end
;

and which to us, of this
' tremendous cheering

'

century, it were

blessedness very great to see successfully begun. Begun, tried by
all manner of methods, if there is one wise Statesman or man left

among us, it verily must be
; begun, successfully or unsuccessfully,

we do hope to see it !

In all European countries, especially in England, one class of

Captains and commanders of men, recognisable as the beginning
of a new real and not imaginary

'

Aristocracy,' has already in some
measure developed itself: the Captains of Industry; happily the
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class who above all, or at least first of all, are wanted in this time.

In the doing of material work, we have already men among us

that can command bodies of men. And surely, on the other hand,

there is no lack of men needing to be commanded : the sad class

of brother-men whom we had to describe as
'

Hodge's emancipated

horses,' reduced to roving famine, this too has in all countries

developed itself
; and, in fatal geometrical progression, is ever more

developing itself, with a rapidity which alarms every one. On this

ground, if not on all manner of other grounds, it may be truly said,

the '

Organisation of Labour
'

(not organisable by the mad methods

tried hitherto) is the universal vital Problem of the world.

To bring these hordes of outcast captainless soldiers under due

captaincy ? This is really the question of questions ;
on the answer

to which turns, among other things, the fate of all Governments,

constitutional and other, the possibility of their continuing to exist,

or the impossibility. Captainless, uncommanded, these wretched

outcast 'soldiers,' since they cannot starve, must needs become

banditti, street-barricaders, destroyers of every Government that

cannot put them under captains, and send them upon enterprises,

and in short render life human to them. Our English plan of

Poor Laws, which we once piqued ourselves upon as sovereign, is

evidently fast breaking down. Ireland, now admitted into the Idle

Workhouse, is rapidly bursting it in pieces. That never was a
' human '

destiny for any honest son of Adam
;
nowhere but in

England could it have lasted at all
;
and now, with Ireland sharer

in it, and the fulness of time come, it is as good as ended. Alas,

yes. Here in Connemara, your crazy Ship of the State, otherwise

dreadfully rotten in many of its timbers I believe, has sprung a

leak : spite of all hands at the pump, the water is rising ;
the Ship,

I perceive, will, founder, if you cannot stop this leak !

To bring these Captainless under due captaincy ? The anxious

thoughts of all men that do think are turned upon that question ;

and their efforts, though as yet blindly and to no purpose, under the

multifarious impediments and obscurations, all point thitherward.

Isolated men, and their vague efforts, cannot do it. Government

everywhere is called upon, in England as loudly as elsewhere,

to give the initiative. A new strange task of these new epochs ;

which no Government, never so 'constitutional,' can escape from

undertaking. For it is vitally necessary to the existence of Society

itself; it must be undertaken, and succeeded in too, or worse will

follow, and, as we already see in Irish Connaught and some other
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places, will follow soon. To whatever thing still calls itself by the

name of Government, were it never so constitutional and impeded

by official impossibilities, all men will naturally look for help, and

direction what to do, in this extremity. If help or direction is not

given ;
if the thing called Government merely drift and tumble to

and fro, no-whither, on the popular vortexes, like some carcass of

a drowned ass, constitutionally put
'

at the top of affairs,' popular

indignation will infallibly accumulate upon it
;
one day, the popular

lightning, descending forked and horrible from the black air, will

annihilate said supreme carcass, and smite it home to its native

ooze again ! Your Lordship, this is too true, though irreverently

spoken : indeed one knows not how to speak of it
;
and to me it is

infinitely sad and miserable, spoken or not ! Unless perhaps the

Voluntary Principle will still help us through ? Perhaps the Irish

leak, in such a rotten distressed condition of the Ship, with all the

crew so anxious about it, will be kind enough to stop of itself ?

Dismiss that hope, your Lordship ! Let all real and imaginary
Governors of England, at the pass we have arrived at, dismiss

forever that fallacious fatal solace to their do-nothingism : of itself,

too clearly, the leak will never stop ; by human skill and energy it

must be stopped, or there is nothing but the sea-bottom for us

all ! A Chief Governor of England really ought to recognise his.

situation; to discern that, doing nothing, and merely drifting to

and fro, in however constitutional a manner, he is a squanderer
of precious moments, moments that perhaps are priceless ;

a truly

alarming Chief Governor. Surely, to a Chief Governor of England,

worthy of that high name, surely to him, as to every living man,
in every conceivable situation short of the Kingdom of the Dead,
there is something possible ;

some plan of action other than that of

standing mildly, with crossed arms, till he and we sink ? Complex
as his situation is, he, of all Governors now extant among these

distracted Nations, has, as I compute, by far the greatest possibilities.

The Captains, actual or potential, are there, and the million Captain-
less : and such resources for bringing them together as no other

has. To these outcast soldiers of his, unregimented roving banditti

for the present, or unworking workhouse prisoners who are almost

uglier than banditti
;
to these floods of Irish Beggars, Able-bodied

Paupers, and nomadic Lackalls, now stagnating or roaming every-

where, drowning the face of the world (too truly) into an untenant-

able swamp and Stygian quagmire, has the Chief Governor of this

country no word whatever to say ? Nothing but " Rate in aid,"
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" Time will mend it,"
"
Necessary business of the Session

;

"
and

" After me the Deluge
"

? A Chief Governor that can front his

Irish difficulty, and steadily contemplate the horoscope of Irish

and British Pauperism, and whitherward it is leading him and

us, in this humour, must be a What shall we call such a Chief

Governor ? Alas, in spite of old use and wont, little other than

a tolerated Solecism, growing daily more intolerable ! He decidedly

ought to have some word to say on this matter, to be incessantly

occupied in getting something which he could practically say!

Perhaps to the following, or a much finer effect ?

Speech of the British Prime-Minister to the floods of Irish and other

Beggars, the able-bodied Lackalls, nomadw or stationary, and the

general assembly, outdoor and indoor, of the Pauper Populations

of these Realms.

"
Vagrant Lackalls, foolish most of you, criminal many of you,

" miserable all
;
the sight of you fills me with astonishment and

"
despair. What to do with you I know not

; long have I been

"meditating, and it is hard to tell. Here are some three millions
" of you, as I count : so many of you fallen sheer over into the
"
abysses of open Beggary ; and, fearful to think, every new unit

"that falls is loading so much more the chain that drags the
"
others over. On the edge of the precipice hang uncounted

"millions
; increasing, I am told, at the rate of 1200 a-day. They

"
hang there on the giddy edge, poor souls, cramping themselves

"
down, holding-on with all their strength ;

but falling, falling one
"
after another

;
and the chain is getting heavy, so that ever more

"
fall

;
and who at last will stand ? What to do with you ? The

"
question, What to do with you ? especially since the potato died,

"is like to break my heart !

"One thing, after much meditating, I have at last discovered,
" and now know for some time back : That you cannot be left to

"roam abroad in this unguided manner, stumbling over the
"
precipices, and loading ever heavier the fatal chain upon those

" who might be able to stand
;

that this of locking you up in
"
temporary Idle Workhouses, when you stumble, and subsisting

"
you on Indian meal, till you can sally forth again on fresh roarn-

"
ings, and fresh stumblings, and ultimate descent to the devil

;

"that this is not the plan; and that it never was, or could out of

PAMPHLETS.
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"
England have been supposed to be, much as I have prided myself

"
upon it !

"
Vagrant Lackalls, I at last perceive, all this that has been sung

" and spoken, for a long while, about enfranchisement, emancipa-
"
tion, freedom, suffrage, civil and religious liberty over the world,

"
is little other than sad temporary jargon, brought' upon us by a

"
stern necessity, but now ordered by a sterner to take itself away

"
again a little. Sad temporary jargon, I say : made-up of sense

" and nonsense, sense in small quantities, and nonsense in very
"
large ; and, if taken for the whole or permanent truth of human

"
things, it is no better than fatal infinite nonsense eternally untrue.

" All men, I think, will soon have to quit this, to consider this as a
"
thing pretty well achieved

;
and to look-out towards another thing

" much more needing achievement at the time that now is.

" All men will have to quit it, I believe. But to you, my indigent

"friends, the time for quitting it has palpably arrived ! To talk of
"
glorious self-government, of suffrages and hustings, and the fight

"of freedom and suchlike, is a vain thing in your case. By all

" human definitions and conceptions of the said fight of freedom,
"
you for your part have lost it, and can fight no more. Glorious

"
self-government is a glory not for you, not for Hodge's emanci-

"
pated horses, nor you. No

;
I say, No. You, for your part, have

"
tried it, and failed. Left to walk your own road, the will-o'-wisps

"
beguiled you, your short sight could not descry the pitfalls ;

the

"deadly tumult and press has whirled you hither and thither,
"
regardless of your struggles and your shrieks

;
and here at last

"
you lie

;
fallen flat into the ditch, drowning there and dying,

" unless the others that are still standing please to pick you up.
" The others that still stand have their own difficulties, I can tell

"
you ! But you, by imperfect energy and redundant appetite, by

"
doing too little work and drinking too much beer, you (I bid you

"
observe) have proved that you cannot do it ! You lie there plainly

"in the ditch. And I am to pick you up again, on these mad
" terms ; help you ever again, as with our best heart's-blood, to do
"
what, once for all, the gods have made impossible ? To load the

"
fatal chain with your perpetual staggerings and sprawlings ;

and
" ever again load it, till we all lie sprawling ? My indigent, in-

"
competent friends, I will not ! Know that, whoever may be

" '

sons of freedom/ you for your part are not and cannot be such.

" Not '

free
'

you, I think, whoever may be free. You palpably are

"
fallen captive, caitiff, as they once named it : you do, silently,
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"but eloquently, demand, in the name of mercy itself, that some
"
genuine command be taken of you.
"
Yes, my indigent incompetent friends

;
some genuine practical

" command. Such, if I rightly interpret those mad Chartisms,
"
Repeal Agitations, Red Republics, and other delirious inarticulate

"
howliugs and bellowings which all the populations of the world

" now utter, evidently cries of pain on their and your part, is the

"demand which you, Captives, make of all men that are not
"
Captive, but are still Free. Free men, alas, had you ever any

" notion who the free men were, who the not-free, the incapable
"
of freedom ! The free men, if you could have understood it, they

"
are the wise men

;
the patient, self-denying, valiant

;
the Nobles

"
of the World

;
who can discern the Law of this Universe, what

"
it is, and piously obey it

; these, in late sad times, having cast

"you loose, you are fallen captive to greedy sons of profit-and-

"loss; to bad and ever to worse; and at length to Beer and

"the Devil. Algiers, Brazil or Dahomey hold nothing in them

"so authentically slave as you are, my indigent incompetent
"
friends !

" Good Heavens, and I have to raise some eight or nine millions
"
annually, six for England itself, and to wreck the morals of my

"
working population beyond all money's worth, to keep the life

" from going out of you : a small service to you, as I many times
"
bitterly repeat ! Alas, yes ;

before high Heaven I must declare
"
it such. I think the old Spartans, who would have killed you

"instead, had shown more 'humanity,' more of manhood, than
"
I thus do ! More humanity, I say, more of manhood, and of

" sense for what the dignity of man demands imperatively of you
" and of me and of us all. We call it charity, beneficence, and
"
other fine names, this brutish Workhouse Scheme of ours

;
and

"it is but sluggish heartlessness, and insincerity, and cowardly
" lowness of soul. Not '

humanity
'

or manhood, I think
; perhaps

"
apehood rather, paltry imitancy, from the teeth outward, of

" what our heart never felt nor our understanding ever saw
;
dim

"
indolent adherence to extraneous hearsays and extinct traditions

;

"
traditions now really about extinct

;
not living now to almost

"
any of us, and still haunting with their spectralities and gibber-

"
ing ghosts (in a truly baleful manner) almost all of us ! Making

"
this our struggling

' Twelfth Hour of the Night
'

inexpressibly
" hideous !

"But as for you, my indigent incompetent friends, I have to

D 2
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"repeat with sorrow, but with perfect clearness, what is plainly
"
undeniable, and is even clamorous to get itself admitted, that

"
you are of the nature of slaves, or if you prefer the word, of

"nomadic, and nmv even vagrant and vagabond, servants that can

"find no master on those terms ; which seems to me a much uglier

"word. Emancipation? You have been 'emancipated' with a
"
vengeance ! Foolish souls, I say the whole world cannot eman-

"
cipate you. Fealty to ignorant Unruliness, to gluttonous sluggish

"
Improvidence, to the Beer-pot and the Devil, who is there that

"can emancipate a man in that predicament? Not a whole
" Reform Bill, a whole French Revolution executed for his behoof
" alone : nothing but God the Maker can emancipate him, by
"
making him anew.
" To forward which glorious consummation, will it not be well,

"
indigent friends, that you, fallen flat there, shall henceforth

"
learn to take advice of others as to the methods of standing ?

"
Plainly I let you know, and all the world and the worlds know,

"that I for my part mean it so. Not as glorious unfortunate sons
" of freedom, but as recognised captives, as unfortunate fallen
" brothers requiring that I should command you, and if need were,

"control and compel you, can there henceforth be a relation
" between us. Ask me not for Indian meal

; you shall be com-
"
pelled to earn it first

;
know that on other terms I will not give

"you any. Before Heaven and Earth, and God the Maker of us
"

all, I declare it is a scandal to see such a life kept in you, by the

"sweat and heart's-blood of your brothers; and that, if we cannot
" mend it, death were preferable ! Go to, we must get out of this
" unutterable coil of nonsenses, constitutional, philanthropical, &c.,
"
in which (surely without mutual hatred, if with less of

'

love
'

" than is supposed) we are all strangling one another ! Your want
"
of wants, I say, is that you be commanded in this world, not

"
being able to command yourselves. Know therefore that it shall

" be so with you. Nomadism, I give you notice, has ended
;

"needful permanency, soldier-like obedience, and the opportunity
"and the necessity of hard steady labour for your living, have

'begun. Know that the Idle Workhouse is shut against you
" henceforth ; you cannot enter there at will, nor leave at will

;

"
you shall enter a quite other Refuge, under conditions strict as

"
soldiering, and not leave till I have done with you He that

"prefers the glorious (or perhaps even the rebellious inglorious)
" ' career of freedom/ let him prove that he can travel there, and
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"be the master of himself
;
and right good speed to him. He who

"has proved that he cannot travel there or be the master of
"
himself, let him, in the name of all the gods, become a servant,

" and accept the just rules of servitude !

"
Arise, enlist in my Irish, my Scotch and English

'

Regiments
" of the New Era,' which I have been concocting, day and night,O' / O '

"during these three Grouse-seasons (taking earnest incessant
"
counsel, with all manner of Industrial Notabilities and men of

"insight, on the matter), and have now brought to a kind of
"
preparation for incipiency, thank Heaven ! Enlist there, ye poor

"
wandering banditti

; obey, work, suffer, abstain, as all of us have
" had to do : so shall you be useful in God's creation, so shall you
" be helped to gain a manful living for yourselves ;

not otherwise
" than so. Industrial Regiments

"
[Here numerous persons, with

big wigs many of them, and austere aspect, whom I take to be

Professors of the Dismal Science, start up in an agitated vehement

manner: but the Premier resolutely beckons them down again]
"
Regiments not to fight the French or others, who are peaceable

"
enough towards us

;
but to fight the Bogs and Wildernesses at

"home and abroad, and to chain the Devils of the Pit which are
"
walking too openly among us.
"
Work, for you ? Work, surely, is not quite undiscoverable in

"an Earth so wide as ours, if we will take the right methods for
"

it ! Indigent friends, we will adopt this new relation (which
"
is old as the world) ;

this will lead us towards such. Rigorous
"
conditions, not to be violated on either side, lie in this relation

;

"conditions planted there by God Himself; which woe will betide
" us if we do not discover, gradually more and more discover, and
" conform to ! Industrial Colonels, Workmasters, Taskmasters,
"
Life-commanders, equitable as Rhadamanthus and inflexible as

" he : such, I perceive, you do need
;
and such, you being once

"put under law as soldiers are, will be discoverable for you.
"
I perceive, with boundless alarm, that I shall have to set about

"
discovering such, I, since I am at the top of affairs, with all men

"
looking to me. Alas, it is my new task in this New Ei'a

;
and

" God knows, I too, little other than a redtape Talking-machine,
"and unhappy Bag of Parliamentary Eloquence hitherto, am far
" behind with it ! But street-barricades rise everywhere : the hour
"
of Fate has come. In Connemara there has sprung a leak, since

" the potato died
; Connaught, if it were not for Treasury-grants

" and rates-in-aid, would have to recur to Cannibalism even now,
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" and Human Society would cease to pretend that it existed there.
" Done this thing must be. Alas, I perceive that if I cannot do it,
"
then surely I shall die, and perhaps shall not have Christian

"
burial ! But I already raise near upon Ten Millions for feeding

"
you in idleness, my nomadic friends

; work, under due regulations,
"I really might try to get of" [Here arises indescribable uproar,
no longer repressible, from all manner of Economists, Emancipation-

ists, Constitutionalists, and miscellaneous Professors of the Dismal

Science, pretty numerously scattered about ; and cries of
"
Private

Enterprise,"
"
Eights of Capital,"

"
Voluntary Principle"

"
Doctrines

of the British Constitution," swollen by the general assenting hum of
all the world, quite drown the Chief Minister for a while. He, with

invincible resolution, persists ; obtains hearing again :]
"
Respectable Professors of the Dismal Science, soft you a little.

"Alas, I know what you would say. For my sins, I have read

"much in those inimitable volumes of yours, really I should

"think, some barrowfuls of them in my time, and, in these last
"
forty years of theory and practice, have pretty well seized what

"
of Divine Message you were sent with to me. Perhaps as small

" a message, give me leave to say, as ever there was such a noise

"made about before. Trust me, I have not forgotten it, shall

"never forget it. Those Laws of the Shop-till are indisputable
"to me; and practically useful in certain departments of the

"Universe, as the multiplication-table itself. Once I even tried

"to sail through the Immensities with them, and to front the big
"
coming Eternities with them

;
but I found it would not do. As

" the Supreme Rule of Statesmanship, or Government of Men,
"
since this Universe is not wholly a Shop, no. You rejoice in

"
my improved tariffs, free-trade movements and the like, on every

" hand
;
for which be thankful, and even sing litanies if you choose.

" But here at last, in the Idle-Workhouse movement, unexampled

"yet on Earth or in the waters under the Earth, I am fairly

"brought to a stand; and have had to make reflections, of the
" most alarming, and indeed awful, and as it were religious nature !

"Professors of the Dismal Science, I perceive that the length
"
of your tether is now pretty well run

;
and that I must request

"
you to talk a little lower in future. By the side of the shop-

"till, see, your small 'Law of God' is hung up, along with the
"
multiplication-table itself. But beyond and above the shop-till,

" allow me to say, you shall as good as hold your peace. Respect-
"
able Professors, I perceive it is not now the Gigantic Hucksters,
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" but it is the Immortal Gods, yes they, in their terror and their

"beauty, in their wrath and their beneficence, that are coming
"
into play in the affairs of this world ! Soft you a little. Do not

"
you interrupt me, but try to understand and help me !

"
Work, was I saying ? My indigent unguided friends, I

"
should think some work might be discoverable for you. Enlist,

"
stand drill

; become, from a nomadic Banditti of Idleness,
"
Soldiers of Industry ! I will lead you to the Irish Bogs, to the

" vacant desolations of Connaught now falling into Cannibalism,
"
to mistilled Connaught, to ditto Munster, Leinster, Ulster, I

"
will lead you : to the English fox-covers, furze-grown Commons,

" New Forests, Salisbury Plains : likewise to the Scotch Hill-sides,
" and bare rushy slopes, -which as yet feed only sheep, moist
"
uplands, thousands of square miles in extent, which are destined

"
yet to grow green crops, and fresh butter and milk and beef

''without limit (wherein no 'Foreigner can compete with us'),
" were the Glasgow sewers once opened on them, and you with

"your Colonels carried thither. In the Three Kingdoms, or in
"
the Forty Colonies, depend upon it, you shall be led to your

" work !

" To each of you I will then say : Here is work for you ; strike
"
into it with manlike, soldierlike obedience and heartiness, accord-

"
ing to the methods here prescribed, wages follow for you with-

" out difficulty ;
all manner of j ust remuneration, and at length

"
emancipation itself follows. Refuse to strike into it

;
shirk the

"
heavy labour, disobey the rules, I will admonish and endeavour

"
to incite you ;

if in vain, I will flog you ;
if still in vain, I will

"
at last shoot you, and make God's Earth, and the forlorn-hope

"
in God's Battle, free of you. Understand it, I advise you !

" The Organisation of Labour
"

[Left speaking, says our

reporter.

'
Left speaking :

'

alas, that he should have to
'

speak
'

so much !

There are things that should be done, not spoken ;
that till the

doing of them is begun, cannot well be spoken. He may have

to
'

speak
'

seven years yet, before a spade be struck into the Bog
of Allen

;
and then perhaps it will be too late !

You perceive, my friends, we have actually got into the ' New
Era

'

there has been such prophesying of : here we all are, arrived

at last
;

and it is by no means the land flowing with milk and

honey we were led to expect ! Very much the reverse. A terrible
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new country this: no neighbours in it yet, that I can see, but

irrational flabby monsters (philanthropic and other) of the giant

species; hyaenas, laughing hyaenas, predatory wolves; probably

devils, blue (or perhaps blue-and-yellow) devils, as St. Guthlac

found in Croyland long ago. A huge untrodden haggard country,
the

'

chaotic battle-field of Frost and Fire
;

'

a country of savage

glaciers, granite mountains, of foul jungles, unhewed forests,

quaking bogs ;
which we shall have our own ados to make arable

and habitable, I think ! We must stick by it, however ;
of all

enterprises the impossiblest is that of getting out of it, and shifting

into another. To work, then, one and all
;
hands to work I
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THE deranged condition of our affairs is a universal topic among
men at present ;

and the heavy miseries pressing, in their rudest

shape, on the great dumb inarticulate class, and from this, by a

sure law, spreading upwards, in a less palpable but not less certain

and perhaps still more fatal shape on all classes to the very

highest, are admitted everywhere to be great, increasing and now
almost unendurable. How to diminish them, this is every man's

question. For in fact they do imperatively need diminution
;
and

unless they can be diminished, there are many other things
that cannot very long continue to exist beside them. A serious

question indeed, How to diminish them !

Among the inarticulate classes, as they may be called, there are

two ways of proceeding in regard to this. One large body of the

intelligent and influential, busied mainly in personal affairs, accepts
the social iniquities, or whatever you may call them, and the

miseries consequent thereupon ; accepts them, admits them to be

extremely miserable, pronounces them entirely inevitable, incur-

able except by Heaven, and eats its pudding with as little thought
of them as possible. Not a very noble class of citizens these

; not

a very hopeful or salutary method of dealing with social iniquities

this of theirs, however it may answer in respect to themselves

and their personal affairs ! But now there is the select small

minority, in whom some sentiment of public spirit and human pity

still survives, among whom, or not anywhere, the Good Cause may
expect to find soldiers and servants : their method of proceeding,

in these times, is also very strange. They embark in the '

philan-

thropic movement
;

'

they calculate that the miseries of the world

can be cured by bringing the philanthropic movement to bear on

them. To universal public misery, and universal neglect of the
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clearest public duties, let private charity superadd itself: there

will thus be some balance restored, and maintained again ; thus,

or by what conceivable method ? On these terms they, for their

part, embark in the sacred cause
;
resolute to cure a world's woes

by rose-water; desperately bent on trying to the uttermost that

mild method. It seems not to have struck these good men that

no world, or thing here below, ever fell into misery, without

having first fallen into folly, into sin against the Supreme Ruler of

it, by adopting as a law of conduct what was not a law, but the

reverse of one
;
and that, till its folly, till its sin be cast out of it,

there is not the smallest hope of its misery going, that not for

all the charity and rose-water in the world will its misery try to go
till then !

This is a sad error
;

all the sadder as it is the error chiefly of

the more humane and noble-minded of our generation; among
whom, as we said, or elsewhere not at all, the cause of real Reform

must expect its servants. At present, and for a long while past,

whatsoever young soul awoke in England with some disposition

towards generosity and social heroism, or at lowest with some

intimation of the beauty of such a disposition, he, in whom the

poor world might have looked for a Reformer, and valiant member
of its foul ways, was almost sure to become a Philanthropist,

reforming merely by this rose-water method. To admit that the

world's ways are foul, and not the ways of God the Maker, but

of Satan the Destroyer, many of them, and that they must be

mended or we all die; that if huge misery prevails, huge cow-

ardice, falsity, disloyalty, universal Injustice high and low, have

still longer prevailed, and must straightway try to cease prevailing :

this is what no visible reformer has yet thought of doing. All so-

called
'

reforms
'

hitherto are grounded either on openly-admitted

egoism (cheap bread to the cotton-spinner, voting to those that

have no vote, and the like), which does not point towards very

celestial developments of the Reform movement; or else upon
this of remedying social injustices by indiscriminate contributions

of philanthropy, a method surely still more unpromising. Such

contributions, being indiscriminate, are but a new injustice ; these

will never lead to reform, or abolition of injustice, whatever else

they tead to !

Not by that method shall we '

get round Cape Horn,' by never

such unanimity of voting, under the most approved Phantasm

Captains ! It is miserable to see. Having, as it were, quite lost
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our way round Cape Horn, and being sorely
' admonished

'

by the

Iceberg and other dumb councillors, the pilots, instead of taking
to their sextants, and asking with a seriousness unknown for a long

while, What the Laws of wind and water, and of Earth and of

Heaven are, decide that now, in these new circumstances, they

will, to the worthy and unworthy, serve-out a double allowance of

grog. In this way they hope to do it, by steering on the old

wrong tack, and serving-out more and more copiously what little

aquavitce may be still on board ! Philanthropy, emancipation, and

pity for human calamity is very beautiful
;
but the deep oblivion

of the Law of Right and Wrong ;
this

' indiscriminate mashing-

up of Right and Wrong into a patent treacle
'

of the Philanthropic

movement, is by no means beautiful
j this, on the contrary, is

altogether ugly and alarming.

Truly if there be not something inarticulate among us, not yet
uttered but pressing towards utterance, which is much wiser than

anything we have lately articulated or brought into word or action,

our outlooks are rather lamentable. The great majority of the

powerful and active-minded, sunk in egoistic scepticisms, busied

in chase of lucre, pleasure, and mere vulgar objects, looking with

indifference on the world's woes, and passing carelessly by on the

other side
;
and the select minority, of whom better might have

been expected, bending all their strength to cure them by methods

which can only make bad worse, and in the end render cure hope-
less. A blind loquacious pruriency of indiscriminate Philan-

thropism substituting itself, with much self-laudation, for the silent

divinely awful sense of Right and Wrong; testifying too clearly
that here is no longer a divine sense of Right and Wrong;
that, in the smoke of this universal, and alas inevitable and in-

dispensable revolutionary fire, and burning-up of worn-out rags of

which the world is full, our life-atmosphere has (for the time)
become one vile London fog, and the eternal loadstars are gone
out for us ! Gone out

; yet very visible if you can get above the

fog ;
still there in their place, and quite the same as they always

were ! To whoever does still know of loadstars, the proceedings,
which expand themselves daily, of these sublime philanthropic

associations, and 'universal sluggard-and-scoundrel protection-

societies,' are a perpetual affliction. With their emancipations and

abolition-principles, and reigns of brotherhood and new methods of

love, they have done great things in the White and in the Black

World, during late years ;
and are preparing for greater.
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In the interest of human reform, if there is ever to be any

reform, and return to prosperity or to the possibility of prospering,
it is urgent that the nonsense of all this (and it is mostly non-

sense, but not quite) should be sent about its business straightway,
and forbidden to deceive the well-meaning souls among us any
more. Reform, if we will understand that divine word, cannot

begin till then. One day, I do know, this, as is the doom of all

nonsense, will be drummed-out of the world, with due placard

stuck on its back, and the populace flinging dead cats at it : but

whether soon or not, is by no means so certain. I rather guess,
not at present, not quite soon. Fraternity, in other countries, has

gone on, till it found itself unexpectedly manipulating guillotines

by its chosen Robespierres, and become a fraternity like Cain's.

Much to its amazement ! For in fact it is not all nonsense
;
there

is an infinitesimal fraction of sense in it withal
;
which is so diffi-

cult to disengage ;
which must be disengaged, and laid hold of,

before Fraternity can vanish.

But to our subject, the Model Prison, and the strange theory
of life now in action there. That, for the present, is my share in

the wide adventure of Philanthropism ;
the world's share, and how

and when it is to be liquidated and ended, rests with the Supreme
Destinies.

Several months ago, some friends took me with them to see

one of the London Prisons
;
a Prison of the exemplary or model

kind. An immense circuit of buildings ; cut-out, girt with a high

ring-wall, from the lanes and streets of the quarter, which is a dim
and crowded one. Gateway as to a fortified place ;

then a spacious

court, like the square of a city; broad staircases, passages to

interior courts
;
fronts of stately architecture all round. It lodges

some Thousand or -Twelve-hundred prisoners, besides the officers

of the establishment. Surely one of the most perfect buildings,

within the compass of London. We looked at the apartments,

sleeping-cells, dining-rooms, working-rooms, general courts or

special and private : excellent all, the ne-plus-ultra of human
care and ingenuity ;

in my life I never saw so clean a building ;

probably no Duke in England lives in a mansion of such perfect

and thorough cleanness.

The bread, the cocoa, soup, meat, all the various sorts of food,

in their respective cooking-places, we tasted : found them of

excellence superlative. The prisoners sat at work, light work,

picking oakum, and the like, in airy apartments with glass-roofs,
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of agreeable temperature and perfect ventilation; silent, or at

least conversing only by secret signs: others were out, taking
their hour of promenade in clean flagged courts : methodic com-

posure, cleanliness, peace, substantial wholesome comfort reigned

everywhere supreme. The women in other apartments, some

notable murderesses among them, all in the like state of methodic

composure and substantial wholesome comfort, sat sewing : in

long ranges of wash-houses, drying-houses and whatever pertains

to the getting-up of clean linen, were certain others, with all

conceivable mechanical furtherances, not too arduously working.

The notable murderesses were, though with great precautions of

privacy, pointed out to us; and we were requested not to look

openly at them, or seem to notice them at all, as it was found

to 'cherish their vanity' when visitors looked at them. Schools

too were there
; intelligent teachers of both sexes, studiously

instructing the still ignorant of these thieves.

From an inner upper room or gallery, we looked down into

a range of private courts, where certain Chartist Notabilities

were undergoing their term. Chartist Notability First struck me

very much : I had seen him about a year before, by involuntary
accident and much to my disgust, magnetising a silly young

person ;
and had noted well the unlovely voracious look of him,

his thick oily skin, his heavy dull-burning eyes, his greedy mouth,
the dusky potent insatiable animalism that looked out of every
feature of him : a fellow adequate to animal-magnetise most

things, I did suppose ;
and here was the post I now found him

arrived at. Next neighbour to him was Notability Second, a

philosophic or literary Chartist; walking rapidly to and fro in

his private court, a clean, high-walled place ;
the world and its

cares quite excluded, for some months to come : master of his

own time and spiritual resources to, as I supposed, a really

enviable extent. What '

literary man '

to an equal extent ! I

fancied I, for my own part, so left with paper and ink, and all

taxes and botherations shut-out from me, could have written

such a Book as no reader will here ever get of me. Never, O
reader, never here in a mere house with taxes and botherations.

Here, alas, one has to snatch one's poor Book, bit by bit, as

from a conflagration; and to think and live, comparatively, as

if the house were not one's own, but mainly the world's and the

devil's. Notability Second might have filled one with envy.
The Captain of the place, a gentleman of ancient Military
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or Royal-Navy habits, was one of the most perfect governors ;

professionally and by nature zealous for cleanliness, punctuality,

good order of every kind
;
a humane heart and yet a strong one ;

soft of speech and manner, yet with an inflexible rigour of

command, so far as his limits went :

'

iron hand in a velvet glove,'

as Napoleon defined it. A man of real worth, challenging at

once love and respect : the light of those mild bright eyes seemed

to permeate the place as with an all-pervading vigilance, and

kindly yet victorious illumination; in the soft definite voice it

was as if Nature herself were promulgating her orders, gentlest
mildest orders, which however, in the end, there would be no

disobeying, which in the end there would be no living without

fulfilment of. A true
'

aristos,' and commander of men. A man

worthy to have commanded and guided forward, in good ways,
Twelve-hundred of the best commonpeople in London or the

world: he was here, for many years past, giving all his care

and faculty to command, and guide forward in such ways as

there were, Twelve-hundred of the worst. I looked with con-

siderable admiration on this gentleman; and with considerable

astonishment, the reverse of admiration, on the work he had here

been set upon.
This excellent Captain was too old a Commander to complain

of anything; indeed he struggled visibly the other way, to find

in his own mind that all here was best; but I could sufficiently

discern that, in his natural instincts, if not mounting up to the

region of his thoughts, there was a continual protest going on

against much of it
;
that nature and all his inarticulate persuasion

(however much forbidden to articulate itself) taught him the

futility and unfeasibility of the system followed here. The

Visiting Magistrates, he gently regretted rather than complained,
had lately taken his treadwheel from him, men were just now

pulling it down
;
and how he was henceforth to enforce discipline

on these bad subjects, was much a difficulty with him. "They
cared for nothing but the treadwheel, and for having their rations

cut short :

"
of the two sole penalties, hard work and occasional

hunger, there remained now only one, and that by no means

the better one, as he thought. The 'sympathy' of visitors, too,

their 'pity' for his interesting scoundrel-subjects, though he tried

to like it, was evidently no joy to this practical mind. Pity,

yes : but pity for the scoundrel-species ? For those who will

not have pity on themselves, and will force the Universe and
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the Laws of Nature to have no 'pity' on them? Meseems I

could discover fitter objects of pity !

In fact it was too clear, this excellent man had got a field

for his faculties which, in several respects, was by no means the

suitable one. To drill Twelve-hundred scoundrels by
' the method

of kindness,' and of abolishing your very treadwheel, how could

any commander rejoice to have such a work cut-out for him?

You had but to look in the faces of these Twelve-hundred, and

despair, for most part, of ever
'

commanding
' them at all. Miser-

able distorted blockheads, the generality; ape-faces, imp-faces,

angry dog-faces, heavy sullen ox-faces
; degraded underfoot per-

verse creatures, sons of mdocility, greedy mutinous darkness, and

in one word, of STUPIDITY, which is the general mother of such:

Stupidity intellectual and stupidity moral (for the one always
means the other, as you will, with surprise or not, discover if

you look) had born this progeny : base-natured beings, on whom
in the course of a maleficent subterranean life of London Scoun-

drelism, the Genius of Darkness (called Satan, Devil, and other

names) had now visibly impressed his seal, and had marked

them out as soldiers of Chaos and of him, appointed to serve

in his Regiments, First of the line, Second ditto, and so on in

their order. Him, you could perceive, they would serve; but

not easily another than him. These were the subjects whom our

brave Captain and Prison-Governor was appointed to command,
and reclaim to other service, by 'the method of love,' with a

treadwheel abolished.

Hopeless forevermore such a project. These abject, ape, wolf,

ox, imp and other diabolic-animal specimens of humanity, who
of the very gods could ever have commanded them by love ? A
collar round the neck, and a cartwhip flourished over the back;

these, in a just and steady human hand, were what the gods
would have appointed them

;
and now when, by long misconduct

and neglect, they had sworn themselves into the Devil's regiments
of the line, and got the seal of Chaos impressed on their visage,
it was very doubtful whether even these would be of avail for

the unfortunate commander of Twelve-hundred men ! By
'

love,'

without hope except of peaceably teasing oakum, or fear except
of a temporary loss of dinner, he was to guide these men, and

wisely constrain them, whitherward ? No-whither : that was his

goal, if you will think well of it
;
that was a second fundamental

falsity in his problem. False in the warp and false in the woof,

PAMPHLETS. E
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thought one of us
;
about as false a problem as any I have seen

a good man set upon lately ! To guide scoundrels by
'

love
;

'

that is a false woof, I take it, a method that will not hold

together; hardly for the flower of men will love alone do; and

for the sediment and scoundrelism of men it has not even a

chance to do. And then to guide any class of men, scoundrel

or other, No-whiihsr, which was this poor Captain's problem,
in this Prison with oakum for its one element of hope or outlook,

how can that prosper by
'

love
'

or by any conceivable method ?

That is a warp wholly false. Out of which false warp, or originally

false condition to start from, combined and daily woven into by

your false woof, or methods of 'love' and suchlike, there arises

for our poor Captain the falsest of problems, and for a man of

his faculty the unfairest of situations. His problem was, not to

command good men to do something, but bad men to do (with

superficial disguises) nothing.

On the whole, what a beautiful Establishment here fitted-up

for the accommodation of the scoundrel-world, male and female !

As I said, no Duke in England is, for all rational purposes which

a human being can or ought to aim at, lodged, fed, tended, taken

care of, with such perfection. Of poor craftsmen that pay rates

and taxes from their day's wages, of the dim millions that toil

and moil continually under the sun, we know what is the lodging
and the tending. Of the Johnsons, Goldsmiths, lodged in their

squalid garrets; working often enough amid famine, darkness,

tumult, dust and desolation, what work they have to do : of these

as of
'

spiritual backwoodsmen,' understood to be preappointed to

such a life, and like the pigs to killing, 'quite used to it,' I say

nothing. But of Dukes, which Duke, I could ask, has cocoa,

soup, meat, and food in general made ready, so fit for keeping
him in health, in ability to do and to enjoy ? Which Duke has

a house so thoroughly clean, pure and airy ;
lives in an element

so wholesome, and perfectly adapted to the uses of soul and body
as this same, which is provided here for the Devil's regiments
of the line ? No Duke that I have ever known. Dukes are

waited-on by deleterious French cooks, by perfunctory grooms
of the chambers, and expensive crowds of eye-servants, more

imaginary than real : while here, Science, Human Intellect and

Beneficence have searched and sat studious, eager to do their

very best; they have chosen a real Artist in Governing to see
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their best, in all details of it, done. Happy regiments of the line,

what soldier to any earthly or celestial Power has such a lodging
and attendance as yon here ? No soldier or servant direct or

indirect of God or of man, in this England at present. Joy to

you, regiments of the line. Your Master, I am told, has his

Elect, and professes to be 'Prince of the Kingdoms of this

World
;

'

and truly I see he has power to do a good turn to those

he loves, in England at least. Shall we say, May he, may the

Devil give you good of it, ye Elect of Scoundrelism ? I will

rather pass by, uttering no prayer at all; musing rather in

silence on the singular
'

worship of God,' or practical
' reverence

done to Human Worth' (which is the outcome and essence of

all real 'worship' whatsoever) among the posterity of Adam at

this day.

For all round this beautiful Establishment, or Oasis of Purity,

intended for the Devil's regiments of the line, lay continents of

dingy poor and dirty dwellings, where the unfortunate not yet

enlisted into that Force were struggling manifoldly, in their

workshops, in their marble-yards and timber-yards and tan-yards,

in their close cellars, cobbler-stalls, hungry garrets, and poor dark

trade-shops with red-herrings and tobacco-pipes crossed in the

window, to keep the Devil out-of-doors, and not enlist with

him. And it was by a tax on these that the Barracks for

the regiments of the line were kept up. Visiting Magistrates,

impelled by Exeter Hall, by Able-Editors, and the Philanthropic
Movement of the Age, had given orders to that effect. Kates

on the poor servant of God and of her Majesty, who still serves

both in his way, painfully selling red-herrings ;
rates on him and

his red-herrings to boil right soup for the Devil's declared Elect !

Never in my travels, in any age or clime, had I fallen-in with

such Visiting Magistrates before. Reserved they, I should sup-

pose, for these ultimate or penultimate ages of the world, rich in

all prodigies, political, spiritual, ages surely with such a length
of ears as was never paralleled before.

If I had a commonwealth to reform or to govern, certainly

it should not be the Devil's regiments of the line that I would

first of all concentrate my attention on ! With them I should

be apt to make rather brief work
;

to them one would apply the

besom, try to sweep them with some rapidity into the dust-bin,

and well out of one's road, I should rather say. Fill your

thrashing-floor with docks, ragweeds, mugworts, and ply your flail

E 2
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upon them, that is not the method to obtain sacks of wheat.

Away, you ; begone swiftly, ye regiments of the line : in the name
of God and of His poor struggling servants, sore put to it to

live in these bad days, I mean to rid myself of you with some

degree of brevity. To feed you in palaces, to hire captains and

schoolmasters and the choicest spiritual and material artificers

to expend their industries on you, No, by the Eternal ! I have

quite other work for that class of artists; Seven-and-twenty
Millions of neglected mortals who have not yet quite declared

for the Devil. Mark it, my diabolic friends, I mean to lay
leather on the backs of you, collars round the necks of you ;

and

will teach you, after the example of the gods, that this world is

not your inheritance, or glad to see you in it. You, ye diabolic

canaille, what has a Governor much to do with you ? You, I

think, he will rather swiftly dismiss from his thoughts, which

have the whole celestial and terrestrial for their scope, and not

the subterranean of scoundreldom alone. You, I consider, he

will sweep pretty rapidly into some Norfolk Island, into some

special Convict Colony or remote domestic Moorland, into some

stone-walled Silent-System, under hard, drill-sergeants, just as

Rhadamanthus, and inflexible as he, and there leave you to reap
what you have sown; he meanwhile turning his endeavours to

the thousandfold immeasurable interests of men and gods, dis-

missing the one extremely contemptible interest of scoundrels
;

sweeping that into the cesspool, tumbling that over London

Bridge, in a very brief manner, if needful ! Who are you, ye
thriftless sweepings of Creation, that we should forever be pestered

with you ? Have we no work to do but drilling Devil's regiments
of the line ?

If I had schoolmasters, my benevolent friend, do you imagine
I would set them on teaching a set of unteachables, who as you

perceive have already made up their mind that black is white,

that the Devil namely is the advantageous Master to serve

in this world ? My esteemed Benefactor of Humanity, it shall

be far from me. Minds open to that particular conviction are

not the material I like to work upon. When once my school-

masters have gone over all the other classes of society from top

to bottom ;
and have no other soul to try with teaching, all

being thoroughly taught, I will then send them to operate on

these regiments of the line : then, and, assure yourself, never

till then. The truth is, I am sick of scoundreldom, my esteemed
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Benefactor; it always was detestable to me; and here where

I find it lodged in palaces and waited on by the benevolent of

the world, it is more detestable, not to say insufferable to me
than ever.

Of Beneficence, Benevolence, and the people that come to-

gether to talk on platforms and subscribe five pounds, I will say

nothing here
;

indeed there is not room here for the twentieth

part of what were to be said of them. The beneficence, benevo-

lence, and sublime virtue which issues in eloquent talk reported
in the Newspapers, with the subscription of five pounds, and the

feeling that one is a good citizen and ornament to society,

concerning this, there were a great many unexpected remarks to

be made
;
but let this one, for the present occasion, suffice :

My sublime benevolent friends, don't you perceive, for one

thing, that here is a shockingly unfruitful investment for your

capital of Benevolence; precisely the worst, indeed, which human

ingenuity could select for you ?
" Laws are unjust, temptations

great," &c. &c. : alas, I know it, and mourn for it, and passionately

call on all men to help in altering it. But according to every

hypothesis as to the law, and the temptations and pressures

towards vice, here are the individuals who, of all the society,

have yielded to said pressure. These are of the worst substance

for enduring pressure ! The others yet stand and make resistance

to temptation, to the law's injustice; under all the perversities

and strangling impediments there are, the rest of the society

still keep their feet, and struggle forward, marching under the

banner of Cosmos, of God and Human Virtue
;
these select Few,

as I explain to you, are they who have fallen to Chaos, and

are sworn into certain regiments of the line. A superior pro-

clivity to Chaos is declared in these, by the very fact of their being
here ! Of all the generation we live in, these are the worst stuff.

These, I say, are the Elixir of the Infatuated among living mortals :

if you want the worst investment for your Benevolence, here you

accurately have it. O my surprising friends ! Nowhere so as

here can you be certain that a given quantity of wise teaching

bestowed, of benevolent trouble taken, will yield zero, or the net

minimum of return. It is sowing of your wheat upon Irish quag-
mires

; laboriously harrowing it in upon the sand of the sea-shore.

O my astonishing benevolent friends !

Yonder, in those dingy habitations, and shops of red-herring and

tobacco-pipes, where men have not yet quite declared for the
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Devil
; there, I say, is land : here is mere sea-beach. Thither

go with your benevolence, thither to those dingy caverns of the

poor; and there instruct and drill and manage, there where some

fruit may come from it. And, above all and inclusive of all, cannot

you go to those Solemn human Shams, Phantasm Captains, and

Supreme Quacks that ride prosperously in every thoroughfare ;

and with severe benevolence, ask them, What they are doing
here ? They are the men whom it would behove you to drill a

little, and tie to the halberts in a benevolent manner, if you could !

" We cannot," say you ? Yes, my friends, to a certain extent you
can. By many well-known active methods, and by all manner of

passive methods, you can. Strive thitherward, I advise you;

thither, with whatever social effort there may lie in you ! The
well-head and ' consecrated

'

thrice-accursed chief fountain of all

those waters of bitterness, it is they, those Solemn Shams and

Supreme Quacks of yours, little as they or you imagine it ! Them,
with severe benevolence, put a stop to

;
them send to their Father,

far from the sight of the true and just, if you would ever see a

just world here I

What sort of reformers and workers are you, that work only
on the rotten material ? That never think of meddling with the

material while it continues sound
;

that stress it and strain it

with new rates and assessments, till once it has given way and

declared itself rotten; whereupon you snatch greedily at it, and

say, Now let us try to do some good upon it ! You mistake in

every way, my friends : the fact is, you fancy yourselves men of

virtue, benevolence, what not
;

and you are not even men of

sincerity and honest sense. I grieve to say it; but it is true.

Good from you, and your operations, is not to be expected. You

may go down 1

Howard is a beautiful Philanthropist, eulogised by Burke, and

in most men's minds a sort of beatified individual. How glorious,

having finished-off one's affairs in Bedfordshire, or in fact finding

them very dull, inane, and worthy of being quitted and got away
from, to set out on a cruise over the Jails first of Britain

; then,

finding that answer, over the Jails of the habitable Globe !

'A
'voyage of discovery, a circumnavigation of charity; to collate

'

distresses, to gauge wretchedness, to take the dimensions of human
'

misery :

'

really it is very fine. Captain Cook's voyage for the
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Terra Austral is, Ross's, Franklin's for the ditto Borealis : men
make various cruises and voyages in this world, for want of money,
want of work, and one or the other want, which are attended

with their difficulties too, and do not make the cruiser a demigod.
On the whole, I have myself nothing but respect, comparatively

speaking, for the dull solid Howard, and his
'

benevolence,' and

other impulses that set him cruising; Heaven had grown weary
of Jail-fevers, and other the like unjust penalties inflicted upon
scoundrels, for scoundrels too, and even the very Devil, should

not have more than their due; and Heaven, in its opulence,

created a man to make an end of that. Created him
; disgusted

him with the grocer business
;
tried him with Calvinism, rural

ennui, and sore bereavement in his Bedfordshire retreat
; and,

in short, at last got him set to his work, and in a condition to

achieve it. For which I am thankful to Heaven; and do also,

with doffed hat, humbly salute John Howard. A practical solid

man, if a dull and even dreary ;

'

carries his weighing-scales in his

pocket :

' when your jailor answers,
" The prisoner's allowance of

" food is so and so
;
and we observe it sacredly ; here, for example,

"
is a ration."

"
Hey ! a ration this ?

"
and solid John suddenly

produces his weighing-scales ; weighs it, marks down in his tablets

what the actual quantity of it is. That is the art and manner

of the man. A man full of English accuracy ; English veracity,

solidity, simplicity; by whom this universal Jail-commission, not

to be paid for in money but far otherwise, is set about, with all

the slow energy, the patience, practicality, sedulity and sagacity

common to the best English commissioners paid in money and

not expressly otherwise.

For it is the glory of England that she has a turn for fidelity

in practical work; that sham-workers, though very numerous,
are rarer than elsewhere; that a man who undertakes work for

you will still, in various provinces of our affairs, do it, instead of

merely seeming to do it. John Howard, without pay in money,
did this of the Jail-fever, as other Englishmen do work, in a

truly workmanlike manner: his distinction was that he did it

without money. He had not 500. or 5000. a-year of salary for

it; but lived merely on his Bedfordshire estates, and as Snigsby

irreverently expresses it, 'by .chewing his own cud.' And, sure

enough, if any man might chew the cud of placid reflections,

solid Howard, a mournful man otherwise, might at intervals

indulge a little in that luxury. No money-salary had he for his
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work
;
he had merely the income of his properties, and what

he could derive from within. Is this such a sublime distinction,

then ? Well, let it pass at its value. There have been benefactors

of mankind who had more need of money than he, and got none

too. Milton, it is known, did his Paradise Lost at the easy rate

of five pounds. Kepler worked out the secret of the Heavenly
Motions in a dreadfully painful manner

;

'

going over the calcula-

tions sixty times;' and having not only no public money, but

no private either; and, in fact, writing almanacs for his bread-

and-water, while he did this of the Heavenly Motions
; having no

Bedfordshire estates
; nothing but a pension of 181. (which they

would not pay him), the valuable faculty of writing almanacs, and

at length the invaluable one of dying, when the Heavenly bodies

were vanquished, and battle's conflagration had collapsed into cold

dark ashes, and the starvation reached too high a pitch for the

poor man.

Howard is not the only benefactor that has worked without

money for us
;
there have been some more, and will be, I hope !

For the Destinies are opulent; and send here and there a man
into the world to do work, for which they do not mean to pay
him in money. And they smite him beneficently with sore

afflictions, and blight his world all into grim frozen ruins round

him, and can make a wandering Exile of their Dante, and not

a soft-bedded Podesta of Florence, if they wish to get a Divine

Comedy out of him. Nay that rather is their way, when they
have worthy work for such a man

; they scourge him manifoldly
to the due pitch, sometimes nearly of despair, that he may search

desperately for his work, and find it
; they urge him on still with

beneficent stripes when needful, as is constantly the case between

whiles; and, in fact, have privately decided to reward him with

beneficent death by and by, and not with money at all. O my
benevolent friend, I honour Howard very much ;

but it is on this

side idolatry a long way, not to an infinite, but to a decidedly
finite extent ! And you, put not the modest noble Howard,
a truly modest man, to the blush, by forcing these reflections

on us!

Cholera Doctors, hired to dive into black dens of infection and

despair, they, rushing about all day from lane to lane, with their

life in their hand, are found to do their function
;
which is a much

more rugged one than Howard's. Or what say w^, Cholera Doc-

tors? Ragged losels gathered by beat of drum from the over-
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crowded streets of cities, and drilled a little and dressed in red, do

not they stand fire in an uncensurable manner; and handsomely

give their life, if needful, at the rate of a shilling per day ? Human

virtue, if we went down to the roots of it, is not so rare. The

materials of human virtue are everywhere abundant as the light

of the sun : raw materials, O woe, and loss, and scandal thrice

and threefold, that they so seldom are elaborated, and built into

a result ! that they lie yet unelaborated, and stagnant in the souls

of wide-spread dreary millions, fermenting, festering; and issue at

last as energetic vice instead of strong practical virtue ! A Mrs.

Manning
'

dying game,' alas, is not that the foiled potentiality of

a kind of heroine too ? Not a heroic Judith, not a mother of the

Gracchi now, but a hideous murderess, fit to be the mother of

hysenas ! To such extent can potentialities be foiled. Education,

kingship, command, where is it, whither has it fled ? Woe a

thousand times, that this, which is the task of all kings, captains,

priests, public speakers, land-owners, book-writers, mill-owners,

and persons possessing or pretending to possess authority among
mankind, is left neglected among them all

;
and instead of it so

little done but protocolling, black-or-white surplicing, partridge-

shooting, parliamentary eloquence and popular twaddle-literature ;

with such results as we see !

Howard abated the Jail-fever
;
but it seems to me he has been

the innocent cause of a far more distressing fever which rages

high just now ;
what we may call the Benevolent-Platform Fever.

Howard is to be regarded as the unlucky fountain of that tumult-

uous frothy ocean-tide of benevolent sentimentality,
'

abolition of

punishment/ all-absorbing
'

prison-discipline,' and general morbid

sympathy, instead of hearty hatred, for scoundrels
;
which is threat-

ening to drown human society as in deluges, and leave, instead of

an '
edifice of society

'

fit for the habitation of men, a continent of

fetid ooze inhabitable only by mud-gods and creatures that walk

upon their belly. Few things more distress a thinking soul at this

time.

Most sick am I, O friends, of this sugary disastrous jargon of

philanthropy, the reign of love, new era of universal brotherhood,

and not Paradise to the Well-deserving but Paradise to All-and-

sundry, which possesses the benighted minds of men and women
in our day. My friends, I think you are much mistaken about

Paradise !

' No Paradise for anybody : he that cannot do without

Paradise, go his ways :

'

suppose you tried that for a while ! I
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reckon that the safer version. Unhappy sugary brethren, this is

all untrue, this other
; contrary to the fact

;
not a tatter of it will

hang together in the wind and weather of fact. In brotherhood

with the base and foolish I, for one, do not mean to live. Not in

brotherhood with them was life hitherto worth much to me
;

in

pity, in hope not yet quite swallowed of disgust, otherwise in

enmity that must last through eternity, in unappeasable aversion

shall I have to live with these ! Brotherhood ? No, be the thought
far from me. They are Adam's children, alas yes, I well re-

member that, and never shall forget it
;
hence this rage and sorrow.

But they have gone over to the dragons; they have quitted the

Father's house, and set-up with the Old Serpent : till they return,

how can they be brothers ? They are enemies, deadly to them-

selves and to me and to you, till then
; till then, while hope yet

lasts, I will treat them as brothers fallen insane
;

when hope has

ended, with tears grown sacred and wrath grown sacred, I will cut

them off in the name of God ! It is at my peril if I do not. With
the servant of Satan I dare not continue in partnership. Him
I must put away, resolutely and forever; 'lest/ as it is written,
'
I become partaker of his plagues/
Beautiful Black Peasantry, who have fallen idle and have got

the Devil at your elbow
; interesting White Felonry, who are not

idle, but have enlisted into the Devil's regiments of the line,

know that my benevolence for you is comparatively trifling ! What
I have of that divine feeling is due to others, not to you. A
'

universal Sluggard-and-Scoundrel Protection Society
'

is not the

one I mean to institute in these times, where so much wants pro-

tection, and is sinking to sad issues for want of it ! The scoundrel

needs no protection. The scoundrel that will hasten to the gallows,

why not rather clear the way for him ! Better he reach his goal and

outgate by the natural proclivity, than be so expensively dammed-

up and detained, poisoning everything as he stagnates and mean-

ders along, to arrive at last a hundred times fouler, and swollen

a hundred times bigger ! Benevolent men should reflect on this.

And you Quashee, my pumpkin, (not a bad fellow either, this

poor Quashee, when tolerably guided !)
idle Quashee, I say you

must get the Devil sent away from your elbow, my poor dark friend !

In this world there will be no existence for you otherwise. No,

not as the brother of your folly willJ live beside you. Please to

withdraw out of my way, if I am not to contradict your folly, and

amend it, and put it in the stocks if it will not amend. By the
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Eternal Maker, it is on that footing alone that you and I can live

together ! And if you had respectable traditions dated from

beyond Magna Charta, or from beyond the Deluge, to the contrary,

and written sheepskins that would thatch the face of the world,

behold I, for one individual, do not believe said respectable tradi-

tions, nor regard said written sheepskins except as things which

you, till you grow wiser, will believe. Adieu, Quashee ;
I will wish

you better guidance than you have had of late.

On the whole, what a reflection is it that we cannot bestow on

an unworthy man any particle of our benevolence, our patronage,

or whatever resource is ours, without withdrawing it, it and all

that will grow of it, from one worthy, to whom it of right belongs !

We cannot, I say ; impossible ;
it is the eternal law of things.

Incompetent Duncan M'Pastehorn, the hapless incompetent mortal

to whom I give the cobbling of my boots, and cannot find in my
heart to refuse it, the poor drunken wretch having a wife and ten

children; he withdraws the job from sober, plainly competent,
and meritorious Mr. Sparrowbill, generally short of work too

;
dis-

courages Sparrowbill ;
teaches him that he too may as well drink

and loiter and bungle; that this is not a scene for merit and

demerit at all, but for dupery, and whining flattery, and incompe-
tent cobbling of every description ; clearly tending to the ruin of

poor Sparrowbill ! What harm had Sparrowbill done me that I

should so help to ruin him ? And I couldn't save the insalvable

M'Pastehorn
;

I merely yielded him, for insufficient work, here

and there a half-crown, which he oftenest drank. And now

Sparrowbill also is drinking !

Justice, Justice : woe betides us everywhere when, for this reason

or for that, we fail to do justice ! No beneficence, benevolence, or

other virtuous contribution will make good the want. And in

what a rate of terrible geometrical progression, far beyond our poor

computation, any act of Injustice once done by us grows ; rooting
itself ever anew, spreading ever anew, like a banyan-tree, blasting

all life under it, for it is a poison-tree ! There is but one thing
needed for the world; but that one is indispensable. Justice,

Justice, in the name of Heaven
; give us Justice, and we live

;

give us only counterfeits of it, or succedanea for it, and we die !

O this universal syllabub of philanthropic twaddle ! My friend,

it is very sad, now when Christianity is as good as extinct in all

hearts, to meet this ghastly Phantasm of Christianity parading
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through almost all.
"
I will clean your foul thoroughfares, and

make your Devil's-cloaca of a world into a garden of Heaven,"

jabbers this Phantasm, itself a phosphorescence and unclean ! The

worst, it is written, comes from corruption of the best : Semitic

forms now lying putrescent, dead and still unburied, this phos-

phorescence rises. I say sometimes, such a blockhead Idol, and

miserable White Mumbojumbo, fashioned out of deciduous sticks

and cast clothes, out of extinct cants and modern sentimentalisms,

as that which they sing litanies to at Exeter Hall and extensively

elsewhere, was perhaps never set-up by human folly before. Un-

happy creatures, that is not the Maker of the Universe, not that,

look one moment at the Universe, and see ! That is a paltry

Phantasm, engendered in your own sick brain; whoever follows

that as a Reality will fall into the ditch.

Reform, reform, all men see and feel, is imperatively needed.

Reform must either be got, and speedily, or else we die: and

nearly all the men that speak, instruct us, saying,
" Have you quite

" done your interesting Negroes in the Sugar Islands ? Rush to
"
the Jails, then, ye reformers : snatch-up the interesting scoun-

drel-population there, to them be nursing- fathers and nursing-
" mothers. And O wash, and dress, and teach, and recover to the
"
service of Heaven these poor lost souls : so, we assure you, will

"
society attain the needful reform, and life be still possible in this

"
world." Thus sing the oracles everywhere ; nearly all the men

that speak, though we doubt not, there are, as usual, immense

majorities consciously or unconsciously wiser who hold their tongue.
But except this of whitewashing the scoundrel-population, one sees

little
' reform

'

going on. There is perhaps some endeavour to do

a little scavengering ; and, as the all-including point, to cheapen
the terrible cost of Government : but neither of these enterprises

makes progress, owing to impediments.
"Whitewash your scoundrel-population; sweep-out your abom-

" inable gutters (if not in the name of God, ye brutish slatterns,
" then in the name of Cholera and the Royal College of Surgeons) :

" do these two things ;
and observe, much cheaper if you please !

"

Well, here surely is an Evangel of Freedom, and real Program of

a new Era. What surliest misanthrope would not find this world

lovely, were these things done : scoundrels whitewashed
;
some

degree of scavengering upon the gutters; and at a cheap rate,

thirdly ? That surely is an occasion on which, if ever on any, the

Genius of Reform may pipe all hands ! Poor old Genius of Reform
;
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bedrid this good while
;

with little but broken ballot-boxes, and

tattered stripes of Benthamee Constitutions lying round him
;
and

on the walls mere shadows of clothing-colonels, rates-in-aid, poor-
law unions, defunct potatp and the Irish difficulty, he does not

seem long for this world, piping to that effect ?

Not the least disgusting feature of this Gospel according to the

Platform is its reference to religion, and even to the Christian

Religion, as an authority and mandate for what it does. Christian

Religion? Does the Christian or any religion prescribe love of

scoundrels, then ? I hope it prescribes a healthy hatred of scoun-

drels
;

otherwise what am I, in Heaven's name, to make of it ?

Me, for one, it will not serve as a religion on those strange terms.

Just hatred of scoundrels, I say ; fixed, irreconcilable, inexorable

enmity to the enemies of God : this, and not love for them, and

incessant whitewashing, and dressing and cockering of them, must,

if you look into it, be the backbone of any human religion what-

soever. Christian Religion ! In what words can I address you,

ye unfortunates, sunk in the slushy ooze till the worship of mud-

serpents, and unutterable Pythons and poisonous slimy monstros-

ities, seems to you the worship of God ? This is the rotten carcass

of Christianity ;
this malodorous phosphorescence of post-mortem

sentimentalism. O Heavens, from the Christianity of Oliver

Cromwell, wrestling in grim fight with Satan and his incarnate

Blackguardisms, Hypocrisies, Injustices, and legion of human and

infernal angels, to that of eloquent Mr. Hesperus Fiddlestring

denouncing capital punishments, and inculcating the benevolences

on platforms, what a road have- we travelled !

A foolish stump-orator, perorating on his platform mere benevo-

lences, seems a pleasant object to many persons; a harmless or

insignificant one to almost all. Look at him, however
;
scan him

till you discern the nature of him, he is not pleasant, but ugly and

perilous. That beautiful speech of his takes captive every long

ear, and kindles into quasi-sacred enthusiasm the minds of not

a few
;
but it is quite in the teeth of the everlasting facts of this

Universe, and will come only to mischief for every party concerned.

Consider that little spouting wretch. Within the paltry skin of

him, it is too probable, he holds few human virtues, beyond those

essential for digesting victual: envious, cowardly, vain, splenetic

hungry soul
; what heroism, in word or thought or action, will
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you ever get from the like of him? He, in his necessity, has

taken into the benevolent line; warms the cold vacuity of his

inner man to some extent, in a comfortable manner, not by silently

doing some virtue of his own, but by fiercely recommending hearsay

pseudo-virtues and respectable benevolences to other people. Do

you call that a good trade ? Long-eared fellow-creatures, more or

less resembling himself, answer,
"
Hear, hear I Live Fiddlestring

forever 1

" Wherefrom follow Abolition Congresses, Odes to the

Gallows; perhaps some dirty little Bill, getting itself debated

next Session in Parliament, to waste certain nights of our legis-

lative Year, and cause skipping in our Morning Newspaper, till the

abortion can be emptied out again and sent fairly floating down
the gutters.

Not with entire approbation do I, for one, look on that eloquent
individual. Wise benevolence, if it had authority, would order

that individual, I believe, to find some other trade: "Eloquent
"
individual, pleading here against the Laws of Nature, for many

"
reasons, I bid thee close that mouth of thine. Enough of balder-

" dash these long-eared have now drunk. Depart thou
;
do some

"
benevolent work

;
at lowest, be silent. Disappear, I say ; away,

"and jargon no more in that manner, lest a worst thing befal thee."

Exeat Fiddlestring ! Beneficent men are not they who appear on

platforms, pleading against the Almighty Maker's Laws
;
these are

the maleficent men, whose lips it is pity that some authority can-

not straightway shut. Pandora's Box is not more baleful than the

gifts these eloquent benefactors are pressing on us. Close your

pedlar's-pack, my friend
; swift, away with it ! Pernicious, fraught

with mere woe and sugary poison is that kind of benevolence and

beneficence.

Truly, one of the saddest sights in these times is that of poor

creatures, on platforms, in parliaments and other situations, making
and unmaking

' Laws
;

'

in whose soul, full of mere vacant hearsay
and windy babble, is and was no image of Heaven's Law; whom
it never struck that Heaven had a Law, or that the Earth could

not have what kind of Law you pleased ! Human Statute-books,

accordingly, are growing horrible to think of. An impiety and

poisonous futility every Law of them that is so made ;
all Nature

is against it
;

it will and can do nothing but mischief wheresoever

it shows itself in Nature: and such Laws lie now like an incubus

over this Earth, so innumerable are they. How long, O Lord,

how long! ye Eternities, Divine Silences, do you dwell no
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more, then, in the hearts of the noble and the true
;
and is there

no inspiration of the Almighty any more vouchsafed us ? The

inspiration of the Morning Newspapers alas, we have had enough
of that, and are arrived at the gates of death by means of that !

"Really, one of the most difficult questions this we have in

these times, What to do with our criminals ?
"

blandly observed

a certain Law-dignitary, in my hearing once, taking the cigar from

his mouth, and pensively smiling over a group of us under the

summer beech-tree, as Favonius carried off the tobacco-smoke;
and the group said nothing, only smiled and nodded, answering by
new tobacco-clouds.

" What to do with our criminals ?
"

asked

the official Law-dignitary again, as if entirely at a loss. "I

suppose," said one ancient figure not engaged in smoking,
" the

"plan would be to treat them according to the real law of the
"
case

;
to make the Law of England, in respect of them, correspond

"to the Law of the Universe. Criminals, I suppose, would prove
"
manageable in that way : if we could do approximately as God

"
Almighty does towards them

;
in a word, if we could try to do

"Justice towards them." "I'll thank you for a definition of
"
Justice ?

"
sneered the official person in a cheerily scornful and

triumphant manner, backed by a slight laugh from the honourable

company ;
which irritated the other speaker.

"
Well, I have no

"pocket-definition of Justice," said he, "to give your Lordship.
"
It has not quite been my trade to look for such a definition

;

"
I could rather fancy it had been your Lordship's trade, sitting on

"
your high place this long while. But one thing I can tell you :

" Justice always is, whether we define it or not. Everything done,

"suffered or proposed, in Parliament or out of it, is either just
"
or else unjust ;

either is accepted by the gods and eternal facts,
"
or is rejected by them. Your Lordship and I, with or without

"definition, do a little know Justice, I will hope ;
if we don't both

"know it and do it, we are hourly travelling down towards

''Heavens, must I name such a place ! That is the place we are
" bound to, with all our trading-pack, and the small or extensive
"
budgets of human business laid on us ;

and there, if we don't
" know Justice, we, and all our budgets and Acts of Parliament,
"
shall find lodging when the day is done !

" The official person,

a polite man otherwise, grinned as he best could some semblance

of a laugh, mirthful as that of the ass eating thistles, and ended

in
"
Hah, oh, ah !

"
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Indeed, it is wonderful to hear what account we at present give
ourselves of the punishment of criminals. No 'revenge' O
Heavens, no; all preachers on Sunday strictly forbid that; and

even (at least on Sundays) prescribe the contrary of that. It is

for the sake of '

example,' that you punish ;
to

'

protect society
'

and

its purse and skin
;
to deter the innocent from falling into crime

;

and especially withal, for the purpose of improving the poor
criminal himself, or at lowest, of hanging and ending him, that

he may not grow worse. For the poor criminal is to be '

improved
'

if possible : against him no '

revenge
'

even on weekdays ; nothing
but love for him, and pity and help ; poor fellow, is he not miser-

able enough ? Very miserable, though much less so than the

Master of him, called Satan, is understood (on Sundays) to have

long deservedly been !

My friends, will you permit me to say that all this, to one poor

judgment among your number, is the mournfulest twaddle that

human tongues could shake from them; that it has no solid

foundation in the nature of things ;
and to a healthy human heart

no credibility whatever ? Permit me to say, only to hearts long
drowned in dead Tradition, and for themselves neither believing

nor disbelieving, could this seem credible. Think, and ask your-

selves, in spite of all this preaching and perorating from the teeth

outward ! Hearts that are quite strangers to eternal Fact, and

acquainted only at all hours with temporary Semblances parading
about in a prosperous and persuasive condition

;
hearts that from

their first appearance in this world have breathed since birth, in

all spiritual matters, which means in all matters not pecuniary,
the poisonous atmosphere of universal Cant, could believe such a

thing. Cant moral, Cant religious, Cant political ;
an atmosphere

which envelops all things for us unfortunates, and has long done
;

which goes beyond the Zenith and below the Nadir for us, and has

as good as choked the spiritual life out of all of us, God pity such

wretches, with little or nothing real about them but their purse
and their abdominal department ! Hearts, alas, which everywhere

except in the metallurgic and cottonspinning provinces, have com-

muned with no Reality, or awful Presence of a Fact, godlike or

diabolic, in this Universe or this unfathomable Life at all. Hunger-
stricken asphyxied hearts, which have nourished themselves on

what they call religions, Christian religions. Good Heaven, once

more fancy the Christian religion of Oliver Cromwell
;
or of some

noble Christian man, whom you yourself may have been blessed
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enough, once, long since, in your life, to know ! These are not

untrue religions; they are the putrescences and foul residues of

religions that are extinct, that have plainly to every honest nostril

been dead some time, and the remains of whrch O ye eternal

Heavens, will the nostril never be delivered from them ! Such

hearts, when they get upon platforms, and into questions not

involving money, can '

believe
'

many things !

I take the liberty of asserting that there is one valid reason, and

only one, for either punishing a man or rewarding him in this

world
;
one reason, which ancient piety could well define : That

you may do the will and commandment of God with regard to

him
;
that you may do justice to him. This is your one true aim

in respect of him
;
aim thitherward, with all your heart and all

your strength and all your soul
; thitherward, and not elsewhither

at all ! This aim is true, and will carry you to all earthly heights
and benefits, and beyond the stars and Heavens. All other aims

are purblind, illegitimate, untrue
;
and will never carry you beyond

the shop-counter, nay very soon will prove themselves incapable
of maintaining you even there. Find out what the Law of God
is with regard to a man

;
make that your human law, or I say

it will be ill with you, and not well ! If you love your thief or

murderer, if Nature and eternal Fact love him, then do as you are

now doing. But if Nature and Fact do not love him ? If they
have set inexorable penalties upon him, and planted natural wrath

against him in every god-created human heart, then I advise you,

cease, and change your hand.

Reward and punishment ? Alas, alas, I must say you reward

and punish pretty much alike ! Your dignities, peerages, promo-
tions, your kingships, your brazen statues erected in capital and

county towns to our select demigods of your selecting, testify

loudly enough what kind of heroes and hero-worshippers you
are. Woe to the People that no longer venerates, as the emblem
of God himself, the aspect of Human Worth

;
that no longer knows

what human worth and unworth is ! Sure as the Decrees of the

Eternal, that People cannot come to good. By a course too clear,

by a necessity too evident, that People will come into the hands

of the unworthy ;
and either turn on its bad career, or stagger

downwards to ruin and abolition. Does the Hebrew People

prophetically sing
" Ou' clo' !

"
in all thoroughfares, the'se eighteen

hundred years in vain ?

To reward men according to their worth : alas, the perfection of

PAMPHLETS. F
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this, we know, amounts to the millennium ! Neither is perfect

punishment, according to the like rule, to be attained, nor

even, by a legislator of these chaotic days, to be too zealously

attempted. But when he does attempt it, yes, when he summons
out the Society to sit deliberative on this matter, and consult the

oracles upon it, and solemnly settle it in the name of God
; then,

if never before, he should try to be a little in the right in settling

it ! In regard to reward of merit, I do not bethink me of any

attempt whatever, worth calling an attempt, on the part of modern

Governments
;
which surely is an immense oversight on their part,

and will one day be seen to have been an altogether fatal one.

But as to the punishment of crime, happily this cannot be quite

neglected. When men have a purse and a skin, they seek salvation

at least for these
;
and the Four Pleas of the Crown are a thing

that must and will be attended to. By punishment, capital or

other, by treadmilling and blind rigour, or by whitewashing and

blind laxity, the extremely disagreeable offences of theft and

murder must be kept down within limits.

And so you take criminal caitiffs, murderers, and the like, and

hang them on gibbets
'
for an example to deter others.' Where-

upon arise friends of humanity, and object. With very great

reason, as I consider, if your hypothesis be correct. What right

have you to hang any poor creature
'

for an example
'

? He can

turn round upon you and say,
"
Why make an '

example
'

of me,
" a merely ill-situated, pitiable man ? Have you no more respect
"
for misfortune ? Misfortune, I have been told, is sacred. And

"
ye^ vou nang me>

now I &m fallen into your hands
;
choke the

"
life out of me, for an example ! Again I ask, Why make an

"
example of me, for your own convenience alone ?

"
All

'

revenge
'

being out of the question, it seems to me the caitiff is unanswer-

able
;
and he and the philanthropic platforms have the logic all on

their side.

The one answer to him is :

"
Caitiff, we hate thee

;
and discern

"
for some six thousand years now, that we are called upon by the

" whole Universe to do it. Not with a diabolic but with a divine

"hatred. God himself, we have always understood, 'hates sin,'
" with a most authentic, celestial, and eternal hatred. A hatred,
" a hostility inexorable, unappeasable, which blasts the scoundrel,

"and all scoundrels ultimately, into black annihilation and dis-

"
appearance from the sum of things. The path of it as the path

" of a flaming sword : he that has eyes may see it, walking inexor-
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"
able, divinely "beautiful and divinely terrible, through the chaotic

"
gulf of Human History, and everywhere burning, as with un-

"
quenchable fire, the false and death-worthy from the true and

"
life-worthy ; making all Human History, and the Biography of

"
every man, a God's Cosmos in place of a Devil's Chaos. So is

"
it, in the end

;
even so, to every man who is a man, and not

" a mutinous beast, and has eyes to see. To thee, caitiff, these
"
things were and are, quite incredible

;
to us they are too awfully

"certain, the Eternal Law of this Universe, whether thou and
"
others will believe it or disbelieve. We, not to be partakers in

"
thy destructive adventure of defying God and all the "Universe,

" dare not allow thee to continue longer among us. As a palpable
"
deserter from the ranks where all men, at their eternal peril, are

" bound to be : palpable deserter, taken with the red hand fighting
" thus against the whole Universe and its Laws, we send thee

"back into the whole Universe, solemnly expel thee from our

"community; and will, in the name of God, not with joy and

"exultation, but with sorrow stern as thy own, hang thee on
"
Wednesday next, and so end."

Other ground on which to deliberately slay a disarmed fellow-

man I can see none. Example, effects upon the public mind,
effects upon this and upon that : all this is mere appendage and

accident
;
of all this I make no attempt to keep account, sensible

that no arithmetic will or can keep account of it
;
that its

'

effects,'

on this hand and on that, transcend all calculation. One thing,
if I can calculate it, will include all, and produce beneficial effects

beyond calculation, and no ill effect at all, anywhere or at any
time : What the Law of the Universe, or Law of God, is with

regard to this caitiff ? That, by all sacred research and consider-

ation, I will try to find out
;
to that I will come as near as human

means admit
;
that shall be my exemplar and '

example ;

'

all men
shall through me see that, and be profited beyond calculation by

seeing it.

What this Law of the Universe, or Law made by God, is ? Men
at one time read it in their Bible. In many Bibles, Books, and

authentic symbols and monitions of Nature and the Word (of Fact,

that is, and of Human Speech, or Wise Interpretation of Fact),
there are still clear indications towards it. Most important it is,

for this and for some other reasons, that men do, in some way, get
to see it a little ! And if no man could now see it by any Bible,

there is written in the heart of every man an authentic copy of

F 2
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it direct from Heaven itself : there, if he have learnt to decipher
Heaven's writing, and can read the sacred oracles (a sad case for

him if he altogether cannot), every born man may still find some

copy of it.

'Revenge,' my friends! revenge, and the natural hatred of

scoundrels, and the ineradicable tendency to revancher oneself upon
them, and pay them what they have merited : this is forevermore

intrinsically a correct, and even a divine feeling in the mind of

every man. Only the excess of it is diabolic
;
the essence I say is

manlike, and even godlike, a monition sent to poor man by the

Maker himself. Thou, poor reader, in spite of all this melancholy

twaddle, and blotting-out of Heaven's sunlight by mountains of

horsehair and omciality, hast still a human heart. If, in returning
to thy poor peaceable dwelling-place, after an honest hard day's

work, thou wert to find, for example, a brutal scoundrel who for

lucre or other object of his, had slaughtered the life that was

dearest to thee
; thy true wife, for example, thy true old mother,

swimming in her blood
;
the human scoundrel, or two-legged wolf,

standing over such a tragedy : I hope a man would have so much
divine rage in his heart as to snatch the nearest weapon, and put
a conclusion upon said human wolf, for one ! A palpable messenger
of Satan, that one

;
accredited by all the Devils, to be put an end

to by all the children of God. The soul of every god-created man
flames wholly into one divine blaze of sacred wrath at sight of

such a Devil's messenger ;
authentic first-hand monition from the

Eternal Maker himself as to what is next to be done. Do it, pr
be thyself an ally of Devil's-messengers ;

a sheep for two-legged
human wolves, well deserving to be eaten, as thou soon wilt be !

My humane friends, I perceive this same sacred glow of divine

wrath, or authentic monition at first hand from God himself, to be

the foundation for all Criminal Law, and Official horsehair-and-

bombazeen procedure against Scoundrels in this world. This first-

hand gospel from the Eternities, imparted to every mortal, this is

still, and will forever be, your sanction and commission for the

punishment of human scoundrels. See well how you will translate

this message from Heaven and the Eternities into a form suitable

to this World and its Times. Let not violence, haste, blind im-

petuous impulse, preside in executing it
;
the injured man, invin-

cibly liable to fall into these, shall not himself execute it: the

whole world, in person of a Minister appointed for that end, and

surrounded with the due solemnities and caveats, with bailiffs,
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apparitors, advocates, and the hushed expectation of all men, shall

do it, as under the eye of God who made all men. How it shall

be done ? this is ever a vast question, involving immense consider-

ations. Thus Edmund Burke saw, in the Two Houses of Parlia-

ment, with King, Constitution, and all manner of Civil-Lists, and

Chancellors' wigs and Exchequer budgets, only the 'method of

getting twelve just men put into a jury-box:' that, in Burke's

view, was the summary of what they were all meant for. How
the judge will do it ? Yes, indeed : but let him see well that he

does do it
;
for it is a thing that must by no means be left undone !

A sacred gospel from the Highest: not to be smothered under

horsehair and bombazeen, or drowned in platform froth, or in any-
wise omitted or neglected, without the most alarming penalties to

all concerned !

Neglect to treat the hero as hero, the penalties, which are

inevitable too, and terrible to think of, as your Hebrew friends can

tell you, may be some time in coming ; they will only gradually

come. Not all at once will your Thirty-thousand Needlewomen,

your Three-million Paupers, your Connaught fallen into potential

Cannibalism, and other fine consequences of the practice, come to

light ; though come to light they will
;
and " Ou' clo' !

"
itself

may be in store for you, if you persist steadily enough. But

neglect to treat even your declared scoundrel as scoundrel, this is

the last consummation of the process, the drop by which the cup
runs over; the penalties of this, most alarming, extensive, and

such as you little dream of, will straightway very rapidly come.

Dim oblivion of Right and Wrong, among the masses of your

population, will come
;
doubts as to Right and Wrong, indistinct

notion that Right and Wrong are not eternal, but accidental, and

settled by uncertain votings and talkings, will come. Prurient

influenza of Platform Benevolence, and
'

Paradise to All-and-sundry,'
will come. In the general putrescence of your

'

religions,' as you
call them, a strange new religion, named of Universal Love, with

Sacraments mainly of Divorce, with Balzac, Sue and Company for

Evangelists, and Madame Sand for Virgin, will come, and results

fast following therefrom which will astonish you very much !

'The terrible anarchies of these years,' says Crabbe, in his

Radiator,
'
are brought upon us by a necessity too visible. By the

' crime of Kings, alas, yes ;
but by that of Peoples too. Not by

' the crime of one class, but by the fatal obscuration, and all but
'

obliteration of the sense of Right and Wrong in the minds and
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'

practices of every class. What a scene in the drama of Universal
'

History, this of ours ! A world-wide loud bellow and bray of

'universal Misery; lowing, with crushed maddened heart, its

'inarticulate prayer to Heaven: very pardonable to me, and in
' some of its transcendent developments, as in the grand French

'Revolution, most respectable and ever-memorable. For Injustice
'

reigns everywhere ;
and this murderous struggle for what they

'
call

"
Fraternity," and so forth, has a spice of eternal sense in it,

*

though so terribly disfigured ! Amalgam of sense and nonsense
;

'
eternal sense by the grain, and temporary nonsense by the square

' mile : as is the habit with poor sons of men. Which pardonable

'amalgam, however, if it be taken as the pure final sense, I must
' warn you and all creatures, is unpardonable, criminal, and fatal
'
nonsense

;
with which I, for one, will take care not to concern

'

myself !

'Dogs should not be taught to eat leather, says the old adage:

'no; and where, by general fault and error, and the inevitable
' nemesis of things, the universal kennel is set to diet upon leather ;
' and from its keepers, its

" Liberal Premiers," or whatever their
'

title is, will accept or expect nothing else, and calls it by the

'pleasant name of progress, reform, emancipation, abolitiou-
'

principles, and the like, I consider the fate of said kennel and
'
of said keepers to be a thing settled. Red republic in Phrygian

'

nightcap, organisation of labour cb la Louis Blanc
;

street-barri-
'

cades, and then murderous cannon-volleys cb la Cavaignac and
'

Windischgratz, follow out of one another, as grapes, must, new
'

wine, and sour all-splitting vinegar do : vinegar is but vin-aigre,
'
or the self-same

" wine
"
grown sharp I If, moreover, I find the

'Worship of Human Nobleness abolished in any country, and a

'new astonishing Phallus-Worship, with universal Balzac-Sand

'melodies and litanies in treble and in bass, established in its

'stead, what can I compute but that Nature, in horrible throes,
'
will repugn against such substitution, that, in short, the astonish-

'

ing new Phallus-Worship, with its finer sensibilities of the heart,

'and "great satisfying loves," with its sacred kiss of peace for

'scoundrel and hero alike, with its all-embracing Brotherhood,
' and universal Sacrament of Divorce, will have to take itself away
'

again 1

'
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The Ancient Germans, it appears, had no scruple about public

executions; on the contrary, they thought the just gods themselves

might fitly preside over these
;

that these were a solemn and

highest act of worship, if justly done. When a German man had-

done a crime deserving death, they, in solemn general assembly of

the tribe, doomed him, and considered that Fate and all Nature

had from the beginning doomed him, to die with ignominy.
Certain crimes there were of a supreme nature; him that had

perpetrated one of these, they believed to have declared himself a

prince of scoundrels. Him once convicted they laid hold of, nothing

doubting; bore him, after judgment, to the deepest convenient

Peatbog ; plunged him in there, drove an oaken frame down over

him, solemnly in the name of gods and men :

"
There, prince of

"
scoundrels, that is what we have had to think of thee, on clear

"
acquaintance ;

our grim good-night to thee is that ! In the name
" of all the gods, lie there, and be our partnership with thee dis-

"
solved henceforth. It will be better for us, we imagine !

"

My friends, after all this beautiful whitewash and humanity and

prison-discipline ;
and such blubbering and whimpering, and soft

Litany to divine and also to quite other sorts of Pity, as we have

had for a century now, give me leave to admonish you that that

of the Ancient Germans too was a thing inexpressibly necessary to

keep in mind. If that is not kept in mind, the universal Litanv

to Pity is a mere universal nuisance, and torpid blasphemy against

the gods. I do not much respect it, that purblind blubbering and

litanying, as it is seen at present ;
and the litanying over scoundrels

I go the length of disrespecting, and in some cases even of detest-

ing. Yes, my friends, scoundrel is scoundrel : that remains for

ever a fact
;
and there exists not in the earth whitewash that can

make the scoundrel a friend of this Universe; he remains an

enemy if you spent your life in whitewashing him. He won't

whitewash
;

this one won't. The one method clearly is, That,

after fair trial, you dissolve partnership with him
;
send him, in

the name of Heaven, whither he is striving all this while, and have

done with him. And, in a time like this, I would advise you, see

likewise that you be speedy about it ! For there is immense work,

and of a far hopefuler sort, to be done elsewhere.

Alas, alas, to see once the '

prince of scoundrels/ the Supreme
Scoundrel, him whom of all men the gods liked worst, solemnly
laid hold of, and hung upon the gallows in sight of the people;
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what a lesson to all the people ! Sermons might be preached ;
the

Son of Thunder and the Mouth of Gold might turn their periods
now with some hope ;

for here, in the most impressive way, is a

divine sermon acted. Didactic as no spoken sermon could be.

Didactic, devotional too
;

in awed solemnity, a recognition that

Eternal Justice rules the world
;
that at the call of this human pity

shall fall silent, and man be stern as his Master and Mandatory
is I Understand too that except upon a basis of even such rigour,

sorrowful, silent, inexorable as that of Destiny and Doom, there is

no true pity possible. The pity that proves so possible and plenti-

ful without that basis, is mere ignavia and cowardly effeminacy ;

maudlin laxity of heart, grounded on blinkard dimness of head

contemptible as a drunkard's tears.

To see our Supreme Scoundrel hung upon the gallows, alas, that

is far from us just now ! There is a worst man in England, too,

curious to think of, whom it would be inexpressibly advantageous
to lay hold of, and hang, the first of all. But we do not know him
with the least certainty, the least approach even to a guess, such

buzzards and dullards and poor children of the Dusk are we, in

spite of our Statistics, Unshackled Presses, and Torches of Know-

ledge ;
not eagles soaring sunward, not brothers of the lightnings

and the radiances we
;

a dim horn-eyed, owl-population, intent

mainly on the catching of mice ! Alas, the supreme scoundrel,

alike with the supreme hero, is very far from being known. Nor
have we the smallest apparatus for dealing with either of them, if

he were known. Our supreme scoundrel sits, I conjecture, well-

cushioned, in high places, at this time; rolls softly through the

world, and lives a prosperous gentleman ;
instead of sinking him

in peat-bogs, we mount the brazen image of him on high columns :

such is the world's temporary judgment about its supreme scoun-

drels
;
a mad world, my masters. To get the supreme scoundrel

always accurately the first hanged, this, which presupposes that

the supreme hero were always the first promoted, this were pre-

cisely the millennium itself, clear evidence that the millennium

had come : alas, we must forbear hope of this. Much water will

run-by before we see this.

And yet to quit all aim towards it
;
to go blindly floundering

along, wrapt-up in clouds of horsehair, bombazeen, and sheepskin

ofnciality, oblivious that there exists such an aim : this is indeed

fatal. In every human law there must either exist such an aim,

or else the law is not a human but a diabolic one. Diabolic, I
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say : no quantity of bombazeen, or lawyers' wigs, three-readings,

and solemn trumpeting and bow-wowing in high places or in low,

can hide from me its frightful infernal tendency; bound, and

sinking at all moments gradually to Gehenna, this
' law

;

' and

dragging down much with it ! 'To decree injustice by a law :
'

inspired Prophets have long since seen, what every clear soul may
still see, that of all Anarchies and Devil-worships there is none

like this
;
that this is the ' Throne of Iniquity

'

set up in the name
of the Highest, the human Apotheosis of Anarchy itself.

"
Quiet

Anarchy," you exultingly say ? Yes
; quiet Anarchy, which the

longer it sits
'

quiet
'

will have the frightfuler account to settle at

last. For every doit of the account, as I often say, will have to be

settled one day, as sure as God lives. Principal, and compound
interest rigorously computed ;

and the interest is at a terrible rate

per cent, in these cases ! Alas, the aspect of certain beatified

Anarchies, sitting
'

quiet ;

'

and of others in a state of infernal

explosion for sixty years back : this, the one view our Europe offers

at present, makes these days very sad.

My unfortunate philanthropic friends, it is this long-continued
oblivion of the soul of law that has reduced the Criminal Question
to such a pass among us. Many other things have come, and are

coming, for the same sad reason, to a pass ! Not the supreme
scoundrel have our laws aimed at; but, in an uncertain fitful

manner, at the inferior or lowest scoundrel, who robs shop-tills and

puts the skin of mankind in danger. How can Parliament get

through the Criminal Question ? Parliament, oblivious of Heavenly
Law, will find itself in hopeless reductio ad dbsurdum in regard to

innumerable other questions, in regard to all questions whatsoever

by and by. There will be no existence possible for Parliament on

these current terms. Parliament, in its law-makings, must really

try to attain some vision again of what Heaven's Laws are. A
thing not easy to do

;
a thing requiring sad sincerity of heart,

reverence, pious earnestness, valiant manful wisdom; qualities

not overabundant in Parliament just now, nor out of it, I fear.

Adieu, my friends. My anger against you is gone; my sad

reflections on you, and on the depths to which you and I and all

of us are sunk in these strange times, are not to be uttered at

present. You would have saved the Sarawak Pirates, then ? The

Almighty Maker is wroth that the Sarawak cutthroats, with their

poisoned spears, are away ? What must his wrath be that the

Thirty-thousand Needlewomen are still here, and the question of
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'

prevenient grace
'

not yet settled 1 O my friends, in sad earnest,

sad and deadly earnest, there much needs that God would mend
all this, and that we should help him to mend it ! And don't you

think, for one thing,
' Farmer Hodge's horses

'

in the Sugar Islands

are pretty well
'

emancipated
' now ? My clear opinion farther is.

we had better quit the Scoundrel-province of Reform
;
better close

that under hatches, in some rapid summary manner, and go else-

whither with our Reform efforts. A whole world, for want of

Reform, is drowning and sinking ; threatening to swamp itself into

a Stygian quagmire, uninhabitable by any noble-minded man.

Let us to the well-heads, I say ;
to the chief fountains of these

waters of bitterness
;
and there strike home and dig ! To puddle

in the embouchures and drowned outskirts, and ulterior and ulti-

mate issues and cloacas of the affair : what profit can there be in

that ? Nothing to be saved there ; nothing to be fished-up there,

except, with endless peril and spread of pestilence, a miscellany of

broken waifs and dead dogs I In the name of Heaven, quit that !
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No. III. DOWNING STREET.

FROM all corners of the wide British Dominion there rises one

complaint against the ineffectuality of what are nicknamed our
'

redtape
'

establishments, our Government Offices, Colonial Office,

Foreign Office and the others, in Downing Street and the neigh-
bourhood. To me individually these branches of human business

are little known
;
but every British citizen and reflective passer-by

has occasion to wonder much, and inquire earnestly, concerning
them. To all men it is evident that the social interests of One-

hundred and fifty Millions of us depend on the mysterious industry
there carried on; and likewise that the dissatisfaction with it is

great, universal, and continually increasing in intensity, in fact,

mounting, we might say, to the pitch of settled despair.

Every colony, every agent for a matter colonial, has his tragic

tale to tell you of his sad experiences in the Colonial Office
;

what blind obstructions, fatal indolences, pedantries, stupidities,

on the right and on the left, he had to do battle with
;
what a

world-wide jungle of redtape, inhabited by doleful creatures, deaf

or nearly so to human reason or entreaty, he had entered on
;
and

how he paused in amazement, almost in despair; passionately

appealed now to this doleful creature, now to that, and to the dead

redtape jungle, and to the living Universe itself, and to the Voices

and to the Silences
; and, on the whole, found that it was an

adventure, in sorrowful fact, equal to the fabulous ones by old

knights-errant against dragons and wizards in enchanted wilder-

nesses and waste howling solitudes; not achievable except by

nearly superhuman exercise of all the four cardinal virtues, and un-

expected favour of the special blessing of Heaven. His adventure

achieved or found unachievable, he has returned with experiences
new to him in the affairs of men. What this Colonial Office, in-

habiting the head of Downing Street, really was, and had to do, or
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try doing, in God's practical Earth, he could not by any means

precisely get to know
;
believes that it does not itself in the least

precisely know. Believes that nobody knows ;
that it is a mystery,

a kind of Heathen myth ;
and stranger than any piece of the old

mythological Pantheon
;
for it practically presides over the destinies

of many millions of living men.

Such is his report of the Colonial Office : and if we oftener

hear such a report of that than we do of the Home Office, Foreign
Office or the rest, the reason probably is, that Colonies excite

more attention at present than any of our other interests. The

Forty Colonies, it appears, are all pretty like rebelling just now
;

and are to be pacified with constitutions
;

luckier constitutions,

let us hope, than some late ones have been. Loyal Canada, for

instance, had to quench a rebellion the other year ;
and this year,

in virtue of its constitution, it is called upon to pay the rebels

their damages ;
which surely is a rather surprising result, however

constitutional! Men have rents and moneys dependent in the

Colonies
; Emigration schemes, Black Emancipations, New-Zealand

and other schemes
;
and feel and publish more emphatically what

their Downing-Street woes in these respects have been.

Were the state of poor sallow English ploughers and weavers,

what we may call the Sallow or Yellow Emancipation interest, as

much an object with Exeter-Hall Philanthropists as that of the

Black blockheads now all emancipated, and going at large without

work, or need of working, in West-India clover (and fattening very
much in it, one delights to hear), then perhaps the Home Office,

its huge virtual task better understood, and its small actual per-
formance better seen into, might be found still more deficient, and

behind the wants of the age, than the Colonial itself is.

How it stands with the Foreign Office, again, one still less

knows. Seizures of Sapienza, and the like sudden appearances of

Britain in the character of Hercules-Harlequin, waving, with big

bully-voice, her huge sword-of-sharpness over field-mice, and in

the air making horrid circles (horrid Catherine-wheels and death-

disks of metallic terror from said huge sword), to see how they
will like it, do from time to time astonish the world, in a not

pleasant manner. Hercules-Harlequin, the Attorney Triumphant,
the World's Busybody : none of these are parts this Nation has a

turn for
; she, if you consulted her, would rather not play these

parts, but another I Seizures of Sapienza, correspondences with

Sotomayor, remonstrances to Otho King of Athens, fleets hanging
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by their anchor in behalf of the Majesty of Portugal ;
and in short

the whole, or at present very nearly the whole, of that industry
of protocoling, diplomatising, remonstrating, admonishing, and
'

having the honour to be/ has sunk justly in public estimation

to a very low figure.

For in fact, it is reasonably asked, What vital interest has

England in any cause now deciding itself in foreign parts ? Once

there was a Papistry and Protestantism, important as life eternal

and death eternal
;
more lately there was an interest of Civil

Order and Horrors of the French Revolution, important at least as

rent-roll and preservation of the game ;
but now what is there ?

No cause in which any god or man of this British Nation can be

thought to be concerned. Sham-kingship, now recognised and even

self-recognised everywhere to be sham, wrestles and struggles with

mere ballot-box Anarchy: not a pleasant spectacle to British

minds. Both parties in the wrestle professing earnest wishes of

peace to us, what have we to do with it except answer earnestly,
"
Peace, yes certainly," and mind our affairs elsewhere. The

British Nation has no concern with that indispensable sorrowful

and shameful wrestle now going on everywhere in foreign parts.

The British Nation already, by self-experience centuries old, under-

stands all that
;
was lucky enough to transact the greater part of

that, in noble ancient ages, while the wrestle had not yet become

a shameful one, but on 'both sides of it there was wisdom, virtue,

heroic nobleness fruitful to all time, thrice-lucky British Nation !

The British Nation, I say, has nothing to learn there
;
has now

quite another set of lessons to learn, far ahead of what is going on

there. Sad example there, of what the issue is, and how inevit-

able and how imminent, might admonish the British Nation to be

speedy with its new lessons
;
to bestir itself, as men in peril of

conflagration do, with the neighbouring houses all on fire ! To

obtain, for its own very pressing behoof, if by possibility it could,

some real Captaincy instead of an imaginary one : to remove reso-

lutely, and replace by a better sort, its own peculiar species of

teaching and guiding histrios of various name, who here too are

numerous exceedingly, and much in need of gentle removal, while

the play is still good, and the comedy has not yet become tragic ;

and to be a little swift about it withal
;
and so to escape the

otherwise inevitable evil day ! This Britain might learn : but she

does not need a protocolling establishment, with much '

having the

honour to be,' to teach it her.
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No : she has in fact certain cottons, hardwares and such-like to

sell in foreign parts, and certain wines, Portugal oranges, Baltic tar

and other products to buy ;
and does need, I suppose, some kind of

Consul, or accredited agent, accessible to British voyagers, here

and there, in the chief cities of the Continent : through which

functionary, or through the penny-post, if she had any specific

message to foreign courts, it would be easy and proper to transmit

the same. Special message-carriers, to be still called Ambassadors,

if the name gratified them, could be sent when occasion great

enough demanded
;
not sent when it did not. But for all pur-

poses of a resident ambassador, I hear persons extensively and

well acquainted among our foreign embassies at this date de-

clare, That a well-selected Times reporter or
' own correspondent

'

ordered to reside in foreign capitals, and keep his eyes open,

and (though sparingly) his pen going, would in reality be mucli

more effective
;

and surely we see well, he would come a

good deal cheaper ! Considerably cheaper in expanse of money ;

and in expense of falsity and grimacing hypocrisy (of which

no human arithmetic can count the ultimate cost) incalculably

cheaper ! If this is the fact, why not treat it as such ? If this is

so in any measure, we had better in that measure admit it to be

so ! The time, I believe, has come for asking with considerable

severity, How far is it so ? Nay there are men now current in

political society, men of weight though also of wit, who have been

heard to say,
" That there was but one reform for the Foreign

Office, to set a live coal under it," and with, of course, a fire-

brigade which could prevent the undue spread of the devouring
element into neighbouring houses, let that reform it ! In such

odour is the Foreign Office too, if it were not that the Public,

oppressed and nearly stifled with a mere infinitude of bad odours,

neglects this one, in fact, being able nearly always to avoid the

street where it is, escapes this one, and (except a passing curse,

once in the quarter or so) as good as forgets the existence

of it.

Such, from sad personal experience and credited prevailing

rumour, is the exoteric public conviction about these sublime estab-

lishments in Downing Street and the neighbourhood, the esoteric

mysteries of which are indeed still held sacred by the initiated,

but believed by the world to be mere Dalai-Lama pills, manu-

factured let not refined lips hint how, and quite smsalvatory to
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mankind. Every one may remark what a hope animates the eyes
of any circle, when it is reported or even confidently asserted, that

Sir Robert Peel has in his mind privately resolved to go, one day,
into that stable of King Augias, which appals human hearts, so

rich is it, high-piled with the droppings of two hundred years ;

and Hercules-like to load a thousand night-wagons from it, and

turn running water into it, and swash and shovel at it, and never

leave it till the antique pavement, and real basis of the matter,

show itself clean again ! In any intelligent circle such a rumour,
like the first break of day to men in darkness, enlightens all

eyes; and each says devoutly,
"
Faxitis, O ye righteous Powers

" that have pity on us ! All England grateful, with kindling looks,
"
will rise in the rear of him, and from its deepest heart bid him

"
good speed !

"

For it is universally felt that some esoteric man, well acquainted
with the mysteries and properties good and evil (5f the adminis-

trative stable, is the fittest to reform it. nay can alone reform it

otherwise than by sheer violence and destruction, which is a way
we would avoid

;
that in fact Sir Robert Peel is, at present, the

one likely or possible man to reform it. And secondly it is felt

that 'reform' in tha.t Downing-Street department of affairs is

precisely the reform which were worth all others
;
that those

administrative establishments in Downing-Street are really the

Government of this huge ungoverned Empire ;
that to clean-out

the dead pedantries, unveracities, indolent somnolent impotences,
and accumulated dung-mountains there, is the beginning of all

practical good whatsoever. Yes, get down once again to the

actual pavement of that; ascertain what the thing is, and was
before dung accumulated in it

;
and what it should and may, and

must, for the life's sake of this Empire, henceforth become : here

clearly lies the heart of the whole matter. Political reform, if this

be not reformed, is naught and a mere mockery.
What England wants, and will require to have, or sink in name-

less anarchies, is not a Reformed Parliament, meaning thereby a

Parliament elected according to the six or the four or any other

number of '

points
'

and cunningly-devised improvements in hust-

ings mechanism, but a Reformed Executive or Sovereign Body of

Rulers and Administrators, some improved method, innumerable

improvements in our poor blind methods, of getting hold of these.

Not a better Talking-Apparatus, the best conceivable Talking-

Apparatus would do very little for us at present j
but an infinitely

PAMVHLETS. G
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better Acting-Apparatus, the benefits of which would be invalu-

able now and henceforth. The practical question puts itself with

ever-increasing stringency to all English minds : Can we, by no

industry, energy, utmost expenditure of human ingenuity, and

passionate invocation of the Heavens and the Earth, get to attain

some twelve or ten or six men to manage the affairs of this nation

in Downing Street and the chief posts elsewhere, who are abler for

the work than those we have been used to, this long while ? For

it is really a heroic work, and cannot be done by histrios, and

dextrous talkers having the honour to be : it is a heavy and

appalling work; and, at the starting of it especially, will require
Herculean men; such mountains of pedant exuviae and obscene

owl-droppings have accumulated in those regions, long the habita-

tion of doleful creatures
;
the old pavements, the natural facts and

real essential functions of those establishments, have not been seen

by eyes for these two-hundred years last past ! Herculean men

acquainted with the virtues of running water, and with the divine

necessity of getting down to the clear pavements and old vera-

cities
;
who tremble before no amount of pedant exuviae, no loudest

shrieking of doleful creatures
;
who tremble only to live, themselves,

like inane phantasms, and to leave their life as a paltry contribution

to the guano mountains, and not as a divine eternal protest against
them !

These are the kind of men we want
; these, the nearest possible

approximation to these, are the men we must find and have, or go

bankrupt altogether; for the concern as it is will evidently not

hold long together. How true is this of Crabbe :

' Men sit in Parlia-

'ment eighty-three hours per week, debating about many things.
' Men sit in Downing Street, doing protocols, Syrian treaties, Greek

'questions, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Egyptian and ./Ethiopian
'

questions ; dextrously writing despatches, and having the honour to
'
be. Not a question of them is at all pressing in comparison with

' the English question. Pacifico the miraculous Gibraltar Jew has
' been hustled by some populace in Greece : upon him let the British
' Lion drop, very rapidly indeed, a constitutional tear. Radetzky is

'said to be advancing upon Milan; I am sorry to hear it, and

'perhaps it does deserve a despatch, or friendly letter, once and
'

away : but the Irish Giant, named of Despair, is advancing upon
' London itself, laying waste all English cities, towns and villages ;

' that is the interesting Government-despatch of the day ! I notice
' him in Piccadilly, blue-visaged, thatched in rags, a blue child on
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'each arm; hunger-driven, wide-mouthed, seeking whom he may
' devour : he, missioned by the just Heavens, too truly and too sadly
'

their
"
divine missionary

"
come at last in this authoritative man-

'ner, will throw us all into Doubting Castle, I perceive ! That is

' the phenomenon worth protocolling about, and writing despatches
'

upon, and thinking of with all one's faculty day and night, if one

'wishes to have the honour to be anything but a Phantasm
' Governor of England just now ! I entreat your Lordship's all-

' but undivided attention to that Domestic Irish Giant, named of
'

Despair, for a great many years to come. Prophecy of him there
' has long been

;
but now by the rot of the potato (blessed be the

'just gods, who send us either swift death or some beginning of cure
'

at last
!),

he is here in person, and there is no denying him, or dis-

'

regarding him any more
;
and woe to the public watchman that

'

ignores him, and sees Pacifico the Gibraltar Jew instead 1

What these strange Entities in Downing Street intrinsically are
;

who made them, why they were made
;
how they do their function

;

and what their function, so huge in appearance, may in net-result

amount to, is probably known to no mortal. The unofficial mind

passes by in dark wonder; not pretending to know. The official

mind must not blab
;

the official mind, restricted to its own square
foot of territory in the vast labyrinth, is probably itself dark, and

unable to blab. We see the outcome
;
the mechanism we do not

see. How the tailors clip and sew, in that sublime sweating
establishment of theirs, we know not : that the coat they bring us

out is the sorrowfulest fantastic mockery of a coat, a mere intricate

artistic network of traditions and formalities, an embroiled reticula-

tion made of web-listings and superannuated thrums and tatters,

endurable to no grown Nation as a coat, is mournfully clear !

Two kinds of fundamental error are supposable in such a set of

Offices
;
these two, acting and reacting, are the vice of all inefficient

Offices whatever. First, that the work, such as it may be, is ill-

done in these establishments. That it is delayed, neglected, slurred

over, committed to hands that cannot do it well
; that, in a word,

the questions sent thither are not wisely handled, but unwisely;
not decided truly and rapidly, but with delays and wrong at last :

which is the principal character, and the infallible result, of an

insufficient Intellect being set to decide them. Or second, what is

still fataler, the work done there may itself be quite the wrong
G 2
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kind of work. Not the kind of supervision and direction which

Colonies, and other such interests, Home or Foreign, do by the

nature of them require from the Central Government; not that,

but a quite other kind I The Sotomayor correspondence, for

example, is considered by many persons not to be mismanaged

merely, but to be a thing which should never have been managed
at all

;
a quite superfluous concern, which and the like of which

the British Government has almost no call to get into, at this new

epoch of time. And not Sotomayor only, nor Sapienza only, in

regard to that Foreign Office, but innumerable other things, if our

witty friend of the 'live coal
'

have reason in him ! Of the Colonial

Office, too, it is urged that the questions they decide and operate

upon are, in very great part, questions which they never should

have meddled with, but almost all of which should have been

decided in the Colonies themselves, Mother Country or Colonial

Office reserving its energy for a quite other class of objects, which

are terribly neglected just now.

These are the two vices that beset Government Offices
;
both of

them originating in insufficient Intellect, that sad insufficiency

from which, directly or indirectly, all evil whatsoever springs !

And these two vices act and react, so that where the one is, the

other is sure to be
;
and each encouraging the growth of the other,

both (if some cleaning of the Augias stable have not intervened

for a long while) will be found in frightful development. You
cannot have your work well done, if the work be not of the right

kind, if it be not work prescribed by the law of Nature as well as

by the rules of the office. Laziness, which lies in wait round all

human labour-offices, will in that case infallibly leak in, and vitiate

the doing of the work. The work is but idle
;

if the doing of it

will but pass, what need of more ? The essential problem, as the

rules of office prescribe it for you, if Nature and Fact say nothing,
is that your work be got to pass ;

if the work itself is worth nothing,
or little or an uncertain quantity, what more can gods or men

require of it, or, above all, can I who am the doer of it require, but

that it be got to pass ?

And now enters another fatal effect, the mother of ever-new

mischiefs, which renders well-doing or improvement impossible,

and drives bad everywhere continually into worse. The work

being what we see, a stupid subaltern will do as well as a gifted

one; the essential point is, that he be a quiet one, and do not

bother me who have the driving of him. Nay, for this latter
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object, is not a certain height of intelligence even dangerous ? I

want no mettled Arab horse, with his flashing glances, arched neck

and elastic step, to draw my wretched sand-cart through the streets
;

a broken, grassfed galloway, Irish garron, or painful ass with

nothing in the belly of him but patience and furze, will do it

safelier for me, if more slowly. Nay I myself, am I the worse for

being of a feeble order of intelligence ;
what the irreverent specu-

lative world calls barren, redtapish, limited, and even intrinsically

dark and small, and if it must be said, stupid ? To such a climax

does it come in all Government and other Offices, where Human

Stupidity has once introduced itself (as it will everywhere do), and

no Scavenger God intervenes. The work, at first of some worth,

is ill done, and becomes of less worth and of ever less, and finally

of none : the worthless work can now afford to be ill done
;
and

Human Stupidity, at a double geometrical ratio, with frightful

expansion grows and accumulates, towards the unendurable.

The reforming Hercules, Sir Robert Peel or whoever he is to be,

that enters Downing Street, will ask himself this question first of

all, What work is now necessary, not in form and by traditionary
use and wont, but in very fact, for the vital interests of the British

Nation, to be done here ? The second question, How to get it

well done, arid to keep the best hands doing it well, will be greatly

simplified by a good answer to that. for an eye that could see

in those hideous mazes, and a heart that could dare and do !

Strenuous faithful scrutiny, not of what is thought to be what in

the redtape regions, but of what really is what in the realms of

Fact and Nature herself; deep-seeing, wise and courageous eyes,
that could look through innumerable cobweb veils, and detect

what fact or no-fact lies at heart of them, how invaluable these !

For, alas, it is long since such eyes were much in the habit of look-

ing steadfastly at any department of our affairs
;
and poor common-

place creatures, helping themselves along, in the way of makeshift,
from year to year, in such an element, do wonderful works indeed.

Such creatures, like moles, are safe only underground, and their

engineerings there become very doedalean. In fact, such unfortunate

persons have no resource but to become what we call Pedants
;
to

ensconce themselves in a safe world of habitudes, of applicable or

inapplicable traditions
;
not coveting, rather avoiding the general

daylight of common-sense, as very extraneous to them and their

procedure ; by long persistence in which course they become Com-

pleted Pedants, hide-bound, impenetrable, able to defy the hostile
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extraneous element : an alarming kind of men. Such men, left to

themselves for a century or two, in any Colonial, Foreign, or other

Office, will make a terrible affair of it !

For the one enemy we have in this Universe is Stupidity, Dark-

ness of Mind
;
of which darkness, again, there are many sources,

every sin a source, and probably self-conceit the chief source.

Darkness of mind, in every kind and variety, does to a really tragic

extent abound : but of all the kinds of darkness, surely the Pedant

darkness, which asserts and believes itself to be light, is the most

formidable to mankind ! For empires or for individuals there is

but one class of men to be trembled at; and that is the Stupid

Class, the class that cannot see, who alas are they mainly that will

not see. A class of mortals under which as administrators, kings,

priests, diplomatists, &c., the interests of mankind in every European

country have sunk overloaded, as under universal nightmare, near

to extinction
;
and indeed are at this moment convulsively writhing,

decided either to throw off the unblessed superincumbent night-

mare, or roll themselves and it to the Abyss. Vain to reform

Parliament, to invent ballot-boxes, to reform this or that
;
the real

Administration, practical Management of the Commonwealth, goes
all awry ; choked-up with long-accumulated pedantries, so that your

appointed workers have been reduced to work as moles
;
and it is

one vast boring and counterboring, on the part of eyeless persons

irreverently called stupid; and a dsedalean bewilderment, writing
'

impossible
'

on all efforts or proposals, supervenes.

The State itself, not in Downing Street alone but in every

department of it, has altered much from what it was in past times ;

and it will again have to alter very much, to alter I think from top
to bottom, if it means to continue existing in the times that are

now coming and come !

The State, left to shape itself by dim pedantries and traditions,

without distinctness of conviction, or purpose beyond that of help-

ing itself over the difficulty of the hour, has become, instead of a

luminous vitality permeating with its light all provinces of our

affairs, a most monstrous agglomerate of inanities, as little adapted
for the actual wants of a modern community as the worst citizen

need wish. The thing it is doing is by no means the thing we
want to have done. What we want 1 Let the dullest British man
endeavour to raise in his mind this question, and ask himself in
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sincerity what the British Nation wants at this time. Is it to

have, with endless jargoning, debating, motioning and counter-

motioning, a settlement effected between the Honourable Mr. This

and the Honourable Mr. That, as to their respective pretensions to

ride the high horse ? Really it is unimportant which of them ride

it. Going upon past experience long continued now, I should say
with brevity,

" Either of them Neither of them." If our Govern-

ment is to be a No-Government, what is the matter who administers

it ? Fling an orange-skin into St. James's Street
;
let the man it

hits be your man. He, if you breed him a little to it, and tie the

due official bladders to his ankles, will do as well as another this

sublime problem of balancing himself upon the vortexes, with the

long loaded -pole in his hands
;
and will, with straddling painful

gestures, float hither and thither, walking the waters in that

singular manner for a little while, as well as his foregoers did, till

he also capsize, and be left floating feet uppermost ;
after which

you choose another.

What an immense pother, by parliamenting and palavering in

all corners of your empire, to decide such a question as that ! I

say, if that is the function, almost any human creature can learn

to discharge it : fling out your orange-skin again ;
and save an

incalculable labour, and an emission of nonsense and falsity, and

electioneering beer and bribery and balderdash, which is terrible to

think of, in deciding. Your National Parliament, in so far as it

has only that question to decide, may be considered as an enormous

National Palaver existing mainly for imaginary purposes; and

certain, in these days of abbreviated labour, to get itself sent home

again to its partridge-shootings, fox-huntings, and above all, to

its rat-catchings, if it could but understand the time of day, and

know (as our indignant Crabbe remarks) that
'

the real Nimrod of

this era, who alone does any good to the era, is the rat-catcher !

'

The notion that any Government is or can be a No-Government,
without the deadliest peril to all noble interests of the Common-

wealth, and by degrees slower or swifter to all ignoble ones also,

and to the very gullydrains, and thief lodging-houses, and Mosaic

sweating establishments, and at last without destruction to such

No-Government itself, was never my notion : and I hope it will

soon cease altogether to be the world's or to be anybody's. But if

it be the correct notion, as the world seems at present to flatter

itself, I point out improvements and abbreviations. Dismiss your
National Palaver; make the Times Newspaper your National
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Palaver, which needs no beer-barrels or hustings, and is cheaper in

expense of money and of falsity a thousand and a million fold
;

have an economical redtape drilling establishment (it were easier

to devise such a thing than a right Modern University) ;
and fling

out your orange-skin among the graduates, when you want a new
Premier.

A mighty question indeed ! Who shall be Premier, and take in

hand the
' rudder of government,' otherwise called the '

spigot of

taxation;' shall it be the Honourable Felix Parvulus, or the

Right Honourable Felicissimus Zero ? By our electioneerings and

Hansard Debatings, and ever-enduring tempest of jargon that goes
on everywhere, we manage to settle that to have it declared, with

no bloodshed except insignificant blood from the nose in hustings-

time, but with immense beershed and inkshed and explosion of

nonsense, which darkens all the air, that the Right Honourable

Zero is to be the man. That we firmly settle
; Zero, all shivering

with rapture and with terror, mounts into the high saddle
; cramps

himself on, with knees, heels, hands and feet; and the horso

gallops whither it lists. That the Right Honourable Zero should

attempt controlling the horse Alas, alas, he, sticking on with

beak and claws, is too happy if the horse will only gallop any-

whither, and not throw him. Measure, polity, plan or scheme of

public good or evil, is not in the head of Felicissimus
; except, if

he could but devise it, some measure that would please his horse

for the moment, and encourage him to go with softer paces,

godward or devilward as it might be, and save Felicissimus's leather,

which is fast wearing. This is what we call a Government in

England, for nearly two centuries now.

I wish Felicissimus were saddle-sick forever and a day 1 He is

a dreadful object, however much we are used to him. If the horse

had not been bred and broken in, for a thousand years, by real

riders and horse-subduers, perhaps the best and bravest the

world ever saw, what would have become of Felicissimus and him

long since ? This horse, by second-nature, religiously respects all

fences
; gallops, if never so madly, on the highways alone

; seems

to me, of late, like a desperate Sleswick thunder-horse who had

lost his way, galloping in the labyrinthic lanes of a woody flat

country ; passionate to reach his goal ;
unable to reach it, because

in the flat leafy lanes there is no outlook whatever, and in the

bridle there is no guidance whatever. So he gallops stormfully

along, thinking it is forward and forward
;
and alas, it is only round
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and round, out of one old lane into the other; nay (according to

some)
' he mistakes his awn footprints, which of course grow ever

'more numerous, for the sign of a more and more frequented
'road

;'
and his despair is hourly increasing. My impression is, he

is certain soon, such is the growth of his necessity and his despair,

to plunge across the fence, into an opener survey of the country ;

and to sweep Felicissimus off his back, and comb him away very

tragically in the process ! Poor Sleswicker, I wish you were better

ridden. I perceive it lies in the Fates you must now either be

better ridden, or else not long at all. This plunging in the heavy

labyrinth of over-shaded lanes, with one's stomach getting empty,
one's Ireland falling into cannibalism, and no vestige of a goal

either visible or possible, cannot last.

Colonial Offices, Foreign, Home and other Offices, got together
under these strange circumstances, cannot well be expected to be

the best that human ingenuity could devise
;
the wonder rather

is to see them so good as they are. Who made them, ask me
not. Made they clearly were

;
for we see them here in a concrete

condition, writing despatches, and drawing salary with a view to

buy pudding. But how those Offices in Downing Street were

made
;
who made them, or for what kind of objects they were

made, would be hard to say at present. Dim visions and phantas-

magories gathered from the Books of Horace Walpole, Memoirs

of Bubb Doddington, Memoirs of my Lady Sundon, Lord Fanny
Hervey, and innumerable others, rise on us, beckoning fantastically

towards, not an answer, but some conceivable intimations of an

answer, and proclaiming very legibly the old text,
'

Quam parvd

sapientid' in respect of this hard-working, much-subduing British

Nation
; giving rise to endless reflections in a thinking English-

man of this day. Alas, it is ever so : each generation has its task,

and does it better or worse
; greatly neglecting what is not imme-

diately its task. Our poor grandfathers, so busy conquering Indias,

founding Colonies, inventing spinning-jennies, kindling Lancashires

and Bromwichams, took no thought about the government of all

that
;
left it all to be governed by Lord Fanny and the Hanover

Succession, or how the gods pleased. And now we the poor

grandchildren find that it will not stick together on these terms

any longer ;
that our sad, dangerous and sore task is to discover

some government for this big world which has been conquered to

us
;
that the redtape Offices in Downing Street are near the end
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of their rope ;
that if we can get nothing better, in the way of

government, it. is all over with our world and us. How the

Downing-Street Offices originated, and what the meaning of them
was or is, let Dryasdust, when in some lucid moment the whim
takes him, instruct us. Enough for us to know and see clearly,

with urgent practical inference derived from such insight, That

they were not made for us or for our objects at all; that the

devouring Irish Giant is here, and that he cannot be fed with

red tape, and will eat us if we cannot feed him.

On the whole, let us say Felicissimus made them
; or rather

it was the predecessors of Felicissimus, who were not so dreadfully

hunted, sticking to the wild and ever more desperate Sleswicker

in the leafy labyrinth of lanes, as he now is. He, I think, will

never make anything; but be combed off by the elm-boughs,
and left sprawling in the ditch. But in past time, this and the

other heavy-laden redtape soul had withal a glow of patriotism in

him; now and then, in his whirling element, a gleam of human

ingenuity, some eye towards business that must be done. At all

events, for him and every one, Parliament needed to be persuaded
that business was done. By the contributions of many such

heavy-laden souls, driven on by necessity outward and inward,

these singular Establishments are here. Contributions who
knows how far back they go, far beyond the reign of George the

Second, or perhaps the reign of William Conqueror. Noble and

genuine some of them were, many of them were, I need not doubt :

for there is no human edifice that stands long but has got itself

planted, here and there, upon the basis of fact
;
and being built,

in many respects, according to the laws of statics : no standing

edifice, especially no edifice of State, but has had the wise and

brave at work in it, contributing their lives to it
;
and is

'

cemented,'

whether it know the fact or not, 'by the blood of heroes!'

None; not even the Foreign Office, Home Office, still less the

National Palaver itself. William Conqueror, I find, must have

had a first-rate Home Office, for his share. The Domesday Book,

done in four years, and done as it is, with such an admirable

brevity, explicitness and completeness, testifies emphatically what

kind of under-secretaries and officials William had. Silent officials

and secretaries, I suppose; not wasting themselves in parlia-

mentary talk
; reserving all their intelligence for silent survey

of the huge dumb fact, silent consideration how they might

compass the mastery of that. Happy secretaries, happy William !
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But indeed nobody knows what inarticulate traditions, remnants

of old wisdom, priceless though quite anonymous, survive in many
modern things that still have life in them. Ben Brace, with his

taciturnities, and rugged stoical ways, with his tarry breeches, stiff

as plank-breeches, I perceive is still a kind of Lod-brog (Loaded-

breeks) in more senses than one; and derives, little conscious

of it, many of his excellences from the old Seakings and Saxon

Pirates themselves
;
and how many Blakes and Nelsons since

have contributed to Ben !

"
Things are not so false always as they

"
seem," said a certain Professor to me once :

"
of this you will find

"
instances in every country, and in your England more than any

" and I hope will draw lessons from them. An English Seventy-
"
four, if you look merely at the articulate law and methods of it,

"is one of the impossiblest entities. The captain is appointed
"not by preeminent merit in sailorship, but by parliamentary

"connexion; the men" (this was spoken some years ago) "are
"
got by impressment ;

a press-gang goes out, knocks men down
" on the streets of sea-towns, and drags them on board,-^if the
"
ship were to be stranded, I have heard they would nearly all run

"
ashore and desert. Can anything be more unreasonable than a

"
Seventy-four ? Articulately almost nothing. But it has inarticu-

late traditions, ancient methods and habitudes in it, stoicisms,

"noblenesses, true rules both of sailing and of conduct; enough
"to keep it afloat on Nature's veridical bosom, after all. See;
"
if you bid it sail to the end of the world, it will lift anchor, go,

" and arrive. The raging oceans do not beat it back
;

it too, as
"
well as the raging oceans, has a relationship to Nature, and it

" does not sink, but under the due conditions is borne along. If
"
it meet with hurricanes, it rides them out

;
if it meet an Enemy's

"
ship, it shivers it to powder ;

and in short, it holds on its way,
" and to a wonderful extent does what it means and pretends to do.

"Assure yourself, my friend, there is an immense fund of truth
" somewhere or other stowed in that Seventy-four."

More important than the past history of these Offices in

Downing Street, is the question of their future history; the

question, How they are to be got mended ! Truly an immense

problem, inclusive of all others whatsoever
;
which demands to be

attacked, and incessantly persisted in, by all good citizens, as the

grand problem of Society, and the one thing needful for the

Commonwealth 1 A problem in which all men, with all their
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wisdoms and all their virtues, faithfully and continually cooperating
at it, will never have done enough, and will still only be struggling
towards perfection in it. In which some men can do much

;
in

which every man can do something. Every man, and thou my
present Reader canst do this: Be thyself a man abler to be

governed ;
more reverencing the divine faculty of governing, more

sacredly detesting the diabolical semblance of said faculty in self

and others
;
so shalt thou, if not govern, yet actually according to

thy strength assist in real governing. And know always, and even

lay to heart with a quite unusual solemnity, with a seriousness

altogether of a religious nature, that as
' Human Stupidity

'

is

verily the accursed parent of all this mischief, so Human Intelli-

gence alone, to which and to which only is victory and blessedness

appointed here below, will or can cure it. If we knew this as

devoutly as we ought to do, the evil, and all other evils were

curable
; alas, if we had from of old known this, as all men made

in God's image ought to do, the evil never would have been!

Perhaps few Nations have ever known it less than we, for a good
while back, have done. Hence these sorrows.

What a people are the poor Thibet idolaters, compared with us

and our 'religions,' which issue in the worship of King Hudson
as our Dalai-Lama ! They, across such hulls of abject ignorance,

have seen into the heart of the matter; we, with our torches

of knowledge everywhere brandishing themselves, and such a

human enlightenment as never was before, have quite missed it.

Reverence for Human Worth, earnest devout search for it and

encouragement of it, loyal furtherance and obedience to it : this,

I say, is the outcome and essence of all true
'

religions,' and was

and ever will be. We have not known this. No
;
loud as our

tongues sometimes go in that direction, we have no true reverence

for Human Intelligence, for Human Worth and Wisdom : none,

or too little, and I pray for a restoration of such reverence, as for

the change from Stygian darkness to Heavenly light, as for the

return of life to poor sick moribund Society and all its interests.

Human Intelligence means little for most of us but Beaver Con-

trivance, which produces spinning mules, cheap cotton, and large

fortunes. Wisdom, unless it give us railway scrip, is not wise.

True nevertheless it forever remains that Intellect is the real

object of reverence, and of devout prayer, and zealous wish and

pursuit, among the sons of men
;
and even, well understood, the

one object. It is the Inspiration of the Almighty that giveth men
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understanding. For it must be repeated, and ever again repeated
till poor mortals get to discern it, and awake from their baleful

paralysis, and degradation under foul enchantments, That a man
of Intellect, of real and not sham Intellect, is by the nature of

him likewise inevitably a man of nobleness, a man of courage,

rectitude, pious strength ; who, even because he is and has been

loyal to the Laws of this Universe, is initiated into discernment

of the same
;
to this hour a Missioned of Heaven

;
whom if men

follow, it will be well with them
;
whom if men do not follow,

it will not be well. Human Intellect, if you consider it well,

is the exact summary of Human Worth; and the essence of

all worth-ships and worships is reverence for that same. This

much surprises you, friend Peter
;
but I assure you it is the fact

;

and I would advise you to consider it, and to try if you too do

not gradually find it so. With me it has long been an article, not

of
'

faith
'

only, but of settled insight, of conviction as to what the

ordainments of the Maker in this Universe are. Ah, could you
and the rest of us but get to know it, and everywhere religiously

act upon it, as our Fortieth Article, which includes all the other

Thirty-nine, and without which the Thirty-nine are good for

almost nothing, there might then be some hope for us ! In this

world there is but one appalling creature : the Stupid man
considered to be the Missioned of Heaven, and followed by men.
He is our King, men say, he

;
and they follow him, through

straight or winding courses, I for one know well whitherward.

Abler men in Downing Street, abler men to govern us : yes, that,

sure enough, would gradually remove the dung-mountains, however

high they are
;
that would be the way, nor is there any other way,

to remedy whatsoever has gone wrong in Downing Street and in

the wide regions, spiritual and temporal, which Downing Street

presides over ! For the Able Man, meet him where you may, is

definable as the born enemy of Falsity and Anarchy, and the born

soldier of Truth and Order : into what absurdest element soever

you put him, he is there to make it a little less absurd, to fight

continually with it till it become a little sane and human again.
Peace on other terms he, for his part, cannot make with it; not he,

while he continues able, or possessed of real intellect and not imagin-

ary. There is but one man fraught with blessings for this world,

fated to diminish and successively abolish the curses of the world
;

and it is he. For him make search, him reverence and follow;
know that to find him or miss him, means victory or defeat for you,
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in all Downing Streets, and establishments and enterprises here

below. 1 leave your Lordship to judge whether this has been

our practice hitherto
;
and would humbly inquire what your Lord-

ship thinks is likely to be the consequence of continuing to neglect
this. It ought to have been our practice ; ought, in all places and

all times, to be the practice in this world
;
so says the fixed law of

things forevermore : and it must cease to be not the practice,

your Lordship ;
and cannot too speedily do so, I think !

Much has been done in the way of reforming Parliament in late

years; but that of itself seems to avail nothing, or almost less.

The men that sit in Downing Street, governing us, are not abler

men since the Reform Bill than were those before it. Precisely
the same kind of men

;
obedient formerly to Tory traditions, obedi-

ent now to Whig ditto and popular clamours. Respectable men
of office : respectably commonplace in faculty, while the situation

is becoming terribly original ! Rendering their outlooks, and ours,

more ominous every day.

Indisputably enough the meaning of all reform-movement,

electing and electioneering, of popular agitation, parliamentary

eloquence, and all political effort whatsoever, is that you may get

the ten Ablest Men in England put to preside over your ten

principal departments of affairs. To sift and riddle the Nation, so

that you might extricate and sift-out the true ten gold grains, or

ablest men, and of these make your Governors or Public Officers
;

leaving the dross and common sandy or silty material safely aside,

as the thing to be governed, not to govern; certainly all ballot-

boxes, caucuses, Kennington-Common meetings, Parliamentary

debatings, Red Republics, Russian Despotisms, and constitutional

or unconstitutional methods of society among mankind, are in-

tended to achieve this one end
;
and some of them, it will be owned,

achieve it very ill ! If you have got your gold grains, if the men

you have got are actually the ablest, then rejoice ;
with whatever

astonishment, accept your Ten, and thank the gods ;
under this

Ten your destruction will at least be milder than under another.

But if you have not got them, if you are very far from having got

them, then do not rejoice at all, then lament very much; then

admit that your sublime political constitutions and contrivances do

not prove themselves sublime, but ridiculous and contemptible ;
that

your world's wonder of a political mill, the envy of surrounding

nations, does not yield you real meal
; yields you only powder of

millstones (called Hansard Debatings), and a detestable brown
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substance not unlike the grindings of dried horse-dung or prepared

street-mud, which though sold under royal patent, and much
recommended by the trade, is quite unfit for culinary purposes !

But the disease at least is not mysterious, whatever the remedy
be. Our disease, alas, is it not clear as the sun, that we suffer

under what is the disease of all the miserable in this world, want

of wisdom ; that in the Head there is no vision, and that thereby
all the members are dark and in bonds ? No vision in the head

;

heroism, faith, devout insight to discern what is needful, noble

courage to do it, greatly defective there : not seeing eyes there,

but spectacles constitutionally ground, which, to the unwary, seem,

to see. A quite fatal circumstance, had you never so many Parlia-

ments ! How is your ship to be steered by a Pilot with no eyes

but a pair of glass ones got from the constitutional optician ? He
must steer by the ear, I think, rather than by the eye ; by the

shoutings he catches from the shore, or from the Parliamentary
benches nearer hand : one of the frightfulest objects to see steer-

ing in a difficult sea ! Reformed Parliaments in that case, reform-

leagues, outer agitations and excitements in never such abundance,

cannot profit : all this is but the writhing, and painful blind con-

vulsion of the limbs that are in bonds, that are all in dark misery
till the head be delivered, till the pressure on the brain be removed.

Or perhaps there is now no heroic wisdom left in England ;

England, once the land of heroes, is itself sunk now to a dim

owlery, and habitation of doleful creatures, intent only on money-

making and other forms of catching mice, for whom the proper

gospel is the gospel of M'Croudy, and all nobler impulses and

insights are forbidden henceforth ? Perhaps these present agreeable

Occupants of Downing Street, such as the parliamentary mill has

yielded them, are the lest the miserable soil had grown ? The most

Herculean Ten Men that could be found among the English Twenty-
seven Millions, are these ? There are not, in any place, under any

figure, ten diviner men among us ? Well
;
in that case, the riddling

and searching of the twenty-seven millions has been successful.

Here are our ten divinest men
;
with these, unhappily noi divine

enough, we must even content ourselves and die in peace ;
what

help is there ? No help, no hope, in that case.

But, again, if these are not our divinest men, then evidently
there always is hope, there always is possibility of help ;

and ruin

never is quite inevitable, till we have sifted out our actually divinest
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ten, and set these to try their hand at governing ! That this has

been achieved
;
that these ten men are the most Herculean souls

the English population held within it, is a proposition credible to

no mortal. No, thank God
;
low as we are sunk in many ways,

this is not yet credible ! Evidently the reverse of this proposition
is the fact. Ten much diviner men do certainly exist. By some

conceivable, not forever impossible, method and methods, ten very
much diviner men could be sifted out ! Courage ;

let us fix our

eyes on that important fact, and strive all thitherward as towards a

door of hope !

Parliaments, I think, have proved too well, in late years, that

they are not the remedy. It is not Parliaments, reformed or other,

that will ever send Herculean men to Downing Street, to reform

Downing Street for us; to diffuse therefrom a light of Heavenly

Order, instead of the murk of Stygian Anarchy, over this sad

world of ours. That function does not lie in the capacities of

Parliament. That is the function of a King, if we could get
such a priceless entity, which we cannot just now ! Failing which,

Statesmen, or Temporary-Kings, and at the very lowest one real

Statesman, to shape the dim tendencies of Parliament, and guide
them wisely to the goal : he, I perceive, will be a primary condition,

indispensable for any progress whatsoever.

One such, perhaps, might be attained; one such might prove
discoverable among our Parliamentary populations ? That one, in

such an enterprise as this of Downing Street, might be invaluable !

One noble man, at once of natural wisdom and practical expe-
rience

;
one Intellect still really human, and not redtapish, owlish

and pedantical, appearing there in that dim chaos, with word of

command
;
to brandish Hercules-like the divine broom and shovel,

and turn running water in upon the place, and say as with a fiat,
" Here shall be truth, and real work, and talent to do it hence-
"
forth

;
I will seek for able men to work here, as for the elixir of

"
life to this poor place and me :

"
what might not one such man

effect there 1

Nay one such is not to be dispensed with anywhere in the

affairs of men. In every ship, I say, there must be a seeing pilot,

not a mere hearing one ! It is evident you can never get your

ship steered through the difficult straits by persons standing

ashore, on this bank and that, and shouting their confused direc-

tions to you : "'Ware that Colonial Sandbank! Starboard now,
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" the Nigger Question ! Larboard, larboard, the Suffrage Move-
" ment ! Financial Reform, your Clothing-Colonels overboard !

" The Qualification Movement, 'Ware-re-re ! Helm-a-lee ! Bear
" a hand there, will you ! Hr-r-r, lubbers, imbeciles, fitter for a
"
tailor's shopboard than a helm of Government, Hr-r-r !

" And
so the ship wriggles and tumbles, and, on the whole, goes as wind

and current drive. No ship was ever steered except to destruction

in that manner. I deliberately say so : no ship of a State either.

If you cannot get a real pilot on board, and put the helm into his

hands, your ship is as good as a wreck. One real pilot on board

may save you ;
all the bellowing from the banks that ever was, will

not and by the nature of things cannot. Nay your pilot will have

to succeed, if he do succeed, very much in spite of said bellowing ;

he will hear all that, and regard very little of it, in a patient

mild-spoken wise manner, will regard all of it as what it is. And
I never doubt but there is in Parliament itself, in spite of its

vague palaverings which fill us with despair in these times, a

dumb instinct of inarticulate sense and stubborn practical English

insight and veracity, that would manfully support a Statesman

who could take command with really manful notions of Reform,
and as one deserving to be obeyed. O for one such

;
even one !

More precious to us than all the bullion in the Bank, or perhaps
that ever was in it, just now !

For it is Wisdom alone that can recognise wisdom : Folly or

Imbecility never can
;
and that is the fatalest ban it labours under,

dooming it to perpetual failure in all things. Failure which, in

Downing Street and places of command, is especially accursed;

cursing not one but hundreds of millions ! Who is there that can

recognise real intellect, and do reverence to it
;
and discriminate it

well from sham intellect, which is so much more abundant, and
deserves the reverse of reverence ? He that himself has it ! One

really human Intellect, invested with command, and charged to

reform Downing Street for us, would continually attract real

intellect to those regions, and with a divine magnetism search it

out from the modest corners where it lies hid. And every new
accession of intellect to Downing Street would bring to it benefit

only, and would increase such divine attraction in it, the parent of

all benefit there and elsewhere i

PAMPHLETS. H
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" What method, then
; by what method ?

"
ask many. Method,

alas ! To secure an increased supply of Human Intellect to

Downing Street, there will evidently be no quite effectual

'method' but that of increasing the supply of Human Intellect,

otherwise definable as Human Worth, in Society generally ;
in-

creasing the supply of sacred reverence for it, of loyalty to it, and

of life-and-death desire and pursuit of it, among all classes, if

we but knew such a * method
'

! Alas, that were simply the

method of making all classes Servants of Heaven
;
and except it

be devout prayer to Heaven, I have never heard of any method !

To increase the reverence for Human Intellect or God's Light,
and the detestation of Human Stupidity or the Devil's Darkness,
what method is there ? No method, except even this, that we
should each of us '

pray
'

for it, instead of praying for mere scrip

and the like
;
that Heaven would please to vouchsafe us each a

little of it, one by one ! As perhaps Heaven, in its infinite

bounty, by stern methods, gradually will ? Perhaps Heaven has

mercy too in these sore plagues that are oppressing us
;
and means

to teach us reverence for Heroism and Human Intellect, by such

baleful experience of what issue Imbecility and Parliamentary

Eloquence lead to ? Such reverence, I do hope, and even discover

and observe, is silently yet extensively going on among us even in

these sad years. In which small salutary fact there burns for us,

in this black coil of universal baseness fast becoming universal

wretchedness, an inextinguishable hope ;
far-off but sure, a divine

'

pillar of fire by night.' Courage, courage 1

Meanwhile, that our one reforming Statesman may have free

command of what Intellect there is among us, and room to try all

means for awakening and inviting ever more of it, there has one

small Project of Improvement been suggested; which finds a

certain degree of favour wherever I hear it talked of, and which

seems to merit much more consideration than it has yet received.

Practical men themselves approve of it hitherto, so far as it goes;
the one objection being that the world is not yet prepared to insist

on it, which of course the world can never be, till once the world

consider it, and in the first place hear tell of it ! I have, for my
own part, a good opinion of this project. The old unreformed Par-

liament of rotten boroughs had one advantage ;
but that is hereby,

in a far more fruitful and effectual manner, secured to the new.

The Proposal is, That Secretaries under and upper, that all
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manner of changeable or permanent servants in the Government
Offices shall be selected without reference to their power of getting
into Parliament

; that, in short, the Queen shall have power of

nominating the half-dozen or half-score Officers of the Adminis-

tration, whose presence is thought necessary in Parliament, to

official seats there, without reference to any constituency but her

own only, which of course will mean her Prime Minister's. A very
small encroachment on the present constitution of Parliament

;

offering the minimum of change in present methods, and I almost

think a maximum in results to be derived therefrom. The Queen
nominates John Thomas (the fittest man she, much-inquiring, can

hear tell of in her three kingdoms) President of the Poor-Law

Board, Under Secretary of the Colonies, Under, or perhaps even

Upper Secretary of what she and her Premier find suitablest for a

working head so eminent, a talent so precious ;
and grants him, by

her direct authority, seat and vote in Parliament so long as he

holds that office. Upper Secretaries, having more to do in Parlia-

ment, and being so bound to be in favour there, would, I suppose,
at least till new times and habits come, be expected to be chosen

from among the Peoples Members as at present. But whether the

Prime Minister himself is, in all times, bound to be first a People's

Member; and which, or how many, of his Secretaries and sub-

ordinates he might be allowed to take as Queen's Members, my
authority does not say, perhaps has not himself settled; the

project being yet in mere outline or foreshadow, the practical

embodiment in all details to be fixed by authorities much more

competent than he. The soul of his project is, That the Crown
also have power to elect a few members to Parliament.

From which project, however wisely it were embodied, there

could probably, at first or all at once, no great 'accession of

intellect
'

to the Government Offices ensue ; though a little might,* O O *

even at first, and a little is always precious : but in its ulterior

operation, were that faithfully developed, and wisely presided over,

I fancy an immense accession of intellect might ensue
; nay a

natural ingress might thereby be opened to all manner of acces-

sions, and the actual flower of whatever intellect the British

Nation had might be attracted
'

towards Downing Street, and
continue flowing steadily thither ! For, let us see a little what

effects this simple change carries in it the possibilities of. Here
are beneficent germs, which the presence of one truly wise man as

Chief Minister, steadily fostering them for even a few years, with

H 2
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the sacred fidelity and vigilance that would beseem him, might

ripen into living practices and habitual facts, invaluable to us all.

What it is that Secretaries of State, Managers of Colonial

Establishments, of Home and Foreign Government interests, have

really and truly to do in Parliament, might admit of various

estimate in these times. An apt debater in Parliament is by no

means certain to be an able administrator of Colonies, of Home or

Foreign Affairs
; nay, rather quite the contrary is to be presumed

of him
;

for in order to become a '

brilliant speaker,' if that is his

character, considerable portions of his natural internal endowment
must have gone to the surface, in order to make a shining figure

there, and precisely so much the less (few men in these days know
how much less

!)
must remain available in the internal silent state,

or as faculty for thinking, for devising and acting, which latter

and which alone is the function essential for him in his Secretary-

ship. Not to tell a good story for himself
'

in Parliament and to

the twenty-seven millions, many of them fools
;

'

not that, but to

do good administration, to know with sure eye, and decide with

just and resolute heart, what is what in the things committed to

his charge : this and not that is the service which poor England,
whatever it may think and maunder, does require and want of

the Official Man in Downing Street. Given a good Official Man
or Secretary, he really ought, as far as it is possible, to be left

working in the silent state. No mortal can both work and do

good talking in Parliament, or out of it : the feat is impossible as

that of serving two hostile masters.

Nor would I, if it could be helped, much trouble my good

Secretary with addressing Parliament : needful explanations ; yes,

in a free country, surely ;
but not to every frivolous and vexatious

person, in or out of Parliament, who chooses to apply for them.

There should be demands for explanation too which were reckoned

frivolous and vexatious, and censured as such. These, I should

say, are the not needful explanations : and if my poor Secretary is

to be called out from his workshop to answer every one of these,

his workshop will become (what we at present see it, deservedly or

not) little other than a pillory ;
the poor Secretary a kind of

talking-machine, exposed to dead-cats and rotten-eggs ;
and the

' work
'

got out of him or of it will, as heretofore, be very incon-

siderable indeed ! Alas, on this side also, important improvements
are conceivable

;
and will even, I imagine, get them whence we

may, be found indispensable one day. The, honourable gentleman
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whom you interrupt here, he, in his official capacity, is not an

individual now, but the embodiment of a Nation; he is the

'People of England' engaged in the work of Secretaryship, this

one
;
and cannot forever afford to let the three Tailors of Tooley-

street break in upon him at all hours !

But leaving this, let us remark one thing which is very plain :

That whatever be the uses and duties, real or supposed, of a Secre-

tary in Parliament, his faculty to accomplish these is a point

entirely unconnected with his ability to get elected into Parliament,

and has no relation or proportion to it, and no concern with it

whatever. Lord Tommy and the Honourable John are not a whit

better qualified for Parliamentary duties, to say nothing of Secre-

tary duties, than plain Tom and Jack; they are merely better

qualified, as matters stand, for getting admitted to try them.

Which state of matters a reforming Premier, much in want of

abler men to help him, now proposes altering. Tom and Jack, once

admitted by the Queen's writ, there is every reason to suppose will

do quite as well there as Lord Tommy and the Honourable John.

In Parliament quite as well : and elsewhere, in the other infinitely

more important duties of a Government Office, which indeed are

and remain the essential, vital and intrinsic duties of such a

personage, is there the faintest reason to surmise that Tom and

Jack, if well chosen, will fall short of Lord Tommy and the Honour-

able John ? No shadow of a reason. Were the intrinsic genius
of the men exactly equal, there is no shadow of a reason: but

rather there is quite the reverse
;
for Tom and Jack have been at

least workers all their days, not idlers, game-preservers and mere

human clothes-horses, at any period of their lives
;
and have gained

a schooling thereby, of which Lord Tommy and the Honourable

John, unhappily strangers to it for most part, can form no con-

ception ! Tom and Jack have already, on this most narrow hypo-

thesis, a decided superiority of likelihood over Lord Tommy and

the Honourable John.

But the hypothesis is very narrow, and the fact is very wide;
the hypothesis counts by units, the fact by millions. Consider

how many Toms and Jacks there are to choose from, well or ill !

The aristocratic class from whom Members of Parliament can be

elected extends only to certain thousands
;
from these you are to

choose your Secretary, if a seat in Parliament is the primary con-

dition. But the general population is of Twenty-seven Millions
;

from all sections of which you can choose, if the seat in Parliament
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is not to be primary. Make it ultimate instead of primary, a last

investiture instead of a first indispensable condition, and the whole

British Nation, learned, unlearned, professional, practical, specu-
lative and miscellaneous, is at your disposal ! In the lowest broad

strata of the population, equally as in the highest and narrowest,
are produced men of every kind of genius; man for man, your
chance of genius is as good among the millions as among the units

;

and class for class, what must it be ! From all classes, not from

certain hundreds now but from several millions, whatsoever man
the gods had gifted with intellect and nobleness, and power to help
his country, could be chosen : O Heavens, could, if not by Ten-

pound Constituencies and the force of beer, then by a Reforming
Premier with eyes in his head, who I think might do it quite

infinitely better. Infinitely better. For ignobleness cannot, by
the nature of it, choose the noble : no, there needs a seeing man
who is himself noble, cognisant by internal experience of the

symptoms of nobleness. Shall we never think of this; shall we
never more remember this, then ? It is forever true

;
and Nature

and Fact, however we may rattle our ballot-boxes, do at no time

forget it.

From the lowest and broadest stratum of Society, where the

births are by the million, there was born, almost in our own

memory, a Robert Burns
;
son of one who ' had not capital for his

poor moor-farm of Twenty Pounds a-year.' Robert Burns never

had the smallest chance to get into Parliament, much as Robert

Burns deserved, for all our sakes, to have been found there. For

the man, it was not known to men purblind, sunk in their poor
dim vulgar element, but might have been known to men of insight

who had any loyalty or any royalty of their own, was a born king
of men : full of valour, of intelligence and heroic nobleness

;
fit for

far other work than to break his heart among poor mean mortals,

gauging beer ! Him no Tenpound Constituency chose, nor did any

Reforming Premier : in the deep-sunk British Nation, overwhelmed

in foggy stupor, with the loadstars all gone out for it, there was no

whisper of a notion that it could be desirable to choose him,

except to come and dine with you, and in the interim to gauge.
And yet heaven-born Mr. Pitt, at that period, was by no means
without need of Heroic Intellect, for other purposes than gauging !

But sorrowful strangulation by redtape, much tighter then than it

now is when so many revolutionary earthquakes have tussled it,

quite tied up the meagre Pitt; and he said, on hearing of this
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Burns and his sad hampered case,
"
Literature will take care of

itself."
"
Yes, and of you too, if you don't mind it !

"
answers one.

And so, like Apollo taken for a Neatherd, and perhaps for none

of the best on the Admetus establishment, this new Norse Thor

had to put-up with what was going ;
to gauge ale, and be thankful

;

pouring his celestial sunlight through Scottish Song-writing, the

narrowest chink ever offered to a Thundergod before ! And the

meagre Pitt, and his Dundasses and redtape Phantasms (growing

very ghastly now to think of), did not in the least know or under-

stand, the impious, god-forgetting mortals, that Heroic Intellects, if

Heaven were pleased to send such, were the one salvation for the

world and for them and all of us. No
; they

' had done very well

without' such; did not see the use of such; went along 'very
well' without such; well presided over by a singular Heroic

Intellect called George the Third : and the Thundergod, as was

rather fit of him, departed early, still in the noon of life, somewhat

weary of gauging ale ! O Peter, what a scandalous torpid element

of yellow London fog, favourable to owls only and their mousing

operations, has blotted out the stars of Heaven for us these several

generations back, which, I rejoice to see, is now visibly about

to take itself away again, or perhaps to be dispelled in a very
tremendous manner !

For the sake of my Democratic friends, one other observation.

Is not this Proposal the very essence of whatever truth there is in

'Democracy ;' this, that the able man be chosen, in whatever rank

he is found ? That he be searched for as hidden treasure is
;
be

trained, supervised, set to the work which he alone is fit for. All

Democracy lies in this
; this, I think, is worth all the ballot-boxes

and suffrage-movements now going. Not that the noble soul, born

poor, should be set to spout in Parliament, but that he should be

set to assist in governing men : this is our grand Democratic

interest. With this we can be saved
;
without this, were there a

Parliament spouting in every parish, and Hansard Debates to stem

the Thames, we perish, die constitutionally drowned, in mere
oceans of palaver.

All reformers, constitutional persons, and men capable of reflec-

tion, are invited to reflect on these things. Let us brush the

cobwebs from our eyes ;
let us bid the inane traditions be silent

for a moment
;
and ask ourselves, like men dreadfully intent on

having it done,
"
By what method or methods can the able men
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" from every rank of life be gathered, as diamond-grains from the
"
general mass of sand : the able men, not the sham-able

;
and

"set to do the work of governing, contriving, administering and
"
guiding for us I

"
It is the question of questions. All that

Democracy ever meant lies there : the attainment of a truer and

truer Aristocracy, or Government again by the Best.

Reformed Parliaments have lamentably failed to attain it for

us
;
and I believe will and must forever fail. One true Reforming

Statesman, one noble worshipper and knower of human intellect,

with the quality of an experienced Politician too
; he, backed by

such a Parliament as England, once recognising him, would loyally

send, and at liberty to choose his working subalterns from all the

Englishmen alive
;
he surely might do something ? Something, by

one means or another, is becoming fearfully necessary to be done !

He, I think, might accomplish more for us in ten years, than the

best conceivable Reformed Parliament, and utmost extension of the

suffrage, in twice or ten times ten.

What is extremely important too, you could try this method
with safety; extension of the suffrage you cannot so try. With
even an approximately heroic Prime Minister, you could get

nothing but good from prescribing to him thus, to choose the

fittest man, under penalties ;
to choose, not the fittest of the four

or the three men that were in Parliament, but the fittest from the

whole Twenty-seven Millions that he could hear of, at his peril.

Nothing but good from this. From extension of the suffrage, some

think, you might get quite other than good. From extension of

the suffrage, till it became a universal counting of heads, one sees

not in the least what wisdom could be extracted. A Parliament

of the Paris pattern, such as we see just now, might be extracted :

and from that ? Solution into universal slush
; drownage of all

interests divine and human, in a Noah's-Deluge of Parliamentary

eloquence, such as we hope our sins, heavy and manifold though

they are, have not yet quite deserved 1

Who, then, is to be the Reforming Statesman, and begin the

noble work for us ? He is the preliminary ;
one such

;
with him

we may prosecute the enterprise to length after length ;
without

him we cannot stir in it at all. A true king, temporary-king, that

dare undertake the government of Britain, on condition of begin-

ning in sacred earnest to
' reform

'

it, not at this or that extremity,
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but at the heart and centre. That will expurgate Downing Street,

and the practical Administration of our Affairs; clear out its

accumulated mountains of pedantries and cobwebs
;

bid the

Pedants and the Dullards depart, bid the Gifted and the Seeing
enter and inhabit. So that henceforth there be Heavenly light

there, instead of Stygian dusk
;
that God's vivifying light instead

of Satan's deadening and killing dusk, may radiate therefrom, and

visit with healing all regions of this British Empire, which now
writhes through every limb of it, in dire agony as if of death !

The enterprise is great, the enterprise may be called formidable

and even awful
;
but there is none nobler among the sublunary

affairs of mankind just now. Nay tacitly it is the enterprise of

every man who undertakes to be British Premier in these times
;

and I cannot esteem him an enviable Premier who, because the

engagement is tacit, flatters himself that it does not exist !

" Show
it me in the bond," he says. Your Lordship, it actually exists :

and I think you will see it yet, in another kind of
' bond

'

than

that sheepskin one !

But truly, in any time, what a strange feeling, enough to alarm

a very big Lordship, this : that he, of the size he is, has got to the

apex of English affairs ! Smallest wrens, we know, by training and

the aid of machinery, are capable of many things. For this world

abounds in miraculous combinations, far transcending anything

they do at Drury Lane in the melodramatic way. A world which,

as solid as it looks, is made all of aerial and even of spiritual stuff;

permeated all by incalculable sleeping forces and electricities; and

liable to go off, at any time, into the hugest developments, upon a

scratch thoughtfully or thoughtlessly given on the right point:

Nay, for every one of us, could not the sputter of a poor pistol-

shot shrivel the Immensities together like a burnt scroll, and make
the Heavens and the Earth pass away with a great noise ? Smallest

wrens, and canary-birds of some dexterity, can be trained to handle

lucifer-matches
;
and have, before now, fired-off whole powder-

magazines and parks of artillery. Perhaps without much astonish-

ment to the canary-bird. The canary-bird can hold only its own

quantity of astonishment; and may possibly enough retain its

presence of mind, wrere even Doomsday to come. It is on this

principle that I explain to myself the equanimity of some men
and Premiers whom we have known.

This and the other Premier seems to take it with perfect
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coolness. And yet, I say, what a strange feeling, to find himself

Chief Governor of England ; girding on, upon his moderately-sized
new soul, the old battle-harness of an Oliver Cromwell, an Edward

Longshanks, a William Conqueror. "I, then, am the Ablest of
"
English attainable Men ? This English People, which has spread

"itself over all lands and seas, and achieved such works in the

"ages, which has done America, India, the Lancashire Cotton-
"
trade, Bromwicham Iron-trade, Newton's Principia, Shakspeare's

"
Dramas, and the British Constitution, the apex of all its intelli-

"
gences and mighty instincts and dumb longings : it is I ? William

"Conqueror's big gifts, and Edward's and Elizabeth's; Oliver's

"lightning soul, noble as Sinai and the thunders of the Lord:
" these are mine, I begin to perceive, to a certain extent. These
" heroisms have I, though rather shy of exhibiting them. These

;

"and something withal of the huge beaver-faculty of our Ark-
"
wrights, Brindleys; touches too of the phoenix-melodies and

"
sunny heroisms of our Shakspeares, of our Singers, Sages and

"
inspired Thinkers

;
all this is in me, I will hope, though rather

"
shy of exhibiting it on common occasions. The Pattern English-

"man, raised by solemn acclamation upon the bucklers of the
"
English People, and saluted with universal

' God save THEE !

'

" has now the honour to announce himself. After fifteen-hundred
"
years of constitutional study as to methods of raising on the

"
bucklers, which is the operation of operations, the English

"
People, surely pretty well skilled in it by this time, has raised

" the remarkable individual now addressing you. The best-com-

"bined sample of whatsoever divine qualities are in this big People,
" the consummate flower of all that they have done and been, the
" ultimate product of the Destinies, and English man of men,
" arrived at last in the fulness of time, is who think you ? Ye
"
worlds, the Ithuriel javelin by which, with all these heroisms

" and accumulated energies old and new, the English People
' means to smite and pierce, is this poor tailor's-bodkin, hardly
"
adequate to bore an eylet-hole, who now has the honour to

"

Good Heavens, if it were not that men generally are very much of

the canary-bird, here are reflections sufficient to annihilate any
man, almost before starting !

But to us also it ought to be a very strange reflection 1 This,

then, is the length we have brought it to, with our constitutioning,

and ballot-boxing, and incessant talk and effort in every kind for

so many centuries back
;
this ? The golden flower of our grand
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alchemical projection, which has set the world in astonishment so

long, and been the envy of surrounding nations, is what we here

see. To be governed by his Lordship, and guided through the

undiscovered paths of Time by this respectable degree of human

faculty. With our utmost soul's travail we could discover, by the

sublimest methods eulogised by all the world, no abler Englishman
than this ?

Really it should make us pause upon the said sublime methods,

and ask ourselves very seriously, whether, notwithstanding the

eulogy of all the world, they can be other than extremely astonish-

ing methods, that require revisal and reconsideration very much
indeed ! For the kind of

' man ' we get to govern us, all conclusions

whatsoever centre there, and likewise all manner of issues flow

infallibly therefrom. 'Ask well, who is your Chief Governor,'

says one :

'

for around him men like to him will infallibly gather,
' and by degrees all the world will be made in his image.'

' He
'who is himself a noble man, has a chance to know the noble-
' ness of men

;
he who is not, has none. And as for the poor

'

Public, alas, is not the kind of " man "
you set upon it the

'

liveliest symbol of its and your veracity and victory and blessed-
'

ness, or unveracity and misery and cursedness
;

the general
'summation and practical outcome of all else whatsoever in the
' Public and in you ?

'

Time was when an incompetent Governor could not be permitted

among men. He was, and had to be, by one method or the other,

clutched up from his place at the helm of affairs, and hurled down
into the hold, perhaps even overboard, if he could not really steer.

And we call those ages barbarous, because they shuddered to see

a Phantasm at the helm of their affairs
;
an eyeless Pilot with

constitutional spectacles, steering by the ear mainly ? And we
have changed all that : no-government is now the best

;
and a

tailor's foreman, who gives no trouble, is preferable to any other

for governing ? My friends, such truly is the current idea
;
but

you dreadfully mistake yourselves, and the fact is not such. The

fact, now beginning to disclose itself again in distressed Needle-

women, famishing Connaughts, revolting Colonies, and a general

rapid advance towards Social Ruin, remains really what it always

was, and will so remain !

Men have very much forgotten it at present ;
and only here a

man and there a man begins again to bethink himself of it : but

all men will gradually get reminded of it, perhaps terribly to their
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cost
;
and the sooner they all lay it to heart again, I think it will

be the better. For in spite of our oblivion of it, the thing remains

forever true
;
nor is there any Constitution or body of Constitutions,

were they clothed with never such venerabilities and general

acceptabilities, that avails to deliver a Nation from the conseqences
of forgetting it. Nature, I assure you, does forevermore remember

it; and a hundred British Constitutions are but as a hundred

cobwebs between her and the penalty she levies for forgetting it.

Tell me what kind of man governs a People, you tell me, with

much exactness, what the net sum-total of social worth in that

People has for some time been. Whether they have loved the

phylacteries or the eternal noblenesses
;
whether they have been

struggling heavenward like eagles, brothers of the radiances, or

groping owl-like with horn-eyed diligence, catching mice and

balances at their banker's, poor devils, you will see it all in that

one fact. A fact long prepared beforehand
; which, if it is a peace-

ably received one, must have been acquiesced in, judged to be

'best/ by the poor mousing owls, intent only to have a large

balance at their banker's and keep a whole skin.

Such sordid populations, which were long blind to Heaven's

light, are getting themselves burnt-up rapidly, in these days, by
street-insurrection and Hellfire

;
as is indeed inevitable, my

esteemed M'Croudy ! Light, accept the blessed light, if you will

have it when Heaven vouchsafes. You refuse ? You prefer

Delolme on the British Constitution, the Gospel according to

M'Croudy, and a good balance at your banker's ? Very well : the
'

light
'

is more and more withdrawn
;
and for some time you have

a general dusk, very favourable for catching mice
;
and the opulent

owlery is very
'

happy,' and well-off at its banker's
;

and further-

more, by due sequence, infallible as the foundations of the Universe

and Nature's oldest law, the light returns on you, condensed, this

time, into lightning, which there is not any skin whatever too thick

for taking in 1
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IN looking at this wreck of Governments in all European

countries, there is one consideration that suggests itself, sadly

elucidative of our modern epoch. These Governments, we may
be well assured, have gone to anarchy for this one reason inclusive

of every other whatsoever, That they were not wise enough ;
that

the spiritual talent embarked in them, the virtue, heroism, intellect,

or by whatever other synonyms we designate it, was not adequate,

probably had long been inadequate, and so in its dim helplessness

had suffered, or perhaps invited falsity to introduce itself; had

suffered injustices, and solecisms, and contradictions of the Divine

Fact, to accumulate in more than tolerable measure
; whereupon

said Governments were overset, and declared before all creatures

to be too false.

This is a reflection sad but important to the modern Govern-

ments now fallen anarchic, That they had not spiritual talent

enough. And if this is so, then surely the question, How these

Governments came to sink for want of intellect? is a rather

interesting one. Intellect, in some measure, is born into every

Century; and the Nineteenth flatters itself that it is rather

distinguished that way ! What had become of this celebrated

Nineteenth Century's intellect ? Surely some of it existed, and
was 'developed' withal; nay in the 'undeveloped,' unconscious,
or inarticulate state, it is not dead; but alive and at work, if

mutely not less beneficently, some think even more so! And
yet Governments, it would appear, could by no means get enough
of it

;
almost none of it came their way : what had become of it ?

Truly there must be something very questionable, either in the

intellect of this celebrated Century, or in the methods Govern-
ments now have of supplying their wants from the same. One
or other of two grand fundamental shortcomings, in regard to
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intellect or human enlightenment, are very visible in this enlight-

ened Century of ours
;
for it has now become the most anarchic

of Centuries; that is to say, has fallen practically into such

Egyptian darkness that it cannot grope its way at all I

Nay I rather think both of these shortcomings, fatal deficits

both, are chargeable upon us
;
and it is the joint harvest of both

that we are now reaping, with such havoc to our affairs. I rather

guess, the intellect of the Nineteenth Century, so full of miracle

to Heavyside and others, is itself a mechanical or leaver intellect

rather than a high or eminently human one. A dim and mean

though authentic kind of intellect, this
;
venerable only in defect

of better. This kind will avail but little in the higher enterprises
of human intellect, especially in that highest enterprise of guiding
men Heavenward, which, after all, is the one real

'

governing
'

of

them on this God's-Earth : an enterprise not to be achieved by
beaver intellect, but by other higher and highest kinds. This

is deficit first. And then secondly, Governments have, really to

a fatal and extraordinary extent, neglected in late ages to supply
themselves with what intellect was going; having, as was too

natural in the dim time, taken up a notion that human intellect,

or even beaver intellect, was not necessary to them at all, but that

a little of the mdpine sort (if attainable), supported by routine, red-

tape traditions, and tolerable parliamentary eloquence on occasion,

would very well suffice. A most false and impious notion
;
lead-

ing to fatal lethargy on the part of Governments, while Nature

and Fact were preparing strange phenomena in contradiction to it.

These are two very fatal deficits; the remedy of either of

which would be the remedy of both, could we but find it ! For

indeed they are vitally connected : one of them is sure to produce
the other

;
and both once in action together, the advent of dark-

ness, certain enough to issue in anarchy by and by, goes on with

frightful acceleration. If Governments neglect to invite what

noble intellect there is, then too surely all intellect, not omnipotent
to resist bad influences, will tend to become beaverish ignoble

intellect; and quitting high aims, which seem shut-up from it,

will help itself forward in the way of making money and suchlike
;

or will even sink to be sham intellect; helping itself by methods

which are not only beaverish but vulpine, and so
'

ignoble
'

as not

to have common honesty. The Government, taking no thought
to choose intellect for itself, will gradually find that there is less

and less of a good quality to choose from : thus, as in all impieties
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it does, bad grows worse at a frightful double rate of progression ;

and your impiety is twice cursed. If you are impious enough
to tolerate darkness, you will get ever more darkness to tolerate ;

and at that inevitable stage of the account (inevitable in all such

accounts) when actual light or else destruction is the alternative,

you will call to the Heavens and the Earth for light, and none

will come !

Certainly this evil, for one, has not
'

wrought its own cure
;

'

but

has wrought precisely the reverse, and has been hourly eating away
what possibilities of cure there were. And so, I fear, in spite of

rumours to the contrary, it always is with evils, with solecisms

against Nature, and contradictions to the divine fact of things:
not an evil of them has ever wrought its own cure in my experi-

ence
;

but has continually grown worse and wider and uglier, till

some good (generally a good man) not able to endure the abomin-

ation longer, rose upon it and cured or else extinguished it. Evil

Governments, divested of God's light because they have loved

darkness rather, are not likelier than other evils to work their

own cure out of that bad plight.

It is urgent upon all Governments to pause in this fatal course
;

persisted in, the goal is fearfully evident
; every hour's persistence

in it is making return more difficult. Intellect exists in all

countries; and the function appointed it by Heaven, Govern-

ments had better not attempt to contradict that, for they cannot !

Intellect has to govern in this world; and will do it, if not in

alliance with so-called
' Governments

'

of redtape and routine, then

in divine hostility to such, and sometimes alas in diabolic hostility

to such
;
and in the end, as sure as Heaven is higher than Downing

Street, and the Laws of Nature are tougher than redtape, with

entire victory over them and entire ruin to them. If there is one

thinking man among the Politicians of England, I consider these

things extremely well worth his attention just now.

Who are available to your Offices in Downing Street? All

the gifted souls, of every rank, who are born to you in this

generation. These are appointed, by the true eternal 'divine

right
'

which will never become obsolete, to be your governors and

administrators; and precisely as you employ them, or neglect to

employ them, will your State be favoured of Heaven or dis-

favoured. This noble young soul, you can have him on either

of two conditions
;
and on one of them, since he is here in the

PAMPHLETS. I
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world, you must have him. As your ally and coadjutor ;
or failing

that, as your natural enemy : which shall it be ? I consider that

every Government convicts itself of infatuation and futility, or

absolves and justifies itself before God and man, according as it

answers this question. With all sublunary entities, this is the

question of questions. What talent is born to you ? How do you

employ that ? The crop of spiritual talent that is born to you, of

human nobleness and intellect and heroic faculty, this is infinitely

more important than your crops of cotton or corn, or wine or

herrings or whale-oil, which the Newspapers record with such

anxiety every season. This is not quite counted by seasons,

therefore the Newspapers are silent : but by generations and

centuries, I assure you it becomes amazingly sensible
;
and sur-

passes, as Heaven does Earth, all the corn and wine, and whale-oil

and California bullion, or any other crop you grow. If that crop

cease, the other crops please to take them also, if you are anxious

about them. That once ceasing, we may shut shop ;
for no other

crop whatever will stay with us, nor is worth having if it would.

To promote men of talent, to search and sift the whole society

in every class for men of talent, and joyfully promote them, has

not always been found impossible. In many forms of polity they
have done it, and still do it, to a certain degree. The degree
to which they succeed in doing it marks, as I have said, with very

great accuracy the degree of divine and human worth that is

in them, the degree of 'success or real ultimate victory they can

expect to have in this world. Think, for example, of the old

Catholic Church, in its merely terrestrial relations to the State
;

and see if your reflections, and contrasts with what now is, are

of an exulting character. Progress of the species has gone on

as with seven-league boots, and in various directions has shot

ahead amazingly, with three cheers from all the world
;
but in

this direction, the most vital and indispensable, it has lagged

terribly, and has even moved backward, till now it is quite gone
out of sight in clouds of cotton-fuzz and railway-scrip, and has

fallen fairly over the horizon to rearward !

In those most benighted Feudal societies, full of mere tyrannous
steel Barons, and totally destitute of Tenpound Franchises and

Ballot-boxes, there did nevertheless authentically preach itself

everywhere this grandest of gospels, without which no other gospel
can avail us much, to all souls of men,

"
Awake, ye noble souls ;
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here is a noble career for you !

"
I say, everywhere a road towards

promotion, for human nobleness, lay wide open to all men. The

pious soul, which, if you reflect, will mean the ingenuous and

ingenious, the gifted, intelligent and nobly-aspiring soul, such

a soul, in whatever rank of life it were born, had one path inviting

it
;
a generous career, whereon, by human worth and valour, all

earthly heights and Heaven itself were attainable. In the lowest

stratum of social thraldom, nowhere was the noble soul doomed

quite to choke, and die ignobly. The Church, poor old benighted

creature, had at least taken care of that : the noble aspiring soul,

not doomed to choke ignobly in its penuries, could at least run

into the neighbouring Convent, and there take refuge. Education

awaited it there
;

strict training not only to whatever useful know-

ledge could be had from writing and reading, but to obedience,

to pious reverence, self-restraint, annihilation of self, really to

human nobleness in many most essential respects. No questions
asked about your birth, genealogy, quantity of money-capital or

the like; the one question was, "Is there some human nobleness

in you, or is there not ?
" The poor neatherd's son, if he were

a Noble of Nature, might rise to Priesthood, to High-priesthood,
to the top of this world, and best of all, he had still high Heaven

lying high enough above him, to keep his head steady, on whatever

height or in whatever depth his way might lie !

A thrice-glorious arrangement, when I reflect on it; most

salutary to all high and low interests; a truly human arrangement.
You made the born noble yours, welcoming him as what he was,

the Sent of Heaven : you did not force him either to die or become

your enemy ; idly neglecting or suppressing him as what he was

not, a thing of no worth. You accepted the blessed light ; and

in the shape of infernal lightning it needed not to visit you. How,
like an immense mine-shaft through the dim oppressed strata of

society, this Institution of the Priesthood ran
; opening, from the

lowest depths towards all heights and towards Heaven itself, a free

road of egress and emergence towards virtuous nobleness, heroism

and well-doing, for every born man. This we may call the living

lungs and blood-circulation of those old Feudalisms. When I

think of that immeasurable all-pervading lungs ; present in every
corner of human society, every meanest hut a cell of said lungs ;

inviting whatsoever noble pious soul was born there to the path
that was noble for him

;
and leading thereby sometimes, if he

were worthy, to be the Papa of Christendom, and Commander of

I 2
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all Kings, I perceive how the old Christian society continued

healthy, vital, and was strong and heroic. When I contrast this

with the noble aims now held out to noble souls born in remote

huts, or beyond the verge of Palace-Yard
; and think of what your

Lordship has done in the way of making priests and papas, I see

a society without lungs, fast wheezing itself to death, in horrid

convulsions
;
and deserving to die.

Over Europe generally in these years, I consider that the State

has died, has fairly coughed its last in street musketry, and fallen

down dead, incapable of any but galvanic life henceforth. owing
to this same fatal want of lungs, which includes all other wants

for a State. And furthermore that it will never come alive again,
till it contrive to get such indispensable vital apparatus ;

the

outlook toward which consummation is very distant in most com-

munities of Europe. If you let it come to death or suspended-
animation in States, the case is very bad ! Vain to call-in uni-

versal-suffrage parliaments at that stage : the universal-suffrage

parliaments cannot give you any breath of life, cannot find any
wisdom for you ; by long impiety, you have let the supply of noble

human wisdom die out; and the wisdom that now courts your

universal-suffrages is beggarly human attorneyism or sham-wisdom,
which is not an insight into the Laws of God's Universe, but into

the laws of hungry Egoism and the Devil's Chicane, and can in

the end profit no community or man.

No
;
the kind of heroes that come mounted on the shoulders of

the universal-suffrage, and instal themselves as Prime Ministers

and healing Statesmen by force of able editorship, do not bid

very fair to bring Nations back to the ways of God. Eloquent

high-lacquered pinchbeck specimens these, expert in the arts of

Belial mainly ;
fitter to be markers at some exceedingly expen-

sive billiard-table than sacred chief- priests of men !

' Greeks of the

Lower Empire ;

'

with a varnish of parliamentary rhetoric
; and, I

suppose, this other great gift, toughness of character, proof that

they have persevered in their Master's service. Poor wretches,

their industry is mob-worship, place-worship, parliamentary in-

trigue, and the multiplex art of tongue-fence : flung into that bad

element, there they swim for decades long, throttling and wrestling
one another according to their strength, and the toughest or

luckiest gets to land, and becomes Premier. A more entirely

unbeautiful class of Premiers was never raked out of the ooze,
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and set on high places, by any ingenuity of man. Dame Dubarry's

petticoat was a better seine-net for fishing out Premiers than that.

Let all Nations whom necessity is driving towards that method,
take warning in time !

Alas, there is, in a manner, but one Nation that can still take

warning ! In England alone of European Countries the State yet
survives

;
and might help itself by better methods. In England

heroic wisdom is not yet dead, and quite replaced by attorneyism :

the honest beaver faculty yet abounds with us, the heroic manful

faculty shows itself also to the observant eye, not dead but danger-

ously sleeping. I said there were many kings in England: if

these can yet be rallied into strenuous activity, and set to govern

England in Downing Street and elsewhere, which their function

always is, then England can be saved from anarchies and uni-

versal-suffrages ;
and that Apotheosis of Attorneyism, blackest of

terrestrial curses, may be spared us. If these cannot, the other

issue, in such forms as may be appropriate to us, is inevitable.

What escape is there ? England must conform to the eternal laws

of life, or England too must die !

England with the largest mass of real living interests ever

intrusted to a Nation
;
and with a mass of extinct imaginary and

quite dead interests piled upon it to the very Heavens, atd en-

cumbering it from shore to shore, does reel and stagger ominously
in these years ; urged by the Divine Silences and the Eternal Laws
to take practical hold of its living interests and manage them :

and clutching blindly into its venerable extinct and imaginary
interests, as if that were still the way to do it. England must
contrive to manage its living interests, and quit its dead ones and

their methods, or else depart from its place in this world. Surely

England is called as no Nation ever was, to summon-out its kings,

and set them to that high work ! Huge inorganic England, nigh
choked under the exuvias of a thousand years, and blindly sprawl-

ing amid chartisms, ballot-boxes, prevenient graces, and bishops'

nightmares, must, as the preliminary and commencement of organ-

isation, learn to breathe again, get
'

lungs
'

for herself again, as we
defined it. That is imperative upon her : she too will die, other-

wise, and cough her last upon the streets some day ;
how can she

continue living ? To enfranchise whatsoever of Wisdom is born in

England, and set that to the sacred task of coercing and amending
what of Folly is born in England : Heaven's blessing is purchas-
able by that; by not that, only Heaven's curse is purchasable.
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The reform contemplated, my liberal friends perceive, is a truly

radical one
;
no ballot-box ever went so deep into the roots : a

radical, most painful, slow and difficult, but most indispensable
reform of reforms !

How short and feeble an approximation to these high ulterior

results, the best Keform of Downing Street, presided over by the

fittest Statesman one can imagine to exist at present, would be,

is too apparent to me. A long time yet till we get our living

interests put under due administration, till we get our dead

interests handsomely dismissed. A long time yet till, by extensive

change of habit and ways of thinking and acting, we get living

'lungs' for ourselves! Nevertheless, by Reform of Downing
Street, we do begin to breathe

;
we do start in the way towards

that and all high results. Nor is there visible to me any other way.
Blessed enough were the way once entered on

;
could we, in our evil

days, but see the noble enterprise begun, and fairly in progress I

What the ' New Downing Street
'

can grow to, and will and must
if England is to have a Downing Street beyond a few years longer,
it is far from me, in my remote watch-tower, to say with precision-

A Downing Street inhabited by the gifted of the intellects of

England ; directing all its energies upon the real and living

interests of England, and silently but incessantly, in the alembics

of the place, burning-up the extinct imaginary interests of Eng-
land, that we may see God's sky a little plainer overhead, and have

all of us a great accession of ' heroic wisdom
'

to dispose of : such

a Downing Street to draw the plan of it, will require architects
;

many successive architects and builders will be needed there.

Let not editors, and remote unprofessional persons, interfere too

much ! Change in the present edifice, however, radical change,
all men can discern to be inevitable

;
and even, if there shall not

worse swiftly follow, to be imminent. Outlines of the future

edifice paint themselves against the sky (to men that still have a

sky, and are above the miserable London fogs of the hour) ;
noble

elements ofnew State Architecture, foreshadows of a new Downing
Street for the New Era that is come. These with pious hope all

men can see
;
and it is good that all men, with whatever faculty

they have, were earnestly looking thitherward
; trying to get

above the fogs, that they might look thitherward !
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Among practical men the idea prevails that Government can

do nothing but '

keep the peace.' They say all higher tasks are

unsafe for it, impossible for it, and in fine not necessary for it or

for us. On this footing a very feeble Downing Street might serve

the turn ! I am well aware that Government, for a long time

past, has taken in hand no other public task, and has professed to

have no other, but that of keeping the peace. This public task,

and the private one of ascertaining whether Dick or Jack was to

do it, have amply filled the capabilities of Government for several

generations now. Hard tasks both, it would appear. In accom-

plishing the first, for example, have not heavenborn Chancellors of

the Exchequer had to shear us very bare
;
and to leave an overplus

of Debt, or of fleeces shorn before they are grown, justly esteemed

among the wonders of the world ? Not a first-rate keeping of

the peace, this, we begin to surmise ! At least it seems strange
to us.

For we, and the overwhelming majority of all our acquaintances,

in this Parish and Nation and the adjacent Parishes and Nations,

are profoundly conscious to ourselves of being by nature peaceable

persons ; following our necessary industries
;
without wish, interest

or faintest intention to cut the skin of any mortal, to break

feloniously into his industrial premises, or do any injustice to him
at all. Because indeed, independent of Government, there is a

thing called conscience, and we dare not. So that it cannot but

appear to us,
' the peace,' under dextrous management, might be

very much more easily kept, your Lordship; nay, we almost

think, if well let alone, it would in a measure keep itself among
such a set of persons ! And how it happens that when a poor

hardworking creature of us has laboriously earned sixpence, the

Government comes in, and (as some compute) says,
"
I will thank

"
you for threepence of that, as per account, for getting you peace

"to spend the other threepence," our amazement begins to be

considerable, and I think results will follow from it by and by.

Not the most dextrous keeping of the peace, your Lordship, unless

it be more difficult to do than appears !

Our domestic peace, we cannot but perceive, as good as keeps
itself. Here and there a select Equitable Person, appointed by the

Public for that end, clad in ermine, and backed by certain com-

panies of blue Police, is amply adequate, without immoderate

outlay in money or otherwise, to keep-down the few exceptional

individuals of the scoundrel kind
; who, we observe, by the nature
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of them, are always weak and inconsiderable. And as to foreign

peace, really all Europe, now especially with so many railroads,

public journals, printed books, penny-posts, bills of exchange, and
continual intercourse and mutual dependence, is more and more

becoming (so to speak) one Parish
;
the Parishioners of which

being, as we ourselves are, in immense majority peaceable hard-

working people, could, if they were moderately well guided, have

almost no disposition to quarrel. Their economic interests are one,
' To buy in the cheapest market, and sell in the dearest

;

'

their

faith, any religious faith they have, is one,
' To annihilate shams

by all methods, street-barricades included.' Why should they

quarrel ? The Czar of Russia, in the Eastern parts of the Parish,

may have other notions
;
but he knows too well he must keep

them to himself. He, if he meddled with the Western parts, and

attempted anywhere to crush or disturb that sacred Democratic

Faith of theirs, is aware there would rise from a hundred and

fifty million human throats such a Hymn of the Marseillcse as

was never heard before
;
and England, France, Germany, Poland,

Hungary, and the Nine Kingdoms, hurling themselves upon him
in never-imagined fire of vengeance, would swiftly reduce his

Russia and hirn to a strange situation ! Wherefore he forbears,

and being a person of some sense, will long forbear. In spite of

editorial prophecy, the Czar of Russia does not disturb our night's

rest. And with the other parts of the Parish our dreams and our

thoughts are of anything but of fighting, or of the smallest need

to fight.

For keeping of the peace, a thing highly desirable to us, we
strive to be grateful to your Lordship. Intelligible to us, also,

your Lordship's reluctance to get out of the old routine. But we

beg to say farther, that peace by itself has no feet to stand upon,
and would not suit us even if it had. Keeping of the peace is the

function of a policeman, and but a small fraction of that of any
Government, King or Chief of men. Are not all men bound, and

the Chief of men in the name of all, to do properly this : To see,

so far as human effort under pain of eternal reprobation can, God's

Kingdom incessantly advancing here below, and His will done on

Earth as it is in Heaven ? On Sundays your Lordship knows this

well
; forget it not on weekdays. I assure you it is for evermore a

fact. That is the immense divine and never-ending task which is

laid on every man, and with unspeakable increase of emphasis
on every Government or Commonwealth of men. Your Lordship,
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that is the basis upon which peace and all else depends ! That

basis once well lost, there is no peace capable of being kept, the

only peace that could then be kept is that of the churchyard.
Your Lordship may depend on it, whatever thing takes upon it the

name of Sovereign or Government in an English Nation such as

this will have to get out of that old routine
;
and set about keeping

something very different from the peace, in these days 1

Truly it is high time that same beautiful notion of No-Govern-

ment should take itself away. The world is daily rushing towards

wreck, while that lasts. If your Government is to be a Consti-

tuted Anarchy, what issue can it have ? Our one interest in such

Government is, that it would be kind enough to cease and go its

ways, before the inevitable arrive. The question, Who is to float

atop nowhither upon the popular vortexes, and act that sorry

character,
'

carcass of the drowned ass upon the mud-deluge
'

? is

by no means an important one for almost anybody, hardly even

for the drowned ass himself. Such drowned ass ought to ask

himself, If the function is a sublime one ? For him too, though
lie looks sublime to the vulgar and floats atop, a private situation,

down out of sight in his natural ooze, would be a luckier one.

Crabbe, speaking of constitutional philosophies, faith in the

ballot-box and suchlike, has this indignant passage :

'

If any voice
'

of deliverance or resuscitation reach us, in this our low and all-

' but lost estate, sunk almost beyond plummet's sounding in the
' mud of Lethe, and oblivious of all noble objects, it will be an
' intimation that we must put away all this abominable nonsense,
' and understand, once more, that Constituted Anarchy, with how-

'ever many ballot-boxes, caucuses, and hustings-beerbarrels, is a
' continual offence to gods and men. That to be governed by small
' men is not only a misfortune, but it is a curse and a sin

;
the

'

effect, and alas the cause also, of all manner of curses and sins.
' That to profess subjection to phantasms, and pretend to accept
'

guidance from fractional parts of tailors, is what Smelfungus
'in his rude dialect calls it, "a damned lie" and nothing other.
' A lie which, by long use and wont, we have grown accustomed
'

to, and do not the least feel to be a lie, having spoken and done

'it continually everywhere for such a long time past; but
' has Nature grown to accept it as a veracity, think you, my
'

friend ? Have the Parcae fallen asleep, because you wanted to
' make money in the City ? Nature at all moments knows well
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'

that it is a lie
;
and that, like all lies, it is cursed and damned

' from the beginning.
'Even so, ye indigent millionaires, and miserable bankrupt

'populations rolling in gold, whose note-of-hand will go to any
'length in Threadneedle Street, and to whom in Heaven's Bank
'

the stern answer is,
" No effects !

"
Bankrupt, I say ;

and Cali-
'

foruias and Eldorados will not save us. And every time we speak
' such lie, or do it or look it, as we have been incessantly doing,
' and many of us with clear consciousness, for about a hundred and
'

fifty years now, Nature marks down the exact penalty against us.
' " Debtor to so much lying : forfeiture of existing stock of worth to
' such extent

; approach to general damnation by so much." Till

'now, as we look round us over a convulsed anarchic Europe, and
'at home over an anarchy not yet convulsed, but only heaving
'towards convulsion, and to judge by the Mosaic sweating-estab-
'

lishment, cannibal Connaughts and other symptoms, not far from

'convulsion now, we seem to have pretty much exhausted our
' accumulated stock of worth

; and, unless money's
" worth

"
and

'

bullion at the Bank will save us, to be rubbing very close upon
'
that ulterior bourne which I do not like to name again !

' On behalf of nearly twenty-seven millions of my fellow-country-
'

men, sunk deep in Lethean sleep, with mere owl-dreams of Po-
'

litical Economy and mice-catching, in this pacific thrice-infernal
' slush-element

;
and also of certain select thousands, and hundreds

'arid units, awakened or beginning to awaken from it, and with
'
horror in their hearts perceiving where they are, I beg to protest,

' and in the name of God to say, with poor human ink, desirous
' much that I had divine thunder to say it with, Awake, arise,

'before you sink to death eternal! Unnameable destruction, and

'banishment to Houndsditch and Gehenna, lies in store for all

'Nations that, in angry perversity or brutal torpor and owlish
'

blindness, neglect the eternal message of the gods, and vote for
' the Worse while the Better is there. Like owls they say,

" Barab-

'bas will do; any orthodox Hebrew of the Hebrews, and peaceable
'
believer in M'Croudy and the Faith of Leave-alone will do : the

'Right Honourable Minimus is well enough; he shall be our
'

Maximus, under him it will be handy to catch mice, and Owldom
'

shall continue a flourishing empire."
'

One thing is undeniable, and must be continually repeated till it

get to be understood again : Of all constitutions, forms of govern-
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raent, and political methods among men, the question to be asked

is even this, What kind of man do you set over us ? All questions
are answered in the answer to this. Another thing is worth attend-

ing to : No people or populace, with never such ballot-boxes, can

select such man for you ; only the man of worth can recognise

worth in men
;

to the commonplace man of DO or of little worth,

you, unless you wish to be misled, need not apply on such an

occasion. Those poor Tenpound Franchisers of yours, they are not

even in earnest
;
the poor sniffing sniggering Honourable Gentle-

men they send to Parliament are as little so. Tenpound Fran-

chisers full of mere beer and balderdash
;
Honourable Gentlemen

come to Parliament as to an Almack's series of evening parties, or

big cockmain (battle of all the cocks) very amusing to witness and

bet upon : what can or could men in that predicament ever do for

you ? Nay, if they were in life-and-death earnest, what could it

avail you in such a case ? I tell you, a million blockheads looking

authoritatively into one man of what you call genius, or noble

sense, will make nothing but nonsense out of him and his quali-

ties, and his virtues and defects, if they look till the end of time.

He understands them, sees what they are
;
but that they should

understand him, and see with rounded outline what his limits are,

this, which would mean that they are bigger than he, is forever

denied them. Their one good understanding of him is that they
at last should loyally say,

" We do not quite understand thee
;
we

"perceive thee to be nobler and wiser and bigger than we, and

"will loyally follow thee."

The question therefore arises, Whether, since reform of parlia-

ment and suchlike have done so little in that respect, the problem

might not be with some hope attacked in the direct manner?

Suppose all our Institutions, and Public Methods of Procedure, to

continue for the present as they are
;
and suppose farther a Reform

Premier, and the English Nation once awakening under him to a

due sense of the infinite importance, nay the vital necessity there

is of getting able and abler men : might not some heroic wisdom,

and actual
'

ability
'

to do what must be done, prove discoverable

to said Premier
;

and so the indispensable Heaven's-blessing
descend to us from above, since none has yet sprung from below ?

From above we shall have to try it
;
the other is exhausted, a

hopeless method that ! The utmost passion of the house-inmates,

ignorant of masonry and architecture, cannot avail to cure the

house of smoke : not if they vote and agitate forever, and bestir
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themselves to the length even of street-barricades, will the smoke

in the least abate : how can it ? Their passion exercised in such

ways, till Doomsday, will avail them nothing. Let their passion

rage steadily against the existing majordomos to this effect,
" Find

"us men skilled in house-building, acquainted with the laws of
"
atmospheric suction, and capable to cure smoke

;

"
something

might come of it ! In the lucky circumstance of having one man
of real intellect and courage to put at the head of the movement,
much would come of it; a New Downing Street, fit for the

British Nation and its bitter necessities in this New Era, would

come
;
and from that, in answer to continuous sacred fidelity and

valiant toil, all good whatsoever would gradually come.

Of the Continental nuisance called
'

Bureaucracy,' if this should

alarm any reader, I can see no risk or possibility in England.

Democracy is hot enough here, fierce enough ;
it is perennial,

universal, clearly invincible among us henceforth. No danger it

should let itself be flung in chains by sham-secretaries of the

Pedant species, and accept their vile Age of Pinchbeck for its

Golden Age ! Democracy clamours, with its Newspapers, its

Parliaments, and all its Twenty-seven million throats, continually
in this Nation forevermore. I remark, too, that the unconscious

purport of all its clamours is even this,
" Find us men skilled,"

make a New Downing Street, fit for the New Era !

Of the Foreign Office, in its reformed state, we have not much
to say. Abolition of imaginary work, and replacement of it by
real, is on all hands understood to be very urgent there. Large
needless expenditures of money, immeasurable ditto of hypocrisy
and grimace; embassies, protocols, worlds of extinct traditions,

empty pedantries, foul cobwebs : but we will by no means apply
the

'

live coal
'

of our witty friend
;
the Foreign Office will repent,

and not be driven to suicide ! A truer time will come for the

Continental Nations too : Authorities based on truth, and on the

silent or spoken Worship of Human Nobleness, will again get
themselves established there; all Sham-Authorities, and conse-

quent Real-Anarchies based on universal suffrage and the Gospel

according to George Sand, being put away ;
and noble action, heroic

new-developments of human faculty and industry, and blessed

fruit as of Paradise getting itself conquered from the waste battle-

field of the chaotic elements, will once more, there as here, begin
to show themselves.
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When the Continental Nations have once got to the bottom of

their Augean Stable, and begun to have real enterprises based on

the eternal facts again, our Foreign Office may again have exten-

sive concerns with them. And at all times, and even now, there

will remain the question to be sincerely put and wisely answered,

What essential concern has the British Nation with them and

their enterprises ? Any concern at all, except that of handsomely

keeping apart from them ? If so, what are the methods of best

managing it ? At present, as was said, while Red Republic but

clashes with foul Bureaucracy ;
and Nations, sunk in blind ignavia,

demand a universal-suffrage Parliament to heal their wretchedness
;

and wild Anarchy and Phallus-Worship struggle with Sham-King-

ship and extinct or galvanised Catholicism
;
and in the Cave of the

Winds all manner of rotten waifs and wrecks are hurled against

each other, our English interest in the controversy, however huge
said controversy grow, is quite trifling ;

we have only in a hand-

some manner to say to it :

" Tumble and rage along, ye rotten
" waifs and wrecks

;
clash and collide as seems fittest to you ;

and

"smite each other into annihilation at your own good pleasure.

"In that huge conflict, dismal but unavoidable, we, thanks to our

"heroic ancestors, having got so far ahead of you, have now no
"
interest at all. Our decided notion is, the dead ought to bury

"
their dead in such a case : and so we have the honour to be,

"with distinguished consideration, your entirely devoted, FLIM-

"NAP, SEC. FOREIGN DEPARTMENT." I really think Flimnap, till

truer times come, ought to treat much of his work in this way :

cautious to give offence to his neighbours ;
resolute not to concern

himself in any of their self-annihilating operations whatsoever.

Foreign wars are sometimes unavoidable. We ourselves, in the

course of natural merchandising and laudable business, have now
and then got into ambiguous situations; into quarrels which

needed to be settled, and without fighting would not settle. Sugar
Islands, Spice Islands, Indias, Canadas, these, by the real decree

of Heaven, were ours
;
and nobody would or could believe it, till it

was tried by cannon law, and so proved. Such cases happen. In

former times especially, owing very much to want of intercourse

and to the consequent mutual ignorance, there did occur misunder-

standings : and therefrom many foreign wars, some of them by no

means unnecessary. With China, or some distant country, too un-

intelligent of us and too unintelligible to us, there still sometimes
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rises necessary occasion for a war. Nevertheless wars, misun-

derstandings that get to the length of arguing themselves out by
sword and cannon, have, in these late generations of improved

intercourse, been palpably becoming less and less necessary ;
have

in a manner become superfluous, if we had a little wisdom, and

our Foreign Office on a good footing.

Of European wars I really hardly remember any, since Oliver

Cromwell's last Protestant or Liberation war with Popish anti-

christian Spain some two hundred years ago, to which I for my
own part could have contributed my life with any heartiness, or

in fact would have subscribed money itself to any considerable

amount. Dutch William, a man of some heroism, did indeed get
into troubles with Louis Fourteenth

;
and there rested till some

shadow of Protestant Interest, and question of National and indi-

vidual Independence, over those wide controversies
;
a little money

and human enthusiasm was still due to Dutch William. Illustrious

Chatham also, not to speak of his Manilla ransoms and the like,

did one thing : assisted Fritz of Prussia, a brave man and king

(almost the only sovereign King I have known since Cromwell's

time) like to be borne down by ignoble men and sham-kings ;
for

this let illustrious Chatham too have a little money and human

enthusiasm, a little, by no means much. But what am I to say
of heavenborn Pitt the son of Chatham ? England sent forth her

fleets and armies
;
her money into every country ; money as if the

heavenborn Chancellor had got a Fortunatus' purse ;
as if this

Island had become a volcanic fountain of gold, or new terrestrial

sun capable of radiating mere guineas. The result of all which,
what was it ? Elderly men can remember the tar-barrels burnt

for success and thrice-immortal victory in the business
;
and yet

what result had we ? The French Revolution, a Fact decreed in

the Eternal Councils, could not be put down : the result was, that

heavenborn Pitt had actually been fighting (as the old Hebrews
would have said) against the Lord, that the Laws of Nature were

stronger than Pitt. Of whom therefore there remains chiefly his

unaccountable radiation of guineas, for the gratitude of posterity.
Thank you for nothing, for eight hundred millions less than

nothing !

Our War Offices, Admiralties, and other Fighting Establish-

ments, are forcing themselves on everybody's attention at this

time. Bull grumbles audibly: "The money you have cost me
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"
these five-and-thirty years, during which you have stood elabor-

ately ready to fight at any moment, without at any moment
"
being called to fight, is surely an astonishing sum. The National

" Debt itself might have been half paid by that money, which has
"
all gone in pipeclay and blank cartridges !

"
Yes, Mr. Bull, the

money can be counted in hundreds of millions, which certainly is

something: but the 'strenuously organised idleness/ and what

mischief that amounts to, have you computed it ? A perpetual

solecism, and blasphemy (of its sort), set to march openly among
us, dressed in scarlet ! Bull, with a more and more sulky tone,

demands that such solecism be abated
;
that these Fighting Estab-

lishments be as it were disbanded, and set to do some work in the

Creation, since fighting there is now none for them. This demand

is irrefragably just, is growing urgent too; and yet this demand
cannot be complied with, not yet while the State grounds itself

on unrealities, and Downing Street continues what it is.

The old Romans made their soldiers work during intervals of

war. The. New Downing Street too, we may predict, will have

less and less tolerance for idleness on the part of soldiers or others.

Nay the New Downing Street, I foresee, when once it has got its

'Industrial Regiments' organised, will make these mainly do its

fighting, what fighting there is
;
and so save immense sums. Or

indeed, all citizens of the Commonwealth, as is the right and the

interest of every free man in this world, will have themselves

trained to arms
;
each citizen ready to defend his country with his

own body and soul, he is not worthy to have a country otherwise.

In a State grounded on veracities, that would be the rule. Down-

ing Street, if it cannot bethink itself of returning to the veracities,

will have to vanish altogether !

To fight with its neighbours never was, and is now less than

ever, the real trade of England. For far other objects was the

English People created into this world; set down from the

Eternities, to mark with its history certain spaces in the current

of sublunary Time ! Essential too that the English People should

discover what its real objects are; and resolutely follow these,

resolutely refusing to follow other than these. The State will

have victory so far as it can do that
;
so far as it cannot, defeat.

In the New Downing Street, discerning what its real functions

are, and with sacred abhorrence putting away from it what its

functions are not, we can fancy changes enough in Foreign Office,

War Office, Colonial Office, Home Office ! Our War-soldiers
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Industrial, first of all; doing nobler than Roman works, when

fighting is not wanted of them. Seventy-fours not hanging idly

by their anchors in the Tagus, or off Sapienza (one of the saddest

sights under the sun), but busy, every Seventy-four of them, carrying-

over streams of British Industrials to the immeasurable Britain

that lies beyond the sea in every zone of the world. A State

grounding itself on the veracities, not on the semblances and the

injustices : every citizen a soldier for it. Here would be new real

Secretaryships and Ministries, not for foreign war and diplomacy,
but for domestic peace and utility. Minister of Works

;
Minister of

Justice, clearing his Model-Prisons of their scoundrelism
; shipping

his scoundrels wholly abroad, under hard and just drill-sergeants

(hundreds of such stand wistfully ready for you, these thirty years,

in the Rag-and-Famish Club and elsewhere
!)

into fertile desert

countries; to make railways, one big railway (says the Major
1

)

quite across America
;

fit to employ all the able-bodied Scoundrels

and efficient Half-pay Officers in Nature !

Lastly, or rather firstly, and as the preliminary of all, would

there not be a Minister of Education ? Minister charged to get
this English People taught a little, at his and our peril ! Minister

of Education; no longer dolefully embayed amid the wreck of

moribund '

religions,' but clear ahead of all that
; steering, free and

piously fearless, towards his divine goal under the eternal stars !

Heaven, and are these things forever impossible, then ? Not
a whit. Tomorrow morning they might all begin to be, and go on

through blessed centuries realising themselves, if it were not that

alas, if it were not that we are most of us insincere persons,

sham talking-machines and hollow windy fools ! Which it is not
'

impossible
'

that we should cease to be, I hope ?

Constitutions for the Colonies are now on the anvil; the dis-

contented Colonies are all to be cured of their miseries by Con-

stitutions. Whether that will cure their miseries, or only operate
as a Godfrey's-cordial to stop their whimpering, and in the end

worsen all their miseries, may be a sad doubt to us. One thing
strikes a remote spectator in these Colonial questions : the singular

placidity with which the British Statesman at this time, backed

by M'Croudy and the British moneyed classes, is prepared to

surrender whatsoever interest Britain, as foundress of those estab-

1
Major Carinichael Smith : see his Pamphlets on this subject.
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lishments, might pretend to have in the decision.
"
If you want to

"
go from us, go ;

we by no means want you to stay : you cost us
"
money yearly, which is scarce

; desperate quantities of trouble too :

"
why not go, if you wish it ?

" Such is the humour of the British

Statesman, at this time. Men clear for rebellion, 'annexation'

as they call it, walk openly abroad in our American Colonies;

found newspapers, hold platform palaverings. From Canada there

comes duly by each mail a regular statistic of Annexationism :

increasing fast in this quarter, diminishing in that; Majesty's

Chief Governor seeming to take it as a perfectly open question ;

Majesty's Chief Governor in fact seldom appearing on the scene at

all, except to receive the impact of a few rotten eggs on occasion,

and then duck in again to his private contemplations. And yet

one would think the Majesty's Chief Governor ought to have a

kind of interest in the thing ? Public liberty is carried to a great

length in some portions of her Majesty's dominions. But the

question, "Are we to continue subjects of her Majesty, or start
"
rebelling against her ? So many as are for rebelling, hold up

"
your hands !

" Here is a public discussion of a very extraordinary

nature to be going on under the nose of a Governor of Canada.

How the Governor of Canada, being a British piece of flesh and

blood, and not a Canadian lumber-log of mere pine and rosin,

can stand it, is not very conceivable at first view. He does it,

seemingly, with the stoicism of a Zeno. It is a constitutional

sight like few.

And yet an instinct deeper than the Gospel of M'Croudy teaches

all men that Colonies are worth something to a country ! That if,

under the present Colonial Office, they are a vexation to us and

themselves, some other Colonial Office can and must be contrived

which shall render them a blessing ;
and that the remedy will be to

contrive such a Colonial Office or method of administration, and by
no means to cut the Colonies loose. Colonies are not to be picked
off the street every day ;

not a Colony of them but has been bought
dear, well purchased by the toil and blood of those we have the

honour to be sons of; and we cannot just afford to cut them away
because M'Croudy finds the present management of them cost

money. The present management will indeed require to be cut

away ;
but as for the Colonies, we purpose through Heaven's bless-

ing to retain them a while yet ! Shame on us for unworthy sons

of brave fathers if we do not. Brave fathers, by valiant blood

and sweat, purchased for us, from the bounty of Heaven, rich

PAMPHLETS. K
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possessions in all zones
;
and we, wretched imbeciles, cannot do the

function of administering them? And because the accounts do

not stand well in the ledger, our remedy is, not to take shame

to ourselves, and repent in sackcloth and ashes, and amend our

beggarly imbecilities and insincerities in that as in other depart-

ments of our business, but to fling the business overboard, and

declare the business itself to be bad ? We are a hopeful set of

heirs to a big fortune ! It does not suit our Manton gunneries,

grouse-shootings, mousings in the City ;
and like spirited young

gentlemen we will give it up, and let the attorneys take it ?

Is there no value, then, in human things, but what can write

itself down in the cash-ledger ? All men know, and even M'Croudy
in his inarticulate heart knows, that to men and Nations there are

invaluable values which cannot be sold for money at all. George
Robins is great ;

but he is not omnipotent. George Robins cannot

quite sell Heaven and Earth by auction, excellent though he be

at the business. Nay, if M'Croudy offered his own life for sale

in Threadneedle Street, would anybody buy it ? Not I, for one.
"
Nobody bids : pass on to the next lot," answers Robins. And

yet to M'Croudy this unsaleable lot is worth all the Universe :

nay, I believe, to us also it is worth something ; good monitions,

as to several things, do lie in this Professor of the dismal science
;

and considerable sums even of money, not to speak of other benefit,

will yet come out of his life and him, for which nobody bids !

Robins has his own field where he reigns triumphant; but to

that we will restrict him with iron limits; and neither Colonies

nor the lives of Professors, nor other such invaluable objects shall

come under his hammer.
Bad state of the ledger will demonstrate that your way of deal-

ing with your Colonies is absurd, and urgently in want of reform
;

but to demonstrate that the Empire itself must be dismembered
to bring the ledger straight ? O never. Something else than the

ledger must intervene to do that. Why does not England repudiate

Ireland, and insist on the '

Repeal,' instead of prohibiting it under

death-penalties ? Ireland has never been a paying speculation yet,

nor is it like soon to be ! Why does not Middlesex repudiate

Surrey, and Chelsea Kensington, and each county and each parish,

and in the end each individual set up for himself and his cashbox,

repudiating the other and his, because their mutual interests have

got into an irritating course ? They must change the course, seek

till they discover a soothing one
; that is the remedy, when limbs
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of the same body come to irritate one another. Because the

paltry tatter of a garment, reticulated for you out of thrums and

listings in Downing Street, ties foot and hand together in an

intolerable manner, will you relieve yourself by cutting off the

hand or the foot ? You will cut off the paltry tatter of a pretended

bodycoat, I think, and fling that to the nettles
;
and imperatively

require one that fits your size better.

Miserabler theory than that of money on the ledger being the

primary rule for Empires, or for any higher entity than City
owls and their mice-catching, cannot well be propounded. And I

would by no means advise Felicissimus, ill at ease on his high-

trotting and now justly impatient Sleswicker, to let the poor horse

in its desperation go in that direction for a momentary solace. If

by lumber-log Governors, by Godfrey's-cordial Constitutions or

otherwise, he contrive to cut off the Colonies or any real right the

big British Empire has in her Colonies, both he and the British

Empire will bitterly repent it one day ! The Sleswicker, relieved

in ledger for a moment, will find that it is wounded in heart

and honour forever; and the turning of its wild forehoofs upon
Felicissimus as he lies in the ditch combed off, is not a thing I

like to think of ! Britain, whether it be known to Felicissimus

or not, has other tasks appointed her in God's Universe than the

making of money ;
and woe will betide her if she forget those other

withal. Tasks, colonial and domestic, which are of an eternally

divine nature, and compared with which all money, and all that

is procurable by money, are in strict arithmetic an imponderable

quantity, have been assigned this Nation
;
and they also at last

are coming upon her again, clamorous, abstruse, inevitable, much
to her bewilderment just now !

This poor Nation, painfully dark about said tasks and the way
of doing them, means to keep its Colonies nevertheless, as things
which somehow or other must have a value, were it better seen

into. They are portions of the general Earth, where the children

of Britain now dwell
;
where the gods have so far sanctioned their

endeavour, as to say that they have a right to dwell. England will

not readily admit that her own children are worth nothing but to

be flung out of doors ! England looking on her Colonies can say :

" Here are lands and seas, spice-lands, corn-lands, timber-lands,
" overarched by zodiacs and stars, clasped by many-sounding seas

;

"wide spaces of the Maker's building, fit for the cradle yet of

"mighty Nations and their Sciences and Heroisms. Fertile

K 2
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"
continents still inhabited by wild beasts are mine, into which all

"
the distressed populations of Europe might pour themselves, and

" make at once an Old World and a New World human. By the
"
eternal fiat of the gods, this must yet one day be

; this, by all the
"
Divine Silences that rule this Universe, silent to fools, eloquent

" and awful to the hearts of the wise, is incessantly at this moment,
"and at all moments, commanded to begin to be. Unspeakable
"
deliverance, and new destiny of thousandfold expanded manfulness

"
for all men, dawns out of the Future here. To me has fallen the

"
godlike task of initiating all that : of me and of my Colonies, the

"abstruse Future asks, Are you wise enough for so sublime a
"
destiny ? Are you too foolish ?

"

That you ask advice of whatever wisdom is to be had in the

Colony, and even take note of what imwisdom is in it, and record that

too as an existing fact, will certainly be very advantageous. But
I suspect the kind of Parliament that will suit a Colony is much
of a secret just now ! Mr. Wakefield, a democratic man in all

fibres of him, and acquainted with Colonial Socialities as few are,

judges that the franchise for your Colonial Parliament should be

decidedly select, and advises a high money-qualification ;
as there is

in all Colonies a fluctuating migratory mass, not destitute of money,
but very much so of loyalty, permanency, or civic availability ;

whom it is extremely advantageous not to consult on what you are

about attempting for the Colony or Mother Country. This I can

well believe
;

and also that a '

high money-qualification/ in the

present sad state of human affairs, might be some help to you in

selecting ; though whether even that would quite certainly bring

'wisdom/ the one thing indispensable, is much a question with

me. It might help, it might help ! And if by any means you
could (which you cannot) exclude the Fourth Estate, and indicate

decisively that Wise Advice was the thing wanted here, and Par-

liamentary Eloquence was not the thing wanted anywhere just now,
there might really some light of experience and human foresight,

and a truly valuable benefit, be found for you in such assemblies.

And there is one thing, too apt to be forgotten, which it much
behoves us to remember: In the Colonies, as everywhere else in

this world, the vital point is not who decides, but what is decided

on ! That measures tending really to the best advantage temporal
and spiritual of the Colony be adopted, and strenuously put in

execution; there lies the grand interest of every good citizen
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British and Colonial. Such measures, whosoever have originated

and prescribed them, will gradually be sanctioned by all men and

gods ;
and clamours of every kind in reference to them may safely

to a great extent be neglected, as clamorous merely, and sure to

be transient. Colonial Governor, Colonial Parliament, whoever or

whatever does an injustice, or resolves on an unwisdom., he is the

pernicious object, however parliamentary he be !

I have known things done, in this or the other Colony, in the

most parliamentary way before now, which carried written on the

brow of them sad symptoms of eternal reprobation ;
not to be

mistaken, had you painted an inch thick. In Montreal, for

example, at this moment, standing amid the ruins of the
'

Elgin
Marbles' (as they call the burnt walls of the Parliament House

there), what rational British soul but is forced to institute the

mournfulest constitutional reflections ? Some years ago the Canadas,

probably not without materials for discontent, and blown upon by
skilful artists, blazed up into crackling of musketry, open flame of

rebellion
;
a thing smacking of the gallows in all countries that

pretend to have any
' Government.' Which flame of rebellion, had

there been no loyal population to fling themselves upon it at peril

of their life, might have ended we know not how. It ended speedily,

in the good way; Canada got a Godfrey's-cordial Constitution;

and for the moment all was varnished into some kind of feasibility

again. A most poor feasibility; momentary, not lasting, nor like

to be of profit to Canada ! For this year, the Canadian most con-

stitutional Parliament, such a congeries of persons as one can

imagine, decides that the aforesaid flame of rebellion shall not only

be forgotten as per bargain, but that the loyal population, who

flung their lives upon it and quenched it in the nick of time, shall

pay the rebels their' damages ! Of this, I believe, on sadly con-

clusive evidence, there is no doubt whatever. Such, when you
wash off the constitutional pigments, is the Death's-head that dis-

closes itself. I can only say, if all the Parliaments in the world

were to vote that such a thing was just, I should feel painfully

constrained to answer, at my peril,
"
No, by the Eternal, never !

"

And I would recommend any British Governor who might come

across that Business, there or here, to overhaul it again. What
the meaning of a Governor, if he is not to overhaul and control

such things, may be, I cannot conjecture. A Canadian Lumber-

log may as well be made Governor. He might have some

cast-metal hand or shoulder-crank (a thing easily contrivable in
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Birmingham) for signing his name to Acts of the Colonial Par-

liament
;
he would be a ' native of the country

'

too, with popularity

on that score if on no other
;

he is your man, if you really want

a Log Governor !

I perceive therefore that, besides choosing Parliaments never so

well, the New Colonial Office will have another thing to do : Con-

trive to send out a new kind of Governors to the Colonies. This

will be the mainspring of the business
;
without this the business

will not go at all. An experienced, wise and valiant British man,
to represent the Imperial Interest; he, with such a speaking or

silent Collective Wisdom as he can gather round him in the Colony,
will evidently be the condition of all good between the Mother

Country and it. If you can find such a man, your point is gained ;

if you cannot, lost. By him and his Collective Wisdom all manner

of true relations, mutual interests and duties such as they do exist

in fact between Mother Country and Colony, can be gradually

developed into practical methods and results
;
and all manner of

true and noble successes, and veracities in the way of governing,
be won. Choose well your Governor

;
not from this or that poor

section of the Aristocracy, military, naval, or redtapist ;
wherever

there are born kings of men, you had better seek them out, and

breed them to this work. All sections of the British Population
will be open to you : and, on the whole, you must succeed in

finding a man fit. And having found him, I would farther recom-

mend you to keep him some time ! It would be a great improve-
ment to end this present nomadism of Colonial Governors. Give

your Governor due power; and let him know withal that he is

wedded to his enterprise, and having once well learned it, shall

continue with it; that it is not a Canadian Lumber-Log you
want there, to tumble upon the vortexes and sign its name by a

Birmingham shoulder-crank, but a Governor of Men; who, you
mean, shall fairly gird himself to his enterprise, and fail with it

and conquer with it, and as it were live and die with it : lie

will have much to learn
;
and having once learned it, will stay, and

turn his knowledge to account.

From this kind of Governor, were you once in the way of finding

him with moderate certainty, from him and his Collective Wisdom,
all good whatsoever might be anticipated. And surely, were the

Colonies once enfranchised from red-tape, and the poor Mother

Country once enfranchised from it
;
were our idle Seventy-fours all
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busy carrying-out streams of British Industrials, and those Scoun-

drel Regiments all working, under divine drill-sergeants, at the

grand Atlantic and Pacific Junction Railway, poor Britain and

her poor Colonies might find that they had true relations to each

other : that the Imperial Mother and her constitutionally obedient

Daughters was not a redtape fiction, provoking bitter mockery as

at present, but a blessed God's-Fact destined to fill half the world

with its fruits one day !

But undoubtedly our grand primary concern is the Home Office,

and its Irish Giant named of Despair. When the Home Office

begins dealing with this Irish Giant, which it is vitally urgent for

us the Home Office should straightway do, it will find its duties

enlarged to a most unexpected extent, and, as it were, altered from

top to bottom. A changed time now when the question is, What
to do with three millions of paupers (come upon you for food, since

you have no work for them) increasing at a frightful rate per day ?

Home Office, Parliament, King, Constitution will find that they
have now, if they will continue in this world long, got a quite

immense new question and continually-recurring set of questions.

That huge question of the Irish Giant, with his Scotch and English

Giant-Progeny advancing open-mouthed upon us, will, as I calcu-

late, change from top to bottom not the Home Office only but all

manner of Offices and Institutions whatsoever, and gradually the

structure of Society itself. I perceive, it will make us a new

Society, if we are to continue a Society at all. For the alternative

is not, Stay where we are, or change ? But Change, with new wise

effort fit for the new time, to true and wider nobler National Life
;

or Change, by indolent folding of the arms, as we are now doing,

in horrible anarchies and convulsions to Dissolution, to National

Death, or Suspended-animation ? Suspended-animation itself is a

frightful possibility for Britain : this Anarchy whither all Europe
has preceded us, where all Europe is now weltering, would suit

us as ill as any ! The question for the British Nation is : Can we

work our course pacifically, on firm land, into the New Era; or

must it be, for us too, as for all the others, through black abysses

of Anarchy, hardly escaping, if we do with all our struggles escape,

the jaws of eternal Death ?

For Pauperism, though it now absorbs its high figure of millions

annually, is by no means a question of money only, but of infinitely
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higher and greater than all conceivable money. If our Chancellor

of the Exchequer had a Fortunatus' purse, and miraculous sacks of

Indian meal that would stand scooping from forever, I say, even on

these terms Pauperism could not be endured
;
and it would vitally

concern all British Citizens to abate Pauperism, and never rest till

they had ended it again. Pauperism is the general leakage through

every joint of the ship that is rotten. Were all men doing their

duty, or even seriously trying to do it, there would be no Pauper.
Were the pretended Captains of the world at all in the habit of

commanding ;
were the pretended Teachers of the world at all in

the habit of teaching, of admonishing said Captains among others,

and with sacred zeal apprising them to what place such neglect was

leading, how could Pauperism exist ? Pauperism would lie far over

the horizon
;
we should be lamenting and denouncing quite inferior

sins of men, which were only tending afar off towards Pauperism.
A true Captaincy ;

a true Teachership, either making all men and

Captains know and devoutly recognise the eternal law of things, or

else breaking its own heart, and going about with sackcloth round

its loins, in testimony of continual sorrow and protest, and pro-

phecy of God's vengeance upon such a course of things : either of

these divine equipments would have saved us; and it is because

we have neither of them that we are come to such a pass !

We may depend upon it, where there is a Pauper, there is a sin
;

to make one Pauper there go many sins. Pauperism is our Social

Sin grown manifest
; developed from the state of a spiritual ignoble-

ness, a practical impropriety and base oblivion of duty, to an affair

of the ledger. Here is not now an unheeded sin against God
;

here is a concrete ugly hulk of Beggary demanding that you should

buy Indian meal for it. Men of reflection have long looked with

a horror for which there was no response in the idle public, upon

Pauperism ;
but the quantity of meal it demands has now awakened

men of no reflection to consider it. Pauperism is the poisonous

dripping from all the sins, and putrid unveracities and godforget-

ting greedinesses and devil-serving cants and Jesuitisms, that exist

among us. Not one idle Sham lounging about Creation upon
false pretences, upon means which he has not earned, upon theories

which he does not practise, but yields his share of Pauperism
somewhere or other. His sham-work oozes down

;
finds at last its

issue as human Pauperism, in a human being that by those false

pretences cannot live. The Idle Workhouse, now about to burst

of overfilling, what is it but the scandalous poison-tank of drainage
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from the universal Stygian quagmire of our affairs ? Workhouse

Paupers ;
immortal sons of Adam rotted into that scandalous con-

dition, subter-slavish, demanding that you would make slaves of

them as an unattainable blessing ! My friends, I perceive the

quagmire must be drained, or we cannot live. And farther, I per-

ceive, this of Pauperism is the corner where we must begin, the

levels all pointing thitherward, the possibilities lying all clearly

there. On that Problem we shall find that innumerable things,

that all things whatsoever hang. By courageous steadfast persist-

ence in that, I can foresee Society itself regenerated. In the

course of long strenuous centuries, I can see the State become

what it is actually bound to be, the keystone of a most real
'

Organisation of Labour,' and on this Earth a world of some

veracity, and some heroism, once more worth living in !

The State in all European countries, and in England first of

all, as I hope, will discover that its functions are now, and have

long been, very wide of what the State in old pedant Downing
Streets has aimed at; that the State is, for the present, not a

reality but in great part a dramatic speciosity, expending its

strength in practices and objects fallen many of them quite

obsolete
;
that it must come a little nearer the true aim again, or

it cannot continue in this world. The 'Champion of England'
cased in iron or tin, and 'able to mount his horse with little

assistance/ this Champion and the thousandfold cousinry of

Phantasms he has, nearly all dead now but still walking as ghosts,

must positively take himself away: who can endure him, and

his solemn trumpetings and obsolete gesticulations, in a Time
that is full of deadly realities, coming open-mouthed upon us?

At Drury Lane let him play his part, him and his thousandfold

cousinry; and welcome, so long as any public will pay a shilling

to see him : but on the solid earth, under the extremely earnest

stars, we dare not palter with him, or accept his tomfooleries any
more. Ridiculous they seem to some; horrible they seem to

me: all lies, if one look whence they come and whither they

go, are horrible.

Alas, it will be found, I doubt, that in England more than in

any country, our Public Life and our Private, our State and our

Religion, and all that we do and speak (and the most even of

what we think}, is a tissue of half-truths and whole-lies; of
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hypocrisies, conventionalisms, worn-out traditionary rags and cob-

webs; such a life-garment of beggarly incredible and uncredited

falsities as no honest souls of Adam's Posterity were ever en-

veloped in before. And we walk about in it with a stately gesture,

as if it were some priestly stole or imperial mantle
;

not the

foulest beggar's-gabardine that ever was.
' No Englishman dare

'

believe the truth/ says one :

' he stands, for these two-hundred
'

years, enveloped in lies of every kind ;
from nadir to zenith an

'

ocean of traditionary cant surrounds him as his life-element. He

'really thinks the truth dangerous. Poor wretch, you see him

'everywhere endeavouring to temper the truth by taking the

'falsity along with it, and welding them together; this he calls

'"safe course," "moderate course," and other fine names; there,

'balanced between God and the Devil, he thinks he can serve
' two masters, and that things will go well with him.'

In the cotton-spinning and similar departments our English
friend knows well that truth or God will have nothing to do

with the Devil or falsehood, but will ravel all the web to pieces

if you introduce the Devil or Non-veracity in any form into it :

in this department, therefore, our English friend avoids falsehood.

But in the religious, political, social, moral, and all other spiritual

departments he freely introduces falsehood, nothing doubting;
and has long done so, with a profuseness not elsewhere met with

in the world. The unhappy creature, does he not know, then,

that every lie is accursed, and the parent of mere curses ? That

he must think the truth; much more speak it? That, above

all things, by the oldest law of Heaven and Earth which no

man violates with impunity, he must not and shall not wag
the tongue of him except to utter his thought? That there

is not a grin or beautiful acceptable grimace he can execute

upon his poor countenance, but is either an express veracity, the

image of what passes within him; or else is a bit of Devil-

worship which he and the rest of us will have to pay for yet ?

Alas, the grins he executes upon his poor mind (which is all

tortured into St. Vitus dances, and ghastly merry-andrewisms,

by the practice) are the most extraordinary this sun ever saw.

We have Puseyisms, black-and-white surplice controversies :

do not, officially and otherwise, the select of the longest heads

in England sit with intense application and iron gravity, in open
forum, judging of

'

prevenient grace
'

? Not a head of them

suspects that it can be improper so to sit, or of the nature of
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treason against the Power who gave an Intellect to man; that

it can be other than the duty of a good citizen to use his godgiven
intellect in investigating prevenient grace, supervenient moon-

shine, or the colour of the Bishop's nightmare, if that happened
to turn up. I consider them far ahead of Cicero's Roman Augurs
with their chicken-bowels :

" Behold these divine chicken-bowels,

Senate and Roman People ;
the midriff has fallen eastward !

"

solemnly intimates one Augur. "By Proserpina and the triple

Hecate !

"
exclaims the other,

"
I say the midriff has fallen to the

west !

" And they look at one another with the seriousness of

men prepared to die in their opinion, the authentic seriousness

of men betting at Tattersall's, or about to receive judgment in

Chancery. There is in the Englishman something great, beyond
all Roman greatness, in whatever line you meet him; even as

a Latter-Day Augur he seeks his fellow ! Poor devil, I believe

it is his intense love of peace, and hatred of breeding discussions

which lead nowhither, that has led him into this sad practice of

amalgamating true and false.

He has been at it these two-hundred years ;
and has now car-

ried it to a terrible length. He couldn't follow Oliver Cromwell in

the Puritan path heavenward, so steep was it, and beset with thorns,

and becoming uncertain withal. He much preferred, at that

juncture, to go heavenward with his Charles Second and merry
Nell Gwynns, and old decent formularies and good respectable
aristocratic company, for escort

;
sore he tried, by glorious restora-

tions, glorious revolutions and so forth, to perfect this desirable

amalgam ; hoped always it might be possible ;
is only just now,

if even now, beginning to give up the hope; and to see with

wide-eyed horror that it is not at Heaven he is arriving, but at

the Stygian marshes, with their thirty-thousand Needlewomen,
cannibal Connaughts, rivers of lamentation, continual wail of

infants, and the yellow-burning gleam of a Hell-on-Earth ! Bull,

my friend, you must strip that astonishing pontiff-stole, imperial

mantle, or whatever you imagine it to be, which I discern to be

a garment of curses, and poisoned Nessus'-shirt now at last about

to take fire upon you; you must strip that off your poor body,

my friend
; and, were it only in a soul's suit of Utilitarian buff,

and such belief as that a big loaf is better than a small one, come
forth into contact with your world, under true professions again,

and not false. You wretched man, you ought to weep for half

a century on discovering what lies you have believed, and what
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every lie leads to and proceeds from. O my friend, no honest

fellow in this Planet was ever so served by his cooks before:

as has eaten such quantities and qualities of dirt as you have

been made to do, for these two centuries past. Arise, my hor-

ribly maltreated yet still beloved Bull
; steep yourself in running

water for a long while, my friend
;
and begin forthwith in every

conceivable direction, physical and spiritual, the long-expected

Scavenger Age.

Many doctors have you had, my poor friend; but I perceive
it is the Water-Cure alone that will help you : a complete course

of scavengerism is the thing you need ! A new and veritable

heart-divorce of England from the Babylonish woman, who is

Jesuitism and Unveracity, and dwells not at Rome now, but under

your own nose and everywhere; whom, and her foul worship of

Phantasms and Devils, poor England had once divorced, with a

divine heroism not forgotten yet, and well worth remembering
now : a clearing-out of Church and State from the unblessed host

of Phantasms which have too long nestled thick there, under those

astonishing 'Defenders of the Faith,' Defenders of the Hypo-
crisies, the spiritual Vampires and obscene Nightmares, under

which England lies in syncope ;
this is what you need

;
and if

you cannot get it, you must die, my poor friend !

Like people, like priest. Priest, King, Home Office, all manner
of establishments and offices among a people bear a striking

resemblance to the people itself. It is because Bull has been

eating so much dirt that his Home Offices have got into such

a shockingly dirty condition, the old pavements of them quite

gone out of sight and out of memory, and nothing but mountains

of long-accumulated dung in which the poor cattle are sprawling
and tumbling. Had his own life been pure, had his own daily

conduct been grounding itself on the clear pavements or actual

beliefs and veracities, would he have let his Home Offices come

to such a pass ? Not in Downing Street only, but in all other

thoroughfares and arenas and spiritual or physical departments
of his existence, running water and Herculean scavengerism have

become indispensable, unless the poor man is to choke in his

own exuviae, and die the sorrowfulest death.

If the State could once get back to the real sight of its essential

function, and with religious resolution begin doing that, and

putting away its multifarious imaginary functions, and indignantly
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casting out these as mere dung and insalubrious horror and

abomination (which they are), what a promise of reform were

there ! The British Home Office, surely this and its kindred

Offices exist, if they will think of it, that life and work may
continue possible, and may not become impossible, for British

men. If honourable existence, or existence on human terms at

all, have become impossible for millions of British men, how
can the Home Office or any other Office long exist? With

Thirty-thousand Needlewomen, a Connaught fallen into potential

cannibalism, and the Idle Workhouse everywhere bursting, and

declaring itself an mhumanity and stupid ruinous brutality not

much longer to be tolerated among rational human creatures, it

is time the State were bethinking itself.

So soon as the State attacks that tremendous cloaca of Pauper-

ism, which will choke the world if it be not attacked, the State

will find its real functions very different indeed from what it had

long supposed them ! The State is a reality, and not a drama-

turgy ;
it exists here to render existence possible, existence

desirable and noble, for the State's subjects. The State, as it

gets into the track of its real work, will find that same expand
into whole continents of new unexpected, most blessed activity ;

as its dramatic functions, declared superfluous, more and more

fall inert, and go rushing like huge torrents of extinct exuvia3,

dung and rubbish, down to the Abyss forever. Heaven, to

see a State that knew a little why it was there, and on what

ground, in this Year 1850, it could pretend to exist, in so ex-

tremely earnest a world as ours is growing ! The British State, if

it will be the crown and keystone of our British Social Existence,

must get to recognise, with a veracity very long unknown to

it, what the real objects and indispensable necessities of our

Social Existence are. Good Heavens, it is not prevenient grace,
or the colour of the Bishop's nightmare, that is pinching us

;
it

is the impossibility to get along any farther for mountains of

accumulated dung and falsity and horror; the total /closing-up
of noble aims from every man, of any aim at all, from many
men, except that of rotting-out in Idle Workhouses an existence

below that of beasts !

Suppose the State to have fairly started its 'Industrial Regi-
ments of the New Era,' which alas, are yet only beginning to

be talked of, what continents of new real work opened out, for

the Home and all other Public Offices among us ! Suppose the
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Home Office looking out, as for life and salvation, for proper
men to command these

'

Regiments.' Suppose the announcement

were practically made to all British souls that the want of wants,

more indispensable than any jewel in the crown, was that of men
able to command men in ways of industrial and moral welldoing;
that the State would give its very life for such men; that such

men were the State
;
that the quantity of them to be found in

England, lamentably small at present, was the exact measure of

England's worth, what a new dawn of everlasting day for all

British souls ! Noble British soul, to whom the gods have given

faculty and heroism, what men call genius, here at last is a career

for thee. It will not be needful now to swear fealty to the

Incredible, and traitorously cramp thyself into a cowardly canting

play-actor in God's Universe; or, solemnly forswearing that, into

a mutinous rebel and waste bandit in thy generation: here is an

aim that is clear and credible, a course fit for a man. No need

to become a tormenting and self-tormenting mutineer, banded

with rebellious souls, if thou wouldst live
;

no need to rot in

suicidal idleness; or take to platform preaching, and writing in

Radical Newspapers, to pull asunder the great Falsity in which

thou and all of us are choking. The great Falsity, behold it

has become, in the very heart of it, a great Truth of Truths;
and invites thee and all brave men to cooperate with it in

transforming all the body and the joints into the noble likeness

of that heart ! Thrice-blessed change. The State aims, once

more, with a true aim
;
and has loadstars in the eternal Heaven.

Struggle faithfully for it
;
noble is this struggle ;

thou too, accord-

ing to thy faculty, shalt reap in due time, if thou faint not.

Thou shalt have a wise command of men, thou shalt be wisely
commanded by men, the summary of all blessedness for a social

creature here below. The sore struggle, never to be relaxed, and

not forgiven to any son of man, is once more a noble one
; glory

to the Highest, it is now once more a true and noble one, wherein

a man can afford to die ! Our path is now again Heavenward.

Forward, with steady pace, with drawn weapons, and unconquerable

hearts, in the name of God that made us all !

Wise obedience and wise command, I foresee that the regimenting
of Pauper Banditti into Soldiers of Industry is but the beginning
of this blessed process, which will extend to the topmost heights of

our Society ; and, in the course of generations, make us all once

more a Governed Commonwealth, and Civitas Dei, if it please God !
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Waste-land Industrials succeeding, other kinds of Industry, as

cloth-making, shoe-making, plough-making, spade-making, house-

building, in the end, all kinds of Industry whatsoever, will be

found capable of regimenting. Mill-operatives, all manner of free

operatives, as yet unregimented, nomadic under private masters
1

,

they, seeing such example and its blessedness, will say :

"
Masters,

"you must regiment us a little; make our interests with you

"permanent a little, instead of temporary and nomadic; we will
"
enlist with the State otherwise !

"
This will go on, on the

one hand, while the State-operation goes on, on the other: thus

will all Masters of Workmen, private Captains of Industry, be

forced to incessantly cooperate with the State and its public

Captains ; they regimenting in their way, the State in its way,
with ever-widening field

;
till their fields meet (so to speak) and

coalesce, and there be no unregimented worker, or such only as

are fit to remain unregimented, any more. O my friends, I clearly

perceive this horrible cloaca of Pauperism, wearing nearly bottom-

less now, is the point where we must begin. Here, in this plainly

unendurable portion of the general quagmire, the lowest point
of all, and hateful even to M'Croudy, must our main drain begin :

steadily prosecuting that, tearing that along with Herculean labour

and divine fidelity, we shall gradually drain the entire Stygian

swamp, and make it all once more a fruitful field !

For the State, I perceive, looking out with right sacred earnest-

ness for persons able to command, will straightway also come upon
the question :

" What kind of schools and seminaries, and teaching
" and also preaching establishments have I, for the training of
"
young souls to take command and to yield obedience ? Wise

"
command, wise obedience : the capability of these two is the net

" measure of culture, and human virtue, in every man
;

all good
"
lies in the possession of these two capabilities ;

all evil, wretched-

"ness and ill-success in the want of these. He is a good man
" that can command and obey ;

he that cannot is a bad. If my
"teachers and my preachers, with their seminaries, high schools

"and cathedrals, do train men to these gifts, the thing they are
"
teaching and preaching must be true

;
if they do not, not true !

"

The State, once brought to its veracities by the thumbscrew in

this manner, what will it think of these same seminaries and

cathedrals ! I foresee that our Etons and Oxfords with their

nonsense-verses, college-logics, and broken crumbs of mere speech,

which is not even English or Teutonic speech, but old Grecian and
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Italian speech, dead and buried and much lying out of our way
these two thousand years last past, will be found a most astonish-

ing seminary for the training of young English souls to take

command in human Industries, and act a valiant part under the

sun ! The State does not want vocables, but manly wisdoms and

virtues : the State, does it want parliamentary orators, first of all,

and men capable of writing books ? What a ragfair of extinct

monkeries, high-piled here in the very shrine of our existence, fit

to smite the generations with atrophy and beggarly paralysis, as

we see it do ! The Minister of Education will not want for work,
I think, in the New Downing Street !

How it will go with Souls'-Overseers, and what the new kind

will be, we do not prophesy just now. Clear it is, however, that

the last finish of the State's efforts, in this operation of regiment-

ing, will be to get the true Souls'-Overseers set over men's souls,

to regiment, as the consummate flower of all, and constitute into

some Sacred Corporation, bearing authority and dignity in their

generation, the Chosen of the Wise, of the Spiritual and Devout-

minded, the Reverent who deserve reverence, who are as the Salt

of the Earth
;

that not till this is done can the State consider its

edifice to have reached the first story, to be safe for a moment,
to be other than an arch without the keystones, and supported
hitherto on mere wood. How will this be done ? Ask not

;
let

the second or the third generation after this begin to ask ! Alas,

wise men do exist, born duly into the world in every current

generation; but the getting of them regimented is the highest

pitch of human Polity, and the feat of all feats in political engineer-

ing: impossible for us, in this poor age, as the building of St.

Paul's would be for Canadian Beavers, acquainted only with the

architecture of fish-dams, and with no trowel but their tail.

Literature, the strange entity so-called, that indeed is here.

If Literature continue to be the haven of expatriated spiritualisms,

and have its Johnsons, Goethes and true Archbishops of the World,

to show for itself as heretofore, there may be hope in Literature.

If Literature dwindle, as is probable, into mere merry-andrewism,

windy twaddle, and feats of spiritual legerdemain, analogous to

rope-dancing, opera-dancing, and street-fiddling with a hat carried

round for halfpence or for guineas, there will be no hope in Litera-

ture. What if our next set of Souls'-Overseers were to be silent

ones very mainly ? Alas, alas, why gaze into the blessed con-

tinents and delectable mountains of a Future based on truth, while
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as yet we struggle far down, nigh suffocated in a slough of lies,

uncertain whether or how we shall be able to climb at all !

Who will begin the long steep journey with us
;
who of living

statesmen will snatch the standard, and say, like a hero on the

forlorn-hope for his country, Forward ! Or is there none
;
no one

that can and dare ? And our lot too, then, is Anarchy by barricade

or ballot-box, and Social Death ? We will not think so.

Whether Sir Robert Peel will undertake the Reform of Downing
Street for us, or any Ministry or Reform farther, is not known. He,

they say, is getting old, does himself recoil from it, and shudder at

it; which is possible enough. The clubs and coteries appear to

have settled that he surely will not
;
that this melancholy wrig-

gling seesaw of redtape Trojans and Protectionist Greeks must

continue its course till what can happen, my friends, if this go
on continuing ?

And yet, perhaps, England has by no means so settled it. Quit
the clubs and coteries, you do not hear two rational men speak

long together upon politics, without pointing their inquiries towards

this man. A Minister that will attack the Augias Stable of

Downing Street, and begin producing a real Management, no longer
an imaginary one, of our affairs

; he, or else in few years Chartist

Parliament and the Deluge come : that seems the alternative.

As I read the omens, there was no man in iny time more

authentically called to a post of difficulty, of danger, and of honour

than this man, The enterprise is ready for him, if he is ready for

it. He has but to lift his finger in this enterprise, and whatsoever

is wise and manful in England will rally round him. If the faculty

and heart for it be in him, he, strangely and almost tragically if we
look upon his history, is to have leave to try it

;
he now, at the

eleventh hour, has the opportunity for such a feat in reform as has

not, in these late generations, been attempted by all our reformers

put together.

As for Protectionist jargon, who in these earnest days would

occupy many moments of his time with that ?
' A Costermonger

'

in this street,' says Crabbe,
'

finding lately that his rope of onions,
' which he hoped would have brought a shilling, was to go for only

'sevenpence henceforth, burst forth into lamentation, execration
' and the most pathetic tears. Throwing up the window, I per-
'

ceived the other costermongers preparing impatiently to pack this

PAMI-HLETS. L
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'

one out of their company as a disgrace to it, if he would not hold
'

his peace and take the market rate for his onions. I looked

'better at this Costermonger. To my astonished imagination, a
'

star-and-garter dawned upon the dim figure of the man
;
and I

'

perceived that here was no Costermonger to be expelled with
'

ignominy, but a sublime goddess-born Ducal Individual, whom I
'

forbear to name at this moment ! What an omen
; nay to my

'

astonished imagination, there dawned still fataler omens. Surely,
'

of all human trades ever heard of, the trade of Owning Land in
'

England ought not to bully us for drinkmoney just now !

'

' Hansard's Debates/ continues Crabbe farther on,
'

present many
'

inconsistencies of speech ;
lamentable unveracities uttered in Par-

'

liament, by one and indeed by all
;
in which sad list Sir Robert

'Peel stands for his share among others. Unveracities not a few
' were spoken in Parliament

;
in fact, to one with a sense of what

'is called God's truth, it seemed all one unveracity, a talking
'from the teeth outward, not as the convictions but as the ex-
'

pediencies and inward astucities directed ; and, in the sense of
'

God's truth, I have heard no true word uttered in Parliament at
'

all. Most lamentable unveracities continually spoken in Parlia-

'ment, by almost every one that had to open his mouth there.
' But the largest veracity ever done in Parliament in our time, as
' we all know, was of this man's doing ;

and that, you will find, is

' a very considerable item in the calculation !

'

Yes, and I believe England in her dumb way remembers that

too. And '

the Traitor Peel' can very well afford to let innumer-

able Ducal Costermongers, parliamentary Adventurers, and lineal

representatives of the Impenitent Thief, say all their say about

him, and do all their do. With a virtual England at his back, and

an actual eternal sky above him, there is not much in the total

net-amount of that. When the master of the horse rides abroad,

many dogs in the village bark
;
but he pursues his journey all the

same.
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IT lies deep in our habits, confirmed by all manner of educa-

tional and other arrangements for several centuries back, to

consider human talent as best of all evincing itself by the faculty

of eloquent speech. Our earliest schoolmasters teach us, as the

one gift of culture they have, the art of spelling and pronounc-

ing, the rules of correct speech ; rhetorics, logics follow, sublime

mysteries of grammar, whereby we may not only speak but write.

And onward to the last of our schoolmasters in the highest

university, it is still intrinsically grammar, under various figures

grammar. To speak in various languages, on various things, but

on all of them to speak, and appropriately deliver ourselves by

tongue or pen, this is the sublime goal towards which all manner

of beneficent preceptors and learned professors, from the lowest

hornbook upwards, are continually urging and guiding us. Pre-

ceptor or professor, looking over his miraculous seedplot, seminary
as he well calls it, or crop of young human souls, watches with

attentive view one organ of his delightful little seedlings growing
to be men, the tongue. He hopes we shall all get to speak yet,

if it please Heaven. " Some of you shall be book-writers, eloquent
"
review-writers, and astonish mankind, my young friends : others

"in white neckcloths shall do sermons by Blair and Lindley

"Murray, nay by Jeremy Taylor and judicious Hooker, and be
"
priests to guide men heavenward by skilfully brandished hand-

" kerchief and the torch of rhetoric. For others there is Parlia-
" ment and the election beerbarrel, and a course that leads men
"
very high indeed

;
these shall shake the senate-house, the

"Morning Newspapers, shake the very spheres, and by dextrous
"
wagging of the tongue disenthral mankind, and lead our afflicted

"
country and us on the way we are to go. The way if not where

"
noble deeds are done, yet where noble words are spoken, leading
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"
us if not to the real Home of the Gods, at least to something

" which shall more or less deceptively resemble it !

"

So fares it with the son of Adam, in these bewildered epochs ;

so, from the first opening of his eyes in this world, to his last

closing of them, and departure hence. Speak, speak, O speak ;

if thou have any faculty, speak it, or thou diest and it is no

faculty ! So in universities, and all manner of dames' and other

schools, of the very highest class as of the very lowest; and

Society at large, when we enter there, confirms with all its bril-

liant review-articles, successful publications, intellectual tea- circles,

literary gazettes, parliamentary eloquences, the grand lesson we
had. Other lesson in fact we have none, in these times. If there

be a human talent, let it get into the tongue, and make melody
with that organ. The talent that can say nothing for itself, what

is it ? Nothing ;
or a thing that can do mere drudgeries, and at

best make money by railways.

All this is deep-rooted in our habits, in our social, educational

and other arrangements ;
and all this, when we look at it im-

partially, is astonishing. Directly in the teeth of all this it may
be asserted that speaking is by no means the chief faculty a

human being can attain to
;
that his excellence therein is by no

means the best test of his general human excellence, or avail-

ability in this world
; nay that, unless we look well, it is liable

to become the very worst test ever devised for said availability.

The matter extends very far, down to the very roots of the world,

whither the British reader cannot conveniently follow me just
now

;
but I will venture to assert the three following things, and

invite him to consider well what truth he can gradually find in

them :

First, that excellent speech, even speech really excellent, is not,

and never was, the chief test of human faculty, or the measure of

a man's ability, for any true function whatsoever
;
on the contrary,

that excellent silence needed always to accompany excellent speech,
and was and is a much rarer and more difficult gift.

Secondly, that really excellent speech, which I, being possessed
of the Hebrew Bible or Book, as well as of other books in my own
and foreign languages, and having occasionally heard a wise man's

word among the crowd of unwise, do almost unspeakably esteem,

as a human gift, is terribly apt to get confounded with its

counterfeit, sham-excellent speech ! And furthermore, that if

really excellent human speech is among the best of human things,
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then sham-excellent ditto deserves to be ranked with the very
worst. False speech, capable of becoming, as some one has said,

the falsest and basest of all human things : put the case, one

were listening to that as to the truest and noblest ! Which, little

as we are conscious of it, I take to be the sad lot of many excellent

souls among us just now. So many as admire parliamentary

eloquence, divine popular literature, and suchlike, are dreadfully

liable to it just now : and whole nations and generations seem

as if getting themselves asphyxiaed, constitutionally, into their last

sleep, by means of it just now !

For alas, much as we worship speech on all hands, here is a

third assertion which a man may venture to make, and invite

considerate men to reflect upon : That in these times, and for

several generations back, there has been, strictly considered, no

really excellent speech at all, but sham- excellent merely ;
that is

to say, false or quasi-false speech getting itself admired and

worshipped, instead of detested and suppressed. A truly alarming

predicament ;
and not the less so if we find it a quite pleasant one

for the time being, and welcome the advent of asphyxia, as we
would that of comfortable natural sleep ; as, in so many senses,

we are doing ! Surly judges there have been who did not much
admire the ' Bible of Modern Literature,' or anything you could

distil from it, in contrast with the ancient Bibles
;
and found that

in the matter of speaking, our far best excellence, where that

could be obtained, was excellent silence, which means endurance

and exertion, and good work with lips closed
;
and that our

tolerablest speech was of the nature of honest commonplace intro-

duced where indispensable, which only set-up for being brief and

true, and could not be mistaken for excellent.

These are hard sayings for many a British reader, unconscious

of any damage, nay joyfully conscious to himself of much profit,

from that side of his possessions. Surely on this side, if on no

other, matters stood not ill with him ? The ingenuous arts had

softened his manners
;
the parliamentary eloquences supplied him

with a succedaneum for government, the popular literatures with

the finer sensibilities of the heart
; surely on this windvf&rd side

of things the British reader was not ill off? Unhappy British

reader !

In fact, the spiritual detriment we unconsciously suffer, in every

province of our affairs, from this our prostrate respect to power of

speech is incalculable. For indeed it is the natural consummation
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of an epoch such as ours. Given a general insincerity of mind for

several generations, you will certainly find the Talker established

in the place of honour; and the Doer, hidden in the obscure

crowd, with activity lamed, or working sorrowfully forward on

paths unworthy of him. All men are devoutly prostrate, worship-

ping the eloquent talker ; and no man knows what a scandalous

idol he is. Out of whom in the mildest manner, like comfortable

natural rest, comes mere asphyxia and death everlasting ! Proba-

bly there is not in Nature a more distracted phantasm than your

commonplace eloquent speaker, as he is found on platforms, in

parliaments, on Kentucky stumps, at tavern-dinners, in windy,

empty, insincere times like ours. The '

excellent Stump-Orator,'
as our admiring Yankee friends define him, he who in any occur-

rent set of circumstances can start forth, mount upon his
'

stump,'
his rostrum, tribune, place in parliament, or other ready elevation,

and pour forth from him his appropriate
'

excellent speech,' his

interpretation of the said circumstances, in such manner as poor

windy mortals round him shall cry bravo to, he is not an artist I

can much admire, as matters go ! Alas, he is in general merely
the windiest mortal of them all

;
and is admired for being so, into

the bargain. Not a windy blockhead there who kept silent but is

better off than this excellent stump-orator. Better off, for a great

many reasons
;

for this reason, were there no other : the silent one

is not admired
;
the silent suspects, perhaps partly admits, that he

is a kind of blockhead, from which salutary self-knowledge the

excellent stump-orator is debarred. A mouthpiece of Chaos to

poor benighted mortals that lend ear to him as to a voice from

Cosmos, this excellent stump-orator fills me with amazement.

Not empty these musical wind-utterances of his; they are big
with prophecy ; they announce, too audibly to me, that the end

of many things is drawing nigh !

Let the British reader consider it a little
;
he too is not a little

interested in it. Nay he, and the European reader in general, but

he chiefly in these days, will require to consider it a great deal,

and to take important steps in consequence by and by, if I mistake

not. And in the mean while, sunk as he himself is in that bad

element, and like a jaundiced man struggling to discriminate

yellow colours, he will have to meditate long before he in any
measure get the immense meanings of the thing brought home to

him
;
and discern, with astonishment, alarm, and almost terror and

despair, towards what fatal issues, in our Collective Wisdom and
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elsewhere, this notion of talent meaning eloquent speech, so

obstinately entertained this long while, has been leading us !

Whosoever shall look well into origins and issues, will find this of

eloquence and the part it now plays in our affairs, to be one of

the gravest phenomena ;
and the excellent stump-orator of these

days to be not only a ridiculous but still more a highly tragical

personage. While the many listen to him, the few are used to

pass rapidly, with some gust of scornful laughter, some growl of

impatient malediction; but he deserves from this latter class a

much more serious attention.

In the old Ages, when Universities and Schools were first

instituted, this function of the schoolmaster, to teach mere speak-

ing, was the natural one. In those healthy times, guided by
silent instincts and the monition of Nature, men had from of old

been used to teach themselves what it was essential to learn, by
the one sure method of learning anything, practical apprenticeship

to it. This was the rule for all classes
;
as it now is the rule,

unluckily, for only one class. The Working Man as yet sought

only to know his craft; and educated himself sufficiently by

ploughing and hammering, under the conditions given, and in fit

relation to the persons given : a course of education, then as now
and ever, really opulent in manful culture and instruction to him

;

teaching him many solid virtues, and most indubitably useful

knowledges ; developing in him valuable faculties not a few both

to do and to endure, among which the faculty of elaborate gram-
matical utterance, seeing he had so little of extraordinary to utter,

or to learn from spoken or written utterances, was not bargained

for; the grammar of Nature, which he learned from his mother,

being still amply sufficient for him. This was, as it still is, the

grand education of the Working Man.

As for the Priest, though his trade was clearly of a reading and

speaking nature, he knew also in those veracious times that

grammar, if needful, was by no means the one thing needful, or

the chief thing. By far the chief thing needful, and indeed the

one thing then as now, was, That there should be in him the

feeling and the practice of reverence to God and to men
;
that in

his life's core there should dwell, spoken or silent, a ray of pious
wisdom fit for illuminating dark human destinies

;
not so much

that he should possess the art of speech, as that he should have

something to speak i And for that latter requisite the Priest also
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trained himself by apprenticeship, by actual attempt to practise,

by manifold long-continued trial, of a devout and painful nature,

such as his superiors prescribed to him. This, when once judged

satisfactory, procured him ordination
;
and his grammar-learning,

in the good times of priesthood, was very much of a parergon
with him, as indeed in all times it is intrinsically quite insignificant

in comparison.
The young Noble again, for whom grammar schoolmasters were

first hired and high seminaries founded, he too without these, or

over and above these, had from immemorial time been used to

learn his business by apprenticeship. The young Noble, before

the schoolmaster as after him, went apprentice to some elder noble
;

entered himself as page with some distinguished earl or duke ;
and

here, serving upwards from step to step, under wise monition,

learned his chivalries, his practice of arms and of courtesies, his

barorial duties and manners, and what it would beseem him to do

and to be in the world, by practical attempt of his own, and

example of one whose life was a daily concrete pattern for him.

To such a one, already rilled with intellectual substance, and

possessing what we may call the practical gold-bullion of human

culture, it was an obvious improvement that he should be taught
to speak it out of him on occasion; that he should carry a spiritual

banknote producible on demand for what of
'

gold-bullion
'

he had,

not so negotiable otherwise, stored in the cellars of his mind. A
man, with wisdom, insight and heroic worth already acquired for

him, naturally demanded of the schoolmaster this one new faculty,

the faculty of uttering in fit words what he had. A valuable

superaddition of faculty : and yet we are to remember it was

scarcely a new faculty ;
it was but the tangible sign of what other

faculties the man had in the silent state: and many a rugged
inarticulate chief of men, I can believe, was most enviably
'

educated,' who had not a Book on his premises ;
whose signature,

a true sign-manual, was the stamp of his iron hand duly inked and

clapt upon the parchment ;
and whose speech in Parliament, like

the growl of lions, did indeed convey his meaning, but would have

torn Lindley Murray's nerves to pieces ! To such a one the school-

master adjusted himself very naturally in that manner
;
as a man

wanted for teaching grammatical utterance
;
the thing to utter

being already there. The thing to utter, here was the grand

point! And perhaps this is the reason why among earnest

nations, as among the Romans for example, the craft of the school-
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master was held in little regard ;
for indeed as mere teacher of

grammar, of ciphering on the abacus and suchlike, how did he

differ much from the dancing-master or fencing-master, or deserve

much regard ? Such was the rule in the ancient healthy times.

Can it be doubtful that this is still the rule of human education
;

that the human creature needs first of all to be educated not that

he ma}7
speak, but that he may have something weighty and

valuable to say ! If speech is the banknote for an inward capital

of culture, of insight and noble human worth, then speech is

precious, and the art of speech shall be honoured. But if there

i-s no inward capital; if speech represent no real culture of the

mind, but an imaginary culture
;
no bullion, but the fatal and now

almost hopeless deficit of such ? Alas, alas, said banknote is then

a forged one
; passing freely current in the market

;
but bringing

damages to the receiver, to the payer, and to all the world, which

are in sad truth infallible, and of amount incalculable. Few think

of it at present ;
but the truth remains forever so. In parliaments

and other loud assemblages, your eloquent talk, ^united from

Nature and her facts, is taken as wisdom and the correct image of

said facts : but Nature well knows what it is, Nature will not have

it as such, and will reject your forged note one day, with huge
costs. The foolish traders in the market pass it freely, nothing

doubting, and rejoice in the dextrous execution of the piece : and

so it circulates from hand to hand, and from class to class;

gravitating ever downwards towards the practical class
;

till at last

it reaches some poor working hand, who can pass it no farther, but

must take it to the bank to get bread with it, and there the

answer is,
"
Unhappy caitiff, this note is forged. It does not

" mean performance and reality, in parliaments and elsewhere, for
"
thy behoof

;
it means fallacious semblance of performance ;

and
"
thou, poor dupe, art thrown into the stocks on offering it here !

"

Alas, alas, looking abroad over Irish difficulties, Mosaic sweat-

ing-establishments, French barricades, and an anarchic Europe,
is it not as if all the populations of the world were rising or had

risen into incendiary madness
;
unable longer to endure such an

avalanche of forgeries, and of penalties in consequence, as had

accumulated upon them ? The speaker is
'
excellent

;

'

the notes

he does are beautiful ? Beautifully fit for the market, yes ;
he is

an excellent artist in his business
;

and the more excellent he is,

the more is my desire to lay him by the heels, and fling him into
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the treadmill, that I might save the poor sweating tailors, French

Sansculottes, and Irish Sanspotatoes from bearing the smart !

For the smart must be borne
; some one must bear it, as sure as

God lives. Every word of man is either a note or a forged-note :

have these eternal skies forgotten to be in earnest, think you,
because men go grinning like enchanted apes? Foolish souls,

this now as of old is the unalterable law of your existence. If you
know the truth and do it, the Universe itself seconds you, bears

you on to sure victory everywhere : and, observe, to sure defeat

everywhere if you do not do the truth. And alas, if you know only
the eloquent fallacious semblance of the truth, what chance is there

of your ever doing it ? You will do something very different from

it, I think ! He who well considers, will find this same '

art of speech,'

as we moderns have it, to be a truly astonishing product of the Ages ;

and the longer he considers it, the more astonishing and alarming.
I reckon it the saddest of all the curses that now lie heavy on us. With

horror and amazement, one perceives that this much-celebrated
'

art,' so diligently practised in all corners of the world just now,
is the chief destroyer of whatever good is born to us (softly, swiftly

shutting-up all nascent good, as if under exhausted glass-receivers,

there to choke and die); and the grand parent-manufactory of

evil to us, as it were, the last finishing and varnishing workshop
of all the Devil's ware that circulates under the sun. No Devil's

sham is fit for the market till it have been polished and enamelled

here
;
this is the general assaying-house for such, where the artists

examine and answer, "Fit for the market; not fit!" Words will

not express what mischiefs the misuse of words has done, and is

doing, in these heavyladen generations.

Do you want a man not to practise what he 'believes, then

encourage him to keep often speaking it in words. Every time he

speaks it, the tendency to do it will grow less. His empty speech
of what he believes, will be a weariness and an affliction to the

wise man. But do you wish his empty speech of what he believes,

to become farther an insincere speech of what he does not believe ?

Celebrate to him his gift of speech ;
assure him that he shall rise

in Parliament by means of it, and achieve great things without

any performance ; that eloquent speech, whether performed or not,

is admirable. My friends, eloquent unperformed speech, in Parlia-

ment or elsewhere, is horrible ! The eloquent man that delivers,

in Parliament or elsewhere, a beautiful speech, and will perform

nothing of it, but leaves it as if already performed, what can you
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make of that man? He has enrolled himself among the Ignes
Fatui and Children of the Wind

;
means to serve, as beautifully

illuminated Chinese Lantern, in that corps henceforth. I think,

the serviceable thing you could do to that man, if permissible,

would be a severe one : To clip-off a bit of his eloquent tongue by

way of penance and warning ;
another bit, if he again spoke with-

out performing ;
and so again, till you had dipt the whole tongue

away from him, and were delivered, you and he, from at least

one miserable mockery :

"
There, eloquent friend, see now in

"
silence if there be any redeeming deed in thee

;
of blasphemous

"
wind-eloquence, at least, we shall have no more !

" How many
pretty men have gone this road, escorted by the beautifulest

marching music from all the '

public organs ;

'

and have found at

last that it ended where ? It is the Iroad road, that leads direct

to Limbo and the Kingdom of the Inane. Gifted men, and once

valiant nations, and as ijb were the whole world with one accord,

are marching thither, in melodious triumph, all the drums and

hautboys giving out their cheerfulest Qa-ira. It is the universal

humour of the world just now. My friends, I am very sure you
will arrive, unless you halt !

Considered as the last finish of education, or of human culture,

worth and acquirement, the art of speech is noble, and even

divine
;

it is like the kindling of a Heaven's light to show us what
a glorious world exists, and has perfected itself, in a man. But if

no world exist in the man
;

if nothing but continents of empty
vapour, of greedy self-conceits, commonplace hearsays, and in-

distinct loomings of a sordid chaos exist in him, what will be the

use of '

light
'

to show us that ? Better a thousand times that

such a man do not speak ;
but keep his empty vapour and his

sordid chaos to himself, hidden to the utmost from all beholders.

To look on that, can be good for no human beholder
;
to look away

from that, must be good. And if, by delusive semblances of

rhetoric, logic, first-class degrees, and the aid of elocution-masters

and parliamentary reporters, the poor proprietor of said chaos

should be led to persuade himself, and get others persuaded,
which it is the nature of his sad task to do, and which, in certain

eras of the world, it is fatally possible to do, that this is a cosmos

which he owns
;
that Tie, being so perfect in tongue-exercise and

full of college-honours, is an ' educated
'

man, and pearl of great

price in his generation; that round him, and his parliament
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emulously listening to him, as round some divine apple of gold set

in a picture of silver, all the world should gather to adore : what
is likely to become of him and the gathering world ? An apple of

Sodom set in the clusters of Gomorrah : that, little as he suspects

it, is the definition of the poor chaotically eloquent man, with his

emulous parliament and miserable adoring world ! Considered as

the whole of education, or human culture, which it now is in our

modern manners; all apprenticeship except to mere handicraft

having fallen obsolete, and the 'educated man' being with us

emphatically and exclusively the man that can speak well with

tongue or pen, and astonish men by the quantities of speech he has

heard
('
tremendous reader,'

'

walking encyclopaedia,' and suchlike),

the Art of Speech is probably definable in that case as the short

summary of all the Black Arts put together.

But the Schoolmaster is secondary, an effect rather than a cause

in this matter : what the Schoolmaster with his universities shall

manage or attempt to teach will be ruled by what the Society
with its practical industries is continually demanding that men
should learn. We spoke once of vital kings for Society : and in

fact this question always rises as the alpha and omega of social

questions, What methods the Society has of summoning aloft into

the high places, for its help and governance, the wisdom that is

born to it in all places, and of course is born chiefly in the more

populous or lower places ? For this, if you will consider it,

expresses the ultimate available result, and net sum-total, of all

the efforts, struggles and confused activities that go on in the

Society ;
and determines whether they are true and wise efforts,

certain to be victorious, or false and foolish, certain to be futile,

and to fall captive and caitiff. How do men rise in your Society ?

In all Societies, Turkey included, and I suppose Dahomey included,

men do rise; but the question of questions always is, What kind

of men? Men of noble gifts, or men of ignoble ? It is the one or

the other
;
and a life-and-death inquiry which ! For in all places

and all times, little as you may heed it, Nature most silently but

most inexorably demands that it be the one and not the other.

And you need not try to palm an ignoble sham upon her, and call

it noble; for she is a judge. And her penalties, as quiet as she

looks, are terrible
; amounting to world-earthquakes, to anarchy

and death everlasting ;
and admit of no appeal !
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Surely England still flatters herself that she has lungs ; that she

can still breathe a little ? Or is it that the poor creature, driven

into mere blind industrialisms
;
and as it were, gone pearl-diving

this long while many fathoms deep, and tearing-up the oyster-beds

so as never creature did before, hardly knows, so busy in the

belly of the oyster-chaos, where is no thought of
'

breathing,'

whether she has lungs or not ? Nations of a robust habit, and

fine deep chest, can sometimes take-in a deal of breath before

diving ;
and live long, in the muddy deeps, without new breath :

but they too come to need it at last, and will die if they cannot

get it !

To the gifted soul that is born in England, what is the career,

then, that will carry him, amid noble Olympic dust, up to the

immortal gods ? For his country's sake, that it may not lose the

service he was born capable of doing it
;
for his own sake, that his

life be not choked and perverted, and his light from Heaven be

not changed into lightning from the Other Place, it is essential

that there be such a career. The country that can offer no career

in that case, is a doomed country; nay it is already a dead

country : it has secured the ban of Heaven upon it
;

will not have

Heaven's light, will have the Other Place's lightning; and may
consider itself as appointed to expire, in frightful coughings of

street musketry or otherwise, on a set day, and to be in the eye of

law dead. In no country is there not some career, inviting to it

either the noble Hero, or the tough Greek of the Lower Empire :

which of the two do your careers invite ? There is no question

more important. The kind of careers you offer in countries still

living, determines with perfect exactness the kind of the life that

is in them, whether it is natural blessed life, or galvanic accursed

ditto, and likewise what degree of strength is in the same.

Our English careers to born genius are twofold. There is the

silent or unlearned career of the Industrialisms, which are very

many among us
;
and there is the articulate or learned career of

the three professions, Medicine, Law (under which we may include

Politics), and the Church. Your born genius, therefore, will first

have to ask himself, Whether he can hold his tongue or cannot ?

True, all human talent, especially all deep talent, is a talent to do,

and is intrinsically of silent nature
; inaudible, like the Sphere

Harmonies and Eternal Melodies, of which it is an incarnated

fraction. All real talent, I fancy, would much rather, if it listened

only to Nature's monitions, express itself in rhythmic facts than in
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melodious words, which latter at best, where they are good for any-

thing, are only a feeble echo and shadow or foreshadow of the

former. But talents differ much in this of power to be silent
;
and

circumstances, of position, opportunity and suchlike, modify them

still more
;

and Nature's monitions, oftenest quite drowned in

foreign hearsays, are by no means the only ones listened to in

deciding ! The Industrialisms are all of silent nature
;
and some

of them are heroic and eminently human ; others, again, we may
call unheroic, not eminently human : beaverish rather, but still

honest
;
some are even vulpine, altogether inhuman and dishonest.

Your born genius must make his choice.

If a soul is born with divine intelligence, and has its lips touched

with hallowed fire, in consecration for high enterprises under the

sun, this young soul will find the question asked of him by Eng-
land every hour and moment :

" Canst thou turn thy human
"
intelligence into the beaver sort, and make honest contrivance,

" and accumulation of capital by it ? If so, do it
;
and avoid the

"
vulpine kind, which I don't recommend. Honest triumphs in

"
engineering and machinery await thee

; scrip awaits thee, com-
" mercial successes, kingship in the counting-room, on the stock-
"
exchange; thou shalt be the envy of surrounding flunkies, and

"
collect into a heap more gold than a dray-horse can draw." "

Gold,

"so much gold?" answers the ingenuous soul, with visions of the

envy of surrounding flunkies dawning on him
;
and in very many

cases decides that he will contract himself into beaverism, and with

such a horse-draught of gold, emblem of a never-imagined success

in beaver heroism, strike the surrounding flunkies yellow.

This is our common course
;
this is in some sort open to every

creature, what we call the beaver career
; perhaps more open in

England, taking in America too, than it ever was in any country
before. And, truly, good consequences follow out of it : who can

be blind to them ? Half of a most excellent and opulent result

is realised to us in this way ;
baleful only when it sets-up (as too

often now) for being the whole result. A half-result which will be

blessed and heavenly so soon as the other half is had, namely
wisdom to guide the first half. Let us honour all honest human

power of contrivance in its degree. The beaver intellect, so long
as it stedfastly refuses to be vulpine, and answers the tempter

pointing out short routes to it with an honest "
No, no," is truly

respectable to me
;

and many a highflying speaker and singer
whom I have known, has appeared to me much less of a developed
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man than certain of my mill-owning, agricultural, commercial,

mechanical, or otherwise industrial friends, who have held their

peace all their days and gone on in the silent state. If a man can

keep his intellect silent, and make it even into honest beaverism,

several very manful moralities, in danger of wreck on other courses,

may comport well with that, and give it a genuine and partly

human character
;
and I will tell him, in these days he may do far

worse with himself and his intellect than change it into beaverism,

and make honest money with it. If indeed he could become a

heroic industrial, and have a life
'

eminently human '

! But that is

not easy at present. Probably some ninety-nine out of every
hundred of our gifted souls, who have to seek a career for them-

selves, go this beaver road. Whereby the first half-result, national

wealth namely, is plentifully realised
;
and only the second half, or

wisdom to guide it, is dreadfully behindhand.

But now if the gifted soul be not of taciturn nature, be of vivid,

impatient, rapidly-productive nature, and aspire much to give itself

sensible utterance, I find that, in this case, the field it has in

England is narrow to an extreme
;

is perhaps narrower than ever

offered itself, for the like object, in this world before. Parliament,

Church, Law : let the young vivid soul turn whither he will for a

career, he finds among variable conditions one condition invariable,

and extremely surprising, That the proof of excellence is to be

done by the tongue. For heroism that will not speak, but only

act, there is no account kept : The English Nation does not need

that silent kind, then, but only the talking kind ? Most astonish-

ing. Of all the organs a man has, there is none held in account,

it would appear, but the tongue he uses for talking. Premiership,

woolsack, mitre, and quasi-crown : all is attainable if you can talk

with due ability. Everywhere your proof-shot is to be a well-fired

volley of talk. Contrive to talk well, you will get to Heaven, the

modern Heaven of the English. Do not talk well, only work well,

and heroically hold your peace, you have no chance whatever to get
thither

;
with your utmost industry you may get to Threadneedle

Street, and accumulate more gold than a drayhorse can draw. Is

not this a very wonderful arrangement ?

I have heard of races done by mortals tied in sacks
;
of human

competitors, high aspirants, climbing heavenward on the soaped

pole ; seizing the soaped pig ;
and clutching with deft fist, at full

gallop, the fated goose tied aloft by its foot
;

which feats do prove

agility, toughness and other useful faculties in man : but this of

PAMPHLETS. M
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dextrous talk is probably as strange a competition as any. And
the question rises, Whether certain of these other feats, or perhaps
an alternation of all of them, relieved now and then by a bout of

grinning through the collar, might not be profitably substituted for

the solitary proof-feat of talk, now getting rather monotonous by its

long continuance ? Alas, Mr. Bull, I do find it is all little other

than a proof of toughness, which is a quality I respect, with more

or less expenditure of falsity and astucity superadded, which I

entirely condemn. Toughness plus astucity : perhaps a simple
wooden mast set up in Palace-Yard, well soaped and duly presided

over, might be the honester method ? Such a method as this by
trial of talk, for filling your chief offices in Church and State, was

perhaps never heard of in the solar system before. You are quite

used to it, my poor friend ;
and nearly dead by the consequences

of it : but in the other Planets, as in other epochs of your own
Planet it would have done had you proposed it, the -thing awakens

incredulous amazement, world-wide Olympic laughter, which ends

in tempestuous hootings, in tears and horror ! My friend, if you
can, as heretofore this great while, find nobody to take care of

your affairs but the expertest talker, it is all over with your affairs

and you. Talk never yet could guide any man's or nation's

affairs
;
nor will it yours, except towards the Limbus Patrum, where

all talk, except a very select kind of it, lodges at last.

Medicine, guarded too by preliminary impediments, and frightful

meJusa-heads of quackery, which deter many generous souls from

entering, is of the Aa//-articulate professions, and does not much
invite the ardent kinds of ambition. The intellect required for

medicine might be wholly human, and indeed should by all rules

be, the profession of the Human Healer being radically a sacred

one and connected with the highest priesthoods, or rather being
itself the outcome and acme of all priesthoods, and divinest con-

quests of intellect here below. As will appear one day, when
men take off their old monastic and ecclesiastic spectacles, and look

with eyes again ! In essence the Physician's task is always heroic,

eminently human : but in practice most unluckily at present we
find it too become in good part beavcrish ; yielding a money-result
alone. And what of it is not beaverish does not that too go

mainly to ingenious talking, publishing of yourself, ingratiating of

yourself; a partly human exercise or waste of intellect, and alas a
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partly vulpine ditto
; making the once sacred 'Jarpos, or Human

Healer more impossible for us than ever !

Angry basilisks watch at the gates of Law and Church just
now

;
and strike a sad damp into the nobler of the young aspirants.

Hard bonds are offered you to sign ;
as it were, a solemn engage-

ment to constitute yourself an impostor, before ever entering ;
to

declare your belief in incredibilities, your determination, in short,

to take Chaos for Cosmos, and Satan for the Lord of things, if he

come with money in his pockets, and horsehair and bombazeen

decently wrapped about him. Fatal preliminaries, which deter many
an ingenuous young soul, and send him back from the threshold,

and I hope will deter ever more. But if you do enter, the condition

is well known :

" Talk
;
who can talk best here ? His shall be the

" mouth of gold, and the purse of gold ;
and with my jour/aa (once

" the head-dress of unfortunate-females, I am told) shall his sacred
"
temples be begirt."

Ingenuous souls, unless forced to it, do now much shudder at the

threshold of both these careers, and not a few desperately turn

back into the wilderness rather, to front a very rude fortune, and

be devoured by wild-beasts as is likeliest. But as to Parliament,

again, and its eligibility if attainable, there is yet no question any-
where

;
the ingenuous soul, if possessed of money-capital enough,

is predestined by the parental and all manner of monitors to that

career of talk
;
and accepts it with alacrity and clearness of heart,

doubtful only whether he shall be able to make a speech. Courage,

my brave young fellow. If you can climb a soaped pole of any
kind, you will certainly be able to make a speech. All mortals

have a tongue ;
and carry on some jumble, if not of thought, yet

of stuff which they could talk. The weakest of animals has got a

cry in it, and can give voice before dying. If you are tough

enough, bent upon it desperately enough, I engage you shall make
a speech ;

but whether that will be the way to Heaven for you, I

do not engage.

These, then, are our two careers for genius : mute Industrialism,

which can seldom become very human, but remains beaverish

mainly : and the three Professions named learned, that is to say,

able to talk. For the heroic or higher kinds of human intellect,

in the silent state, there is not the smallest inquiry anywhere;

apparently a thing not wanted in this country at present. What
the supply may be, I cannot inform M'Croudy ;

but the market-

demand, he may himself see, is nil. These are our three professions
M 2
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that require human intellect in part or whole, not able to do with

mere beayerish ;
and such a part does the gift of talk play in one

and all of them. Whatsoever is not beaverish seems to go forth

in the shape of talk. To such length is human intellect wasted

or suppressed in this world I

If the young aspirant is not rich enough for Parliament, and is

deterred by the basilisks or otherwise from entering on Law or

Church, and cannot altogether reduce his human intellect to the

beaverish condition, or satisfy himself with the prospect of making

money, what becomes of him in such case, which is naturally the

case of very many, and ever of more ? In such case there remains

but one outlet for him, and notably enough that too is a talking
one : the outlet of Literature, of trying to write Books. Since, owing
to preliminary basilisks, want of cash, or superiority to cash, he

cannot mount aloft by eloquent talking, let him try it by dextrous

eloquent writing. Here happily, having three fingers, and capital

to buy a quire of paper, he can try it to all lengths and in spite

of all mortals : in this career there is happily no public impedi-
ment that can turn him back

; nothing but private starvation,

which is itself a, finis or kind of goal, can pretend to hinder a

British man from prosecuting Literature to the very utmost, and

wringing the final secret from her: "A talent is in thee; No
talent is in thee." To the British subject who fancies genius

may be lodged in him, this liberty remains
;
and truly it is, if well

computed, almost the only one he has.

A crowded portal this of Literature, Accordingly ! The haven

of expatriated spiritualisms, and alas also of expatriated vanities

and prurient imbecilities: here do the windy aspirations, foiled

activities, foolish ambitions, and frustrate human energies reduced

to the vocable condition, fly as to the one refuge left
;
and the

Republic of Letters increases in population at a faster rate than

even the Republic of America. The strangest regiment in her

Majesty's service, this of the Soldiers of Literature : would your

Lordship much like to march through Coventry with them ? The

immortal gods are there (quite irrecognisable under these dis-

guises), and also the lowest broken valets; an extremely mis-

cellaneous regiment. In fact the regiment, superficially viewed
>

looks like an immeasurable motley flood of discharged playactors,

funambulists, false prophets, drunken ballad-singers ;
and marches

not as a regiment, but as a boundless canaille, without drill,

uniform, captaincy or billet
;
with huge owr-proportion of drum-
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mers
; you would say, a regiment gone wholly to the drum, with

hardly a good musket to be seen in it, more a canaille than a

regiment. Canaille of all the loud-sounding levities, and general
winnowings of Chaos, marching through the world in a most

ominous manner; proclaiming, audibly if you have ears: "Twelfth
" hour of the Night ;

ancient graves yawning ; pale clammy
"
Puseyisms screeching in their winding-sheets ;

owls busy in the
"
City regions ; many goblins abroad ! Awake, ye living ;

dream
" no more

;
arise to judgment ! Chaos and Gehenna are broken

"
loose

;
the Devil with his Bedlams must be flung in chains again,

" and the Last of the Days is about to dawn !

"
Such is Literature

to the reflective soul at this moment.
But what now concerns us most is the circumstance that here

too the demand is, Vocables, still vocables. In all appointed
courses of activity and paved careers for human genius, and in

this unpaved, unappointed, broadest career of Literature, broad

way that leadeth to destruction for so many, the one duty laid

upon you is still, Talk, talk. Talk well with pen or tongue, and

it shall be well with you ;
do not talk well, it shall be ill with you.

To wag the tongue with dextrous acceptability, there is for human
worth and faculty, in our England of the Nineteenth Century, that

one method of emergence and no other. Silence, you would say.

means annihilation for the Englishman of the Nineteenth Century.
The worth that has not spoken itself, is not ;

or is potentially only,

and as if it were not. Vox is the God of this Universe. If you
have human intellect, it avails nothing unless you either make
it into beaverism, or talk with it. Make it into beaverisra, and

gather money ;
or else make talk with it, and gather what you

can. Such is everywhere the demand for talk among us; to

which, of course, the supply is proportionate.
From dinners up to woolsacks and divine mitres, here in

England, much may be gathered by talk
;
without talk, of the

human sort nothing. Is Society become wholly a bag of wind,

then, ballasted by guineas ? Are our interests in it as a sounding
brass and a tinkling cymbal ? In Army or Navy, when unhappily
we have war on hand, there is, almost against our will, some kind

of demand for certain of the silent talents. But in peace, that

too passes into mere demand of the ostentations, of the pipeclays
and the blank cartridges; and, except that Naval men are

occasionally, on long voyages, forced to hold their tongue, and

converse with the dumb elements, and illimitable oceans, that
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moan and rave there without you and within you, which is a great

advantage to the Naval man, our poor United Services have to

make conversational wind-bags and ostentational paper-lanterns
of themselves, or do worse, even as the others.

My friends, must I assert, then, what surely all men know,

though all men seem to have forgotten it, That in the learned

professions as in the unlearned, and in human things throughout,
in every place and in every time, the true function of intellect

is not that of talking, but of understanding and discerning with

a view to performing ! An intellect may easily talk too much, and

perform too little. Gradually, if it get into the noxious habit

of talk, there will less and less performance come of it, talk being
so delightfully handy in comparison with work

;
and at last there

will no work, or thought of work, be got from it at all. Talk,

except as the preparation for work, is worth almost nothing ;

sometimes it is worth infinitely less than nothing ;
and becomes,

little conscious of playing such a fatal part, the general summary
of pretentious nothingnesses, and the chief of all the curses the

Posterity of Adam are liable to in this sublunary world ! Would

you discover the Atropos of Human Virtue
;
the sure Destroyer,

'

by painless extinction,' of Human Veracities, Performances, and

Capabilities to perform or to be veracious, it is this, you have

it here.

Unwise talk is matchless in unwisdom. Unwise work, if it but

persist, is everywhere struggling towards correction, and restoration

to health
;
for it is still in contact with Nature, and all Nature

incessantly contradicts it, and will heal it or annihilate it : not

so with unwise talk, which addresses itself, regardless of veridical

Nature, to the universal suffrages ;
and can if it be dextrous, find

harbour there till all the suffrages are bankrupt and gone to

Houndsditch, Nature not interfering with her protest till then.

False speech, definable as the acme of unwise speech, is capable,

as we already said, of becoming the falsest of all things. Falsest

of all things: and whither will the general deluge of that, in

Parliament and Synagogue, in Book and Broadside, carry you
and your affairs, my friend, when once they are embarked on

it as now ?

Parliament, Parliamentum, is by express appointment the

Talking Apparatus ; yet not in Parliament either is the essential
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function, by any means, talk. Not to speak your opinion well,

but to have a good and just opinion worth speaking, for every

Parliament, as for every man, this latter is the point. Contrive

to have a true opinion, you will get it told in some way, better

or worse
;
and it will be a blessing to all creatures. Have a false

opinion, and tell it with the tongue of Angels, what can that

profit ? The better you tell it, the worse it will be !

In Parliament and out of Parliament, and everywhere in this

Universe, your one salvation is, That you can discern with just

insight, and follow with noble valour, what the law of the case

before you is, what the appointment of the Maker in regard to

it has been. Get this out of one man, you are saved
;

fail to get
this out of the most August Parliament wrapt in the sheepskins
of a thousand years, you are lost, your Parliament, and you, and

all your sheepskins are lost. Beautiful talk is by no means the

most pressing want in Parliament ! We have had some reasonable

modicum of talk in Parliament ! What talk has done for us

in Parliament, and is now doing, the dullest of us at length

begins to see !

Much has been said of Parliament's breeding men to business
;

of the training an Official Man gets in this school of argument
and talk. He is here inured to patience, tolerance; sees what

is what in the Nation and in the Nation's Government; attains

official knowledge, official courtesy and manners; in short, is

polished at all points into official articulation, and here better than

elsewhere qualifies himself to be a Governor of men. So it is said.

Doubtless, I think, he will see and suffer much in Parliament,

and inure himself to several things; he will, with what eyes he

has, gradually see Parliament itself, for one thing ;
what a high-

soaring, helplessly floundering, ever babbling yet inarticulate dark

dumb Entity it is (certainly one of the strangest under the sun

just now) : which doubtless, if he have in view to get measures

voted there one day, will be an important acquisition for him.

But as to breeding himself for a Doer of Work, much more for

a King, or Chief of Doers, here in this element of talk
;
as to that

I confess the fatalest doubts, or rather, alas, I have no doubt !

Alas, it is our fatalest misery just now, not easily alterable, and

yet urgently requiring to be altered, That no British man can

attain to be a Statesman, or Chief of Workers, till he has first

proved himself a Chief of Talkers: which mode of trial for a

Worker, is it not precisely, of all the trials you could set him upon,
the falsest and unfairest ?
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Nay, I doubt much you are not likely ever to meet the fittest

material for a Statesman, or Chief of Workers, in such an element

as that. Your Potential Chief of Workers, will he come there at

all, to try whether he can talk ? Your poor tenpound franchisers

and electoral world generally, in love with eloquent talk, are they
the likeliest to discern what man it is that has worlds of silent

work in him ? No. Or is such a man, even if born in the due

rank for it, the likeliest to present himself, and court their most

sweet voices ? Again, no.

The Age that admires talk so much can have little discernment

for inarticulate work, or for anything that is deep and genuine.

Nobody, or hardly anybody, having in himself an earnest sense

for truth, how can anybody recognise an inarticulate Veracity,

or Nature-fact of any kind
;
a Human Doer especially, who is the

most complex, profound, and inarticulate of all Nature's Facts?

Nobody can recognise him : till once he is patented, get some

public stamp of authenticity, and has been articulately proclaimed,

and asserted to be a Doer. To the worshipper of talk, such a one

is a sealed book. An excellent human soul, direct from Heaven,
how shall any excellence of man become recognisable to this

unfortunate ? Not except by announcing and placarding itself as

excellent, which, I reckon, it above other things will probably
be in no great haste to do.

Wisdom, the divine message which every soul of man brings
into this world

;
the divine prophecy of what the new man has

got the new and peculiar capability to do, is intrinsically of silent

nature. It cannot at once, or completely at all, be read-off in

words; for it is written in abstruse facts, of endowment, position,

desire, opportunity, granted to the man; interprets itself in

presentiments, vague struggles, passionate endeavours; and is

only legible in whole when his work is done. Not by the noble

monitions of Nature, but by the ignoble, is a man much tempted
to publish the secret of his soul in words. Words, if he have

a secret, will be forever inadequate to it. Words do but disturb

the real answer of fact which could be given to it
; disturb, obstruct,

and will in the end abolish, and render impossible, said answer.

No grand Doer in this world can be a copious speaker about his

doings. William the Silent spoke himself best in a country
liberated ;

Oliver Cromwell did not shine in rhetoric
; Goethe,

when he had but a book in view, found that he must say nothing
even of that, if it was to succeed with him.
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Then as to politeness, and breeding to business. An official

man must be bred to business
;

of course he must : and not

for essence only, but even for the manners of office he requires

breeding. Besides his intrinsic faculty, whatever that may be,

he must be cautious, vigilant, discreet, above all things, he must

be reticent, patient, polite. Certain of these qualities are by
nature imposed upon men of station

;
and they are trained from

birth to some exercise of them : this constitutes their one intrinsic

qualification for office
;

this is their one advantage in the New

Downing Street projected for this New Era; and it will not go
for much in that Institution. One advantage, or temporary

advantage ; against which there are so many counterbalances.

It is the indispensable preliminary for office, but by no means

the complete outfit, a miserable outfit where there is nothing
farther.

Will your Lordship give me leave to say that, practically, the

intrinsic qualities will presuppose these preliminaries too, but by
no means vice versd. That, on the whole, if you have got the

intrinsic qualities, you have got everything, and the preliminaries
will prove attainable

;
but that if you have got only the prelimin-

aries, you have yet got nothing. A man of real dignity will not

find it impossible to bear himself in a dignified manner
;
a man

of real understanding and insight will get to know, as the fruit

of his very first study, what the laws of his situation are, and will

conform to these. Rough old Samuel Johnson, blustering Boreas

and rugged Arctic Bear as he often was, defined himself, justly

withal, as a polite man : a noble manful attitute of soul is his
;
a

clear, true and loyal sense of what others are, and what he himself

is, shines through the rugged coating of him
;
comes out as grave

deep rhythmus when his King honours him, and he will not '

bandy-

compliments with his King ;

'

is traceable too in his indignant

trampling-down of the Chesterfield patronages, tailor-made inso-

lences, and contradictions of sinners; which may be called his

revolutionary movements, hard and peremptory by the law of

them
;
these could not be soft like his constitutional ones, when

men and kings took him for somewhat like the thing he was.

Given a noble man, I think your Lordship may expect by and by
a polite man. No 'politer' man was to be found in Britain than

the rustic Robert Burns : high duchesses were captivated with the

chivalrous ways of the man
; recognised that here was the true

chivalry, and divine nobleness of bearing, as indeed they well
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might, now when the Peasant God and Norse Thor had come down

among them again ! Chivalry this, if not as they do chivalry in

Drury Lane or West-End drawing-rooms, yet as they do it in

Valhalla and the General Assembly of the Gods.

For indeed, who invented chivalry, politeness, or anything that

is noble and melodious and beautiful among us, except precisely

the like of Johnson and of Burns ? The select few who in the

generations of this world were wise and valiant, they, in spite of

all the tremendous majority of blockheads and slothful belly-

worshippers, and noisy ugly persons, have devised whatsoever is

noble in the manners of man to man. I expect they will learn to

be polite, your Lordship, when you give them a chance ! Nor is

it as a school of human culture, for this or for any other grace or

gift, that Parliament will be found first-rate or indispensable. As

experience in the river is indispensable to the ferryman, so is

knowledge of his Parliament to the British Peel or Chatham
; so

was knowledge of the (Eil-de-Boauf to the French Choiseul. Where
and how said river, whether Parliament with Wilkeses, or (Eil-de-

Bceuf with Pompadours, can be waded, boated, swum; how the

miscellaneous cargoes,
' measures

'

so-called, can -be got across it,

according to their kinds, and landed alive on the hither side as

facts : we have all of us our ferries in this world
;
and must know

the river and its ways, or get drowned some day ! In that sense,

practice in Parliament is indispensable to the British Statesman
;

but not in any other sense.

A school, too, of manners and of several other things, the

Parliament will doubtless be to the aspirant Statesman
;
a school

better or worse; as the (Eil-de-Boeuf likewise was, and as all

scenes where men work or live are sure to be. Especially where

many men work together, the very rubbing against one another

will grind and polish off their angularities into roundness, into
'

politeness
'

after a sort
;
and the official man, place him how you

may, will never want for schooling, of extremely various kinds.

A first-rate school one cannot call this Parliament for him
;

I fear

to say what rate at present ! In so far as it teaches him vigilance,

patience, courage, toughness of lungs or of soul, and skill in any
kind of swimming, it is a good school. In so far as it forces him to

speak where Nature orders silence ; and even, lest all the world

should learn his secret (which often enough would kill his secret,

and little profit the world), forces him to speak falsities, vague

ambiguities, and the froth-dialect usual in Parliaments in these
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times, it may be considered one of the worst schools ever devised

by man
; and, I think, may almost challenge the (Eil-de-Bceuf to

match it in badness.

Parliament will train your men to the manners required of a

statesman
;
but in a much less degree to the intrinsic functions of

one. To these latter, it is capable of m^straining as nothing else

can. Parliament will train you to talk
;
and above all things to

hear, with patience, unlimited quantities of foolish talk. To tell a

good story for yourself, and to make it appear that you have done

your work : this, especially in constitutional countries, is some-

thing ;
and yet in all countries, constitutional ones too, it is

intrinsically nothing, probably even less. For it is not the func-

tion of any mortal, in Downing Street or elsewhere here below,

to wag the tongue of him, and make it appear that he has done

work
;
but to wag some quite other organs of him, and to do work

;

there is no danger of his work's appearing by and by. Such an

accomplishment, even in constitutional countries, I grieve to say,

may become much less than nothing. Have you at all computed
how much less ? The human creature who has once given way to

satisfying himself with '

appearances,' to seeking his salvation in
'

appearances,' the moral life of such human creature is rapidly

bleeding out of him. Depend upon it, Beelzebub, Satan, or how-

ever you may name the too authentic Genius of Eternal Death, has

got that human creature in his claws. By and by you will have

a dead parliamentary bagpipe, and your living man fled away
without return !

Such parliamentary bagpipes I myself have heard play tunes,

much to the satisfaction of the people. Every tune lies within

their compass ;
and their mind (for they still call it mind} is ready

as a hurdygurdy on turning of the handle :

"
My Lords, this

question now before the House" Ye Heavens, O ye divine

Silences, was there in the womb of Chaos, then, such a product,

liable to be evoked by human art, as that same ? While the

galleries were all applausive of heart, and the Fourth Estate looked

with eyes enlightened, as if you had touched its lips with a staff

dipped in honey, I have sat with reflections too ghastly to be

uttered. A poor human creature and learned friend, once possessed

of many fine gifts, possessed of intellect, veracity, and manful con-

viction on a variety of objects, has he now lost all that; converted

all that into a glistering phosphorescence which can show itself

on the outside ;
while within, all is dead, chaotic, dark ;

a painted
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sepulchre full of dead-men's bones ! Discernment, knowledge,

intellect, in the human sense of the words, this man has now none.

His opinion you do not ask on any matter : on the matter he has

no opinion, judgment, or insight; only on what may be said

about the matter, how it may be argued of, what tune may be

played upon it to enlighten the eyes of the Fourth Estate.

Such a soul, though to the eye he still keeps tumbling about in

the Parliamentary element, and makes '

motions,' and passes bills,

for aught I know, are we to define him as a living one, or as a

dead ? Partridge the Almanac-maker, whose '

publications
'

still

regularly appear, is known to be dead ! The dog that was drowned

last summer, and that floats up and down the Thames with ebb

and flood ever since, is it not dead ? Alas, in the hot months,

you meet here and there such a floating dog ;
and at length, if you

often use the river steamers, get to know him by sight.
" There

he is again, still astir there in his quasi-stygian element!" you

dejectedly exclaim (perhaps reading your Morning Newspaper at

the moment) ;
and reflect, with a painful oppression of nose and

imagination, on certain completed professors of parliamentary

eloquence in modern times. Dead long since, but not resting;

daily doing motions in that Westminster region still, daily from

Vauxhall to Blackfriars, and back again ;
and cannot get away at

all ! Daily (from Newspaper or river steamer) you may see him at

some point of his fated course, hovering in the eddies, stranded in

the ooze, or rapidly progressing with flood or ebb
;
and daily the

odour of him is getting more intolerable
; daily the condition of

him appeals more tragically to gods and men.

Nature admits no lie
;
most men profess to be aware of this, but

few in any measure lay it to heart. Except in the departments of

mere material manipulation, it seems to be taken practically as if

this grand truth were merely a polite flourish of rhetoric. What
is a lie ? The question is worth asking, once and away, by the

practical English mind.

A voluntary spoken divergence from the fact as it stands, as it

has occurred and will proceed to develop itself: this clearly, if

adopted by any man, will so far forth mislead him in all practical

dealing with the fact
;

till he cast that statement out of him, and

reject it as an unclean poisonous thing, he can have no success in

dealing with the fact. If such spoken divergence from the truth
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be involuntary, we lament it as a misfortune
;
and are entitled, at

least the speaker of it is, to lament it extremely as the most

palpable of all misfortunes, as the indubitablest losing of his way,
and turning aside from the goal instead of pressing towards it, in

the race set before him. If the divergence is voluntary, there

superadds itself to our sorrow a just indignation : we call the

voluntary spoken divergence a lie, and justly abhor it as the

essence of human treason and baseness, the desertion of a man to

the Enemy of men against himself and his brethren. A lost

deserter ;
who has gone over to the Enemy, called Satan

;
and

cannot but be lost in the adventure ! Such is every liar with the

tongue ;
and such in all nations is he, at all epochs, considered.

Men pull his nose, and kick him out of doors
;
and by peremptory

expressive methods signify that they can and will have no trade

with him. Such is spoken divergence from the fact
;
so fares it

with the practiser of that sad art.

But have we well considered a divergence in thought from what

is the fact ? Have we considered the man whose very thought is

a lie to him and to us ! He too is a frightful man
; repeating

about this Universe on every hand what is not, and driven to

repeat it
;
the sure herald of ruin to all that follow him, that

know with his knowledge ! And would you learn how to get a

mendacious thought, there is no surer recipe than carrying a loose

tongue. The lying thought, you already either have it, or will soon

get it by that method. He who lies with his very tongue, he clearly

enough has long ceased to think truly in his mind. Does he,

in any sense,
' think

'

? All his thoughts and imaginations, if

they extend beyond mere beaverisms, astucities and sensualisms,

are false, incomplete, perverse, untrue even to himself. He has

become a false mirror of this Universe
;
not a small mirror only,

but a crooked, bedimmed and utterly deranged one. But all loose

tongues too are akin to lying ones
;
are insincere at the best, and

go rattling with little meaning; the thought lying languid at a

great distance behind them, if thought there be behind them at

all. Gradually there will be none or little ! How can the thought
of such a man, what he calls thought, be other than false ?

Alas, the palpable liar with his tongue does at least know that

he is lying, and has or might have some faint vestige of remorse

and chance of amendment
;
but the impalpable liar, whose tongue

articulates mere accepted commonplaces, cants and babblement,

which means only, "Admire me, call me an excellent stump-
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orator !

"
of him what hope is there ? His thought, what thought

he had, lies dormant, inspired only to invent vocables and plausi-

bilities
;
while the tongue goes so glib, the thought is absent, gone

a-woolgathering ; getting itself drugged with the applausive
'

Hear,
hear !

'

what will become of such a man ? His idle thought hasO
run all to seed, and grown false and the giver of falsities; the

inner light of his mind is gone out
;

all his light is mere putridity
and phosphorescence henceforth. Whosoever is in quest of ruin,

let him with assurance follow that man
;
he or no one is on the

right road to it.

Good Heavens, from the wisest Thought of a man to the actual

truth of a Thing as it lies in Nature, there is, one would suppose,
a sufficient interval ! Consider it, and what other intervals we
introduce ! The faithfulest, most glowing word of a man is but

an imperfect image of the thought, such as it is, that dwells within

him
;
his best word will never but with error convey his thought

to other minds : and then between his poor thought and Nature's

Fact, which is the Thought of the Eternal, there may be supposed
to lie some discrepancies, some shortcomings ! Speak your sin-

cerest, think your wisest, there is still a great gulf between you
and the fact. And now, do not speak your sincerest, and, what

will inevitably follow out of that, do not think your wisest, but

think only your plausiblest, your showiest for parliamentary pur-

poses, where will you land with that guidance? I invite the

British Parliament, and all the Parliamentary and other Electors

of Great Britain, to reflect on this till they have well understood

it; and then to ask, each of himself, What probably the horo-

scopes of the British Parliament, at this epoch of World-History,

may be ?

Fail, by any sin or any misfortune, to discover what the truth of

the fact is, you are lost so far as that fact goes ! If your thought
do not image truly but do image falsely the fact, you will vainly

try to work upon the fact. The fact will not obey you, the fact

will silently resist you ;
and ever, with silent invincibility, will go

on resisting you, till you do get to image it truly instead of falsely.

No help for you whatever, except in attaining to a true image of

the fact. Needless to vote a false image true
;
vote it, revote it by

overwhelming majorities, by jubilant unanimities and universalities;

read it thrice or three hundred times, pass acts of parliament upon
it till the Statute-book can hold no more, it helps not a whit :

the thing is not so, the thing is otherwise than so
;
and Adam's
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whole Posterity, voting daily on it till the world finish, will not

alter it a jot. Can the subliraest sanhedrim, constitutional parlia-

ment, or other Collective Wisdom of the world, persuade fare not

to burn, sulphuric acid to be sweet milk, or the Moon to become

green cheese ? The fact is much the reverse : and even the

Constitutional British Parliament abstains from such arduous

attempts as these latter in the voting line
;
and leaves the multi-

plication-table, the chemical, mechanical and other qualities of

material substances to take their own course
; being aware that

voting and perorating, and reporting in Hansard, will not in the

least alter any of these. Which is indisputably wise of the British

Parliament.

Unfortunately the British Parliament does not, at present, quite
know that all manner of things and relations of things, spiritual

equally with material, all manner of qualities, entities, existences

whatsoever, in this strange visible and invisible Universe, are

equally inflexible of nature; that they will, one and all, with

precisely the same obstinacy, continue to obey their own law, not

our law
;
deaf as the adder to all charm of parliamentary eloquence,

and of voting never so often repeated ; silently, but inflexibly and

forevermore, declining to change themselves, even as sulphuric acid

declines to become sweet milk, though you vote so to the end of

the world. This, it sometimes seems to me, is not quite sufficiently

laid hold of by the British and other Parliaments just at present.

Which surely is a great misfortune to said Parliaments ! For, it

would appear, the grand point, after all constitutional improve-

ments, and such wagging of wigs in Westminster as there has

been, is precisely what it was before any constitution was yet heard

of, or the first official wig had budded out of nothing : namely, to

ascertain what the truth of your question, in Nature, really is !

Verily so. In this time and place, as in all past and in all future

times and places. Today in St. Stephen's, where constitutional,

philanthropical, and other great things lie in the mortarkit
;
even

as on the Plain of Shinar long ago, where a certain Tower, like-

wise of a very philanthropic nature, indeed one of the desirablest

towers I ever heard of, was to be built, but couldn't ! My friends,

I do not laugh ; truly I am more inclined to weep.

Get, by six-hundred and fifty-eight votes, or by no vote at all,

by the silent intimation of your own eyesight and understanding

given you direct out of Heaven, and more sacred to you than

anything earthly, and than all things earthly, a correct image of
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the fact in question, as God and Nature have made it : that is the

one thing needful; with that it shall be well with you in what-

soever you have to do with said fact. Get, by the sublimest

constitutional methods, belauded by all the world, an mcorrect

image of the fact : so shall it be other than well with you ;
so

shall you have laud from able-editors and vociferous masses of

mistaken human creatures
;
and from the Nature's Fact, continuing

quite silently the same as it was, contradiction, and that only. What
else ? Will Nature change, or sulphuric acid become sweet milk,

for the noise of vociferous blockheads ? Surely not. Nature, I

assure you, has not the smallest intention of doing so.

On the contrary, Nature keeps silently a most exact Savings-

bank, and official register, correct to the most evanescent item,

Debtor and Creditor, in respect to one and all of us
; silently

marks down, Creditor by such and such an unseen act of veracity
and heroism; Debtor to such a loud blustery blunder, twenty-
seven million strong or one unit strong, and to all acts and words

and thoughts executed in consequence of that, Debtor, Debtor,

Debtor, day after day, rigorously as Fate (for this is Fate that is

writing) ;
and at the end of the account you will have it all to pay,

my friend
;
there is the rub ! Not the infinitesimalist fraction of

a farthing but will be found marked there, for you and against

you; and with the due rate of interest you will have to pay it,

neatly, completely, as sure as you are alive. You will have to pay
it even in money if you live : and, poor slave, do you think there

is no payment but in money ? There is a payment which Nature

rigorously exacts of men, and also of Nations, and this I think

when her wrath is sternest, in the shape of dooming you to possess

money. To possess it; to have your bloated vanities fostered into

monstrosity by it, your foul passions blown into explosion by it,

your heart and perhaps your very stomach ruined with intoxication

by it; your poor life and all its manful activities stunned into

frenzy and comatose sleep by it, in one word, as the old Prophets

said, your soul forever lost by it. Your soul
;
so that, through the

Eternities, you shall have no soul, or manful trace of ever having
had a soul

;
but only, for certain fleeting moments, shall have had

a moneybag, and have given soul and heart and (frightfuler still)

stomach itself in fatal exchange for the same. You wretched

mortal, stumbling about in a God's Temple, and thinking it a

brutal Cookery-shop ! Nature, when her scorn of a slave is

divinest, and blazes like the blinding lightning against his slave-
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hood, often enough flings him a bag of money, silently saying :

" That ! Away ; thy doom is that !

"

For no man, and for no body or biggest multitude of men, has

Nature favour, if they part company with her facts and her.

Excellent stump-orator ; eloquent parliamentary dead-dog, making
motions, passing bills

; reported in the Morning Newspapers, and

reputed the '

best speaker going
'

? From the Universe of Fact he

has turned himself away ;
he is gone into partnership with the

Universe of Phantasm
;
finds it profitablest to deal in forged-notes,

while the foolish shopkeepers will accept them. Nature for such

a man, and for Nations that follow such, has her patibulary forks,

and prisons of death everlasting : dost thou doubt it ? Unhappy
mortal, Nature otherwise were herself a Chaos and no Cosmos.

Nature was not made by an Impostor ;
not she, I think, rife as

they are ! In fact, by money or otherwise, to the uttermost fraction

of a calculable and incalculable value, we have, each one of us, to

settle the exact balance in the abovesaid Savings-bank, or official

register kept by Nature : Creditor by the quantity of veracities

we have done, Debtor by the quantity of falsities and errors
;
there

is not, by any conceivable device, the faintest hope of escape from

that issue for one of us, nor for all of us.

This used to be a well-known fact
;
and daily still, in certain

edifices, steeple-houses, joss-houses, temples sacred or other, every-
where spread over the world, we hear some dim mumblement of

an assertion that such is still, what it was always and will forever

be, the fact: but meseems it has terribly fallen out of memory
nevertheless

; and, from Dan to Beersheba, one in vain looks out

for a man that really in his heart believes it. In his heart he

believes, as we perceive, that scrip will yield dividends : but that

Heaven too has an office of account, and unerringly marks down,

against us or for us, whatsoever thing we do or say or think, and

treasures up the same in regard to every creature, this I do not

so well perceive that he believes. Poor blockhead, no : he reckons

that all payment is in money, or approximately representable by

money ;
finds money go a strange course

;
disbelieves the parson

and his Day of Judgment ;
discerns not that there is any judgment

except in the small or big debt court; and lives (for the present)

on that strange footing in this Universe. The unhappy mortal,

what is the use of his
'

civilisations
'

and his
'

useful knowledges/
if he have forgotten that beginning of human knowledge ;

the

earliest perception of the awakened human soul in this world
;
the
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first dictate of Heaven's inspiration to all men? I cannot account

him a man any more
;
but only a kind of human beaver, who has

acquired the art of ciphering. He lives without rushing hourly
towards suicide, because his soul, with all its noble aspirations and

imaginations, is sunk at the bottom of his stomach, and lies torpid

there, unaspiring, unimagining, unconsidering, as if it were the

vital principle of a mere fouriooted beaver. A soul of a man,

appointed for spinning cotton and making money, or, alas, for

merely shooting grouse and gathering rent
;
to whom Eternity and

Immortality, and all human Noblenesses and divine Facts that did

not tell upon the stock-exchange, were meaningless fables, empty
as the inarticulate wind. He will recover out of that persuasion
one day, or be ground to powder, I believe !

To such a pass, by our beaverisms and our mammonisms
; by

canting of
'

prevenient grace
'

everywhere, and so boarding and lodg-

ing our poor souls upon supervenient moonshine everywhere, for

centuries long ; by our sordid stupidities and our idle babblings ;

through faith in the divine Stump-Orator, and Constitutional

Palaver, or august Sanhedrim of Orators, have men and Nations

been reduced, in this sad epoch ! I cannot call them happy Nations
;

I must call them Nations like to perish ;
Nations that will either

begin to recover, or else soon die. Recovery is to be hoped ; yes,

since there is in Nature an Almighty Beneficence, and His voice,

divinely terrible, can be heard in the world-whirlwind now, even as

from of old and forevermore. Recovery, or else destruction and

annihilation, is very certain
;
and the crisis, too, comes rapidly

on : but by Stump-Orator and Constitutional Palaver, however

perfected, my hopes of recovery have long vanished. Not by them,

I should imagine, but by something far the reverse of them, shall

we return to truth and God !

I tell you, the ignoble intellect cannot think the truth, even

within its own limits, and when it seriously tries ! And of the

ignoble intellect that does not seriously try, and has even reached

the
'

ignobleness
'

of seriously trying the reverse, and of lying
with its very tongue, what are we to expect? It is frightful to

consider. Sincere wise speech is but an imperfect corollary, and

insignificant outer manifestation, of sincere wise thought. He
whose very tongue utters falsities, what has his heart long been

doing ? The thought of his heart is not its wisest, not even its

wisest; it is its foolishest; and even of that we have a false

and foolish copy. And it is Nature's Fact, or the Thought of the
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Eternal, which we want to arrive at in regard to the matter,
which if we do not arrive at, we shall not save the matter, we
shall drive the matter into shipwreck !

The practice of modern Parliaments, with reporters sitting

among them, and twenty-seven millions mostly fools listening to

them, fills me with amazement. In regard to no thing, or fact

as God and Nature have made it, can you get so much as the

real thought of any honourable head, even so far as it, the

said honourable head, still has capacity of thought. What the

honourable gentleman's wisest thought is or would have been,

had he led from birth a life of piety and earnest veracity and

heroic virtue, you, and he himself poor deep-sunk creature, vainly

conjecture as from immense dim distances far in the rear of what

he is led to say. And again, far in the rear of what his thought

is, surely long infinitudes beyond all he could ever think, lies

the Thought of God Almighty, the Image itself of the Fact, the

thing you are in quest of, and must find or do worse ! Even

his, the honourable gentleman's, actual bewildered, falsified, vague
surmise of quasi-thought, even this is not given you ;

but only
some falsified copy of this, such as he fancies may suit the

reporters and twenty- seven millions mostly fools. And upon that

latter you are to act; with what success, do you expect?
That is the thought you are to take for the Thought of the

Eternal Mind, that double-distilled falsity of a blockheadism

from one who is false even as a blockhead !

Do I make myself plain to Mr. Peter's understanding ? Perhaps
it will surprise him less that parliamentary eloquence excites

more wonder than admiration in me
;
that the fate of countries

governed by that sublime alchemy does not appear the hopefulest

just now. Not by that method, I should apprehend, will the

Heavens be scaled and the Earth vanquished; not by that, but

by another.

A benevolent man once proposed to me, but without pointing
out the methods how, this plan of reform for our benighted world :

To cut from one generation, whether the current one or the next,

all the tongues away, prohibiting Literature too; and appoint at

least one generation to pass its life in silence.
"
There, thou one

"blessed generation, from the vain jargon of babble thou art
"
beneficently freed. Whatsoever of truth, traditionary or original,

"
thy own god-given intellect shall point-out to thee as true, that

N 2
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"thou wilt go and do. In doing of it there will be a verdict

"for thee; if a verdict of True, thou wilt hold by it, and ever
"
again do it

;
if of Untrue, thou wilt never try it more, but be

"
eternally delivered from it. To do aught because the vain hear-

"
says order thee, and the big clamours of the sanhedrim of fools,

"
is not thy lot, what worlds of misery are spared thee ! Nature's

"
voice heard in thy own inner being, and the sacred Command-

" ment of thy Maker : these shall be thy guidances, thou happy

"tongueless generation. What is good and beautiful thou shalt

"know; not merely what is said to be so. Not to talk of thy

"doings, and become the envy of surrounding flunkies, but to

"taste of the fruit of thy doings themselves, is thine. What
"the Eternal Laws will sanction for thee, do; what the Froth
"
Gospels and multitudinous long-eared Hearsays never so loudly

"bid, all this is already chaff for thee, drifting rapidly along,
" thou knowest whitherward, on the eternal winds."

Good Heavens, if such a plan were praeticable, how the chaff

might be winnowed out of every man, and out of all human

things; and ninety-nine hundredths of our whole big Universe,

spiritual and practical, might blow itself away, as mere torrents

of chaff; whole trade-winds of chaff, many miles deep, rushing

continually with the voice of whirlwinds towards a certain FIRE,
which knows how to deal with it ! Ninety-nine hundredths blown

away ;
all the lies blown away, and some skeleton of a spiritual

and practical Universe left standing for us which were true: O
Heavens, is it forever impossible, then ? By a generation that

had no tongue it really might be done; but not so easily by
one that had. Tongues, platforms, parliaments, and fourth-

estates; unfettered presses, periodical and stationary literatures:

we are nearly all gone to tongue, I think
;
and our fate is very

questionable !

Truly, it is little known at present, and ought forthwith to

become better known, what ruin to all nobleness and fruitfulness

and blessedness in the genius of a poor mortal you generally

bring about, by ordering him to speak, to do all things with

a view to their being seen ! Few good and fruitful things ever

were done, or could be done, on those terms. Silence, silence;

and be distant ye profane, with your jargonings and superficial

babblements, when a man has anything to do! Eye-service,

dost thou know what that is, poor England ? eye-service is all
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the man can do in these sad circumstances; grows to be all he

has the idea of doing, of his or any other man's ever doing, or

ever having done, in any circumstances. Sad enough. Alas, it

is our saddest woe of all
;

too sad for being spoken of at present,

while all or nearly all men consider it an imaginary sorrow on

my part !

Let the young English soul, in whatever logic-shop and non-

sense-verse establishment of an Eton, Oxford, Edinburgh, Halle,

Salamanca, or other High Finishing-School, he may be getting
his young idea taught how to speak and spout, and print sermons

and review-articles, and thereby show himself and fond patrons
that it is an idea, lay this solemnly to heart

;
this is my deepest

counsel to him ! The idea you have once spoken, if it even were

an idea, is no longer yours; it is gone from you, so much life

and virtue is gone, and the vital circulations of your self and

your destiny and activity are henceforth deprived of it. If you
could not get it spoken, if you could still constrain it into

silence, so much the richer are you. Better keep your idea while

you can : let it still circulate in your blood, and there fructify ;

inarticulately inciting you to good activities; giving to your
whole spiritual life a ruddier health. When the time does come
for speaking it, you will speak it all the more concisely, the

more expressively, appropriately ;
and if such a time should never

come, have you not already acted it, and uttered it as no words

can ? Think of this, my young friend
;
for there is nothing truer,

nothing more forgotten in these shabby gold-laced days. Incon-

tinence is half of all the sins of man. And among the many
kinds of that base vice, I know none baser, or at present half

so fell and fatal, as that same Incontinence of Tongue.
' Public

speaking,'
'

parliamentary eloquence :

'

it is a Moloch, before whom

young souls are made to pass through the fire. They enter,

weeping or rejoicing, fond parents consecrating them to the redhot

Idol, as to the Highest God : and they come out spiritually dead.

Dead enough ;
to live thenceforth a galvanic life of mere Stump-

Oratory ; screeching and gibbering, words without wisdom, without

veracity, without conviction more than skin-deep. A divine gift,

that ? It is a thing admired by the vulgar, and rewarded with

seats in the Cabinet and other preciosities; but to the wise, it

is a thing not admirable, not adorable
;
unmelodious rather, and

ghastly and bodeful, as the speech of sheeted spectres in the

streets at midnight !
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Be not a Public Orator, thou brave young British man, thou

that art now growing to be something : not a Stump-Orator,
if thou canst help it. Appeal not to the vulgar, with its long
ears and its seats in the Cabinet; not by spoken words to the

vulgar; hate the profane vulgar, and bid it begone. Appeal

by silent work, by silent suffering if there be no work, to the

gods, who have nobler than seats in the Cabinet for thee !

Talent for Literature, thou hast such a talent? Believe it not,

be slow to believe it ! To speak, or to write, Nature did not

peremptorily order thee
;
but to work she did. And know this :

there never was a talent even for real Literature, not to speak
of talents lost and damned in doing sham Literature, but was

primarily a talent for something infinitely better of the silent

kind. Of Literature, in all ways, be shy rather than otherwise,

at present ! There where thou art, work, work
;
whatsoever thy

hand findeth to do, do it, with the hand of a man, not of a

phantasm ;
be that thy unnoticed blessedness and exceeding great

reward. Thy words, let them be few, and well-ordered. Love

silence rather than speech in these tragic days, when, for very

speaking, the voice of man has fallen inarticulate to man
;
and

hearts, in this loud babbling, sit dark and dumb towards one

another. Witty, above all, O be not witty : none of us is bound

to be witty, under penalties; to be wise and true we all are,

under the terriblest penalties !

Brave young friend, dear to me, and knovm too in a sense,

though never seen, nor to be seen by me, you are, what I am
not, in the happy case to learn to be something and to do some-

thing, instead of eloquently talking about what has been and

was done and may be ! The old are what they are, and will

not alter; our hope is in you. England's hope, and the world's,

is that there may once more be millions such, instead of units

as now. Made; i fausto pcde. And may future generations,

acquainted again with the silences, and once more cognisant of

what is noble and faithful and divine, look back on ws with pity

and incredulous astonishment 1
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BY this time it is sufficiently apparent the present Editor is

not one of those who expect to see the country saved by farther
'

reforming
'

the reformed Parliament we have got. On the con-

trary, he has the sad conviction that from such Parliament never

so ingeniously reformed, there can no salvation come, but only

a speedy finale far different from salvation. It is his effort and

desire to teach this and the other thinking British man that

said finale, the advent namely of actual open Anarchy, cannot

be distant, now when virtual disguised Anarchy, long-continued
and waxing daily, has got to such a height; and that the one

method of staving-off that fatal consummation, and steering

towards the Continents of the Future, lies not in the direction of

reforming Parliament, but of what he calls reforming Downing
Street; a thing infinitely urgent to be begun, and to be strenu-

ously carried on. To find a Parliament more and more the

express image of the People, could, unless the People chanced

to be wise as well as miserable, give him no satisfaction. Not
this at all; but to find some sort of King, made in the image
of God, who could a little achieve for the People, if not their

spoken wishes, yet their dumb wants, and what they would at

last find to have been their instinctive will, which is a far

different matter usually, in this babbling world of ours.

Qualification movement, universal-suffrage movement, Reform

Association, and suchlike, this Editor does not enjoin upon his

readers; his readers whom (as every crow is known to think

her own eggs whitest) he considers to be a select class, the true

Aristocracy of England, capable of far better things than these.

Which better things, and not the worse, it is his heart's wish

to urge them upon doing. And yet, alas, how can he forbid

any reader of his, or of other people's, to join such suffrage

movement, or still more distracted Chartism of Six Points, if it
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seem hopeful ? Where we are, is no continuing. Men say :

"The finale must come, ought to come; .perhaps the sooner it

"
comes, it will be the lighter to bear. If the foul universal boil

"is to go on ripening, under mere Leave-alone and Premiers of
"
the Phantasm order, perhaps the sooner it bursts, and declares

"
itself as universal gangrene and social death, the better !

"

Good Heavens, have men computed what the bursting-out of

virtual disguised Anarchy into open undeniable Anarchy, such

as they have in the Continental countries just now, amounts
to in human affairs; what a game that of trying for cure in

the Medea's-cauldron of Revolution is ! Must we also front

the Apotheosis of Attorneyism; and know what the blackest of

terrestrial curses means ?

But if the captains of the ship are of that scandalous class who
refuse to be warned except by 'iceberg counsellors nudging them,
what are the miserable crew to do

1

? Yes, the crew had better

consider of that; they have greatly too little considered it of late.

They will find that in Nature there is no such alarming creature

as a Chief Governor of that humour, in getting round a Cape Horn
like this of ours

; that, if pity did not check our rage, there is no

such traitor in. the ship as this unconscious one ! Who, placidly

assured, nothing doubting but he is the friend of gods and men,
can stand with imperturbable attitude, quietly steering, by his old

Whig and other charts of the British Channel (as if we were still

there or thereabouts), into the yawning mouth of Chaos, on the

other side of the world
;
and call it passing the Forelands in rough

weather, or getting into Cowes, by constitutional methods, and
' remedial measures suited to the occasion.' Our heart's prayer in

those circumstances is : From such Chief Governors, good Lord

deliver us ! And if masses of the desperate common men before

the mast do invoke Chartism rather, and invite the iceberg coun-

sellors to nudge him, cannot we too well understand it ? I hope,

in other quarters of the ship there are men who know wiser

courses, and instead of inviting the iceberg counsellors and Six

Points, will direct all their strength to fling the Phantasm Captain
under hatches. It is with the view of aiding and encouraging
these latter that we now institute a few considerations upon
Parliaments generally.

Dryasdust in his lumber-masses, which he calls treatises and

histories, has not been explicit about Parliaments : but we need
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not doubt, the English Parliament, as windy a palavering and

imaginary entity as it has now grown to be, was at one time a

quite solid serious actuality, met for earnest dispatch of work

which, on the King's part and the Commonwealth's, needed abso-

lutely to be done. Reading in Eadmerus and the dim old Books,

one finds gradually that the Parliament was at first a most simple

Assemblage, quite cognate to the situation
;
that Red William, or

whoever had taken on him the terrible task of being King in

England, was wont to invite, oftenest about Christmas time, his

subordinate Kinglets, Barons as he called them, to give him the

pleasure of their company for a week or two : there, in earnest

conference all morning, in freer talk over Christmas cheer all

evening, in some big royal Hall of Westminster, Winchester, or

wherever it might be, with log-fires, huge rounds of roast and

boiled, not lacking malmsey and other generous liquor, they took

counsel concerning the arduous matters of the kingdom. "You
"
Taillebois, what have you to propose in this arduous matter ?

" Frontdeboeuf has another view; thinks, in his southern counties,

"they will go with the Protectionist movement, and repeal the
"
malt-tax, the African Squadron, and the window-duty itself.

"
Potdevin, what is your opinion of the measure

;
will it hold in

"
your parts ? So, Fitzurse disagrees, then ! Tete-d'e'toupes, speak

"
out. And first, the pleasure of a glass of wine, my infant ?

"

Thus, for a fortnight's space, they carried on, after a human

manner, their grand National Consult or Parliamentum ; inter-

mingling Dinner with it (as is still the modern method) ; debating

everything, as Tacitus describes the Ancient Germans to have

done, two times : once sober, and once what he calls
'

drunk/ not

dead-drunk, but jolly round their big table
;

that so both sides of

the matter might be seen
; and, midway between rash hope and

unreasonable apprehension, the true decision of it might be hit.

To this hour no public matter, with whatever serious argument,
can be settled in England till it have been dined upon, perhaps

repeatedly dined upon.
To King Rufus there could no more natural method present

itself, of getting his affairs of sovereignty transacted, than this

same. To assemble all his working Sub-kings about him
;
and

gather in a human manner, by the aid of sad speech and of cheer-

ful, what their real notions, opinions and determinations were. No

way of making a law, or of getting one executed when made,

except by even such a General Consult in one form or another.
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Naturally too, as in all places where men meet, there established

themselves modes of proceeding in this Christinas Farliamentum :

secretaries from the first were needed there, strict record of the

results arrived-at being indispensable : and the methods of arriv-

ing, marginally noted or otherwise, would not be forgotten : such

methods, with trials of ever new methods, accumulating, and in

the course of continual practice getting sifted, rejected, adopted,
and committed to record, the vast elaboration, now called Law of

Parliament, Privilege, Practice of Parliament, and that huge sheep-
skin quarry, in which Dryasdust bores and grovels as if the world's

or England's secret lay there, grew to be what we see.

So likewise in the time of the Edwards, when Parliament

gradually split itself into Two Houses
;
and Borough Members and

Knights of the Shire were summoned up to answer, Whether they
could stand such and such an impost ? and took upon them to

answer,
"
Yes, your Majesty ;

but we have such and such grievances

greatly in need of redress first," nothing could be more natural

and human than such a Parliament still was. And so, granting

subsidies, stating grievances, and notably widening its field in that

latter direction, accumulating new modes, and practices of Parlia-

ment greatly important in world-history, the old Parliament con-

tinued an eminently human, veracious, and indispensable entity,

achieving real work in the Centuries. Down, we may say, to the

Century of Charles First, when being constrained by unforeseen

necessity to do so, it took suddenly, like water at the boiling point,

a quite immense development of function; and performed that

new function too, to the world's and its own amazement, in an

eminently human, authentic and effectual manner, the '

supply
'

it granted his Majesty, this time (in front of Whitehall, as it ulti-

mately proved), being of a very unexpected yet by no means

unessential nature
;
and the

'

grievance
'

it now stated for redress

being the transcendent one of Compulsion towards Spiritual Night-

mare, towards Canting Idolatry, and Death Eternal, which I do

not wonder that they couldn't endure, and wouldn't ! Which

transcendent grievance, it is well known, they did get redressed,

in a most conspicuous manner, they, for the time being ;
and so

have since set all the world upon similar but far less hopeful

attempts, by methods which appear the same, and are not the

same but different.

This Long Parliament which conquered its King, and even

extinguished him, since he would in no way be quiet when con-
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quered ;
and which thus, the first of such Assemblages, declared

that it was Sovereign in the Nation, and more royal than any

King who could be there, has set a flaming pattern to all the

world, which now after centuries all the world is fruitlessly bent to

emulate. This ever-memorable Long Parliament is definable, both

in regard to its destinies in History, and to its intrinsic collective

and individual worth among Deliberative Assemblies, as the Acme
of Parliaments

;
the highest that it lay in them to be, or to do, in

human affairs. The consummation, this, and slow cactus-flowerage

of the parliamentary tree among mankind, which blossoms only in

thousands of years, and is seen only once by men : the Father, this,

of all Congresses, National Conventions and sublunary Parliaments

that have since been.

But what I had to remark of this Long Parliament, and of its

English predecessors generally from the times of Rufus downwards,
is their perfect veracity of purpose, their exact adaptation to get-

ting the business done that was in hand. Supplies did, in some

way, need to be granted ; grievances, such as never fail, did in

some way need to be stated and redressed. The silent Peoples
had their Parliamentum ; and spake by it to their Kings who

governed them. In all human Government, wherever a man will

attempt to govern men, this is a function necessary as the breath

of life : and it must be said the old European Populations, and the

fortunate English best of all, did this function well. The old

Parliaments were authentic entities
;
came upon indispensable

work
;
and were in earnest to their very finger-ends about getting

it done. No conclave of railway directors, met with closed doors

upon the sacred cause of scrip and dividends, could be more intent

upon the business necessary, or be more appropriate for it, than

those old Parliaments were.

In modern Parliaments, again, indeed ever down from the Long
Parliament, I note a sad gradual falling-off in this matter of

'veracity,' which, alas, means a falling-off in all real use, or

possible advantage, there can be to mankind in such Institutions.

The Parliament, if we examine well, has irrevocably lost certain of

its old functions, which it still pretends to do
;
and has got certain

new functions, which it never can do, and yet pretends to be doing :

a doubly fatal predicament for the Parliament. Its functions

growing ever more confused in this twofold way, the position of the

Parliament has become a false, and has gradually been becoming
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an impossible one, in modem affairs. While on the other hand,

the poor Parliament, little conscious of all that, and long dimly

struggling to remedy all that, and exist amidst it; or in later

years, still more fatally admitting all that, and quietly consenting
to exist beside it without remedy, has had to distort and pervert
its poor activity in all manner of ways ;

and at length has diffused

itself into oceans of windy talk reported in Hansard ; has grown,
in short, a National Palaver

;
and is, as I said lately, one of the

strangest entities this sun ever looked down upon. For, I think,

a National Palaver recognised as Sovereign, a solemn Convocation

of all the Stump-Orators in the Nation to come and govern us,

was not seen in the earth till recently. I consider it has been

reserved for these our Latter Generations
;
a product long ripening

for us from afar
;

and would fain hope that, like the Long Parlia-

ment, or acme and consummate flower in any kind, it can only be

a transient phenomenon 1

Some functions that are and continue real the Parliament still

has; and these it becomes infinitely necessary to dissever, and

extricate alive, from the ocean of unreality in which they swim.

Unreality is death, to Parliaments and to all things. The real

functions whatsoever they are, these, most certainly, are all the

good we shall ever get of Parliament ;
and the question now is,

Shall said good be drowned, or not be drowned, in the immeasur-

able accompaniment of imaginary functions which are evil and

falsity, and that only ?

In the way of changed times I note two grand modern facts,

omitting many minor, which have, one of them irrevocably, and

the other hopelessly for the present, altered from top to bottom

the function and position of all Parliaments
;
and which do now

fatally vitiate their procedure everywhere, rendering much of what

they do a superfluity, a mere hypocrisy, or noxious grimace ;
and

thus infecting even what is real in their function with a windy

falsity, lamentable to behold and greatly requiring to be altered :

Fact first, the existence of an Unfettered Press, with its perennial

ever-increasing torrent of morning newspapers, pamphlets, books :

fact second, that there is now no King present in Parliament
;
no

King now there, the King having vanished, in front of Whitehall,

long since ! Fact first I take to be unalterable. Complete altera-

tion of fact second I discern to be distant, but likewise to be

indispensable and inevitable; and to require urgently here and
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now (by New Downing Streets or otherwise) a strenuous beginning,
from all good citizens who would do any reform in their generation.
Both facts together have dislocated every joint of the old arrange-

ment, and made the modern Parliament a new creature
;
and

whosoever means to work reform there, will either open his eyes,

and keep them open, to both these facts, or work only mischief

and ruin.

In countries that can stand a Free Press, which many cannot,

but which England, thanks to her long good training, still can, it

is evident the National Consult or real Parliamentary Debate goes
on of itself, everywhere, continually. Is not the Times newspaper
an open Forum, open as never Forum was before, where all mortals

vent their opinion, state their grievance, all manner of grievances,

from loss of your umbrella in a railway, to loss of your honour and

fortune by unjust sovereign persons ? One grand branch of the

Parliament's trade is evidently dead forever ! And the beautiful

Elective Parliament itself is nothing like so living as it used to be.

If' we will consider it, the essential truth of the matter is, every
British man can now elect himself to Parliament without consult-

ing the hustings at all. If there be any vote, idea or notion in

him, on any earthly or heavenly thing, cannot he take a pen, and

therewith autocratically pour forth the same into the ears and

hearts of all people, so far as it will go ? Precisely so far
; and,

what is a great advantage too, no farther. The discussion of

questions goes on, not in St. Stephen's now, but from Dan to

Beersheba by able-editors and articulate-speaking creatures that

can get others to listen to them. This is the fact
;
and it demands

to be attended to as such, and will produce changes, I think, by
and by.

What is the good of men collected, with effort, to debate on the

benches of St. Stephen's, now when there is a Times Newspaper ?

Not the discussion of questions ; only the ultimate voting of them

(a very brief process, I should think
!) requires to go on, or can

veritably go on, in St. Stephen's now. The honourable gentleman
is oftenest very wearisome in St. Stephen's now : his and his Con-

stituency's Aye or No,- is all we want of the honourable gentleman
there

;
all we are ever like to get of him there, could it but be

had without admixtures ! If your Lordship will reflect on it, you
will find it an obsolete function, this debating one of his ; useless

* O '

in these new times, as a set of riding postboys would be, along the
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line of the Great Western Railway. Loving my life, and time

which is the stuff of life, I read no Parliamentary Debates, rarely

any Parliamentary Speech ;
but I am told there is not, once in the

seven years, the smallest gleam of new intelligence thrown on any

matter, earthly or divine, by an honourable gentleman on his legs

in Parliament. Nothing offered you but wearisome, dreary, thrice-

boiled colewort
;

a bad article at first, and served and again served

in Newspapers and Periodical and other Literatures, till even the

inferior animals would recoil from it. Honourable gentlemen
have complained to myself that under the sky there was not such

a bore. What is or can be the use of this, your Lordship ?

Let an honourable gentleman who has colewort, or stump-oratory
of that kind, send it direct to the Times; perhaps they will

print it for him, and then all persons can read it there who hope
instruction from it. If the Times refuse to print it, let the honour-

able gentleman, if still so minded, print it at his own expense ;
let

him advertise it at a penny the gross, distribute it gratis as hand-

bill, or even offer a small reward per head to any citizen that will

read it : but if, after all, no body of citizens will read it even for

a reward, then let the honourable gentleman retire into himself,

and consider what such omens mean I So much I take to be fair,

or at least unavoidable in a free country : Let every creature try to

get his opinion listened to
;
and let honourable gentlemen who can

print their own stump-oratory, and offer the public a reward for

using it, by all means do so. But that, when no human being will

incline or even consent to have their said oratory, they can get

upon their legs in Parliament and pour it out still, to the burden-

ing of many Newspapers, to the boring of their fellow-creatures,

and generally to the despair of all thinking citizens in the com-

munity : this is and remains, I must crave to say, an infatuation,

and, whatever respectable old coat you put upon it, is fast growing
a nuisance which must be abated.

Still more important for a Parliament is the question : King

present there, or no King ? Certain it always is, and if forgotten,

it much requires to be brought to mind, that a Parliament acting
in the character of a body to be consulted by the sovereign ruler,

or executive King of a Nation, differs immensely from a Parliament

which is itself to enact the sovereign ruler, and to be supreme over

all things; not merely giving its advice, its remonstrance, dissent

or assent, and leaving the ruler still to decide with that new
illumination

;
but deciding of itself, and by its Yes or its No
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peremptorily ordering all things to be or not to be. These, I say,

are two extremely different characters for a Parliament to enact >

and they necessitate all manner of distinctions, of the most vital

nature, in our idea of a Parliament
;
so that what applies with full

force to a Parliament acting the former character, will not apply
at all to one enacting the latter : nay Avhat is of the highest benefit

in the former kind of Parliament, may not only in the latter kind

be of no benefit, but be even of the fatalest detriment, and bring
destruction to the poor Parliament itself and to all that depends
thereon.

It is first of all, therefore, to be inquired, Whether your Parlia-

ment is actually in practice the Adviser of the Sovereign ;
or is the

Sovereign itself ? For the distinction is profound ; goes down to

the very roots of Parliament and of the Body Politic : and if you
confound the two kinds of Parliaments, and apply to the one the

psalmodyings and celebratings of constitutional doctors (very rife

through the eighteenth century), which were meant for the other,

and were partly true of the other, but are altogether false of this,

you will set forth in a radically wrong course, and will advance

incessantly, with whatever psalmodyings of your own or of the

world's, to a goal you are like to be much surprised at ! Under
which of these two descriptions the British Parliament of our time

falls, no one can need to be informed. Apart from certain thin

fictions, and constitutional cobwebs which it is not expected any
one should not see through, our Parliament is the sovereign ruler

and real executive King of this Empire ;
and constitutional men,

who for a century past have been singing praises to that sublime

Institution in its old character, are requested to look at it in this

new one, and see what praises it has earned for itself there.

Hitherto, in these last fifteen years since it has worked without

shackle in that new character, one does not find its praises mount

very high ! The exercise of English Sovereignty, if that mean

governance of the Twenty-seven million British souls and guidance
of their temporal and eternal interests towards a good issue, does

not seem to stand on the very best footing just at present ! Not

as a Sovereign Ruler of the Twenty-seven million British men,
or heroic guide of their temporal or their eternal interests, has the

reformed Parliament distinguished itself as yet, but otherwise only

if at all.

In fact, there rises universally the complaint, and expression of

surprise, That our reformed Parliament cannot get on with any
PAMPHLETS. O
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kind of work, except that of talking, which does not serve much
;

and the Chief Minister has been heard lamenting, in a pathetic

manner, that the Business of the Nation (meaning thereby the

voting of the supplies) was dreadfully obstructed
;

and that it

would be difficult for him to accomplish the Business of the

Nation (meaning thereby the voting of the supplies), if honourable

gentlemen would not please to hold their tongues a little. It is

really pathetic, after a sort; and unless parliamentary eloquence
will suffice the British Nation, and its businesses and wants, one

sees not what is to become of us in that direction. For, in fine,

the tragic experience is dimly but irrepressibly forcing itself on all

the world, that our British Parliament does not shine as Sovereign
Ruler of the British Nation

;
that it was excellent only as Adviser

of the Sovereign Ruler; and has not, somehow or other, the art

of getting work done
;
but produces talk merely, not of the most

instructive sort for most part, and in vortexes of talk is not

unlike to submerge itself and the whole of us, if help come not !

My own private notion, which I invite all reformed British

citizens to reflect on, is and has for a long time been, That this dim

universal experience, which points towards very tragic facts, will

more and more rapidly become a clear universal experience, and

disclose a tragic law of Nature little dreamt of by constitutional

men of these times. That a Parliament, especially a Parliament

with Newspaper Reporters firmly established in it, is an entity
which by its very nature cannot do work, but can do talk only,

which at times may be needed, and at other times again may be

very needless. Consider, in fact, a body of Six-hundred and fifty-

eight miscellaneous persons set to consult about 'business' with

Twenty-seven millions mostly fools assiduously listening to them,
and checking and criticising them : was there ever since the

world began, will there ever be till the world end, any
'

business
'

accomplished in these circumstances ? The beginning of all busi-

ness everywhere, as all practical persons testify, is decidedly this,

That every man shut his mouth, and do not open it again till his

thinking and contriving faculty have elaborated something worth

articulating. Which rule will much abridge the flow of speech in

such assemblies ! This, however, is the preliminary fundamental

rule for business
;
and this, alas, is precisely the rule which cannot

be attended to in constitutional Parliaments.

Add now another most unfortunate condition, That your Parlia-

mentary Assembly is not very much in earnest, not at all
' dread-
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fully in earnest/ to do even the best it can
;

that in general
the Nation it represents is no longer an earnest Nation, but a

light, sceptical, epicurean one, which for a century has gone along

smirking, grimacing, cutting jokes about all things, and has not

been bent with dreadful earnestness on anything at all, except on

making money each member of it for himself: here, certainly

enough, is a Parliament that will do no business except such as

can be done in sport ;
and unfortunately, it is well known, almost

none can be done in that way. To which Parliament, in the centre

of such a Nation, introduce now assiduous Newspaper Reporters,
and six yards of small type laid on all breakfast-tables every

morning : alas, are not the Six-hundred and fifty-eight miscella-

neous gentlemen, who sit to do sovereign business in such circum-

stances, verily a self-contradiction, a solecism in Nature, Nature

having appointed that business shall not be done in that way ?

Incapable they of doing business
; capable of speech only, and this

none of the best. Speech which, as we can too well see, whether

it be speech to the question and to the wise men near, or
'

speech
to Buncombe

'

(as the Americans call it), to the distant constituencies

and the twenty-seven millions mostly fools, will yearly grow more

worthless as speech, and threaten to finish by becoming burden-

some to gods and men !

So that the sad conclusion, which all experience, wherever it has

been tried, is fatally making good, appears to be, That Parliaments,

admirable as Advising Bodies, and likely to be in future universally

useful in that capacity, are, as Ruling and Sovereign Bodies,

not useful, but useless or worse. That a Sovereign with nine-

hundred or with six-hundred and fifty-eight heads, all set to talk

against each other in the presence of thirty-four or twenty-seven
or eighteen millions, cannot do the work of sovereignty at all; but

is smitten with eternal incompetence for that function by the

law of Nature itself. Such, alas, is the sad conclusion
;
and in

England, and wherever else it is tried, a sad experience will rapidly
make it good.

Only perhaps in the United States, which alone of countries can

do without governing, every man being at least able to live, and

move-off into the wilderness, let Congress jargon as it will, can

such a form of so-called
' Government '

continue, for any length of

time, to torment men with the semblance, when the indispensable
substance is not there. For America, as the citizens well know, is

an "unparalleled country," with mud soil enough and fierce sun
o 2
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enough in the Mississippi Valley alone to grow Indian corn for all

the extant Posterity of Adam at this time
;

what other country
ever stood in such a case ?

'

Speeches to Buncombe/ and a con-

stitutional battle of the Kilkenny cats, which in other countries

are becoming tragical and unendurable, may there still fall under

the comical category. If indeed America should ever experience a

higher call, as is likely, and begin to feel diviner wants than that

of Indian corn with abundant bacon and molasses, and unlimited

scope for all citizens to hunt dollars, America too will find that

caucuses, division-lists, stump-oratory and speeches to Buncombe
will not carry men to the immortal gods ;

that the Washington

Congress, and constitutional battle of Kilkenny cats is, there as

here, naught for such objects; quite incompetent for such; and,

in fine, that said sublime constitutional arrangement will require
to be (with terrible throes, and travail such as few expect yet)

remodelled, abridged, extended, suppressed ;
torn asunder, put

together again ;
not without heroic labour, and effort quite other

than that of the Stump-Orator and the Revival Preacher, one day !

Thus if the first grand branch of parliamentary business, that of

stating grievances, has fallen to the Unfettered Presses, and become

quite dead for Parliaments, infecting them with mere hypocrisy
when they now try it, the second or new grand branch of business

intrusted to them, and passionately expected and demanded of

them, is one which they cannot do
;

fche attempt and pretence to

do which can only still farther involve them in hypocrisy, in fatal

cecity, stump-oratory, futility, and the faster accelerate their doom,
and ours if we depend on them.

We may take it as a fact, and should lay it to heart everywhere,
That no Sovereign Ruler with six-hundred and fifty-eight heads,

set to rule twenty-seven millions, by continually talking in the

hearing of them all, can for the life of it make a good figure in

that vocation
;
but must by nature make a bad figure, and ever a

worse and worse, till, some good day, by soft recession or by rude

propulsion, as the Omnipotent Beneficence may direct, it get
relieved from said vocation.

In the whole course of History I have heard of only two

Parliaments of the sovereign sort, that did the work of sovereignty
with some effect : the National Convention, in Paris, during the

French Revolution; and the Long Parliament, here at London,

during our own. Not that the work, in either case, was perfect ;
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far enough from that
;
but with all imperfections it was got done

;

and neither of these two workers proved to be quite futile, or a

solecism in its place in the world. These two Parliaments suc-

ceeded, and did not fail. The conditions, however, were peculiar;

not likely to be soon seen again.

In the first place, of both these Parliaments it can be said

that they were
'

dreadfully in earnest
;

'

in earnest as no Parlia-

ments before or since ever were. Nay indeed, in the end, it had

become a matter of life or death with them. But apart from that

latter consideration, in the Long Parliament especially, nothing
so astonishes a modern man as the serious, solemn, nay devout,

religiously earnest spirit in which almost every member had come

up to his task. For the English was yet a serious devout Nation,

as in fact it intrinsically still is, and ever tends and strives to

be
;
this its poor modern levity, sceptical knowingness, and sniffing

grinning humour, being forced en it, and sitting it very ill : ever

a devout Nation, I say ;
and the Divine Presence yet irradiated

this poor Earth and its business to most men
;
and to all Englishmen

the Parliament, we can observe, was still what their Temple was

to the ancient Hebrews; the most august of terrestrial objects,

into which when a man entered, he felt that he was standing on

holy ground. Literally so
;
and much is the modern man sur-

prised at it
;
and only after much reluctance can he admit it to be

credible, to be certain and visible among our old fathers there.

In which temper alone, is there not sure promise of work being

done, under any circumstances whatsoever ? Given any lamest

Talking Parliament, with its Chartisms or its starving Irish, and

a starving world getting all into pike-points round it
; given the

saddest natural solecism discoverable in the Eaith or under the

Earth
;

inform it with this noble spirit, it will from the first hour

become a less sad solecism
;

it will, if such divine spirit hold in

it, and nerve its continual efforts, cease at last to be a solecism,

find by self-sacrifice or otherwise become a veracity, and get itself

adopted by Nature.

But secondly, what likewise is of immense significance, the Long
Parliament had no Reporters. Very far from that; no Member
himself durst so much as whisper to any extraneous mortal,

without leave given, what went on within those sacred walls.

Solemn reprimand from the Speaker, austere lodgment in the

Tower, if he did. If a patriot stranger, coming up on express

pilgrimage from the country, chance to gaze in from the Lobby
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too curiously on the august Assemblage (as once or twice happens),
he is instantly seized by the fit usher

; led, pale as his shirt, into

the floor of the honourable House, Speaker Lenthall's and four

hundred other pairs of Olympian eyes transfixing him, that it

be there ascertained, Whether the Tower, the Tarpeian rock, or

what in Nature or out of it, shall be the doom of such a man ! A
silent place withal, though a talking one

; hermetically sealed
;
no

whisper to be published of it, except what the honourable House

itself directs. Let a modern honourable member, with his re-

porters' gallery, his strangers' gallery, his female ventilator, and

twenty-seven millions mostly fools listening to him at Buncombe,
while all at hand are asleep, consider what a fact is that old one !

But thirdly, what also is a most important fact in this question,

the Long Parliament, after not many months of private debating,

split itself fairly in to two parties ;
and the Opposition party

fairly rode away, designing to debate in another manner thence-

forth. What an abatement of parliamentary eloquence in that

one fact by itself, is evident enough ! The Long Parliament, for

all manner of reasons, for these three and for others that could

be given, was an unexampled Parliament properly indeed, as I

sometimes define it, the Father of all Parliaments which have sat

since in this world !

The French Convention did its work, too; and this under

circumstances intrinsically similar, much as they differed out-

wardly. No Parliament more '
in earnest

'

ever sat in any country
or time; and indeed it was the Parliament of a Nation, all in

deadly earnest; gambling against the world for life or for death.

The Convention had indeed Reporters; and encountered much

parliamentary eloquence at its starting, and underwent strange

handlings and destinies in consequence; but we know how it

managed with its parliamentary eloquence, and got that reduced

to limits, when once business did behove to be done ! The Con-

vention, its Girondins and opposition parties once thrown out,

had its Committee of Salut PuUique, consisting of Twelve, of

Nine, or even properly of Three
;
in whose hands lay all sovereign

business, and the whole terrible task of ascertaining what was to

be done. Of which latter, the latter being itself so immense, so

swift and imperatively needful, all parliamentary eloquence was to

be the enforcement and publisher and recorder merely. And
whatever eloquent heads chose to obstruct this sovereign Com-
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mittee, the Convention had its guillotine, and swiftly rid itself of

these and of their eloquence. Whereby business went on, without

let on that side
;
and actually got itself done !

These are the only instances I know, of Parliaments that

succeeded in the business of Government
;
and these I think are

not inviting instances to the British reformer of this day. Rather

what we may call paroxysms of parliamentary life, than instances

of what could be continuously expected of any Parliament, or

perhaps even transiently wished of any. They were the appropriate,

and as it proved, the effectual organism for Periods of a quite
transcendent character in National Life

;
such as it is not either

likely or desirable that we should see, except at very long intervals,

in human affairs.

The fact is, Parliaments have had two great blows, in modern
times

;
and are now in a manner quite shorn of their real strength,

and what is still worse, invested with an imaginary. Faust of

Mentz, when he invented ' movable types,' inflicted a terrible blow

on Parliaments
; suddenly, though yet afar off, reducing them to

a mere scantling of their former self, and taking all the best

business out of their hands. Then again John Bradshaw, when he

ordered the hereditary King to vanish, in front of Whitehall, and

proclaimed that Parliament itself was King, John, little conscious

of it, inflicted a still more terrible blow on Parliaments
; appointing

them to do (especially with Faust too, or the Morning Newspaper,

gradually getting in) what Nature and Fact had decided they could

never do. In which doubly fatal state, with Faust busier than

ever among them, they continue at this moment, working towards

strange issues, I do believe !

Or, speaking in less figurative language, our conclusion is, first,

That Parliaments, while they continued, as our English ones long

did, mere Advisers of the Sovereign Ruler, were invaluable insti-

tutions ;
and did, especially in periods when there was no Times

Newspaper, or other general Forum free to every citizen who had

three fingers and a smattering of grammar, deserve well of

mankind, and achieve services for which we should be always

grateful. This is conclusion first. But then, alas, equally irrefra-

gable comes conclusion second, That Parliaments when they get

to try, as our poor British one now does, the art of governing by
themselves as the Supreme Body in the Nation, make no figure

in that capacity, and can make none, but by the very nature of
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the case are unable to do it. Only two instances are on record

of Parliaments having, in any circumstances, succeeded as Govern-

ing Bodies
;
and it is even hoped, or ought to be, by men generally,

that there may not for another thousand years be a third !

As not only our poor British Parliament of those years and

decades, but all the sudden European Parliaments at Paris,

Frankfort, Erfurt and elsewhere, are Parliaments which undertake

that second or impossible function of governing as Parliaments,

and must either do it, or sink in black anarchy one knows not

whitherward, the horoscope of Parliaments is by no means

cheering at present ;
and good citizens may justly shudder, if their

anticipations point that way, at the prospect of a Chartist Parlia-

ment here. For your Chartist Parliament is properly the con-

summation of that fatal tendency, towards the above-mentioned

impossible function, on the part of Parliaments. A tendency not

yet consummated with us
;
for we still have other fragments of old

Authority lodged elsewhere than in the Parliament, which still

struggle here and there to accomplish a little governing, though
under strange conditions : and to instal a Parliament of the Six

Points would be precisely to extinguish with the utmost rapidity

all such fragments, and solemnly by National Charter and Six

Points to bid the Parliament,
" Be supreme King over us, thou,

in all respects; and rule us, thou, since it is impossible for

thee!"

These are serious considerations, sufficient to create alarm and

astonishment in any constitutional man. But really it grows
late in the day with constitutional men

;
and it is time for them

to look up from their Delolme. If the constitutional man will

take the old Delolme-Bentham spectacles off his nose, and look

abroad into the Fact itself with such eyes as he may have, I

consider he will find that reform in matters social does not now

mean, as he has long sleepily fancied, reform in Parliament alone

or chiefly or perhaps at all. My alarming message to him is, that

the thing we vitally need is not a more and more perfectly elected

Parliament, but some reality of a Ruling Sovereign to preside over

Parliament
;
that we have already got the former entity in some

measure, but that we are farther than ever from the road towards

the latter
;
and that if the latter be missed and not got, there is

no life possible for us. A New Downing Street, an infinitely

reformed Governing Apparatus; there some hope might lie. A
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Parliament, any conceivable Parliament, continuing to attempt the

function of Governor, can lead us only into No-Government which

is called Anarchy ;
and the more '

reformed
'

or Democratic you
make it, the swifter will such consummation be.

Men's hopes from a Democratic or otherwise reformed Parliament

are various, and rather vague at present ;
but surely this, as the

ultimate essence, lies and has always lain in the heart of them all :

That hereby we shall succeed better in doing the commandment
of Heaven, instead of everywhere violating or ignoring Heaven's

commandment, and incurring Heaven's curse, as now. To ascertain

better and better what the will of the Eternal was and is with

us, what the Laws of the Eternal are, all Parliaments, Ecumenic

Councils, Congresses, and other Collective Wisdoms, have had this

for their object. This or else nothing easily conceivable, except
to merit damnation for themselves, and to get it too ! Nevertheless,

in the inexplicable universal votings and debatings of these Ages,
an idea or rather a dumb presumption to the contrary has gone

idly abroad
;
and at this day, over extensive tracts of the world,

poor human beings are to be found, whose practical belief it is

that if we '

vote
'

this or that, so this or that will thenceforth lie.

" Who's to decide it ?
"

they all ask, as if the whole or chief

question lay there.
" Who's to decide it ?

"
asks the irritated

British citizen, with a sneer in his tone.
" Who's to decide it ?

"

asks he, oftener than any other question of me. Decide it, O irritated

British citizen ? Why, thou, and I, and each man into whose

living soul the Almighty has breathed a gleam of understanding ;

we are all, and each of us for his own self, to decide it : and woe
will befall us, each and all, if we don't decide it aright ; according
as the Almighty has already

'

decided
'

it, as it has been appointed
to be and to continue, before all human decidings and after them
all!

Practically men have come to imagine that the Laws of this

Universe, like the laws of constitutional countries, are decided by
voting ;

that it is all a study of division-lists, and for the Universe

too, depends a little on the activity of the whipper-in. It is an

idle fancy. The Laws of this Universe, of which if the Laws of

England are not an exact transcript, they should passionately study
to become such, are fixed by the everlasting congruity of things,

and are not fixable or changeable by voting ! Neither properly,
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we say, are the Laws of England, or those of any other land never

so republican or red-republican, fixable or changeable by that poor
foolish process; not at all, O constitutional Peter, much as it

may astonish you 1 Voting is a method we have agreed upon
for settling temporary discrepancies of opinion as to what is law

or not law, in this small section of the Universe called England : a

good temporary method, possessing some advantages ;
which does

settle the discrepancy for the moment. Nay, if the votings were

sincere and loyal, we might have some chance withal of being

right as to the question, and of settling it blessedly forever;

though again, if the votings are insincere, selfish, almost professedly

disloyal, and given under the influence of beer and balderdash, we
have the proportionate sad chance of being wrong, and so settling

it under curses, to be fearfully unsettled again !

For I must remark to you, and reiterate to you, that a con-

tinued series of votings transacted incessantly for sessions long,

with three-times-three readings, and royal assents as many as you
like, cannot make a law the thing which is no law. No, that

lies beyond them. They can make it a sheepskin Act of Parlia-

ment; and even hang men (though now with difficulty) for not

obeying it : and this they reckon enough ;
the idle fools ! I tell

you and them, it is a miserable blunder, this self-styled
' law

'

of

theirs
;
and I for one will study either to have no concern with

it,

or elge by all judicious methods to disobey said blundering impious

pretended
'

law.' In which sad course of conduct, very unpleasant
to my feelings, but needful at such times, the gods and all good

men, and virtually these idle fools themselves, will be on my side
;

and so I shall succeed at length, in spite of obstacles
;
and the

pretended 'law' will take down its gibbet-ropes, and abrogate

itself, and march, with the town-drum beating in the rear of it,

and beadles scourging the back of it, and ignominious idle clamour

escorting it, to Chaos, one day; and the Prince of Darkness,
Father of Delusions, Devil, or whatever his name be, who is and

was always its true proprietor, will again hold possession of it,

much good may it do him !

My friend, do you think, had the united Posterity of Adam voted,

and since the Creation done nothing but vote, that three and three

were seven, would this have altered the laws of arithmetic; or

put to the blush the solitary Cocker who continued to assert

privately that three and three were six ? I consider, not. And is

arithmetic, think you, a thing more fixed by the Eternal, than the
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laws of justice are, and what the right is of man towards man ?

The builder of this world was Wisdom and Divine Foresight, not

Folly and Chaotic Accident. Eternal Law is silently present,

everywhere and everywhen. By Law the Planets gyrate in their

orbits
; by some approach to Law the Street-Cabs ply in their

thoroughfares. No pin's point can you mark within the wide

circle of the All where God's Laws are not. Unknown to you, or

known (you had better try to know them a little
!) inflexible,

righteous, eternal
;
not to be questioned by the sons of men.

Wretched being, do you hope to prosper by assembling six-hundred

and fifty-eight poor creatures in a certain apartment, and getting

them, after debate, and "
Divide, 'vide, 'vide," and report in the

Times, to vote that what is not is ? You will carry it, you, by your

voting and your eloquencing and babbling ;
and the adamantine

basis of the Universe shall bend to your third reading, and paltry

bit of engrossed sheepskin and dog-latin ? What will become

of you ?

Unless perhaps the Almighty Maker has forgotten this miser-

able anthill of a Westminster, of an England ;
and has no Laws in

force here which are of moment to him ? Not here and now
;

only in Judea, and distant countries at remote periods of time ?

Confess it, Peter, you have some cowardly notion to that effect,

though ashamed to say so ! Miserable soul ! Don't you notice

gravitation here, the law of birth and of death, and other laws ?

Peter, do you know why the Age of Miracles is past ? Because

you are become an enchanted human ass (I grieve to say it) ;
and

merely bray parliamentary eloquence ; rejoice in chewed gorse,

scrip coupons, or the like
;
and have no discernible

'

Religion,'

except a degraded species of Phallus-Worship, whose liturgy is

in the Circulating Libraries !

In Parliaments, Constitutional Conclaves and Collective Wis-

doms, it is too fatally certain there have been many things approved

of, which it was found on trial Nature did not approve but disap-

prove. Nature told the individual trying to lead his life by such

rule, No ;
the Nation of individuals, No. " Not this way, my

"
children, though the wigs that prescribed it were of great size,

" and the bowowing they enforced it with was loud
;
not by this

"
way is victory and blessedness attainable

; by other ways than
"
this. Only stagnation, degradation, choked sewers, want of pota-

"
toes, uncultivated heaths, overturned mud-cabins, and at length
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"Chartism, street-barricades, Red Republic, and Chaos come again,
"
will prove attainable by this !

"

Here below there is but one thing needful; one thing; and

that one will in nowise consent to be dispensed with ! He that

can ascertain, in England or elsewhere, what the laws of the

Eternal are and walk by them voted for or unvoted, with him it

will be well
;
with him that misses said laws, and only gets himself

voted for, not well. Voting, in fact, Peter, is a thing I value

but little in any time, and almost at zero in this. Not a divine

thing at all, my poor friend, but a human
;
and in the beer-and-

balderdash case, whatever constitutional doctors may say, almost a

brutal. Voting, never a divine Apollo, was once a human Bottom

the Weaver; and, so long as he continued in the sane and sin-

cere state, was worth consulting about several things. But alas,

enveloped now in more stump-oratory, cecity, mutinous imbecility,

and sin and misery, he is now an enchanted Weaver, wooed by the

fatuous Queen of constitutional Faery, and feels his cheek hairy
to the scratch. Beer rules him, and the Infinite of Balderdash;
and except as a horse might vote for tares or hard beans, he had

better, till he grow wise again, hardly vote at all. I will thank

thee to take him away, into his own place, which is very low

down indeed
;
and to put in the upper place something infinitely

worthier. You ask what thing; in a triumphant manner, with

erect ear and curved tail, O hapless quadruped ? How can I tell

you what thing ? I myself know it, and every soul still human
knows it, or may know

;
but to the soul that has fallen asinine,

and thinks the Laws of God are to be voted for, it is unknowable.

'
If of ten men nine are recognisable as fools, which is a common

'

calculation,' says our Intermittent Friend,
'

how, in the name of
'

wonder, will you ever get a ballot-box to grind you out a wisdom
' from the votes of these ten men ? Never by any conceivable
'

ballot-box, nor by all the machinery in Bromwicham or out of it,

4

will you attain such a result. Not by any method under Heaven,

'except by suppressing, and in some good way reducing to zero,
' nine of those votes, can wisdom ever issue from your ten.

' Why men have got so universally into such a fond expectation ?

' The reason might lead us far. The reason, alas, is, men have, to

'a degree never before exampled, forgotten that there is fixed
' eternal law in this Universe

;
that except by coming upon the

'dictates of that, no success is possible for any nation or creature.
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' That we should have forgotten this, alas, here is an abyss of

'vacuity in our much-admired opulence, which the more it is

' looked at saddens the thinking heart the more.

'And yet,' continues he elsewhere, 'it is unavoidable and indis-

'pensable at present. With voting and ballot-boxing who can
'

quarrel, as the matter stands ? I pass it without quarrel ; nay
'

say respectfully,
" Good speed to you, poor friends : Heaven send

'you not only a good voting-box, but something worth voting

'for! Sad function yours, giving plumpers or split-votes for or
'

against such a pair of human beings, and such a set of human
'

causes. Adieu !

" '

And yet surely, not in England only, where the Institution is

like a second nature to us, but in all countries where men have

attained any civilisation, it is good that there be a Parliament.

Morning Newspapers, and other temporary or permanent changes
of circumstances, may much change and almost infinitely abridge
its function, but they never can abolish it. Under whatever

reformed Downing Street, or indispensable new King, of these

New Eras, England be governed, its Parliament too will continue

indispensable. And it is much to be desired that all men saw

clearly what the Parliament's real function, in these changed times

of newspaper reporters and imaginary kings, had grown to be.

We must set it to its real function
; and, at our peril and its,

restrict it to that! Its real function is the maximum of all we
shall be able to get out of it. Wrap it in never so many sheep-

skins, and venerabilities of use-and-wont, you will not get it per-
suaded to do what its real function is not. Endless derangement,

spreading into futility on every side, and ultimate ruin even to its

real function, will result to you from setting it to work against
what Nature and Fact have appointed for it. Your Dray-wagon,
excellent for carting beer along the streets, start not with it from

the chimney-tops, as Chariot of the Sun; for it will not act in that

capacity !

As a '

Collective Wisdom
'

of Nations the talking Parliament, I

discern too well, can never more serve. Wisdom dwells not with

stump-oratory; to the stump-orator Wisdom has waved her sad and

peremptory farewell. A Parliament, speaking through reporters

to Buncombe and the Twenty-seven millions mostly fools, has

properly given up that function
;
that is not now the function it
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attempts. But even as the Condensed Folly of Nations; Folly
bound up into articulate masses, and able to say Yes and No for

itself, it will much avail the Governing Man ! To know at what

pitch the widespread Folly of the Nation now stands, what may
safely be attempted with said Folly, and what not safely : this too

is very indispensable for the Governing Man. Below this function,

in the maddest times and with Faust of Mentz reverberating every
madness ad infinitum, no Parliament can fall.

Votes of men are worth collecting, if convenient. True, their

opinions are generally of little wisdom, and can on occasion reach

to all conceivable and inconceivable degrees of folly; but their

instincts, where these can be deciphered, are wise and human
;

these, hidden under the noisy utterance of what they call their

opinions, are the unspoken sense of man's heart, and well deserve

attending to. Know well what the people inarticulately feel, for

the Law of Heaven itself is dimly written there; nay do not

neglect, if you have opportunity, to ascertain what they vote and

say. One thing the stupidest multitude at a hustings can do,

provided only it be sincere : Inform you how it likes this man or

that, this proposed law or that.
"
I do not like thee, Dr. Fell

;
the

reason why I cannot tell," and perhaps indeed there is no reason
;

nevertheless let the Governor too be thankful to know the fact,
'

full well
;

'

for it may be useful to him. Nay the multitude, even

when its nonsense is not sincere, but produced in great part by
beer and stump-oratory, will yet by the very act of voting feel

itself bound in honour
;
and so even in that case it apprises you,

" Such a man, such a law, will I accept, being persuaded thereto
"
by beer and stump-oratory, and having polled at hustings for

" the same."

Beyond doubt it will be useful, will be indispensable, for the

King or Governor to know what the mass of men think upon

public questions legislative and administrative; what they will

assent to willingly, what unwillingly; what they will resist with

superficial discontents and remonstrances, what with obstinate de-

termination, with riot, perhaps with armed rebellion. No Governor

otherwise can go along with clear illumination on his path, how-

ever plain the loadstar and ulterior goal be to him
;
but at every

step he must be liable to fall into the ditch
;
to awaken he knows

not what nests of hornets, what sleeping dogkennels, better to be

avoided. By all manner of means let the Governor inform himself

of all this. To which end, Parliaments, Free Presses, and suchlike
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are excellent; they keep the Governor fully aware of what the

People, wisely or foolishly, think. Without in some way knowing
it with moderate exactitude, he has not a possibility to govern at

all. For example, the Chief Governor of Constantinople, having
no Parliament to tell it him, knows it only by the frequency of

incendiary fires in his capital, the frequency of bakers hanged at

their shop-lintels ;
a most inferior cx-postfacto method ! Profitable

indisputably, essential in all cases where practicable, to know clearly

what and where the obstacles are. Marching with noble aim, with

the heavenly loadstars ever in your eye, you will thus choose your

path with the prudence which is also noble, and reach your aim

surely, if more slowly.

With the real or seeming slowness we do not quarrel. The

winding route, on uneven surfaces, may often be the swiftest
;
that

is a point for your own prudences, practical sagacities, and qualities

as a King : the indispensable point, for both you and us, is that you
do always advance, unresting if unhasting, and know in every fibre

of you that arrive you must. Rigidly straight routes find some

admiration with the vulgar, and are rather apt to please at hust-

ings ;
but we know well enough they are no clear sign of strength

of purpose. The Leming-rat, I have been told, travelling in

myriads seaward from the hills of Norway, turns not to the right

or the left: if these rats meet a haystack, they eat their way
through it

;
if a stone house, they try the same feat, and not

being equal to eating the house, climb the walls of it, pour over

the roof of it, and push forward on the old line, swimming or

ferrying rivers, scaling or rounding precipices; most consistent

Leming-rats. And what is strange, too, their errand seaward is

properly none. They all perish, before reaching the sea, or of

hunger on the sand-beach
;
their consistent rigidly straight journey

was a journey no-whither ! I do not ask your Lordship to imitate

the Leming-rat.

But as to universal suffrage, again, can it be proved that, since

the beginning of the world, there was ever given a universal

vote in favour of the worthiest man or thing ? I have always
understood that true worth, in any department, was difficult to

recognise ;
that the worthiest, if he appealed to universal suffrage,

would have but a poor chance. John Milton, inquiring of uni-

versal England what the worth of Paradise Lost was, received for

answer, Five Pounds Sterling. George Hudson, inquiring in like
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manner what his services on the railways might be worth, received

for answer (prompt temporary answer), Fifteen Hundred Thousand

ditto. Alas, Jesus Christ asking the Jews what he deserved, was

not the answer, Death on the gallows ! Will your Lordship
believe me, I feel it almost a shame to insist on such truisms.

Surely the doctrine of judgment by vote of hustings has sunk now,
or should be fast sinking, to the condition of obsolete with all but

the commonest of human intelligences. With me, I must own, it

has never had any existence. The mass of men consulted at hust-

ings, upon any high matter whatsoever, is as ugly an exhibition of

human stupidity as this world sees.

Universal suffrage assembled at hustings, I will consult it

about the quality of New- Orleans pork, or the coarser kinds of

Irish butter
;
but as to the character of men, I will if possible ask

it no question : or if the question be asked and the answer given,
I will generally consider, in cases of any importance, that the said

answer is likely to be wrong, that I have to listen to the said

answer and receive it as authentic, and for my own share to go,

and with whatever strength may lie in me, do the reverse of the

same. Even so, your Lordship ;
for how should I follow a multi-

tude to do evil ? There are such things as multitudes all full of

beer and nonsense, even of insincere factitious nonsense, who by

hypothesis cannot but be wrong. Or what safety will there be in

a thousand or ten thousand brawling potwallopers, or blockheads

of any rank whatever, if the Fact, namely the whole Universe

and the Eternal Destinies, be against me ? These latter I for my
share will try to follow, even if alone in doing so. It will be better

for me.

Your Lordship, there are fools, cowards, knaves, and gluttonous
traitors true only to their own appetite, in immense majority, in

every rank of life
;
and there is nothing frightfuler than to see

these voting and deciding !

" Not your way, my unhappy brothers,
"
shall it be decided

; no, not while I, and
' a company of poor men

'

"
you may have heard of, live in this world. Vote it as you please,"

my friend Oliver was wont to say or intimate
;

" vote it so, if you
"
like

;
there is a company of poor men that will spend all their

" blood before they see it settled so !

"
Who, in such sad moments,

but has to hate the profane vulgar, and feel that he must and will

debar it from him ! And alas, the vulgarest vulgar, I often find,

are not those in ragged coats at this day ;
but those in fine,

superfine, and superfinest ;
the more is the pity ! Superfine coat
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symbolically indicates, like official stamp and signature, Banlt-

of-England Thousand-Pound Note; and blinkard owls, in city

and country, accept it cheerfully as such : but look closer, you

may find it mere Bank of Elegance ; a flash-note travelling towards

the eternal Fire
;

and will have nothing to do with it, you, I

hope !

Clearly enough, the King in constitutional countries would wish

to ascertain all men's votes, their opinions, volitions on all manner

of matters
;
that so his whole scene of operations, to the last cranny

of it, might be illuminated for him, and he, wherever he were

working, might work with perfect knowledge of the circumstances

and materials. But the King, New Downing Street, or whatever

the Sovereign's name is, will be a very poor King indeed if ne

admit all these votes into his system of procedure, and transform

them into acts
;

indeed I think, in that case, he will not be long
for this world as a King ! No : though immense acclamation attend

him at the first outset in that course, every volition and opinion

finding itself admitted into the poor King's procedure, yet unless

the volitions and opinions are wise and not foolish, not the smallest

ultimate prosperity can attend him; and all the acclamations of

the world will not save him from the ignominious lot which Nature

herself has appointed for all creatures that do not follow the Law
which Nature has laid down.

You ask this and the other man what is his opinion, his notion,

about varieties of things : and having ascertained what his notion

is, and carried it off as a piece of information, surely you are

bound, many times, most times if you are a wise man, to go directly

in the teeth of it, and for his sake and for yours to do directly the

contrary of it. Any man's opinion one would accept ;
all men's

opinion, could it be had absolutely without trouble, might be worth

accepting. Nay on certain points I even ask my horse's opinion :

as to whether beans will suit him at this juncture, or a truss of

tares; on this and the like points I carefully consult my horse;

gather, by such language as he has, what my horse's candid opinion
as to beans or the truss of tares is, and unhesitatingly follow the

same. As what prudent rider would not ? There is no foolishest

man but knows one and the other thing more clearly than any the

wisest man does
;
no glimmer of human or equine intelligence but

can disclose something which even the intelligence of a Newton,

not present in that exact juncture of circumstances, would not

PAMPHLETS. P
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otherwise have ascertained. To such length you would gladly
consult all equine, and much more all human intelligences : to

such length ; and, strictly speaking, not any farther.

Of what use towards the general result of finding out what it is

wise to do, which is the one thing needful to all men and nations,

can the fool's vote be ? It is either coincident with the wise

man's vote, throwing no new light on the matter, and therefore

superfluous; or else it is contradictory, and therefore still more

superfluous, throwing mere darkness on the matter, and imper-

atively demanding to be annihilated, and returned to the giver
with protest. Woe to you if you leave that valid ! There are

expressions of volition too, as well as of opinion, which you collect

from foolish men, and even from inferior creatures : these can do

you no harm, these it may be very beneficial for you to have and

know; but these also, surely it is often imperative on you to

contradict, and would be ruinous and baleful for you to follow.

You have to apprise the unwise man, even as you do the unwiser

horse :

" On the truss of tares I took your vote, and have cheerfully
"
fulfilled it

;
but in regard to choice of roads and the like, I regret

"
to say you have no competency whatever. No, my unwise friend,

" we are for Hammersmith and the West, not for Highgate and the
" Northern parts, on this occasion : not by that left turn, by this
" turn to the right runs our road

; thither, for reasons too intricate
"
to explain at this moment, it will behove thee and me to go :

"
Along, therefore !

"

" But how ?
"
your Lordship asks, and all the world with you :

" Are not two men stronger than one
;
must not two votes carry it

"over one?" I answer: No, nor two thousand nor two million.

Many men vote; but in the end, you will infallibly find, none

counts except the few who were in the right. Unit of that class,

against as many zeros as you like ! If the King's thought is

according to the will of God, or to the law appointed for this

Universe, I can assure your Lordship the King will ultimately

carry that, were he but one in it against the whole world.

It is not by rude force, either of muscle or of will, that one man
can govern twenty men, much more twenty millions of men. For

the moment, if "all the twenty are stark against his resolution

never so wise, the twenty for the moment must have their foolish

way ;
the wise resolution, for the moment, cannot be carried. Let

their votes be taken, or known (as is often possible) without

taking ;
and once well taken, let them be weighed, which latter
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operation, also an essential one for the King or Governor, is very
difficult. If the weight be in favour of the Governor, let him in

general proceed ; cheerfully accepting adverse account of heads,

and dealing wisely with that according to his means
;

often

enough, in pressing cases, flatly disregarding that, and walking

through the heart of it
;

for in general it is but frothy folly and

loud -blustering rant and wind.

I have known minorities, and even small ones by the account of

heads, do grand national feats long memorable to all the world,

in these circumstances. Witness Cromwell and his Puritans; a

minority at all times, by account of heads; yet the authors or

saviours, as it ultimately proved, of whatsoever is divinest in the

things we can still reckon ours in England. Minority by tale of

heads
;
but weighed in Heaven's balances, a most clear majority :

this
'

company of poor men that will spend their blood rather,' on

occasion shown, it has now become a noble army of heroes, whose

conquests were appointed to endure forever. Indeed it is on such

terms that grand national and other feats, by the sons of Adam,
are generally done. Not without risk and labour to the doers of

them
;
no surely, for it never was an easy matter to do the real

will of a Nation, much more the real will of this Universe in

respect to a Nation. No, that is difficult and heroic
; easy as it is

to count the voting heads of a Nation at any time, and do the

behests of their beer and balderdash
; empty behests, very different

from even their 'will,' poor blockheads, to say nothing of the

Nation's will and the Universe's will ! Which two, especially
which latter, are alone worth doing.
But if not only the number but the weight of votes preponderate

against your Governor, he, never so much in the right, will find it

wise to hold his hand
;
to delay, for a time, this his beneficent

execution, which is ultimately inevitable and indispensable, of

Heaven's Decrees; the Nation being still unprepared. He will

leave the bedarkened Nation yet a while alone. What can he do

for it, if not even a small minority will stand by him ? Let him
strive to enlighten the Nation

;
let him pray, and in all ways

endeavour, that the Nation be enlightened, that a small minority

may open their eyes and hearts to the message of Heaven, which

he, heavy-laden man and governor, has been commissioned to see

done in this transitory earth, at his peril ! Heaven's message, sure

enough, if it be true
;
and Hell's if it be not, though voted for by

innumerable two-legged animals without feathers or with !

P 2
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On the whole, honour to small minorities, when they are genuine
ones. Severe is their battle sometimes, but it is victorious always
like that of gods. Tancred of Hauteville's sons, some eight
centuries ago, conquered all Italy; bound it up into organic

masses, of vital order after a sort
;
founded thrones and princi-

palities upon the same, which have not yet entirely vanished,

which, the last dying wrecks of which, still wait for some worthier

successor, it would appear. The Tancred Normans were some
Four Thousand strong; the Italy they conquered in open fight,

and bound up into masses at their ordering will, might count

Eight Millions, all as large of bone, as eupeptic and black-

whiskered as they. How came the small minority of Normans to

prevail in this so hopeless-looking debate ? Intrinsically, doubt it

not, because they were in the right ; because, in a dim, instinctive,

but most genuine manner, they were doing the commandment of

Heaven, and so Heaven had decided that they were to prevail.

But extrinsically also, I can see, it was because the Normans were

not afraid to have their skin scratched
;
and were prepared to die

in their quarrel where needful. One man of that humour among
a thousand of the other, consider it ! Let the small minority,

backed by the whole Universe, and looked on by such a cloud of

invisible witnesses, fall into no despair.

What is to become of Parliament in the New Era, is less a

question with me than what is to become of Downing Street.

With a reformed Downing Street strenuously bent on real and not

imaginary management of our affairs, I could foresee all manner

of reform to England and its Parliament
;
and at length in the

gradual course of years, that highest acme of reform to Parlia-

ment and to England, a New Governing Authority, a real and not

imaginary King set to preside there. With that, to my view,

comes all blessedness whatsoever; without that comes, and can

come, nothing but, with ever-accelerated pace, ANARCHY ;
or the

declaration of the fact that we have no Governor, and have long
had none.

For the rest, Anarchy advances as with seven-league boots, in

these years. Either some New Downing Street and Incipiency

of a real Hero-Kingship again, or else Chartist Parliament, with

Apotheosis of Attorneyism, and Anarchy very undeniable to all

the world : one or else the other, it seems to me, we shall soon
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have. Under a real Kingship the Parliament, we may rest satis-

fied, would gradually, with whatever difficulty, get itself inducted

to its real function, and restricted to that, and moulded to the form

fittest for that. If there can be no reform of Downing Street, I

care not much for the reform of Parliament. Our doom, I perceive,

is the Apotheosis of Attorneyism ;
into that blackest of terrestrial

curses we must plunge, and take our fate there like the others.

For the sake both of the New Downing Street and of whatever

its New Parliament may be, let us add here, what will vitally con-

cern both these Institutions, a few facts, much forgotten at present,
on the general question of Enfranchisement

;
and therewith end.

Who is slave, and eternally appointed to be governed ;
who free,

and eternally appointed to govern ? It would much avail us all

to settle this question.

Slave or free is settled in Heaven for a man
;
acts of parliament

attempting to settle it on earth for him, sometimes make sad work

of it. Now and then they correctly copy Heaven's settlement in

regard to it
; proclaim audibly what is the silent fact,

" Here is a

free man, let him be honoured !

" and so are of the nature of a

God's Gospel to other men concerned. Far oftenest they quite

miscopy Heaven's settlement, and copy merely the account of the

Ledger, or some quite other settlement in regard to it
; proclaiming

with an air of discovery, "Here is a Ten-pounder; here is a
"
Thousand-pounder ; Heavens, here is a Three-million pounder,

"
is not he free ?

"
Nay they are wont, here in England for some

time back, to proclaim in the gross, as if it had become credible

lately, all two-legged animals without feathers to be '

free.'
" Here

"
is a distressed Nigger," they proclaim,

" who much prefers idleness
"
to work, should not he be free to choose which ? Is not he a

" man and brother ? Clearly here are two legs and no feathers :

"let us vote him Twenty millions for enfranchisement, and so
"
secure the blessing of the gods !

"

My friends, I grieve to remind you, but it is eternally the fact :

Whom Heaven has made a slave, no parliament of men nor power
that exists on Earth can render free. No

;
he is chained by fetters

which parliaments with their millions cannot reach. You can label

him free; yes, and it is but labelling him a solecism, bidding
him be the parent of solecisms wheresoever he goes. You can give
him pumpkins, houses of tenpound rent, houses of ten-thousand

pound : the bigger candle you light within the slave-image of him,
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it will but show his slave-features on the larger and more hideous

scale. Heroism, manful wisdom is not his : many things you can

give him, but that thing never. Him the Supreme Powers marked
in the making of him, slave ; appointed him, at his and our peril,

not to command but to obey, in this world. Him you cannot

enfranchise, not him
; to proclaim this man free is not a God's

Gospel to other men
;

it is an alarming Devil's Gospel to himself

and to us all. Devil's Gospel little feared in these days ;
but

brewing for the whole of us its big oceans of destruction all the

same. States are to be called happy and noble in so far as they
settle rightly who is slave and who free; unhappy, ignoble, and

doomed to destruction, as they settle it wrong.
We may depend on it, Heaven in the most constitutional

countries knows well who is slave, who is not. And with regard
to voting, I lay it down as a rule, No real slaves vote is other than

a nuisance, whensoever or wheresoever or in what manner soever

it be given. That is a truth, No slave's vote
; and, alas, here is

another not quite so plain, though equally certain, That as Nature

and severe Destiny, not mere act of Parliament and possession of

money-capital, determine a man's slavehood, so, by these latter,

it has been, in innumerable instances, determined wrong just at

present ! Instances evident to everybody, and instances suspected

by nobody but the more discerning : the fact is, slaves are in a

tremendous majority everywhere ;
and the voting of them (not to

be got rid of just yet) is a nuisance in proportion. Nuisance of

proportionally tremendous magnitude, properly indeed the grand
fountain of all other nuisances whatsoever.

For it is evident, could you entirely exclude the slave's vote,

and admit only the heroic free man's vote, folly, knavery, falsity,

gluttonous imbecility, lowmindedness and cowardice had, if not

disappeared from the earth, reduced themselves to a rigorous

minimum in human affairs; the ultimate New Era, and best

possible condition of human affairs, had actually come. This is

what I always pray for; rejoicing in everything that furthers it,

sorrowing for everything that furthers the reverse of it. And

though I know it is yet a great way off, I know also either that it

is inevitably coming, or that human society, and the possibility of

man's living on this earth, has ended. And so for England too,

nay I think for England most and soonest of all, it will be behoove-

ful that we attain some rectification, innumerable rectifications, in

regard to this essential matter
;
and contrive to bid our Heaven's
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free men vote, and our Heaven's slaves be silent, with infinitely

more correctness than at present. Either on the hither brink of

that black sea of Anarchy, wherein other Nations at present lie

drowning and plunging, or after weltering through the same, if we

can welter, it will have to be attained. In some measure, in

some manner, attained : life depends on that, death on the missing

of that.

New definitions of slavery are pressingly wanted just now.

The definition of a free man is difficult to find, so that all men
could distinguish slave from free

; found, it would be invaluable !

The free man once universally recognised, we should know him

who had the privilege to vote and assist in commanding, at least

to go himself uncommanded. Men do not know his definition

well at present ;
never knew it worse

;
hence these innumerable

sorrows.

The free man is he who is loyal to the Laws of this Universe
;

who in his heart sees and knows, across all contradictions, that

injustice cannot befall him here
;
that except by sloth and cowardly

falsity evil is not possible here. The first symptom of such a man
is not that he resists and rebels, but that he obeys. As poor Henry
Marten wrote in Chepstow Castle long ago,

"
Reader, if them an oft-told tale wilt trust,

Thou'lt gladly do and suffer what thou must."

Gladly ;
he that will go gladly to his labour and his suffering, it is

to him alone that the Upper Powers are favourable and the Field

of Time will yield fruit.
' An oft-told tale,' friend Harry ;

all the

noble of this world have known it, and in various dialects have
striven to let us know it \ The essence of all

'

religion
'

that was
and that will be, is to make men free. Who is he that, in this

Life-pilgrimage, will consecrate himself at all hazards to obey God
and God's servants, and to disobey the Devil and his ? With pious
valour this free man walks through the roaring tumults, invincibly
the way whither he is bound. To him in the waste Saharas,

through the grim solitudes peopled by galvanised corpses and
doleful creatures, there is a loadstar

;
and his path, whatever those

of others be, is towards the Eternal. A man well worth consult-

ing, and taking the vote of, about matters temporal ;
and properly

the only kind of man. Though always an exceptional, this was
once a well-known man. He has become one of the rarest now

;
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but is not yet entirely extinct
;
and will become more plentiful,

if the Gods intend to keep this Planet habitable long.

Him it were vain to try to find always without mistake
; alas, if

he were in the majority, this world would be all 'a school of

virtue,' which it is far from being. Nevertheless to him, and in

all times to him alone, belongs the rule of this world : that he be

got to rule, that he be forbidden to rule and not got, means salva-

tion or destruction to the world. Friend Peter, I am perfectly

deliberate in calling this the truest doctrine of the constitution

you have ever heard. And I recommend you to learn it gradu-

ally, and to lay it well to heart
;

for without it there is no

salvation, and all other doctrines of the constitution are leather

and prunella. Will any mass of Chancery parchments, think you,
of respectablest traditions and Delolme philosophies, save a man
or People that . forgets this, from the eternal fire ? There does

burn such a fire everywhere under this green earth-rind of ours,

and London pavements themselves (as Paris pavements have done)
can start up into sea-ridges, with a horrible.' trough of the sea,'

if the fire-flood urge !

To this man, I say, belongs eternally the government of the

world. Where he reigns, all is blessed
;
and the gods rejoice, and

only the wicked make wail. Where the contrary of him reigns,

all is accursed
;

and the gods lament, and will, by terrible

methods, rectify the matter by and by ! Have you forbidden this

man to rule ? Obey he cannot where the Devil and his servants

rule
;
how can he ? He must die thrice ruined, damned by the

gods, if he do. He will retire rather, into deserts and rocky inac-

cessibilities, companion to wild-beasts, to the dumb granites and

the eternal stars, far from you and your affairs. You and your

affairs, once well quit of him, go by a swift and ever swifter road !

I would recommend your Lordship to attack straightway, by the

IndvjStrial Regiments or better otherwise, that huge Irish and

British Pauper Question, which is evidently the father of questions

for us, the lowest level in our '

universal stygian quagmire ;

'

and to

try whether (without ballot-box) there are no '

kings
'

discoverable

in England who would rally round you, in practical attempt
towards draining said quagmire from that point. And to be swift

about it
;

for the time presses, and if your Lordship is not ready,

1 think the ballot-boxes and the six points are fast getting ready 1
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AT St. Ives in Huntingdonshire, where Oliver Cromwell farmed

and resided for some years, the people have determined to attempt
some kind of memorial to that memorable character. Other

persons in other quarters seem to be, more or less languidly, taking

up the question ;
in Country Papers I have read emphatic leading-

articles, recommending and urging that there should be a '

People's

Statue' of this great Oliver, Statue furnished by universal con-

tribution from the English People; and set up, if possible, in

London, in Huntingdon, or failing both these places, in St. Ives,

or Naseby Field. Indeed a considerable notion seems to exist

in the English mind, that some brass or stone acknowledgment
is due to Cromwell, and ought to be paid him. So that the

vexed question,
'

Shall Cromwell have a Statue ?
'

appears to be

resuscitating itself; and the weary Public must prepare to agitate

it again.

Poor English Public, they really are exceedingly bewildered with

Statues at present. They would fain do honour to somebody, if

they did but know whom or how. Unfortunately they know
neither whom nor how

; they are, at present, the farthest in the

world from knowing ! They have raised a set of the ugliest

Statues, and to the most extraordinary persons, ever seen under

the sun before. Being myself questioned, in reference to the New
Houses of Parliament some years ago, "Shall Cromwell have a
" Statue ?

"
I had to answer, with sorrowful dubiety :

" Cromwell ?

" Side by side with a sacred Charles the Second, sacred George the

''Fourth, and the other sacred Charleses, Jameses, Georges, and

"Defenders of the Faith, I am afraid he wouldn't like it! Let
" us decide provisionally, No." And now again as to St. Ives

and the People's Statue, is it not to be asked in like manner :

" Who are the '

People
'

? Are they a People worthy to build
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"
Statues to Cromwell

;
or worthy only of doing it to Hudson ?

"

This latter is a consideration that will lead us into far deeper and

more momentous than sculptural inquiries ;
and I will request the

reader's excellent company into these for a little.

The truth is, dear Reader, nowhere, to an impartial observant

person, does the deep-sunk condition of the English mind, in these

sad epochs ;
and how, in all spiritual or moral provinces, it has long

quitted company with fact, and ceased to have veracity of heart,

and clearness or sincerity of purpose, in regard to> such matters,

more signally manifest itself, than in this affair of Public Statues.

Whom doth the king delight to honour ? that is the question of

questions concerning the king's own honour. Show me the man

you honour
;
I know by that symptom, better than by any other,

what kind of man you yourself are. For you show me there what

your ideal of manhood is
;
what kind of man you long inexpressibly

to be, and would thank the gods, with your whole soul, for being
if you could.

In this point of view, it was always matter of regret with me
that Hudson's Statue, among the other wonders of the present age,

was not completed. The 25,OOOZ. subscribed, or offered as oblation,

by the Hero-worshippers of England to their Ideal of a Man, awoke

many questions as to what outward figure it could most profitably

take, under the eternal canopy; questions never finally settled;

nor ever now to be settled, now when the universal Hudson

ragnarok, or '

twilight of the gods/ has arrived, and it is too clear

no statue or cast-metal image of that Incarnation of the English
Vishnu will ever be molten now ! Why was it not set up ;

that

the whole world might see it
;
that our '

Religion
'

might be seen,

mounted on some figure of a Locomotive, garnished with Scrip-

rolls proper ;
and raised aloft in some conspicuous place, for

example, on the other arch at Hyde-Park Corner ? By all oppor-

tunities, especially to all subscribers and pious sacrificers to the

Hudson Testimonial, I have earnestly urged : Complete your Sin-

Offering ; buy, with the Five-and-twenty Thousand Pounds, what

utmost amount of brazen metal and reasonable sculptural super-
vision it will cover, say ten tons of brass, with a tolerable sculptor :

model that, with what exactness Art can, into the enduring Brass

Portrait and Express Image of King Hudson, as he receives the

grandees of this country at his levees or soirees and couchees
;
mount

him on the highest place you can discover in the most crowded

thoroughfare, on what you can consider the pinnacle of the English
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world : I assure you he will have beneficial effects there. To all

men who are struggling for your approbation, and fretting their

poor souls to fiddlestrings because you will not sufficiently give it,

I will say, leading them to the foot of the Hudson mount of vision :

"
See, my worthy Mr. Rigmarole ;

consider this surprising Copper
"
Pyramid, in partly human form : did the celestial value of men's

"
approbation ever strike you so forcibly before ? The new Apollo

"Belvidere this, or Ideal of the Scrip Ages. What do you
" think of it ? Allah Ilallah ; there is still one God, you see, in

"
England ;

and this is his Prophet. Let it be a source of heal-

"
ing to you, my unhappy Mr. Rigmarole ;

draw from it
' uses

"
of terror,' as the old divines said

;
uses of amazement, of new

"
wisdom, of unutterable reflection upon the present epoch of the

"world!"

For, in fact, there was more of real worship in the affair of

Hudson than is usual in such. The practical English mind has its

own notions as to the Supreme Excellence; knows -the real from

the spurious Avatar of Vishnu ;
and does not worship without its

reasons. The practical English mind, contemplating its divine

Hudson, says with what remainder of reverence is in it :

"
Yes, you

" are something like the Ideal of a Man
; you are he I would give

"
my right arm and leg, and accept a potbelly, with gout, and an

"
appetite for strong-waters, to be like ! You out of nothing can

" make a world, or huge fortune of gold. A divine intellect is in

"you, which Earth and Heaven, and Capel Court itself acknow-
"
ledge ;

at the word of which are done miracles. You find a

"dying railway; you say to it, Live, blossom anew with scrip;
" and it lives, and blossoms into umbrageous flowery scrip, to
" enrich with golden apples, surpassing those of the Hesperides,
" the hungry souls of men. Diviner miracle what god ever did ?

"
Hudson, though I mumble about my thirty-nine articles, and

"the service of other divinities, Hudson is my god, and to him
" I will sacrifice this twenty-pound note : if perhaps he will be
"
propitious to me ?

"

Object not that there was a mixed motive in this worship of

Hudson; that perhaps it was not worship at all. Undoubtedly
there were two motives mixed, but both of them sincere, as often

happens in worship.
'

Transcendent admiration
'

is defined as the

origin of sacrifice
;
but also the hope of profit joins itself. If by

sacrificing a goat, or the like trifle, to Supreme Jove, you can get

Supreme Jove's favour, will not that, for one, be a good investment ?
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Jove is sacrificed to, and worshipped, from transcendent admiration :

but also, in part, men of practical nature worship him as pumps
are primed, give him a little water, that you may get from him a

river. O god-like Hudson, O god-recognising England, why was

not the partly anthropomorphous Pyramid of Copper cast, then,

and set upon the pinnacle of England, that all men might have

seen it, and the sooner got to understand these things! The

twenty-five-thousand-pound oblation lay upon the altar at the

Bank; this monstrous Copper Vishnu of the Scrip Ages might
have been revealed to men, and was not. Unexpected obstacles

occurred. In fact, there rose from the general English soul, lying

dumb and infinitely bewildered, but not yet altogether dead, poor

wretch, such a growl of inarticulate amazement, at this unexpected
Hudson Apotheosis, as alarmed the pious worshippers ;

and their

Copper Pyramid remains unrealised
;
not to be realised to all

eternity now, or at least not till Chaos come again, and the ancient

mud-gods have dominion ! The Ne-plus-ultra of Statue-building
was within sight; but it was not attained, it was to be forever

unattainable.

If the world were not properly anarchic, this question
' Who

shall have a Statue ?
'

would be one of the greatest and most

solemn for it. Who is to have a Statue ? means, Whom shall we
consecrate and set apart as one of our sacred men ? Sacred

;
that

all men may see him, be reminded of him, and, by new example
added to old perpetual precept, be taught what is real worth in

man. Whom do you wish us to resemble ? Him you set on a

high column, that all men, looking on it, may be continually

apprised of the duty you expect from them. What man to set

there, and what man to refuse forevermore the leave to be set

there : this, if a country were not anarchic as we say, ruleless,

given up to the rule of Chaos, in the primordial fibres of its being,
would be a great question for a country !

And to the parties themselves, lightly as they set about it, the

question is rather great. Whom shall I honour, whom shall I

refuse to honour ? If a man have any precious thing in him at

all, certainly the most precious of all the gifts he can offer is his

approbation, his reverence to another man. This is his very soul,

this fealty which he swears to another : his personality itself, with

whatever it has of eternal and divine, he bends here in reverence

before another. Not lightly will a man give this, if he is still a
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man. If he is no longer a man, but a greedy blind two-footed

animal,
' without soul, except what saves him the expense of salt

and keeps his body with its appetites from putrefying ;

'

alas, if

he is nothing now but a human money-bag and meat-trough, it is

different ! In that case his
' reverence

'

is worth so many pounds

sterling ;
and these, like a gentleman, he will give willingly. Hence

the British Statues, such a populace of them as we see. British

Statues, and some other more important things ! Alas, of how

many unveracities, of what a world of irreverence, of sordid debase-

ment, and death in
'

trespasses and sins/ is this light unveracious

bestowal of one's approbation the fatal outcome ! Fatal in its

origin ;
in its developments and thousandfold results so fatal. It

is the poison of the universal Upas-tree, under which all human

interests, in these bad ages, lie writhing as if in the last struggle

of death. Street-barricades rise for that reason, and counterfeit

kings have to shave-off their whiskers, and fly like coiners; and

it is a world gone mad in misery, by bestowing its approbation

wrong !

Give every man the meed of honour he has merited, you have

the ideal world of poets ;
a hierarchy of beneficences, your noblest

man at the summit of affairs, and in every place the due gradation
of the fittest for that place : a maximum of wisdom works and

administers, followed, as is inevitable, by a maximum of success.

It is a world such as the idle poets dream of, such as the active

poets, the heroic and the true of men, are incessantly toiling to

achieve, and more and more realise. Achieved, realised, it never

can be
;
striven after and approximated to, it must forever be,

woe to us if at any time it be not ! Other aim in this Earth we
have none. Renounce such aim as vain and hopeless, reject it

altogether, what more have you to reject ? You have renounced

fealty to Nature and its Almighty Maker
; you have said practi-

cally,
" We can flourish very well without minding Nature and her

" ordinances
; perhaps Nature and the Almighty what are they ?

"A Phantasm of the brain of Priests, and of some chimerical

"persons that write Books?" "Hold!" shriek others wildly:
" You incendiary infidels

; you should be quiet infidels, and
" believe ! Haven't we a Church ? Don't we keep a Church,
"
this long while

;
best-behaved of Churches, which meddles with

"nobody, assiduously grinding its organs, reading its liturgies,
"
homiletics, and excellent old moral horn-books, so patiently as

'

" Church never did ? Can't we doff our hat to it : even look ia
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"upon it occasionally, on a wet Sunday; and so, at the trifling
"
charge of a few millions annually, serve loth God and the Devil ?

"
Fools, you should be quiet infidels, and believe !

"

To give our approval aright, alas, to do every one of us

what lies in him, that the honourable man everywhere, and he

only have honour, that the able man everywhere be put into

the place which is fit for him, which is his by his eternal right :

is not this the sum of all social morality for every citizen of this

world ? This one duty perfectly done, what more could the world

have done for it? The world in all departments and aspects
of it were a perfect world

; everywhere administered by the best

wisdom discernible in it, everywhere enjoying the exact maximum
of success and felicity possible for it. Imperfectly, and not per-

fectly done, we know this duty must always be. Not done at

all; no longer remembered as a thing which God and Nature

and the Eternal Voices do require to be done, alas, we see

too well what kind of a world that ultimately makes for us!

A world no longer habitable for quiet persons ;
a world which

in these sad days is bursting into street-barricades, and pretty

rapidly turning-out its 'Honoured Men,' as intrusive dogs are

turned out, with a kettle tied to their tail. To Kings, Kaisers,

Spiritual Papas and Holy Fathers, there is universal
"
Apage !

Depart thou
; go thou to the Father of thee !

"
in a huge world-

voice of mob-musketry and sooty execration, uglier than any ever

heard before.

Who's to have a Statue ? The English, at present, answer this

question in a very off-hand manner. So far as I can ascertain

the method they have, it is somewhat as follows.

Of course, among the many idle persons to whom an unfor-

tunate world has given money and no work to do, there must

be, with or without wisdom (without, for most part), a most

brisk demand for work. Work to do is very desirable, for those

that have only money and not work. "Alas, one cannot buy
sleep in the market !

"
said the rich Farmer-general. Alas, one

cannot buy work there
; work, which is still more indispensable.

One of these unfortunates with money and no work, whose

haunts lie in the dilettante line, among Artists' Studios, Picture-

Sales, and the like regions, an inane kingdom much frequented

by the inane in these times, him it strikes, in some inspired

moment, that if a public subscription for a Statue to somebody
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could be started, good results would follow. Perhaps some Artist,

to whom he is Maecenas, might be got to do the Statue; at

all events there would be extensive work and stir going ou,

whereby the inspired dilettante, for his own share, might get

upon committees, see himself named in the newspapers; might
assist in innumerable consultations, open utterances of speech
and balderdash

; and, on the whole, be comfortably present, for

years to come, at something of the nature of
' a house on fire :

'

house innocuously, nay beneficently on fire : a very Goshen to

an idle man with money in his pocket.
This is the germ of the idea

;
now make your idea an action.

Think of a proper Somebody. Almost anybody much heard

of in the newspapers, and never yet convicted of felony ;
a

conspicuous commander-in-chief, duke no matter whether of

Wellington or of York
;

successful stump-orator, political in-

triguer; lawyer that has made two hundred thousand pounds;

scrip-dealer that has made two thousand thousand : anybody
of a large class, we are not particular, he will be your proper

Somebody. You are then to get a brother idler or two to unite

his twenty-pound note to yours : the fire is kindled, smoke rises

through the editorial columns
;
the fire, if you blow it, will break

into flame, and become a comfortable house on fire for you ;

solacing the general idle soul, for years to come
;
and issuing

in a big hulk of Corinthian brass, and a notable instance of

hero-worship, by and by.

Such I take to be the origin of that extraordinary population
of Brazen and other Images which at present dominate the

market-places of towns, and solicit worship from the English

people. The ugliest images, and to the strangest class of persons,

ever set-up in this world. Do you call these demigods ? England
must be dreadfully off for demigods ! My friend, I will not do

the smallest stroke of worship to them. One in the thousand

I will snatch out of bad company, if I ever can; the other nine

hundred and ninety-nine I will with pious joy, in the like case,

reduce to the state of broken metal again, and veil forever

from all men. As warming-pans, as cheap brass-candlesticks,

men will get good of this metal
;

as devotionary Images in

such form, evil only. These are not heroes, gods, or demigods ;

and it is a horrible idolatry, if you knew it, to set them up
as such !

Are these your Pattern Men ? Great Men ? They are your
PAMPHLETS. Q
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lucky (or unlucky) Gamblers swollen lig. Paltry Adventurers

for most part ; worthy of no worship ;
and incapable forever

of getting any, except from the soul consecrated to flunkyism.
Will a man's soul worship that, think you ? Never

;
if you

fashioned him of solid gold, big as Benlomond, no heart of a

man would ever look upon him except with sorrow and despair.
To the flunky heart alone is he, was he or can he at any time

be, a thing to look upon with upturned eyes of 'transcendent

admiration/ worship or worthship so-called. He, you unfortunate

fools, he is not the one we want to be kept in mind of; not

he at all by any means ! To him and his memory, if you had

not been unfortunate and blockheads, you would have sunk

a coalshaft rather than raised a column. Deep coalshaft, there

to bury him and his memory, that men might never speak or

hear of him more
;
not a high column to admonish all men that

they should try to resemble him 1

Of the sculptural talent manifest in these Brazen Images I

say nothing, though much were to be said. For indeed, if

there is no talent displayed in them but a perverse one, are

not we to consider it a happiness, in that strange case ? This

big swollen Gambler, and gluttonous hapless 'spiritual Daniel

Lambert,' deserved a coalshaft from his brother mortals : let

at least his column be ugly ! Nevertheless ugly columns and

images are, in themselves, a real evil. They too preach ugliness

after their sort; and have a certain effect, the whole of which

is bad. They sanction and consecrate artistic botching, pre-

tentious futility, and the horrible doctrine that this Universe is

a Cockney Nightmare, which no creature ought for a moment
to believe, or listen to ! In brief, they encourage an already-

ugly Population to become in a thousand ways uglier. They
too, for their ugliness, did not the infinitely deeper ugliness of

the thing they commemorate absorb all consideration of that,

would deserve, and do in fact incessantly solicit, abolition from

the sight of men.

What good in the aesthetic, the moral, social or any human

point of view, we are ever to get of these Brazen Images now

peopling our chief cities and their market-places, it is impos-
sible to specify. Evil enough we, consciously or unconsciously,

get of them
;
no soul looks upon them approvingly or even in-

differently without damage, all the deadlier the less he knows
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of it. Simple souls they corrupt in the sources of their spiritual

being : wise souls, obliged to look on them, look with some feeling

of anger and just abhorrence; which is itself a mischief to a

peaceable man. Good will never be got of these Brazen Images
in their present form. Of what use, till once broken-up and

melted into warming-pans, they can ever be to gods or men,
I own I cannot see. Gods and men demand that this, which

is their sure ultimate destiny, should so soon as possible be

realised.

It is tragically evident to me, our first want, which includes

all wants, is that of a new real Aristocracy of fact, instead of

the extinct imaginary one of title, which the anarchic world is

everywhere rebelling against: but if it is from Popular Suffrage
that we are to look for such a blessing, is not this extraordinary

populace of British Statues, which now dominates our market-

places, one of the saddest omens that ever was ? Suffrage
announces to us, nothing doubting :

" Here are your real demigods
" and heroic men, ye famous British People ;

here are Brazen

"and other Images worthy once more of some worship; this is

"the New Aristocracy I have chosen, and would choose, for
"
you !

"
That is Suffrage's opinion. To me this populace of

British Statues rises aloft over the Chaos of our affairs like the

living symbol and consummate flower of said Chaos, and silently

speaks the mournfulest prophecy. Perhaps as strange a Pantheon

of brass gods as was ever got together in this world. They stand

there, poor wretches, gradually rusting in the sooty rain
;
black

and dismal, when one thinks of them in some haggard mood
of the imagination, like a set of grisly undertakers come to

bury the dead spiritualisms of mankind. There stand they, in

all weathers, indicating to the British Population such a Heaven
and such an Earth as probably no Population ever had before.

In the social, political, religious, artistic, and other provinces of

our affairs, they point towards depths of prostrate abasement

which no man's thought has yet sounded. Let us timidly glance
thitherward a little

; gaze, for moments, into those abysses of

spiritual death, which, if we cannot one day sound them, and

subdue them, will engulf us all ! And first as to this recipe of

Popular Election.

Hudson the railway king, if Popular Election be the rule, seems

Q 2
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to me by far the most authentic king extant in this world. Hudson
has been '

elected by the people
'

so as almost none other is or was.

Hudson solicited no vote
;

his votes were silent voluntary ones, not

liable to be false : he did a thing which men found, in their in-

articulate hearts, to be worthy of paying money for
;
and they paid

it. What the desire of every heart was, Hudson had or seemed to

have produced : Scrip out of which profit could be made. They
'voted' for him by purchasing his scrip with a profit to him.

Every vote was the spontaneous product of those men's deepest

insights and most prr.ctical convictions, about Hudson and them-

selves and this Universe : I say, it was not a spoken vote, but a

silently-acted one
;
a vote for once incapable of being insincere.

What their appetites, intelligences, stupidities, and pruriences had

taught these men, they authentically told you there. I beg you to

mark that well. Not by all the ballot-boxes in Nature could you
have hoped to get, with such exactness, from these men, what the

deepest inarticulate voice of the gods and of the demons in them

was, as by this their spontaneous purchase of scrip. It is the

ultimate rectified quintessence of these men's '
votes :

'

the distilla-

tion of their very souls
;
the sincerest sincerity that was in them.

Without gratitude to Hudson, or even without thought of him,

they raised Hudson to his bad eminence, not by their voice given
once at some hustings under the influence of balderdash and beer,

but by the thought of their heart, by the inarticulate, indisputable
dictate of their whole being. Hudson inquired of England :

" What
"
precious thing can I do for you, enlightened Countrymen ;

" what may be the value to you, by popular election, of this stroke
" of work that lies in me ?

"
Popular election, with universal, with

household and other suffrage, free as air, deep as life and death,

free and deep as spoken suffrage never was or could be, has

answered: "Pounds sterling to such and such amount; that is the

"apparent value of thy stroke of work to us, blockheads as we
"are." Real value differs from apparent to a frightful extent in

this world, try it by what suffrage you will !

Hudson's value as a demigod being what it was, his value as a

maker of railways shall hardly concern us here. What Hudson's

real worth to mankind in the matter of railways might be I cannot

pretend to say. Fact knows it to the uttermost fraction, and will

pay it him yet ;
but men differ widely in opinion, and in general

do not in the least know. From my own private observation and

conjecture, I should say, Trifling if any worth.
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Much as we love railways, there is one thing undeniable : Rail-

ways are shifting all Towns of Britain into new places ;
no Town

will stand where it did, and nobody can tell for a long while yet

where it will stand. This is an unexpected, and indeed most

disastrous result. I perceive, railways have set all the Towns of

Britain a-dancing. Reading is coming up to London, Basingstoke
is going down to Gosport or Southampton, Dumfries to Liverpool
and Glasgow ;

while at Crewe, and other points, I see new gang-
lions of human population establishing themselves, and the prophecy
of metallurgic cities which were not heard of before. Reading,

Basingstoke and the rest, the unfortunate Towns, subscribed

money to get railways ;
and it proves to be for cutting their own

throats. Their business has gone elsewhither
;
and they cannot

stay behind their business ! They are set a-dancing, as I said
;

confusedly waltzing, in a state of progressive dissolution, towards

the four winds
;
and know not where the end of the death-dance

will be for them, in what point of space they will be allowed to

rebuild themselves. That is their sad case.

And what an affair it is in each of the shops and houses of those

Towns, thus silently bleeding to death, or what we call dancing

away to other points of the British territory : how Joplin of Read-

ing, who had anchored himself in that pleasant place, and fondly

hoping to live by upholstery and paperhanging, had wedded, and

made friends there, awakens some morning, and finds that his

trade has flitted away ! Here it is not any longer ;
it is gone

to London, to Bristol : whither has it gone ? Joplin knows not

whither; knows and sees only that gone it is; and that he by

preternatural sagacity must scent it out again, follow it over the

world, and catch it again, or else die. Sad news for Joplin :

indeed I fear, should his sagacity be too inconsiderable, he is not

unlikely to break his heart, or take to drinking, in these inextric-

able circumstances ! And it is the history, more or less, in every

town, house, shop and industrial dwelling-place of the British

Empire at this moment
;

and the cipher of afflicted Joplins ;
and

the amount of private distress, uncertainty, discontent
;
and withal

of
'

revolutionary movement,' created hereby, is tragical to think

of. This is
'

revolutionary movement
'

with a witness
;
revolution

brought home to everybody's hearth and moneysafe and heart and

stomach.- Which miserable result, with so many others from the

same source, what method was there of avoiding or indefinitely

mitigating ? This surely, as the beginning of all : that you had
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made your railways not in haste; that, at least, you had spread
the huge process, sure to alter all men's mutual position and

relations, over a reasonable breadth of time !

For all manner of reasons, how much could one have wished

that the making of our British railways had gone on with deliber-

ation; that these great works had made themselves not in five

years but in fifty-and-five ! Hudson's ' worth
'

to railways, I think,

will mainly resolve itself into this, That he carried them to com-

pletion within the former short limit of time ;
that he got them

made, in extremely improper directions I am told, and surely
with endless confusion to the innumerable passive Joplins, and

likewise to the numerous active scrip-holders, a wide-spread class,

once rich, now coinless, hastily in five years, not deliberately in

fifty-five. His worth to railways ? His worth, I take it, to English

railways, much more to English men, will turn out to be extremely
inconsiderable

;
to be incalculable damage rather ! Foolish railway

people gave him two millions, and thought it not enough without

a Statue to boot. But Fact thought, and is now audibly saying,

far otherwise ! Rhadamanthus, had you been able to consult him,
would in nowise have given this man twenty-five thousand pounds
for a Statue. What if Rhadamanthus doomed him rather, let us

say, to ride in Express-trains, nowhither, for twenty-five aeons, or

to hang in Heaven as a Locomotive Constellation, and be a sign

forever !

Fact and Suffrage : what a discrepancy ! Fact decided for

some coalshaft such as we describe. Suffrage decides for such a

column. Suffrage having money in its pocket, carries it hollow, for

the moment. And so there is Rayless Majesty exalted far above the

chimney-pots, with a potential Copper Likeness, twenty-five thou-

sand pounds worth of copper over and above
;
and a King properly

belonging only to this epoch. That there are greedy blockheads

in huge majority, in all epochs, is certain
;

but that any sane

mortal should think of counting their heads to ascertain who or

what is to be King, this is a little peculiar. All Democratic men,
and members of the Suffrage Movement, it appears to me, are

called upon to think seriously, with a seriousness approaching to

despair, of these things.

Jefferson Brick, the American Editor, twitted me with the

multifarious patented anomalies of overgrown worthless Dukes,

Bishops of Durham &c., which poor English Society at present
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labours under, and is made a solecism by. To which what answer

could I make, except, that surely our patented anomalies were

some of them extremely ugly, and yet, alas, that they were not

the ugliest! I said: "Have not you also overgrown anomalous
"
DuJces after a sort, appointed not by patent ? Overgrown

"Monsters of Wealth, namely; who have made money by deal-
"
ing in cotton, dealing in bacon, jobbing scrip, digging metal in

" California
;
who are become glittering man-mountains filled

" with gold and preciosities ;
revered by the surrounding flunkies

;

"
invested with the real powers of sovereignty ;

and placidly ad-
"
mitted by all men, as if Nature and Heaven had so appointed it,

"
to be in a sense godlike, to be royal, and fit to shine in the

"
firmament, though their real worth is what ? Brick, do you

" know where human creatures reach the supreme of ugliness in
"
Idols ? It were hard to know ! We can say only, All Idols have

"
to tumble, and the hugest of them with the heaviest fall : that is

"
our chief comfort, in America as here.
" The Idol of Somnauth, a mere mass of coarse crockery not

" worth five shillings of anybody's money, sat like a great staring
"
god, with two diamonds for eyes ; worshipped by the neighbour-

"
ing black populations ;

a terror and divine mystery to all mortals,
"

till its day came. Till at last, victorious in the name of Allah,
"
the Commander of the Faithful, riding up with grim battle-axe

" and heart full of Moslem fire, took the liberty to smite once, with
"
right force and rage, said ugly mass of idolatrous crockery ;

which
"
thereupon shivered, with unmelodious crash and jingle, into a

"
heap of ugly potsherds, yielding from its belly half a wagon-load

"of gold coins. You can read it in Gibbon, probably, too, in
' Lord Ellenborough. The gold coins, the diamond eyes, and
" other valuable extrinsic parts were carefully picked-up by the

"Faithful; confused jingle of intrinsic potsherds was left lying ;

" and the Idol of Somnauth once showing what it was, had suddenly
"come to a conclusion! Thus end all Idols, and intrinsically

"worthless man-mountains never so illuminated with diamonds,
" and filled with precious metals, and tremulously worshipped by
" the neighbouring flunky populations black or white

;
even thus,

" sooner or later, without fail
;
and are shot hastily, as a heap of

"
potsherds, into the highway, to be crunched under wagon-wheels,

" and do Macadam a little service, being clearly abolished as gods,
" and hidden from man's recognition, in that or other capacities,
"
forever and a day !
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" You do not sufficiently bethink you, my republican friend.

"Our ugliest anomalies are done by universal suffrage, not by

"patent. The express nonsense of old Feudalism, even now, in

"its dotage, is as nothing to the involuntary nonsense of modern
"
Anarchy called

'

Freedom,'
'

Republicanism,' and other fine
"
names, which expresses itself by supply and demand ! Consider

"
it a little.

" The Bishop of our Diocese is to me an incredible man
;
and

"has, I will grant you, very much more money than you or I
" would now give him for his work. One does not even read those
"
Charges of his

;
much preferring speech which is articulate. In

"
fact, being intent on a quiet life, you generally keep on the other

"
side of the hedge from him, and strictly leave him to his own

"
fate. Not a credible man

; perhaps not quite a safe man to be
" concerned with ? But what think you of the ' Bobus of Hounds-
"
ditch' of our parts? He, Sausage-maker on the great scale,

" knows the art of cutting fat bacon, and exposing it seasoned with
"
gray pepper to advantage. Better than any other man he knows

"
this art

;
and I take the liberty to say it is a poor one. Well,

"the Bishop has an income of five thousand pounds appointed him
"for his work; and Bobus, to such a length has he now pushed
" the trade in sausages, gains from the universal suffrage of men's
"
souls and stomachs ten thousand a year by it.

" A poor art, this of Bobus's, I say ;
and worth no such recom-

"pense. For it is not even good sausages he makes, but only
"
extremely vendible ones; the cunning dog! Judges pronounce

"his sausages bad, and at the cheap price even dear; and finer

"palates, it is whispered, have detected alarming symptoms of

"horseflesh, or worse, under this cunningly-devised gray-pepper
"
spice of his

;
so that for the world I would not eat one of his

"sausages, nor would you. You perceive he is not an excellent
" honest sausage- maker, but a dishonest cunning and scandalous
"
sausage-maker ; worth, if he could get his deserts, who shall say

"what? Probably certain shillings a week, say forty; possibly

"(one shudders to think) a long round in the treadmill, and stripes
" instead of shillings ! And yet what he gets, I tell you, from

"universal suffrage and the unshackled ne-plus-ultra republican

"justice of mankind, is twice the income of that anomalous Bishop
"
you were talking of !

" The Bishop I, for my part, do much prefer to Bobus. The
"
Bishop has human sense and breeding of various kinds

;
con-
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"
siderable knowledge of Greek, if you should ever want the like

"of that; knowledge of many things; and speaks the English
"
language in a grammatical manner. He is bred to courtesy, to

"dignified composure, as to a second nature; a gentleman every
"
fibre of him

;
which of itself is something very considerable.

"The Bishop does really diffuse round him an influence of decorum,
" courteous patience, solid adherence to what is settled

;
teaches

"
practically the necessity of

'

burning one's own smoke
;

' and does

"practically in his own case burn said smoke, making lambent
"
flame and mild illumination out of it, for the good of men in

"
several particulars. While Bobus, for twice the annual money,

"brings sausages, possibly of horseflesh, cheaper to market than
" another ! Brick, if you will reflect, it is not

'

aristocratic Eng-
"
land/ it is the united Posterity of Adam who are grown, in some

"
essential respects, stupider than barbers' blocks, Barbers' blocks

" would at least say nothing, and not elevate, by their universal
"
suffrages, an unfortunate Bobus to that bad height !

"

Alas, if such, not in their loose tongues, but in their heart of

hearts, is men's way of judging about social worth, what kind of

'new Aristocracy' will the inconceivablest perfection of spoken

Suffrage ever yield us ? Suffrage, I perceive well, has quite other

things in store for us
;
we need not torment poor Suffrage for this

thing ! Our Intermittent Friend says once :

' Men do not seem to be aware that this is their universal oust-

'ing of unjust, incapable and in fact imaginary Governors, is to
'
issue the attainment of Governors who have a right and a capacity

'
to govern. Far different from that is the issue men contemplate

'
in their present revolutionary operations. Their universal notion

' now is, that we shall henceforth do without Governors
;
that we

' have got to a new epoch in human progress, in which Governing
'

is entirely a superfluity, and the attempt at doing it is an offence,
' think several. By that admirable invention of the Constitutional
'

Parliament, first struck-out in England, and now at length hotly
'striveu-for and zealously imitated in all European countries,
' the task of Government, any task there may still be, is done
'

to our hand. Perfect your Parliament, cry all men : apply the
' Ballot-box and Universal Suffrage ! the admirablest method
' ever imagined of counting heads and gathering indubitable
'

votes : you will thus gather the vote, vox or voice, of all the two-
'

legged animals without feathers in your dominion; what they
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'

think is what the gods think, is it not ? and this you shall go
' and do.

'Whereby, beyond dispute, your Governor's task is immensely
'

simplified ;
and indeed the chief thing you can now require of

'

your Governor is that he carefully preserve his good humour, and
' do in a handsome manner nothing, or some pleasant fugle-motions
'

only. Is not this a " machine
;

"
marking new epochs in the

'

progress of discovery ? Machine for doing Government too, as we
' now do all things by

"
machinery." Only keep your free-presses,

'

ballot-boxes, upright-shafts and cogwork in an oiled unobstructed
'

condition
; motive-power of popular wind will do the rest. Here

'

verily is a mill that beats Birmingham hollow
;
and marks " new

'

epochs
"

with a witness. What a hopper this ! Reap from all

'

fields whatsoever you find standing, thistledowns, dockseed, hem-

'lockseed, wheat, rye; tumble all into the hopper, see, in soft
'

blissful, continuous stream, meal shall daily issue for you, and the
' bread of life to mankind be sure !

'

The aim of all reformers, parliamentary and other, is still defined

by them as 'just legislation,' just laws
;
with which definition who'

can quarrel ? They will not have '

class legislation,' which is a

dreadfully bad thing ;
but '

all-classes legislation,' I suppose, which

is the right thing. Sure enough, just laws are an excellent attain-

ment, the first condition of all prosperity for human creatures;

but few reflect how extremely difficult such attainment is ! Alas,

could we once get laws which were just, that is to say, which were

the clear transcript of the Divine Laws of the Universe itself; so

that each man were incessantly admonished, under strict penalties,

by all men, to walk as the Eternal Maker had prescribed ;
and he

alone received honour whom the Maker had made honourable,

and whom the Maker had made disgraceful, disgrace : alas, were

not here the very
'

Aristocracy
' we seek ? A new veritable Hier-

archy of Heaven, approximately such in very truth, bringing
Earth nearer and nearer to the blessed Law of Heaven. Heroic

men, the Sent of Heaven, once more bore rule : and on the throne

of kings there sat splendent, not King Hudson, or King Popinjay,
but the Bravest of existing Men ;

and on the gibbet there swung
as a tragic pendulum, admonitory to Earth in the name of Heaven,

not some insignificant, abject, necessitous outcast, who had

violently, in his extreme misery and darkness, stolen a leg of

mutton, but veritably the Supreme Scoundrel of the Common-

wealth, who in his insatiable greed and bottomless atrocity had
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long, hoodwinking the poor world, gone himself, and led multitudes

to go, in the ways of gilded human baseness
; seeking temporary

profit (scrip, first-class claret, social honour, and the like small

ware), where only eternal loss was possible ;
and who now, stripped

of all his gildings and cunningly-devised speciosities, swung there

an ignominious detected scoundrel
; testifying aloud to all the

earth :

" Be not scoundrels, not even gilt scoundrels, any one of

"
you ;

for God, and not the Devil, is verily king, and this is where
"

it ends, if even this be the end of it !

"

O Heaven, O Earth, what an ' attainment
'

were here, could

we but hope to see it ! Reformed Parliament, People's League,
Hume-Cobden agitation, tremendous cheers, new Battles of

Naseby. French Revolution, and Horrors of French Revolution,

all things were cheap and light to the attainment of this. For

this were in fact the millennium
;
and indeed nothing less than

this can be it.

. But I say it is dreadfully difficult to attain ! And though
'
class

legislation' is not it, yet, alas, neither is 'all-classes legislation' in

the least certain to be it. All classes, if they happen not to be

wise, heroic classes, how, by the cunningest jumbling of them

together, will you ever get a wisdom or heroism out of them ?

Once more let me remind you, it is impossible forever. Unwisdom,
contradiction to the gods : how, from the mere vamping-together
of hostile voracities and opacities, never so dextrously or copiously

combined, can or could you expect anything else ? Can any man
brino- a clean thing out of an unclean ? No man. Voracities ando o

opacities, blended together in never such cunningly-devised propor-

tions, will not yield noblenesses and illuminations
; they cannot do

it. Parliamentary reform, extension of the suffrage ? Good Heavens,

how by the mere enlargement of your circle of ingredients, by the

mere flinging-in of new opacities and voracities, will you have a

better chance to distil a wisdom from that foul cauldron, which is

merely bigger, not by hypothesis better ? You will have a better

chance to distil zero from it; evil elements from all sides, now
more completely extinguishing one another, so that mutual de-

struction, like that of the Kilkenny cats, a Parliament which pro-

duces parliamentary eloquence only, and no social guidance either

bad or good will be the issue, as we now in these years sorrow-

fully see.

Universal suffrage : what a scheme to substitute for the revelation
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of God's eternal Law, the official declaration of the account

of heads ! It is as if men had abdicated their right to attempt

following the abovesaid Law, and with melancholy resignation had

agreed to give it up, and take temporary peace and good agreement
as a substitute. In all departments of our affairs it is so, literary,

moral, political, social
;
and in all of them it is and remains eternally

wrong. In every department, literary, moral, political, social, the

man that pretends to have what is angrily called a choice of his

own, which will mean at least some remnant of a feeling in him that

Nature and Fact do still claim a choice of their own, and are like

to make it good yet, such man is felt as a kind of interloper and

dissocial person, who obstructs the harmony of affairs, and is out

of keeping with the universal-suffrage arrangement that has been

entered upon. Why not decide it by dice ? Universal suffrage

for your oracle is equivalent to flat despair of answer. Set up
such oracle, you proclaim to all men :

"
Friends, there is in Nature

"no answer to your question; and you don't believe in dice. Try
"
to esteem this oracle a divine one, and be thankful that you can

"
thereby keep the peace, and go with an answer from the shrine of

"
chaotic Chance."

Peace is good ;
but woe to the cowardly caitiff of a man, or

collection of cowardly caitiffs styling themselves Nation, that will

have '

peace
'

on these terms ! They will save their ignoble skin

at the expense of their eternal loyalty to the highest God. Peace ?

Better war to the knife, war till we all die, than such a '

peace.'

Reject it, my friend, I advise thee
; silently swear by God above,

that, on earth below, thou for thy part never wilt accept it. Be it

forever far from us, my poor scattered friends. Let us fly to the

rocks rather; and silently appealing to the Eternal Heaven, await

an hour which is full surely coming, when we too shall have grown
to a respectable 'company of poor men,' authorised to rally, and

with celestial lightning, and with terrestrial steel and such good

weapons as there may be, spend all our blood upon it !

After all, why was not the Hudson Testimonial completed ? As
Moses lifted up the Brazen Serpent in the wilderness, why was

not Hudson's Statue lifted up ? Once more I say, it might have

done us good. Thither too, in a sense, poor poison-stricken mortals

might have looked, and found some healing ! For many reasons,

this alarming populace of British Statues wanted to have its chief.

The liveliest type of Choice by Suffrage ever given. The con-

summate flower of universal Anarchy in the Commonwealth, and
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in the hearts of men : was not this Statue such a flower
;
or do we

look for one more perfect and consummate ?

Of social Hierarchies, and Religions the parent of these, why
speak, in presence of social Anarchy such as is here symbolised ?

The Apotheosis of Hudson heckons to still deeper gulfs on the

religious side of our affairs
;
into which one shudders to look down.

For the eye rests only on the blackness of darkness
; and, shrunk

to hissing whispers, inaudible except to the finer ear, come moan-

ings of the everlasting tempest, and tones of alti guai. Nor is

a certain vertigo quite absent from the strongest heads
;
a mad

impulse to take the leap, then, and dwell with Eternal Death,

since it seems to be the rule at present ! One hurried glance or

two, holding well by what parapets there still are
;

and then let

us hasten to begone.

"Worship, what wre call human religion, has undergone various

phases in the history of mankind. To the primitive man all

Forces of Nature were divine : either for propitiation or for admira-

tion, many things, and in a sense all things, demanded worship
from him. But especially the Noble Human Soul was divine to

him
;
and announced, as it ever dees, with direct impressiveness,

the Inspiration of the Highest ; demanding worship from the

primitive man. Whereby, as has been explained elsewhere, this

latter form of worship, Hero-worship as we call it, did, among the

ancient peoples, attract and subdue to itself all other forms of

human worship ; irradiating them all with its own perennial worth,

which indeed is all the worth they had, or that any worship can

have. Human worship everywhere, so far as there la}
T
any worth

in it, was of the nature of a Hero-worship ;
this Universe wholly,

this temporary Flame-image of the Eternal, was one beautiful and

terrible Energy of Heroisms, presided over by a Divine Nobleness

or Infinite Hero. Divine Nobleness forever friendly to the noble,

forever hostile to the ignoble : all manner of
' moral rules/ and

well
' sanctioned

'

too, flowed naturally out of this primeval In-

tuition into Nature; which, I believe, is still the true fountain

of moral rules, though a much-forgotten one at present ;
and

indeed it seems to be the one unchangeable, eternally mdubitable
' Intuition into Nature

' we have yet heard of in these parts.

To the primitive man, whether he looked at moral rule, or even
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at physical fact, there was nothing not divine. Flame was the

God Loki, &c.
;
this visible Universe was wholly the vesture of an

Invisible Infinite
; every event that occurred in it a symbol of the

immediate presence of God. Which it intrinsically is, and forever

will be, let poor stupid mortals remember or forget it ! The
difference is, not that God has withdrawn

;
but that men's minds

have fallen hebetated, stupid, that their hearts are dead, awakening
only to some life about meal-time and cookery-time ;

and their

eyes are grown dim, blinkard, a kind of horn-eyes like those of

owls, available chiefly for catching mice.

Most excellent Fitzsmithytrough, it is a long time since I have

stopped short in admiring your stupendous railway miracles. I

was obliged to strike work, and cease admiring in that direction.

Very stupendous indeed
;
considerable improvement in old road-

ways and wheel-and-axle carriages; velocity unexpectedly great,

distances attainable ditto ditto : all this is undeniable. But, alas,

all this is still small deer for me, my excellent Fitzsmithytrough ;

truly nothing more than an unexpected take of mice for the oiclish

part of you and me. Distances, you unfortunate Fitz ? The
distances of London to Aberdeen, to Ostend, to Vienna, are still

infinitely inadequate to me ! Will you teach me the winged flight

through Immensity, up to the Throne dark with excess of bright ?

You unfortunate, you grin as an ape would at such a question ;

you do not know that unless you can reach thither in some

effectual, most veritable sense, you are a lost Fitzsmithytrough,
doomed to Hela's death-realm and the Abyss where mere brutes

are buried. I do not want cheaper cotton, swifter railways; -I

want what Novalis calls
'

God, Freedom, Immortality :

'

will swift

railways, and sacrifices to Hudson, help me towards that ?

As propitiation or as admiration,
'

worship
'

still continues

among men, will always continue
;
and the phase it has in any

given epoch may be taken as the ruling phenomenon which

determines all others in that epoch. If Odin, who ' invented

runes,' or literatures, and rhythmic logical speech, and taught men
to despise death, is worshipped in one epoch ;

and if Hudson, who

conquered railway directors, and taught men to become suddenly
rich by scrip, is worshipped in another, the characters of these

two epochs must differ a good deal ! Nay, the worst of some

epochs is, they have along with their real worship an imaginary,

and are conscious only of the latter as worship. They keep a set

of gods or fetishes, reckoned respectable, to which they mumble
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prayers, asking themselves and others triumphantly, "Are not

these respectable gods ?
" and all the while their real worship, or

heart's love and admiration, which alone is worship, concentrates

itself on quite other gods and fetishes, on Hudsons and scrips,

for instance. Thus is the miserable epoch rendered twice and ten-

fold miserable, and in a manner lost beyond redemption; having

superadded to its stupid Idolatries, and brutish forgettings of the

true God, which are leading it down daily towards ruin, an im-

mense Hypocrisy, which is the quintessence of all idolatries and

misbeliefs and unbeliefs, and taken refuge under that, as under a

thing safe ! Europe generally has lain there a long time
; England

I think for about two hundred years, spinning certain cottons

notably the while, and thinking it all right, which it was very far

from being. But the time of accounts, slowly advancing, has

arrived at last for Europe, and is knocking at the door of England
too

;
and it will be seen whether universal make-believe can be

the rule in English or human things ;
whether respectable Hebrew

and other fetishes, combined with real worship of Yorkshire and

other scrip, will answer the purpose here below or not !

It is certain, whatever gods or fetishes a man may have about

him, and pay tithes to, and mumble prayers to, the real 'religion'

that is in him is his practical Hero-worship. Whom or what do

you in your very soul admire, and strive to imitate and emulate
;

is it God's servant or the Devil's ? Clearly this is the whole

question. There is no other religion in the man which can be of

the slightest consequence in comparison. Theologies, doxologies,

orthodoxies, heterodoxies, are not of moment except as subsidiary

towards a good issue in this
;

if they help well in it, they are good ;

if not well or at all, they are nothing or bad.

This also is certain, Nations that do their Hero-worship well are

blessed and victorious
;
Nations that do it ill are accursed, and in

all fibres of their business grow daily more so, till their miserable

afflictive and offensive situation becomes at last unendurable to

Heaven and to Earth, and the so-called Nation, now an unhappy
Populace of Misbelievers (miscreants was the old name), bursts into

revolutionary tumult, and either reforms or else annihilates itself.

How otherwise ? Know whom to honour and emulate and follow
;

know whom to dishonour and avoid, and coerce under hatches,

as a foul rebellious thing : this is all the Law and all the Prophets.

All conceivable evangels, bibles, homiletics, liturgies and litanies,
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and temporal and spiritual lawbooks for a man or a people, issue

practically there. Be right in that, essentially you are not wrong
in anything ; you read this Universe tolerably aright, and are in

the way to interpret well what the will of its Maker is. Be wrong
in that, had you liturgies the recommendablest in Nature, and

bodies-of-divinity as big as an Indiaman, it helps you not a whit
;

you are wrong in all things.

How in anything can you be right ? You read this Universe in

the inmost meaning of it wrong : gross idolatrous Misbelief is what

I have to recognise in you ; and, superadded, such a faith in the

saving virtue of that deadliest of vices, Hypocrisy, as no People
ever had before ! Beautiful recommendable liturgies ? Your

liturgies, the recommendablest in Nature, are to me alarming and

distressing ;
a turning of the Calmuck Prayer-mill, not my way

of praying. This immense asthmatic spiritual Hurdygurdy, issuing

practically in a set of demigods like Hudson, what is the good of

it
; why will you keep grinding it under poor men's windows ?

Since Hudson is Vishnu, let the Shasters and Vedas be conformable

to him. Why chant divine psalms which belonged to a different

Dispensation, and are now become idle and far worse ? Not
melodious to me, such a chant, in such a time ! The sound of it,

if you are not yet quite dead to spiritual sounds, is frightful and

bodeful. I say, this litany of yours, were the wretched populace
and population never so unanimous and loud in it, is a thing no

God can hear; your miserable 'religion,' as you call it, is an

idolatry of the nature of Mumbojumbo, and I would advise you to

discontinue it rather. You are Infidels, persons without faith
;
not

believing what is true but what is untrue
; Miscreants, as the old

fathers well called you, appointed too inevitably, unless you can

repent and alter soon (of which I see no symptoms), to a fearful doom !

"
It was always so," you indolently say ? No, Friend Heavyside,

it was not always so, and even till lately was never so
;
and I would

much recommend you to sweep that foolish notion, which you often

fling at me, and always keep about you as one of your main con-

solations, quite out of your head. Once the notion was my own
too

;
I know the notion very well ! And I will invite you to ask

yourself in all ways, Whether it is not possibly a rather torpid and

poisonous, and likewise an altogether incorrect and delusive notion ?

Capable, I assure you, of being quite swept out of a man's head
;

and greatly needing to be so, if the man would do any
'

reform,' or

other useful work, in this his day !
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Till such D otion go about its business, there cannot even be the

attempt towards reform. Not so much as the pulling down, and

melting into warming-pans, of those poor Brazen Representatives
of Anarchy can be accomplished; but they will stand there pro-

phesying as now, "Here is the 'New Aristocracy' you want;
down on your knees, ye Christian souls !

" O my friend, and after

Hudson and the other Idols have quite gone to warming-pans,
have you computed what agonistic centuries await us, before any
' New Aristocracy

'

worth calling by the name of
'

real,' can by
likelihood prove attainable ? From the storniful trampling-down
of Sham Human Worth, and casting it with wrath and scorn into

the meltingpot, onward to the silent sad repentant recognition

of Real Human Worth, and the capability of again doing that

some pious reverence, some reverence which were not practically

worse than none : have you measured what an interval is there ?

Centuries of desperate wrestle against Earth and Hell, on the part

of all the brave men that are born. Too true this, though figura-

tively spoken ! Perilous tempestuous struggle and pilgrimage,
continual marching battle with the mud-serpents of this Earth and

the demons of the Pit centuries of such a marching fight (con-

tinually along the edge of Red Republic too, and the Abyss) as

brave men were not often called to in History before ! Aud the

brave men will not yet so much as gird-on their harness ? They
sit indolently saying,

"
It is already all as it can be, as it was wont

"
to be

;
and universal suffrage and tremendous cheers will manage

"
it !

"

Collins's old Peerage-Book, a dreadfully dull production, fills

one with unspeakable reflections. Beyond doubt a most dull pro-

duction, one of the darkest in the book kind ever realised by
Chaos and man's brain

;
and it is properly all we English have for

a Biographical Dictionary ; nay, if you think farther of it, for a
National Bible. Friend Heavyside is much astonished

;
but I see

what I mean here, and have long seen. Clear away the dust from

your eyes, and you will ask this question, What is the Bible of a

Nation, the practically-credited God's-Message to a Nation ? Is it

not, beyond all else, the authentic Biography of its Heroic Souls ?

This is the real record of the Appearances of God in the History
of a Nation

; this, which all men to the very marrow of their

bones can believe, and which teaches all men what the nature of

the Universe, when you go to work in it, really is. What the

PAMPHLETS. R
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Universe was thought to be in Judea and other places, this

too may be very interesting to know : but what it is in England
here where we live and have our work to do, that is the inter-

esting point.
" The Universe ?

"
M'Croudy answers.

"
It is a

"huge dull Cattle-stall and St. Catherine's Wharf; with a few

"pleasant apartments upstairs for those that can make money.
" Make money ;

and don't bother about the Universe !

"
That is

M'Croudy's notion
;
reckoned a quiet, innocent and rather whole-

some notion just now ; yet clearly fitter for a reflective pig than

for a man
; working continual damnation therefore, however quiet

it be
;
and indeed I perceive it is one of the damnablest notions

that ever came into the head of any faro-legged animal without

feathers in this world. That is M'Croudy's Bible ;
his Apology,

poor fellow, for the Want of a Bible.

But how, among so many Shakspeares, and thinkers, and heroic

singers, our National Bible should be in such a state
;
and how a

poor dull Bookseller should have been left, not to write ill

rhythmic coherency, worthy of a Poet and of all our Poets, but to

shovel together, or indicate, in huge rubbish mountains incondite

as Chaos, the materials for writing such a Book of Books for

England : this is abundantly amazing to me, and I wish much it

could duly amaze us all. Literature has no nobler task
;

in fact

it has that one task, and except it be idle rope-dancing, no other.

'The highest problem of Literature/ says Novalis, very justly,
'

is

'

the Writing of a Bible.'

Nevertheless, among these dust-mountains, with their anti-

quarian excerpts and sepulchral brasses, it is astonishing \\hat

strange fragments you do turn up, miraculous talismans to a reader

that will think, windows through which an old sunk world, as yet
all built upon veracity, and full of rugged nobleness, becomes

visible
;
to the mute wonder of the modern mind. It struck me

much, that of these ancient peerages a very great majority had

visibly had authentic ' heroes
'

for their founders
;
noble men, of

whose worth no clearsighted King could be in doubt
;
and that, in

their descendants too, there did not cease a strain of heroism for

some time, the peership generally dying out, and disappearing,
not long after that ceased. What a world, that old sunk one;
Heal Governors governing in it; Shams not yet anywhere recog-
nised as tolerable in it ! A world whose practical president was

not Chaos with ballot-boxes, whose outcome was not Anarchy plus
a street-constable. In how high and true a sense, the Almighty
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with continual enforcement of his Laws still presided there
;
and

in all things as yet there was some degree of blessedness and

nobleness there !

One's heart is sore to think how far, how very far all this has

vanished from us
;
how the very tradition of it has disappeared ;

and it has ceased to be credible, to seem desirable. Till the like

of it return, yes, my constitutional friend, such is the sad fact, till

the like of it, in new form, adapted to the new times, be again

achieved by us
;
we are not properly a society at all

;
we are a lost

gregarious horde, with Kings of Scrip on this hand, and Famishing

Connaughts and Distressed Needlewomen on that presided over

by the Anarch Old. A lost horde, who, in bitter feeling of the

intolerable injustice that presses upon all men, will not long be

able to continue even gregarious ;
but will have to split into

street-barricades, and internecine battle with one another; and

to fight, if wisdom for some new real Peerage be not granted

us, till we all die, mutually butchered, and so rest, so if not

otherwise !

Till the time of James the First, I find that real heroic merit more

or less was actually the origin of peerages ; never, till towards the

end of that bad reign, were peerages bargained for, or bestowed

on men palpably of no worth except their money or connexion.

But the evil practice, once begun, spread rapidly; and now the

Peerage-Book is what we see
;

a thing miraculous in the other

extreme. A kind of Proteus' flock, very curious to meet upon the

lofty mountains, so many of them being natives of the deep ! Our

menagerie of live Peers in Parliament is like that of our Brazen

Statues in the market-place ;
the selection seemingly is made much

in the same way, and with the same degree of felicity, and success-

ful accuracy in choice. Our one steady regulated supply is the

class definable as Supreme Stump-Orators in the Lawyer depart-

ment; the class called Chancellors flows by something like fixed

conduits towards the Peerage ;
the rest, like our Brazen Statues,

come by popular rule-of-thumb.

Stump-Orators, supreme or other, are not beautiful to me in

these days : but the immense power of Lawyers among us is

sufficiently intelligible. I perceive, it proceeds from two causes.

First, they preside over the management and security of
'

Property,'

which is our God at present ; they are thus properly our Pontiffs,

the highest Priests we have. Then furthermore they possess the

talent most valued, that of the Tongue ;
and seem to us the most

R 2
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gifted of our intelligences, thereby provoking a spontaneous loyalty

and worship.
What think you of a country whose kings go by genealogy, and

are the descendants of successful Lawyers ? A poor weather-worn,

tanned, curried, wind-dried human creature, called a Chancellor,
all or almost all gone to horsehair and officiality; the whole

existence of him tanned, by long maceration, public exposure,

tugging and manipulation, to the toughness of Yorkshire leather,

meseems I have seen a beautifuler man ! Not a leather man
would I by preference appoint to beget my kings. Not lovely to

me is the leather species of men; to whose tanned soul God's

Universe has become a jangling logic-cockpit and little other. If

indeed it have not become far less and worse : for the wretched

tanned Chancellor, I am told, is usually acquainted with the art of

lying too, considerable part of his trade, as I have been informed,

is the talent of lying in a way that cannot be laid hold of; a

dreadful trick to learn ! Out of such a man there cannot be

expected much '

revelation of the Beautiful,' I should say. O Bull,

were I in your place, I would try either to get other Peers, or else

to abolish the concern, which latter indeed, by your acquiescence
in such nominations, and by many other symptoms, I judge to be

unconsciously your fixed intention.

You have seen many Chancellors made Peers in these late

generations, Mr. Bull. And now tell me, which was the Chancellor

you did really love or honour, to any remarkable degree ? Alas,

you never within authentic memory loved any of them
; you

couldn't, no man could ! You lazily stared with some semblance

of admiration at the big wig, huge purse, reputation for divine

talent, and sublime proficiency in the art of tongue-fence : but to

love him, that, Mr. Bull, was, once for all, a thing you could not

manage. Who of the seed of Adam could ? From the time of

Chancellor Bacon downwards (and beyond that your Chancellors

are dark to you as the Muftis of Constantinople), I challenge you
to show me one Chancellor for whom, had the wigs, purses, reputa-
tions &c. been peeled off him, who would have given his weight
in Smithfield beef sinking offal. You unhappy Bull, governed

by Kings you have not the smallest regard for; wandering in an

extinct world of wearisome, oppressive and expensive shadows,

nothing real in it but the Smithfield beef, nothing preternatural in

it but the Chartisms and threatened street-barricades, and this not

celestial but infernal !
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Sure enough, I find, O Heavyside, England once was a

Hierarchy; as every Human Society, not either dead or else

hastening towards death, always is : but it has long ceased to be

so to any tolerable degree of perfection ;
and is now, by its Hudson

and other Testimonials, testifying in a silent way to the thoughtful
what otherwise, by its thousandfold anarchic depravities, miseries,

god-forgettings and open devil-worships, it has long loudly taught
them to expect, that we are now wending towards the culmina-

tion in this particular. That to the modern English populations,

Supreme Hero and Supreme Scoundrel are, perhaps as nearly as is

possible to human creatures, indistinguishable. That it is totally

uncertain, perhaps even the odds against you, whether the figure
whom said population mount to the place of honour, is not in

Nature and Fact dishonourable
;
whether the man to whom they

raise a column does not deserve a coalshaft. And in fine, poor

devils, that their universal suffrage, as spoken, as acted, meditated,

and imagined ;
universal suffrage, I do not say ballot-boxed and

cunningly constitutionalised, but boiled, distilled, digested, quin-

tessenced, till you get into the very heart's heart of it, is, to

the rational soul, except for stock-exchange, and the like very
humble practical purposes, worth express zero, or nearly so. I

think probably as near zero as the unassisted human faculties and

destinies ever came, or are like to come.

Hierarchy ? O Heaven ! If Chaos himself sat umpire, what

better could he do ? Here are a set of human demigods, as if

chosen to his hand. Hierarchy with a vengeance ! if instead of

God, a vulpine beggarly Beelzebub or swollen Mammon were our

Supreme Hieros or Holy, this would be a Hierarchy ! I say, if

you want Chaos for your master, adopt this
;

if you don't, I beg

you make haste to adopt some other
;

for this is the broad way to

him ! The Eternal Anarch, with his old waggling addlehead full

of mere windy rumour, and his old insatiable paunch full of mere

hunger and indigestion tragically blended, and the hissing discord

of all the Four Elements persuasively pleading to him, he, set

to choose, would be very apt to vote for such a set of demigods
to you.

As to the Statues, I know they are but symptoms of Anarchy ;

it is not they, it is the Anarchy, that one is anxious to see abated.

Remedy for the Scatues will be possible ; and, as a small help,
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undoubtedly it too, in the mean time, is desirable. Every
symptom you drive-in being a curtailment of the malady, by all

means cure this Statue-building if you can ! It will be one folly

and misery less.

Government is loath to interfere with the pursuits of any class

of citizens; and oftenest looks on in silence while follies are

committed. But Government does interfere to prevent afflictive

accumulations on the streets, malodorous or other unsanitary

public procedures of an extensive sort; regulates gullydrains,

cesspools ; prohibits the piling-up of dungheaps ;
and is especially

strict on the matter of indecent exposures. Wherever the health

of the citizens is concerned, much more where their souls' health,

and as it were their very salvation, is concerned, all Governments

that are not chimerical make haste to interfere.

Now if dungheaps laid on the streets, afflictive to the mere

nostrils, are a subject for interference, what, we ask, are high

columns, raised by prurient stupidity and public delusion, to block-

heads whose memory does in eternal fact deserve the sinking of a

coalshaft rather ? Give to every one what he deserves*, what really

is his : in all scenes and situations thou shalt do that, or in very
truth woe will betide thee, as sure as thou art living, and as thy
Maker lives. Blockhead, this big Gambler swollen to the edge
of bursting, he is not '

great
'

and honourable
;
he is huge and

abominable ! Thou shalt honour the right man, and not honour

the wrong, under penalties of an alarming nature. Honour Ba-

rabbas the Robber, thou shalt sell old-clothes through the cities

of the world
;
shalt accumulate sordid moneys, with a curse on

every coin of them, and be spit upon for eighteen hundred years.

Raise statues to the swollen Gambler as if he were great, sacrifice

oblations to the King of Scrip, unfortunate mortals, you will

dearly pay for it yet. Quiet as Nature's countinghouse and scrip-

ledgers are, no faintest item is ever blotted out from them, for or

against; and to the last doit that account too will have to be

settled. Rigorous as Destiny; she is Destiny. Chancery or

Fetter-Lane is soft to her, when the day of settlement comes.

With her, in the way of abatement, of oblivion, neither gods nor

man prevail. "Abatement? That is not our way of doing
" business

;
the time has run out, the debt it appears is due."

Will the law of gravitation
' abate

'

for you ? Gravitation acts at

the rate of sixteen feet per second, in spite of all prayers. Were
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it the crash of a Solar System, or the fall of a Yarmouth Herring,
all one to gravitation.

Is the fall of a stone certain
;
and the fruit of an unwisdom

doubtful ? You unfortunate beings ! Have you forgotten it
;
in

this immense improvement of machinery, cheapening of cotton,

and general astonishing progress of the species lately ? With such

extension of journals, human cultures, universities, periodic and

other literatures, mechanics' institutes, .reform of prison-discipline,

abolition .of capital punishment, enfranchisement by ballot, report

of parliamentary speeches, and singing for the million ? You did

not know that the Universe had laws of right and wrong; you
fancied the Universe was an oblivious greedy blockhead, like one

of yourselves ;
attentive to scrip mainly ;

and willing, where there

was no practical scrip, to forget and forgive ? And so, amid such

universal blossoming-forth of useful knowledges, miraculous to the

thinking editor everywhere, the soul of all
'

knowledge,' not

knowing which a man is dark and reduced to the condition of a

beaver, has been omitted by you ? You have omitted it, and you
should have included it ! The thinking editor never missed it, so

busy wondering and worshipping elsewhere
;
but it is not here.

And alas, apart from editors, are there not men appointed

specially to keep you in mind of it
; solemnly set apart for that

object, thousands of years ago ? Crabbe, descanting
' on the so-

called Christian Clems' has this wild passage :

'

Legions of them,
'
in their black or other gowns, I still meet in every country ;

'

masquerading, in strange costume of body, and still stranger of
'

soul
; mumming, primming, grimacing, poor devils, shamming,

' and endeavouring not to sham : that is the sad fact. Brave men
'

many of them, after their sort
;
and in a position which we may

' admit to be wonderful and dreadful ! On the outside of their
' heads some singular headgear, tulip-mitre, felt coalscuttle, purple
' hat

;
and in the inside, I must say, such a Theory of God

'

Almighty's Universe as I, for my share, am right thankful to
' have no concern with at all ! I think, on the whole, as broken-
'

winged, self-strangled, monstrous a mass of incoherent incredi-
'

bilities, as ever dwelt in the human brain before. O God, giver

'of Light, hater of Darkness, of Hypocrisy and Cowardice, how
'

long, how long !

' For two centuries now it lasts. The men whom God has made,
' whole nations and generations of them, are steeped in Hypocrisy
' from their birth upwards ; taught that external varnish is the
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'chief duty of man, that the vice which is the deepest in
' Gehenna is the virtue highest in Heaven. Out of which, do you
' ask what follows ? Look round on a world all bristling with
'

insurrectionary pikes ; Kings and Papas flying like detected
' coiners

;
and in their stead Icaria, Red Republic, new religion

'of the Anti-Virgin, Literature of Desperation curiously conjoined
' with Phallus-Worship, too clearly heralding centuries of bottom-
'

less Anarchy : hitherto one in the million looking with mournful
'

recognition on it, silently with sad thoughts too unutterable
;
and

'

to help in healing it not one anywhere hitherto/

But as to Statues, I really think the Wood-and-Forests ought
to interfere. When a company of persons have determined to

set-up a Brazen Image, there decidedly arises, besides the question
of their own five-pound subscriptions, which men of spirit and

money-capital without employment, and with the prospect of

seeing their names in the Newspapers at the cheap price of five

pounds, are very prompt with, another question, not nearly so

easy of solution. Namely, this quite preliminary question : Will

it permanently profit mankind to have such a Hero as this of

yours set-up for their admiration, for their imitation and emula-

tion; or will it, so far as they do not reject and with success

disregard it altogether, unspeakably tend to damage and dis-

profit them ? In a word, does this Hero's memory deserve a

high column
;
are you sure it does not deserve a deep coalshaft

rather ? This is an entirely fundamental question ! Till this

question be answered well in the affirmative, there ought to be a

total stop of progress; the misguided citizens ought to be ad-

monished, and even gently constrained, to take back their five-

pound notes
;

to desist from their rash deleterious enterprise, and

retire to their affairs, a repentant body of misguided citizens.

But farther still, and supposing the first question perfectly

disposed of, there comes a second, grave too, though much less

peremptory : Is this Statue of yours a worthy commemoration of

a sacred man ? Is it so excellent in point of Art that we can, with

credit, set it up in our market-places as a respectable approach to

the Ideal ? Or, alas, is it not such an amorphous brazen sooterkin,

bred of prurient heat and darkness, as falls, if well seen into, far

below the Real ? The Real, if you will stand by it, is respectable.

The coarsest hob-nailed pair of shoes, if honestly made according
to the laws of fact and leather, are not ugly ; they are honest, and
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fit for their object ;
the highest eye may look on them without

displeasure, nay with a kind of satisfaction. This rude packing-

case, it is faithfully made
; square to the rule, and formed with

rough-and-ready strength against injury; fit for its use; not

a pretentious hypocrisy, but a modest serviceable fact ; whoever

pleases to look upon it, will find the image of a humble manfulness

in it, and will pass on with some infinitesimal impulse to thank

the gods.

But this your
'

Ideal,' my misguided fellow-citizens ? Good

Heavens, are you in the least aware what damage, in the very
sources of their existence, men get from Cockney Sooterkins

saluting them publicly as models of Beauty ? I charitably feel

you have not the smallest notion of it, or you would shriek at the

proposal ! Can you, my misguided friends, think it humane to set-

up, in its present uncomfortable form, this blotch of mismolten

copper and zinc, out of which good warming-pans might be made ?

That all men should see this; innocent young creatures, still in

arms, be taught to think this beautiful
;

and perhaps women in

an interesting situation look up to it as they pass ? I put it to

your religious feeling, to your principles as men and fathers of

families !

These questions the \Voods-and-Forests, or some other Public

Tribunal constituted for the purpose, really ought to ask, in a

deliberate speaking manner, on the part of the speechless suffering

Populations : it is the preliminary of all useful Statue-building.
Till both these questions are well answered, the Woods-and-Forests

should refuse permission; advise the misguided citizens to go
home and repent. Really, if this Statue-humour go on, and grow
as it has lately done, there will be such a Public-Statue Board

requisite ;
or the Woods-and-Forests will have to interfere, with

such imperfect law as now is.

The Woods-and-Forests, or if not they, then the Commissioners of

Sewers, Sanitary Board, Scavenger Board, Cleansing Committee,
or whoever holds or can usurp a little of the sedile authority,

cannot some of them, in the name of sense and common decency,
interfere at least thus far ? Namely, to admonish the misguided

citizens, subscribers to the next Brazen Monster, or sad sculptural

solecism, the emblem of far sadder moral ones
;
and exhort them,

three successive times, to make warming-pans of it and repent ;

or failing that, finding them obstinate, to say with authority :

" Well then, persist ; set-up your Brazen Calf, ye misguided
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"citizens, and worship it, you, since you will and can. But
"
observe, let it be done in secret : not in public ;

we say, in secret,

"at your peril ! You have pleased to create a new Monster into
"
this world : but to make him patent to public view, we, for our

"
part, beg not to please. Observe, therefore. Build a high-

"
enough brick case or joss-house for your Brazen Calf; with un-

"
diaphanous walls, and lighted by sky-windows only : put your

" Monster into that, and keep him there. Thither go at your
"
pleasure, there assemble yourselves, and worship your bellyful,

"
you absurd idolaters

;
ruin your own souls only, and leave the

"
poor Population alone

;
the poor speechless unconscious Popula-

"
tion, whom we are bound to protect, and will !

"
To this extent,

I think the Wpods-and-Forests might reasonably interfere.
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No. VIII. JESUITISM.

As in the history of human things, which needs above all to

abridge itself, it happens usually that the chief actors in great
events and great epochs give their name to the series, and are

loosely reputed the causers and authors of them; as a German
Reformation is called of Luther, and a French Reign of Terror

passes for the work of Robespierre, and from the JEneid and earlier

this has been the wont : so it may be said these current, and now

happily moribund, times of ours are worthy to be called, in loose

language, the Age of Jesuitism, an epoch whose Palinurus is the

wretched mortal known among men as Ignatius Loyola. For some
two centuries the genius of mankind has been dominated by the

gospel of Ignatius, perhaps the strangest and certainly among the

fatalest ever preached hitherto under the sun. Some acquaintance,
out of Bartoli and others, I have made with that individual, and
from old years have studied the workings of him

;
and to me he

seems historically definable, he more than another, as the poison-
fountain from which these rivers of bitterness that now submerge
the world have flowed.

Counting from the '

ever-blessed Restoration,' or the advent

of that singular new Defender of the Faith called Charles Second,
it is about two hundred years since we ourselves commenced that

bad course; and deeply detesting the name of St. Ignatius, did

nevertheless gradually adopt his gospel as the real revelation of

God's will, and the solid rule of living in this world
;
rule long

since grown perfectly accredited, complete in all its parts, and

reigning supreme among us in all spiritual and social matters

whatsoever. The singular gospel, or revelation of God's will !

That to please the supreme Fountain of Truth your readiest

method, now and then, was to persist in believing what your whole

soul found to be doubtful or incredible. That poor human symbols
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were higher than the God Almighty's facts they symbolised ;
that

formulas, with or without the facts symbolised by them, were

sacred and salutary ;
that formulas, well persisted in, could still

save us when the facts were all fled ! A new revelation to man-

kind; not heard of in human experience, till Ignatius revealed

it to us. That, in substance, was the contribution of Ignatius to

the wellbeing of mankind. Under that thrice-stygian gospel we
have all of us, Papist and at length Protestant too, this long while

sat
;
a '

doctrine of devils,' I do think, if there ever was one
;

and

are now, ever since 1789, with endless misery and astonishment,

confusedly awakening out of the same, uncertain whether towards

swift agony of social death, or towards slow martyrdom of recovery
into spiritual and social life.

Not 'that poor Loyola did all the feat himself, any more than

Luther, Robespierre, and other such did in the parallel cases. By
no means. Not in his poor person shall the wretched Loyola bear

the guilt of poisoning the world : the world was, as it were, in

quest of poison ;
in the sure course of being poisoned ;

and would

have got it done by some one : Loyola is the historical symbol to

us of its being done. The most conspicuous and ostentatious of

the world's poisoners ; who, solemnly consecrating all the rest in

the name of holiness or spiritual Health, has got the work of

poisoning to go on with never-imagined completeness and acceler-

ation in all quarters ;
and is worthy to have it called after him a

Jesuitism, and be blamed by men (how judged by God, we know

not) for doing it. That it is done, there is the sad fact for us;

which infinitely concerns every living soul of us
;
what Ignatius

got or is to get for doing it, this shall not concern us at all.

And so, before dismissing busy English readers to their

autumnal grouse-shooting, the ramadhan, sacred fast, or month
of meditative solitude and devout prayer, now in use among the

English, I have one sad thing to do : lead them a little to the

survey of Ignatius and our universal Jesuitism
;
and ask them, in

Heaven's name, if they will answer such a question, What they
think of it, and of their share in it ? For this is the central and

parent phenomenon ;
the great Tartarean Deep, this, whence all

our miseries, fatuities, futilities spring ;
the accursed Hela's realm,

tenanted by foul creatures, ministers of Death Eternal, out of which

poor mortals, each for himself, are called to escape if they can !

Who is there that can escape; that can become alive to the
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terrible necessity of escaping ? By way of finish to this offensive

and alarming set of Pamphlets, I have still one crowning offence

and alarm to try if I can give. The message, namely, That under

all those Cannibal Connaughts, Distressed Needlewomen, and other

woes nigh grown intolerable, there lies a still deeper Infinite of

woe and guilt, chargeable on every one of us
;
and that till this

abate, essentially those never will or can.

That our English solitaries, any noticeable number of them, in

their grouse ramadhan, or elsewhere, will accept the message, and
see this thing for my poor showing, is more than I expect. Not

willingly or joyfully do men become conscious that they are afloat,

they and their affairs, upon the Pool of Erebus, now nameless in

polite speech ;
and that all their miseries, social and private, are

fountains springing out of that, and like to spring perennially with

ever more copiousness, till once you get away from that ! And

yet who knows ? Here and there a thinking English soul, the

reflection, the devotion, not yet quite deafened out of him by per-

petual noise and babble
;
such a soul, left silent in the solitude

of some Highland corry, waiting perhaps till the gillies drive his

deer up to him, may catch a glimpse of it, take a thought of

it
; may prosecute his thought ; fling down, with terror, his Joe-

Manton and percussion-caps, and fly to a better kind of ramadhan,
towards another kind of life ! Sure enough, if one in the thousand

see at all, in this sad matter, what I see and have long seen in it, his

life either suddenly or gradually will alter in several particulars ;

and his sorrow, apprehension and amazement will probably grow

upon him, the longer he considers this affair
;
and his life, I think,

will alter ever farther : and he, this one in a thousand, will fonnvef * * O

me, and be thankful to the Heavens and me, while he continues in

this world or in any world !

The Spiritual, it is still often said, but is not now sufficiently

considered, is the parent and first-cause of the Practical. The

Spiritual everywhere originates the Practical, models it, makes it :

so that the saddest external condition of affairs, among men, is but

evidence of a still sadder internal one. For as thought is the life-

fountain and motive-soul of action, so, in all regions of this human

world, whatever outward thing offers itself to the eye, is merely
the garment or body of a thing which already existed invisibly
within

; which, striving to give itself expression, has found, in the

given circumstances, that it could and would express itself so.
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This is everywhere true
;
and in these times when men's attention

is directed outward rather, this deserves far more attention than it

will receive.

Do you ask why misery abounds among us ? I bid you look

into the notion we have formed for ourselves of this Universe, and

of our duties and destinies there. If it is a true notion, we shall

strenuously reduce it to practice, for who dare or can contradict

hisfaith, whatever it may be, in the Eternal Fact that is around

him ? and thereby blessings and success will attend us in said

Universe, or Eternal Fact we live amidst : of that surely there is

no doubt. All revelations and intimations, heavenly and earthly,

assure us of that; only a Philosophy of Bedlam could throw a

doubt on that ! Blessings and success, most surely, if our notion

of this Universe, and our battle in it be a true one ; not curses

and futilities, except it be not true. For battle, in any case, I

think we shall not want
;
harsh wounds, and the heat of the day,

we shall have to stand : but it will be a noble godlike and human

battle, not an ignoble devil-like and brutal one
;
and our wounds,

and sore toils (what we in our impatience call
'

miseries
'), will

themselves be blessed to us.

But if, on the other hand, it were a false notion which we
believed

; alas, if it were even a false notion which we only

pretended to believe ? What battle can there be, in that latter

fatal case ! Our faith, or notion of this Universe, is not false only,

but it is the father of falsity ;
a thing that destroys itself, and is

equivalent to the death of all notion, all belief or motive to action,

except what the appetites and the astucities may yield. We have

then the thrice-baleful Universe of Cant, prophesied for these

Latter Days ;
and no '

battle,' but a kind of bigger Donnybrook

one, is possible for hapless mortals till that alter. Faith, Fact,

Performance, in all high and gradually in all low departments, go
about their business

; Inanity well tailored and upholstered, mild-

spoken Ambiguity, decorous Hypocrisy which is astonished you
should think it hypocritical, taking their room and drawing their

wages : from zenith to nadir, you have Cant, Cant, a Universe

of Incredibilities which are not even credited, which each man at

best only tries to persuade himself that he credits. Do you expect

a divine battle, with noble victories, out of this ? I expect a

Hudson's Statue from it, brisk trade in scrip, with Distressed

Needlewomen, Cannibal Connaughts, and other the like pheno-

mena, such as we now everywhere see !
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Indisputably enough, what notion each forms of the Universe

is the all-regulating fact with regard to him. The Universe

makes no immediate objection to be conceived in any way;

pictures itself as plainly in the seeing faculty of Newton's Dog
Diamond, as of Newton; and yields to each a result accurately

corresponding. To the Dog Diamond dogs'-meat, with its adjuncts,

better or worse
;
to Newton discovery of the System of the Stars.

Not the Universe's affair at all; but the seeing party's affair

very much, for the results to each correspond, with exact propor-

tion, to his notion of it.

The saddest condition of human affairs, what ancient Prophets
denounced as 'the Throne of Iniquity,' where men 'decree injustice

by a law :

'

all this, with its thousandfold outer miseries, is still

but a symptom ;
all this points to a far sadder disease which lies

invisible within ! In new dialect, whatever modified interpreta-

tion we may put upon it, the same must be said as in old :

' God's

judgments are abroad in the world;' and it would much behove

many of us to know well that the essential fact lies there and

not elsewhere. If we '

sin against God,' it is most certain
'

God's

judgments' will overtake us; and whether we recognise them

as God's message like men, or merely rage and writhe under

them like dogs, and in our blind agon}
7
,
each imputing it to his

neighbour, tear one another in pieces under them, it is certain

they will continue upon us, till we either cease 'sinning,' or are

all torn in pieces and annihilated.

Wide-spread suffering, mutiny and delirium
;
the hot rage of

sansculottic Insurrections, the cold rage of resuscitated Tyrannies;
the brutal degradation of the millions, the pampered frivolity of

the units
;
that awful unheeded spectacle,

'

the Throne of Iniquity

decreeing injustice by a law/ as the just eye can see it every-
where doing : certainly something must be wrong in the inner

man of the world, since its outer man is so terribly out of square !

The deliverer of the world, therefore, were not he who headed

sansculottic insurrections never so successful, but he who pointed
out to the world what nightmares were resting over its soul.

Ignatius Loyola, and the innumerable company, Papist, Protestant,

Sbam-christian, Anti-Christian, that have believed his revelation
;

universal prevalence, from pole to pole, of such a 'doctrine of

devils;' reverent or quasi-reverent faith in the dead human

formulas, and somnolent contempt of the divine ever-living facts,

such as reigns now, consecrated and supreme, in all common-
PAJII'HLETS. S
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wealths and countries, and hearts of men; the Human Species
as it were, unconsciously or consciously, gone all to one Sodality
of Jesuitism : who will deliver us from the body of this death !

It is in truth like death-in-life
;
a living-criminal (as in the old

Roman days) with a corpse lashed fast to him. What wretch could

have deserved such a doom ?

As to this Ignatius, I am aware he is admired, and even

transcendently admired, or what we call worshipped, by multitudes

of human creatures, who to this day expect, or endeavour to

expect, some kind of salvation from him
;

whom it is so painful
to enrage against me, if I could avoid it ! Undoubtedly Ignatius,
centuries ago, gave satisfaction to the Devil's Advocate, the Pope
and other parties interested; was canonised, named Saint, and

raised duly into Heaven officially so-called
; whereupon, with

many, he passes, ever since, for a kind of God, or person who
has much influence with the gods. Alas, the admiration, and

transcendent admiration, of mankind, goes a strange road in these

times! Hudson too had his canonisation: and by Vox Populi,
if not by Pope and Devil's Advocate, was raised to a kind of

brass Olympus by mankind
;
and rode there for a year or two

;

though he is already gone to warming-pans again. A poor man,
in our day, has many gods foisted on him

;
and big voices bid

him,
"
Worship, or be !

"
in a menacing and confusing manner.

What shall he do ? By far the greater part of said gods, current

in the public, whether canonised by Pope or Populus, are mere

dumb Apises and beatified Prize-oxen
; nay some of them, who

have articulate faculty, are devils instead of gods. A poor man
that would save his soul alive is reduced to the sad necessity of

sharply trying his gods whether they are divine or not; which

is a terrible pass for mankind, and lays an awful problem upon
each man. The man must do it, however. At his own peril

he will have to do this problem too, which is one of the awfulest
;

and his neighbours, all but a most select portion of them, portion

generally not clad in official tiaras, can be of next to no help to

him in it, nay rather will infinitely hinder him in it, as matters

go. If Ignatius, worshipped by millions as a kind of god, is, in

eternal fact, a kind of devil, or enemy of whatsoever is godlike in

man's existence, surely it is pressingly expedient that men were

made aware of it
;
that men, with whatever earnestness is yet in

them, laid it awfully to heart !
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Prim friend with the black serge gown, with the rosary,

scapulary, and I know not what other spiritual block-and-tackle,

scowl not on me. If in thy poor heart, under its rosaries, there

dwell any human piety, awestruck reverence towards the Supreme
Maker, devout compassion towards this poor Earth and her sons,

scowl not anathema on me, listen to me; for I swear thou art

my brother, in spite of rosaries and scapularies; and I recognise

thee, though thou canst not me; and with love and pity know
thee for a brother, though enchanted into the condition of a

spiritual mummy. Hapless creature, curse me not
;
listen to me,

and consider
; perhaps even thou wilt escape from mummyhood,

and become once more a living soul !

Of Ignatius, then, I must take leave to say, there can this

be recorded, that probably he has done more mischief in the

Earth than any man born since. A scandalous mortal, brethren

of mankind who live by truth and not by falsity, I must call this

man. Altogether, here where I stand, looking on millions of

poor pious brothers reduced to spiritual mummyhood, who curse

me because I try to speak the truth to them, and on a whole world

canting and grimacing from birth to death, and finding in their life

two serious indubitabilities, Cookery and Scrip, how, if he is the

representative and chief fountain of all this, can I call him other

than the superlative of scandals ? A bad man, I think
;
not good

by nature
;
and by destiny swollen into a very Ahriman of badness.

Not good by nature, I perceive. A man born greedy; whose

greatness in the beginning, and even in the end if we will look

well, is indicated chiefly by the depth of his appetite : not the

recommendable kind of man ! A man full of prurient elements

from the first
;
which at the last, through his long course, have

developed themselves over the family of mankind into an expres-
sion altogether tremendous.

A young Spanish soldier and hidalgo with hot Biscayan blood,

distinguished, as I understand, by his fierce appetites chiefly, by
his audacities and sensualities, and loud unreasonable decision, That

this Universe, in spite of rumours to the contrary, was a Cookery-

shop and Bordel, wherein garlic, Jamaica-pepper, unfortunate-

females and other spicery and garnishing awaited the bold human

appetite, and the rest of it was mere rumour and moonshine :

with this life-theory and practice had Ignatius lived some thirty

years, a hot human Papin's-digester and little other; when, on
s 2
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the walls of Pampeluna, the destined cannon-shot shattered both

his legs, leaving his head, hitting only his legs, so the Destinies

would have it, and he fell at once totally prostrate, a wrecked

Papin's-digester ; lay many weeks horizontal, and had in that

tedious posture to commence a new series of reflections. He
began to perceive now that ' the rest of it

'

was not mere rumour
and moonshine; that the rest was, in fact, the whole secret of

the matter. That the Cookery-shop and Bordel was a magical
delusion, a sleight-of-hand of Satan, to lead Ignatius down, by
garlic and finer temporal spiceries, to eternal Hell; and that

in short he, Ignatius, had lived hitherto as a degraded ferocious

Human Pig, one of the most perfect scoundrels; and was, at

that date, no other than a blot on Creation, and a scandal to

mankind.

With which, set of reflections who could quarrel? The re-

flections were true, were salutary; nay there was something of

sacred in them, as in the repentance of man, in the discovery

by erring man that wrong is not right, that wrong differs from

right as deep Hell from high Heaven, there ever is. Ignatius's

soul was in convulsions, in agonies of new birth ;
for which I

honour Ignatius. Human sincerity could not but have told

him :

"
Yes, in several respects, thou art a detestable Human

"
Pig, and disgrace to the family of man

;
for which it behoves

"thee to be in nameless remorse, till thy life either mend or
"
end. Consider, there as thou liest with thy two legs smashed,

" the peccant element that is in thee
;
discover it, rigorously tear

"
it out

;
reflect what farther thou wilt do. A life yet remains

;

"to be led, clearly, in some new manner : how wilt thou lead it ?

"
Sit silent for the rest of thy days ? In some most modest

"seclusion, hide thyself from a humankind which has been dis-
" honoured by thee ? Thy sin being pruriency of appetite, give
" that at least no farther scope under any old or new form ?

"

I admit, the question was not easy. Think, in this his wrecked

horizontal position, what could or should the poor individual called

Inigo, Ignatius, or whatever the first name of him was, have done ?

Truly for Ignatius the question was very complicated. But, had

he asked from Nature and the Eternal Oracles a remedy for

wrecked sensualism, here surely was one thing that would have

suggested itself: To annihilate his pruriency. To cower, silent

and ashamed, into some dim corner; and resolve to make hence-

forth as little noise as possible. That would have been modest,
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salutary; that might have led to many other virtues, and gradually

to all. That, I think, is what the small still voices would have

told Ignatius, could he have heard them amid the loud bullyings

and liturgyings; but he couldn't, perhaps he never tried; and

that, accordingly, was not what Ignatius resolved upon.
In fact, Christian doctrine, backed by all the human wisdom

I could ever hear of, inclines me to think that Ignatius, had he

been a good and brave man, should have consented, at this point,

to be damned, as was clear to him that he deserved to be. Here

would have been a healing solace to his conscience
;
one tran-

scendent act of virtue which it still lay with him, the worst of

sinners, to do.
" To die forever, as I have deserved

;
let Eternal

"
Justice triumph so, by means of me and my foul scandals, since

" otherwise it may not !

"
Selbsttodtung ,

Annihilation of Self, justly

reckoned the beginning of all virtue : here is the highest form of

it, still possible to the lowest man. The voice of Nature this, to

a repentant outcast sinner turning again towards the realms of

manhood
;

and I understand it is the precept of all right

Christianity too. But no, Ignatius could not, in his lowest

abasement, consent to have justice done on him, not on him,

ah no
;

and there lay his crime and his misfortune, which has

brought such penalty on him and us.

The truth is, it was not of Eternal Nature and her Oracles that

Ignatius inquired, poor man ;
it was of Temporary Art and hers,

and these sang not of self-annihilation, or Ignatius would not hear

that part of their song. Not so did Ignatius read the omens.

"My pruriency being terribly forbidden on one side, let it,"

thought Ignatius, deeply unconscious of such a thought, "have
"
terrible course on another. Garlic-cookery and suchlike excita-

tions are accursed to me forever; but cannot I achieve some-
"
thing that shall still assert my Ego I in a highly gratifying
"manner?" Alas, human sincerity, hard as his scourging had

been, was not quite attainable by him. In his frantic just agonies,

he flung himself before the shrine of Virgin Marys, Saints of

the Romish Calendar, three-hatted Holy Fathers, and uncertain

Thaumaturgic Entities; praying that he might be healed by
miracle, not by course of nature; and that, for one most fatal

item, his pruriency of appetite might, under new inverse forms, -

continue with him. Which prayer, we may say, was granted.
In the depths of his despair, all Nature glooming veritable

reprobation on him, and Eternal Justice whispering,
"
Accept what
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thou hast merited," there rose this altogether turbid semi-artificial

glare of hope upon Ignatius,
" The Virgin will save me, the Virgin

has saved me :

"
Well and good, I say ;

then be quiet, and let

us see some temperance and modesty in you. Far otherwise did

Ignatius resolve : temperance and true modesty were not among
the gifts of this precious individual the Virgin had been at the

pains to save. Many plans Ignatius tried to make his Ego I still

available on Earth, and still keep Heaven open for him. His

pilgrimings and battlings, his silent sufferings and wrestlings for

that object, are enormous, and reach the highest pitch of the

prurient-heroic. At length, after various failures and unsatis-

factory half-successes, it struck him :

" Has not there lately been
" a sort of revolt against the Virgin, and the Holy Father who
" takes care of her ? Certain infernal Heresiarchs in Germany and
"
elsewhere, I am told, have risen up against the Holy Father,

"arguing with terrible plausibility that he is an Unholy Phantasm:
"
he. ;

and if so, what am I and my outlooks ! A new light,
"
presumably of Hell, has risen to that effect

;
which new light

"
why cannot I vow here, and consecrate myself, to battle against,

" and with my whole strength endeavour to extinguish ?
"

That

was the task Ignatius fixed upon as his
;
and at that he has been

busy, he and an immense and ever-increasing sodality of mortals,

these three hundred years; and, through various fortune, they
have brought it thus far. Truly to one of the most singular

predicaments the affairs of mankind ever stood in before.

If the new light is of Hell, Ignatius, right : but if of Heaven,
there is not, that I know of, any equally damnable sin as thine !

No; thy late Pighood itself is trivial in comparison. Frantic

mortal, wilt thou, at the bidding of any Papa, war against Almighty
God ? Is there no '

inspiration/ then, but an ancient Jewish,

Greekish, Romish one, with big revenues, loud liturgies and red

stockings? The Pope is old; but Eternity, thou shalt observe,

is older. High-treason against all the Universe is dangerous to

do. Quench not among us, I advise thee, the monitions of that

thrice-sacred gospel, holier than all gospels, which dwells in each

man direct from the Maker of him ! Frightfully will it be avenged
on thee, and on all that follow thee

;
to the sixth generation and

farther, all men shall lie under this gigantic Upas-tree thou hast

been planting ; terribly will the gods avenge it on thee, and on all

thy Father Adam's house !
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Ignatius' s black militia, armed with this precious message of

salvation, have now been campaigning over all the world for about

three hundred years ;
and openly or secretly have done a mighty

work over all the world. Who can count what a work ! Where

you meet a man believing in the salutary nature of falsehoods, or

the divine authority of things doubtful, and fancying that to serve

the Good Cause he must call the Devil to his aid, there is a

follower of Unsaint Ignatius ;
not till the last of these men has

vanished from the Earth will our account with Ignatius be quite

settled, and his black militia have got their mittimus to Chaos

again. They have given a new substantive to modern languages.
The word ' Jesuitism

'

now, in all countries, expresses an idea for

which there was in Nature no prototype before. Not till these

late centuries had the human soul generated that abomination,

or needed to name it. Truly they have achieved great things in

the world
;
and a general result which we may call stupendous.

Not victory for Ignatius and the black militia, no, till the

Universe itself become a cunningly devised Fable, and God
the Maker abdicate in favour of Beelzebub, I do not see how
'

victory
'

can fall on that side ! But they have done such deadly
execution on the general soul of man; and have wrought such

havoc on the terrestrial and supernal interests of this world, as

insure to Jesuitism a long memory in human annals.

How many three-hatted Papas, and scandalous Consecrated

Phantasms, cleric and laic, convicted or not yet suspected to

be Phantasms and servants of the Devil and not of God, does

it still retain in existence in all corners of this afflicted world !

Germany had its War of Thirty Years, among other wars, on this

subject; and had there not been elsewhere a nobler loyalty to

God's Cause than was to be found in Germany at that date,

Ignatius with his rosaries and gibbet-ropes, with his honey-
mouthed Fathers Lammerlein in black serge, and heavyfisted
Fathers Wallenstein in chain armour, must have carried it

;
and

that alarming Lutheran new-light would have been got extin-

guished again. The Continent once well quenched out, it was cal-

culated England might soon be made to follow, and then the whole
world were blessed with orthodoxy. So it had been computed.
But Gustavus, a man prepared to die if needful, Gustavus with his

Swedes appeared upon the scene; nay shortly Oliver Cromwell
with his Puritans appeared upon it; and the computation quite
broke down. Beyond seas and within seas, the Wallensteins
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and Lammerleins, the Hyacinths and Andreas Habernfelds,

the Lauds and Charleses, in fine, Ignatius and all that held of

him, had to cower into their holes again, and try it by new
methods. Many were their methods, their fortune various; and

ever and anon, to the hope or the terror of this and the other

man of weak judgment, it has seemed that victory was just about

to crown Ignatius. True, too true, the execution done upon the

soul of mankind has been enormous and tremendous
;
but victory

to Ignatius there has been none, and will and can be none.

Nay at last, ever since 1789 and '93, the figure of the quarrel

has much altered
;
and the hope for Ignatius (except to here and

there a man of weak judgment) has become a flat impossibility.

For Luther and Protestantism Proper having, so to speak, with-

drawn from the battle-field, as entities whose work was done, there

then appeared on it Jean Jacques and French Sansculottism ;
to

which all creatures have gradually joined themselves. Whereby
now we have Protestantism Improper, a Protestantism universal

and illimitable on the part of all men
;
the whole world risen into

anarchic mutiny, with pike and paving-stone ; swearing by Heaven

above and also by Hell beneath, by the Eternal Yea and the

Eternal No, that Ignatius and Imposture shall not rule them

any more, neither in soul nor in body nor in breeches-pocket

any more
;
but that they will go unruled rather, as they hope

it will be possible for them to do. This is Ignatius's
'

destruction
'

of Protestantism : he has destroyed it into Sansculottism, such

a form of all-embracing Protestantism as was never dreamt of

by the human soul before. So that now, at last, there is hope
of final death and rest to Ignatius and his labours. Ignatius,

I perceive, is now sure to die, and be abolished before long;

nay is already dead, and will not even galvanise much farther;

but, in fine, is hourly sinking towards the Abyss, dragging much

along with him thither. Whole worlds along with him : such

continents of things, once living and beautiful, now dead and

horrible ; things once sacred, now not even commonly profane :

fearful and wonderful, to every thinking heart and seeing eye,

in these days ! That is the answer, slowly enunciated, but

irrevocable and indubitable, which Ignatius gets in Heaven's

High Court, when he appeals there, asking,
" Am I a Sanctus or

"not, as the Papa and his Devil's-Advocate told me I was?"

The '

vivaciousness
'

of Jesuitism is much spoken of, as a thing
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creditable. And truly it is remarkable, though I think in the

way of wonder even more than of admiration, what a quantity
of killing it does require. To say nothing of the Cromwells and

Gustavuses, and what they did, they and theirs, it is near a

century now since Pombal and Aranda, secular and not divine

men, yet useful antiseptic products of their generation, felt called,

if not consciously by Heaven, then by Earth which is unconsciously
a bit of Heaven, to cut-down this scandal from the world, and

make the earth rid of Jesuitism for one thing. What a wide-

sweeping shear they gave it, as with the sudden scythe of universal

death, is well known
;
and how, mown down from side to side of

the world in one day, it had to lie sorrowfully slain and withering
under the sun. After all which, nay after 1793 itself, does not

Jesuitism still pretend to be alive, and in this year 1850, still

(by dint of steady galvanism) shows some quivering in its fingers

and toes ? Vivacious, sure enough ;
and I suppose there must

be reasons for it, which it is well to note withal. But what if

such vivaciousness were, in good part, like that of evil weeds; if

the 'strength' of Jesuitism were like that of typhus-fever, not

a recommendable kind of strength !

I hear much also of 'obedience,' how that and the kindred

virtues are prescribed and exemplified by Jesuitism; the truth

of which, and the merit of which, far be it from me to deny.

Obedience, a virtue universally forgotten in these days, will have

to become universally known again. Obedience is good, and

indispensable : but if it be obedience to what is wrong and false,

good Heavens, there is no name for such a depth of human
cowardice and calamity; spurned everlastingly by the gods.

Loyalty ? Will you be loyal to Beelzebub ? Will you
' make a

covenant with Death and Hell' ? I will not be loyal to Beelzebub;

I will become a nomadic Chactaw rather, a barricading Sansculotte,

a Conciliation-Hall repealer; anything and everything is venial

to that.

The virtues of Jesuitism, seasoned with that fatal condiment,

are other than quite virtuous ! To cherish pious thoughts, and

assiduously keep your eye directed to a Heaven that is not real :

will that yield divine life to you, or hideous galvanic life-in-death ?

To cherish many quasi-human virtues, really many possibilities of

virtue ;
and wed them all to the principle that God can be served

by believing what is not true: to put-out the sacred lamp of

Intellect within you ;
to decide on maiming yourself of that higher
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godlike gift, which God himself has given you with a silent but

awful charge in regard to it
;
to be bullied and bowowed out of

your loyalty to the God of Light by big Phantasms and three-

hatted Chimeras : can I call that by the name of nobleness or

human courage? "Could not help it," say you? If 'a man
cannot help it,' a man must allow me to say he has unfortunately

given the most conspicuous proof of caitiffhood that lay within his

human possibility, and he must cease to brag to me about his
'

virtues,' in that sad case !

But, in fact, the character of the poor creature named Ignatius,

whether it be good or bad and worst, concerns us little
;
not even

that of the specific Jesuit Body concerns us much. The Jesuits

proper have long since got their final mittimus from England.

Nor, in the seventeenth century, with an ubiquitous alarming

Toby Mathews, Andreas Habernfeld and Company; with there

a Father Hyacinth, and here a William Laud and Charles First,

was this by any means so light a business as we now fancy. But
it has been got accomplished. Long now have the English People
understood that Jesuits proper, in so far as they are not Nothing

(which is the commonest case), are servants of the Prince of

Darkness: by Puritan Cromwell iads on the great scale, and on the

small by diligent hunting, confinement in the Clink Prison, and

judicial tribulation, let us say, by earnest pious thought and

fight, and the labours of the valiant born to us, this country has

been tolerably cleared of Jesuits proper; nor is there danger of

their ever coming to a head here again. But, alas, the expulsion

of the Jesuit Body avails us little, when the Jesuit Soul has so

nestled itself in the life of mankind everywhere. What we have

to complain of is, that all men are become Jesuits ! That no man

speaks the truth to you or to himself, but that every man lies,

with blasphemous audacity, and does not know that he is lying,

before God and man, in regard to almost all manner of things.

This is the fell heritage, bequeathed us by Ignatius; to this sad

stage has our battle with him come.

Consider it, good reader; and yet alas, if thou be not one

of a thousand, what is the use of bidding thee consider it ! The
deadliest essence of the curse we now labour under is that the

light of our inner eyesight is gone out
;
that such things are not

discernible by considering. 'Cant and even sincere Cant:' O
Heaven, when a man doing his sincerest is still but canting ! For
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this is the sad condition of the insincere man : he is doomed all

his days to deal with insincerities
;

to live, move, and have his

being in traditions and conventionalities. If the traditions have

grown old, the conventionalities will be mostly false
;
true in no

sense can they be for him : never shall he behold the truth of any
matter

; formulas, theologic, economic and other, certain superficial

readings of truth, required in the market-place, these he will take

with him, these he will apply dextrously, and with these he will

have to satisfy himself. Sincerity shall not exist for him
;
he shall

think that he has found it, while it is yet far away. The deep,

a\\ful and indeed divine quality of truth that lies in every object,

and in virtue of which the object exists, from his poor eyes this

is forever hidden. Not with austere divine realities which belong
to the Universe and to Eternity, but with paltry ambiguous

phantasms, comfortable and uncomfortable, which belong to his

own parish, and to the current week or generation, shall he pass
his days.

There had been liars in the world; alas, never since the Old

Serpent tempted Eve, had the world been free of liars, neither

will it be : but there was in this of Jesuit Ignatius an apotheosis
of falsity, a kind of subtle quintessence and deadly virus of lying,

the like of which had never been seen before. Measure it, if you
can

; prussic-acid and chloroform are poor to it ! Men had served

the Devil, and men had very imperfectly served God
;
but to think

that God could be served more perfectly by taking the Devil into

partnership, this was a novelty of St. Ignatius. And this is now
no novelty; to such extent has the Jesuit chloroform stupefied
us all. This is the universal faith and practice, for several gener-
a ions past, of the class called good men in this world. They are

in general mutineers, sansculottes, angry disorderly persons, and
a class rather worthy to be called bad, who hitherto assert the

contrary of this.
" Be careful how you believe truth," cries the

good man everywhere :

"
Composure and a whole skin are very

"valuable. Truth, who knows? many things are not true;
" most things are uncertainties, very prosperous things are even
"
open falsities that have been agreed upon. There is little certain

" truth going. If it isn't orthodox truth, it will play the very devil
" with you !

"

Did the Human Species ever lie in such a soak of horrors,

sunk like steeping flax under the wide-spread fetid Hell-waters,

in all spiritual respects dead, dead
;

voiceless towards Heaven for
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centuries back
; merely sending up, in the form of mute prayer,

such an odour as the angels never smelt before ! It has to lie

there, till the worthless part has been rotted out
;

till much has

been rotted out, I do perceive ;
and perhaps the time has come

when the precious lint fibre itself is in danger ;
and men, if they

are not delivered, will cease to be men, or to be at all ! O
Heavens, with divine Hudson on this hand, and divine Ignatius
on that, and the Gorham Controversy going on, and the Irish

Tenant Agitation (which will soon become a Scotch and an

English ditto) just about beginning, is not the hour now nearly
come ? Words fail us when we would speak of what Ignatius has

done for men. Probably the most virulent form of sin which the

Old Serpent has yet rejoiced in on our poor Earth. For me it is

the deadliest high treason against God our Maker which the soul

of man could commit.

And this, then, is the horrible conclusion we have arrived at,

in England as in all countries
;
and with less protest against it

hitherto, and not with more, in England than in other countries ?

That the great body of orderly considerate men
;
men affecting the

name of good and pious, and who, in fact, excluding certain silent

exceptionary individuals one to the million, such as the Almighty
Beneficence never quite withholds, are accounted our best men,
have unconsciously abnegated the sacred privilege and duty of

acting or speaking the truth
;
and fancy that it is not truth that

is to be acted, but that an amalgam of truth and falsity is the safe

thing. In parliament and pulpit, in book and speech, in whatever

spiritual thing men have to commune of, or to do together, this

is the rule they have lapsed into, this is the pass they have arrived

at. We have to report that Human Speech is not true ! That

it is false to a degree never witnessed in this world till lately.

Such a subtle virus of falsity in the very essence of it, as far

excels all open lying, or prior kinds of falsity ;
false with conscious-

ness of being sincere ! The heart of the world is corrupted to

the core
;
a detestable devil's-poison circulates in the life-blood of

mankind ;
taints with abominable deadly malady all that mankind

do. Such a curse never fell on men before.

For the falsity of speech rests on a far deeper falsity. False

speech, as is inevitable when men long practise it, falsifies all

things; the very thoughts, or fountains of speech and action

become false. Ere long, by the appointed curse of Heaven, a

man's intellect ceases to be capable of distinguishing truth, when
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he permits himself to deal in speaking or acting what is false.

Watch well the tongue, for out of it are the issues of life ! O,

the foul leprosy that heaps itself in monstrous accumulation over

Human Life, and obliterates all the divine features of it into one

hideous mountain of purulent disease, when Human Life parts

company with truth
;
and fancies, taught by Ignatius or another,

that lies will be the salvation of it ! We of these late centuries

have suffered as the sons of Adam never did before; hebetated,

sunk under mountains of torpid leprosy ;
and studying to persuade

ourselves that this is health.

And if we have awakened from the sleep of death into the

Sorcerer's Sabbath of Anarchy, is it not the chief of blessings that

we are awake at all ? Thanks to Transcendent Sansculottism

and the long-memorable French Revolution, the one veritable and

tremendous Gospel of these bad ages, divine Gospel such as we

deserved, and merciful too, though preached in thunder and terror !

Napoleon Campaignings, September Massacres, Reigns of Terror,

Anacharsis Clootz and Pontiff Robespierre, and still more beggarly

tragicali ties that we have since seen, and are still to see : what

frightful thing were not a little less frightful than the thing we
had ? Peremptory was our necessity of putting Jesuitism away, of

awakening to the consciousness of Jesuitism.
'

Horrible,' yes : how
could it be other than horrible ? Like the valley of Jehosaphat, it

lies round us, one nightmare wilderness, and wreck of dead-men's

bones, this false modern world
;
and no rapt Ezechiel in prophetic

vision imaged to himself things sadder, more horrible and terrible,

than the eyes of men, if they are awake, may now deliberately see.

Many yet sleep ;
but the sleep of all, as we judge by their maundering

and jargoning, their Gorham Controversies, street-barricadings, and

uneasy tossings and somnambulisms, is not far from ending. Novalis

says,
' We are near awakening when we dream that we are dreaming?

A man's 'religion' consists not of the many things he is in

doubt of and tries to believe, but of the few he is assured of, and

has no need of effort for believing. His religion, whatever it may
be, is a discerned fact, and coherent system of discerned facts to

him
;
he stands fronting the worlds and the eternities upon it : to

doubt of it is not permissible at all ! He must verify or expel his

doubts, convert them into certainty of Yes or No
;
or they will be

the death of his religion. But, on the other hand, convert them
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into certainty of Yes and No
;
or even of Yes though No, as the

Ignatian method is, what will become of your religion ? Let us

glance a little at this strange aspect of our affairs.

What a man's or nation's available religion at any time is, may
sometimes, especially if he abound in Bishops, Gorham Contro-

versies, and richly endowed Churches and Church-practices, be

difficult to say. For a Nation which, under very peculiar circum-

stances, closed its Bible about two hundred years ago, hanged the

dead body of its Cromwell, and accepted one Charles Second for

Defender of its Faith so-called
;

for such a Nation, which has

closed its Bible, and decided that the sufficient and much handier

practice would be to kiss the outside of said Bible, and in all

senses swear zealously by the same without opening it again,

the question what its
'

religion
'

is, may naturally be involved in

obscurities ! Such dramaturgic fugle-worship going on every-

where, and kissing of the closed Bible, what real worship, religion,

or recognition of a Divine Necessity in Nature and Life, there may
be Or, in fact, is there any left at all ? Very little, I should say.

The religion of a man in these strange circumstances, what

living conviction he has about his Destiny in this Universe, falls

into a most strange condition
; and, in truth, I have observed, is

apt to take refuge in the stomach mainly. The man goes through
his prescribed fugle-motions at church and elsewhere, keeping
his conscience and sense of decency at ease thereby ;

and in some

empty part of his brain, if he have fancy left, or brain other than

a beaver's, there goes on occasionally some dance of dreamy
hypotheses, sentimental echoes, shadows, and other inane make-

believes, which I think are quite the contrary of a possession to

him
; leading to no clear Faith, or divine life-and-death Certainty

of any kind
;
but to a torpid species of delirium somnians and

delirium stertens rather. In his head or in his heart this man has

of available religion none. But descend into his stomach, purse
and the adjacent regions, you then do awaken, even in the very
last extremity, a set of divine beliefs, were it only belief in the

multiplication-table, and certain coarser outward forms of meum
and titum. He believes in the inalienable nature of purchased

beef, in the duty of the British citizen to fight for himself when

injured, and other similar faiths : an actual
'

religion
'

of its sort,

or revelation of what the Almighty Maker means with him in this

Earth, and has irrefragably, as by direct inspiration, charged him
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to do. This is the man's religion ;
this poor scantling of

'
divine

convictions' which you find lying, mostly inarticulate, in deep

sleep at the bottom of his stomach, and have such difficulty in

raising into any kind of elocution or conscious wakefulness.

Alas, so much of him, his soul almost wholly, is not only asleep

there, but gone drowned and dead. The '

religion
'

you awaken

in him is often of a very singular quality ; enough to make the

observer pause in silence. Such a religion, issuing practically

in Hudson Statues, and, alas, also in Distressed Needlewomen,
Cannibal Connaughts, and 'remedial measures suited to the

occasion,' was never seen among Adam's Posterity before. But

it is this modern man's religion ;
all the religion you will get of

him. And if you can winnow-out the fugle-motions, fantasies,

sentimentalisms, make-believes, and other multitudinous chaff,

so that his religion stands before you in its net condition, you

may contemplate it with scientific astonishment, with innumerable

reflections, and may perhaps draw wise inferences from it.

A singular piece of scribble, in Sauerteig's hand, bearing marks

of haste and almost of rage (for the words, abbreviated to the

bone, tumble about as if in battle on the paper), occurs to me at

this moment, entitled Schweinsche Weltansiclit ; and I will try to

decipher and translate it.

*

Pig Philosophy.

'If the inestimable talent of Literature should, in these swift
'

days of progress, be extended to the brute creation, having fairly
'

taken-in all the human, so that swine and oxen could commu-
'

nicate to us on paper what they thought of the Universe, there

'might curious results, not uninstructive to some of us, ensue.
'

Supposing swine (I mean fourfooted swine), of sensibility and
'

superior logical parts, had attained such culture
;
and could,

'

after survey and reflection, jot-down for us their notion of the
'

Universe, and of their interests and duties there, might it not
'

well interest a discerning public, perhaps in unexpected ways,
' and give a stimulus to the languishing book-trade ? The votes
'

of all creatures, it is understood at present, ought to be had
;

'

that you may
"
legislate

"
for them with better insight.

" How
'can you govern a thing," say many, "without first asking its
' vote ?

"
Unless, indeed, you already chance to know its vote,

' and even something more, namely, what you are to think of its
'

vote
;
what it wants by its vote

;
and still more important, what
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' Nature wants, which latter, at the end of the account, is the only
'

thing that will be got ! Pig Propositions, in a rough form, are
' somewhat as follows :

1. The Universe, so far as sane conjecture can go, is an

'immeasurable Swine's-trough, consisting of solid and liquid, and
'

of other contrasts and kinds
; especially consisting of attainable

' and unattainable, the latter in immensely greater quantities for
' most pigs.

'

2. Moral evil is unattainability of Pig's-wash ;
moral good,

'

attainability of ditto.
'

3.
" What is Paradise, or the State of Innocence ?

"
Paradise,

'called also State of Innocence, Age of Gold, and other names,
' was (according to Pigs of weak judgment) unlimited attainability
' of Pig's-wash ; perfect fulfilment of one's wishes, so that the
'

Pig's imagination could not outrun reality : a fable and an impos-
'

sibility, as Pigs of sense now see.

'4. "Define the Whole Duty of Pigs." It is the mission of
'

universal Pighood, and the duty of all Pigs, at all times, to

'diminish the quantity of unattainable and increase that of

'attainable. All knowledge and device and effort ought to be
'

directed thither and thither only ; Pig Science, Pig Enthusiasm
' and Devotion have this one aim. It is the Whole Duty of Pigs.

'

5. Pig Poetry ought to consist of universal recognition of the
'

excellence of Pig's-wash and ground barley, and the felicity of
'

Pigs whose trough is in order, and who have had enough :

'

Hrumph !

'

6. The Pig knows the weather
;
he ought to look out what

' kind of weather it will be.
'

7.
" Who made the Pig ?

" Unknown ; perhaps the Pork-
' butcher ?

'

8.
" Have you Law and Justice in Pigdom ?

"
Pigs of observ-

' ation have discerned that there is, or was once supposed to be, a
'

thing called justice. Undeniably at least there is a sentiment

'in Pig-nature called indignation, revenge, &c., which, if one Pig
'

provoke another, comes out in a more or less destructive manner :

' hence laws are necessary, amazing quantities of laws. For quar-
'

relling is attended with loss of blood, of life, at any rate with
'

frightful effusion of the general stock of Hog's-wash, and ruin
'

(temporary ruin) to large sections of the universal Swine's-trough :

' wherefore let justice be observed, that so quarrelling be avoided.
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'

9.
" What is justice ?

"
Your own share of the general Swine's-

'

trough, not any portion of my share.

'10. "But what is 'my' share?" Ah! there in fact lies the
'

grand difficulty ; upon which Pig science, meditating this long

'while, can settle absolutely nothing. My share hrumph ! my
'share is, on the whole, whatever I can contrive to get without
'

being hanged or sent to the hulks. For there are gibbets,

'treadmills, I need not tell you, and rules which Lawyers have
'

prescribed.

'11. "Who are Lawyers?" Servants of God, appointed
'revealers of the oracles of God, who read-off to us from day to
'

day what is the eternal Commandment of God in reference to the
' mutual claims of his creatures in this world.

'12. "Where do they find that written?" In Coke upon
'

Lyttelton.
'

13.
" Who made Coke ?

" Unknown : the maker of Coke's
'

wig is discoverable.
" What became of Coke ?

"
Died. " And

' then ?
" Went to the undertaker

;
went to the

'

But we
must pull up : Sauerteig's fierce humour, confounding ever farther

in his haste the fourfooted with the twofooted animal, rushes into

wilder and wilder forms of satirical torch-dancing, and threatens

to end in a universal Kape of the Wigs, which in a person of his

character looks ominous and dangerous. Here, for example, is his

fifty-first
'

Proposition,' as he calls it :

'51. "What are Bishops?" Overseers of souls. "What is a
'

soul ?
" The thing that keeps the body alive.

" How do they
' oversee that ?

"
They tie on a kind of aprons, publish charges ;

'
I believe they pray dreadfully ;

macerate themselves nearly dead
' with continual grief that they cannot in the least oversee it.

' " And are much honoured ?
"

By the wise very much.
'
52.

" Define the Church." I had rather not.
" Do you believe

'

in a Future state
"

Yes, surely.
" What is it ?

"
Heaven, so-

'

called.
" To everybody ?

"
I understand so

; hope so !

" What
'is it thought to be?" Hrumph ! "No Hell, then, at all?"
'

Hrumph !

'

The Fine Arts are by some thought to be a kind of religion ;

the chief religion this poor Europe is to have in time coming : and

undoubtedly it is in Literature, Poetry and the other kindred Arts,

where at least a certain manliness of temper, and liberty to follow

truth, prevails or might prevail, that the world's chosen souls do now
PAMPHLETS. T
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chiefly take refuge, and attempt what '

Worship of the Beautiful
'

may still be possible for them. The Poet in the Fine Arts,

especially the Poet in Speech, what Fichte calls the 'Scholar'

or the '

Literary Man,' is defined by Fichte as the
'

Priest
'
of these

Modern Epochs, all the Priest they have. And indeed Nature

herself will teach us that the man born with what we call
'

genius,'

which will mean, born with better and larger understanding than

others
;
the man in whom '

the inspiration of the Almighty,' given
to all men, has a higher potentiality ;

that he, and properly he

only, is the perpetual Priest of Men; ordained to the office by
God himself, whether men can be so lucky as to get him ordained

to it or not : nay, he does the office, too, after a sort, in this and

in all epochs. Ever must the Fine Arts be if not religious, yet

indissolubly united to it, dependent on it, vitally blended with it as

body is with soul.

Why should I say, Ignatius Loyola ruined our Fine Arts?

Ignatius thought not of the Fine Arts; nor is the guilt all his.

Ignatius, intent on the heart of the matter, did but consecrate

in the name of Heaven, and religiously welcome as life in God,

the universal death in the Devil which of itself was preparing
to come, on the Fine Arts as on all things. The Fine Arts are

not what I most regret in the catastrophe so frightfully accelerated

and consummated by him ! If men's practical faith have become

a Pig Philosophy, and their divine worship have become a Mumbo-

jumboism, soliciting in dumb agony either change to the very
heart or else extinction and abolition, it matters little what their

fine or other arts may be. All arts, industries and pursuits they

have, are tainted to the heart with foul poison; carry not in them

the inspiration of God, but (frightful to think of!) that of the

Devil calling and thinking himself God
;
and are smitten with a

curse forevermore. What judgment the Academy of Cognoscenti

may pronounce on them, is unimportant to me
;
what splendour

of upholstery and French cookery, and temporary bullion at the

Bank, may be realised from them, is important to M'Croudy, not

to me.

Such bullion, I perceive well, can but be temporary ;
and if it

were to be eternal, would bullion reconcile me to them ? No,

M'Croudy, never. Bullion, temporary bullion itself, awakens the

hallelujah of flunkies
;
but even eternal bullion ought to make

small impression upon men. To men I count it a human blessed-

ness, and stern benignity of Heaven, that when their course is false
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and ignoble, their bullion begins to leave them
;

that ultimate

bankruptcy, and flat universal ruin, published in the gazette, and

palpable even to flunkies, follows step by step, at a longer or shorter

interval, all solecisms under this sun. Certain as shadow follows

substance
;

it is the oldest law of Fate : and one good day,

open ruin, bankruptcy and foul destruction, does overtake them

all. Let us bless God for it. Were it otherwise, what end could

there be of solecisms ? The temporary paradise of quacks and

flunkies were now an eternal paradise ;
how could the noble soul

find harbour or patience in this world at all ? This world were the

inheritance of the ignoble ;
a very Bedlam, as some sceptics have

fancied it
;
made by malignant gods in their sport.

But as to Jesuitism in the Fine Arts, and how its unsuspected
thrice-unblessed presence here too smites the genius of mankind
with paralysis, there were much to be said. Sorrowful reflections

lie in that, far beyond what a discerning public fancies in these

days ;
reflections which cannot be entered upon, which can hardly

be indicated afar off, at present. Here too, as elsewhere, the con-

summate flower of Consecrated Unveracity reigns supreme ;
and

here as elsewhere peaceably presides over an enormous Life-in-

Death !

"
May the Devil fly away with the Fine Arts !

"
exclaimed

confidentially once, in my hearing, one of our most distinguished

public men ;
a sentiment that often recurs to me. I perceive too

well how true it is, in our case. A public man, intent on any real

business, does, I suppose, find the Fine Arts rather imaginary.
The Fine Arts, wherever they turn-up as business, whatever Com-
mittee sit upon them, are sure to be the parent of much empty
talk, laborious hypocrisy, dilettantism, futility ; involving huge
trouble and expense and babble, which end in no result, if not in

worse than none, The practical man, in his moments of sincerity,

feels them to be a pretentious nothingness ;
a confused superfluity

and nuisance, purchased with cost, what he in brief language
denominates a bwe. It is truly so, in these degraded da}

rs : and

the Fine Arts, among other fine interests of ours, are really called

to recognise it, and see what they will do in it. For they are .

become the Throne of Hypocrisy, I think the highest of her many
thrones, these said Arts

;
which is very sad to consider ! Nowhere,

not even on a gala-day in the Pope's Church of St. Peter, is there

such an explosion of intolerable hypocrisy, on the part of poor
T 2
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mankind, as when you admit them into their Royal Picture-

gallery, Glyptothek, Museum, or other divine Temple of the Fine

Arts. Hypocrisy doubly intolerable
;
because it is not here, as in

St. Peter's and some other Churches, an obliged hypocrisy but a

voluntary one. Nothing but your own vanity prompts you here to

pretend worshipping ; you are not bound to worship, and twaddle

pretended raptures, criticisms and poetic recognitions, unless you
like it; and you do not the least know what a damnable practice
it is, or you wouldn't ! I make a rule, these many years back, to

speak almost nothing, and encourage no speech in Picture-galleries ;

to avoid company, even that of familiar friends, in such situations ;

and perambulate the place in silence. You can thus worship or

not worship, precisely as the gods bid you ;
and are at least under

no obligation to do hypocrisies, if you cannot conveniently worship.
The fact is, though men are not in the least aware of it, the

Fine Arts, divorced entirely from Truth this long while, and

wedded almost professedly to Falsehood, Fiction and suchlike, are

got into what we must call an insane condition : they walk abroad

without keepers, nobody suspecting their sad state, and do fantastic

tricks equal to any in Bedlam, especially when admitted to work
'

regardless of expense,' as we sometimes see them ! What earnest

soul passes that new St. Stephen's, and its wilderness of stone

pepperboxes with their tin flags atop, worth two millions I am
told, without mentally exclaiming Apage, and cutting some pious
cross in the air ! If that be '

ideal beauty,' except for sugarwork,
and the more elaborate kinds of gingerbread, what is real ugliness ?

To say merely (with an architectonic trumpet-blast that cost two-

millions),
" Good Christians, you observe well I am regardless of

expense, and also of veracity, in every form ?
"

Too truly these

poor Fine Arts have fallen mad !

The Fine Arts once divorcing themselves from truth, are quite
certain to fall mad, if they do not die, and get flown away with

by the Devil, which latter is only the second-worst result for us.

Truth, fact, is the life of all things ; falsity,
'

fiction
'

or whatever

it may call itself, is certain to be death, and is already insanity, to

whatever thing takes up with it. Fiction, even to the Fine Arts,

is not a quite permissible thing. Sparingly permissible, within

iron limits
;
or if you will reckon strictly, not permissible at all !

The Fine Arts too, like the coarse and every art of Man's god-

given Faculty, are to understand that they are sent hither not to

fib and dance, but to speak and work
; and, on the whole, that God
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Almighty's Facts, such as given us, are the one pabulum which

will yield them any nourishment in this world. O Heavens, had

they always well remembered that, what a world were it now !

This seems strange doctrine : but it is to me, this long while,

too sorrowfully certain
;
and I invite all my artist friends, of the

painting, sculpturing, speaking, writing, especially of the singing
and rhyming department, to meditate upon it, till, with amaze-

ment, remorse, and determination to amend, they get to see what

lies in it ! Homer's Iliad, if you examine, is no Fiction but a

Ballad History ; the heart of it burning with enthusiastic ill-

informed belief. It
'

sings
'

itself, because its rude heart, rapt into

transcendency of zeal and admiration, is too full for speaking. The
' valour of Tydides,'

' wrath of the divine Achilles :

'

in old Greece,

in Phthiotis and ^Etolia, to earnest souls that could believe them,
these things were likely to be interesting ! Human speech was

once wholly true
;

as transcendent human speech still is. The

Hebrew Bible, is it not, before all things, true, as no other Book

ever was or will be ? All great Poems, all great Books, if you
search the first foundation of their greatness, have been veridical,

the truest they could get to be. Never will there be a great Poem
more that is not veridical, that does not ground itself on the

Interpreting of Fact
;
to the rigorous exclusion of all falsity, fiction,

idle dross of every kind : never can a Poem truly interest human

souls, except by, in the first place, taking with it the belief of said

souls. Their belief; that is the whole basis, essence, and prac-

tical outcome, of human souls : leave that behind you, as
'

Poets
'

everywhere have for a long time done, what is there left the

Poets and you !

The early Nations of the world, all Nations so long as they
continued simple and in earnest, knew without teaching that their

History was an Epic and Bible, the clouded struggling Image of a

God's Presence, the action of heroes and god-inspired men. The
noble intellect that could disenthral such divine image, and present
it to them clear, unclouded, in visible coherency comprehensible to

human thought, was felt to be a Vatcs and the chief of intellects.

No need to bid him sing it, make a Poem of it. Nature herself

compelled him; except in Song or in Psalm, such an insight by
human eyes into the divine was not utterable. These are the

Bibles of Nations; to each its Believed History is its Bible.

Not in Judea alone, or Hellas and Latium alone
;
but in all lands
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and all times. Nor, deeply as the fact is now forgotten, has it

essentially in the smallest degree ceased to be the fact, nor will

it cease. With every Nation it is so, and with every man
;

for

every Nation, I suppose, was made by God, and every man too ?

Only there are some Nations, like some men, who know it
;
and

some who do not. The great Nations are they that have known it

well; the small and contemptible, both of men and Nations, are

they that have either never known it, or soon forgotten it and never

laid it to heart. Of these comes nothing. The measure of a Nation's

greatness, of its worth under this sky to God and to men, is not

the quantity of cotton it can spin, the quantity of bullion it has

realised
;

but the quantity of heroisms it has achieved, of noble

pieties and valiant wisdoms that were in it, that still are in it.

Beyond doubt the Almighty Maker made this England too
;
and

has been and forever is miraculously present here. The more is

the pity for us if our eyes are grown owlish, and cannot see this

fact of facts when it is before us ! Once it was known that the

Highest did of a surety dwell in this Nation, divinely avenging,
and divinely saving and rewarding; leading, by steep and flaming

paths, by heroisms, pieties and noble acts and thoughts, this Nation

heavenward, if it would and dared. Known or not, this (or else

the terrible inverse of this) is forevermore the fact ! The History
of England too, had the Fine or other Arts taught us to read it

right, is the record of the Divine Appearances among us
;
of the

brightnesses out of Heaven that have irradiated our terrestrial

struggle ;
and spanned our wild deluges, and weltering seas of

trouble, as with celestial rainbows, and symbols of eternal covenants.

It is the Bible of the Nation : what part of it they have laid to

heart, and do practically know for truth, is the available Bible

they have.

Ask yourselves, What are the eternal covenants which you can

believe, and dare not for your life's sake but go and observe ?

These are your Bible, your God's Word such as it may be : these

you will continually struggle to obey ;
other than these, not con-

tinually, or authentically at all. Did the Maker of this Universe

reveal himself, to your believing Intellect, in scrip mainly, in Cotton

Trades, and profitable industries and gamblings ? Here too you
will see

' miracles :

'

tubular bridges, gutta-percha telegraphs ;
not

to speak of sudden Hudson cornucopias, scrip manna-showers, and

pillar-of-cloud for all the flunkies, miracles after a sort. Your

Bible will be a Political Economy ; your psalmist and evangelist
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will be M'Croudy; your practical worship the insatiable desire,

and continual sacred effort, to make money. Bible, of one or the

other sort, bible, evangelist, and worship you infallibly will have :

and some are God-worships, fruitful in human heroisms, in blessed

arts, and deeds long-memorable, shining with a sacred splendour of

the empyrean across all earthly darknesses and contradictions : and

some again are, to a terrible extent, Devil-worships, fruitful in

temporary bullion, in upholstery, gluttony and universal varnish

and gold-leaf; and issuing, alas, at length in street-barricades, and

a confused return of them to the Devil whose they are ! My friend,

I have to speak in crude language, the wretched times being dumb
and deaf : and if thou find no truth under this but the phantom of

an extinct Hebrew one, I at present cannot help it.

Hengst Invasions, Norman Conquests, Battles of Brunanburg,
Battles of Evesham, Towton

; Plantagenets, Wars of Roses, Wars
of Roundheads : does the fool in his heart believe that all this was

a Donnybrook Bedlam, originating nowhere, proceeding nowhither ?

His beautifully cultivated intellect has given him such interpret-

ation, and no better, of the Universe we live in ? He discerns it

to be an enormous sooty Weaving-shop, and turbid Manufactory of

eatables and drinkables and wearables; sparingly supplied with

provender by the industrious individuals, and much infested by
the mad and idle. And he can consent to live here

;
he does not

continually think of suicide as a remedy ? The unhappy mortal :

if a soul ever awaken in him again, his first thought will be of

prussic-acid, I should say !

All History, whether M'Croudy and his Fine Arts know the

fact or not, is an inarticulate Bible
;
and in a dim intricate manner

reveals the Divine Appearances in this lower world. For God
did make this world, and does forever govern it

;
the loud-roaring

Loom of Time, with all its French revolutions, Jewish revelations,
' weaves the vesture thou seest Him by.' There is no Biography
of a man, much less any History, or Biography of a Nation, but

wraps in it a message out of Heaven, addressed to the hearing ear

or to the not hearing. What this Universe is, what the Laws of

God are, the Life of every man will a little teach it you ;
the Life

of All Men and of All Things, only this could wholly teach it you,
and you are to be open to learn.

Who are they, gifted from above, that will convert voluminous

Dryasdust into an Epic and even a Bible ? Who will smelt, in the

all-victorious fire of his soul, these scandalous bewildering rubbish-
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mountains of sleepy Dryasdust, till they give-up the golden ingot

that lies imprisoned in them ? The veritable
'

revelation,' this, of

the ways of God to England ;
how the Almighty Power, and his

mysterious Providences, dealt heretofore with England ;
more and

more what the Almighty's judgments with us, his chastisements

and his beneficences, were
;
what the Supreme Will, since ushering

this English People on the stage of things, has guided them to

do and to become. Fine Arts, Literatures, Poetries ? If they are

Human Arts at all, where have they been wool-gathering, these

centuries long ; wandering literally like creatures fallen mad !

It awakens graver thoughts than were in Marlborough, that

saying of his, That he knew no English History but what he had

learned from Shakspeare. In Shakspeare's grand intelligence the

History of England, cursory as was his study of it, does model itself,

for the first time, into something of rhythmic and poetic ;
there

are scattered traits and tones of a National Epos in those Historical

Plays of his. In Shakspeare, more than in another, lay that high
votes talent of interpreting confused human Actualities, and un-

folding what divine melodious Ideals, or Thoughts of the Supreme,
were embodied in them : he, more than any other, might have done

somewhat towards making History a Bible. But, alas, it was not

in the Temple of the Nations, with all intelligence ministering to

him and cooperating with him, that his workshop was laid; it

was in the Bankside Playhouse that Shakspeare was set to work,

and the sovereign populace had ware for their sixpence from him

there !

After all, I do not blame the poor Fine Arts for taking into

fiction, and into all the deeper kinds of falsity which grow from

that. Ignatius, and a world too ready to follow him, had discovered

the divine virtues of fiction in far higher provinces ;
the road to

fiction lay wide-open for all things ! But Nature's eternal voice,

inaudible at present or faintly audible, proclaims the contrary
nevertheless ;

and will make it known again one day. Fiction, I

think, or idle falsity of any kind, was never tolerable, except in a

world which did itself abound in practical lies and solemn shams
;

and which had gradually impressed on its inhabitants the inane

form of character tolerant of that kind of ware. A serious soul,

can it wish, even in hours of relaxation, that you should fiddle

empty nonsense to it ? A serious soul would desire to be enter-

tained, either with absolute silence, or with what was truth, and
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had fruit in it, and was made by the Maker of us all. With the

idle soul I can fancy it far otherwise
;
but only with the idle.

Given an idle potentate, monster of opulence, gluttonous bloated

Nawaub, of black colour or of white, naturally he will have

prating story-tellers to amuse his half-sleepy hours of rumination
;

if from his deep gross stomach, sinking overloaded as if towards

its last torpor, they can elicit any transient glow of interest, tragic

or comic, especially any wrinkle of momentary laughter, however

idle, great shall be their reward. Wits, story-tellers, ballad-singers,

especially dancing-girls who understand their trade, are in much

request with such gluttonous half-sleeping, black or white Monster

of Opulence. A bevy of supple dancing-girls who with the due

mixture (mixture settled by custom), and with not more than the

due mixture, of lascivious fire, will represent to him, brandishing

their daggers, and rhythmically chanting and posturing, the Loves

of Vishnu, Loves of Adonis, Death of Psyche, Barber of Seville, or

whatever nonsense there may be, according to time or country:
these are the kind of artists fit for such unfortunate stuffed

stupefied Nawaub, in his hours of rumination
; upon these his hot

heavy-laden eye may rest without abhorrence
;

if with perceptible

momentary satisfaction emerging from his bottomless ennui, then

victory and gold-purses to the artist
;
be such artist crowned with

laurel or with parsley, and declared divine in presence of all men.

Luxurious Europe, in its reading publics, dilettanti, cognoscenti
and other publics, is wholly one big ugly Nawaub of that kind

;

who has converted all the Fine Arts into after-dinner amusements;
slave adjuncts to his cookeries, upholsteries, tailories, and other

palpably Coarse Arts. The brutish monster has turned all the

Nine Muses, who by birth are sacred Priestesses of Heaven, into

scandalous Bayaderes; and they dance with supple motions, to

enlighten the vile darkness of his ennui for him. Too truly mad,
these poor Fine Arts ! The Coarse Arts too, if he had not an
authentic stomach and skin, which always bring him a little right

again in those departments, would go mad.

How all things hang together ! Universal Jesuitism having once

lodged itself in the heart, you will see it in the very finger-nails by
and by. Calculate how far it is from Sophocles and ^Eschylus to

Knowles and Scribe
;
how Homer has gradually changed into Sir

Harris Nicolas
;

or what roads the human species must have

travelled before a Psalm of David could become an Opera at the
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HaymarJcet, and men, with their divine gift of Music, instead of

solemnly celebrating the highest fact, or
'

singing to the praise of

God,' consented to celebrate the lowest nonsense, and sing to the

praise of Jenny Lind and the Gazza Ladra, perhaps the step from

Oliver Cromwell to Lord John Russell will not seem so uncon-

scionable ! I find it within, and not without, the order of Nature
;

and that all things, like all men, are blood-relations to one another.

This accursed nightmare', which we name Jesuitism, will have

to vanish; our comfort is, that life itself is not much longer

possible otherwise.. But I say, have you computed what a distance

forwards it may be towards some new Psalm of David done with

our new appliances, and much improved wind-instruments, gram-
matical and other ? That is the distance of the new Golden Age,

my friend
;
not less than that, I lament to say ! And the centuries

that intervene are a foul agonistic welter through the Stygian seas

of mud : a long Scavenger Age, inevitable where the Mother of

Abominations has long dwelt.

It is to be hoped one is not blind withal to the celebrated virtues

that are in Jesuitism
;
to its missionary zeal, its contempt of danger,

its scientific, heroic and other prowesses, of which there is such

celebrating. I do not doubt that there are virtues in it
;
that we

and it, along with this immeasurable sea of miseries which it has

brought upon us, shall ultimately get the benefit of its virtues too.

Peruvian bark, of use in human agues ; tidings from the fabulous

East by D'Herbelot, Du Halde, and others; examples of what

human energy and faculty are equal to, even under the inspiration

of Ignatius : nothing of this small residue of pearls from such a

continent of putrid shellfish, shall be lost to the world. Nay, I

see, across this black deluge of Consecrated Falsity, the world

ripening towards glorious new developments, unimagined hitherto,

of which this abominable mud-deluge itself, threatening to sub-

merge us all, was the inevitable precursor, and the means decreed

by the Eternal. If it please Heaven, we shall all yet make our

Exodus from Houndsditch, and bid the sordid continents, of once

rich apparel now grown poisonous Ou'-clo', a mild farewell !

Exodus into wider horizons, into God's daylight once more
;
where

eternal skies, measuring more than three ells, shall again overarch

us; and men, immeasurably richer for having dwelt among the

Hebrews, shall pursue their human pilgrimage, St. Ignatius and
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much other saintship, and superstitious terror and lumber, lying

safe behind us, like the nightmares of a sleep that is past !

I said the virtue of obedience was not to be found except among
the Jesuits : how, in fact, among the -4?i^-Jesuits, still in a

revolutionary posture in this world, can you expect it ? Sans-

culottism is a rebel
;
has its birth, and being, in open mutiny ;

and

cannot give you examples of obedience. It is so with several other

virtues and cardinal virtues
; they seem to have vanished from the

world
;

and I often say to myself, Jesuitism and other Super-
stitious Scandals cannot go, till we have read and appropriated
from them the tradition of these lost noblenesses, and once more

under the new conditions made them ours. Jesuitism, the Papa
with his three hats, and whole continents of chimerical lumber will

then go ;
their errand being wholly done. We cannot make our

Exodus from Houndsditch till we have got our own along with

us ! The Jew old-clothes having now grown fairly pestilential, a

poisonous incumbrance in the path of men, burn them up with

revolutionary fire, as you like and can : even so, but you shall not

quit the place till you have gathered from their ashes what of

gold or other enduring metal was sewed upon them, or woven
in the tissue of them. That is the appointed course of human

things.

Here are two excerpts from the celebrated Gathercoal, a Yankee
friend of mine

;
which flash strangely a kind of torch-gleam into

the hidden depths; and indicate to us the grave and womb of

Jesuitism, and of several other things :

' Moses and the Jews did not malce God's Laws,
'

exclaims he
;

'

no, by no means
; they did not even read them in a way that has

'been final, or is satisfactory to me ! In several important respects
'
I find said reading decidedly bad ;

and will not, in any wise, think
'
of adopting it. How dare I, think you ? And yet, alas, if we

'

forget to read these Laws at all
;

if we go along as if they were

'not there !

'

My enlightened friends of this present supreme age, what shall
'
I say to you ? That Time does rest on Eternity ;

that he who
' has no vision of Eternity will never get a true hold of Time, or
'
its affairs. Time is so constructed

;
that is the fact of the con-

'

struction of this world. And no class of mortals who have not,
'

through Nazareth or otherwise, come to get heartily acquainted
' with such fact, perpetually familiar With it in all the outs and ins

'of their existence, have ever found this Universe habitable long.
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'Alas, no; their fraternities, equalities, free-trade philosophies,
'

greatest-happiness principles, soon came to a conclusion
;
and the

4

poor creatures had to go, to the Devil, I fear ! Generations such
'

as ours play a curious part in World-History.
'

They sit as Apes do round a fire in the woods, but know not

'how to feed it with fresh sticks. They have to quit it soon,
' and march into Chaos, as I conjecture ;

into that land of which
' Bedlam is the Mount Zion. The world turns out not to be made
' of mere eatables and drinkables, of newspaper puffs, gilt carriages,
'

conspicuous flunkies
; no, but of something other than these !

' Old Suetonius Romans, corrupt babbling Greeks of the Lower
'

Empire, examples more than one : consider them
;
be taught by

'

them, add not to the number of them. Heroism, not the apery
' and traditions of Heroism

;
the feeling, spoken or silent, that in

'man's life there did lie a Godlike, and that his Time-history
' was verily but an emblem of some Eternal : without this there
' had been no Rome either

;
it was this that had made old Rome,

'old Greece, and old Judea. Apes, with their wretched blinking
'

eyes, squatted round a fire which they cannot feed with new
' wood

;
which they say will last forever without new wood, or,

'alas, which they say is going out forever : it is a sad sight !'

Elsewhere my eccentric friend, as some call him, whose centre,

however, I think I have got into, has this passage :

'

Church, do you say ? Look eighteen hundred years ago, in the
'

stable at Bethlehem : an infant laid in a manger ! Look, thou ass,
' and behold it

;
it is a fact, the most indubitable of facts : thou

'
wilt thereby learn innumerable things. Jesus of Nazareth and

' the life he led, and the death he died, does it teach thee nothing ?

'Through this, as through a miraculous window, the heaven of
'

Martyr Heroism, the " divine depths of Sorrow," of noble Labour,
'and the unspeakable silent expanses of Eternity, first in man's

'history disclose themselves. The admiration of all nobleness,

'divine worship of godlike nobleness, how universal it is in the
'

history of man I

' But mankind, that singular entity mankind, is like the fertilest,
'

fluidest, most wondrous element, an element in which the strangesto
'

things crystallise themselves, and spread out in the most astound-
'

ing growths. The event at Bethlehem was of the Year One
;
but

'

all years since that, eighteen hundred of them now, have been

'contributing new growth to it, and see, there it stands: the
' Church ! Touching the earth with one small point ; springing
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' out of one small seedgrain, rising out therefrom, ever higher, ever
'

broader, high as the Heaven itself, broad till it overshadow the

'whole visible Heaven and Earth, and no star can be seen but
'

through it. From such a seedgrain so has it grown ; planted in

'the reverences and sacred opulences of the soul of mankind; fed

'continually by all the noblenesses of some forty generations of
' men. The world -tree of the Nations for so long !

'

Alas, if its roots are now dead, and it have lost hold of the firm
'

earth, or clear belief of mankind, what, great as it is, can by
c

possibility become of it ? Shaken to and fro, in Jesuitisms,
1 Gorham Controversies, and the storms of inevitable Fate, it must
'

sway hither and thither
;
nod ever farther from the perpendicular ;

' nod at last too far
; and, sweeping the Eternal Heavens clear of

'its old brown foliage and multitudinous rooks' -nests, come to the
'

ground with much confused crashing, and disclose the diurnal and
' nocturnal Upper Lights again ! The dead world-tree will have

'declared itself dead. It will lie there an imbroglio of torn boughs
'and ruined fragments, of bewildered splittings and wide-spread
'

shivers : out of which the poor inhabitants must make what they
' can !

'

Enough now of Gathercoal and his torch-gleams.

Simple souls still clamour occasionally for what they call
' a new

religion.
'

My friends, you will not get this new religion of yours ;

I perceive, you already have it, have always had it ! All that is true

is your
'

religion/ is it not ? Commanded by the Eternal God to

be performed, I should think, if it is true ! Do you not already, in

your dim heads, know truths by the thousand
;
and yet, in your

dead hearts, will you perform them by the ten, by the unit ? New
religion ! One last word with you on this rather contemptible subject.

You say, The old ages had a noble belief about the world, and

therefore were capable of a noble activity in the world. My friends,

it is partly true : your Scepticism and Jesuitism, your ignoble

no-belief, except what belief a beaver or judicious pig were capable

of, is too undeniable : observe, however, that in this your fatal

misery, there is action and reaction
;
and do not confound the one

with the other. Put the thing in its right posture ;
cart not before

horse, if you would make an effort to stir from this fatal spot !

It is your own falsity that makes the Universe incredible. I affirm

to you, this Universe, in all times, and in your own poor time as

well, is the express image and direct counterpart of the human

souls, and their thoughts and activities, who dwell there. It is a
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true adage, 'As the fool thinks, the bell clinks.' 'This mad

Universe,' says Novalis,
'

is the waste picture of your own dream.'

Be noble of mind, all Nature gives response to your heroic struggle
for recognition by her

;
with her awful eternal voices answers to

every mind,
"
Yea, I am divine

;
be thou." From the cloud-whirl-

wind speaks a God yet, my friend, to every man who has a human
soul. To the inhuman brute-soul, indeed, she answers,

"
Yea, I am

"brutal; a big cattle-stall, rag-fair and St. Catherine's wharf: enter
"
thou, and fat victual, if thou be faithful, shall not fail."

Not because Heaven existed, did men know Good from Evil
;
the

'because,' I invite you to consider, lay quite the other way. It

was because men, having hearts as well as stomachs, felt there, and

knew through all their being, the difference between Good and Evil,

that Heaven and Hell first came to exist. That is the sequence ;

that and not the contrary. If you have now no Heaven to look

to; if you now sprawl, lamed and lost, sunk to the chin in the

pathless sloughs of this lower world without guidance from above,

know that the fault is not Heaven's at all; but your own! Our

poor friends 'the Apes by the Dead Sea' have now no Heaven
either

; they look into this Universe now, and find it tragically

grown to be the Humbug they insisted on its being. Moses went

his ways, and this enchantment fell upon them ! Such ' enchant-

ments
'

rhadamanthine Nature does yet daily execute on the

rebellious; he that has eyes may .still daily see them, fearful

and wonderful ever as of old.

How can you believe in a Heaven, the like of you ? What

struggle in your mean existence ever pointed thitherward ? None.

The first heroic soul sent down into this world, he, looking up into

the sea of stars, around into the moaning forests and big oceans,

into life and death, love and hate, and joy and sorrow, and the

illimitable loud-thundering Loom of Time, was struck dumb by
it (as the thought of every earnest soul still is) ;

and fell on his

face, and with his heart cried for salvation in the world-whirlpool :

to him the '

open secret of this Universe
'

was no longer quite a

secret, but he had caught a glimpse of it, much hidden from the

like of us in these times :

" Do nobly, thou shalt resemble the

Maker of all this; do ignobly, the Enemy of the Maker." This

is the
'

divine sense of Right and Wrong in man
;

'

true reading of

his position in this Universe forevermore
;
the indisputable God's-

message still legible in every created heart, though speedily erased

and painted over, under '

articles,' and cants and empty cere-
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monials, in so many hearts
; making the '

open secret
'

a very shut

one indeed !

My friends, across these fogs of murky twaddle and philanthro-

pism, in spite of sad decadent '

world-trees/ with their rookeries of

foul creatures, the silent stars, and all the eternal luminaries of

the world, shine even now to him that has an eye. In this day as

in all days, around and in every man, are voices from the gods,

imperative to all, if obeyed by even none, which say audibly,
"
Arise, thou son of Adam, son of Time

;
make this thing more

"
divine, and that thing, and thyself, of all things ;

and work, and

"sleep not; for the Night com eth, wherein no man can work!"

He that has an ear may still hear.

Surely, surely this ignoble sluggishness, sceptical torpor, indiffer-

ence to all that does not bear on Mammon and his interests is not

the natural state of human creatures; and is not doomed to be

their final one ! Other states once were, or there had never been a

Society, or any noble thing, among us at all. Under this brutal

stagnancy there lies painfully imprisoned some tendency which

could become heroic.

The restless gnawing ennui which, like a dark dim ocean-flood,

communicating with the Phlegethons and Stygian deeps, begirdles

every human life so guided, is it not the painful cry even of that

imprisoned heroism ? Imprisoned it will never rest
;

set forth at

present, on these sad terms, it cannot be. You unfortunates, what

is the use of your moneybags, of your territories, funded properties,

your mountains of possessions, equipments and mechanic inventions,

which the flunky pauses over, awestruck, and almost rises into epos
and prophecy at sight of? No use, or less than none. Your skin

is covered, and your digestive and other bodily apparatus is sup-

plied ;
and you have but to wish in these respects, and more is

ready; and the Devils, I think, are quizzing you. You ask for
*

happiness,'
" O give me happiness !

"
and they hand you ever

new varieties of covering for the skin, ever new kinds of supply for

the digestive apparatus, new and ever new, worse or not a whit

better than the old
;
and and this is your

'

happiness
'

? As if

you were sick children
;

as if you were not men, but a kind of

apes !

I rather say, be thankful for your ennui
;

it is your last mark
of manhood

;
this at least is a perpetual admonition, and true

sermon preached to you. From the chair of verity this, whatever
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chairs be chairs of cantiij. Happiness is not come, nor like to

come; ennui, with its great waste ocean-voice, moans answer,

Never, never. That ocean-voice, I tell you, is a great fact, it comes

from Phlegethon and the gates of the Abyss ;
its bodeful never-

resting inexorable moan is the voice of primeval Fate, and of the

eternal necessity of things. Will you shake away your nightmare
and arise

;
or must you lie writhing under it, till death relieve

you ? Unfortunate creatures ! You are fed, clothed, lodged as

men never were before
; every day in new variety of magnificence

are you equipped and attended to
;
such wealth of material means

as is now yours was never dreamed of by man before : and to do

any noble thing, with all this mountain of implements, is forever

denied you. Only ignoble, expensive and unfruitful things can

you now do
;

nobleness has vanished from the sphere where you
live. The way of it is lost, lost

;
the possibility of it has become

incredible. We must try to do without it, I am told. Well
;

rejoice in your upholsteries and cookeries, then, if so be they will

make you
'

happy.' Let the varieties of them be continual and

innumerable. In all things let perpetual change, if that is a

perpetual blessing to you, be your portion instead of mine
;
incur

that Prophet's curse, and in all things in this sublunary world
' make yourselves like unto a wheel.' Mount into your railways ;

whirl from place to place, at the rate of fifty, or if you like of five

hundred miles an hour : you cannot escape from that inexorable

all-encircling ocean-moan of ennui. No : if you would mount to

the stars, and do yacht-voyages under the belts of Jupiter, or stalk

deer on the ring of Saturn, it would still begirdle you. You cannot

escape from it, you can but change your place in it, without solace-

ment except one moment's. That prophetic Sermon from the

Deeps will continue with you, till you wisely interpret it and do

it, or else till the Crack of Doom swallow it and you. Adieu:

Au rewir.



No. I. THE PRESENT TIME.

THE Present ever a ' New Era '

to the thinking man : To know it, and what it

bids us do, the sum of knowledge for us all. Judicial blindness. Our own

days : If not days of endless hope too, then are they days of utter despair.

(p. 3.) A Reforming Pope, and the huge -imreformable Popedom. The
Sicilians first to follow the poor Pope's example. French exasperation and

emulation. European explosion, boundless, uncontrollable : All Kings con-

scious they are but Playactors. A weltering mob, presided over by M. de

Lamartine. A changed time since the word Senior was first devised to signify

Superior. (4.) Universal Democracy, an inevitable fact of the days we live

in : Whence comes it? whither goes it] What is the meaning of it? High
shouts of exultation from the universal foolish human throat

; drowning for

the moment all reflection whatsoever. Bankruptcy of Imposture : At all

costs, it is to be prayed by all men that Shams may cease. Heavyside, and his

quiet blasphemy. Democracy not a Government
;
nor Parliament a practical

substitute for a King. Unanimity of '

voting
' will do nothing for us, if the

voting happen to be wrong. A divine message, or eternal regulation of the

Universe, there verily is, in regard to every conceivable procedure of man.

Universal Suffrage, and the Ballot-box. (9.) The ancient Republics, now

pretty well admitted to be nothing to our purpose. One modern instance of

Democracy,
'

nearly perfect :

' The Republic of the United States. America too

will have to strain her energies, in quite other fashion than this : America's

Battle is yet to fight. Mere Democracy forever impossible : The Universe

itself a Monarchy and Hierarchy. God Almighty's Noble in the supreme

place, under penalties. Everlasting privilege of the Foolish, to be governed
and guided by the Wise : Intrinsically, the harshest duty a wise man, if he

be indeed wise, has laid to his hand. (17.) The new Sacrament of Divorce,
called 'enfranchisement,' 'emancipation.' West-Indian Blacks and Irish

Whites : Horses and 7ia?/-brothers : The fate of all emancipated Helpless-

ness, sooner or later, tragically inevitable. British industrial existence fast

becoming one hiige poison-swamp of reeking pestilence : Thirty-thousand

outcast, ungoverned, unguided Needlewomen. Constituted Anarchy : 'Brit-

ish Liberty,' and wThat it is doing for us. (22.) England and her Constitu-

tion, the model of tho world : At once unattainable by the world, and not

PAMPHLETS. U
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worth attaining. Called a 'second time' to show the Nations how to live.

England's one hope : Many Kings, not needing
' election

'

to command :

Poor England never so needed them as now. The true 'commander' and

King : Not quite discoverable by riddling of the popular clamour. The
fateful Hebrew Prophecy, sounding daily through our streets. In regard to

choice of men, next to no capability on the part of universal suffrage. The
few Wise will have, by one method or another, to take, and to keep, command
of the innumerable Foolish. (26.) Captains of Industry : Organisation of

Labour, the new strange task which no Government can much longer escape.

Speech of the British Prime Minister to his Pauper Populations and the

Respectable Professors of the Dismal Science. Alas, there are things that

should be done, not spoken ; that till the doing of them is begun, cannot be

spoken. (30.)

No. II. MODEL PRISONS.

The deranged condition of our affairs : Two ways of proceeding in regard to

them : Selfish indifference, and self-lauding philanthropy. Indiscriminate

mashing-up of Right and Wrong, ending in a Fraternity like Cain's, (p. 43.)

A London Prison of the exemplary or model kind. Certain Chartist Nota-

bilities undergoing their term. The Captain of the place, a true aristos and

commander of men. His problem, to drill twelve-hundred scoundrels to do

nothing, by 'the method of kindness.' Happy Devil's regiments of the line,

what soldier to any earthly or celestial Power has such lodging and attendance

as you here ! Certainly it should not be the Devil's regiments of the line,

that a servant of God would first of all concentrate his attention on. Precisely

the worst investment for Benevolence that human ingenuity could select. The

highest and best investment : Solemn Shams and Supreme Quacks, riding

prosperously in every thoroughfare. (46.) Howard the Philanthropist, a sort

of beatified individual : A dull practical solid man, full of English accuracy
and veracity. Not the only benefactor that has worked without money for us :

The Destinies opulent. Milton, Kepler, Dante. Cholera Doctors ; Soldiers :

Human virtue, if we went down to the roots of it, not so rare. Woe to us, it

is so seldom elaborated, and built into a result ! The Benevolent-Platform

Fever, and general morbid sympathy, instead of hearty hatred, for scoundrels.

Brotherhood? Be the thought far from me. Beautiful Black Peasantry,

fallen idle : Interesting White Felonry, not idle. What a reflection, that we
cannot bestow on an unworthy man any particle of our '

benevolence,' without

withdrawing it from one to whom it of right belongs ! One thing needful for

the world ; but that one indispensable : Give us Justice, and we live
; give us

only counterfeits or succedama, and we die. Modern ghastly Phantasm of

Christianity, which they sing litanies to at Exeter Hall and elsewhere. Poor

old Genius of Reform, and his Program of a new Era. (55.) Christian

Religion, and its healthy hatred of Scoundrels : From the Christianity of

Oliver Cromwell to that of Mr. Hesperus Fiddlestring, what a road have we

travelled ! Gospel according to the Platform
;
Exeat Fiddlestring. Poor

creatures, making and unmaking
'

Laws,' in whose souls is no image or

thought of Heaven's Law : Human Statute-books, growing horrible to think
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of. (60.) What to do with our criminals 1 An official Law-dignitary's bland

perplexity, and placid discomfiture. Wonderful to hear what account we give
of the punishment of our criminals : No '

revenge ;

'

Heavens, no ! Cant

moral, Cant religious, Cant political. Hunger-stricken asphyxied hearts, calling

themselves 'Christian.' Woe to the People that no longer venerate, as the

emblem of God himself, the aspect of Human Worth ! The true ground on

which to deliberately slay a disarmed fellow-man :

'

Revenge,' and the

ineradicable tendency to revancher oneself on the wrong-doer, to pay him what

he has merited. How it shall be done ? a vast question, involving immense

considerations. Terrible penalties of neglecting to tieat hero as hero, and

scoundrel as scoundrel : Dim oblivion of Right and Wrong : World-wide

maddening Misery : New astonishing Phallus-Worship, and universal Sacra-

ment of Divorce. (62.) The Ancient Germans, and their grim public execu-

tions. Scoundrel is scoundrel
;
and no soft blubbering and litanying over

him can make him a friend of this Universe. A 'didactic sermon,' as no

spoken sermon could be. Except upon a basis of just rigour, sorrowful, silent,

inexorable, no true Pity possible. (71.) A worst man in England, curious to

think of, whom it would be inexpressibly advantageous to lay hold of, and

hang, first of all : Alas, our supreme scoundrel, alike with our supreme hero,

very far from being known. Parliament, in its lawmakings, must really try to

obtain some vision again. Let us to the wellheads, to the Chief Fountains of

these waters of bitterness
;
and there strike home and dig ! (72.)

No. III. DOWNING STREET.

Ineffectuality of our Redtape Establishments. The Colonial Office, a world-

wide jungle, inhabited by doleful creatures, deaf or nearly so to human reason

and entreaty. Foreign Office and Home Office perhaps even more impracti-
cable : Hercules-Harlequin, the Attorney Triumphant, the World's Busybody,

these not the parts this Nation has a turn for. Proposed curtailments, recti-

fications and reformations, (p. 77.) England's forlorn hope in Sir Robert Peel :

The one likely or possible man. A Reformed Executive in Downing Street :

Not a better Talking-Apparatus, but an infinitely better Acting-Apparatus the

thing wanted. The Irish Giant advancing unheeded upon London itself. (81.)
Two kinds of fundamental error in our Government Offices : The work ill-

done ; and, what is still fataler, the wrong kind of work. For such elaborated

Idleness a stupid subaltern better than a gifted one. for an eye that could
see in those hideous mazes, and a heart that could dare and do ! (83.) What
the British Nation at this time really wants. If our Government is to be a

No-Government, what matter who administers it ? The real Nimrod of this

era the rat-catcher. The mighty question, Who is to be our Premier, and take.

in hand the 'spigot of taxation'? Right Honourable Zero, on his Sleswick

thunder-horse. Who made those Downing-Street Offices ? No edifice of State

that stands long, but has had the wise and brave contributing their lives to it.

William Conqueror's Home Office. An English Seventy-four, and the old

Seakings and Saxon Pirates. (87.)' Human Stupidity
'

the accursed parent
of all our sorrows. Practical reverence for Human Worth the outcome and
essence of all true '

religions
'

whatsoever. Human Intellect, the exact summary
tr 2
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of Human Worth. Abler Men in Downing Street ; that, sure enough, would

gradually remedy whatsoever has gone wrong amongst us. The divinest,

most Herculean Ten Men to be found among the English Twenty-seven Millions.

Courage ; let us strive all thitherward as towards a door of hope ! One Intellect

still really human, not to be dispensed with anywhere in the affairs of men :

Only Wisdom, that can recognise wisdom, and attract it, as with divine magnet-
ism, from the modest corners where it lies hid. (91.) To increase the supply
of human Intellect in Downing Street, what

' method '

alas ! One small Project
of Improvement : Government Servants to be selected without reference to thei.r

power of getting into Parliament : The Crown to have power to elect a few

members. Beneficent germs, which one truly wise man as Chief Minister might

ripen into living practices, invaluable to us all. A population counting by
Millions from which to choose, were a seat in Parliament not primary : Robert

Burns. All true '

Democracy
'

in this, that the able man be chosen, in whatever

rank he be found : A truer and truer '

Aristocracy,' or Government of the Best.

(98.) One true Reforming Statesman
;
he the preliminary of all good. A strange

feeling, to be at the apex of English affairs. This world, solid as it looks, made
all of aerial and even of spiritual stuff. This and the other Premier seems to

take it with perfect coolness : Reflections, sufficient to annihilate any man,
almost before starting ! Ask well, who is your Chief Governor, for around him
men like to him will infallibly gather. Time was when an incompetent
Governor could not be permitted among men. (105.)

No. IV. THE NEW DOWNING STREET.

How the European Governments came to wreck for want of Intellect. Nr

evil, or solecism against Nature, ever yet wrought its own cure. Intellect has

to govern, and will do it
;
if not in alliance, then in hostility: Every Government

absolves or convicts itself, before God and man, according as it determines

which, (p. 111.) The old Catholic Church, in its terrestrial relations to the

State : Everywhere a road upwards for human nobleness lay wide open to all

men. Over Europe generally the State has died
; incapable in these years of

any but galvanic life. The kind of heroes that come mounted on the shoulders

of universal suffrage. England called as no Nation ever was, to summon out

its Kings, and set them to their work : A New Downing Street, inhabited by
the gifted ; directing all its energies upon real and living interests. (114.) The
notion that Government can do nothing but 'keep the peace.' To be governed

by small men, profess subjection to phantasms, not only a misfortune, but a

curse and sin. Indigent Millionaires, and their owl-dreams of Political

Economy. Only the man of worth can rec gnise worth in men. How a New
Downing Street might gradually come. (119.) The Foreign Office, in its

reformed state : Insignificance of recent European Wars. Our War-soldiers

Industrial ; doing nobler than Roman works, when fighting is not wanted of

them. Ministers of Works, of Justice, of Education : Tomorrow morning they

might all begin to be! (124.) Constitutions for the Colonies, now on the

anvil :
' So many as are for rebelling, hold up your hands !

' Our brave fathers,

1 y valiant blood and sweat, gained for us rich possessions in all zones ; and we,

wretched imbeciles, cannot do the function of administering them. Miserabler
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theory than that of money on the ledger for the primary rule of Empires,
cannot well be propounded : England will not readily admit that her own
children are worth nothing but to be flung out of doors. Canadian Parliaments,

and Lumber- log Governors. Choose well your Governor ; and having found

him, keep him. (128.) The Home Office, undoubtedly our grand primary
concern. Were all men doing their duty, or even seriously trying to do it,

there would be no Pauper : Pauperism, our Social Sin grown manifest. Our
Public Life and our Private, our State and our Religion, a tissue of half-truths

and whole-lies : Cicero's Roman Augurs and their divine chicken-bowels :

Despicable amalgam of true and false. A complete course of scavengerism., the

thing needed. The State, as it gets into the track of its i eal work, will find

it expand into whole continents of new activity : The want of wants, more

indispensable than any jewel in the crown, that of men able to command men
in the ways of welldoing. (135.) Waste-land Industrials succeeding, other

kinds of Industry will be found capable of regimenting. He is a good man
that can 'command and obey ;

he that cannot is a bad. Etons and Oxfords,

with their broken crumbs of mere speech : Our next set of Souls' Overseers,

perhaps silent very mainly. Who of living statesmen will begin the long steep

journey of Reform? Sir Robert Peel at his 'eleventh hour.' Still fataler

omens. (143.)

No. Y. STUMP-ORATOR.

Our deep -rooted habit of considering human talent as best of all evincing
itself in eloquent speech : Such a test liable to become the very worst ever

devised. Hard sayings for many a British reader : The talker established in

the place of honour
;
and the Doer lost and lamed in the olscure crowd.

Eloquence, and the part it now plays in our affairs, one of the gravest phe-
nomena, (p. 149.) Universities and Schools in the old healthy Ages : The

Working Man ; Priest
; young Noble : The one sure method of leartiing

anything, practical apprenticeship to it. Not that he may speak, but that he

may have something to speak of, the first need of a man. Every word, either

a note or a forged-note. Do you want a man not to practise what he believes,

then encourage him to speak it often in words : The serviceable thing, to clip-

off & bit of his eloquent tongue. What the art of speech should be, and should

not be. (153.) Vital lungs of Society : Methods by which men rise
;
and the

kind of men. The country that can offer no career, a doomed country ; nay
already dead. Our English careers to born genius twofold : Silent or unlearned

career of Industrialisms : Articulate or learned career of the three Professions.

To the gifted soul, not of taciturn, beaver nature, the field in England narrow

and surprising to an extreme : The solitary proof-feat of talk, getting rather

monotonous. Medicine, and its frightful medusa-heads of quackery : The

profession of Human Healer radically a sacred one. Law and Church :

Ingenucrus souls just now shudder at the threshold of both these careers.

Parliament, and its unquestioned eligibility, if attainable. Crowded portal of

Literature : Haven of expatriated spiritualisms, vanities and prurient imbecil-

ities. Talk with tongue or pen ; there is in our England of the Nineteenth

Century, that one method of emergence and no other. (158.) Not even in

Parliament should the essential function by any means be talk. Wisdom
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intrinsically of silent nature. Politeness, and breeding to business : How
politeness was invented : Johnson, Burns. Parliament, as a school of manners :

Seeking salvation in '

appearances.' A parliamentary bagpipe, and your living

man fled away without return. (166.) Nature admits no lie: Most men profess

to be aware of this, but few in any manner lay it to heart. Diagnosis of a Lie,

and Liar. Fail, by any sin or misfortune, to discover what- the truth of a fact

is, you are lost so far as that fact goes : Unfortunate British Parliament.

Nature's silent exact Savings'-bank, and official register, correct to the most

evanescent item : Creditor, by the quantity of veracities we have done ; Debtor,

by the quantity of falsities and errors. The practice of modern Parliaments,

with Reporters sitting among them. (172) A benevolent plan of reform for our

benighted world: At least one generation to pass its life in silence. Good

Heavens, if such a plan were practicable, how the chaff might be winnowed-

out of every man and thing ! Eye-service, our saddest woe of all.
' Public-

speaking,'
'

parliamentary eloquence,' a Moloch before whom young souls are

made to pass through the fire, to come out spiritually dead. Be not a Public

Orator, thou brave young British man
;
not a Stump-Orator, if thou canst help

it : To speak, or to write, Nature did not peremptorily order thee ; but to

work she did. (180.)

No. VI. PARLIAMENTS.

The present Editor not one of those who expect to see the Country saved by
farther '

reforming
'

the reformed Parliament we have got. If the captains of

the ship are of that scandalous class who refuse to be warned, what are the

miserable crew to do ? (p. 185.) The English Parliament, windy and empty
as it has grown to be, at one time a quite solid serious actuality : King Rufus

and his Barons : The time of the Edwards, when Parliament gradually split

itself into Two Houses. The Long Parliament the first that declared itself

Sovereign in the Nation. A sad gradual falling-off in modern Parliaments :

A solemn Convocation of all the Stump-Orators in the Nation, to come and

govern us, not seen in the earth until recently. (187.) Two grand modern

facts, which have altered from top to bottom the function and position of all

Parliaments. An Unfettered Press : Not the discussion of questions, only the

ultimate voting of them, requires to go on, or can veritably go on, in St.

Stephen's now. Still more important the question, King present there, or no

King ? Not as a Sovereign Ruler of the Twenty-seven million British souls has

the reformed Parliament distinguished itself as yet. Another most unfortunate

condition, that your Parliamentary Assembly is not much in earnest to do even

the best it can. Parliaments,'admirable only as Advising Bodies. United

States. Only Two Parliaments of any actual Sovereignty : The English Long
Parliament, and the French Convention. The horoscope of Parliaments by no

means cheering at present : The thing we vitally need, not a more and more

perfectly elected Parliament, but some reality of a Ruling Sovereign to preside
over Parliament. (190.) Poor human beings, whose practical belief is, that if

we ' vote
'

this or that, so this or that will thenceforth be. Blundering, impioup,

pretended
' laws :

'

Is arithmetic a thing more fixed by the Eternal than the laws

of justice are? Eternal Law, silently present everywhere and everywhen.
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'

Voting
'

a thing of little value at any time : If of ten men, nine are recognis-
able as fools, how will you ever get a ballot-box to grind-out a wisdom from

their ' votes
'

1 (201.) Under whatever Reformed Downing Street England be

governed, its Parliament too will continue indispensable : We must set it to its

real function; and, at our peril and its, restrict it to that. Necessary to the King
or Governor to know what the mass of men think upon public questions : He
may thus choose his path with prudence; and reach his aim surely, if more

slowly. The Leming-rat, and its rigidly straight course nowhither. The mass

of men consulted at the hustings upon any high matter, as ugly an exhibition of

human stupidity as this world sees. The vulgarest vulgar, not those in ragged
coats at this day ;

the more the pity. Of what use towards the finding-out what

it is wise to do can the '

fool's vote
'

be ? You have to apprise the unwise man
of his road, even as you do the unwiser horse. Memorable minorities, and even

small ones : Cromwell and his Puritans : Tancred of Hauteville's sons. Unit

of that class, against as many zeros as you like. (205.) What is to become of

Parliament, less a question than what is to become of Downing Street. Who
is slave, and eternally appointed to be governed ; who free, and eternally

appointed to govern. Could we entirely exclude the slave's vote, and admit

only the heroic free man's vote, the ultimate New Era, and best possible

condition of human affairs, had actually come. New definitions of slavery,

and of freedom. To the Free Man belongs eternally the government of the

world. (212.)

No. VII. HUDSON'S STATUE.

The question 'Shall Cromwell have a Statue ?' A People worthy to build

Statues to Cromwell ; or worthy only of doing it to Hudson. Show the man
you honour ; and you show what your Ideal of Manhood is, what kind of man
you long inexpressibly to be. Pity Hudson's Statue was not completed and
set up, so that all the world might see it : The practical English mind has

its own notions of the Supreme Excellence ; and in this of Hudson there was
more of real worship than is usual, (p. 219.) If the world were not properly

anarchic, this question of a Statue would be one of the greatest and most
solemn for it : Not lightly will a man give his 'reverence,' if he be still a man.
A Hierarchy of Beneficences ;

the noblest man at the summit of affairs, and
in every place the due gradation of the fittest for the place : All hangs upon
giving our approval aright. How Statues are now got up. ( 222.) Dismal,

symbolic population of British Statues : The kind of Aristocracy Popular
Suffrage would choose for us. Hudson a King,

'
elected by the people,' as

none other is or was : His value as a demigod ; as a maker of railways. Answer
to Jefferson Brick, the American Editor, touching overgrown worthless Dukes,
and nndergrown incredible Bishops : Our ugliest anomalies, done by universal

suffrage, not by patent : Bobus of Houndsditch. This universal ousting of

imaginary Governors, to issue in the attainment of Governors who have a right
and a capacity to govern. Ballot-box and suffrage

' machine.' Alas, could we
once get Laws which were just : The Bravest of existing Men on the throne ;

and on the gibbet the veritable Supreme Scoundrel of the Commonwealth.
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Universal suffrage, equivalent to abject helplessness and flat despair. Peace ?

Better war to the knife, war till we all die, than such a '

peace
'

! (227.) Hero-

worship : This Universe wholly, this temporary Flame-image of the Eti-rnul,

one beautiful and terrible Energy of Heroisms
; presided over by a Divine

Nobleness, or Infinite Hero. Hypocritical Idolatries : Sets of gods or fetishes,

to which prayers are mumbled
; while the real worship, or heart's love and

admiration, is elsewhere. Whom do you in your very soul admire, and strive

to imitate and emulate ; is it God's servant, or the Devil's ? There is no other
'

religion
'

in the man, of the slightest moment compared with this : Immense
asthmatic spiritual Hurdygurdy. It was not '

always so,' and even till lately

was never so. (237.) Collins's dull old Peerage-Book, properly all we English
have for a National Bible : Of these ancient peerages, a very great majority

visibly had authentic ' heroes
'

for their founders. One's heart is sore to think

how far, how very far all this has vanished from us. Our one steady regulated

supply, the class definable as Supreme Stump-Orators in the Lawyer department.

England once a Hierarchy : To the English modern populations, Supreme
Hero and Supreme Scoundrel, perhaps as nearly as is possible to human

creatures, indistinguishable. (241.) High columns, raised by prurient stupidity
and public delusion to gamblers and blockheads. The so-called Christian Clerus :

Brave men many of them, after their sort
; and in a position which we may

admit to be wonderful and dreadful. But as to Statues, and the mischief they

are doing, the Woods-and-Forests really ought to interfere. (246.)

No. VIII. JESUITISM.

For some two centuries past, the genius of mankind dominated by the gospel
of Ignatius. What the English reader may think of it, and of his share in it.

The Spiritual, the parent and first-cause of the Practical. Thrice-baleful

Universe of Cant, prophesied for these Latter Days : The Universe makes no

immediate objection to be conceived in any way. The saddest condition of

human affairs, where men 'decree injustice by a law.' (p. 253.) A poor man,
in our days, has many gods foisted on him : If Ignatius, worshipped by
millions as a kind of god, is in eternal fact a kind of devil, surely it is press-

ingly expedient that men laid it awfully to heart. Ignatius Loyola, a man born

greedy ; full of prurient elements from the first. On the walls of Pampeluna :

A wrecked Papin's-digester. Reflections, true, salutary, and even somewhat of

sacred : Agonies of newbirth. The true remedy for wrecked sensualism, to

annihilate one's pruriency. Let Eternal Justice triumph on me, since it cannot

triumph by me : The voice of Nature to a repentant outcast sinner turning

again towards the realms of manhood ; and the precept of all right Christianity
too. Not so did Ignatius read the omens : The Task he fixed upon as his.

Wilt thou then, at the bidding of any Pope, war against Almighty God ?

Frantic mortal, thy late Pighood itself is trivial in comparison ! (258) Precious

message of salvation : Salutary nature of falsehoods, and divine authority of

things doubtful. Not '

victory
'

for Ignatius and his black militia. Luther

and Protestantism Proper : Jean Jacques and Protestantism Jmproper.
' Vivaciousness

'

of Jesuitism. Obedience good and indispensable : Loyalty to

Beelzebub ; most conspicuous proof of caitiffhood within a man's possibility.
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This country tolerably cleared of Jesuits : Expulsion of the Jesuit Body of

little avail, with the Jesuit Soul so nestled in the life of mankind everywhere.
'

Cant, and even sincere Cant :

'

Heaven, when a man doing his sincerest is

still but canting ! The coward solacement of composure and a whole skin.

Deadly virus of lying ; and such an odour as the angels never smelt before.

Awakening from the sleep of death into the Sorcerer's Sabbath of Anarchy.

(262.) A man's 'religion,' not the many things he tries to believe, but the few

things he cannot doubt. The modern man's '

religion ;

' what poor scantling

of ' divine convictions
'

he has. A singular piece of scribble, in Sauerteig's

hand, on Pig Philosophy : Pigs of sensibility and superior logical parts : Their
'

religion,' notion of the Universe, and of their interests and duties there. (269.)

The Fine Arts, by some thought to be a kind of religion : Here too the

consummate flower of Consecrated Unveracity reigns supreme. The new St.

Stephen' s, with its wilderness of stone pepperboxes. The Fine Arts, like the

coarse and every art of Man's god-given Faculty, sent hither not to fib and

dance, but to speak and work. Homer's Iliad, no Fiction but a Ballad History :

The Hebrew Bible, before all things, true, as no other Book ever was or will

be. The History of every Nation an Epic and Bible, the clouded struggling

image of a God's Presence. Beyond doubt the Almighty Maker made this

England too
;
and has been and forever is miraculously present here. What

are the eternal covenants we can believe, and dare not for our life's sake but

go and observe ? These are our Bible, our God's Word, such as it may be.
'

Miracles,'
'

worships,' after their kind. No rhythmic History of England,
but what we find in Shakspeare. Luxurious Europe ; with its wits, story-

tellers, ballad-singers, dancing-girls : All the Fine Arts converted into after-

dinner Amusements. How all things hang together ! Universal Jesuitism

once lodged in the heart, you will see it in the very finger-nails by and by.

(275.) Our Exodus from Houndsditch : Yankee Gathercoal, and his strange-

flashing torch -gleams. How simple souls clamour occasionally for what they
call

' a new religion.' This Universe, in all times, the express image of the

human souls, and their thoughts and activities, who dwell there. The 'open

secret,' in these dark days a very shut one indeed. Surely this ignoble

sluggishness, sceptical torpor, is not doomed to be our final condition : Under
this brutal stagnancy there does lie painfully imprisoned some tendency which
could become heroic. (281.)

PAMPHLETS.
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ABLE Man, the born soldier of Truth and

Order, 93
; appointed by

' divine right
'

to govern, 113
;
methods of summoning

aloft, 158. See Wisest Man.
Administrative Reform, 81, 105. See

Downing Street.

American Cousins, our, no Model Com-
monwealth, 18; their noblest Battle yet
to fight, 19, 196.

Anarchy or open
'

Kinglessness,' 7 ;
Con-

stituted Anarchy, 25, 185, 212
;
Sorcer-

er's Sabbath of, 269.

Approval, rightly or wrongly given, 224,
234.

Aristocracy, a true, or Government by
the Best, 104

;

'

Aristocracy
'

of Popular
Suffrage, 227, 241

;
veritable Hieiarchy

of Heaven, 234. See Peerage, Hier-

archy.
Arts, the Fine, a '

"Worship of the Beau-

tiful,' 274 ;
intolerable hypocrisy of,

275 ; taking into fiction, 280.

Astonishment, different quantities of, 105.

Ballot-box delusion, 204.

Bankruptcy of Imposture, 12, 122, 274.

Benevolence, 53
; Benevolent - Platform

Fever, 57, 62.

Bible, Hebrew, 150, 277 ; the Bible of a

Nation, the authentic Biography of its

Heroic Souls, 241, 277 ;
our ' closed

Bible,' 270.

Biography, no, but wraps in it a message
out of Heaven, 279.

Bishops, our, and what comes of them,
25, 139, 273; not our ugliest anomalies,
231

;
our neiv Souls'-Overseers, 144.

Bobus of Houndsditch, 232.

British Nation, the, a new set of lessons

to learn, 79, 136, 142, 151
;
no real con-

cern with the Continental Anarchies,
125. See England.

Brotherhood with the base and foolish,
58.

Bureaucracy, 124.

Burns, Robert, like Apollo taken for a

Neatherd, 103
; his chivalrous ways,

169.

Canada rebellion, 129, 133.

Cant, thrice-baleful universe of, 64, 256 ;

sincere Cant, 266.

Capital punishment, 63, 66, 68.

Catholic Church, the old, in its terrestrial

relations, 114. See Pope.
Chancellors, and their beaten road to the

Peerage, 243.

Charles I., 188.

Charles II., 139, 253.

Chartist Notabilities undergoing their

term, 47 ;
Chartist Parliament, 200.

Chatham and his son Pitt, 126.

Christianity, ghastly Phantasm of, 59,
64 ; Christian hatred of Scoundrels,
61 ; so-called Christian Clerus, 247,
259 ; Christian Repentance, 261

; Ga-
thercoal's account of the Christian

Church, 283, 284.

Churches, our best-behaved of, 223. See
Law.

Collins's Peerage-Book, 241.

Colonial Office, sad experiences in the,
77 ; Constitutions for the Colonies on
the anvil, 128, 131

;
our Colonies worth

something to the Country, 129
;
new

kind of Governors needed, 134.

Command and obedience, 143. See Obe-

dience.

Constitutions, the true model of, 20.

Cowardice, 236, 265, 267.

Crabbe, on British Liberty, 26
;
our fatal

Oblivion of Right and Wrong, 69 ;
Ad-

ministrative Reform, 81
;

Constituted

Anarchy, 121 ; Ducal Costermongers,
146

; Ballot-box, 204 ;
Machine for do-

ing Government, 234 ; so-called Chris-

tian Clerus, 247.

Criminals, what to do with our, 63, 233.
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Cromwell, Christianity of, 61, 64, 139
;

his Protestant war, 126 ; his notion of
'

voting,' 208, 211 ; Cromwell's Statue,
219.

'Crucify him,' a considerable feat in the

suppression of minorities, 29, 208. See

"Ou'clo'."

Dante, 56.

Democracy, an inevitable fact of the days
we live in, 9

;
not a ' Kind of Govern-

ment,' 14 ; no Nation that could over

subsist upon, 17 ; the essence of what-
ever truth is in it, that the able man be

promoted in whatever rank he is found,

104, 113.

Devil's Elect in England, 51.

Dinners, English public, 187.

Dismal Science, the Professors of, 37,
130.

Divorce, new Sacrament of, 22.

Dogs, dead, floating in the Westminster

region, 172.

Downing Street, 77-108 ; reform in, 80 ;

91 ;
two kinds offundamental error, 83 ;

abler Men in, 93, 113, 123 ;
one such in-

dispensable, 96, 104, 200 ;
a small Pro-

ject of Improvement, 98.

Downing Street, the New, 111-146 ;
what

it might grow to, hard to say, 118 ;
work

enough before it, 127, 141.

Duke, no one in England so well lodged
and tended as our prisoner-scoundrels,
50. Ducal Costermongers, 146.

Dupes, a kind of inverse cheats, 12.

Education, Minister of, 128, 144 ;
modern

education all gone to tongue, 149
;
how

it was in the old healthy times, 153.

Electing and electioneering, the meaning
of, 94, 201.

Eloquence, unperformed, a cure for, 1 56.

Enfranchisement, and what it has led to,

22, 36. See Free Men.

England, and her unattainable
' Model

Constitution,' 26 ; called a second time
' to show the Nations how to live,' 27 ;

still contains many Kings, 27, 117; how
the Devil provides for Ms own in Eng-

'

land, 51 ; English veracity, fidelity, 55
;

what England wants, 82, 94, 127 ; and
does not want, 87, 140 ;

a strange feel-

ing, to be at the apex of English affairs,

105 ; England with the largest mass of

real living interests ever intrusted to a

Nation, 117 ;
means to keep her Colo-

nies a while yet, 129, 131 ; Englishmen
dare not believe the truth, 138 ; English
careers to born genius, 159 ; England's

hope in her younger sons, 1 82 ;
no longer

an earnest Nation, 195, 197 ; time of ac-

counts fast arriving, 239
; English Peer-

ages once authentically real, 242 ; the

English ramadhan, 254
; poor scantling

of ' divine convictions,' 271 ;
the History

of England, the record of the Divine

Appearances among us, 278 ; our rest-

less gnawing ennui, the painful cry of
an imprisoned heroism, not always to
lie imprisoned, 287. See British Na-
tion.

Ennui, 287.
Etons and Oxfords, with their broken
crumbs of mere speech, 143, 181.

European explosions of
'

1848,' 6, 7 ; wars
since Cromwell, 126 ; modern luxurious

Europe, 281.

Evil, no, ever wrought its own cure, 113.
Exeter-Hall twaddle, 60, 61.

Eye-service, 180.

Fetishes, reckoned respectable, 239, 258.

Fiction, idle, intolerable to a serious soul,
280.

Fiddlestring, Mr. Hesperus, 61.

Foolish, privilege of the, to be governed
by the Wise, 20, 30.

Foreign Office, our, astonishing condition

of, 78 ; reformed, 124.

Fraternity and Equality, 21, 46, 70.

Free Men, the Nobles of the World, 35.

215.

Free Press, 191.

French People, the, a kind of Messiah

People, very glorious indeed, 6 ; bitter

aggravations, 6 ; French Convention,
198.

Fritz of Prussia, 126.

Gathercoal's, Yankee, torch-gleams, 283.

Government Offices, who made our, 90 ;

beautiful notion of No-Govemrnent,
121 ; Phantasm Governors, 186.

Hapny. See Unhappy.
Hatred of scoundrels, the backbone of all

religion, 61 ; Divine Hatred, 66.

Heavyside, the solid Englishman, 13,
240.

Hercules-Harlequin in the Foreign Of-

fice, not pleasant to think of, 78.

Hero-worship, 237 ; a man's '

religion,'
the practical Hero-worship that is in

him, 239, 286. See Religion.

Hierarchy of Beneficences, 223, 234
;
Re-

ligion the parent of social Hierarchies,
237 ; England once a Hierarchy, 245,
278. See Aristocracy.

History of England in a strange condition,

241, 278.

Home Office, William Conqueror's, 90 ;

the Home Office our grand primary con-

cern, 135, 140.

Homer's Iliad a Ballad History, 277.
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Horses, Farmer Hodge's, all emancipated,
23

;
the horse's 'vote,' 209.

Howard, the beatified Philanthropist, 55.

Hudson's Statue, 219-250
;
what the Hud-

son worshippers ought to have done,
while they were about it, 220 ; Hud-
son's Popular Election, 228 ; his value

as a railway-maker, 228. See Statues.

Idleness, lying in wait round all labour-

offices, 84 ; organised idleness, 127.

Idols, all, have to fall, 231.

Imposture. See Bankruptcy.
Incontinence, the half of all our sins, 181.

Individual responsibility, 201.

Industry, Captains of, 30, 37 ; Industry
or death, 39

; Industrial Regiments,
127, 141

; English career of Industrial-

ism, 159.

Intellect, tragic consequences of insuffi-

cient, 84, 95, 97, 107, 111, 158 ; human
Intellect the exact summary of human
Worth, 93 ; how to increase the supply,
98 ; English beaver intellect, 160.

Irish and British Pauperism, 31 ;
the Irish

Giant, seeking whom he may devour,
82, 83, 135.

Tames the First's bid reign, 243.

Jefferson Brick, answer to, 231.

Jesuitism, 253-288 ; Age and Gospel of,

253
; stupendous achievements, 263 ;

how the computation quite broke down,
263

;

'

vivaciousness
'

ofJesuitism, 265 ;

the Jesuit kiual nestled amongst us, 266 ;

necessity of putting it away, 269 ;
Je-

suitism in the Fine Arts, 274, 281 ; cele-

brated '

virtues,' 282.

Jesus of Nazareth, the most indubitable

of facts, 284. See Crucify.
Johnson's politeness, 170.

Justice, the one indispensable thing, 59,
63

; unspeakably difficult of attainment,
234

;
voice of Justice to a repentant sin-

ner, 261, 262 ; pig-justice, 272.

Kepler, 56.

Kings everywhere in sudden hrrror,
conscious of being Playactors, 7 ; the
true king and commander of men, 28, 30,
49

; not to be dispensed with anywhere,
96, 185

; true function of a king, 120,
206, 211

; no King in Parliament, 190,
192, 199; Parliament an 'impossible
King,' 200. See Able Man, Wisest
Han, Premier.

Labour, true Organisation of, 31. See

Industry, Work.
Lamartine, M. de, at the H6tel-de-Ville,

7.

Law and Church, angry basilisks of, 163
;

injustice decreed by a 'law,' 257 ;
Law-

yers, 243, 273.

Laws and regulations of the Universe, how

decipher the, 16, 67; such laws do verily

exist, silent, but inflexibly sure, 175 ;

not to be decided by ourpaltry
'

votings,'
202

;
in the way of abatement, of obli-

vion, neither gods nor men prevail, 246 ;

See Universe.

Leming-rat, the, 207-

Liberty, British, 26. See Enfranchise-

ment.

Lies,
'

damned,' 121
; every lie accursed,

and the parent of curses, 138 ; diagnosis
of a lie, and a liar, 172; benevolent plan
of reform, 179 ; subtle quintessence of

lying, 267.

Light or lightning, a choice, 108, 159.

Literature, true and sham, 145, 182
;
our

crowded portal of, 164
; highest problem

of, 242, 273.

Liturgies, such as no God can hear, 240.

Louis-Philippism, the scorn of the world,

6.

Love, method of, to command Scoundrels,
49.

Loyalty to Beelzebub, 265.

Loyola, Ignatius, 253
;
a man not good by

nature, 259
;
on the walls of Pampeluua,

agonies of new-birth, 260
; highest pitch

of the purient-heroic, war against Al-

mighty God, 262. See Jesuitism.

Majorities, blockhead, 214, 230.

Manning, Mrs., 'dying game,' 57.

Marten, Henry, 215.

Medicine, profession of, 162.

Minorities, down to minority of one, 210.

Model Prisons, 43-74 ;
a London prison of

the model kind, 46.

Moloch, our modern, 181.

Money, doomed to possess, 177.

Nawaub, Europe one big ugly, 281.

Needlewomen, Distressed, 25.

Negro population, our, need to be ' eman-

cipated' from their indolence, 58. Sue

Slavery.
Nessus'-shirt, our poisoned, 139.

New Era, our heavy-laden long-eared, 10,

39.

Nineteenth Century, intellect of the, 111.

Nobility, Ig-, 178, 286.

Noble, young, true education of the, 154.
See Aristocracy.

Nomadism uglier than slavery, 36.

Obedience, 143
; true and false, 265, 283.

Old age, reverence for, 8.

Opera, 281, 282.
" Ou' clo'," the fateful Hebrew Prophecy

29, 65, 69, 282.
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Oxford. See Eton.

Paradise to all-and-sundry, 57, 69.

Parliament, modern recipe of, 14
;
the

English Parliament once a Council of

actual Rulers, 27, 187, 197; now an enor-

mous National Palaver, 87, 167, 190 ;

what it has done for us, 106
;
kind of

men sent there, 123, 194 ;
Parliament-

ary career, 1 64; Parliamentary bagpipes,
171, 178 ; Parliaments, 185-216 ; origin
of our English Parliaments, 187 ;

the

Long Parliament, 177, 196 ; position of

Parliament become false and impos-
sible, 189, 190 ;

with a Free Press, the

real function of Parliament goes on

everywhere, continually, 191 ; Adviser
of the Sovereign, or Sovereign itself,

193, 199
; Newspaper Reporters, in a

Parliament and Nation no longer in

earnest, 194 ;
the French Convention

all in deadly earnest, 198 ; Chartist

Parliament, 200 ; a Parliament indis-

pensable, 205 ;
Condensed Folly of

Nations, 206.

Paupers, our Irish and British, 31 ;
ad-

dress to, 33
; Pauperism, our Social Sin

grown manifest, 136, 141.

Peace, keeping the, the function of a po-
liceman, 119 ; something more sacred

than 'pea e,' 236.

Pedant, the, 85.

Peel, Sir Robert, the one likely or pos-
sible Reformer of Downing Street, 81 ;

his 'eleventh hour,' 145.

Peerage, the English, past and present,
242. See Aristocracy.

Philanthropy, indiscriminate, 45 ; threat-

ening to drown human society as in de-

luges, 57.

Pig- Philosophy, 271.

Poet, what the, should be, 274, 277.

Politeness, who invented, 170.

Political Economy, and its small ' law of

God,' 38. See Dismal Science.

Pope, a Reforming, and his huge unre-

formable Popedoin, 4.

Premier, mad methods of choosing a, 87,

161
;
a more unbeautiful class never

raked out of the ooze, 116 ; one wise

Premier the beginning of all good, 123.

See King.
Present Time, the, 3-40.

Protestantism, proper and improper,
264.

Puseyisms, 138, 165.

Railways, how, are shifting all towns of

Britain into new places, 229; stupendous
railway miracles, 238.

Ramadhan, the English, 254.

Real, the, always respectable, 248.

Reform, poor old Genius of, 60. See Ad-
ministrative Reform, Downing Street.

Religion, not the many things a man tries

to believe, but the few he cannot doubt,

269; foolish clamour fora ' new religion,'
285. See Worship.

Repentance, sacredness of, 260.

Republics, ancient and modern, 17.

Revenge, mournful twaddle about, 64 ;

sacred duty of, 68.

Reverence, our want of, 223.

Reward and punishment, 65, 69.

Right and Wrong, silent awful sense of,

45, 286 ; dim oblivion of, 69.

Roman Augurs, Cicero's, 139.

Sauerteig on Pig-Philosophy, 271.

Schoolmasters, when useful, 154.

Scoundrel is scoundrel, 49, 52
;
not to be

commanded bymere 'love,' 49; Supreme
Scoundrel, 71; Hero and Scoundrel, now
almost indistinguishable, 245.

Sea-kings, the old, and Saxon Pirates, 91.

Self-annihilation, 261.

Seventj'-four, an English, and its inar-

ticulate traditions, 91.

Shakspeare's scattered tones of a National

Epos, 280.

Shams, utter damnability of, 12, 20.

Sicilian Insurrection, 5.

Silence, excellent, or good work with lips

closed, 151
;
what silence means in the

Nineteenth Century, 165 ;
a life in si-

lence, 179 ;
silent work, and silent suf-

fering, 182.

Sincerity, deep awful divine quality of,

267.

Slaves, authentic, to be treated as such,

36, 213. See Mastership, Negro.
Sleswick, thunder-horse, badly ridden, 88,

131.

Sluggard-and-Scoundrel Protection So-

ciety, 58.

Society, vital lungs of, 116, 158 ;
no So-

ciety, but a lost horde, 243.

Somnauth, Idol of, 231.

Souls'-Overseers. See Bishops,

Sparrowbill and M'Pastehorn, 59.

Spartan humanity, 35.

Speak, ability to, no evidence of ability
to work, 100, 150, 167 ; speech and sham-

speech, 152, 155, 166 ; eloquent unper-

formed speech, horrible, 156 ;
Human

Speech no longer true, 268. See Stump-
Orator.

Spiritual, the, the parent and first-cause

of the practical, 255.

Statues, our Public, symbolic of our spi-
ritual condition, 220, 222, 227,245, 248 ;

how they are got up, 224
; sculptural

talent manifest in them, 226 ; how they

ought to be put down, 248.
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St. Stephen's, the new, 276.

Stump-Orator, 149-182 ;
a mouthpiece of

Chaos, 152, 171, 177 ; Supreme Stump-
Orators in the Lawyer department,
243.

Stupidity, our one enemy, 86, 93, 98.

Suffrage, Universal, 29, 207 ; recipe of

Popular Election, 227 ;
answer to Jef-

ferson Brick, 231 ;
universal- suffrage

equivalent to flat despair, 236.

Supply-aud-demand, brought to bear on
the Black 'labour-market,' 24.

Times Newspaper, 191.

Tongue, human talent all gone to, 149,

161, 165 ;
how to cure the evil, 157,

180.

Unhappy sugary brethren, 58 ; happiness
not come, 287.

Universe, the, a Monarchy and Hier-

archy, 19
;
the vesture of an Invisible

Infinite, 238, 256
; M'Croudy's notion

of, 242 ;
all things to all men, 286 ;

'

open secret
'

of, 286. See Laws.

Virtue, human, raw materials of, 57.

Voting, foolish unanimity of, 15
; large

liberty of
'

voting
'

in God's Universe,

but under conditions inexorable, 19,

174, 201, 204, 236 ; what to do with
the 'fool's vote,' 204, 208, 271 ;

the
' votes

'

of all men worth knowing, 206 ;

the horse's '

vote,' 209
; the slave's,

214; the man worth taking the vote

215.

William Conqueror's Home Office, 90.

William, Dutch, 126.

William Rufus and his Parliament, 187.
Wisdom alone can recognise wisdom, 97,

102, 123 ; intrinsically of silent nature,
168.

Wisest man, the, at the top of society,
223

;
he and not a counterfeit, under

penalties, 20, 170.

Work for all men, 37, 39
;
a Human Doer

the most complex and inarticulate of
Nature's Facts, 168

; desirability of

work, 224. See Labour.

Working man, true education of the, 153.

Worship, practical, 221
; many phases of

worship, 237, 258, 279.

Worth, human, practical reverence for,

65 ; the essence of all true 'religions,'

92, 98. See Intellect.

Zero, the Eight Honourable, 88.
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EARLY KINGS OF NORWAY.

THE Icelanders, in their long winter, had a great habit of writing ;

and were, and still are, excellent in penmanship, says Dahlmann.

It is to this fact that any little history there is of the Norse Kings
and their old tragedies, crimes, and heroisms, is almost all due.

The Icelanders, it seems, not only made beautiful letters on their

paper or parchment, but were laudably observant and desirous of

accuracy; and have left us such a collection of narratives (Sagas,

literally
'

Says ') as, for quantity and quality, is unexampled among
rude nations. Snorro Sturleson's History of the Norse Kings is

built out of these old Sagas ;
and has in it a great deal of poetic

fire, not a little faithful sagacity applied in sifting and adjusting

these old Sagas ; and, in a word, deserves, were it once well edited,

furnished with accurate maps, chronological summaries, &c., to be

reckoned among the great history-books of the world. It is from

these sources, greatly aided by accurate, learned, and unwearied

Dahlmann,1 the German Professor, that the following rough notes

of the early Norway Kings are hastily thrown together. In

Histories of England (Eapin's excepted) next to nothing has been

shown of the many and strong threads of connection between

English affairs and Norse.

1 J. G. Dahlmann, Geschichte von Ddvmemark, 3 voll. 8vo. Hamburg,
1840-3.





EAELY KINGS OF NOKWAY.

CHAPTER I.

HARALD HAARFAGR.

TILL about the Year of Grace 860 there were no kings in

Norway, nothing but numerous jarls, essentially kinglets, each

presiding over a kind of republican or parliamentary little territory ;

generally striving each to be on some terms of human neighbour-
hood with those about him, but, in spite of

'

Fyllce Things
'

(Folk

Things, little parish parliaments), and small combinations of these,

which had gradually formed themselves, often reduced to the un-

happy state of quarrel with them. Harald Haarfagr was the first

to put an end to this state of things, and become memorable and

profitable to his country by uniting it under one head and making
a kingdom of it; which it has continued to be ever since. His

father, Halfdan the Black, had already begun this rough but

salutary process, inspired by the cupidities and instincts, by the

faculties and opportunities, which the good genius of this world,

beneficent often enough under savage forms, and diligent at all

times to diminish anarchy as the world's worst savagery, usually

appoints in such cases, conquest, hard fighting, followed by wise

guidance of the conquered; but it was Harald the Fairhaired,
his son, who conspicuously carried it on and completed it.

Harald's birth-year, death-year, and chronology in general, are

known only by inference and computation; but, by the latest

reckoning, he died about the year 933 of our era, a man of eighty-
three.

The business of conquest lasted Harald about twelve years

(A.D. 860-872 ?), in which he subdued also the vikings of the

out-islands, Orkneys, Shetlands, Hebrides, and Man. Sixty more

NOHWAY. X
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years were given him to consolidate and regulate what he had

conquered, which he did with great judgment, industry, and

success. His reign altogether is counted to have been of over

seventy years.

The beginning of his great adventure was of a romantic character,

youthful love for the beautiful Gyda, a then glorious and famous

young lady of those regions, whom the young Harald aspired to

marry. Gyda answered his embassy and prayer in a distant, lofty

manner :

" Her it would not beseem to wed any Jarl or poor
creature of that kind

;
let him do as Gorm of Denmark, Eric of

Sweden, Egbert of England, and others had done, subdue into

peace and regulation the confused, contentious bits of jarls round

him, and become a king ; then, perhaps, she might think of his

proposal ;
till then, not." Harald was struck with this proud

answer, which rendered Gyda tenfold more desirable to him. He
vowed to let his hair grow, never to cut or even to comb it till this

feat were done, and the peerless Gyda his own. He proceeded

accordingly to conquer, in fierce battle, a Jarl or two every year,

and, at the end of twelve years, had his unkempt (and almost

unimaginable) head of hair clipt off, Jarl Rb'gnwald (Reginald) of

, More, the most valued and valuable of all his subject-jarls, being

promoted to this sublime barber function; after which King
Harald, with head thoroughly cleaned, and hair grown, or growing

again to the luxuriant beauty that had no equal in his day, brought
home his Gyda, and made her the brightest queen in all the north.

He had after her, in succession, or perhaps even simultaneously
in some cases, at least six other wives

;
and by Gyda herself one

daughter and four sons.

Harald was not to be considered a strict-living man, and he

had a great deal of trouble, as we shall see, with the tumultuous

ambition of his sons
; but he managed his government, aided by

Jarl Rognwald and others, in a large, quietly potent, and successful

manner; and it lasted in this royal form till his death, after sixty

years of it.

These were the times of Norse colonisation
; proud Norsemen

flying into other lands, to freer scenes, to Iceland, to the Faroe

Islands, which were hitherto quite vacant (tenanted only by some
mournful hermit, Irish Christian fakir, or so); still more copiously
to the Orkney and Shetland Isles, the Hebrides and other countries

where .Norse squatters and settlers already were. Settlement

of Iceland, we say ; settlement of the Faroe Islands, and, by far
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the notablest of all, settlement of Normandy by Rolf the Ganger
(A.D. 876 ?).!

Rolf, son of Rbgnwald,
2 was lord of three little islets far north,

near the Fjord of Folden, called the Three Vigten Islands
;
but his

chief means of living was that of sea-robbery ; which, or at least

Rolfs conduct in which, Harald did not approve of. In the Court

of Harald, sea-robbery was strictly forbidden as between Harald's

own countries, but as against foreign countries it continued to be

the one profession for a gentleman ; thus, I read, Harald's own
chief son, King Eric that afterwards was, had been at sea in such

employments ever since his twelfth year. Rolf's crime, however,

was that in coming home from one of these expeditions, his crew

having fallen short of victual, Rolf landed with them on the shore

of Norway, and, in his strait, drove in some cattle there (a crime

by law) and proceeded to kill and eat
; which, in a little while, he

heard that King Harald was on foot to enquire into and punish ;

whereupon Rolf the Ganger speedily got into his ships again, got
to the coast of France with his sea-robbers, got infeftment by the

poor King of France in the fruitful, shaggy desert which is since

called Normandy, land of the Northmen
;
and there, gradually

felling the forests, banking the rivers, tilling the fields, became

during the next two centuries, Wilhelmus Conqusestor, the man
famous to England, and momentous at this day, not to England
alone, but to all speakers of the English tongue, now spread from

side to side of the world in a wonderful degree. Tancred of

Hauteville and his Italian Normans, though important too, in

Italy, are not worth naming in comparison. This is a feracious

earth, and the grain of mustard-seed will grow to miraculous extent

in some cases.

Harald's chief helper, counsellor, and lieutenant was the above-

mentioned Jarl Rognwald of More, who had the honour to cut

Harald's dreadful head of hair. This Rognwald was father of

Turf-Einar, who first invented peat in the Orkneys, finding the

wood all gone there
;
and is remembered to this day. Einar, being

come to these islands by King Harald's permission, to see what he

could do in them, islands inhabited by what miscellany of Picts,

Scots, Norse squatters we do not know, found the indispensable

1 '

Settlement,' dated 912, by Munch, Henanlt, &c. The Saxon Chronicle

says (anno 876) :
' In this year Rolf overran Normandy with his army, and he

reigned fifty winters.'

2
Dahlmann, ii. 87.

X 2
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fuel all wasted. Turf-Einar too may be regarded as a benefactor

to his kind. He was, it appears, a bastard
;
and got no coddling

from his father, who disliked him, partly perhaps, because ' he was

ugly and blind of an eye,' got no flattering even on his conquest
of the Orkneys and invention of peat. Here is the parting speech
his father made to him on fitting him out with a

'

long-ship
'

(ship
of war,

'

dragon-ship,' ancient seventy-four), and sending him forth

to make a living for himself in the world :

"
It were best if thou

never earnest back, for I have small hope that thy people will

have honour by thee
; thy mother's kin throughout is slavish."

Harald Haarfagr had a good many sons and daughters; the

daughters he married mostly to jaiis of due merit who were loyal

to him
;
with the sons, as remarked above, he had a great deal

of trouble. They were ambitious, stirring fellows, and grudged
at their finding so little promotion from a father so kind to his

jarls; sea-robbery by no means an adequate career for the sons

of a great king. Two of them, Halfdan Haaleg (Loug-le
r
), and

Gudrod Ljome (Gleam), jealous of the favours won by the great
Jarl Rognwald, surrounded him in his house one night, and

burnt him and sixty men to death there. That was the end of

Rognwald, the invaluable jarl, always true to Haarfagr ;
and

distinguished in world history by producing Rolf the Ganger,
author of the Norman Conquest of England, and Turf-Einar,

who invented peat in the Orkneys. Whether Rolf had left

Norway at this time there is no chronology to tell me. As to

Rolfs surname,
'

Ganger,' there are various hypotheses ;
the likeliest,

perhaps, that Rolf was so weighty a man no horse (small Nor-

wegian horses, big ponies rather) could carry him, and that he

usually walked, having a mighty stride withal, and great velocity

on foot.

One of these murderers of Jarl Rognwald quietly set himself

in Rognwald' s place, the other making for Orkney to serve Turf-

Einar in like fashion. Turf-Einar, taken by surprise, fled to the

mainland
;
but returned, days or perhaps weeks after, ready for

battle, fought with Halfdan, put his party to flight, and at next

morning's light searched the island and slew all the men he found.

As to Halfdan Long-leg himself, in fierce memory of his own

murdered father, Turf-Einar ' cut an eagle on his back,' that is to

say, hewed the ribs from each side of the spine and turned them

out like the wings' of a spread-eagle : a mode of Norse vengeance

fashionable at that time in extremely aggravated cases !
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Harald Haarfagr, in the mean time, had descended upon the

Rognwald scene, not in mild mood towards the new jarl there
;

indignantly dismissed said jarl, and appointed a brother of Rbgnwald

(brother, notes Dahlmann), though Rognwald had left other sons.

Which done, Haarfagr sailed with all speed to the Orkneys, there

to avenge that cutting of an eagle on the human back on Turf-

Einar's part. Turf-Einar did not resist
; submissively met the

angry Haarfagr, said he left it all, what had been done, what

provocation there had been, to Haarfagr's own equity and greatness
of mind. Magnanimous Haarfagr inflicted a fine of sixty marks

in gold, which was paid in ready money by Turf-Einar, and so the

matter ended.

CHAPTER II.

ERIC BLOOD-AXE AND BROTHERS.

IN such violent courses Haarfagr's sons, I know not how many
of them, had come to an untimely end ; only Eric, the accomplished

sea-rover, and three others remained to him. Among these four

sons, rather impatient for property and authority of their own,

King Harald, in his old days, tried to part his kingdom in some

eligible and equitable way, and retire from the constant press of

business, now becoming burdensome to him. To each of them he

gave a kind of kingdom ; Eric, his eldest son, to be head king, and

the others to be feudatory under him, and pay a certain yearly
contribution

;
an arrangement which did not answer well at all.

Head-King Eric insisted on his tribute
; quarrels arose as to the

payment, considerable fighting and disturbance, bringing fierce

destruction from King Eric upon many valiant but too stubborn

Norse spirits, and among the rest upon all his three brothers,

which got him from the Norse populations the surname of Blod-axe,
' Eric Blood-axe,' hie title in history. One of his brothers he had

killed in battle before his old father's life ended
;

this brother

was Bjorn, a peaceable, improving, trading, economic Under-king,
whom the others mockingly called

'

Bjorn the Chapman.' The

great-grandson of this Bjorn became extremely distinguished by
and by as Saint Olaf. Head-King Eric seems to have had a violent
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wife, too. She was thought to have poisoned one of her other

brothers-in-law. Eric Blood-axe had by no means a gentle life

of it in this world, trained to sea-robbery on the coasts of England,

Scotland, Ireland, and France, since his twelfth year.

Old King Fairhair, at the age of seventy, had another son, to

whom was given the name of Hakon. His mother was a slave in

Fairhair's house; slave by ill-luck of war, though nobly enough
born. A strange adventure connects this Hakon with England
and King Athelstan, who was then entering upon his great career

there. Short while after this Hakon came into the world, there

entered Fairhair's palace, one evening as Fairhair sat feasting,

an English ambassador or messenger, bearing in his hand, as gift

from King Athelstan, a magnificent sword, with gold hilt and

other fine trimmings, to the great Harald, King of Norway.
Harald took the sword, drew it, or was half-drawing it, admiringly
from the scabbard, when the English excellency broke into a
scornful laugh,

"
Ha, ha ;

thou art now the feudatory of my English

king ;
thou hast accepted the sword from him, and art now his

man !

"
(acceptance of a sword in that manner being the symbol of

investiture in those days.) Harald looked a trifle flurried, it is

probable ;
but held-in his wrath, and did no damage to the tricksy

Englishman. He kept the matter in his mind, however, and next

summer little Hakon, having got his weaning done, one of the

prettiest, healthiest little creatures, Harald sent him off, under

charge of
' Hauk '

(Hawk so-called),, one of his principal warriors,

with order,
" Take him to England," and instructions what to do

with him there. And accordingly, one evening, Hauk, with thirty

men escorting, strode into Athelstan's high dwelling (where

situated, how built, whether with logs like Harald's, I cannot

specifically say), into Athelstan's high presence, and silently set

the wild little cherub upon Athelstan's knee. " What is this ?
"

asked Athelstan, looking at the little cherub. " This is King
Harald's son, whom a serving-maid bore to him, and whom he now

gives thee as foster-child !

"
Indignant Athelstan drew his sword,

as if to do the gift a mischief
;
but Hauk said,

" Thou hast taken

him on thy knee
"
(common symbol of adoption) ;

" thou canst kill

him if thou wilt
;
but thou dost not thereby kill all the sons of

Harald." Athelstan straightway took milder thoughts ; brought

up, and carefully educated Hakon
;
from whom, and this singular

adventure, came, before very long, the first tidings of Christianity

into Norway.
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Harald Haarfagr, latterly withdrawn from all kinds of business,

died at the age of eighty-three about A.D. 933, as is computed ;

nearly contemporary in death with the first Danish King, Gorm
the Old, who had done a corresponding feat in reducing Denmark

under one head. Remarkable old men, these two first kings ;
and

possessed of gifts for bringing Chaos a little nearer to the form of

Cosmos
; possessed, in fact, of loyalties to Cosmos, that is to say,

of authentic virtues in the savage state, such as have been needed

in all societies at their incipience in this world
;
a kind of

'

virtues
'

hugely in discredit at present, but not unlikely to be needed again,

to the astonishment of careless persons, before all is done !

CHAPTER III.

HAKON THE GOOD.

ERIC BLOOD-AXE, whose practical reign is counted to have

begun about A.D. 930, had by this time, or within a year or so of

this time, pretty much extinguished all his brother kings, and

crushed down recalcitrant spirits, in his violent way; but had

naturally become entirely unpopular in Norway, and filled it with

silent discontent and even rage against him. Hakon Fairhair's

last son, the little foster-child of Athelstan in England, who had

been baptised and carefully educated, was come to his fourteenth

or fifteenth year at his father's death
;
a very shining youth, as

Athelstan saw with just pleasure. So soon as the few preliminary

preparations had been settled, Hakon, furnished with a ship or two

by Athelstan, suddenly appeared in Norway ; got acknowledged by
the Peasant Thing in Trondhjem ;

'

the news of which flew over

Norway, like fire through dried grass/ says an old chronicler. So

that Eric, with his Queen Gunhild, and seven small children, had

to run
;
no other shift for Eric. They went to the Orkneys first

of all, then to England, and he 'got Northumberland as earldom,'

I vaguely hear, from Athelstan. But Eric soon died, and his

queen, with her children, went back to the Orkneys in search of

refuge or help ;
to little purpose there or elsewhere. From Orkney

she went to Denmark, where Harald Blue-tooth took her poor
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eldest boy as foster-child
;
but I fear did not very faithfully keep

that promise. The Danes had been robbing extensively during
the late tumults in Norway ;

this the Christian Hakon, now
established there, paid in kind, and the two countries were at

war
;
so that Gunhild's little boy was a welcome card in the hand

of Blue-tooth.

Hakon proved a brilliant and successful king ; regulated many
things, public law among others (Gule-Thi^g Law, Froste-Thing
Law : these are little codes of his accepted by their respective

Things, and had a salutary effect in their time); with prompt

dexterity he drove back the Blue-tooth foster-son invasions every
time they came

;
and on the whole gained for himself the name of

Hakon the Good. These Danish invasions were a frequent source

of trouble to him, but his greatest and continual trouble was that

of extirpating heathen idolatry from Norway, and introducing

the Christian Evangel in its stead. His transcendent anxiety to

achieve this salutary enterprise was all along his grand difficulty

and stumbling-block ;
the heathen opposition to it being also

rooted and great. Bishops and priests from England Hakon had,

preaching and baptising what they could, but making only slow

progress ;
much too slow for Hakon's zeal. On the other hand,

every Yule-tide, when the chief heathen were assembled in his

own palace on their grand sacrificial festival, there was great

pressure put upon Hakon, as to sprinkling with horse-blood, drink-

ing Yule-beer, eating horse-flesh, and the other distressing rites
;

the whole of which Hakon abhorred, and with all his steadfastness

strove to reject utterly. Sigurd, Jarl of Lade (Trondhjem), a

liberal heathen, not openly a Christian, was ever a wise counsellor

and conciliator in such affairs
;
and proved of great help to Hakon.

Once, for example, there having risen at a Yule-feast, loud, almost

stormful demand that Hakon, like a true man and brother, should

drink Yule-beer with them in their sacred hightide, Sigurd per-

suaded him to comply, for peace's sake, at least in form. Hakon

took the cup in his left hand (excellent hot beer), and with his right

cut the sign of the cross above it, then drank a draught.
" Yes

;

but what is this with the king's right hand ?
"
cried the company.

" Don't you see ?
"
answered shifty Sigurd ;

" he makes the sign of

Thor's hammer before drinking !

"
which quenched the matter for

the time.

Horse-flesh, horse-broth, and the horse ingredient generally,

Hakon all but inexorably declined. By Sigurd's pressing exhorta-
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tion and entreaty, he did once take a kettle of horse-broth by the

handle, with a good deal of linen-quilt or towel interposed, and did

open his lips for what of steam could insinuate itself. At another

time he consented to a particle of horse-liver, intending privately,

I guess, to keep it outside the gullet, and smuggle it away without

swallowing ; but farther than this not even Sigurd could persuade
him to go. At the Things held in regard to this matter Hakon's

success was always incomplete ;
now and then it was plain failure,

and Hakon had to draw back till a better time. Here is one

specimen of the response he got on such an occasion
;

curious

specimen, withal, of antique parliamentary eloquence from an

Anti-Christian Thing.
At a Thing of all the Fylkes of Trondhjem, Thing held at Froste

in that region, King Hakon, with all the eloquence he had, signi-

fied that it was imperatively necessary that all Bonders and sub-

Bonders should become Christians, and believe in one God, Christ

the Son of Mary ; renouncing entirely blood sacrifices and heathen

idols; should keep every seventh day holy, abstain from labour

that day, and even from food, devoting the day to fasting and

sacred meditation. Whereupon, by way of universal answer, arose

a confused universal murmur of entire dissent.
" Take away from

us our old belief, and also our time for labour !

"
murmured they

in angry astonishment; "how can even the land begot tilled in

that way ?
" " We cannot work if we don't get food," said the

hand labourers and slaves.
"
It lies in King Hakon's blood,"

remarked others
;

"
his father and all his kindred were apt to be

stingy about food, though liberal enough with money." At length,

one Osbjorn (or Bear of the Asen or Gods, what we now call

Osborne), one Osbjorn of Medalhusin Gulathal, stept forward, and

said, in a distinct manner,
" We Bonders (peasant proprietors)

thought, King Hakon, when thou heldest thy first Thing-day here

in Trondhjem, and we took thee for our king, and received our

hereditary lands from thee again, that we had got heaven itself.

But now we know not how it is, whether we have won freedom,
or whether thou intendest anew to make us slaves, with this

wonderful proposal that we should renounce our faith, which our

fathers before us have held, and all our ancestors as well, first in

the age of burial by burning, and now in that of earth burial
;
and

yet these departed ones were much our superiors, and their faith,

too, has brought prosperity to us ! Thee, at the same time, we
have loved so much that we raised thee to manage ah1

the laws of
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the land, and speak as their voice to us all. And even now it is

our will and the vote of all Bonders to keep that paction which

thou gavest us here on the Thing at Froste, and to maintain thee

as king so long as any of us Bonders who are here upon the Thing
has life left, provided thou, king, wilt go fairly to work, and demand
of us only such things as are not impossible. But if thou wilt fix

upon this thing with so great obstinacy, and employ force and

power, in that case, we Bonders have taken the resolution, all of

us, to fall away from thee, and to take for ourselves another head,

who will so behave that we may enjoy in freedom the belief which

is agreeable to us. Now shalt thou, king, choose one of these

two courses before the Thing disperse." 'Whereupon,' adds the

Chronicle,
'

all the Bonders raised a mighty shout,
"
Yes, we will

have it so, as has been said."
'

So that Jarl Sigurd had to in-

tervene, and King Hakon to choose for the moment the milder

branch of the alternative.1 At other Things Hakon was more or less

successful. All his days, by such methods as there were, he kept

pressing forward with this great enterprise ;
and on the whole did

thoroughly shake asunder the old edifice of heathendom, and fairly

introduce some foundation for the new and better rule of faith and

life among his people. Sigurd, Jarl of Lade, his wise counsellor in

all these matters, is also a man worthy of notice.

Hakon's arrangements against the continual invasions of Eric's

sons, with Danish Blue-tooth backing them, were manifold, and

for a long time successful. He appointed, after consultation and

consent in the various Things, so many war-ships, fully manned

and ready, to be furnished instantly on the King's demand by each

province or fjord ; watch-fires, on fit places, from hill to hill all

along the coast, were to be carefully set up, carefully maintained

in readiness, and kindled on any alarm of war. By such methods

Blue-tooth and Co.'s invasions were for a long while triumphantly,

and even rapidly, one and all of them, beaten back, till at length

they seemed as if intending to cease altogether, and leave Hakon

alone of them. But such was not their issue after all. The sons

of Eric had only abated under constant discouragement, had not

finally left off from what seemed their one great feasibility in life.

Gunhild, their mother, was still with them : a most contriving,

fierce-minded, irreconcilable woman, diligent and urgent on them,

in season and out of season
;
and as for King Blue-tooth, he was

at all times ready to help, with his good-will at least.

1
Dahlmann, ii 93.
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That of the alarm-fires on Hakon's part was found troublesome

by his people ;
sometimes it was even hurtful and provoking

(lighting your alarm-fires and rousing the whole coast and popula-

tion, when it was nothing but some paltry viking with a couple of

ships) ;
in short, the alarm-signal system fell into disuse, and good

King Hakon himself, in the first place, paid the penalty. It is

counted, by the latest commentators, to have been about A.D. 961,

sixteenth or seventeenth year of Hakon's pious, valiant, and worthy

reign. Being at a feast one day, with many guests, on the Island

of Stord, sudden announcement came to him that ships from the

south were approaching in quantity, and evidently ships of war.

This was the biggest of all the Blue-tooth foster-son invasions
;

and it was fatal to Hakon the Good that night. Eyvind the

Skaldaspillir (annihilator of all other Skalds), in his famed Hakon s

Song, gives account, and, still more pertinently, the always practical

Snorro. Danes in great multitude, six to one, as people afterwards

computed, springing swiftly to land, and ranking themselves
;

Hakon, nevertheless, at once deciding not to take to his ships and

run, but to fight there, one to six
; fighting, accordingly, in his

most splendid manner, and at last gloriously prevailing; routing
and scattering back to their ships and flight homeward these six-

to-one Danes. '

During the struggle of the fight,' says Snorro,
' he

' was very conspicuous among other men
;
and while the sun shone,

'his bright gilded helmet glanced, and thereby many weapons
' were directed at him. One of his henchmen, Eyvind Finnson
'

(i.e. Skaldaspillir, the poet), took a hat, and put it over the king's
' helmet. Now, among the hostile first leaders were two uncles of
' the Ericsons, brothers of Gunhild, great champions both

; Skreya,
'

the elder of them, on the disappearance of the glittering helmet,
' shouted boastfully,

" Does the king of the Norsemen hide himself,
'

then, or has he fled ? Where now is the golden helmet ?
" And

'
so saying, Skreya, and his brother Alf with him, pushed on like

'fools or madmen. The king said, "Come on in that way, and

'you shall find the king of the Norsemen!" And in a short

space of time braggart Skreya did come up, swinging his sword,

and made a cut at the king ;
but Thoralf the Strong, an Icelander,

who fought at the king's side, dashed his shield so hard against

Skreya, that he tottered with the shock. On the same instant

the king takes his sword '

querubiter
'

(able to cut querns or mill-

stones) with both hands, and hews Skreya through helm and head,

cleaving him down to the shoulders. Thoralf also slew Alf. That
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was what they got by such over-hasty search for the king of the

Norsemen.2

Snorro considers the fall of these two champion uncles as the

crisis of the fight ;
the Danish force being much disheartened by

such a sight, and King Hakon now pressing on so hard that all

men gave way before him, the battle on the Ericson part became

a whirl of recoil
;
and in a few minutes more a torrent of mere

flight and haste to get on board their ships, and put to sea again ;

in which operation many of them were drowned, says Snorro;

survivors making instant sail for Denmark in that sad condition.

This seems to have been King Hakon's finest battle, and the

most conspicuous of his victories, due not a little to his own grand

qualities shown on the occasion. But, alas ! it was his last also.

He was still zealously Directing the chase of that mad Danish

flight, or whirl of recoil towards their ships, when an arrow, shot

most likely at a venture, hit him under the left armpit ;
and this

proved his death.

He was helped into his ship, and made sail for Alrekstad, where

his chief residence in those parts was
;
but had to stop at a smaller

place of his (which had been his mother's, and where he himself

was born) a place called Hella (the Flat Rock), still known as
' Hakon's Hella,' faint from loss of blood, and crushed down as he

had never before felt. Having no son and only one daughter, he

appointed these invasive sons of Eric to be sent for, and if he died

to become king ;
but to

"
spare his friends and kindred."

"
If a

longer life be granted me," he said,
"
I will go out of this land

to Christian men, and do penance for what I have committed

against God. But if I die in the country of the heathen, let me
have such burial as you yourselves think fittest." These are his

last recorded words. And in heathen fashion he was buried, and

besung by Eyvind and the Skalds, though himself a zealously

Christian king. Hakon the Good ; so one still finds him worthy
of being called. The sorrow on Hakon's death, Snorro tells us,

was so great and universal,
'

that he was lamented both by friends
' and enemies

;
and they said that never again would Norway see

' such a king.'

8
Laing's Snorro, i. 344.
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CHAPTER IV.

HAEALD GREYFELL AND BROTHERS.

ERIC'S sons, four or five of them, with a Harald at the top, now

at once got Norway in hand, all of it but Trondhjem, as king and

under-kings ;
and made a severe time of it for those who had been,

or seemed to be, their enemies. Excellent Jarl Sigurd, always so

useful to Hakon and his country, was killed by them
;
and they

came to repent that before very long. The slain Sigurd left a son,

Hakon, as Jarl, who became famous in the northern world by and

by. This Hakon, and him only, would the Trondhjemers accept

as sovereign.
" Death to him, then," said the sons of Eric, but

only in secret, till they had got their hands free and were ready ;

which was not yet for some years. Nay, Hakon, when actually

attacked, made good resistance, and threatened to cause trouble.

Nor did he by any means get his death from these sons of Eric

at this time, or till long afterwards at all, from one of their kin,

as it chanced. On the contrary, he fled to Denmark now, and

by and by managed to come back, to their cost.

Among their other chief victims were two cousins of their own,

Tryggve and Gudrod, who had been honest under-kings to the

late head-king, Hakon the Good
;
but were now become suspect,

and had to fight for their lives, and lose them in a tragic manner.

Tryggve had a son, whom we shall hear of. Gudrod, son of worthy

Bjorn the Chapman, was grandfather of Saint Olaf, whom all men
have heard of, who has a church in Southwark even, and another

in Old Jewry, to this hour. In all these violences, Gunhild, widow

of the late king Eric, was understood to have a principal hand.

She had come back to Norway with her sons; and naturally

passed for the secret adviser and Maternal President in whatever

of violence went on
; always reckoned a fell, vehement, relentless

personage where her own interests were concerned. Probably as

things settled, her influence on affairs grew less. At least one

hopes so
; and, in the Sagas, hears less and less of her, and before

long nothing.

Harald, the head-king in this Eric fraternity, does not seem
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to have been a bad man, the contrary indeed
;
but his position

was untowardly, full of difficulty and contradictions. Whatever
Harald could accomplish for behoof of Christianity, or real benefit

to Norway, in these cross circumstances, he seems to have done

in a modest and honest manner. He got the name of Greyfell

from his people on a very trivial account, but seemingly with

perfect good humour on their part. Some Iceland trader had

brought a cargo of furs to Trondhjem (Lade) for sale; sale being
slacker than the Icelander wished, he presented a chosen specimen,

cloak, doublet, or whatever it was, to Harald
;
who wore it with

acceptance in public, and rapidly brought disposal of the Icelander's

stock, and the surname of Greyfell to himself. His under-kirigs

and he were certainly not popular, though I almost think Greyfell

himself, in absence of his mother and the under-kings, might have

been so. But here they all were, and had wrought great trouble

in Norway. "Too many of them," said everybody; "too many
of these courts and court people, eating up any substance that

there is." For the seasons withal, two or three of them in suc-

cession, were bad for grass, much more for grain; no herring
came either; very cleanness of teeth was like to come in Eyvind

Skaldaspillir's opinion. This scarcity became at last their share

of the great Famine of A.D. 975, which desolated Western Europe

(see the poem in the Saxon Chronicle). And all this by Eyvind

Skaldaspillir, and the heathen Norse in general, was ascribed to

anger of the heathen gods. Discontent in Norway, and especially

in Eyvind Skaldaspillir, seems to have been very great.

Whereupon exile Hakon, Jarl Sigurd's son, bestirs himself in

Denmark, backed by old King Blue-tooth, and begins invading
and encroaching in a miscellaneous way ; especially intriguing and

contriving plots all round him. An unfathomably cunning kind

of fellow, as well as an audacious and strong-handed ! Intriguing' O O O
in Trondhjem, where he gets the under-king, Greyfell's brother,

fallen upon and murdered
; intriguing with Gold Harald, a distin-

guished cousin or nephew of King Blue-tooth's, who had done fine

viking work, and gained such wealth that he got the epithet of
'

Gold,' and who now was infinitely desirous of a share in Blue-

tooth's kingdom as the proper finish to these sea-rovings. He
even ventured one day to make publicly a distinct proposal that

way to King Harald Blue-tooth himself; who flew into thunder

and lightning at the mere mention of it
;
so that none durst speak

to him for several days afterwards. Of both these Haralds Hakon
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was confidential friend
;
and needed all his skill to walk without

immediate annihilation between such a pair of dragons, and work

out Norway for himself withal. In the end he found he must

take solidly to Blue-tooth's side of the question; and that they
two must provide a recipe for Gold Harald and Norway both

at once.
"
It is as much as your life is worth to speak again of sharing

this Danish kingdom," said Hakon very privately to Gold Harald
;

"but could not you, my golden friend, be content with Norway
for a kingdom, if one helped you to it ?

"

" That could I well," answered Harald.
" Then keep me those nine war-ships you have just been rigg

:

ng
for a new viking cruise

;
have these in readiness when I lift my

finger !

"

That was the recipe contrived for Gold Harald
; recipe for King

Greyfell goes into the same vial, and is also ready.

Hitherto the Hakon-Blue-tooth disturbances in Norway had

amounted to but little. King Greyfell, a very active and valiant

man, has constantly, without much difficulty, repelled these sporadic

bits of troubles
;
but Greyfell, all the same, would willingly have

peace Avith dangerous old Blue-tooth (ever anxious to get his

clutches over Norway on any terms), if peace with him could

be had. Blue-tooth, too, professes every willingness; inveigles

Greyfell, he and Hakon do, to have a friendly meeting on the

Danish borders, and not only settle all these quarrels, but

generously settle Greyfell in certain fiefs which he claimed in

Denmark itself; and so swear everlasting friendship. Greyfell

joyfully complies, punctually appears at the appointed day in

Lymfjord Sound, the appointed place. Whereupon Hakon gives

signal to Gold Harald, "To Lymfjord with these nine ships of

yours, swift!" Gold Harald flies to Lymfjord with his ships,

challenges King Harald Greyfell to land and fight; which the

undaunted Greyfell, though so far outnumbered, does
; and, fight-

ing his very best, perishes there, he and almost all his people.
Which done, Jarl Hakon, who is in readiness, attacks Gold Harald,
the victorious but the wearied

; easily beats Gold Harald, takes

him prisoner, and instantly hangs and ends him, to the huge joy
of King Blue-tooth and Hakon

;
who now make instant voyage

to Norway ;
drive all the brother under-kings into rapid flight to

the Orkneys, to any readiest shelter; and so, under the patronage
of Blue-tooth, Hakon, with the title of Jarl, becomes ruler of
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Norway. This foul treachery done on the brave and honest

Harald Greyfell is by some dated about A.D. 969, by Munch,

965, by others, computing out of Snorro only, A.D. 975. For there

is always an uncertainty in these Icelandic dates (say rather, rare

and rude attempts at dating, without even an '

A.D.' or other fixed

'year one' to go upon in Iceland), though seldom, I think, so large

a discrepancy as here.

CHAPTER V.

HAKON JARL.

HAKON JARL, such the style he took, had engaged to pay some

kind of tribute to King Blue-tooth,
'

if he could
;

'

but he never

did pay any, pleading always the necessity of his own affairs
;
with

which excuse, joined to Hakon's readiness in things less important,

King Blue-tooth managed to content himself, Hakon being always
his good neighbour, at least, and the two mutually dependent. In

Norway, Hakon, without the title of king, did in a strong-handed,

steadfast, and at length successful way, the office of one
; governed

Norway (some count) for above twenty years ; and, both at home
and abroad, had much consideration through most of that time

;

specially amongst the heathen orthodox, for Hakon Jarl himself

was a zealous heathen, fixed in his mind against these chimerical

Christian innovations and unsalutary changes of creed, and would

have gladly trampled out all traces of what the last two kings (for

Greyfell, also, was an English Christian after his sort) had done

in this respect. But he wisely discerned that it was not possible,

and that, for peace's sake, he must not even attempt it, but must

strike preferably into
'

perfect toleration,' and that of
'

every ones

getting to heaven
'

(or even to the other goal)
'

in his own way.'

He himself, it is well known, repaired many heathen temples (a

great
' church builder

'

in his way !),
manufactured many splendid

idols, with much gilding and such artistic ornament as there was,

in particular, one huge image of Thor, not forgetting the hammer
and appendages, and such a collar (supposed of solid gold, which
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it was not quite, as we shall hear in time) round the neck of him
as was never seen in all the North. How he did his own Yule

festivals, with what magnificent solemnity, the horse-eatings, blood-

sprinklings, and other sacred rites, need not be told. Something
of a '

Ritualist,' one may perceive ; perhaps had Scandinavian

Puseyisms in him, and other desperate heathen notions. He was

universally believed to have gone into magic, for one thing, and

to have dangerous potencies derived from the Devil himself. The
dark heathen mind of him struggling vehemently in that strange

element, not altogether so unlike our own in some points.

For the rest, he was evidently, in practical matters, a man of

sharp, clear insight, of steadfast resolution, diligence, promptitude ;

and managed his secular matters uncommonly well. Had sixteen

Jarls under him, though himself only Hakon Jarl by title; and

got obedience from them stricter than any king since Haarfagr had

done. Add to which that the country had years excellent for

grass and crop, and that the herrings came in exuberance ; tokens,

to the thinking mind, that Hakon Jarl was a favourite of Heaven.

His fight with the far-famed Jomsvikings was his grandest

exploit in public rumour. Jomsburg, a locality not now known,

except that it was near the mouth of the River Oder, denoted in

those ages the impregnable castle of a certain body corporate, or
' Sea Robbery Association (limited)/ which, for some generations,
held the Baltic in terror, and plundered far beyond the Belt, in

the ocean itself, in Flanders and the opulent trading havens there,

above all, in opulent anarchic England, which, for forty years
from about this time, was the pirates' Goshen

;
and yielded, regu-

larly every summer, slaves, Danegelt, and miscellaneous plunder,
like no other country Jomsburg or the viking-world had ever

known. Palnatoke, Bue, and the other quasi-heroic heads of

this establishment are still remembered in the northern parts.

Palnatoke is the title of a tragedy by Oehlenschlager, which had
its run of immortality in Copenhagen some sixty or seventy

years ago.
I judge the institution to have been in its floweriest state, pro-

bably now in Hakon Jarl's time. Hakon Jarl and these pirates,

robbing 'Hakon's subjects and merchants that frequented him,
were naturally in quarrel ;

and frequent fightings had fallen out,

not generally to the profit of the Jomsburgers, who at last deter-

mined on revenge, and the rooting out of this obstructive Hakon
Jarl. They assembled in force at the Cape of Stad, in the Firda

NORWAY. Y
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Fylke ;
and the fight was dreadful in the extreme, noise of it filling

all the north for long afterwards. Hakon, fighting like a lion,

could scarcely hold his own, Death or Victory, the word on both

sides
;
when suddenly, the heavens grew black, and there broke

out a terrific storm of thunder and hail, appalling to the human
mind, universe swallowed wholly in black night; only the

momentary forked-blazes, the thunder-pealing as of Ragnarok,
and the battering hail-torrents, hail-stones about the size of an

egg. Thor with his hammer evidently acting ;
but in behalf of

whom ? The Jomsburgers in the hideous darkness, broken only

by flashing thunderbolts, had a dismal apprehension that it was

probably not on their behalf (Thor having a sense of justice in

him) ;
and before the storm ended, thirty-five of their seventy

ships sheered away, leaving gallant Bue, with the other thirty-five,

to follow as they liked, who reproachfully hailed these fugitives,

and continued the now hopeless battle. Bue's nose and lips were

smashed or cut away ;
Bue managed, half-articulately, to exclaim,

" Ha ! the maids
(' mays ') of Fiinen will never kiss me more.

Overboard, all ye Bue's men !

" And taking his two sea-chests,

with all the gold he had gained in such life-struggle from of old,

sprang overboard accordingly, and finished the affair. Hakon
Jarl's renown rose naturally to the transcendent pitch after this

exploit. His people, I suppose chiefly the Christian part of them,

whispered one to another, with a shudder,
" That in the blackest of

the thunderstorm, he had taken his youngest little boy, and made

away with him
; .sacrificed him to Thor or some devil, and gained

his victory by art-magic, or something worse." Jarl Eric, Hakon's

eldest son, without suspicion of art-magic, but already a distin-

guished viking, became thrice distinguished by his style of sea-

fighting in this battle
;
and awakened great expectations in the

viking public ;
of him we shall hear again.

The Jomsburgers, one might fancy, after this sad clap went

visibly down in the world
;
but the fact is not altogether so. Old

King Blue-tooth was now dead, died of a wound got in battle with

his ^natural (so-called
' natural ') son and successor, Otto Svein of

the Forked Beard, afterwards king and conqueror of England for

a little while
;
and seldom, perhaps never, had vikingism been in

such flower as now. This man's name is Sven in Swedish, Svend

in German, and means loy or lad, the English
' swain/ It was

at old
' Father Blue-tooth's funeral-ale

'

(drunken burial-feast), that

Svein, carousing with his Jomsburg chiefs and other choice spirits,
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generally of the robber class, all risen into height of highest robber

enthusiasm, pledged the vow to one another
;
Svein that he would

conquer England (which, in a sense, he, after long struggling, did) ;

and the Jomsburgers that they would ruin and root out Hakon
Jarl (which, as we have just seen, they could by no means do), and

other guests other foolish things which proved equally unfeasible.

Sea-robber volunteers so especially abounding in that time, one

perceives how easily the Jomsburgers could recruit themselves,

build or refit new robber fleets, man them with the pick of crews,

and steer for opulent, fruitful England ; where, under Ethelred the

Unready, was such a field for profitable enterprise as the viking

public never had before or since.

An idle question sometimes rises on me, idle enough, for it

never can be answered in the affirmative or the negative, Whether

it was not these same refitted Jomsburgers who appeared some

while after this at Red Head Point, on the shore of Angus, and

sustained a new severe beating, in what the Scotch still faintly

remember as their
' Battle of Loncarty

'

? Beyond doubt a power-
ful Norse-pirate armament dropt anchor at the Red Head, to the

alarm of peaceable mortals, about that time. It was thought and

hoped to be on its way for England, but it visibly hung on for

several days, deliberating (as was thought) whether they would do

this poorer coast the honour to land on it before going farther.

Did land, and vigorously plunder and burn south-westward as far

as Perth
;

laid siege to Perth
;
but brought out King Kenneth on

them, and produced that ' Battle of Loncarty
'

which still dwells in

vague memory among the Scots. Perhaps it might be the Joms-

burgers ; perhaps also not
;
for there were many pirate associations,

lasting not from century to century like the Jomsburgers, but only
for very limited periods, or from year to year ; indeed, it was mainly

by such that the splendid thief-harvest of England was reaped in

this disastrous time. No Scottish chronicler gives the least of

exact date to their famed victory of Loncarty, only that it was

achieved by Kenneth III., which will mean some time between

A.D. 975 and 994
; and, by the order they put it in, probably

soon after A.D. 975, or the beginning of this Kenneth's reign.

Buchanan's narrative, carefully distilled from all the ancient

Scottish sources, is of admirable quality for style and otherwise
;

quiet, brief, with perfect clearness, perfect credibility even, except
that semi-miraculous appendage of the Ploughmen, Hay and Sons,

always hanging to the tail of it; the grain of possible truth in

Y 2
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which can now never be extracted by man's art !
l In brief, what

we know is, fragments of ancient human bones and armour have

occasionally been ploughed up in this locality, proof-positive of

ancient fighting here
;
and the fight fell out not long after Hakon's

beating of the Jomsburgers at the Cape of Stad. And in such

dim glimmer of wavering twilight, the question whether these of

Loncarty were refitted Jomsburgers or not, must be left hanging.

Loncarty is now the biggest bleachfield in Queen Victoria's

dominions; no village or hamlet there, only the huge bleaching-

house and a beautiful field, some six or seven miles north-west of

Perth, bordered by the beautiful Tay river on the one side, and

by its beautiful tributary Almond on the other
;
a Loncarty fitted

either for bleaching linen, or for a bit of fair duel between nations,

in those simple times. Whether our refitted Jomsburgers had

the least thing to do with it is only matter of fancy, but if it were

they who here again got a good beating, fancy would be glad to

find herself fact. The old piratical kings of Denmark had been at

the founding of Jomsburg, and to Svein of the Forked Beard it

was still vitally important, but not so to the great Knut, or any

king that followed
;

all of whom had better business than mere

thieving ;
and it was Magnus the Good, of Norway, a man of still

higher anti-anarchic qualities, that annihilated it, about a century
later.

Hakon Jarl, his chief labours in the world being over, is said to

have become very dissolute in his elder days, especially in the

matter of women
;
the wretched old fool, led away by idleness and

fulness of bread, which to all of us are well said to be the parents
of mischief. Having absolute power, he got into the habit of

openly plundering men's pretty daughters and wives from them,

and, after a few weeks, sending them back
; greatly to the rage of

the fierce Norse heart, had there been any means of resisting or

revenging. It did, after a little while, prove the ruin and de-

struction of Hakon the Rich, as he was then called. It opened
the door, namely, for entry of Olaf Tryggveson upon the scene,

a very much grander man ;
in regard to whom the wiles and traps

of Hakon proved to be a recipe not on Tryggveson, but on the

wily Hakon himself, as shall now be seen straightway.

1 G. Buchanan! Opera Omnia, i 103-4 (Curante Ruddiinano, Edinburgi

1715).
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G'HAPTER VI.

OLAF TRYGGVESON.

HAKON, in late times, had heard of a famous stirring person,

victorious in various lands and seas, latterly united in sea-robbery
with Svein, Prince Royal of Denmark, afterwards King Svein of

the Double-beard ('
Zvae Skiaeg,' Two, Shag) or fork-beard, both

of whom had already done transcendent feats in the viking way
during this copartnery. The fame of Svein, and this stirring

personage, whose name was '

Ole,' and, recently, their stupendous
feats in plunder of England, siege of London, and other wonders

and splendours of viking glory and success, had gone over all the

North, awakening the attention of Hakon and everybody there.

The name of
' Ole

'

was enigmatic, mysterious, and even dangerous-

looking to Hakon Jarl
;
who at length sent out a confidential spy

to investigate this 'Ole;' a feat which the confidential spy did

completely accomplish, by no means to Hakon's profit ! The

mysterious
' Ole

'

proved to be no other than Olaf, son of Tryggve,
destined to blow Hakon Jarl suddenly into destruction, and become

famous among the heroes of the Norse world.

Of Olaf Tryggveson one always hopes there might, one day,

some real outline of a biography be written; fished from the

abysses where (as usual) it welters deep in foul neighbourhood for

the present. Farther on we intend a few words more upon the

matter. But in this place all that concerns us in it limits itself to

the two following facts : first, that Hakon's confidential spy
' found

Ole in Dublin
;

'

picked acquaintance with him, got him to confess

that he was actually Olaf, son of Tryggve (the Tryggve, whom
Blood-axe's fierce widow and her sons had murdered) ; got him

gradually to own that perhaps an expedition into Norway might
have its chances; and finally that, under such a wise and loyal

guidance as his (the confidential spy's, whose friendship for

Tryggveson was so indubitable), he (Tryggveson) would actually

try it upon Hakon Jarl, the dissolute old scoundrel. Fact second

is, that about the time they two set sail from Dublin on their
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Norway expedition, Hakon Jarl removed to Trondhjem, then

called Lade
; intending to pass some months there.

Now just about the time when Tryggveson, spy, and party had

landed in Norway, and were advancing upon Lade, with what

support from the public could be got, dissolute old Hakon Jarl

had heard of one Gudrun, a Bonder's wife, unparalleled in beauty,
who was called in those parts,

' Sunbeam of the Grove
'

(so inex-

pressibly lovely) ;
and sent off a couple of thralls to bring her to

him. "Never," answered Gudrun; "never," her indignant hus-

band
;
in a tone dangerous and displeasing to these Court thralls

;

who had to leave rapidly, but threatened to return in better

strength before long. Whereupon, instantly, the indignant Bonder
and his Sunbeam of the Grove sent out their war-arrow, rousing
all the country into angry promptitude, and more than one perhaps
into greedy hope of revenge for their own injuries. The rest of

Hakon's history now rushes on with extreme rapidity.

Sunbeam of the Grove, when next demanded of her Bonder,
has the whole neighbourhood assembled in arms round her;
rumour of Tryggveson is fast making it the whole country.
Hakon's insolent messengers are cut in pieces; Hakon finds he

cannot fly under cover too soon. With a single slave he flies that

same night ;
but whitherward ? Can think of no safe place,

except to some old mistress of his, who lives retired in that

neighbourhood, and has some pity or regard for the wicked old

Hakon. Old mistress does receive him, pities him, will do all she

can to protect and hide him. But how, by what uttermost stretch

of female artifice hide him here
; every one will search here first

of all ! Old mistress, by the slave's help, extemporises a cellar

under the floor of her pig-house; sticks Hakon and slave into

that, as the one safe seclusion she can contrive. Hakon and slave,

begrunted by the pigs above them, tortured by the devils within

and about them, passed two days in circumstances more and more

horrible. For they heard, through their light-slit and breathing-

slit, the triumph of Tryggveson proclaiming itself by Tryggveson's
own lips, who had mounted a big boulder near by and was victori-

ously speaking to the people, winding up with a promise of honours

and rewards to whoever should bring him wicked old Hakon's

head. Wretched Hakon, justly suspecting his slave, tried to at

least keep himself awake. Slave did keep himself awake till

Hakon dozed or slept, then swiftly cut off Hakon's head, and

plunged out with it to the presence of Tryggveson. Tryggveson,
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detesting the traitor, useful as the treachery was, cut off the

slave's head too, had it hung up along with Hakon's on the

pinnacle of the Lade Gallows, where the populace pelted both

hea'ls with stones and many curses, especially the more important
of the two.

' Hakon the Bad
'

ever henceforth, instead of Hakon
the Rich.

This was the end of Hakon Jarl, the last support of heathenry
in Norway, among other characteristics he had : a strong-handed,

hard-headed, very relentless, greedy and wicked being. He is

reckoned to have ruled in Norway, or mainly ruled, either in the

struggling or triumphant state, for about thirty years (965-95 ?).

He and his seemed to have formed, by chance rather than design,

the chief opposition which the Haarfagr posterity throughout its

whole course experienced in Norway. Such the cost to them of

killing good Jarl Sigurd, in Greyfell's time ! For '

curses, like

chickens/ do sometimes visibly
' come home to feed/ as they

always, either visibly or else invisibly, are punctually sure to do.

Hakon Jarl is considerably connected with the Faroer Saga;
often mentioned there, and comes out perfectly in character; an.

altogether worldly-wise man of the roughest type, not without a

turn for practicality of kindness to those who would really be of

use to him. His tendencies to magic also are not forgotten.

Hakon left two sons, Eric and Svein, often also mentioned in

this Saga. On their father's death they fled to Sweden, to

Denmark, and were busy stirring up troubles in those countries

against Olaf Tryggveson ;
till at length, by a favourable combina-

tion, under their auspices chiefly, they got his brief and noble

reign put an end to. Nay, furthermore, Jarl Eric left sons,

especially an elder son, named also Eric, who proved a sore afflic-

tion, and a continual stone of stumbling to a new generation of

Haarfagrs, and so continued the curse of Sigurd's murder upon
them.

Towards the end of this Hakon's reign it was that the discovery
of America took place (985). Actual discovery, it appears, by
Eric the Red, an Icelander

; concerning which there has been

abundant investigation and discussion in our time. Ginnungagap

(Roaring Abyss) is thought to be the mouth of Behring's Straits

in Baffin's Bay ; Big Helloland, the coast from Cape Walsingham
to near Newfoundland; Little Helloland, Newfoundland itself.

Markland was Lower Canada, New Brunswick, and Novia Scotia.

Southward thence to Chesapeak Bay was called Wine Land (wild
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grapes still grow in Rhode Island, and more luxuriantly further

south). White Man's Land, called also Great Ireland, is supposed to

mean the two Carolinas, down to the Southern Cape of Florida. In
Dahlmann's opinion, the Irish themselves might even pretend to

have probably been the first discoverers of America; they had

evidently got to Iceland itself before the Norse exiles found it out.

It appears to be certain that, from the end of the tenth century to

the early part of the fourteenth, there was a dim knowledge of

those distant shores extant in the Norse mind, and even some

straggling series of visits thither by roving Norsemen
; though, as

only danger, difficulty, and no profit resulted, the visits ceased, and
the whole matter sank into oblivion, and, but for the Icelandic

talent of writing in the long winter nights, would never have been

heard of by posterity at all.

CHAPTER VII.

REIGN OF OLAF TRYGGVESON.

OLAF TRYGGVESON (A.D. 995-1000) also makes a great figure

in the Faroer Saga, and recounts there his early troubles, which

were strange and many. He is still reckoned a grand hero of the

North, though his vates now is only Snorro Sturleson of Iceland.

Tryggveson had indeed many adventures in the world. His poor

mother, Astrid, was obliged to fly,
on murder of her husband by

Gunhild, to fly for life, three months before he, her little Olaf,

was born. She lay concealed in reedy islands, fled through track-

less forests
;
reached her father's with the little baby in her arms,

and lay deep-hidden there, tended only by her father himself;

Gunhild's pursuit being so incessant, and keen as with sleuth-

hounds. Poor Astrid had to fly again, deviously to Sweden, to

Esthland (Esthonia), to Russia. In Esthland she was sold as a

slave, quite parted from her boy, who also was sold, and again

sold
;
but did at last fall in with a kinsman high in the Russian

service ;
did from him find redemption and help, and so rose, in a

distinguished manner, to manhood, victorious self-help, and recovery

of his kingdom at last. He even met his mother again, he as king
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of Norway, she as one wonderfully lifted out of darkness into new
life and happiness still in store.

Grown to manhood, Tryggveson, now become acquainted with

his birth, and with his, alas, hopeless claims, left Russia for the

one profession open to him, that of sea-robbery ;
and did feats

without number in that questionable line in many seas and scenes,

in England latterly, and most conspicuously of all. In one of

his courses thither, after long labours in the Hebrides, Man, Wales,

and down the western shores to the very Land's End and farther,

he paused at the Scilly Islands for a little while. He was told of

a wonderful Christian hermit living strangely in these sea-solitudes
;

had the curiosity to seek him out, examine, question, and discourse

with him
; and, after some reflection, accepted Christian baptism

.from the venerable man. In Snorro the story is involved in

miracle, rumour, and fable
;
but the fact itself seems certain, and

is very interesting ;
the great, wild, noble soul of fierce Olaf

opening to this wonderful gospel of tidings from beyond the

world, tidings which infinitely transcended all else he had ever

heard or dreamt of! It seems certain he was baptised here;

date not fixable
; shortly before poor heart-broken Dunstan's

death, or shortly after
;
most English churches, monasteries espe-

cially, lying burnt, under continual visitation of the Danes. Olaf,

such baptism notwithstanding, did not quit his viking profession ;

indeed, what other was there for him in the world as yet ?

We mentioned his occasional copartneries with Svein of the

Double-beard, now become King of Denmark, but the greatest of

these, and the alone interesting at this time, is their joint invasion

of England, and Tryggveson's exploits and fortunes there some years

after that adventure of baptism in the Scilly Isles. Svein and he
4 were above a year in England together/ this time: they steered

up the Thames with three hundred ships and many fighters ;

siege, or at least furious assault, of London was their first or main

enterprise, but it did not succeed. The Saxon Chronicle gives
date to it, A.D. 994, and names expressly, as Svein's co-partner,
'

Olaus, king of Norway,' which he was as yet far from being ;

but in regard to the Year of Grace the Saxon Chronicle is to be

held indisputable, and, indeed, has the field to itself in this matter.

Famed Olaf Tryggveson, seen visibly at the siege of London, year

994, it throws a kind of momentary light to us over that disastrous

whirlpool of miseries and confusions, all dark and painful to the

fancy otherwise ! This big voyage and furious siege of London is
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Svein Double-beard's first real attempt to fulfil that vow of his at

Father Blue-tooth's 'funeral ale,' and conquer England, which

it is a pity he could not yet do. Had London now fallen to him,

it is pretty evident all England must have followed, and poor

England, with Svein as king over it, been delivered from im-

measurable woes, which had to last some two-and-twenty years

farther, before this result could be arrived at. But finding London

impregnable for the moment (no ship able to get athwart the

bridge, and many Danes perishing in the attempt to do it by

swimming), Svein and Olaf turned to other enterprises ;
all

England in a manner lying open to them, turn which way they
liked. They burnt and plundered over Kent, over Hampshire,
Sussex

; they stormed far and wide
;
world lying all before them

where to choose. Wretched Ethelred, as the one invention he

could fall upon, offered them Danegelt (16,000/. of silver this

year, but it rose in other years as high as 48.000/.) ;
the desperate

Ethelred, a clear method of quenching fire by pouring oil on it !

Svein and Olaf accepted; withdrew to Southampton, Olaf at

least did, till the money was got ready. Strange to think of,

fierce Svein of the Double-beard, and conquest of England by
him

;
this had at last become the one salutary result which

remained for that distracted, down-trodden, now utterly chaotic

and anarchic country. A conquering Svein, followed by an ably

and earnestly administrative, as well as conquering, Knut (whom
Dahlmann compares to Charlemagne), were thus by the mysterious
destinies appointed the effective saviours of England.

Tryggveson, on this occasion, was a good while at Southampton ;

and roamed extensively about, easily victorious over everything, if

resistance were attempted, but finding little or none
;
and acting

now in a peaceable or even friendly capacity. In the Southampton

country he came in contact with the then Bishop of Winchester,

afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, excellent Elphegus, still

dimly decipherable to us as a man of great natural discernment,

piety, and inborn veracity ;
a hero-soul, probably of real brother-

hood with Olafs own. He even made court visits to Kinso
Ethelred

;
one visit to him at Andover of a very serious nature.

By Elphegus, as we can discover, he was introduced into the real

depths of the Christian faith. Elphegus, with due solemnity of

apparatus, in presence of the king, at Andover, baptised Olaf anew,
and to him Olaf engaged that he would never plunder in England

any more
;
which promise, too, he kept. In fact, not long after,
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Svern's conquest of England being in an evidently forward state,

Tryggveson (having made, withal, a great English or Irish marriage,

a dowager Princess, who had voluntarily fallen in love with him,

see Snorro for this fine romantic fact
!) mainly resided in our

island for two or three years, or else in Dublin, in the precincts of

the Danish Court there in the Sister Isle. Accordingly it was in

Dublin, as above noted, that Hakon's spy found him
;
and from

the Liffey that his squadron sailed, through the Hebrides, through
the Orkneys, plundering and baptising in their strange way,
towards such success as we have seen.

Tryggveson made a stout, and, in effect, victorious and glorious

struggle for himself as king. Daily and hourly vigilant to do so,

often enough by soft and even merry methods, for he was a witty,

jocund man, and had a fine ringing laugh in him, and clear pregnant
words ever ready, or if soft methods would not serve, then by
hard and even hardest he put down a great deal of miscellaneous

anarchy in Norway ;
was especially busy against heathenism (devil-

worship and its rites) : this, indeed, may be called the focus and

heart of all his royal endeavour in Norway, and of all the troubles

he now had with his people there. For this was a serious, vital,

all-comprehending matter
; devil-worship, a thing not to be toler-

ated one moment longer than you could by any method help!
Olaf's success was intermittent, of varying complexion; but his

effort, swift or slow, was strong and continual
;
and on the whole he

did succeed. Take a sample or two of that wonderful conversion

process :

At one of his first Things he found the Bonders all assembled

in arms; resolute to the death seemingly, against his proposal
and him. Tryggveson said little

;
waited impassive,

" What your
reasons are, good men ?

" One zealous Bonder started up in

passionate parliamentary eloquence; but after a sentence or two,

broke down
; one, and then another, and still another, and remained

all three staring in open-mouthed silence there ! The peasant-

proprietors accepted the phenomenon as ludicrous, perhaps partly
as miraculous withal, and consented to baptism this time.

On another occasion of a Thing, which had assembled near some

heathen temple to meet him, temple where Hakon Jarl had done

much repairing, and set up many idol figures and sumptuous
ornaments, regardless of expense, especially a very big and splendid

Thor, with massive gold collar round the neck of him, not the like

of it in Norway, King Olaf Tryggveson was clamorously invited
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by the Bonders to step in there, enlighten his eyes, and partake
of the sacred rites. Instead of which he rushed into the temple
with his armed men

;
smashed down, with his own battle-axe, the

god Thor, prostrate on the ground at one stroke, to set an example ;

and, in a few minutes, had the whole Hakon Pantheon wrecked
;

packing up meanwhile all the gold and preciosities accumulated

there (not forgetting Thor's illustrious gold collar, of which we
shall hear again), and victoriously took the plunder home with

him for his own royal uses and behoof of the state.

In other cases, though a friend to strong measures, he had

to hold in, and await the favourable moment. Thus once, in

beginning a parliamentary address, so soon as he came to touch

upon Christianity, the Bonders rose in murmurs, in vociferations

and jingling of arms, which quite drowned the royal voice; declared,

they had taken arms against king Hakon the Good to compel him

to desist from his Christian proposals; and they did not think

king Olaf a higher man than him (Hakon the Good). The king
then said,

' He purposed coming to them next Yule to their great

sacrificial feast, to see for himself what their customs were/ which

pacified the Bonders for this time. The appointed place of meeting
was again a Hakon-Jarl Temple, not yet done to ruin

;
chief shrine

in those Trondhjem parts, I believe : there should Tryggveson

appear at Yule. Well, but before Yule came, Tryggveson made

a great banquet in his palace at Trondhjem, and invited far and

wide, all manner of important persons out of the district as guests

there. Banquet hardly done, Tryggveson gave some slight signal,

upon which armed men strode in, seized eleven of these principal

persons, and the king said :

" Since he himself was to become a

heathen again, and do sacrifice, it was his purpose to do it in the

highest form, namely, that of Human Sacrifice
; and this time not

of slaves and malefactors, but of the best men in the country !

"

In which stringent circumstances the eleven seized persons, and

company at large, gave unanimous consent to baptism ; straight-

way received the same, and abjured their idols; but were not

permitted to go home till they had left, in sons, brothers, and
other precious relatives, sufficient hostages in the king's hands.

By unwearied industry of this and better kinds, Tryggveson had

trampled down idolatry, so far as form went, how far in substance

may be greatly doubted. But it is to be remembered withal, that

always on the back of these compulsory adventures there followed

English bishops, priests and preachers; whereby to the open-
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minded, conviction, to all degrees of it, was attainable, while silence

and passivity became the duty or necessity of the unconvinced

party.

In about two years Norway was all gone over with a rough
harrow of conversion. Heathenism at least constrained to be silent

and outwardly conformable. Tryggveson next turned his attention

to Iceland, sent one Thangbrand, priest from Saxony, of wonderful

qualities, military as well as theological, to try and convert Iceland.

Thangbrand made a few converts; for Olaf had already many
estimable Iceland friends, whom he liked much, and was much
liked by ;

and conversion was the ready road to his favour. Thang-

brand, I find, lodged with Hall of Sida (familiar acquaintance of
' Burnt Njal/ whose Saga has its admirers among us even now).

Thangbrand converted Hall and one or two other leading men;
but in general he was reckoned quarrelsome and blusterous rather

than eloquent and piously convincing. Two skalds of repute made

biting lampoons upon Thangbrand, whom Thangbrand, by two

opportunities that offered, cut down and did to death because of

their skaldic quality. Another he killed with his own hand, I

know not for what reason. In brief, after about a year, Thang-
brand returned to Norway and king Olaf; declaring the Icelanders

to be a perverse, satirical, and inconvertible people, having himself,

the record says, 'been the death of three men there.' King Olaf

was in high rage at this result; but was persuaded by the Ice-

landers about him to try farther, and by a milder instrument. He

accordingly chose one Thormod, a pious, patient, and kindly man,

who, within the next year or so, did actually accomplish the

matter
; namely, get Christianity, by open vote, declared at Thing-

valla by the general Thing of Iceland there; the roar of a big

thunder-clap at the right moment rather helping the conclusion,

if I recollect. Whereupon Olafs joy was no doubt great.

One general result of these successful operations was the discon-

tent, to all manner of degrees, on the part of many Norse indi-

viduals, against this glorious and victorious, but peremptory and

terrible king of theirs. Tryggveson, I fancy, did not much regard
all that; a man of joyful, cheery temper, habitually contemptuous
of danger. Another trivial misfortune that befell in these conver-

sion operations, and became important to him, he did not even

know of, and would have much despised if he had. It was this :

Sigrid, queen dowager of Sweden, thought to be amongst the most

shining women of the world, was also known for one of the most
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imperious, revengeful, and relentless, and had got for herself

the name of Sigrid the Proud. In her high widowhood she had

naturally many wooers; but treated them in a manner unexam-

pled. Two of her suitors, a simultaneous Two, were, King Harald

Grsenske (a cousin of King Tryggveson' s, and kind of king in

some district, by sufferance of the late Hakon's), this luckless

Grsenske and the then Russian Sovereign as well, name -not worth

mentioning, were zealous suitors of Queen Dowager Sigrid, and

were perversely slow to accept the negative, which in her heart was

inexorable for both, though the expression of it could not be quite
so emphatic. By ill-luck for them they came once, from the far

West, Grsenske
;
from the far East, the Russian

;
and arrived both

together at Sigrid's court, to prosecute their importunate, and to

her odious and tiresome suit
; much, how very much, to her impa-

tience and disdain. She lodged them both in some old mansion,

which she had contiguous, and got compendiously furnished for

them; and there, I know not whether on the first or on the

second, or on what following night, this unparalleled Queen Sigrid

had the house surrounded, set on fire, and the two suitors and

their people burnt to ashes ! No more of bother from these two

at least ! This appears to be a fact
;
and it could not be unknown

to Tryggveson.
In spite of which, however, there went from Tryggveson, who

was now a widower, some incipient marriage proposals to this

proud widow
; by whom they were favourably received

;
as from

the brightest man in all the world, they might seem worth being.

Now, in one of these anti-heathen onslaughts of King Olafs on the

idol temples of Hakon (I think it was that case where Olafs own

battle-axe struck down the monstrous refulgent Thor, and con-

quered an immense gold ring from the neck of him, or from the

door of his temple), a huge gold ring, at any rate, had come into

Olafs hands
;
and this he bethought him might be a pretty present

to Queen Sigrid, the now favourable, though the proud. Sigrid
received the ring with joy ;

fancied what a collar it would make
for her own fair neck ;

but noticed that her two goldsmiths, weigh-

ing it on their fingers, exchanged a glance. "What is that?"

exclaimed Queen Sigrid. "Nothing," answered they, or endea-

voured to answer, dreading mischief. But Sigrid compelled them

to break open the ring; and there was found, all along the inside

of it, an occult ring of copper, not a heart of gold at all !

"
Ha,"

said the proud Queen, flinging it away, "he that could deceive
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in this matter can deceive in many others !

" And was in hot

wrath with Olaf; though, by degrees, again she took milder

thoughts.

Milder thoughts, we say; and consented to a meeting next

autumn, at some half-way station, where their great business

might be brought to a happy settlement and betrothment. Both

Olaf Tryggveson and the high dowager appear to have been toler-

ably of willing mind at this meeting ;
but Olaf interposed, what

was always one condition with him,
" Thou must consent to bap-

tism, and give up thy idol-gods." "They are the gods of all my
forefathers," answered the lady; "choose thou what gods thou

pleasest, but leave me mine." "Whereupon an altercation; and

Tryggveson, as was his wont, towered up into shining wrath, and

exclaimed at last, "Why should I care about thee then, old faded

heathen creature ?
" And impatiently wagging his glove, hit her,

or slightly switched her, on the face with it, and contemptuously

turning away, walked out of the adventure. "This is a feat that

may cost thee dear one day," said Sigrid. And in the end it came

to do so, little as the magnificent Olaf deigned to think of it at the

moment.

One of the last scuffles I remember of Olafs having with his

refractory heathens, was at a Thing in Hordaland or Rogaland, far

in the North, where the chief opposition hero was one Jaernskaegg

(' ironbeard,' Scottice
'

Airn-shag,' as it were
!).

Here again was a

grand heathen temple, Hakon Jarl's building, with a splendid
Thor in it and much idol furniture. The king stated what was

his constant wish here as elsewhere, but had no sooner entered

upon the subject of Christianity than universal murmur, rising

into clangour and violent dissent, interrupted him, and Ironbeard

took up the discourse in reply. Ironbeard did not break down
;

on the contrary, he, with great brevity, emphasis, and clearness,

signified "that the proposal to reject their old gods was in the

highest degree unacceptable to this Thing ;
that it was contrary to

bargain, withal
;
so that if it were insisted on, they would have to

fight with the king about it
;
and in fact were now ready to do so."

In reply to this, Olaf, without word uttered, but merely with some

signal to the trusty armed men he had with him, rushed off to the

temple close at hand
;
burst into it, shutting the door behind him

;

smashed Thor and Co. to destruction
;
then reappearing victorious,

found much confusion outside, and, in particular, what was a most

important item, the rugged Ironbeard done to death by Olaf's men
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in the interim. Which entirely disheartened the Thing from

fighting at that moment
; having now no leader who dared to head

them in so dangerous an enterprise. So that every one departed
to digest his rage in silence as he could.

Matters having cooled for a week or two, there was another

Thing held; in which King Olaf testified regret for the quarrel
that had fallen out, readiness to pay what mulct was due by law

for that unlucky homicide of Ironbeard by his people ; and, withal,

to take the fair daughter of Ironbeard to wife, if all would comply
and be friends with him in other matters

;
which was the course

resolved on as most convenient : accept baptism, we
; marry Jaern-

skaegg's daughter, you. This bargain held on both sides. The

wedding, too, was celebrated, but that took rather a strange turn.O' * * O
On the morning of the bride-night, Olaf, who had not been sleep-

ing, though his fair partner thought he had, opened his eyes, and

saw, with astonishment, the fair partner aiming a long knife ready
to strike home upon him ! Which at once ended their wedded

life
; poor Demoiselle Ironbeard immediately bundling off with her

attendants home again; King Olaf into the apartment of his

servants, mentioning there what had happened, and forbidding any
of them to follow her.

Olaf Tryggveson, though his kingdom was the smallest of the

Norse Three, had risen to a renown over all the Norse world, which

neither he of Denmark nor he of Sweden could pretend to rival.

A magnificent, far-shining man ; more expert in all
'

bodily exer-

cises
'

as the Norse called them, than any man had ever been

before him, or after was. Could keep five daggers in the air,

always catching the proper fifth by its handle, and sending it aloft

again ;
could shoot supremely, throw a javelin with either hand

;

and, in fact, in battle usually threw two together. These, with

swimming, climbing, leaping, were the then admirable Fine Arts

of the North
;
in all which Tryggveson appears to have been the

Raphael and the Michael Angelo at once. Essentially definable,

too, if we look well into him, as a wild bit of real heroism, in

such rude guise and environment
;
a high, true, and great human

soul.' A jovial burst of laughter in him, withal; a bright, airy,

wise wav of speech ;
dressed beautifully and with care

;
a man

admired and loved exceedingly by those he liked ;
dreaded as death

by those he did not like.
'

Hardly any king,' says Snorro,
' was ever

'

so well obeyed ; by one class out of zeal and love, by the rest out
'

of dread.' His glorious course, however, was not to last long.
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King Svein of the Double-Beard had not yet completed his

conquest of England, by no means yet, some thirteen horrid years

of that still before him ! when, over in Denmark, he found that

complaints against him and intricacies had arisen, on the part

principally of one Burislav, King of the Wends (far up the Baltic),

and in a less degree with the King of Sweden and other minor

individuals. Svein earnestly applied himself to settle these, and

have his hands free. Burislav, an aged heathen gentleman, proved
reasonable and conciliatory; so, too, the King of Sweden, and

Dowager Queen Sigrid, his managing mother. Bargain in both

these cases got sealed and crowned by marriage. Svein, who had

become a widower lately, now wedded Sigrid ;
and might think,

possibly enough, he had got a proud bargain, though a heathen

one. Burislav also insisted on marriage with Princess Thyri, the

Double-Beard's sister. Thyri, inexpressibly disinclined to wed an

aged heathen of that stamp, pleaded hard with her brother
;
but the

Double-Bearded was inexorable; Thyri's wailings and entreaties

went for nothing. With some guardian foster-brother, and a serv-

ing-maid or two, she had to go on this hated journey. Old Burislav,

at sight of her, blazed out into marriage-feast of supreme magnifi-

cence, and was charmed to see her
;
but Thyri would not join the

marriage party ;
refused to eat with it or sit with it at all. Day

after day, for six days, flatly refused; and after nightfall of the

sixth, glided out with her foster-brother into the woods, into by-

paths and inconceivable wanderings; and, in effect, got home to

Denmark. Brother Svein was not for the moment there
; probably

enough gone to England again. But Thyri knew too well he

would not allow her to stay here, or anywhere that he could help,

except with the old heathen she had just fled from.

Thyri, looking round the world, saw no likely road for her, but

to Olaf Tryggveson in Norway ;
to beg protection from the most

heroic man she knew of in the world. Olaf, except by renown,
was not known to her

;
but by renown he well was. Olaf, at sight

of her, promised protection and asylum against all mortals. Nay,
in discoursing with Thyri Olaf perceived more and more clearly
what a fine handsome being, soul and body, Thyri was

;
and in a

short space of time winded up by proposing marriage to Thyri ;

who, humbly, and we may fancy with what secret joy, consented to

say yes, and become Queen of Norway. In the due months they
had a little son, Harald

; who, it is credibly recorded, was the joy
of both his parents; but who, to their inexpressible sorrow, in

NORWAY. Z
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about a year died, and vanished from them. This, and one other

fact now to be mentioned, is all the wedded history we have of

Thyri.
The other fact is, that Thyri had, by inheritance or covenant,

not depending on her marriage with old Burislav, considerable

properties in Wendland; which, she often reflected, might be not

a little behoveful to her here in Norway, where her civil-list was

probably but straitened. She spoke of this to her husband
;
but

her husband would take no hold, merely made her gifts, and said,
"
Pooh, pooh, can't we live without old Burislav and his Wendland

properties ?
"

So that the lady sank into ever deeper anxiety and

eagerness about this Wendland object; took to weeping; sat

weeping whole days; and when Olaf asked, "What ails thee,

then ?
"

would answer, or did answer once,
" What a different man

my father Harald Gormson was" (vulgarly called Blue-tooth),
"
compared with some that are now kings ! For no King Svein in

the world would Harald Gormson have given up his own or his

wife's just rights !

"
Whereupon Tryggveson started up, exclaiming

in some heat,
" Of thy brother Svein I never was afraid

;
if Svein

and I meet in contest, it will not be Svein, I believe, that

conquers ;

"
and went off in a towering fume. Consented, however,

at last, had to consent, to get his fine fleet equipped and armed,
and decide to sail with it to Wendland to have speech and settle-

ment with King Burislav.

Tryggveson had already ships and navies that were the wonder

of the North. Especially in building war ships, the Crane, the

Serpent, last of all the Long Serpent,
1 he had, for size, for out-

ward beauty, and inward perfection of equipment, transcended all

example.
This new sea expedition became an object of attention to all

neighbours ; especially Queen Sigrid the Proud and Svein Double-

Beard, her now king, were attentive to it.

" This insolent Tryggveson," Queen Sigrid would often say, and

had long been saying, to her Svein, "to marry thy sister without

leave had or asked of thee
;
and now flaunting forth his war navies,

as if he, king only of paltry Norway, were the big hero of the

North ! Why do you suffer it, you kings really great ?
"

By such persuasions and reiterations, King Svein of Denmark,

King Olaf of Sweden, and Jarl Eric, now a great rich man there,

1 His Long Serpent, judged by some to be of the size of a frigate of forty-five

guns (Laing).
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grown rich by prosperous sea robbery and other good management,
were brought to take the matter up, and combine strenuously for

destruction of King Olaf Tryggveson on this grand Wendland

expedition of his. Fleets and forces were with best diligence got

ready ; and, withal, a certain Jarl Sigwald, of Jomsburg, chieftain

of the Jomsvikings, a powerful, plausible, and cunning man, was

appointed to find means of joining himself to Tryggveson's grand

voyage, of getting into Tryggveson's confidence, and keeping
Svein Double-Beard, Eric, and the Swedish King aware of all his

movements.

King Olaf Tryggveson, unacquainted with all this, sailed away
in summer, with his splendid fleet

;
went through the Belts with

prosperous winds, under bright skies, to the admiration of both

shores. Such a fleet, with its shining Serpents, long and short,

and perfection of equipment and appearance, the Baltic never saw

before. Jarl Sigwald joined with new ships by the way :

"
Had,"

he too,
" a visit to King Burislav to pay ;

how could he ever do it

in better company ?
"

and studiously and skilfully ingratiated him-

self with King Olaf. Old Burislav, when they arrived, proved

altogether courteous, handsome, and amenable
; agreed at once to

Olaf's claims for his now queen, did the rites of hospitality with a

generous plenitude to Olaf; who cheerily renewed acquaintance
with that countiy, known to him in early days (the cradle of his

fortunes in the viking line), and found old friends there still sur-

viving, joyful to meet him again. Jarl Sigwald encouraged these

delays, King Svein and Co. not being yet quite ready.
" Get

ready !

"
Sigwald directed them, and they diligently did. Olafs

men, their business now done, were impatient to be home; and

grudged every day of loitering there; but, till Sigwald pleased,

such his power of flattering and cajoling Tryggveson, they could

not get away.
At length, Sigwald's secret messengers reporting all ready on

the part of Svein and Co., Olaf took farewell of Burislav and

Wendland, and all gladly sailed away. Svein, Eric, and the

Swedish king, with their combined fleets, lay in wait behind some

cape in a safe little bay of some island, then called Svolde, but

not in our time to be found
;
the Baltic tumults in the fourteenth

century having swallowed it, as some think, and leaving us

uncertain whether it was in the neighbourhood of Riigen Island

or in the Sound of Elsinore. There lay Svein, Eric, and Co.

waiting till Tryggveson and his fleet came up, Sigwald's spy
z 2
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messengers daily reporting what progress he and it had made.

At length, one bright summer morning, the fleet made appearance,

sailing in loose order, Sigwald, as one acquainted with the shoal

places, steering ahead, and showing them the way.
Snorro rises into one of his pictorial fits, seized with enthusiasm

at the thought of such a fleet, and reports to us largely in what

order Tryggveson's winged Coursers of the Deep, in long series,

for perhaps an hour or more, came on, and what the three

potentates, from their knoll of vantage, said of each as it hove

in sight. Svein thrice over guessed this and the other noble

vessel to be the Long Serpent; Eric always correcting him, "No,
that is not the Long Serpent yet

"
(and aside always),

" Nor shall

you be lord of it, king, when it does come." The Long Serpent
itself did make appearance. Eric, Svein, and the Swedish king
hurried on board, and pushed out of their hiding-place into the

open sea. Treacherous Sigwald, at the beginning of all this, had

suddenly doubled that cape of theirs, and struck into the bay out

of sight, leaving the foremost Tryggveson ships astonished, and

uncertain what to do, if it were not simply to strike sail and wait

till Olaf himself with the Long Serpent arrived.

Olaf's chief captains, seeing the enemy's huge fleet come out,

and how the matter lay, strongly advised King Olaf to elude this

stroke of treachery, and, with all sail, hold on his course, fight

being now on so unequal terms. Snorro says, the king, high on

the quarter-deck where he stood, replied,
"
Strike the sails

;
never

shall men of mine think of flight. I never fled from battle.

Let God dispose of my life
;
but flight I will never take." And

so the battle arrangements immediately began, and the battle

with all fury went loose
;
and lasted hour after hour, till almost

sunset, if I well recollect.
" Olaf stood on the Serpent's quarter-

deck," says Snorro,
"
high over the others. He had a gilt shield

and a helmet inlaid with gold ;
over his armour he had a short

red coat, and was easily distinguished from other men." Snorro's

.account of the battle is altogether animated, graphic, and so minute

that antiquaries gather from it, if so disposed (which we but little

are), what the methods of Norse sea-fighting were
;
their shooting

of arrows, casting of javelins, pitching of big stones, ultimately

boarding, and mutual clashing and smashing, which it would not

avail us to speak of here. Olaf stood conspicuous all day,

throwing javelins, of deadly aim, with both hands at once;

encouraging, fighting and commanding like a highest sea-king.
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The Danish fleet, the Swedish fleet, were, both of them, quickly
dealt with, and successively withdrew out of shot-range. And
then Jarl Eric came up, and fiercely grappled with the Long

Serpent, or, rather, with her surrounding comrades
;
and gradually,

as they were beaten empty of men, with the Long Serpent herself.

The fight grew ever fiercer, more furious. Eric was supplied with

new men from the Swedes and Danes
;
Olaf had no such resource,

except from the crews of his own beaten ships, and at length this

also failed him; all his ships, except the Long Serpent, being
beaten and emptied. Olaf fought on unyielding. Eric twice

boarded him, was twice repulsed. Olaf kept his quarter-deck;

unconquerable, though left now more and more hopeless, fatally

short of help. A tall young man, called Einar Tamberskelver,

very celebrated and important afterwards in Norway, and already

the best archer known, kept busy with his bow. Twice he nearly

shot Jarl Eric in his ship.
" Shoot me that man," said Jarl Eric

to a bowman near him
; and, just as Tamberskelver was drawing

his bow the third time, an arrow hit it in the middle and broke

it in two. "What is this that has broken?" asked King Olaf.

"
Norway from thy hand, king," answered Tamberskelver. Trygg-

veson's men, he observed with surprise, were striking violently

on Eric's; but to no purpose; nobody fell. "How is this?" asked

Tryggveson.
" Our swords are notched and blunted, king ; they

do not cut." Olaf stept down to his arm-chest
;
delivered out new

swords
;
and it was observed as he did it, blood ran trickling from

his wrist
;
but none knew where the wound was. Eric boarded

a third time. Olaf, left with hardly more than one man, sprang
overboard (one sees that red coat of his still glancing in the

evening sun), and sank in the deep waters to his long rest.

Rumour ran among his people that he still was not dead;

grounding on some movement by the ships of that traitorous

Sigwald, they fancied Olaf had dived beneath the keels of his

enemies, and got away with Sigwald, as Sigwald himself evidently

did.
' Much was hoped, supposed, spoken/ says one old mourning

Skald
;

' but the truth was, Olaf Tryggveson was never seen in
' Norseland more.' Strangely he remains still a shining figure to

us
;
the wildly beautifulest man, in body and in soul, that one has

ever heard of in the North.
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CHAPTER VIII.

JAKLS ERIC AND SVEIN.

JARL ERIC, splendent with this victory, not to speak of that

over the Jomsburgers with his father long ago, was now made
Governor of Norway: Governor or quasi-sovereign, with his

brother, Jarl Svein, as partner, who, however, took but little hand
in governing ; and, under the patronage of Svein Double-Beard

and the then Swedish king (Olaf his name, Sigrid the Proud, his

mother's), administered it, they say, with skill and prudence for

above fourteen years. Tryggveson's death is understood and

laboriously computed to have happened in the year 1000
;
but

there is no exact chronology in these things, but a continual

uncertain guessing after such; so that one eye in History as

regards them is as if put out
;

neither indeed have I yet had the

luck to find any decipherable and intelligible map of Norway : so

that the other eye of History is much blinded withal, and her path

through those wild regions and epochs is an extremely dim and

chaotic one. An evil that much demands remedying, and especially
wants some first attempt at remedying, by inquirers into English

History; the whole period from Egbert, the first Saxon King of

England, on to Edward the Confessor, the last, being everywhere

completely interwoven with that of their mysterious, continually-
invasive

'

Danes,' as they call them, and inextricably unintelligible

till these also get to be a little understood, and cease to be utterly

dark, hideous, and mythical to us as they now are.

King Olaf Tryggveson is the first Norseman who is expressly
mentioned to have been in England by our English History books,

new or old
;
and of him it is merely said that he had an interview

with King Ethelred II. at Andover, of a pacific and friendly

nature, though it is absurdly added that the noble Olaf was

converted to Christianity by that extremely stupid Royal Person.

Greater contrast in an interview than in this at Andover, between

heroic Olaf Tryggveson and Ethelred the forever Unready, was not

perhaps seen in the terrestrial Planet that day. Olaf, or
'

Olaus/
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or '

Anlaf/ as they name him, did '

engage on oath to Ethelred not

to invade England any more,' and kept his promise, they farther

say. Essentially a truth, as we already know, though the circum-

stances were all different
;
and the promise was to a devout High

Priest, not to a crowned Blockhead and cowardly Do-nothing.
One other

' Olaus
'

I find mentioned in our Books, two or three

centuries before, at a time when there existed no such individual
;

not to speak of several Anlafs, who sometimes seem to mean Olaf,

and still oftener to mean nobody possible. Which occasions not

a little obscurity in our early History, says the learned Selden. A
thing remediable, too, in which, if any Englishman of due genius

(or even capacity for standing labour), who understood the Icelandic

and Anglo-Saxon languages, would engage in it, he might do a

great deal of good, and bring the matter into a comparatively
lucid state. Vain aspirations, or perhaps not altogether vain.

At the time of Olaf Tryggveson's death, and indeed long before,

King Svein Double-Beard had always for chief enterprise the

Conquest of England, and followed it by fits with extreme violence

and impetus; often advancing largely towards a successful con-

clusion
;
but never, for thirteen years yet, getting it concluded. He

possessed long since all England north of Watling Street. That is

to say, Northumberland, East Anglia (naturally full of Danish

settlers by this time), were fixedly his
; Mercia, his oftener than

not
;
Wessex itself, with all the coasts, he was free to visit, and to

burn and rob in at discretion. There or elsewhere, Ethelred the

Unready had no battle in him whatever
; and, for a forty years

after the beginning of his reign, England excelled in anarchic

stupidity, murderous devastation, utter misery, platitude, and

sluggish contemptibility, all the countries one has read of. Ap-
parently a very opulent country, too

;
a ready skill in such arts

and fine arts as there were
;
Svein's very ships, they say, had their

gold dragons, top-mast pennons, and other metallic splendours

generally wrought for them in England.
'

Unexampled prosperity
'

in the manufacture way not unknown there, it would seem ! But

co-existing with such spiritual bankruptcy as was also unexampled,
one would hope. Read Lupus (Wulfstan), Archbishop of York's

amazing Sermon on the subject,
1
addressed to contemporary audi-

ences; setting forth such a state of things, sons selling their

1 This sermon was printed by Hearne ; and is given also by Langebek in

his excellent Collection, Rerum Danicarum Scriptores Medii JEvi. Hafniae,

1772-1834.
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fathers, mothers, and sisters as Slaves to the Danish rohber
;
them-

selves living in debauchery, blusterous gluttony, and depravity;
the details of which are well-nigh incredible, though clearly stated

as things generally known, the humour of these poor wretches

sunk to a state of what we may call greasy desperation,
" Let us

eat and drink, for tomorrow we die." The manner in which

they treated their own English nuns, if young, good-looking, and

captive to the Danes
; buying them on a kind of brutish or sub-

terbrutish
'

Greatest Happiness Principle
'

(for the moment), and

by a Joint-Stock arrangement, far transcends all human speech or

imagination, and awakens in one the momentary red-hot thought,
The Danes have served you right, ye accursed ! The so-called

soldiers, one finds, made not the least fight anywhere ;
could make

none, led and guided as they were : and the '

Generals,' often

enough traitors, always ignorant, and blockheads, were in the

habit, when expressly commanded to fight, of taking physic, and

declaring that nature was incapable of castor-oil and battle both at

once. This ought to be explained a little to the modern English
and their War-Secretaries, who undertake the conduct of armies.

The undeniable fact is, defeat on defeat was the constant fate of

the English ; during these forty years not one battle in which they
were not beaten. No gleam of victory or real resistance till the

noble Edmund Ironside (whom it is always strange to me how such

an Ethelred could produce for son) made his appearance and ran

his brief course, like a great and far-seen meteor, soon extinguished
without result. No remedy for England in that base time, but

yearly asking the victorious, plundering, burning and murdering
Danes,

' How much money will you take to go away ?
'

Thirty
thousand pounds in silver, which the annual Danegelt soon rose to,

continued to be about the average yearly sum, though generally

on the increasing hand
;
in the last year I think it had risen to

seventy-two thousand pounds in silver, raised yearly by a tax

(Income-Tax of its kind, rudely levied), the worst of all remedies,

good for the day only. Nay, there was one remedy still worse,

which the miserable Ethelred once tried : that of massacring
'

all

the Danes settled in England
'

(practically, of a few thousands or

hundreds of them), by treachery and a kind of Sicilian Vespers.

Which issued, as such things usually do, in terrible monition to

you not to try the like again ! Issued, namely, in redoubled fury

on the Danish part; new fiercer invasion by Svein's Jarl Thorkel
;

then by Svein himself; which latter drove the miserable Ethelred,
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with wife and family, into Normandy, to wife's brother, the

then Duke there
;
and ended that miserable struggle by Svein's

becoming King of England himself. Of this disgraceful massacre,

which it would appear has been immensely exaggerated in the

English books, we can happily give the exact date (A.D. 1002) ;

and also of Svein's victorious accession (A.D. 1013),
2

pretty much
the only benefit one gets out of contemplating such a set of

objects.

King Svein's first act was to levy a terribly increased Income-

Tax for the payment of his army. Svein was levying it with a

stronghanded diligence, but had not yet done levying it, when,
at Gainsborough one night, he suddenly died

;
smitten dead,

once used to be said, by St. Edmund, whilom murdered King
of the East Angles; who could not bear to see his shrine and

monastery of St. Edmundsbury plundered by the Tyrant's tax-

collectors, as they were on the point of being. In all ways

impossible, however, Edmund's own death did not occur till

two years after Svein's. Svein's death, by whatever cause, befell

1014; his fleet, then lying in the Humber; and only Knut, 3 his

eldest son (hardly yet eighteen, count some), in charge of it
; who,

on short counsel, and arrangement about this questionable king-
dom of his, lifted anchor; made for Sandwich, a safer station at

the moment
;

' cut off the feet and noses
'

(one shudders, and hopes

Not, there being some discrepancy about it
!)

of his numerous

hostages that had been delivered to King Svein; set them ashore;
and made for Denmark, his natural storehouse and stronghold,

as the hopefulest first-thing he could do.

Knut soon returned from Denmark, with increase of force

sufficient for the English problem ;
which latter he now ended

in a victorious, and essentially, for himself and chaotic England,
beneficent manner. Became widely known by and by, there and

elsewhere, as Knut the Great; and is thought by judges of our

day to have really merited that title. A most nimble, sharp-

striking, clear-thinking, prudent and effective man, who regulated
this dismembered and distracted England in its Church matters,

in its State matters, like a real King. Had a Standing Army
(House Carles), who were well paid, well drilled and disciplined,

capable of instantly quenching insurrection or breakage of the

peace ;
and piously endeavoured (with a signal earnestness, and

2
Kennet, i. 67 ; Rapin, i. 119, 121 (from the Saxon CJironicle both).

3 Knut born A.D. 988 according to Hunch's calculation (ii 126).
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even devoutness, if we look well) to do justice to all men, and to

make all men rest satisfied with justice. In a word, he successfully

strapped-up, by every true method and regulation, this miserable,

dislocated, and dissevered mass of bleeding Anarchy into something

worthy to be called an England again ; only that he died too soon,

and a second '

Conqueror
'

of us, still weightier of structure, and

under improved auspices, became possible, and was needed here !

To appearance, Knut himself was capable of being a Charlemagne
of England and the North (as has been already said or quoted),
had he only lived twice as long as he did. But his whole sum of

years seemed not to have exceeded forty. His father Svein of the

Forkbeard is reckoned to have been fifty to sixty when St. Ed-
mund finished him at Gainsborough. We now return to Norway,
ashamed of this long circuit which has been a truancy more
or less.

CHAPTER IX.

KING OLAF THE THICK-SET'S VIKING DAYS.

KING HARALD GRJSNSKE, who, with another from Russia acci-

dentally lodging beside him, got burned to death in Sweden,

courting that unspeakable Sigrid the Proud, was third cousin or

so to Tryggve, father of our heroic Olaf. Accurately counted, he

is great-grandson of Bjorn the Chapman, first of Haarfagr's sons

whom Eric Bloodaxe made away with. His little
'

kingdom,' as

he called it, was a district named the Greenland (Groeneland) ;
he

himself was one of those little Haarfagr kinglets whom Hakon Jarl,

much more Olaf Tryggveson, was content to leave reigning, since

they would keep the peace with him. Harald had a loving wife

of his own, Aasta the name of her, soon expecting the birth of her

and his pretty babe, named Olaf, at the time he went on that

deplorable Swedish adventure, the foolish, fated creature, and

ended self and kingdom altogether. Aasta was greatly shocked;

composed herself however
;
married a new husband, Sigurd Syr, a

kinglet, and great-grandson of Harald Fairhair, a man of great

wealth, prudence, and influence in those countries
;
in whose house,
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as favourite and well-beloved stepson, little Olaf was wholesomely
and skilfully brought up. In Sigurd's house he had, withal, a

special tutor entertained for him, one Rane, known as Rane the

Far-travelled, by whom he could be trained, from the earliest basis,

in Norse accomplishments and arts. New children came, one or

two
;
but Olaf, from his mother, seems always to have known that

he was the distinguished and royal article there. One day his

Foster-father, hurrying to leave home on business, hastily bade

Olaf, no other being by, saddle his horse for him. Olaf went out

with the saddle, chose the biggest he-goat about, saddled that, and

brought it to the door by way of horse. Old Sigurd, a most grave

man, grinned sardonically at the sight.
"
Hah, I see thou hast no

mind to take commands from me
;
thou art of too high a humour

to take commands." To which, says Snorro, Boy Olaf answered

little 'except by laughing, till Sigurd saddled for himself, and

rode away. His mother Aasta appears to have been a thoughtful,

prudent woman, though always with a fierce royalism at the bottom

of her memory, and a secret implacability on that head.

At the age of twelve Olaf went to sea
;
furnished with a little

fleet, and skilful sea-counsellor, expert old Rane, by his Foster-

father, and set out to push his fortune in the world. Rane was a

steersman and counsellor in these incipient times; but the crew

always called Olaf '

King/ though at first, as Snorro thinks, except
it. were in the hour of battle, he merely pulled an oar. He cruised

and fought in this capacity on many seas and shores; passed
several years, perhaps till the age of nineteen or twenty, in this

wild element and way of life
; fighting always in a glorious and

distinguished manner. In the hour of battle, diligent enough
'
to

amass property,' as the Vikings termed it; and in the long days
and nights of sailing, given over, it is likely, to his own thoughts
and the unfathomable dialogue with the ever-moaning Sea; not

the worst High School a man could have, and indeed infinitely

preferable to the most that are going even now, for a high and deep

young soul.

His first distinguished expedition was to Sweden : natural to go
thither first, to avenge his poor father's death, were it nothing
more. Which he did, the Skalds say, in a distinguished manner

;

making victorious and handsome battle for himself, in enteringo * o
Mselare Lake

;
and in getting out of it again, after being frozen

there all winter, showing still more surprising, almost miraculous

contrivance and dexterity. This was the first of his glorious
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victories
;
of which the Skalds reckon up some fourteen or thirteen

very glorious indeed, mostly in the Western and Southern countries,

most of all in England ;
till the name of Olaf Haraldson became

quite famous in the Viking and strategic world. He seems really

to have learned the secrets of his trade, and to have been, then and

afterwards, for vigilance, contrivance, valour, and promptitude of

execution, a superior fighter. Several exploits recorded of him

betoken, in simple forms, what may be called a military genius.
The principal, and to us the alone interesting, of his exploits

seem to have lain in England, and, what is further notable, always
on the anti-Svein side. English books do not mention him at all

that I can find
;
but it is fairly credible that, as the Norse records

report, in the end of Ethelred's reign, he was the ally or hired

general of Ethelred, and did a great deal of sea-fighting, watching,

sailing, and sieging for this miserable king and Edmund Ironside,

his son. Snorro says expressly, London, the impregnable city, had

to be besieged again for Ethelred's behoof (in the interval between

Svein's death and young Knut's getting back from Denmark), and

that our Olaf Haraldson was the great engineer and victorious

captor of London on that singular occasion, London captured for

the first time. The Bridge, as usual, Snorro says, offered almost

insuperable obstacles. But the engineering genius of Olaf con-

trived huge
'

platforms of wainscoting
'

(old walls of wooden houses,

in fact), 'bound together by withes;' these, carried steadily aloft

above the ships, will (thinks Olaf) considerably secure them and us

from the destructive missiles, big boulder stones, and other mischief

profusely showered down on us, till we get under the Bridge with

axes and cables, and do some good upon it. Olafs plan was tried
;

most of the other ships, in spite of their wainscoting and withes,

recoiled on reaching the Bridge, so destructive were the boulder and

other missile showers. But Olafs ships and self got actually under

the Bridge ;
fixed all manner of cables there

;
and then, with the

river current in their favour, and the frightened ships rallying to

help in this safer part of the enterprise, tore out the important piles

and props, and fairly broke the poor Bridge, wholly or partly, down
into the river, and its Danish defenders into immediate surrender.

That is Snorro's account.

On a previous occasion, Olaf had been deep in a hopeful
combination with Ethelred's two younger sons, Alfred and Edward,
afterwards King Edward the Confessor: That they two should

sally out from Normandy in strong force, unite with Olaf in ditto,
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and, landing on the Thames, do something effectual for themselves.

But impediments, bad weather or the like, disheartened the poor

Princes, and it came to nothing. Olaf was much in Normandy,
what they then called Walland

;
a man held in honour by those

Norman Dukes.

What amount of
'

property
'

he had amassed I do not know, but

could prove, were it necessary, that he had acquired some tactical

or even strategic faculty and real talent for war. At Lymfjord, in

Jutland, but some years after this (A.D. 1027), he had a sea-battle

with the great Knut himself, ships combined with flood-gates,

with roaring, artificial deluges; right well managed by King Olaf;

which were within a hair's-breadth of destroying Knut, now
become a King and Great

;
and did in effect send him instantly

running. But of this more particularly by and by.
What still more surprises me is the mystery, where Olaf, in this

wandering, fighting, sea-roving life, acquired his deeply religious

feeling, his intense adherence to the Christian Faith. I suppose
it had been in England, where many pious persons, priestly and

other, were still to be met with, that Olaf had gathered these

doctrines
;
and that in those his unfathomable dialogues with the

ever-moaning Ocean, they had struck root downwards in the soul

of him, and borne fruit upwards to the degree so conspicuous
afterwards. It is certain he became a deeply pious man during
these long Viking cruises; and directed all his strength, when

strength and authority were lent him, to establishing the Christian

religion in his country, and suppressing and abolishing Vikingism
there

;
both of which objects, and their respective worth and

unworth, he must himself have long known so well.

It was well on in A.D. 1016 that Knut gained his last victory,

at Ashdon, in Essex, where the earth pyramids and antique church

near by still testify the thankful piety of Knut, or, at lowest, his

joy at having won instead of lost and perished, as he was near

doing there. And it was still this same year when the noble

Edmund Ironside, after forced partition-treaty 'in the Isle of

Alney,' got scandalously murdered, and Knut became indisputable
sole King of England, and decisively settled himself to his work of

governing there. In the year before either of which events, while

all still hung uncertain for Knut, and even Eric Jarl of Norway
had to be summoned in aid of him, in that year 1015, as one

might naturally guess, and as all Icelandic hints and indications

lead us to date the thing, Olaf had decided to give up Vikingism
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in all its forms; to return to Norway, and try whether he could

not assert the place and career that belonged to him there. Jarl

Eric had vanished with all his war forces towards England, leaving

only a boy, Hakon, as successor, and Svein, his own brother, a

quiet man, who had always avoided war. Olaf landed in Norway
without obstacle

;
but decided to be quiet till he had himself

examined and consulted friends.

His reception by his mother Aasta was of the kindest and

proudest, and is lovingly described by Snorro. A pretty idyllic

or epic piece, of Norse Homeric type : How Aasta, hearing of her

son's advent, set all her maids and menials to work at the top of

their speed ; despatched a runner to the harvest-field, where her

husband Sigurd was, to warn him to come home and dress. How
Sigurd was standing among his harvest folk, reapers and binders

;

and what he had on, broad slouch hat, with veil (against the

midges), blue kirtle, hose of I forget what colour, with laced

boots; and in his hand a stick with silver head and ditto ring

upon it
;

a personable old gentleman, of the eleventh century, in

those parts. Sigurd was cautious, prudentially cunctatory, though

heartily friendly in his counsel to Olaf, as to the King question.

Aasta had a Spartan tone in her wild maternal heart
;
and assures

Olaf that she, with a half-reproachful glance at Sigurd, will stand

by him to the death in this his just and noble enterprise. Sigurd

promises to consult farther in his neighbourhood, and to corre-

spond by messages ;
the result is, Olaf, resolutely pushing forward

himself, resolves to call a Thing, and openly claim his kingship
there. The Thing itself was willing enough : opposition parties

do here and there bestir themselves
;
but Olaf is always swifter

than they. Five kinglets somewhere in the Uplands,
1 all de-

scendants of Haarfagr ;
but averse to break the peace, which Jarl

Eric and Hakon Jarl both have always willingly allowed to

peaceable people, seem to be the main opposition party. These

five take the field against Olaf with what force they have
; Olaf,

one night, by beautiful celerity and strategic practice which a

Friedrich or a Turenne might have approved, surrounds these

Five; and when morning breaks, there is nothing for them but

either death or else instant surrender, and swearing of fealty to

King Olaf. Which latter branch of the alternative they gladly

accept, the whole five of them, and go home again.

This was a beautiful bit of war-practice by King Olaf on land.

1
Snorro, Laing's Translation, il p. 31 et seq., will minutely specify.
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By another stroke still more compendious at sea, he had already
settled poor young Hakon, and made him peaceable for a long
while. Olaf, by diligent quest and spy-messaging, had ascertained

that Hakon, just returning from Denmark and farewell to Papa
and Knut, both now under way for England, was coasting north

towards Trondhjem; and intended on or about such a day to land

in such and such a fjord towards the end of this Trondhjem voyage.
Olaf at once mans two big ships, steers through the narrow mouth
of the said fjord, moors one ship on the north shore, another on

the south
;
fixes a strong cable, well sunk under water, to the

capstans of these two; and in all quietness waits for Hakon.

Before many hours, Hakon's royal or quasi-royal barge steers gaily

into this fjord ;
is a little surprised, perhaps, to see within the

jaws of it two big ships at anchor; but steers gallantly along,

nothing doubting. Olaf, with a signal of
' All hands,' works his

two capstans ;
has the cable up high enough at the right moment,

catches with it the keel of poor Hakon's barge, upsets it, empties
it wholly into the sea. Wholly into the sea

;
saves Hakon, how-

ever, and his people from drowning, and brings them on board.

His dialogue with poor young Hakon, especially poor young
Hakon's responses, is very pretty. Shall I give it, out of Snorro,

and let the reader take it for as authentic as he can ? It is at

least the true image of it in authentic Snorro's head, little more

than two centuries later.

'Jarl Hakon was led up to the king's ship. He was the
' handsomest man that could be seen. He had long hair as fine
'
as silk, bound about his head with a gold ornament. When he

'
sat down in the forehold the king said to him :

'

King. "It is not false, what is said of your family, that ye are

'handsome people to look at; but now your luck has deserted you."
Hakon. "

It has always been the case that success is changeable ;

'and there is no luck in the matter. It has gone with your family
' as with mine to have by turns the better lot. I am little beyond
'

childhood in years ; and at any rate we could not have defended
'

ourselves, as we did not expect any attack on the way. It may
' turn out better with us another time."

King. "Dost thou not apprehend that thou art in such a
' condition that, hereafter, there can be neither victory nor defeat

'forthee?"

Hakon. " That is what only thou canst determine, King, according
'

to thy pleasure."
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King.
" What wilt thou give me, Jarl, if, for this time, I let

' thee go, whole and unhurt ?
"

Hakon. " What wilt thou take, King ?
"

King.
"
Nothing, except that thou shalt leave the country ; give

'

up thy kingdom ;
and take an oath that thou wilt never go into

'battle against me." 2

Jarl Hakon accepted the generous terms
;
went to England and

King Knut, and kept his bargain for a good few years ; though he

was at last driven, by pressure of King Knut, to violate it, little

to his profit, as we shall see. One victorious naval battle with

Jarl Svein, Hakon's uncle, and his adherents, who fled to Sweden,
after his beating, battle not difficult to a skilful, hard- hitting

king, was pretty much all the actual fighting Olaf had to do

in this enterprise. He various times met angry Bonders and

refractory Things with arms in their hand
;
but by skilful, firm

management, perfectly patient, but also perfectly ready to be

active, he mostly managed without coming to strokes
;
and was

universally recognised by Norway as its real king. A promising

young man, and fit to be a king, thinks Snorro. Only of middle

stature, almost rather shortish
;
but firm-standing, and stout-built

;

so that they got to call him Olaf the Thick (meaning Olaf the

Thick-set, or Stout-built), though his final epithet among them
was infinitely higher. For the rest,

' a comely, earnest, prepossess-
'

ing look
;
beautiful yellow hair in quantity ; broad, honest face,

'
of a complexion pure as snow and rose

;

'

and finally (or firstly)
' the brightest eyes in the world

;
such that, in his anger, no man

' could stand them.' He had a heavy task ahead, and "needed all

his qualities and fine gifts to get it done.

8
Snorro, ii. pp. 24 5.
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CHAPTER X.

EEIGN OF KING OLAF THE SAINT.

THE late two Jarls, now gone about their business, had both

been baptised, and called themselves Christians. But during their

government they did nothing in the conversion way; left every
man to choose his own God or Gods; so that some had actually

two, the Christian God by land, and at sea Thor, whom they con-

sidered safer in that element. And in effect the mass of the people
had fallen back into a sluggish heathenism or half-heathenism, the

life-labour of Olaf Tryggveson lying ruinous or almost quite overset.

The new Olaf, son of Harald, set himself with all his strength to

mend such a state of matters
;
and stood by his enterprise to the

end, as the one highest interest, including all others, for his People
and him. His method was by no means soft

;
on the contrary, it

was hard, rapid, severe, somewhat on the model of Tryggveson' s,

though with more of bishoping and preaching superadded. Yet
still there was a great deal of mauling, vigorous punishing, and

an entire intolerance of these two things : Heathenism and Sea-

robbery, at least of Sea-robbery in the old style ;
whether in the

style we moderns still practise, and call privateering, I do not

quite know. But Viking-ism proper had to cease in Norway ;
still

more, Heathenism, under penalties too severe to be borne
; death,

mutilation of limb, not to mention forfeiture and less rigorous
coercion. Olaf was inexorable against violation of the law. " Too

severe," cried many ;
to whom one answers,

"
Perhaps in part yes,

perhaps also in great part no ; depends altogether on the previous

question, How far the law was the eternal one of God Almighty in

the universe, How far the law merely of Olaf (destitute of right

inspiration) left to his own passions and whims ?
"

Many were the jangles Olaf had with the refractory Heathen

Things and Ironbeards of a new generation : very curious to see.

Scarcely ever did it come to fighting between King and Thing,

though often enough near it; but the Thing discerning, as it

usually did in time, that the King was stronger in men, seemed

NORWAY. A A
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to say unanimously to itself,
" We have lost, then

; baptise us, we
must burn our old gods and conform." One new feature we do

slightly discern : here and there a touch of theological argument
on the heathen side. At one wild Thing, far up in the Dovrefjeld,
of a very heathen temper, there was much of that; not to be

quenched by King Olaf at the moment
;

so that it had to be

adjourned till the morrow, and again till the next day. Here

are some traits of it, much abridged from Snorro (who gives a

highly punctual account), which vividly represent Olafs posture
and manner of proceeding in such intricacies.

The chief Ironbeard on this occasion was one Gudbrand, a very

rugged peasant ; who, says Snorro, was like a king in that district.

Some days before, King Olaf, intending a religious Thing in those

deeply heathen parts, with alternative of Christianity or conflagra-

tion, is reported, on looking down into the valley and the beautiful

village of Loar standing there, to have said wistfully,
" What a pity

it is that so beautiful a village should be burnt !

"
Olaf sent out

his message-token all the same, however, and met Gudbrand and

an immense assemblage, whose humour towards him was uncom-

pliant to a high degree indeed. Judge by this preliminary speech
of Gudbrand to his Thing-people, while Olaf was not yet arrived,

but only advancing, hardly got to Breeden on the other side of

the hill :

"A man has come to Loar who is called Olaf," said

Gudbrand, "and will force upon us another faith than we had

before, and will break in pieces all our Gods. He says he has

a much greater and more powerful God
;
and it is wonderful that

the earth does not burst asunder under him, or that our God lets

him go about unpunished when he dares to talk such things. I

know this for certain, that if we carry Thor, who has always stood

by us, out of our Temple that is standing upon this farm, Olaf's

God will melt away, and he and his men be made nothing as soon

as Thor looks upon them." Whereupon the Bonders all . shouted

as one man,
" Yea !

"

Which tremendous message they even forwarded to Olaf, by
Gudbrand's younger son at the head of 700 armed men

;
but did

not terrify Olaf with it, who, on the contrary, drew up his troops,

rode himself at the head of them, and began a speech to the

Bonders, in which he invited them to adopt Christianity, as the

one true faith for mortals.

Far from consenting to this, the Bonders raised a general shout,

smiting at the same time their shields with their weapons ;
but
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Olafs men advancing on them swiftly, and flinging spears, they
turned and ran, leaving Gudbrand's son behind, a prisoner, to

whom Olaf gave his life :
" Go home now to thy father, and tell

him I mean to be with him soon."

The son goes accordingly, and advises his father not to face

Olaf; but Gudbrand angrily replies: "Ha, coward! I see thou,

too, art taken by the folly that man is going about with
;

" and

is resolved to fight. That night, however, Gudbrand has a most

remarkable Dream, or Vision : A Man surrounded by light, bringing

great terror with him, who warns Gudbrand against doing battle

with Olaf.
"
If thou dost, thou and all thy people will fall

;
wolves

will drag away thee and thine, ravens will tear thee in stripes !

"

And lo, in telling this to Thord Potbelly, a sturdy neighbour of

his and henchman in the Thing, it is found that to Thord also has

come the selfsame terrible Apparition ! Better propose truce to

Olaf (who seems to have these dreadful Ghostly Powers on his

side), and the holding of a Thing, to discuss matters between us.

Thing assembles, on a day of heavy rain. Being all seated, uprises

King Olaf, and informs them :

" The people of Lesso, Loar, and

Vaage, have accepted Christianity, and broken down their idol-

houses : they believe now in the True God, who has made heaven

and earth, and knows all things ;

"
and sits down again without

more words.
' Gudbrand replies,

" We know nothing about him of whom thou
'

speakest. Dost thou call him God, whom neither thou nor anyone
'

else can see ? But we have a God who can be seen every day,

'although he is not out today because the weather is wet; and he
'
will appear to thee terrible and very grand ;

and I expect that
'

fear will mix with thy verv blood when he comes into the Thino-.
/ * o

' But since thou sayest thy God is so great, let him make it so that
' tomorrow we have a cloudy day, but without rain, and then let
'

us meet again."

'The king accordingly returned home to his lodging, taking
' Gudbrand's son as a hostage ;

but he gave them a man as hostage
'in exchange. In the evening the king asked Gudbrand's son
' What their God was like ? He replied that he bore the likeness
' of Thor

;
had a hammer in his hand

;
was of great size, but hollow

' within
;
and had a high stand, upon which he stood when he was

'

out.
" Neither gold nor silver are wanting about him, and every

'

day he receives four cakes of bread, besides meat." They then
' went to bed

;
but the king watched all night in prayer. When

A A 2
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'

day dawned the king went to mass
;
then to table, and from thence

'

to the Thing. The weather was such as Gudbrand desired. Now
'

the Bishop stood up in his choir-robes, with bishop's coif on his
'

head, and bishop's crosier in his hand. He spoke to the Bonders

'of the true faith, told the many wonderful acts of God, and
'

concluded his speech well.

'Thord Potbelly replies, "Many things we are told of by this

'learned man with the staff in his hand, crooked at the top like
' a ram's horn. But since you say, comrades, that your God is so
'

powerful, and can do so many wonders, tell him to make it clear
'

sunshine tomorrow forenoon, and then we shall meet here again,
'and do one of two things, either agree with you about this

'business, or fight you." And they separated for the day.'

Over night the king instructed Kolbein the Strong, an immense

fellow, the same who killed Gunhild's two brothers, that he, Kolbein,

must stand next him tomorrow
; people must go down to where

the ships of the Bonders lay, and punctually bore holes in every
one of them; item, to the farms where their horses were, and

punctually unhalter the whole of them, and let them loose : all

which was done. Snorro continues :

' Now the king was in prayer all night, beseeching God of his

'goodness and mercy to release him from evil. When mass was
'

ended, and morning was gray, the king went to the Thing. When
' he came thither, some Bonders had already arrived, and they saw
' a great crowd coming along, and bearing among them a huge
' man's image, glancing with gold and silver. When the Bonders
' who were at the Thing saw it, they started up, and bowed them-
'

selves down before the ugly idol. Thereupon it was set down
'

upon the Thing field
;
and on the one side of it sat the Bonders,

' and on the other the King and his people.
' Then Dale Gudbrand stood up and said,

" Where now, king,
'
is thy God ? I think he will now carry his head lower

;
and

' neither thou, nor the man with the horu, sitting beside thee

'there, whom thou callest Bishop, are so bold today as on the
1 former days. For now our God, who rules over all, is come, and

'looks on you with an angry eye ;
and now I see well enough that

'

you are terrified, and scarcely dare raise your -eyes. Throw away
' now all your opposition, and believe in the God who has your fate

'wholly in his hands."

'The king now whispers to Kolbein the Strong, without the
' Bonders perceiving it,

"
If it come so in the course of my speech
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'

that the Bonders look another way than towards their idol, strike
' him as hard as thou canst with thy club."

'The king then stood up and spoke: "Much hast thou talked
'

to us this morning, and greatly hast thou wondered that thou
'

canst not see our God
;
but we expect that he will soon come

'

to us. Thou wouldst frighten us with thy God, who is both blind

'and deaf, and cannot even move about without being carried;o *

' but now I expect it will be but a short time before he meets
'

his fate : for turn your eyes towards the east, behold our God
'

advancing in great light."
' The sun was rising, and all turned to look. At that moment

' Kolbein gave their God a stroke, so that he quite burst asunder
;

' and there ran out of him mice as big almost as cats, and reptiles
' and adders. The Bonders were so terrified that some fled to

'their ships; but when they sprang out upon them the ships
'

filled with water, and could not get away. Others ran to their
'

horses, but could not find them. The king then ordered the
' Bonders to be called together, saying he wanted to speak with
' them

;
on which the Bonders came back, and the Thing was

'

again seated.
' The king rose up and said,

" I do not understand what your
'

noise and running mean. You yourselves see what your God can
'

do, the idol you adorned with gold and silver, and brought meat
' and provisions to. You see now that the protecting powers, who
'used and got good of all that, were the mice and adders, the
'

reptiles and lizards
;
and surely they do ill who trust to such, and

'

will not abandon this folly. Take now your gold and ornaments
' that are lying strewed on the grass, and give them to your wives
' and daughters, but never hang them hereafter upon stocks and

'stones. Here are two conditions between us to choose upon:
' either accept Christianity, or fight this very day, and the victory
' be to them to whom the God we worship gives it."

' Then Dale Gudbrand stood up and said,
" We have sustained

'

great damage upon our God
;
but since he will not help us, we

'

will believe in the God whom thou believest in."

' Then all received Christianity. The Bishop baptised Gudbrand

'and his son. King Olaf and Bishop Sigurd left behind them
' teachers ;

and they who met as enemies parted as friends. And
' afterwards Gudbrand built a church in the valley.'

l

Olaf was by no means an unmerciful man, much the reverse

1
SnorrOj ii. pp. 156-161.
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where he saw good cause. There was a wicked old King Raerik,

for example, one of those five kinglets whom, with their bits of

armaments, Olaf by stratagem had surrounded one night, and

at once bagged and subjected when morning rose, all of them

consenting; all of them except this Rserik, whom Olaf, as the

readiest sure course, took home with him
; blinded, and kept in

his own house
; finding there was no alternative but that or death

to the obstinate old dog, who was a kind of distant cousin withal,

and could not conscientiously be killed. Stone-blind old Rcerik

was not always in murderous humour. Indeed, for most part he

wore a placid, conciliatory aspect, and said shrewd amusing things ;

but had thrice over tried, with amazing cunning of contrivance,

though stone-blind, to thrust a dagger into Olaf, and the last time

had all but succeeded. So that, as Olaf still refused to have him

killed, it had become a problem what was to be done with him.

Olaf's good humour, as well as his quiet, ready sense and practicality,

are manifested in his final settlement of this Rserik problem. Olafs

laugh, I can perceive, was not so loud as Tryggveson's, but equally

hearty, coming from the bright mind of him !

Besides blind Royrik, Olaf had in his household one Thorarin,

an Icelander; a remarkably ugly man, says Snorro, but a far-

travelled, shrewdly observant, loyal-minded, and good-humoured

person, whom Olaf liked to talk with. '

Remarkably ugly,' says

Snorro,
'

especially in his hands and feet, which were large and
'

ill-shaped to a degree/ One morning Thorarin, who, with other

trusted ones, slept in Olafs apartment, was lazily dozing and

yawning, and had stretched one of his feet out of the bed before

the king awoke. The foot was still there when Olaf did open his

bright eyes, which instantly lighted on this foot.

"
Well, here is a foot," says Olaf, gaily,

" which one seldom sees

the match of
;
I durst venture there is not another so ugly in this

city of Nidaros."
"
Hah, king !

"
said Thorarin,

" there are few things one cannot

match if one seek long and take pains. I would bet, with thy per-

mission, King, to find an uglier."
" Done !

"
cried Olaf. Upon which Thorarin stretched out the

other foot.

" A still uglier," cried he
;

"
for it has lost the little toe."

"Ho, ho!" said Olaf; "but it is I who have gained the bet.

The less of an ugly thing the less ugly, not the more !

"

Loyal Thorarin respectfully submitted.
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" What is to be my penalty, then? The king it is that must decide."
" To take me that wicked old Rasrik to Leif Ericson in

Greenland."

Which the Icelander did
; leaving two vacant seats henceforth

at Olafs table. Leif Ericson, son of Eric discoverer of America,

quietly managed Ra^rik henceforth
;
sent him to Iceland, I think

to father Eric himself; certainly to some safe hand there, in whose

house, or in some still quieter neighbouring lodging, at his own

choice, old Rasrik spent the last three years of his life in a perfectly

quiescent manner.

Olaf's struggles in the matter of religion had actually settled that

question in Norway. By these rough methods of his, whatever we

may think of them, Heathenism had got itself smashed dead
;
and

was no more heard of in that country. Olaf himself was evidently
a highly devout and pious man

;
whosoever is born with Olaf's

temper now will still find, as Olaf did, new and infinite field for it !

Christianity in Norway had the like fertility as in other countries;

or even rose to a higher, and what Dahlmann thinks, exuberant

pitch, in the course of the two centuries which followed that of

Olaf. Him all testimony represents to us as a most righteous no

less than most religious king. Continually vigilant, just, and rigor-

ous was Olaf's administration of the laws
; repression of robbery,

punishment of injustice, stern repayment of evil-doers, wherever he

could lay hold of them.

Among the Bonder or opulent class, and indeed everywhere, for

the poor too can be sinners and need punishment, Olaf had, by this

course of conduct, naturally made enemies. His severity so visible

to all, and the justice and infinite beneficence of it so invisible

except to a very few. But, at any rate, his reign for the first ten

years was victorious
;
and might have been so to the end, had it

not been intersected, and interfered with, by King Knut in his

far bigger orbit and current of affairs and interests. Knut's

English affairs and Danish being all settled to his mind, he seems,

especially after that year of pilgrimage to Rome, and association

with the Pontiffs and Kaisers of the world on that occasion, to

have turned his more particular attention upon Norway, and the

claims he himself had there. Jarl Hakon, too, sister's son of Knut,
and always well seen by him, had long been busy in this direction,

much forgetful of that oath to Olaf when his barge got canted over

by the cable of two capstans, and his life was given him, not with-

out conditions altogether !
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About the year 1026 there arrived two splendid persons out of

England, bearing King Knut the Great's letter and seal, with a

message, likely enough to be far from welcome to Olaf. For some

days Olaf refused to see them or their letter, shrewdly guessing
what the purport would be. Which indeed was couched in mild

language, but of sharp meaning enough : a notice to King Olaf,

namely, That Norway was properly, by just heritage, Knut the

Great's
;
and that Olaf must become the great Knut's liegeman,

and pay tribute to him, or worse would follow. King Olaf,

listening to these two splendid persons and their letter, in indig-
nant silence till they quite ended, made answer :

"
I have heard

say, by old accounts there are, that King Gorm of Denmark "

(Blue-tooth's father, Knut's great-grandfather)
" was considered but

a small king ; having Denmark only and few people to rule over.

But the kings who succeeded him thought that insufficient for

them
;
and it has since come so far that King Knut rules over both

Denmark and England, and has conquered for himself a part of

Scotland. And now he claims also rny paternal bit of heritage ;

cannot be contented without that too. Does he wish to rule over

all the countries of the North ? Can he eat up all the kale in

England itself, this Knut the Great ? He shall do that, and reduce

his England to a desert, before I lay my head in his hands, or

show him any other kind of vassalage. And so I bid you tell

him these my words : I will defend Norway with battle-axe and

sword as long as life is given me, and will pay tax to no man
for my kingdom." Words which naturally irritated Knut to a

high degree.
Next year accordingly (year 1027), tenth or eleventh year of

Olaf's reign, there came bad rumours out of England : That Knut
was equipping an immense army, land-army, and such a fleet as

had never sailed before
;
Knut's own ship in it, a Gold Dragon

with no fewer than sixty benches of oars. Olaf and Onund King
of Sweden, whose sister he had married, well guessed whither this

armament was bound. They were friends withal, they recognised
their common peril in this imminence

;
and had, in repeated

consultations, taken measures the best that their united skill (which
I find was mainly Olaf's, but loyally accepted by the other) could

suggest. It was in this year that Olaf (with his Swedish king

assisting) did his grand feat upon Knut in Lymfjord of Jutland,

which was already spoken of. The special circumstances of which

were these :
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Knut's big armament arriving on the Jutish coasts too late in the

season, and the coast country lying all plundered into temporary
wreck by the two Norse kings, who shrank away on sight of Knut,

there was nothing could be done upon them by Knut this year,

or, if anything, what? Knut's ships ran into Lymfjord, the safe-

sheltered frith, or intricate long straggle of friths and straits, which

almost cuts Jutland in two in that region ;
and lay safe, idly

rocking on the waters there, uncertain what to do farther. At
last he steered in his big ship and some others, deeper into the

interior of Lymfjord, deeper and deeper onwards to the mouth of a

big river called the Helge (Helge-aa, the Holy River, not discover-

able in my poor maps, but certainly enough still existing and still

flowing somewhere among those intricate straits and friths), towards

the bottom of which Helge river lay, in some safe nook, the small

combined Swedish and Norse fleet, under the charge of Onund, the

Swedish king, while at the top or source, which is a biggish
mountain lake, King Olaf had been doing considerable engineering

works, well suited to such an occasion, and was now ready at a

moment's notice. Knut's fleet having idly taken station here,

notice from the Swedish king was instantly sent
; instantly Olafs

well-engineered flood-gates were thrown open ;
from the swollen

lake a huge deluge of water was let loose
;
Olaf himself with all

his people hastening down to join his Swedish friend, and get on

board in time
; Helge river all the while alongside of him, with

ever-increasing roar, and wider-spreading deluge, hastening down
the steeps in the night-watches. So that, along with Olaf, or some

way ahead of him, came immeasurable roaring waste of waters upon
Knut's negligent fleet

; shattered, broke, and stranded many of his

ships, and was within a trifle of destroying the Golden Dragon
herself, with Knut on board. Olaf and Onund, we need not say,

were promptly there in person, doing their very best; the railings

of the Golden Dragon, however, were too high for their little ships ;

and Jarl Ulf, husband of Knut's sister, at the top of his speed,

courageously intervening, spoiled their stratagem, and saved Knut
from this very dangerous pass.

Knut did nothing more this winter. The two Norse kings,

quite unequal to attack such an armament, except by ambush and

engineering, sailed away; again plundering at discretion on the

Danish coast; carrying into Sweden great booties and many
prisoners ;

but obliged to lie fixed all winter
;
and indeed to leave

their fleets there for a series of winters, Knut's fleet, posted at
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Elsinore on both sides of the Sound, rendering all egress from the

Baltic impossible, except at his pleasure. Ulfs opportune deliver-

ance of his royal brother-in-law did not much bestead poor Ulf

himself. He had been in disfavour before, pardoned with difficulty,

by Queen Emma's intercession
;
an ambitious, officious, pushing,

stirring, and, both in England and Denmark, almost dangerous

man; arid this conspicuous accidental merit only awoke new

jealousy in Knut. Knut, finding nothing pass the Sound worth

much blockading, went ashore
;

' and the day before Michaelmas/

says Snorro, 'rode with a great retinue to Roeskilde.' Snorro

continues his tragic narrative of what befell there :

'There Knut's brother-in-law, Jarl Ulf, had prepared a great
'
feast for him. The Jarl was the most agreeable of hosts

;
but the

'

King was silent and sullen. The Jarl talked to him in every way
'to make him cheerful, and brought forward everything he could
' think of to amuse him-; but the King remained stern, and speak-
'

ing little. At last the Jarl proposed a game of chess, which he
'

agreed to. A chess-board was produced, and they played together.
'
Jarl Ulf was hasty in temper, stiff, and in nothing yielding ;

but
'

everything he managed went on well in his hands : and he was a

'great warrior about whom there are many stories. He was the

'most powerful man in Denmark next to the King. Jarl Ulf's
'

sister, Gyda, was married to Jarl Gudin (Godwin) Ulfnadson
;

' and their sons were, Harald King of England, and Jarl Tosti, Jarl
'

Walthiof, Jarl Mauro-Kaare, and Jarl Svein. Gyda was the name
'of their daughter, who was married to the English King Edward,
' the Good (whom we call the Confessor).

' When they had played a while, the King made a false move
;

' on which the Jarl took a knight from him
;
but the King set the

'

piece on the board again, and told the Jarl to make another move.
' But the Jarl flew angry, tumbled the chess-board over, rose, and
' went away. The King said,

" Run thy ways, Ulf the Fearful."
' The Jarl turned round at the door and said,

" Thou wouldst have

'run farther at Helge river hadst thou been left to battle there.

' Thou didst not call me Ulf the Fearful when I hastened to thy
'

help while the Swedes were beating thee like a dog." The Jail

' then went out, and went to bed.

'The following morning, while the King was putting on his

'

clothes, he said to his footboy,
" Go thou to Jarl Ulf and kill him."

' The lad went, was away a while, and then came back. The King
'said,

" Hast thou killed the Jarl ?
" "I did not kill him, for he
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'was gone to St. Lucius's church." There was a man called Ivar
' the White, a Norwegian by birth, who was the King's courtraan
' and chamberlain. The King said to him,

" Go thou and kill the
'

Jarl." Ivar went to the church, and in at the choir, and thrust
'

his sword through the Jarl, who died on the spot. Then Ivar
' went to the King, with the bloody sword in his hand.

' The King said,
" Hast thou killed the Jarl ?

"
"I have killed

'him," said he. "Thou hast done well," answered the King.'
2

From a man who built so many churches (one on each battle-

field where he had fought, to say nothing of the others), and who
had in him such depths of real devotion and other fine cosmic

quality, this does seem rather strong ! But it is characteristic,

withal, of the man, and perhaps of the times still more. In any

case, it is an event worth noting, the slain Jarl Ulf and his con-

nections being of importance in the history of Denmark and of

England also. Ulfs wife was Astrid, sister of Knut, and their

only child was Svein, styled afterwards 'Svein Estrithson'
('
Astrid-

son') when he became noted in the world, at this time a

beardless youth, who, on the back of this tragedy, fled hastily to

Sweden, where were friends of Ulf. After some ten years' eclipse

there, Knut and both his sons being now dead, Svein reappeared
in Denmark under a new and eminent figure,

' Jarl of Denmark,'

highest Liegeman to the then sovereign there. Broke his oath

to said sovereign, declared himself, Svein Estrithson, to be real

King of Denmark
; and, after much preliminary trouble, and

many beatings and disastrous flights to and fro, became in effect

such, to the wonder of mankind
;
for he had not had one victory

to cheer him on, or any good luck or merit that one sees, except
that of surviving longer than some others. Nevertheless he

came to be the Restorer, so-called, of Danish independence;
sole remaining representative of Knut (or Knut's sister), of Fork-

beard, Blue-tooth, and old Gorm; and ancestor of all the sub-

sequent kings of Denmark for some 400 years; himself coming,
as we see, ouly by the Distaff side, all of the Sword or male side

having died so soon. Early death, it has been observed, was

the great Knut's allotment, and all his posterity's as well
;

fatal

limit (had there been no others, which we see there were) to his

becoming 'Charlemagne of the North' in any considerable degree !

Jarl Ulf, as we have seen, had a sister, Gyda by name, wife to

Earl Godwin ('Gudin Ulfnadsson,' as Snorro calls him), a very
2
Snorro, ii. pp. 252-3.
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memorable Englishman, whose son and hers, King Harald, Harold
in English books, is the memorablest of all. These things ought
to be better known to English antiquaries, and will perhaps be

alluded to again.

This pretty little victory or affront, gained over Knut in

Lymfjord, was among the last successes of Olaf against that

mighty man. Olaf, the skilful captain he was, need not have

despaired to defend his Norway against Knut and all the world.

But he learned henceforth, month by month ever more tragically,

that his own people, seeing softer prospects under Knut, and in

particular the chiefs of them, industriously bribed by Knut for

years past, had fallen away from him
;
and that his means of

defence were gone. Next summer, Knut's grand fleet sailed,

unopposed, along the coast of Norway; Knut summoning a

Thing every here and there, and in all of them meeting nothing
but sky-high acclamation and acceptance. Olaf, with some twelve

little ships, all he now had, lay quiet in some safe fjord, neai

LindenaBS, what we now call the Naze, behind some little solitary

isles on the southeast of Norway there
;

till triumphant Knut had

streamed home again. Home to England again :

'

Sovereign ot

Norway' now, with nephew Hakon appointed Jarl and Vice-

regent under him ! This was the news Olaf met on venturing

out; and that his worst anticipations were not beyond the sad

truth. All, or almost all, the chief Bonders and men of weight
in Norway had declared against him, and stood with triumphant
Knut.

Olaf, with his twelve poor ships, steered vigorously along the

coast to collect money and force, if such could now anywhere
be had. He himself was resolute to hold out, and try.

'

Sailing

swiftly with a fair wind, morning cloudy with some showers,' he

passed the coast of Jedderen, which was Erling Skjalgson's

country, when he got sure notice of an endless multitude of ships,

war-ships, armed merchant ships, all kinds of shipping-craft, down
to fishermen's boats, just getting under way against him, under

the command of Erling Skjalgson, the powerfulest of his subjects,

once much a friend of Olaf's, but now gone against him to this

length, thanks to Olafs severity of justice, and Knut's abundance

in gold and promises for years back. To that complexion had it

corneVith Erling; sailing with this immense assemblage of the

naval people and populace of Norway to seize King Olaf, and

bring him to the great Knut dead or alive.
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Erling had a grand new ship of his own, which far outsailed the

general miscellany of rebel ships, and was visibly fast gaining
distance on Olaf himself, who well understood what Erling's

puzzle was, between the tail of his game (the miscellany of rebel

ships, namely) that could not come up, and the head or general

prize of the game which was crowding all sail to get away; and

Olaf took advantage of the same. " Lower your sails !

"
said Olaf

to his men (though we must go slower).
" Ho you, we have lost

sight of them !

"
said Erling to his, and put on all his speed ;

Olaf

going, soon after this, altogether invisible, behind a little island

that he knew of, whence into a certain fiord or bay (Bay of

Fungen on the maps), which he thought would suit him. " Halt

here, and get out your arms," said Olaf, and had not to wait long
till Erling came bounding in, past the rocky promontory, and with

astonishment beheld Olaf's fleet of twelve with their battle-axes

and their grappling-irons all in perfect readiness. These fell on

him, the unready Erling, simultaneous, like a cluster of angry

bees; and in a few minutes cleared his ship of men altogether,

except Erling himself. Nobody asked his life, nor probably would

have got it if he had. Only Erling still stood erect on a high

place on the poop, fiercely defensive, and very difficult to get at.

'Could not be reached at all,' says Snorro, 'except by spears or
'

arrows, and these he warded off with untiring dexterity ;
no man

'
in Norway, it was said, had ever defended himself so long alone

'

against many,' an almost invincible Erling, had his cause been

good. Olaf himself noticed Erling's behaviour, and said to him,

from the foredeck below, "Thou hast turned against me to-day,

Erling." "The eagles fight breast to breast," answers he. This

was a speech of the king's to Erling once long ago, while they
stood fighting, not as now, but side by side. The king, with some
transient thought of possibility going through his head, rejoins,
" Wilt thou surrender, Erling ?

" " That will I," answered he
;

took the helmet off his head; laid down sword and shield; and

went forward to the forecastle deck. The king pricked, I think

not very harshly, into Erling's chin or beard with the point of

his battle-axe, saying,
"
I must mark thee as a traitor to thy

Sovereign, though." Whereupon one of the bystanders, Aslak

Fitiaskalle, stupidly and fiercely burst up; smote Erling on the

head with his axe; so that it struck fast in his brain and was

instantly the death of Erling. "Ill-luck attend thee for that

stroke
;
thou hast struck Norway out of my hand by it !

"
cried
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the king to Aslak; but forgave the poor fellow, who had done

it meaning well. The insurrectionary Bonder fleet arriving soon

after, as if for certain victory, was struck with astonishment at

this Erling catastrophe; and being now without any leader of

authority, made not the least attempt at battle; but, full of

discouragement and consternation, thankfully allowed Olaf to sail

away on his northward voyage, at discretion
;
and themselves went

off lamenting, with Erling's dead body.
This small victory was the last that Olaf had over his many

enemies at present. He sailed along, still northward, day after

day; several important people joined him; but the news from

landward grew daily more ominous : Bonders busily arming to

rear of him; and ahead, Hakon still more busily at Trondhjem,
now near by,

" and he will end thy days, King, if he have

strength enough !

"
Olaf paused ;

sent scouts to a hill-top :

"Hakon's armament visible enough, and under way hitherward,

about the Isle of Bjarno, yonder !

"
Soon after, Olaf himself saw

the Bonder armament of twenty-five ships, from the southward,
sail past in the distance to join that of Hakon

; and, worse still,

his own ships, one and another (seven in all), were slipping off on

a like errand ! He made for the Fiord of Fodrar, mouth of the

rugged strath called Valdai, which I think still knows Olaf, and

has now an ' Olafs Highway,' where, nine centuries ago, it scarcely

had a path. Olaf entered this fiord, had Iris land-tent set up, and

a cross beside it, on the small level green behind the promontory
there. Finding that his twelve poor ships were now reduced to

five, against a world all risen upon him, he could not but see and

admit to himself that there was no chance left
;
and that he must

withdraw across the mountains and wait for a better time.

His journey through that wild country, in these forlorn and

straitened circumstances, has a mournful dignity and homely

pathos, as described by Snorro : how he drew up his five poor

ships upon the beach, packed all their furniture away, and with

his hundred or so of attendants and their journey-baggage, under

guidance of some friendly Bonder, rode up into the desert and foot

of the mountains ; scaled, after three days' effort (as if by miracle,

thought his attendants and thought Snorro), the well-nigh precipi-

tous slope that led across, never without miraculous aid from

Heaven and Olaf, could baggage-wagons have ascended that path !

In short, How he fared along, beset by difficulties and the mourn-

fulest thoughts; but patiently
x
persisted, steadfastly trusted in
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God
;
and was fixed to return, and by God's help try again. An

evidently very pious and devout man
;
a good man struggling with

adversity, such as the gods, we may still imagine with the ancients,

do look down upon as their noblest sight.

He got to Sweden, to the court of his brother-in-law
; kindly

and nobly enough received there, though gradually, perhaps, ill-

seen by the now authorities of Norway. So that, before long, he

quitted Sweden
;

left his queen there with her only daughter, his

and hers, the only child they had
;
he himself had an only son,

'

by a bondwoman,' Magnus by name, who came to great things

afterwards
;
of whom, and of which, by and by. With this bright

little boy, and a selected escort of attendants, he moved away to

Russia, to King Jarroslav
;
where he might wait secure against all

risk of hurting kind friends by his presence. He seems to have

been an exile altogether some two years, such is one's vague
notion

;
for there is no chronology in Snorro or his Sagas, and one

is reduced to guessing and inferring. He had reigned over Norway,

reckoning from the first days of his landing there to those last of

his leaving it across the Dovrefjeld, about fifteen years, ten of them

shiningly victorious.

The news from Norway were naturally agitating to King Olaf
;

and, in the fluctuation of events there, his purposes and prospects
varied much. He sometimes thought of pilgriming to Jerusalem,

and a henceforth exclusively religious life
;
but for most part his

pious thoughts themselves gravitated towards Norway, and a stroke

for his old place and task there, which he steadily considered to

have been committed to him by God. Norway, by the rumours, was

evidently not at rest. Jarl Hakon, under the high patronage of

his uncle, had lasted there but a little while. I know not that his

government was especially unpopular, nor whether he himself much
remembered his broken oath. It appears, however, he had left in

England a beautiful bride
;
and considering farther that in England

only could bridal ornaments and other wedding outfit of a suffi-

ciently royal kind be found, he set sail thither, to fetch her and

them himself. One evening of wildish-looking weather he was

seen about the north-east corner of the Pentland Frith
;
the night

rose to be tempestuous; Hakon or any timber of his fleet was

never seen more. Had all gone down, broken oaths, bridal hopes,

and all else; mouse and man, into the roaring waters. There

was no farther Oppositon-line ;
the like of which had lasted ever

since old heathen Hakon Jarl, down to this his grandson Hakon's
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finis in the Pentland Frith. With this Hakon's disappearance it

now disappeared.

. Indeed Knut himself, though of an empire suddenly so great,

was but a temporary phenomenon. Fate had decided that the

grand and wise Knut was to be short-lived
;
and to leave nothing

as successors but an ineffectual young Harald Harefoot, who soon

perished, and a still stupider fiercely-drinking Harda-Knut, who
rushed down of apoplexy (here in London City, as I guess), with

the goblet at his mouth, drinking health and happiness at a

wedding-feast, also before long.

Hakon having vanished in this dark way, there ensued a pause,
both on Knut's part and on Norway's. Pause or interregnum of some

months, till it became certain, first, whether Hakon were actually

dead, secondly, till Norway, and especially till King Knut himself,

could decide what to do. Knut, to the deep disappointment, which

had to keep itself silent, of three or four chief Norway men, named
none of these three or four Jarl of Norway ;

but bethought him of

a certain Svein, a bastard son of his own, who, and almost still

more his English mother, much desired a career in the world fitter

for him, thought they indignantly, than that of captain over Joms-

burg, where alone the father had been able to provide for him

hitherto. Svein was sent to Norway as king or vice-king for

Father Knut
;
and along with him his fond and vehement mother.

Neither of whom gained any favour from the Norse people by the

kind of management they ultimately came to show.

Olaf on news of this change, and such uncertainty prevailing

everywhere in Norway as to the future course of things, whether

Svein would come, as was rumoured of at last, and be able to

maintain himself if he did, thought there might be something in

it of a chance for himself and his rights. And, after lengthened

hesitation, much prayer, pious invocation, and consideration, de-

cided to go and try it. The final grain that had turned the balance,

it appears, was a half-waking morning dream, or almost ocular vision

he had of his glorious cousin Olaf Tryggveson, who severely admon-

ished, exhorted, and encouraged him
;
and disappeared grandly, just

in the instant of Olafs awakening; so that Olaf almost fancied he

had seen the very figure of him, as it melted into air.
" Let us on,

let us on !

"
thought Olaf always after that. He left his son, not in

Russia, but in Sweden with the Queen, who proved very good and

carefully helpful in wise ways to him : in Russia Olaf had now

nothing more to do but give his grateful adieus, and get ready.
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His march towards Sweden, and from that towards Norway and

the passes of the mountains, down Vasrdal, towards Stickelstad,

and the crisis that awaited, is beautifully depicted by Snorro. It

has, all of it, the description (and we see clearly, the fact itself

had), a kind of pathetic grandeur, simplicity, and rude nobleness;

something Epic or Homeric, without the metre or the singing of

Homer, but with all the sincerity, rugged truth to nature, and

much more of piety, devoutness, reverence for what is forever High
in this Universe, than meets us in those old Greek Ballad-mongers.

Singularly visual all of it, too, brought home in every particular to

one's imagination, so that it stands out almost as a thing one

actually saw.

Olaf had about three thousand men with him
; gathered mostly

as he fared along through Norway. Four hundred, raised by one

Dag, a kinsman whom he had found in Sweden and persuaded to

come with him, marched usually in a separate body ;
and were, or

might have been, rather an important element. Learning that

the Bonders were all arming, especially in Trondhjem country,

Olaf streamed down towards them in the closest order he could.

By no means very close, subsistence even for three thousand being
difficult in such a country. His speech was almost always free and

cheerful, though his thoughts always naturally were of a high and

earnest, almost sacred tone
;
devout above all. Stickelstad, a small

poor hamlet still standing where the valley ends, was seen by Olaf,

and tacitly by the Bonders as well, to be the natural place for

offering battle. There Olaf issued out from the hills one morning ;

drew himself up according to the best rules of Norse tactics, rules

of little complexity, but perspicuously true to the facts. I think

he had a clear open ground still rather raised above the plain in

front
;
he could see how the Bonder army had not yet quite arrived,

but was pouring forward, in spontaneous rows or groups, copiously

by every path. This was thought to be the biggest army that ever

met in Norway ;

'

certainly not much fewer than a hundred times

a hundred men/ according to Snorro
; great Bonders several of

them, small Bonders very many, all of willing mind, animated

with a hot sense of intolerable injuries.
'

King Olaf had punished
'

great and small with equal rigour,' says Snorro
;

' which appeared
'
to the chief people of the country too severe

;
and animosity rose

' to the highest when they lost relatives by the King's just sentence,

'although they were in reality guilty. He again would rather
' renounce his dignity than omit righteous judgment. The accusa-

NORWAY. B B
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'tion against him, of being stingy with his money, was not just,
'

for he was a most generous man towards his friends. But that
'

alone was the cause of the discontent raised against him, that he

'appeared hard and severe in his retributions. Besides, King
'Knut offered large sums of money, and the great chiefs were

'corrupted by this, and by his offering them greater dignities
'than they had possessed before.' On these grounds, against
the intolerable man, great and small were now pouring along by

every path.

Olaf perceived it would still be some time before the Bonder

army was in rank. His own Dag of Sweden, too, was not yet
come up ;

he was to have the right banner
; King Olafs own being

the middle or grand one; some other person the third or left

banner. All which being perfectly ranked and settled, according
to the best rules, and waiting only the arrival of Dag, Olaf bade

his men sit down, and freshen themselves with a little rest. There

were religious services gone through : a matins-worship such as

there have been few
; sternly earnest to the heart of it, and deep

as death and eternity, at least on Olaf's own part. For the rest

Thormod sang a stave of the fiercest Skaldic poetry that was in

him
;

all the army straightway sang it in chorus with fiery mind.

The Bonder of the nearest farm came up, to tell Olaf that he also

wished to fight for him. "Thanks to thee
;
but don't," said Olaf;

"
stay at home rather, that the wounded may have some shelter."

To this Bonder, Olaf delivered all the money he had, with solemn

order to lay out the whole of it in masses and prayers for the souls

of such of his enemies as fell.
" Such of thy enemies, King ?

"

"Yes, surely," said Olaf, "my friends will' all either conquer, or go
whither I also am going."
At last the Bonder army too was got ranked

;
three commanders,

one of them with a kind of loose chief command, having settled to

take charge of it
;
and began to shake itself towards actual advance.

Olaf, in the mean while, had laid his head on the knees of Finn

Arneson, his trustiest man, and fallen fast asleep. Finn's brother,

Kalf Arneson, once a warm friend of Olaf, was chief of the three

commanders on the opposite side. Finn and he addressed angry

speech to one another from the opposite ranks, when they came

near enough. Finn, seeing the enemy fairly approach, stirred Olaf

from his sleep. "Oh, why hast thou wakened me from such a

dream ?
"

said Olaf, in a deeply solemn tone.
" What dream was

it, then ?
"
asked Finn. " I dreamt that there rose a ladder here
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reaching up to very Heaven," said Olaf; "I had climbed and

climbed, and got to the very last step, and should have entered

there hadst thou given me another moment." "King, I doubt

thou art fey ; I do not quite like that dream."

The actual fight began about one of the clock in a most bright

last day of July, and was very fierce and hot, especially on the

part of Olaf's men, who shook the others back a little, though
fierce enough they too; and had Dag been on the ground, which

he wasn't yet, it was thought victory might have been won. Soon

after battle joined, the sky grew of a ghastly brass or copper

colour, darker and darker, till thick night involved all things ;
and

did not clear away again till battle was near ending. Dag, with

his four hundred, arrived in the darkness, and made a furious

charge, what was afterwards, in the speech of the people, called
'

Dag's storm.' Which had nearly prevailed, but could not quite ;

victory again inclining to the so vastly larger party. It is uncertain

still how the matter would have gone ;
for Olaf himself was now

fighting with his own hand, and doing deadly execution on his

busiest enemies to right and to left. But one of these chief rebels,

Thorer Hund (thought to have learnt magic from the Laplanders,

whom he long traded with, and made money by), mysteriously
would not fall for Olaf s best strokes. Best strokes brought only
dust from the (enchanted) deer-skin coat of the fellow, to Olafs

surprise, when another of the rebel chiefs rushed forward, struck

Olaf with his battle-axe, a wild slashing wound, and miserably
broke his thigh, so that he staggered or was supported back to the

nearest stone
;
and there sat down, lamenta,bly. calling on God to

help him in this bad hour. Another rebel of note (the name of

him long memorable in Norway) slashed or stabbed Olaf a second

time, as did then a third. Upon which the noble Olaf sank dead
;

and forever quitted this doghole of a world, little worthy of such

men as Olaf, one sometimes thinks. But that too is a mistake,
and even an important one, should we persist in it.

With Olaf's death the sky cleared again. Battle, now near

done, ended with complete victory to the rebels, and next to no

pursuit or result, except the death of Olaf; everybody hastening

home, as soon as the big Duel had decided itself. Olaf's body was

secretly carried, after dark, to some out-house on the farm near

the spot ;
whither a poor blind beggar, creeping in for shelter that

very evening, was miraculously restored to sight. And, truly with

a notable, almost miraculous, speed, the feelings of all Norway for

B B 2
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King Olaf changed themselves, and were turned upside down,
' within a year,' or almost within a day. Superlative example of

Extindus amdbitur idem. Not 'Olaf the Thick-set' any longer,

but ' Olaf the Blessed
'

or Saint, now clearly in Heaven
;
such the

name and character of him from that time to this. Two churches

dedicated to him (out of four that once stood) stand in London at

this moment. And the miracles that have been done there, not to

speak of Norway and Christendom elsewhere, in his name, were

numerous and great for long centuries afterwards. Visibly a Saint

Olaf ever since
; and, indeed, in Bollandus or elsewhere, I have

seldom met with better stuff to make a Saint of, or a true World-

Hero in all good senses.

Speaking of the London Olaf Churches, I should have added

that from one of these the thrice-famous Tooley Street gets its

name, where those Three Tailors, addressing Parliament and

the Universe, sublimely styled themselves,
"
We, the People of

England." Saint Olave Street, Saint Oley Street, Stooley Street,

Tooley Street; such are the metamorphoses of human fame in

the world !

The battle-day of Stickelstad, King Olafs death-day, is generally
believed to have been Wednesday, July 31, 1033. But on investi-

gation, it turns out that there was no total eclipse of the sun

visible in Norway that year ; though three years before, there was

one ;
but on the 29th instead of the 31st. So that the exact date

still remains uncertain
; Dahlmann, the latest critic, inclining for

1030, and its indisputable eclipse.
3

3 Saxon Chronicle says expressly, under A.D. 1030 :
' In this year King Olaf

was slain in Norway by his own people, and was afterwards sainted.'
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CHAPTER XI.

MAGNUS THE GOOD AND OTHERS.

ST. OLAF is the highest of these Norway Kings, and is the last

that much attracts us. For this reason, if a reason were not

superfluous, we might here end our poor reminiscences of those

dim Sovereigns. But we will, nevertheless, for the sake of their

connection with bits of English History, still hastily mention the

names of one or two who follow, and who throw a momentary

gleam of life and illumination on events and epochs that have

fallen so extinct among ourselves at present, though once they
were so momentous and memorable.

The new King Svein from Jomsburg, Knut's natural son, had

no success in Norway, nor seems to have deserved any. His

English mother and he were found to be grasping, oppressive

persons ;
and awoke, almost from the instant that Olaf was

suppressed and crushed away from Norway into Heaven, universal

odium more and more in that country. Well-deservedly, as still

appears ;
for their taxings and extortions of malt, of herring, of

meal, smithwork and every article taxable in Norway, were

extreme
;
and their service to the country otherwise nearly im-

perceptible. In brief their one basis there was the power of Knut
the Great

;
and that, like all earthly things, was liable to sudden

collapse, and it suffered such in a notable degree. King" Knut,

hardly yet of middle age, and the greatest King in the then world,

died at Shaftesbury, in 1035, as Dahlmann thinks,
1

leaving two

legitimate sons and a busy, intriguing widow (Norman Emma,
widow of Ethelred the Unready), mother of the younger of these

two
;
neither of whom proved to have any talent or any con-

tinuance. In spite of Emma's utmost efforts, Harald, the elder

son of Knut, not hers, got England for his kingdom ;
Emma and

her Harda-Knut had to be content with Denmark, and go thither,

1 Saxon CJironicle says :
' 1035. In this year died King Cnut He

'

departed at Shaftesbury, November 12, and they conveyed him thence to
'

Winchester, and there buried him.'
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much against their will. Harald in England, light-going little

figure like his father before him, got the name of Harefoot here
;

and might have done good work among his now orderly and settled

people ;
but he died almost within year and day ;

and has left no

trace among us, except that of
'

Harefoot/ from his swift mode
of walking. Emma and her Harda-Knut now returned joyful to

England. But the violent, idle, and drunken Harda-Knut did no

good there; and, happily for England and him, soon suddenly

ended, by stroke of apoplexy at a marriage festival, as mentioned

above. In Denmark he had done still less good. And indeed,

under him, in a year or two, the grand imperial edifice, laboriously
built by Knut's valour and wisdom, had already tumbled all to the

ground, in a most unexpected and remarkable way. As we are

now to indicate with all brevity.

Svein's tyrannies in Norway had wrought such fruit that, within

the four years after Olafs death, the chief men in Norway, the

very slayers of King Olaf, Kalf Arneson at the head of them,

*met secretly once or twice
;
and unanimously agreed that Kalf

Arneson must go to Sweden, or to Russia itself; seek young

Magnus, son of Olaf, home : excellent Magnus, to be king over

all Norway and them, instead of this intolerable Svein. Which
was at once done, Magnus brought home in a kind of triumph,
all Norway waiting for him. Intolerable Svein had already been

rebelled against : some years before this, a certain young Tryggve
out of Ireland, authentic son of Olaf Tryggveson and of that fine

Irish Princess who chose him in his low habiliments and low

estate, and took him over to her own Green Island, this royal

young Tryggve Olafson had invaded the usurper Svein, in a fierce,

valiant, and determined manner; and though with too small a

party, showed excellent fight for some time
;

till Svein, zealously

bestirring himself, managed to get him beaten and killed. But
that was a couple of years ago; the party still too small, not

including one and all as now ! Svein, without stroke of sword

this time, moved off towards Denmark
;
never showing face in

Norway again. His drunken brother, Harda-Knut, received him
brother-like

;
even gave him some territory to rule over and subsist

upon. But he lived only a short while
;
was gone before Harda-

Knut himself; and we will mention him no more.

Magnus was a fine bright young fellow, and proved a valiant,

wise, and successful King, known among his people as Magnus
the Good. He was only natural son of King Olaf; but that made
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little difference in those times and there. His strange-looking,

unexpected Latin name he got in this way : Alfhild, his mother, a

slave through ill-luck of war, though nobly born, was seen to be

in a hopeful way ;
and it was known in the King's house how

intimately Olaf was connected with that occurrence, and how

much he loved this
'

King's serving-maid/ as she was commonly

designated. Alfhild was brought to bed late at night ;
and all the

world, especially King Olaf, was asleep; Olafs strict rule, then

and always, being, Don't awaken me : seemingly a man sensitive

about his sleep. The child was a boy, of rather weakly aspect ;

no important person present, except Sigvat, the King's Icelandic

Skald, who happened to be still awake
;
and the Bishop of Norway,

who, I suppose, had been sent for in a hurry. "What is to be

done ?
"

said the Bishop :

" here is an infant in pressing need of

baptism ;
and we know not what the name is : go, Sigvat, awaken

the King, and ask."
"

I dare not for my life," answered Sigvat;
"
King's orders are rigorous on that point."

" But if the child

die unbaptised," said the Bishop, shuddering ;
too certain, he ano*

everybody, where the child would go in that case !

"
I will myself

give him a name," said Sigvat, with a desperate concentration of

all his faculties; "he shall be namesake of the greatest of man-

kind, imperial Carolus Magnus; let us call the infant Magnus!"

King Olaf, on the morrow, asked rather sharply how Sigvat had

dared take such a liberty; but excused Sigvat, seeing what the

perilous alternative was. And Magnus, by such accident, this boy
was called

;
and he, not another, is the prime origin and introducer

of that name Magnus, which occurs rather frequently, not among
the Norman Kings only, but by and by among the Danish and

Swedish
; and, among the Scandinavian populations, appears to be

rather frequent to this day.

Magnus, a youth of great spirit, whose own, and standing at

his beck, all Norway now was, immediately smote home on

Denmark
; desirous naturally of vengeance for what it had done

to Norway, and the sacred kindred of Magnus. Denmark, its great
Knut gone, and nothing but a drunken Harda-Knut, fugitive

Svein and Co., there in his stead, was become a weak dislocated

Country. And Magnus plundered in it, burnt it, beat it as often

as he pleased; Harda-Knut struggling what he could to make
resistance or reprisals, but never once getting any victory over

Magnus. Magnus, I perceive, was, like his Father, a skilful as

well as valiant fighter by sea and land; Magnus, with good
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battalions, and probably backed by immediate alliance with

Heaven and St. Olaf, as was then the general belief or surmise

about him, could not easily be beaten. And the truth is, he

never was, by Harda-Knut or any other. Harda-Knut's last

transaction with him was, To make a firm Peace and even Family-

treaty sanctioned by all the grandees of both countries, who did

indeed mainly themselves make it
;
their two Kings assenting :

That there should be perpetual Peace, and no thought of war more,

between Denmark and Norway ;
and that, if either of the Kings

died childless while the other was reigning, the other should

succeed him in both Kingdoms. A magnificent arrangement,
such as has several times been made in the world's history ;

but

which in this instance, what is very singular, took actual effect
;

drunken Harda-Knut dying so speedily, and Magnus being the

man he was. One would like to give the date of this remarkable

Treaty ;
but cannot with precision. Guess somewhere about

1040: 2 actual fruition of it came to Magnus, beyond question, in

^042, when Harda-Knut drank that wassail bowl at the wedding in

Lambeth, and fell down dead
;
which in the Saxon Chronicle is

dated 3d June of that year. Magnus at once went to Denmark
on hearing this event

;
was joyfully received by the head men

there, who indeed, with their fellows in Norway, had been main

contrivers of the Treaty ;
both Countries longing for mutual peace,

and the end of such incessant broils.

Magnus was triumphantly received as King in Denmark. The

only unfortunate thing was, that Svein Estrithson, the exile son of

Ulf, Knut's Brother-in-law, whom Knut, as we saw, had summarily
killed twelve years before, emerged from his exile in Sweden in a

flattering form
;
and proposed that Magnus should make him Jarl

of Denmark, and general administrator there, in his own stead.

To which the sanguine Magnus, in spite of advice to the contrary,

insisted on acceding.
" Too powerful a Jarl," said Einar Tamber-

skelver the same Einar whose bow was heard to break in Olaf

Tryggveson's last battle (" Norway breaking from thy hand,

King 1 "),
who had now become Magnus's chief man, and had long

been among the highest chiefs in Norway ;

" too powerful a Jarl,"

said Einar earnestly. But Magnus disregarded it
;
and a trouble-

some experience had to teach him that it was true. In about a

year, crafty Svein, bringing ends to meet, got himself declared

King of Denmark for his own behoof, instead of Jarl for another's :

3 Munch gives the date 1038
(ii. 840), Adam of Bremen 1040.
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and had to be beaten and driven out by Magnus. Beaten every

year ;
but almost always returned next year, for a new beating,

almost, though not altogether ; having at length got one dreadful

smashing-down and half-killing, which held him quiet for a while,

so long as Magnus lived. Nay in the end, he made good his

point, as if by mere patience in being beaten
;
and did become

King himself, and progenitor of all the Kings that followed. King
Svein Estrithson

;
so called from Astrid or Estrith, his mother, the

great Knut's sister, daughter of Svein Forkbeard by that amazing

Sigrid the Proud, who burnt those two ineligible suitors of hers

both at once, and got a switch on the face from Olaf Tryggveson,
which proved the death of that high man.

But all this fine fortune of the often beaten Estrithson was

posterior to Magnus's death
;
who never would have suffered it,

had he been alive. Magnus was a mighty fighter ;
a fiery man ;

very proud and positive, among other qualities, and had such luck

as was never seen before. Luck invariably good, said everybody ;

never once was beaten, which proves, continued everybody, tht
his Father Olaf and the miraculous power of Heaven were with

him always. Magnus, I believe, did put
'

down a great deal of

anarchy in those countries. One of his earliest enterprises was to

abolish Jomsburg, and trample out that nest of pirates. Which he

managed so completely that Jomsburg remained a mere reminis-

cence henceforth
;
and its place is not now known to any mortal.

One perverse thing did at last turn up in the course of Magnus :

a new Claimant for the Crown of Norway, and he a formidable

person withal. This was Harald, half-brother of the late Saint

Olaf; uncle or half-uncle, therefore, of Magnus himself. Indis-

putable son of the Saint's mother by St. Olafs stepfather, who
was himself descended straight from Harald Haarfagr. This new
Harald was already much heard of in the world. As an ardent

Boy of fifteen he had fought at King Olafs side at Stickelstad
;

would not be admonished by the Saint to go away. Got smitten

down there, not killed
;
was smuggled away that night from the

field by friendly help ; got cured of his wounds, forwarded to

Russia, where he grew to man's estate, under bright auspices and

successes. Fell in love with the Russian Princess, but could not

get her to wife
;
went off thereupon to Constantinople as Vceringer

(Life-Guardsman of the Greek Kaiser) ;
became Chief Captain of

the Vseringers, invincible champion of the poor Kaisers that then
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were, and filled all the East with the shine and noise of his

expldits. An authentic Waring or Baring, such the surname we
now have derived from these people; who were an important
institution in those Greek countries for several ages : Vseringer

Life-Guard, consisting of Norsemen, with sometimes a few English

among them. Harald had innumerable adventures, nearly always

successful, sing the Skalds
; gained a great deal of wealth, gold

ornaments, and gold coin; had even Queen Zoe (so they sing,

though falsely) enamoured of him at one time
;
and was himself a

Skald of eminence ; some of whose verses, by no means the worst

of their kind, remain to this day.

This character of Waring much distinguishes Harald to me
;
the

only Vseringer of whom I could ever get the least biography, true or

half-true. It seems the Greek History-books but indifferently corre-

spond with these Saga records
;
and scholars say there could have

been no considerable romance between Zoe and him, Zoe at that

date being 60 years of age ! Harald's own lays say nothing of any
Zoe, but are still full of longing for his Russian Princess far away.
At last, what with Zoes, what with Greek perversities and

perfidies, and troubles that could not fail, he determined on

quitting Greece
; packed up his immensities of wealth in succinct

shape, and actually returned to Russia, where new honours and

favours awaited him from old friends, and especially, if I mistake

not, the hand of that adorable Princess, crown of all his wishes for

the time being. Before long, however, he decided farther to look

after his Norway Royal heritages ; and, for that purpose, sailed in

force to the Jarl or quasi-King of Denmark, the often-beaten Svein,
who was now in Sweden on his usual winter exile after beating.o
Svein and he had evidently interests in common. Svein was

charmed to see him, so warlike, glorious and renowned a man,
with masses of money about him, too. Svein did by and by become
treacherous

;
and even attempted, one night, to assassinate Harald

in his bed on board ship : but Harald, vigilant of Svein, and a

man of quick and sure insight, had providently gone to sleep else-

where, leaving a log instead of himself among the blankets. In

which log, next morning, treacherous Svein's battle-axe was found

deeply sticking : and could not be removed without difficulty !

But this was after Harald and King Magnus himself had begun

treating ;
with the fairest prospects, which this of the Svein

battle-axe naturally tended to forward, as it altogether ended the

other copartnery.
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Magnus, on first hearing of Vasringer Harald and his intentions,

made instant equipment, and determination to fight his uttermost

against the same. But wise persons of influence round him, as did

the like sort round Vaaringer Harald, earnestly advised compro-
mise and peaceable agreement. Which, soon after that of Svein's

nocturnal battle-axe, was tbe course adopted ; and, to the joy of all

parties, did prove a successful solution. Magnus agreed to part his

kingdom with Uncle Harald; uncle parting his treasures, or uniting
them with Magnus's poverty. Each was to be an independent

king, but they were to govern in common
; Magnus rather pre-

siding. He, to sit, for example in the High Seat alone
; King

Harald opposite him in a seat not quite so high, though if a stranger

King came on a visit, both the Norse Kings were to sit in the

High Seat. With various other punctilious regulations; which

the fiery Magnus was extremely strict with
; rendering the mutual

relation a very dangerous one, had not both the Kings been honest

men, and Harald a much more prudent and tolerant one than

Magnus. They, on the whole, never had any weighty quarrel,

thanks now and then rather to Harald than to Magnus. Magnus
too was very noble

;
and Harald, with his wide experience and

greater length of years, carefully held his heat of temper well

covered in.

Prior to Uncle Harald's coming, Magnus had distinguished
himself as a Lawgiver. His Code of Laws for the Trondhjem
Province was considered a pretty piece of legislation ;

and in

subsequent times got the name of Grey-goose (Gragas) ;
one of

the wonderfulest names ever given to a wise Book. Some say
it came from the grey colour of the parchment, some give other

incredible origins ;
the last guess I have heard is, that the name

merely denotes antiquity ;
the witty name in Norway for a man

growing old having been, in those times, that he was now ' be-

coming a grey-goose.' Very fantastic indeed; certain, however,
that Grey-goose is the name of that venerable Law Book

; nay,
there is another, still more famous, belonging to Iceland, and not

far from a century younger, the Iceland Grey-goose. The Norway
one is perhaps of date about 1037, the other of about 1118;

peace be with them both ! Or, if anybody is inclined to such

matters let him go to Dahlmann, for the amplest information and

such minuteness of detail as might almost enable him to be

an Advocate, with Silk Gown, in any Court depending on these

Grey-geese.
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Magnus did not live long. He had a dream one night of his

Father Olafs coming to him in shining presence, and announcing,
That a magnificent fortune and world-great renown was now

possible for him
;
but that perhaps it was his duty to refuse it

;

in which case his earthly life would be short.
" Which way wilt

thou do, then ?
"

said the shining presence.
" Thou shalt decide

for me, Father, thou, not I !

"
and told his Uncle Harald on the

morrow, adding that he thought he should now soon die
;
which

proved to be the fact. The magnificent fortune, so questionable

otherwise, has reference, no doubt, to the Conquest of England ;

to which country Magnus, as rightful and actual King of Denmark,
as well as undisputed heir to drunken Harda-Knut, by treaty long

ago, had now some evident claim. The enterprise itself was

reserved to the patient, gay, and prudent Uncle Harald
; and to

him it did prove fatal, and merely paved the way for Another,

luckier, not likelier 1

Svein Estrithson, always beaten during Magnus's life, by and by

got an agreement from the prudent Harald to be King of Denmark,
then

;
and end these wearisome and ineffectual brabbles

;
Harald

having other work to do. But in the autumn of 1066, Tosti, a

younger son of our English Earl Godwin, came to Svein's court

with a most important announcement
; namely, that King Edward

the Confessor, so called, was dead, and that Harold, as the English
write it, his eldest brother would give him, Tosti, no sufficient

share in the kingship. Which state of matters, if Svein would go
ahead with him to rectify it, would be greatly to the advantage
of Svein. Svein, taught by many beatings, was too wise for this

proposal; refused Tosti, who indignantly stepped over into

Norway, and proposed it to King Harald there. Svein really had

acquired considerable teaching, I should guess, from his much

beating and hard experience in the world; one finds him after-

wards the esteemed friend of the famous Historian Adam of

Bremen, who reports various wise humanities, and pleasant dis-

coursings with Svein Estrithson.

As for Harald Hardrade,
' Harald the Hard or Severe,' as he

was now called, Tosti's proposal awakened in him all his old

Vseringer ambitions and cupidities into blazing vehemence. He

zealously consented ;
and at once, with his whole strength, em-

barked in the adventure. Fitted out two hundred ships, and the

biggest army he could carry in them
;
and sailed with Tosti

towards the dangerous Promised Land. Got into the Tyne, and
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took booty ; got into the Humber, thence into the Ouse
; easily

subdued any opposition the official people or their populations
could make; victoriously scattered these, victoriously took the

City of York in a day; and even got himself homaged there,

'King of Northumberland,' as per covenant, Tosti proving

honourable, Tosti and he going with faithful strict copartnery,

and all things looking prosperous and glorious. Except only (an

important exception !)
that they learnt for certain, English Harold

was advancing with all his strength ; and, in a measurable space
of hours, unless care were taken, would be in York himself.

Harald and Tosti hastened off to seize the post of Stamford Bridge
on Derwent River, six or seven miles east of York City, and there

bar this dangerous advent. Their own ships lay not far off in

Ouse River, in case of the worst. The battle that ensued the

next day, September 20, 1066, is forever memorable in English

history.

Snorro gives vividly enough his view of it from the Icelandic

side : A ring of stalwart Norsemen, close ranked, with their steel

tools in hand
; English Harold's Army, mostly cavalry, prancing

and pricking all around
; trying to find or make some opening in

that ring. For a long time trying in vain, till at length, getting
them enticed to burst out somewhere in pursuit, they quickly
turned round, and quickly made an end of that matter. Snorro

represents English Harold, with a first party of these horse

coming up, and, with preliminary salutations, asking if Tosti were

there, and if Harald were
; making generous proposals to Tosti

;

but, in regard to Harald and what share of England was to be his,

answering Tosti with the words, "Seven feet of English earth,

or more if he require it, for a grave." Upon which Tosti, like an

honourable man and copartner, said,
"
No, never

;
let us fight you

rather till we all die."
" Who is this that spoke to you ?

"
inquired

Harald, when the cavaliers had withdrawn. "
My brother Harald,"

answers Tosti
;
which looks rather like a Saga, but may be his-

torical after all. Snorro's history of the battle is intelligible only
after you have premised to it, what he never hints at, that the

scene was on the east side of the bridge and of the Derwent; the

great struggle for the bridge, one at last finds, was after the fall of

Harald
;
and to the English Chroniclers, said struggle, which was

abundantly severe, is all they know of the battle.

Enraged at that breaking loose of his steel ring of infantry,

Norse Harald blazed up into true Norse fury, all the old VaBringer
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and Berserkir rage awakening in him
; sprang forth into the front

of the fight, and mauled and cut and smashed down, on both

hands of him, everything he met, irresistible by any horse or man,
till an arrow cut him through the windpipe, and laid him low for-

ever. That was the end of King Harald and of his workings in

this world. The circumstance that he was a Waring or Baring,
and had smitten to pieces so many Oriental cohorts or crowds, and

had made love-verses (kind of iron madrigals) to his Russian

Princess, and caught the fancy of questionable Greek queens, and

had amassed such heaps of money, while poor nephew Magnus had

only one gold ring (which had been his father's, and even his

father's mothers, as Uncle Harald noticed), and nothing more what-

ever of that precious metal to combine with Harald's treasures :

all this is new to me, naturally no hint of it in any English book
;

and lends some gleam of romantic splendour to that dim business

of Stamford Bridge, now fallen so dull and torpid to most English

minds, transcendently important as it once was to all Englishmen.
Adam of Bremen says, the English got as much gold plunder from

Harald's people as was a heavy burden for twelve men
;

3 a thing

evidently impossible, which nobody need try to believe. Young
Olaf, Harald's son, age about sixteen, steering down the Ouse at

the top of his speed, escaped home to Norway with all his ships,

and subsequently reigned there with Magnus, his brother. Harald's

body did lie in English earth for about a year; but was then

brought to Norway for burial. He needed more than seven feet

of grave, say some
; Laing, interpreting Snorro's measurements,

makes Harald eight feet in stature, I do hope, with some error

in excess !

8 Camden, Rapin, &c. quote.
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CHAPTER XII.

OLAF THE TRANQUIL, MAGNUS BAREFOOT, AND SIGUUD

THE CRUSADER.

THE new King Olaf, his brother Magnus having soon died, bore

rule in Norway for some five-and-twenty years. Rule soft and

gentle, not like his father's, and inclining rather to improvement
in the arts and elegancies than to anything severe or dangerously

laborious. A slim-built, witty-talking, popular and pretty man,

with uncommonly bright eyes, and hair like floss silk : they called

him Olaf Kyrre (the Tranquil or Easy-going).

The ceremonials of the palace were much improved by him.

Palace still continued to be built of huge logs pyramidally sloping

upwards, with fireplace in the middle of the floor, and no

egress for smoke or ingress for light except right overhead,

which, in bad weather, you could shut, or all but shut, with a lid.

Lid originally made of mere opaque board, but changed latterly

into a light frame, covered (glazed, so to speak) with entrails of

animals, clarified into something of pellucidity. All this Olaf, I

hope, further perfected, as he did the placing of the court ladies,

court officials, and the like
;
but I doubt if the luxury of a glass

window were ever known to him, or a cup to drink from that was

not made of metal or horn. In fact it is chiefly for his son's sake

I mention him here; and with the son, too, I have little real

concern, but only a kind of fantastic.

This son bears the name of Magnus Barfod (Barefoot, or Bareleg) ;

and if you ask why so, the answer is : He was used to appear in the

streets of Nidaros (Trondhjem) now and then in complete Scotch

Highland dress. Authentic tartan plaid and philibeg, at that

epoch, to the wonder of Trondhjem and us ! The truth is, he

had a mighty fancy for those Hebrides and other Scotch possessions

of his
;
and seeing England now quite impossible, eagerly specu-

lated on some conquest in Ireland as next best. He did, in fact,

go diligently voyaging and inspecting among those Orkney and

Hebridian Isles; putting everything straight there, appointing
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stringent authorities, jarls, nay, a king,
'

Kingdom of the Su-

deroer' (Southern Isles, now called Sodor), and, as first king,

Sigurd, his pretty little boy of nine years. All which done, and

some quarrel with Sweden fought out, he seriously applied himself

to visiting in a still more emphatic manner
; namely, to invading,

with his best skill and strength, the considerable virtual or actual

kingdom he had in Ireland, intending fully to enlarge it to the

utmost limits of the Island if possible. He got prosperously into

Dublin (guess A.D. 1102). Considerable authority he already had,

even among those poor Irish Kings, or kinglets, in their glibs and

yellow-saffron gowns ;
still more, I suppose, among the numerous

Norse Principalities there.
'

King Murdog, King of Ireland,' says
the Chronicle of Man,

' had obliged himself, every Yule-day, to
' take a pair of shoes, hang them over his shoulder, as your servant

'does on a journey, and walk across his court, at bidding and in

'presence of Magnus Barefoot's messenger, by way of homage to

'the said King.' Murdog on this greater occasion did whatever

homage could be required of him
;
but that, though comfortable,

was far from satisfying the great King's ambitious mind. The

great King left Murdog ;
left his own Dublin

;
marched off west-

ward on a general conquest of Ireland. Marched easily victorious

for a time
;
and got, some say, into the wilds of Connaught, but

there saw himself beset by ambuscades and wild Irish countenances

intent on mischief; and had, on the sudden, to draw up for battle
;

place, I regret to say, altogether undiscoverable to me
;
known

only that it was boggy in the extreme. Certain enough, too certain

and evident, Magnus Barefoot, searching eagerly, could find no firm

footing there; nor, fighting furiously up to the knees or deeper,

any result but honourable death ! Date is confidently marked
' 24 August 1103/ as if people knew the very day of the month.

The natives did humanely give King Magnus Christian burial.

The remnants of his force, without further molestation, found their

ships on the Coast of Ulster
;
and sailed home, without conquest

of Ireland; nay perhaps, leaving royal Murdog disposed to be

relieved of his procession with the pair of shoes.

Magnus Barefoot left three sons, all kings at once, reigning

peaceably together. But to us, at present, the only noteworthy

one of them was Sigurd ; who, finding nothing special to do at

home, left his brothers to manage for him, and went off on a far

Voyage, which has rendered him distinguishable in the crowd.

Voyage through the Straits of Gibraltar, on to Jerusalem, thence
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to Constantinople ;
and so home through Russia, shining with such

renown as filled all Norway for the time being. A King called

Sigurd Jorsalafarer (Jerusalemer} or Sigurd the Crusader hence-

forth. His voyage had been only partially of the Viking type ;
in

general it was of the Royal-Progress kind rather
; Vikingism only

intervening in cases of incivility or the like. His reception in the

Courts of Portugal, Spain, Sicily, Italy, had been honourable and

sumptuous. The King of Jerusalem broke out into utmost splen-

dour and effusion at sight of such a pilgrim ;
and Constantinople

did its highest honours to such a Prince of Vseringers. And the

truth is, Sigurd intrinsically was a wise, able, and prudent man
;

who, surviving both his brothers, reigned a good while alone in a

solid and successful way. He shows features of an original, in-

dependent-thinking man
; something of ruggedly strong, sincere,

and honest, with peculiarities that are amiable and even pathetic
in the character and temperament of him

;
as certainly, the course

of life he took was of his own choosing, and peculiar enough.
He happens furthermore to be, what he least of all could have

chosen or expected, the last of the Haarfagr Genealogy that had

any success, or much deserved any, in this world. The last of the

Haarfagrs, or as good as the last ! So that, singular to say, it is in

reality, for one thing only that Sigurd, after all his crusadings and

wonderful adventures, is memorable to us here : the advent of an

Irish gentleman called
'

Gylle Krist
'

(Gil-christ, Servant of Christ),

who, not over welcome, I shoul^think, but (unconsciously) big
with the above result, appeared in Norway, while King Sigurd
was supreme. Let us explain a little.

This Gylle Krist, the unconsciously fatal individual, who
'

spoke
Norse imperfectly,' declared himself to be the natural son of whilom

Magnus Barefoot
;
born to him there while engaged in that un-

fortunate '

Conquest of Ireland.' "Here is my mother come with

me," said Gilchrist,
" who declares my real baptismal name to have

been Harald, given me by that great King ;
and who will carry

the red-hot ploughshares or do any reasonable ordeal in testimony
of these facts. I am King Sigurd's veritable half-brother : what
will King Sigurd think it fair to do with me ?

"
Sigurd clearly

seems to have believed the man to be speaking truth
;
and indeed

nobody to have doubted but he was. Sigurd said,
" Honourable

sustenance shalt thou have from me here. But, under pain of ex-

tirpation, swear that, neither in my time, nor in that of my young
son Magnus, wilt thou ever claim any share in this Government."

NORWAY. C C
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Gylle swore
;
and punctually kept his promise during Sigurd's

reign. But during Magnus's, he conspicuously broke it
; and,

in result, through many reigns, and during three or four genera-
tions afterwards, produced unspeakable contentions, massacrings,

confusions in the country he had adopted. There are reckoned,

from the time of Sigurd's death (A.D. 1130), about a hundred

years of civil war : no king allowed to distinguish himself by a

solid reign of well-doing, or by any continuing reign at all, some-

times as many as four kings simultaneously fighting; and in

Norway, from sire to son, nothing but sanguinary anarchy, disaster

and bewilderment; a Country sinking steadily as if towards

absolute ruin. Of all which frightful misery and discord Irish

Gylle, styled afterwards King Harald Gylle, was, by ill destiny

and otherwise, the visible origin : an illegitimate Irish Haarfagr
who proved to be his own destruction, and that of the Haarfagr
kindred altogether !

Sigurd himself seems always to have rather favoured Gylle, who
was a cheerful, shrewd, patient, witty, and effective fellow

;
and

had at first much quizzing to endure, from the younger kind, on

account of his Irish way of speaking Norse, and for other reasons.

One evening, for example, while the drink was going round, Gylle
mentioned that the Irish had a wonderful talent of swift running,
and that there were among them people who could keep up with

the swiftest horse. At which, especially from young Magnus, there

were peals of laughter ;
and a declaration from the latter that

Gylle and he would have it tried tomorrow morning ! Gylle in

vain urged that he had not himself professed to be so swift a

runner as to keep up with the Prince's horses
;
but only that there

were men in Ireland who could. Magnus was positive ; and, early

next morning, Gylle had to be on the ground ;
and the race, natur-

ally under heavy bet, actually went off. Gylle started parallel to

Magnus's stirrup; ran like a very roe, and was clearly ahead at

the goal. "Unfair," said Magnus;
" thou must have had hold

of my stirrup-leather, and helped thyself along ;
we must try it

again." Gylle ran behind the horse this second time
;
then at the

end, sprang forward
;
and again was fairly in ahead.

" Thou must

have held by the tail," said Magnus ;

" not by fair running was

this possible ;
we must try a third time !

"
Gylle started ahead of

Magnus and his horse, this third time
; kept ahead with increasing

distance, Magnus galloping his very best
;
and reached the goal
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more palpably foremost than ever. So that Magnus had to pay
his bet, and other damage and humiliation. And got from his

father, who heard of it soon afterwards, scoffing rebuke as a silly

fellow, who did not know the worth of men, but only the clothes

and rank of them, and well deserved what he had got from Gylle.

All the time King Sigurd lived, Gylle seems to have had good

recognition and protection from that famous man
; and, indeed, to

have gained favour all round, by his quiet social demeanour and

the qualities he showed.

CHAPTER XIII.

MAGNUS THE BLIND, HAEALD GYLLE, AND MUTUAL EXTINCTION

OF THE HAARFAGRS.

ON Sigurd the Crusader's death, Magnus naturally came to the

throne; Gylle keeping silence and a cheerful face for the time.

But it was not long till claim arose on Gylle's part, till war and

fight arose between Magnus and him, till the skilful, popular,

ever-active and shifty Gylle had entirely beaten Magnus ; put out

his eyes ;
mutilated the poor body of him in a horrid and unname-

able manner, and shut him up in a convent as out of the game
henceforth. There in his dark misery Magnus lived now as a

monk; called 'Magnus the Blind* by those Norse populations;

King Harald Gylle reigning victoriously in his stead. But this

also was only for a time. There arose avenging kinsfolk of Magnus,
who had no Irish accent in their Norse, and were themselves eager

enough to bear rule in their native country. But one of these, a

terribly stronghanded, fighting, violent, and regardless fellow, who

also was a Bastard of Magnus Barefoot's, and had been made a

Priest, but liked it unbearably ill, and had broken loose from it

into the wildest courses at home and abroad
;
so that his current

name got to be '

Slembi-diakn,' Slim or 111 Deacon, under which

he is much noised of in Snorro and the Sagas : by this Slim-

Deacon, Gylle was put an end to (murdered by night, drunk in his

sleep) ;
and poor blind Magnus was brought out, and again set to

act as King, or King's Cloak, in hopes Gylle's posterity would

never rise to victory more. But Gylle's posterity did, to victory
c c 2
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and also to defeat, and were the death of Magnus and of Slim-

Deacon too, in a frightful way ;
and all got their own death by

and by in a ditto. In brief, these two kindreds (reckoned to be

authentic enough Haarfagr people, both kinds of them) proved
now to have become a veritable crop of dragon's teeth

;
who

mutually fought, plotted, struggled, as if it had been their life's

business; never ended fighting, and seldom long intermitted it,

till they had exterminated one another, and did at last all rest in

death. One of these later Gylle temporary Kings I remember by
the name of Harald Herdebred, Harald of the Broad Shoulders.

The very last of them I think was Harald Mund (Harald of the

Wry-Mouth], who gave rise to two Impostors, pretending to be

Sons of his, a good while after the poor Wry-Mouth itself and all

its troublesome belongings were quietly under ground. What

Norway suffered during that sad century may be imagined.

CHAPTER XIV.

SVERRIR AND DESCENDANTS, TO HAKON THE OLD.

THE end of it was, or rather the first abatement, and beginning

of the end, That, when all this had gone on ever worsening for

some forty years or so, one Sverrir (A.D. 1177), at the head of an

armed mob of poor people called Birkebeins, came upon the scene.

A strange enough figure in History, this Sverrir and his Birkebeins!

At first a mere mockery and dismal laughing-stock to the enlightened

Norway public. Nevertheless by unheard-of fighting, hungering,

exertion, and endurance, Sverrir, after ten years of such a death-

wrestle against men and things, got himself accepted as King ;
and

by wonderful expenditure of ingenuity, common cunning, unctuous

Parliamentary Eloquence or almost Popular Preaching, and (it

must be owned) general human faculty and valour (or value) in

the overclouded and 'distorted state, did victoriously continue such.

And founded a new Dynasty in Norway, which ended only with

Norway's separate existence, after near three hundred years.

This Sverrir called himself a Son of Harald Wry-Mouth ;
but

was in reality the son of a poor Comb-maker in some little town

of Norway; nothing heard of Sonship to Wry-Mouth till after
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good success otherwise. His Birkebeins (that is to say, Birchlegs ;

the poor rebellious wretches having taken to the woods
;
and been

obliged, besides their intolerable scarcity of food, to thatch their

bodies from the cold with whatever covering could be got, and

their legs especially with birch bark; sad species of fleecy hosiery;

whence their nickname), his Birkebeins I guess always to have

been a kind of Norse Jacquerie: desperate rising of thralls and

indigent people, driven mad by their unendurable sufferings and

famishing?, theirs the deepest stratum of misery, and the densest

and heaviest, in this the general misery of Norway, which had

lasted towards the third generation and looked as if it would last

forever : whereupon they had risen proclaiming, in this furious

dumb manner, ^^intelligible except to Heaven, that the same

could not, nor would not, be endured any longer ! And, by their

Sverrir, strange to say, they did attain a kind of permanent success
;

and, from being a dismal laughing-stock in Norway, came to be

important, and for a time all-important there. Their opposition

nicknames,
'

Baglcrs (from Bagall, ~baculus, bishop's staff; Bishop
Nicholas being chief Leader),'

'

Gold-legs' and the like obscure

terms (for there was still a considerable course of counter-fighting

ahead, and especially of counter-nicknaming), I take to have meant

in Norse prefigurement seven centuries ago,
'
bloated Aristocracy/

'

tyrannous Bourgeoisie? till, in the next century, these rents were

closed again !

King Sverrir, not himself bred to comb-making, had, in his fifth

year, gone to an uncle, Bishop in the Faroe Islands
;
and got some

considerable education from him, with a view to Priesthood on the

part of Sverrir. But, not liking that career, Sverrir had fled and

smuggled himself over to the Birkebeins
; who, noticing the learned

tongue, and other miraculous qualities of the man, proposed to

make him Captain of them
;
and even threatened to kill him if

he would not accept, which thus at the sword's point, as Sverrir

says, he was obliged to do. It was after this that he thought of

becoming son of Wry-Mouth and other higher things.

His Berkebeins and he had certainly a talent of campaigning
which has hardly ever been equalled. They fought like devils

against any odds of number; and before battle they have been

known to march six days together without food, except, perhaps,
the inner barks of trees, and in such clothing and shoeing as mere

birch bark : at one time, somewhere in the Dovrefjeld, there was

serious counsel held among them whether they should not all, as
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one man, leap down into the frozen gulfs and precipices, or at once

massacre one another wholly, and so finish. Of their conduct in

battle, fiercer than that of Baresarks, where was there ever seen

the parallel ? In truth they are a dim strange object to one, in

that black time; wondrously bringing light into it withal; and

proved to be, under such unexpected circumstances, the beginning
of better days !

Of Sverrir's public speeches there still exist authentic specimens ;

wonderful indeed, and much characteristic of such a Sverrir. A
comb-maker King, evidently meaning several good and solid things ;

and effecting them too, athwart such an element of Norwegian

chaos-come-again. His descendants and successors were a com-

paratively respectable kin. The last and greatest of them I shall

mention is Hakon VII., or Hakon the Old
; whose fame is still

lively among us, from the Battle of Largs at least.

CHAPTER XV.

HAKON THE OLD AT LARGS.

IN the Norse annals our famous Battle of Largs makes small

figure, or almost none at all among Hakon' s battles and feats.

They do say indeed, these Norse annalists, that the King of

Scotland, Alexander III. (who had such a fate among the crags
about Kinghorn in time coming), was very anxious to purchase
from King Hakon his sovereignty of the Western Isles

;
but that

Hakon pointedly refused
;
and at length, being again importuned

and bothered on the business, decided on giving a refusal that

could not be mistaken. Decided, namely, to go with a big

expedition, and look thoroughly into that wing of his Dominions
;

where no doubt much has fallen awry since Magnus Barefoot's

grand visit thither, and seems to be inviting the cupidity of bad

neighbours! "All this we will put right again," thinks Hakon,
" and gird it up into a safe and defensive posture." Hakon sailed

accordingly, with a strong fleet; adjusting and rectifying among
his Hebrides as he went along, and landing withal on the Scotch

coast to plunder and punish as he thought fit. The Scots say he

had claimed of them Arran, Bute, and the Two Cumbraes (" given
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my ancestors by Donald Bain," said Hakon, to the amazement of

the Scots)
"
as part of the Sudb'er

"
(Southern Isles) : so far from

selling that fine kingdom ! and that it was after taking both

Arran and Bute that he made his descent at Largs.
Of Largs there is no mention whatever in Norse books. But

beyond any doubt, such is the other evidence, Hakon did land

there
;
land and fight, not conquering, probably rather beaten

;

and very certainly 'retiring to his ships,' as in either case he

behoved to do ! It is further certain he was dreadfully maltreated

by the weather on those wild coasts
;
and altogether credible, as

the Scotch records bear, that he was so at Largs very specially.

The Norse Records or Sagas say merely, he lost many of his ships

by the tempests, and many of his men by land fighting in various

parts, tacitly including Largs, no doubt, which was the last of

these misfortunes to him. 'In the battle here he lost 15,000 men,

say the Scots, we 5,000
'

! Divide these numbers by ten, and the

excellently brief and lucid Scottish summary by Buchanan may be

taken as the approximately true and exact. 1 Date of the battle

is A.D. 1263.

To this day, on a little plain to the south of the village, now

town, of Largs, in Ayrshire, there are seen stone cairns and

monumental heaps, and, until within a century ago, one huge,

solitary, upright stone
;

still mutely testifying to a battle there,

altogether clearly, to this battle of King Hakon's
;
who by the

Norse records, too, was in these neighbourhoods at that same date,

and evidently in an aggressive, high kind of humour. For '

while
' his ships and army were doubling the Mull of Cantire, he had his

'own boat set on wheels, and therein, splendidly enough, had
'

himself drawn across the Promontory at a flatter part,' no doubt

with horns sounding, banners waving.
"
All to the left of me is

mine and Norway's," exclaimed Hakon in his triumphant boat

progress, which such disasters soon followed.

Hakon gathered his wrecks together, and sorrowfully made for

Orkney. It is possible enough, as our Guide Books now say, he

may have gone by lona, Mull, and the narrow seas inside of Skye ;

and that the Kyle-Akin, favourably known to sea-bathers in that

region, may actually mean the Kyle (narrow strait) of Hakon,
where Hakon may have dropped anchor, and rested for a little

while in smooth water and beautiful environment, safe from

equinoctial storms. But poor Hakon's heart was now broken.

1 Buchanani Hist. i. 130.
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He went to Orkney; died there in the winter; never beholding

Norway more.

He it was who got Iceland, which had been a Republic for four

centuries, united to his kingdom of Norway : a long and intricate

operation, much presided over by our Snorro Sturleson, so often

quoted here, who indeed lost his life (by assassination from his

sons-in-law) and out of great wealth sank at once into poverty of

zero, one midnight in his own cellar, in the course of that bad

business. Hakon was a great Politician in his time; and suc-

ceeded in many things before he lost Largs. Snorro's death by
murder had happened about twenty years before Hakon's by
broken heart. He is called Hakon the Old, though one finds his

age was but fifty-nine, probably a longish life for a Norway King.
Snorro's narrative ceases when Snorro himself was born

;
that is

to say, at the threshold of King Sverrir
;
of whose exploits and

doubtful birth it is guessed by some that Snorro willingly forbore

to speak in the hearing of such a Hakon.

CHAPTER XVI.

EPILOGUE.

HAARFAGE'S kindred lasted some three centuries in Norway ;

Sverrir's lasted into its third century there
;
how long after this,

among the neighbouring kinships, I did not inquire. For, by regal

affinities, consanguinities, and unexpected chances and changes,
the three Scandinavian kingdoms fell all peaceably together under

Queen Margaret, of the Calmar Union (A.D. 1897); and Norway,

incorporated now with Denmark, needed no more kings.

The History of these Haarfagrs has awakened in me many
thoughts : Of Despotism and Democracy, arbitrary government by
one and self-government (which means no government, or anarchy)

by all
;
of Dictatorship with many faults, and Universal Suffrage

with little possibility of any virtue. For the contrast between

Olaf Tryggveson and a Universal-Suffrage Parliament or an ' Im-

perial
'

Copper Captain has, in these nine centuries, grown to be

very great. And the eternal Providence that guides all this, and

produces alike these entities with their epochs, is not its course
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still through the great deep ? Does not it still speak to us, if

we have ears ? Here, clothed in stormy enough passions and

instincts, unconscious of any aim but their own satisfaction, is the

blessed beginning of Human Order, Regulation, and real Govern-

ment; there, clothed in a highly different, but again suitable

garniture of passions, instincts, and equally unconscious as to real

aim, is the accursed-looking ending (temporary ending) of Order,

Regulation, and Government
; very dismal to the sane onlooker

for the time being; not dismal to him otherwise, his hope,

too, being steadfast ! But here, at any rate, in this poor Norse

theatre, one looks with interest on the first transformation, so

mysterious and abstruse, of human Chaos into something of articu-

late Cosmos
;
witnesses the wild and strange birth-pangs of Human

Society, and reflects that without something similar (little as men

expect such now), no Cosmos of human society ever was got into

existence, nor can ever again be.

The violences, fightings, crimes ah yes, these seldom fail, and

they are very lamentable. But always, too, among those old

populations, there was one saving element; the now want of

which, especially the unlamented want, transcends all lamentation.

Here is one of those strange, piercing, winged-words of Ruskin,
which has in it a terrible truth for us in these epochs now come :

'

My friends, the follies of modern Liberalism, many and great
'

though they be, are practically summed in this denial or neglect
'of the quality and intrinsic value of things. Its rectangular
'

beatitudes, and spherical benevolences, theology of universal

'indulgence, and jurisprudence which will hang no rogues, mean,
'one and all of them, in the root, incapacity of discerning, or

'refusal to discern, worth and unworth in anything, and least of
'

all in man
;
whereas Nature and Heaven command you, at your

'

peril, to discern worth from unworth in everything, and most of
'all in man. Your main problem is that ancient and trite one,
' " Who is best man ?

"
and the Fates forgive much, forgive the

'wildest, fiercest, cruelest experiments, if fairly made for the
'

determination of that. Theft and bloodguiltiness are not pleasing
'in their sight; yet the favouring powers of the spiritual and
'material world will confirm to you your stolen goods, and their

'noblest voices applaud the lifting of your spear, and rehearse the
'

sculpture of your shield, if only your robbing and slaying have
' been in fair arbitrament of that question,

" Who is best man ?
"

' But if you refuse such inquiry, and maintain every man for his
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'neighbour's match, if you give vote to the simple and liberty to
'

the vile, the powers of those spiritual and material worlds in due
' time present you inevitably with the same problem, soluble now
'

only wrong side upwards ;
and your robbing and slaying must be

' done then to find out,
" Who is worst man ?

"
Which, in so wide

' an order of merit, is, indeed, not easy ;
but a complete Tammany

'Ring, and lowest circle in the Inferno of Worst, you are sure to
'

find, and to be governed by.'
l

All readers will admit that there was something naturally royal
in these Haarfagr Kings. A wildly great kind of kindred

;
counts

in it two Heroes of a high, or almost highest, type : the first two

Olafs, Tryggveson and the Saint. And the view of them, withal,

as we chance to have it, I have often thought, how essentially

Homeric it was : indeed what is
' Homer '

himself but the Rhap-

sody of five centuries of Greek Skalds and wandering Ballad-

singers, done (i. e.
'

stitched together ') by somebody more musical

than Snorro was ? Olaf Tryggveson and Olaf Saint please me

quite as well in their prosaic form
; offering me the truth of them

as if seen in their real lineaments by some marvellous opening

(through the art of Snorro) across the black strata of the ages.

Two high, almost among the highest sons of Nature, seen as they

veritably were ; fairly comparable or superior to god-like Achilleus,

goddess-wounding Diomedes, much more to the two Atreidai,

Regulators of the Peoples.
I have also thought often what a Book might be made of

Snorro, did there but arise a man furnished with due literary

insight, and indefatigable diligence; who, faithfully acquainting
himself with the topography, the monumental relics and illustrative

actualities of Norway, carefully scanning the best testimonies as to

place and time which that country can still give him, carefully the

best collateral records and chronologies of other countries, and who,
himself possessing the highest faculty of a Poet, could, abridging,

arranging, elucidating, reduce Snorro to a polished Cosmic state,

unweariedly purging away his much chaotic matter ! A modern

'highest kind of Poet,' capable of unlimited slavish labour withal
;

who, I fear, is not soon to be expected in this world, or likely

to find his task in the Heimskringla if he did appear here.

1 Fors Clavigera, Letter XIV. pp. 8-10.
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THEODORE BEZA, in the beginning of the year 1580, published
at Geneva a well-printed, clearly expressed, and on the whole con-

siderate and honest little volume, in the Latin tongue, purporting
to be '

Icones, that is to say, true Portraits, of men illustrious in the

Keformation of Religion and Restoration of Learning :

' l Volume
of perhaps 250 pages, but in fact not numerically paged at all,

which is sometimes described as 4to, but is in reality 8vo rather,

though expanded by the ample margin into something of a square
form. It is dedicated to King James VI. of Scotland; then a

small rather watery boy hardly yet fourteen, but the chief Pro-

testant King then extant
;
the first Icon of all being that of James

himself. The Dedication has nothing the least of fulsome or even

panegyrical ;
and is in fact not so much a Dedication as a longish

preface, explanatory of Beza's impulse towards publishing such a

book, namely, the delight he himself has in contemplating the

face of any heroic friend of Letters and of true Religion; and

defending himself withal, to us superfluously enough, against any

imputation of idolatry or image-worship, which scrupulous critics

might cast upon him, since surely painting and engraving are

permissible to mankind
;
and that, for the rest, these Icons are

by no means to be introduced into God's House, but kept as

1
Icones, id est Verm Imagines, Virorum doctrind simul et pietate illustrium,

quorum prcecipue ministerio partim bonarum Literarum studio, sunt restitute!,,

partim vera Religio in variis Orbis Christiani regionibus, nostrd patrumque
memorid fuit instaurata : additis eorundem vitce & operce descriptionibus, quihus

adiectce sunt nonmdloe picture quas Emblemata vacant. Tlieodoro Sezd Auctore.

Geneva. Apud Joannem Laonium. M.D.LXXX.
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private furniture in your own. The only praise he bestows on

James is the indisputable one that he is head of a most Protestant

nation
;
that he is known to have fine and most promising facul-

ties; which may God bring to perfection, to the benefit of his own
and many nations

;
of which there is the better hope, as he is in

the mean while under the tuition of two superlative men, Dominus

Georgius Buchananus, the facile princeps in various literary respects,

and Dominus Petrus Junius (or Jonck, as it is elsewhere called,

meaning
'

Young '),
also a man of distinguished merit.

The Royal Icon, which stands on the outside, and precedes the

Dedication, is naturally the first of all : fit ornament to the vesti-

bule of the whole work a half-ridiculous half-pathetic protecting

genius, of whom this (opposite) is the exact figure.

Some Four Score other personages follow; of personages four

score, but of Icons only Thirty-eight; Beza, who clearly had a

proper wish to secure true portraits, not having at his command

any further supply ;
so that in forty-three cases there is a mere

frame of a woodcut, with nothing but the name of the individual

who should have filled it, given.
A certain French translator of the Book, who made his appear-

ance next year, Simon Goulart, a French friend, fellow preacher,
and distinguished co-presbyter of Beza's, of whom there will be

much farther mention soon, seems to have been better supplied
than Beza with engravings. He has added from his own resources

Eleven new Icons; many of them better than the average of

Beza's, and of special importance some of them
;
for example that

of Wickliffe, the deep-lying tap-root of the whole tree
;
to want

whose portrait and have nothing but a name to offer was surely a

want indeed. Goulart's Wickliffe gratifies one not a little
;
and to

the open-minded reader who has any turn for physiognomic in-

quiries is very interesting ;
a most substantial and effective looking

man
; easily conceivable as Wickliffe, though, as in my own case,

one never saw a portrait of him before; a solid, broad-browed,

massive-headed man; strong nose, slightly aquiline, beard of

practical length and opulent growth; evidently a thoughtful,

cheerful, faithful and resolute man
;
to whom indeed a very great

work was appointed in this world
;
that of inaugurating the new

Reformation and new epoch in Europe, with results that have

been immense, not yet completed but expanding in our own day
with an astonishing, almost alarming swiftness of development.
This is among the shortest of all the Icon articles or written com-
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mentaries in Beza's Work. We translate it entire, as a specimen

of Beza's well-meant, but too often vague, and mostly inane per-

formance in these enterprises ;
which to the most zealous reader

of his own time could leave so little of distinct information, and to

most readers of our own, none at all
;
the result little more than

inter) ectional, a pious emotion towards Heaven and the individual

mentioned ;
result very vague indeed.

IN YTRVNQVE
PARATVS.

Wickliffe.
' Let this, England, be thy greatest honour forever

' that thou didst- produce John Wickliffe (albeit thou hast since
' somewhat stained that honour) ;

the first after so many years that
' dared to declare war against the Roman Harlot, who audaciously
' mocked the Kings of Europe, intoxicated with her strong drink.
' This effort was so successful that ever since that Wicked One
' has been mortally wounded by the blow which Wickliffe by the
' sword of the Word of God dealt to her. And although for a
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'

time the wound appeared to be closed, since then it has always
'burst open again; and finally, by the grace of God, remains

'incurable. Nothing was wanting to thee, excellent champion,
'

except the martyr's crown
;
which not being able to obtain in

'

thy life, thou didst receive forty years after thy death, when thy
' bones were burnt to powder by Antichrist

;
who by that single

'

act of wickedness has forever branded himself with the stamp of

'cruelty, and has acquired for thee a glory so much the more
'

splendid.

'John Wickliffe flourished in the year 1372. He died after

'diverse combats, in the year 1387. His bones were burnt at

'Oxford in the year 1410.'

No, not at Oxford, but at Lutterworth in Leicestershire, as old

Fuller memorably tells us :

' Such the spleen of the Council of Con-
'

stance/ says he,
'

they not only cursed his memory, as dying an
'

obstinate heretic, but ordered that his bones (with this charitable
'

caution,
"
if it," the body,

"
may be discerned from the bodies of

' other faithful people,") be taken out of the ground and thrown

'far off from any Christian burial. In obedience hereunto, Richard
'

Fleming, Bishop of Lincoln, Diocesan of Lutterworth, sent his
'

officers (vultures with a quick-sight scent at a dead carcase) to

'ungrave him accordingly. To Lutterworth they come, Sumuer,
'

Commissary Official, Chancellor, Proctors, Doctors, and the
'
servants (so that the remnant of the body would not hold out a

' bone against so many hands), take what was left out of the grave
' and burnt them to ashes, and cast them into Swift, a neighbour-
'

ing brook running hard by. Thus this brook hath conveyed his
' ashes into Avon, Avon into Severn, Severn into the narrow Seas,
' and they into the main Ocean. And thus the ashes of Wickliffe

'are the emblem of his doctrine, which now is dispersed all the
'
world over.'

2

Beza's selection of subjects to figure in this book of Icons is

by no means of fanatically exclusive, or even straitlaced character.

Erasmus, a tolerably good portrait, and a mild, laudatory, gentle,

and apologetic account of the man, is one of his figures. The

Printers, Etienne, Froben, for their eximious services in the cause

of good letters, bonarum literarum ; nay King Francis I. is intro-

duced in gallant beaver and plume, with his surely very considerable

failings well veiled in shadow, and hardly anything but eulogy, on

the score of his beneficences to the Paris University, and probably
2 Fuller's Church History, Section ii Book iv.
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withal of the primitive fact that he was Beza's King. 'Sham

Bishops, pseudo-episeopi' 'cruel murderers of God's messengers/
'servants of Satan/ and the like hard terms are indeed never

wanting ;
but on the whole a gentle and quiet frame of mind is

traceable in Beza throughout ;
and one almost has the suspicion

that, especially as his stock both of Icons and of facts is so poor,

one considerable subsidiary motive to the publication may have

been the Forty Emblems, 'pictures quas EmUemata vacant' pretty
little engravings, and sprightly Latin verse, which follow on these

poor prose Icons
;
and testify to all the intelligent world that Beza's

fine poetic vein is still flowing, and without the much-censured

erotic, or other impure elements, which caused so much scandal in

his younger days.

About the middle of the Book turns up a brief, vague eulogy
of the Reformation in Scotland, with only two characters intro-

duced
;
Patrick Hamilton, the Scottish proto-martyr, as second in

the list; and, in frank disregard of the chronology, as first and

leading figure,
' Johannes Cnoxus Giffordiensis Scotus

;

'

and to the

surprise of every reader acquainted with the character of Knox, as

written indelibly, and in detail, in his words and actions legible to

this day, the following strange Icon
; very difficult indeed to accept

as a bodily physiognomy of the man you have elsewhere got an

image of for yourself, by industrious study of these same.

Surely quite a surprising individual to have kindled all Scotland,

within few years, almost within few months, into perhaps the

noblest flame of sacred human zeal, and brave determination to

believe only what it found completely believable, and to defy the

whole world and the devil at its back, in unsubduable defence of

the same. Here is a gentleman seemingly of a quite eupeptic, not

to say stolid and thoughtless frame of mind
;
much at his ease in

Zion, and content to take things as they come, if only they will

let him digest his victuals, and sleep in a whole skin. Knox, you
can well perceive, in all his writings and in all his way of life, was

emphatically of Scottish build; eminently a national specimen;
in fact what we might denominate the most Scottish of Scots, and

to this day typical of all the qualities which belong nationally to

the very choicest Scotsmen we have known, or had clear record

of: utmost sharpness of discernment and discrimination, courage

enough, and, what is still better, no particular consciousness of

courage, but a readiness in all simplicity to do and dare whatso-

ever is commanded by the inward voice of native manhood ;
on

JOHN KNOX. D D
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the whole a beautiful and simple but complete incompatibility
with whatever is false in word or conduct; inexorable contempt
and detestation of what in modern speech is called humbug.

Nothing hypocritical, foolish, or untrue can find harbour in this

man; a pure, and mainly silent, tenderness of affection is in

him, touches of genial humour are not wanting under his severe

austerity; an occasional growl of sarcastic indignation against

malfeasance, falsity, and stupidity ;
indeed secretly an extensive

fund of that disposition, kept mainly silent, though inwardly in

daily exercise
;
a most clear-cut, hardy, distinct, and effective man

;

fearing God and without any other fear. Of all this you in vain

search for the smallest trace in this poor Icon of Beza's. No
feature of a Scottish man traceable there, nor indeed, you would

say, of any man at all
;
an entirely insipid, expressionless indi-

viduality, more like the wooden Figure-head of a ship than a living

and working man; highly unacceptable to every physiognomic
reader and knower of Johannes Cnoxus Giffordiensis Scotus.

Under these circumstances it is not a surprise, and is almost a

consolation, to find that Beza has as little knowledge of Knox's

biography as of his natural face. Nothing here, or hardly anything
but a blotch of ignorant confusion. The year of Knox's birth is

unknown to Beza, the place very indistinctly known. Beza reports

him to have studied with great distinction under John Major at

St. Andrews; the fact being that he was one winter under Major
at Glasgow, but never under Major at St. Andrews, nor ever a

university student elsewhere at all; that his admired neological

prelections at St. Andrews are a creature of the fancy ;
and in short

that Beza's account of that early period is mere haze and ignorant

hallucination. Having received the order of priesthood, thinks

Beza, he set to lecturing in a so valiantly neological tone in Edin-

burgh and elsewhere that Cardinal Beaton could no longer stand it
;

but truculently summoned him to appear in Edinburgh on a given

day, and give account of himself; whereupon Knox, evading the

claws of this man-eater, secretly took himself away
'

to Hamestonum,'

a town or city unknown to geographers, ancient or modern, but

which, according to Beza, was then and there the one refuge of the

pious, unicum tune piorum asylum. Towards this refuge Cardinal

Beaton thereupon sent assassins (entirely imaginary), who would

for certain have cut off Knox in his early spring, had not God's

providence commended him to the care of
'

Langudrius, a principal

nobleman in Scotland,' by whom his precious life was preserved.
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This town of
'

Hamestonum, sole refuge of the pious,' and this

protective
'

Langudrius, a principal nobleman/ are extremely
wonderful to the reader; and only after a little study do you
discover that

'

Langudrius, a principal nobleman,' is simply the Laird

of Langniddry, and that ' Hamestonum '

the city of refuge is Cock-
burn the Laird of Ormiston's ; both of whom had Sons in want of

JOANNES CNOXYS.

education
;
three in all, two of Langniddry's and one of Ormiston's,

who, especially the first, had been lucky enough to secure John

Knox's services as tutor ! The rest of the narrative is almost

equally absurd, or only saved from being so by its emptiness and

vagueness ;
and the one certain fact we come upon is that of

Knox's taking leave of his congregation, and shortly afterwards

ordaining in their presence his successor, chosen by them and him,

followed by his death in fifteen days, dates all accurately given ;
on

D D 2
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which latter point, what is curious to consider, Beza must have had

exact information, not mere rumour.

From all this we might infer that Beza had never personally had

the least acquaintance with Knox, never in all likelihood seen him

with eyes ;
which latter on strict examination-of the many accurate

particulars to be found in the Lives of Beza, and especially in

Bayle's multifarious details about him, comes to seem your legiti-

mate conclusion. Knox's journeys to Geneva, and his two several

residences, as preacher to the Church of the English Exiles there,

do not coincide with Beza's contemporary likelihoods
;
nor does

Beza seem to have been a person whom Knox would have cared

to seek out. Beza was at Lausanne, teaching Greek, and not

known otherwise than as a much-censured, fashionable young
Frenchman and too erotic poet ; nothing of theological had yet
come from him, except, while Knox was far off, the questionable

Apology for Calvin's burning of Servetus, which cannot have had

much charm for Knox, a man by no means fond of public burning
as an. argument in matters of human belief, rather the reverse by
all symptoms we can trace in him. During Knox's last and most

important ministration in Geneva, Beza, still officially Professor of

Greek at Lausanne, was on an intricate mission from the French

Huguenots to the Protestant Princes of Germany, and did not come
to settle in Geneva till Spring 1559, several months after Knox
had permanently left it.

Directly after finishing his Book, Beza naturally forwarded a

copy to Edinburgh, to the little patron Sovereign there
; probably

with no writing in it
;
there being such a comfortable Dedication

and Frontispiece to the Book, but along with it a short letter to

Buchanan, the little King's Head-Tutor, of which happily there is

a copy still preserved to us, and ready translated, as follows :

'

Behold, my dear Buchanan, a notable instance of double

'extravagance in a single act; affording an illustration of the
'

characteristic phrenzy of poets, provided you admit me to a

'participation of that title. I have been guilty of trifling with a

'serious subject, and have dedicated my trifles to a king. If with
'

your usual politeness, and in consideration of our ancient friend-

'ship, you should undertake to excuse both these circumstances
'

to the King, I trust the matter will have a fortunate issue : but
'

if you refuse, I shall be disappointed in my expectations. The
'

scope of this little Work, such as it is, you will learn from
'

the preface ; namely that the King, when he shall be aware of
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'

the high expectations which he has excited in all the Churches,
'

may at the same time, delighted with those various and excellent
'

examples, become more and more familiar with his duty. Of this
' Work I likewise send a copy to you, that is, owls to Athens ;

and

'request you to accept it as a token of my regard. My late
'

Paraphrase of the Psalms, if it has reached your country, will I
'

hope inspire you with the design of reprinting your own, to the
'

great advantage of the Church : and, believe me, it is not so much
'

myself as the whole Church that entreats you to accelerate this

'scheme. Farewell, excellent man. May the Lord Jesus bless
'

your hoary hairs more and more, and long preserve you for our

'sake. Geneva, March the sixteenth, 1580.' 3

What Buchanan or the King thought of this Book, especially of

the two Icons, Johannes Cnoxus and the little silver Pepperbox of

a King, we have not anywhere the slightest intimation. But one

little fact, due to the indefatigable scrutiny and great knowledge
of Mr. David Laing, seems worthy of notice. This is an excerpt

from the Scottish Royal Treasurer's accounts, of date, Junij 1581

(one of the volumes not yet printed) :

'

Itim, To Adrianc Vaensoun, Fleming painter, for twa pictnris
'

painted be him, and send
'

(sent}
'

to Theodorus Besa, conforme to

'

arie precept as the samin producit upon compt beris 81 10s' (14s.

2rf. sterling).

The Ittm and Adrianc indicate a clerk of great ignorance. In

Painters' Dictionaries there is no such name as Vaensoun
;
but

there is a famous enough Vansomer, or even family or clan of

Vansomers, natives of Antwerp; one of whom, Paulus Vansomer,

is well known to have painted with great acceptance at King
James's Court in England (from 1606 to 1620). He died here in

1621; and is buried in St.-Martin's-in-the-Fields : Eximius pictor.

It is barely possible this
'

Fleming painter
'

may have been some

individual of these Vansomers
;
but of course the fact can never be

ascertained. Much more interesting would it be to know what

Theodorus Beza made of the ' twa picturis
' when they reached

him at Geneva; and where, if at all in remni naturd, they now

are ! All we can guess, if there be any possibility of conjecturing

so much in the vague is, That these twa picturis might be portraits

of His Majesty and Johannes Cnoxus by an artist of some real

ability, intended as a silent protest against the Beza Pepper-box
3 Buchanani JEpistoke, p. 28. Translated by Dr. Irving, Life and Writings

of George Buchanan (Edinburgh, 1807), p. 184.
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and Figure -head, in case the Icones ever came to a second edition
;

which it never did.

Unknown to his Scottish Majesty, and before the ' Adrianc Yaen-

soun
'

pictures got under way, or at least before they were paid for,

Monsieur Simon Goulart had got out his French translation of

Beza's Book
;
and with sufficient emphasis contradicted one of the

above two Icons, that of
' Jean Cnoxe de Gifford en Ecosse,' the

alone important of the two. Goulart had come to Geneva some

eight or nine years before
;
was at this time Beza's esteemed

colleague and co-presbyter, ultimately Beza's successor in the chief

clerical position at Geneva; a man already distinguished in the

world
;

'

wrote twenty-one books/ then of lively acceptance in the

theological or literary world, though now fallen dim enough to

mankind. Goulart's Book had the same publisher as Beza's last

year, Apud Joannem Laonium ; and contains a kind of preface

or rather postscript, for it is introduced at the end of the Icons, and

before his translation of the Emblems, which latter, as will be

seen, he takes no notice of; nor in regard to the Icons is there a

word said of the eleven new woodcuts, for most part of superior

quality, which Goulart had furnished to his illustrious friend
;
but

only some apology for the straggle of French verses, which he has

been at the pains to introduce in his own zealous person at the

end of many of the Icons. As the piece is short, and may slightly

illustrate the relations of Author and Translator, we give it here

entire ;

'Au Lecteur.

'Du consentement de M. Theodore de Besze, fay traduit ce livre, le

1

plus fidelement qu'il ma este" possible. Au reste, apres la description
'
des personnes illustresfai adjouste' quelgues vers franqais a chacun,

'exprimant commefaipeu les e'pigrammes Latins de I'auteur la ott

' Us se so-fit rencontrez, et fournissant les autres vers de ma rude inven-
'

tion : ce que fay voulu vous faire entendre, a/in quon n'imputast
' a I'auteur choses qu'il eust pen, agencer trop m-ieux sans comparaison,
'

si le temps lui eust permis ce faire, et si son esprit eust cndine" a y
'
mettre la main'

Goulart's treatment of his, Beza's, original is of the most con-

scientious exactitude; the translation everywhere correct to a

comma; true everywhere to Beza's meaning, and wherever possible,

giving a touch to new lucidity ;
he uses the same woodcuts that
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Beza did, phis only his own eleven, of which, as already said, there

is no mention or hint. In one instance, and not in any other, has

an evident misfortune befallen him, in the person of his printer ;

the printer had two woodcuts to introduce
;
one of Jean Diaze,

a tragic Spanish Protestant, fratricidally murdered at Neuburg in

the Oberpfalz, 1546, the other of Melchior Wolmar, an early

German friend and loved intimate of Beza's, from whom Beza,

JEAN CNOX DE GIFFORD
EJtt ESCOSSE

at Orleans, had learned Greek ; the two Icons in outline have a

certain vague similarity, which had deceived the too hasty printer

of Goulart, who, after inserting Beza's Icon of Diaze, again inserts

it, instead of Wolmar, This is the one mistake or palpable over-

sight discoverable in Goulart's accurately conscientious labour,

which everywhere else reproduces Beza as in a clear mirror. But

there is one other variation, not, as it seems to us, by mere over-

sight of printer or pressman, but by clear intention on the part of
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Goulart, which is of the highest interest to our readers : the

notable fact, namely, that Goulart has, of his own head, silently

altogether withdrawn the Johannes Cnoxus of Beza, and sub-

stituted for it this now adjoined Icon, one of his own eleven, which

has no relation or resemblance whatever to the Beza likeness, or

to any other ever known of Knox. A portrait recognisably not of

Knox at all; but of William Tyndale translator of the Bible, a

fellow exile of Knox's at Geneva; which is found repeated in all

manner of collections, and is now everywhere accepted as Tyndale's
likeness !

This surely is a wonderful transaction on the part of con-

scientious, hero-worshipping Goulart towards his hero Beza
;
and

indeed will seem to most persons to be explicable only on the

vague hypothesis that some old or middle-aged inhabitant of

Geneva, who had there sometimes transiently seen Knox, twenty-
one years ago (Knox had left Geneva in January 1559, and, preach-

ing to a group of poor English exiles, probably was never very

conspicuous there), had testified to Beza or to Goulart that the

Beza Figure-head was by no means a likeness of Knox
;
which

fatal information, on inquiry, had been confirmed into clear proof
in the negative, and that Beza and Goulart had thereupon become

convinced, and Goulart, with Beza, taking a fresh, and again

unfortunate departure, had agreed that here was the real Dromio,

and had silently inserted William Tyndale accordingly. This is

only a vague hypothesis, for why did not the old or middle-aged
inhabitant of Geneva testify with equal certainty that the Tyndale
woodcut was just as little a likeness of Knox, and check Goulart

and Beza in their new unfortunate adventure ? But to us the

conclusion, which is not hypothetical at all, must surely be that

neither Beza nor Goulart had any knowledge whatever of the real

physiognomy or figure of Johannes Cnoxus, and in all subsequent
researches on that subject are to be considered mutually annihi-

lative; and any testimony they could give mere zero, and of no

account at all.

This, however, was by no means the result which actually
followed. Twenty-two years after this of Beza (1602), a Dutch

Theologian, one Verheiden, whose knowledge of theological Icons

was probably much more distinct than Beza's, published at the

Hague a folio entitled Prccstantium aliquot Thcologorum &c. Effigies,

in which Knox figures in the following new form
; done, as the

signature bears, by Hondius, an Kngraver of known merit, but
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cognisant seemingly of Beza's Book only, and quite ignorant of

Goulart's translation and its Tyndale Knox
;
who presents us, to

our surprise, on this occasion, with the portrait given below;

considerably more alive and credible as a human being than Beza's

Figure-head ;
and bearing on it the monogram of Hondius ; so

that at least its authorship is indisputable.

This, as the reader sees, represents to us a much more effective-

looking man in matters of reformation or vigorous action; in fact

it has a kind of brow-beating or almost bullying aspect ;
a decidedly

self-sufficient man, but with no trace of feature in him that phy-

siognomically can remind us of Knox. The river of beard flowing

from it is grander than that in the Figure-head, and the Book

there, with its right-hand reminding you of a tied-up bundle of
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carrots supporting a kind of loose little volume, are both charitably
withdrawn. This woodcut, it appears, pleased the late Sir David

Wilkie best of all the Portraits he had seen, and was copied or

imitated by him in that notable Picture of his,
' Knox preaching

before Queen Mary,' one of the most impossible pictures ever

painted by a man of such indubitable genius, including therein

piety, enthusiasm, and veracity, in brief the probably intolerablest

figure that exists of Knox
;
and from one of the noblest of Scottish

painters the least expected. Such by accident was the honour

done to Hondius's impossible Knox
;
not to our advantage, but the

contrary. All artists agree at once that this of Hondius is nothing
other than an improved reproduction of the old Beza Figure-head ;

the face is turned to the other side, but the features are preserved,
so far as adding some air at least of animal life would permit ;

the

costume, carefully including the little patch of ruffles under the

jaw, is reproduced ;
and in brief the conclusion is that Hondius or

Verheiden had no doubt but the Beza portrait, though very dead

and boiled-looking, had been essentially like
;
and needed only a

little kindling up from its boiled condition to be satisfactory to the

reader. Goulart's French Translation of Beza, and the substitution

of the Tyndale figure there, as we have said, seems to be unknown

to Verheiden and his Hondius; indeed Verheiden's library, once

furnished with a Beza, having no use for a poor Interpretation.

In fact we should rather guess the success of Goulart in foreign

parts, remote from Geneva and its reading population, to have

been inconsiderable
;
at least in Scotland and England, where no

mention of it or allusion to it is made, and where the Book at this

day is fallen extremely scarce in comparison with Beza's
;
no copy

to be found in the British Museum, and dealers in old books

testifying that it is of extreme rarity ;
and would now bring, said

one experienced-looking old man, perhaps twenty guineas. Beza's

boiled Figure-head appears to have been regarded as the one

canonical Knox, and the legitimate function of every limner of

Knox to be that of Hondius, the reproduction of the Beza Figure-

head, with such improvements and invigorations as his own best

judgment or happiest fancy might suggest. Of the Goulart sub-

stitution of Tyndale for Knox, there seems to have been no notice

or remembrance anywhere, or if any, then only a private censure

and suppression of the Goulart and his Tyndale. Meanwhile, such

is the wild chaos of the history of bad prints, the whirligig of time

did bring about its revenge upon poor Beza. In Les Portraits dcs
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Homines Illustres qui ont le plus contribue" au Re"tablissement des

belles lettres et de la vraye Eeligion (X Geneve, 1673), the woodcut

of Knox is contentedly given, as Goulart gave it in his French

Translation; and for that of Beza himself the boiled Figure-

head, which Beza denominated Knox ! The little silver Pepper-
box is likewise given again there as portrait of Jacobus VI.,

Jacobus who had, in the mean time, grown to full stature, and

died some fifty years ago. For not in Nature, but only in some

chaos thrice confounded, with Egyptian darkness superadded, is

there to be found any history comparable to that of old bad prints.

For example, of that disastrous old Figure-head, produced to view

by Beza, who or what did draw it, when or from what authority, if

any, except that evidently some human being did, and presumably
from some original or other, must remain for ever a mystery. In

a large Granger, fifty or sixty big folios, and their thousands of

prints, I have seen a summary collection, of the latter part of

Elizabeth's reign, of some fourteen or fifteen Heroes of the

Reformation, Knox among them
;
all flung down in the form of

big circular blotch, like the opened eggs for an omelet, and among
these fourteen or fifteen egg-yolks, hardly two of which you could

determine even what they wished to resemble.

For the last century or so, by far the most famed and trusted of

Scottish Knox Portraits has been that in the possession of the

Torphichen family, at Calder House, some twelve or more miles

from Edinburgh. This Picture was public here in the Portrait

Exhibition in 1869, and a photograph or attempt at photograph
was taken of it, but with little success, the colours having mostly

grown so black. By the great kindness of the now Lord Torphi-

chen, the Picture was, with prompt and conspicuous courtesy,
which I shall not soon forget, sent up again for inspection here,

and examination by artistic judges; and was accordingly so

examined and inspected by several persons of eminence in that

department ;
all of whom were, almost at first sight, unanimous in

pronouncing it to be a picture of no artistic merit
; impossible to

ascribe it to any namable painter, having no style or worth in it,

as a painting ; guessable to be perhaps under a century old, and

very clearly an improved copy from the Beza Figure-head. Of
course no photographing was attempted on our part; but along
with it there had been most obligingly sent a copy of the late

Mr. Penny of Calder's engraving j
a most meritorious and exact
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performance, of which no copy was discoverable in the London

shops, though, at Mr. Graves's and elsewhere, were found one or

two others of much inferior exactitude to Mr. Penny's engraving :

of this a photograph was taken, which, in the form of woodcut,
is on the next page subjoined.

This Torphichen Picture is essentially like the Beza woodcut,

though there has been a strenuous attempt on the part of the

hopelessly incompetent Painter to improve upon it, successful

chiefly in the matter of the bunch of carrots, which is rendered

almost like a human hand
;
for the rest its original at once declares

itself, were it only by the loose book held in said hand
; by the

form of the nose and the twirl of ruffles under the left cheek
;

clearly a bad picture, done in oil, some generations ago, for which

the Beza Figure-head served as model, accidentally raised to

pictorial sovereignty by the vox populi of Scotland. On the back

of the canvas, in clear, strong hand, by all appearance less than a

century old, are written these word :

'

Rev. Mr. John Knox. The
'

first sacrament of the Supper given in Scotland after the Reforma-
'

tion, was dispensed by him in this hall.' A statement, it appears,

which is clearly erroneous, if that were of much moment. The

Picture as a guide to the real likeness of Knox was judged by us

to offer no help whatever
;
but does surely testify to the Protestant

zeal of some departed Lord Torphichen ;
and indeed it is not

improbable that the conspicuous fidelity of that noble house in all

its branches to Knox and his Reformation, from first to last, through
all his and its perils and struggles, has been the chief cause of

its singular currency in Scotland, in the later generation or two.

Certain the picture is a poor and altogether commonplace repro-

duction of the Beza Figure-head ;
and has nevertheless, as I am

assured by judgments better than my own, been the progenitor of

all, or nearly all, the incredible Knoxes, the name of which is now

legion. Nearly all, I said, not quite all, for one or two set up to

be originals, not said by whom, and seem to partake more of the

Hondius type ; having a sullen or sulky expression superadded
to the self-sufficiency and copious river of beard, bestowed by
Hondius.

The so-called original Knox, still in Glasgow University, is thus

described to me by a friendly Scottish artist, Mr. Robert Tait,

Queen Anne Street, of good faculties and opportunities in such

things, as of doubtful derivation from the Beza Icon, though

engraved and recommended as such by Pinkerton, and as being an
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'

altogether weak and foolish head.' From the same artist I also

learn that the bronze figure in the monument at Glasgow is a

visible derivative from Beza, through Torphichen. And in brief

this poor Figure-head has produced, and is still producing, through
various venters, a quite Protean pecus of incredible portraits of

THE TORPHICHEN PORTRAIT.

Knox
;

the latest of note, generally known, is M'Crie's frontis-

piece to the Life of Knox, and probably the most widely spread in

our generation that given in Chambers's Biographical Dictionary.

A current portrait, I suppose, of the last century, although there is

no date on it,
'
in the possession of Miss Knox of Edinburgh, painted
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by De Vos,' has some air of generic difference, but is evidently

of filiality to Hondius or Torphichen withal
;
and as to its being

painted by De Vos, there is no trace of that left visible, nor of Miss

Kuox, the once proprietress ;
not to add, that there is a whole clan

of Dutch De Voses, and no Christian name for the Miss Knox one.

Another picture not without impressiveness has still its original in

Holyrood House ;
and is thought to be of some merit and of a

different clan from the Torphichen ;
but with a pair of compasses

in the hand of it, instead of a Bible
;
and indeed has been dis-

covered by Mr. Laing to be the portrait of an architect or master-

builder, and to be connected merely with the sedilities, not with

the theologies of Holyrood House. A much stranger
'

original

Picture of Knox '

is still to be found in Hamilton Palace, but it

represents unfortunately, not the Prophet of the Reformation, but

to all appearance the professional Merry Andrew of that family.
Another artist friend of great distinction, Mr. J. E. Boehm, sculptor,

sums up his first set of experiences, which have since been

carried to such lengths and depths, in these words, dated January
28, 1874 :

'I called to thank you for the loan of John Knox's portrait'

(Engraving of the Somerville, of which there will be speech enough
by and by),

' and to beg you to do me the favour of looking at the
'

sketches which I have modelled, and to give me your valuable
'

opinion about them. I have just been to the British Museum,
' and have seen engravings after four pictures of John Knox. The
'

only one which looks done from Nature, and a really character-
'

istic portrait, is that of which you have a print. It is I find from
' a picture

" in the possession of Lord Somerville." Two more,
' which are very like each other in quality, and in quantity of
' beard and garments, are, one in the possession of a Miss Knox of
'

Edinburgh (painted by De Vos), the other at Calder House (Lord
'

Torphichen's). The fourth, which is very bad, wherein he is

'represented laughing like a "
Hofnarr" is from a painting in

* Hamilton Palace
;
but cannot possibly have been the, John Knox,

'

as he has a turned-up nose and looks funny.'

But enough now, and more than enough, of the soul-confusing

spectacle of Proteus driving all his monstrous flock, product of

chaos, to view the lofty mountains and the sane minds of men.
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IT.

WILL the reader consent, at this stage of our little enterprise, to

a few notices or excerpts direct from Knox himself; from his own

writings and actions ? perhaps it may be possible from these, even

on the part of outsiders and strangers to Knox, to catch some

glimpses of his inward physiognomy, though all credible traces of

his outward or bodily lineaments appear hitherto to have fallen

impossible. Here is a small touch of mirth on the part of Knox,
from whom we are accustomed to expect very opposite things. It

is the report of a Sermon by one Arth, a Black or Gray Friar of

the St. Andrews neighbourhood, seemingly a jocular person, though
not without serious ideas: Sermon, which was a discourse on

'Cursing' (Clerical Excommunication), a thing the priests were

wonderfully given to at that time, had been preached first in

Dundee, and had got for poor Arth from certain jackmen of the

Bishop of Brechin, instead of applause, some hustling and even

cuffing, followed by menaces and threatened tribulation from the

Bishop himself; till Arth got permission to deliver his sermon

again in the Kirk of St. Andrews to a distinguished audience
;
who

voted the purport and substance of it to be essentially true and

justifiable. Here, at second hand, is Knox's summary of the dis-

course, written many years after :

' The theme
'

(text}
'

of his sermon was "
Veritie is the strongest

'

of all things." His discourse of Cursing was, That if it were
'

rightly used, it was the most fearful thing upon the face of the
' earth

;
for it was the very separation of man from God

;
but that

' it should not be used rashly and for every light cause, but only

'against open and incorrigible sinners. But now (said he) the
'

avarice of priests and the ignorance of their office, has caused it

'altogether to be vilipended ;
for the priest (said he) whose duty

'and office is to pray for the people, stands up on Sunday and
'

cries,
" Ane has tynt a spurtil

"
(lost a porridge stick}.

" There

'is ane flail stolen from them beyond the burn." "The good-
' wife of the other side of the gate has tynt a horn spune

"

(lost a horn spoon).
" God's maleson and mine I give to them
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'that knows of this gear and restores it not." How the people
' mocked their cursing, he farther told a merry tale

; how, after a
' sermon he had made at Dumfermling, he came to a house where
'

gossips were drinking their Sunday's penny, and he, being dry,
'asked drink. "Yes, Father (said one of the gossips), ye shall
' have drink

;
but ye maun first resolve ane doubt which is risen

'among us, to wit, what servant will serve a man best on least
'

expenses."
" The good Angel (said I), who is man's keeper, who

'makes greatest service without expenses." "Tush (said the

'gossip), we mean no so high matters : we mean, what honest man
'

will do greatest service for least expenses ?
" And while I was

'

musing (said the Friar) what that should mean, he said,
"
I see,

'

Father, that the greatest clerks are not the wisest men. Know
'ye not how the Bishops and their officials serve us husbandmen ?

'

Will they not give to us a letter of Cursing for a plack
"

(say,

farthing English),
"
to last for a year, to curse all that look ower

' our dyke ? and that keeps our corn better nor the sleeping boy
'

that will have three shillings of fee, a sark, and a pair of shoon
"

(shirt and pair of shoes)
" in the year. And therefore, if their

'

cursing dow "
(avail')

"
anything, we hold the Bishops best-cheap

' servants in that respect that are within the realm."
' 4

Knox never heard this discourse himself; far away, he, from

Arth and St. Andrews at that time. But he has contrived to

make out of it and the circumstances surrounding, a little picture

of old Scotch life, bright and real looking, as if by Teniers or

Ostade.

Knox's first concern with anything of Public History in

Scotland or elsewhere, and this as yet quite private and noted

only by himself, is his faithful companionship of the noble martyr

Wishart, in the final days of his sore pilgrimage and battle in this

world. Wishart had been driven out of Scotland, while still quite

young, for his heretical proceedings; and had sought refuge in

England ;
had gained great love for his fine character and quali-

ties, especially during his stay, of a year or more, in Cambridge

University, as one of his most ardent friends and disciples there,

4 The Works of John Knox, collected and edited by David Laing (the first

complete, and perfectly annotated Edition ever given : a highly meritorious,

and, considering all the difficulties, intrinsic and accidental, even a heroic

Performance ;
for which all Scotland, and in a sense all the world, is debtor to

Mr. Laing) ; 6 vols. Edinburgh, 1846-64, i. p. 37 et seq.
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Emery Tylney, copiously testifies, in what is now the principal

record and extant biography of Wishart, still preserved in Foxes

Martyrology.
In consequence of the encouraging prospects that had risen in

Scotland, Wishart returned thither in 1546, and began preaching,
at last publicly, in the streets of Dundee, with great acceptance
from the better part of the population there. Perils and loud

menacings from official quarters were not wanting; finally

Wishart had moved to other safer places of opportunity ;
thence

back to Dundee, where pestilence was raging; and there, on

impulse of his own conscience only, had '

planted himself between

the living and the dead,' and been to many a terrestrial help
and comfort, not to speak of a celestial. The pest abating at

Dundee, he went to East Lothian
;
and there, with Haddington

for head-quarters, and some principal gentry, especially the Lairds

of Langniddry and Ormiston, protecting and encouraging, and

beyond all others with John Knox, tutor to these gentlemen's sons,

attending him, with the liveliest appreciation and most admiring

sympathy, indeed acting, it would seem, as Captain of his Body-

guard. For it is marked as a fact that the monstrous Cardinal

Beaton had in this case appointed a specific assassin, a devil-

serving Priest, to track Wishart diligently in these journeyings
about of his, which were often nocturnal and opportune for such

a thing, and, the sooner the better, do him to death
;
and on the

one clear glimpse allowed us of Knox, it was he that carried the

'two-handed sword' provided for Wishart' s safety against such

chances. This assassin project against Wishart is probably the

origin of Beza's notion about Beaton's intention to assassinate

Knox
;
who was at this time far below the notice of such a high

mightiness, and in all probability had never been heard of by him.

Knox had been privately a most studious, thoughtful, and intelli-

gent man for long years, but was hitherto, though now in his forty-

first year, known only as tutor to the three sons of Langniddry
and Ormiston

(' Langudrius and Hamestonum'} ;
and did evidently

carry the two-handed sword, on the last occasion on which it could

have availed in poor Wishart's case.

Knox's account of Wishart, written down hastily twenty years

after, in his History of the Reformation, is full of a noble, heartfelt,

we might call it holy sympathy, pious and pure in a high degree.
The noble and zealous Wishart,

'

at the end of the Holy dayis of

Yule,' 154-6, came to Haddington, full of hope that the great
JOHN KNOX. E E
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tidings he was preaching would find a fervour of acceptance from

the people there
;
but Wishart's disappointment, during the three

days and nights that this visit lasted, was mournfully great. The

first day the audience was considerable (what Knox calls
'
reason-

able'), but nothing like what had been expected, and formerly
usual to Wishart in that kirk on such occasions. The second day
it was worse, and the third 'so sclender, that many wondered.'

The fact was that the Earl of Bothwell, the afterwards so famous

and infamous, at this time High Sheriff of the County of Had-

dington, and already a stirring questionable gentleman of ambi-

dexterous ways, had been busy, privately intimating from his great

Cardinal, that it might be dangerous to hear Wishart and his

preachings ;
and that prudent people would do well to stay away.

The second night Wishart had lodged at Lethington, with Maitland,

father of the afterwards noble Secretary Lethington (a pleasant
little twinkle of interest to secular readers) ;

and the elder

Lethington, though not himself a declared Protestant, had been

hospitably good and gracious to Wishart.

The third day he was again appointed to preach ; but, says

Knox, 'before his passing to the sermon there came to him a boy
with ane letter from the West land,' Ayr and the other zealous

shires in that quarter, in which he had already been preaching,
'

saying that the gentlemen there could not keep diet with him at
'

Edinburgh, as they had formerly agreed
'

(Hope that there might
have been some Bond or engagement for mutual protection on the

part of these Western Gentlemen suddenly falling vain for poor

Wishart). Wishart's spirits were naturally in deep depression at

this news, and at such a silence of the old zeal all round him
;

all

the world seeming to forsake him, and only the Cardinal's assassin

tracking him with continual menace of death. He called for

Knox,
' who had awaited upon him carefully from the time he came

'

to Lothian
;
with whom he began to enter in purpose

'

(to enter on

discourse], 'that he wearied of the world; for he perceived that
' men began to weary of God.' Knox,

'

wondering that he desired

'to keep any purpose before Sermon (for that was never his
' accustomed use before), said,

"
Sir, the time of Sermon approaches :

' I will leave you for the present to your meditation
;

"
and so took

' the letter foresaid, and left him. The said Maister George spaced
'

up and down behind the high altar more than half an hour : his

'

very countenance and visage declared the grief and alteration of
'

his mind. At last he passed to the pulpit, but the auditure was
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'

small. He should have begun to have entreated the Second Table
' of the Law

;
but thereof in that sermon, he spake very little, but

'

began on this manner :

" O Lord how long shall it be, that thy
'

holy word shall be despised, and men shall not regard their own
'

salvation. I have heard of thee, Haddington, that in thee would

'have been at ane vain Clerk Play" (Mystery Play) "two or three
' thousand people ;

and now to hear the messenger of the Eternal
'

God, of all thy town or parish, can not be numbered a hundred
<

persons. Sore and fearful shall the plagues be that shall ensue
' this thy contempt : with fire and sword thou shalt be plagued ;

'

yea, thou Haddington, in special, strangers shall possess thee, and

'you the present inhabitants shall either in bondage serve your
' enemies or else ye shall be chased from your own habitation, and
' that because ye have not known, nor will not know, the time of
' God's merciful visitation." In such vehemency, and threatenings
' continued that servant of God near an hour and a half, in the
' which he declared all the plagues that ensued, as plainly as after'

(afterwards}
' our eyes saw them performed. In the end he said,

' " I have forgotten myself and the matter that I should have

'entreated; but let these my last wTords as concerning public

'preaching, remain in your minds, till that God send you new
'comfort." Thereafter he made a short paraphrase upon the
' Second Table of the Law, with an exhortation to patience, to the

'fear of God, and unto the works of mercy; and so put end, as it

'

were, making his last testament.' 5

The same night on Wishart's departing from Haddington, he

'took his good-night, as it were forever of all his acquaintance/

says Knox,
'

especially from Hew Douglas of Langniddry. John
' Knox pressing to have gone with him, he said,

"
Nay, return to

'your bairnes" (pupils); "and God bless you. One is sufficient
'
for one sacrifice." And so he caused a twa-handed sword (which

'commonly was carried with the said Maister George) be taken

'from the said John Knox, who, albeit unwillingly, obeyed, and

'returned with Hew Douglas to Langniddry,' never to see his

face. more. 'Maister George, having to accompany him, the
' Laird of Ormeston, John Sandilands of Gaidar younger

'

(Ancestor

of the now Lords Torphichen)
' the Laird of Brounstoun and others,

' with their servants, passed upon foot (for it was a vehement frost)

'to Ormeston.'

In a couple of hours after, Bothwell, with an armed party,

6 Works ofKiwx, i. pp. 137-8.

E E 2
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surrounded Ormiston
; got Wishart delivered to him, upon solemn

pledge of his oath and of his honour that no harm should be done

him; and that if the Cardinal should threaten any harm against

Wishart, he, Bothwell, would with his whole strength, and of his

own power, redeliver him safe in this place. Whereupon, without

battle or struggle, he was permitted to depart with Wishart;
delivered him straightway to the Cardinal, who was expressly

waiting in the neighbourhood, and at once rolled off with him to

Edinburgh Castle, soon after to the Castle of St. Andrews (to the

grim old oubliette d la Louis XL, still visible there) ; and, in a

month more to death by the gallows and by fire. This was one of

the first still conspicuous foul deeds of Patrick Hepburn, Earl of

Bothwell, in this world, who in his time did so many. The

memory of all this had naturally in Knox's mind a high and

mournful beauty, all the rest of his life. Wishart came to St.

Andrews in the end of January 1546, and was mercilessly put to

death there on the first of March following.

Connected unexpectedly with the tragic end of Wishart, and in

singular contrast to it, here is another excerpt, illustrating another

side of Knox's mind. It describes a fight between the Crozier-

bearers of Dunbar Archbishop of Glasgow and of Cardinal Beaton.
' The Cardinal was known proud ;

and Dumbar, Archbishop of

'Glasgow, was known a glorious fool; and yet because sometimes

'he was called the King's Maister' (had been tutor to James F".),

'he was chancellor of Scotland. The Cardinal comes even this
' same year, in the end of harvest, to Glasgow upon what purpose
' we omit. But while they remain together, the one in the town,

'and the other in the Castle, question rises for bearing of their

'croces' (croziers). 'The Cardinal alledged, by reason of his
'

Cardinalship, and that he was Legatus Natus and Primate within
'

Scotland in the Kingdom of Antichrist, that he should have the
'

pre-eminence, and that his croce should not only go before, but

'that also, it should only be borne wheresoever he was. Good
' Gukstoun Glaikstour

'

(Gowkston Madster) 'the foresaid Archbishop,
' lacked no reasons, as he thought, for maintenance of his glorie :

' He was ane Archbishop in his own diocese, and in his awn
' Cathedral seat and Church, and therefore aught to give place to
' no man : the power of the Cardinal was but begged from Rome,
' and appertained but to his own person, and not to his bishoprick ;

'

for it might be that his successor should not be Cardinal But his

'

dignity was annexed with his office, and did appertain to all that
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'

ever should be Bishops of Glasgow. Howsoever these doubts were
'

resolved by the doctors of divinity of both the Prelates, yet the
'

decision was as ye shall hear. Coming forth (or going in, all is

'one), at the queir-door' (choir-door) 'of Glasgow Kirk begins a
'

striving for state betwixt the two croce-bearers, so that from
'

glooming they come to shouldering ;
from shouldering they go to

'

buffets, and from dry blaws by neffis and neffelling
'

(fists and

fisticuffing] ;
'and then for charity's sake, they cry Dispersit dedit

'

pauperibus ; and assay which of the croces was finest metal, which

'staff was strongest, and which bearer could best defend his
'

maister's pre-eminence, and that there should be no superiority

'in that behalf, to the ground goes both the croces. And then
'

began no little fray, but yet a merry game ;
for rockets

'

(rochets)
1 were rent, tippets were torn, crowns were knapped

'

(cracked), and
'

side
'

(long)
'

gowns micht have been seen wantonly wag from the
' one wall to the other. Many of them lacked beards and that was
' the more pity ;

and therefore could not buckle other
'

(each other)
'

by the byrse
'

(bristles, hair or beard),
'

as bold men would have
'

done. But fy on the jackmen that did not their duty ;
for had

' the one part of them rencountered the other, then had all gone
'

richt. But the sanctuary, we suppose, saved the lives of many.
' How merilie soever this be written, it was bitter bourding

'

(mirth)
'

to the Cardinal and his court. It was more than irregu-
'

larity ; yea it micht weel have been judged lease-majesty to the
' son of perdition, the Pape's awn person ;

and yet the other in his
'

folly, as proud as a pacock, would let the Cardinal know that he
' was Bishop when the other was but Beaton before he gat Abir-
' brothok

'

(Abbacy of Arbroath in 1523, twenty-two years ago, from
his uncle, uncle retaining half of the revenues).

6

This happened on the 4th June 1545
;
and seemed to have

planted perpetual enmity between these two Church dignitaries ;

and yet, before the end of February following, Pope's Legate
Beaton being in immediate need of Right Revd. Gowkston's

signature for the burning of martyr Wishart at St. Andrews,

these two servants of His Infernal Majesty were brought to a

cordial reconcilement, and brotherhood in doing their father's

will
;
no less a miracle, says Knox, than ' took place at the accusa-

'tion and death of Jesus Christ, when Pilate and Herod, who

'before were enemies, were made friends by consenting of them
' both to Christ's condemnation

;
sole distinction being that Pilate

6 Works of Knox, i. pp. 145-7.
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' and Herod were brethren in the estate called Temporal, and these
'

two, of whom we now speak, were brethren (sons of the same
'

father, the Devil) in the Estate Ecclesiastical/

It was on the 1st March 1546 that the noble and gentle Wishart

met his death; in the last days of February that Archbishop
Gowkston reconciled himself to co-operate with Pilate Beaton

Legatus Natus : three months hence that the said Pilate Beaton,

amazing Hinge of the Church, was stolen in upon in his now

well-nigh impregnable castle of St. Andrews, and met his stern

quietus.
"
I am a priest, I am a priest : fy, fy : all is gone !

"
were

the last words he spoke. Knox's narrative of all this is of a most

perfect historical perspicuity and business-like brevity ;
and omit-

ting no particular, neither that of buxom ' Marion Ogilvy
'

and her

peculiar services, nor that of Melvin, the final swordsman, who
'

stroke him twyse or thrise through with a stog-sweard/ after his

notable rebuke to Lesley and him for their unseemly choler.7 He
carefully abstains from any hint of criticism pro or contra on the

grim transaction
; though one sees evidently that the inward feel-

ing was that of deliverance from a hideous nightmare, pressing on

the soul of Knox and the eternal interests of Scotland.

Knox individually had not the least concern with this affair of

Beaton, nor for eight or ten months more did he personally come

in contact with it at all. But ever since the capture of Wishart,

the position of Knox at Langniddry had become insecure; and on

rumour after rumour of peril approaching, he had been forced to

wander about from one covert to another, with his three pupils ;

till at length their two fathers had agreed that he should go with

them to the castle of St. Andrews, literally at that time the one

sure refuge ; siege of it by poor Arran, or the Duke of Chatel-

herault as he afterwards became, evidently languishing away into

utter futility ;
and the place itself being, what the late Cardinal

fancied he had made it, impregnable to any Scottish force. He
arrived there with his pupils 10 April 1547; and was before long,

against his will or expectation, drawn into a height of notability

in public affairs, from which he never rested more while his life

lasted, two-and-twenty years of such labours and perils as no

other Scottish man went through in that epoch, till death set

him free.

Beaton's body was already for the last nine or ten months lying

salted in the sea-tower oubliette, waiting some kind of Christian

* Works of Knox, i pp. 174-7.
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burial. The '

Siege
'

had dwindled into plain impotency of loose

blockade, and even to pretence of treaty on the Kegent's part.

Knox and his pupils were in safety in castle and town
;
and Knox

tells us that ' he began to exercise them '

(his pupils)
'
after his

' accustomed manner. Besides grammar, and other humane

'authors, he read unto them a catechism, account whereof he
' caused them give publicly in the parish Kirk of St. Andrews.
' He read moreover unto them the Evangel of John, proceeding
' where he left at his departing from Langniddry, where before his

'residence was; and that Lecture he read in the chapel, within
' the castle at a certain hour. They of the place, but especially

'Maister Henry Balnaves and John Rough, preacher, perceiving
' the manner of his doctrine, began earnestly to travail with him,
' that he would take the preaching place upon him. But he utterly
'

refused, alleging
" That he would not ryne where God had not called

'

him;
"
meaning that he would do nothing without a lawful vocation.

'

Whereupon they privily among themselves advising, having
' with them in council Sir David Lindsay of the Mount, they con-
' eluded that they would give a charge to the said John, and that
'

publicly by the mouth of their preacher.' Which accordingly
with all solemnity was done by the said Rough, after an express
sermon on the Election of Ministers, and what power lay in the

call of the congregation, how small soever, upon any man dis-

cerned by them to have in him the gifts of God. John Rough
'

directed his words to the said John, charging him to refuse not
' the holy vocation of preaching, even as he hoped to avoid God's
'

heavy displeasure ;
and turning to the congregation, asked them

" Was not this your charge to me ? and do ye not approve this
' vocation ?

"
They answered "

It was
;

and we approve it."

' Whereat the said John, abashed, burst forth in most abundant
'

tears, and withdrew himself to his chamber. His countenance
' and behaviour, from that day till the day that he was compelled
'
to present himself to the public place of preaching, did sufficiently

'
declare the grief and trouble of his heart

;
for no man saw any

'

sign of mirth in him, neither yet had he pleasure to accompany
'

any man, many days together.'

In its rude simplicity this surely is a notable passage in the

history of such a man, and has a high and noble meaning in it.

About two months after Knox's being called to the ministry in

this manner, a French fleet
'

with an army the like whereof was
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never seen in that firth before, came within sight of St. Andrews,'

likely to make short work of the Castle there ! To the, no

doubt, great relief of Arran and the Queen Dowager, who all this

while had been much troubled by cries and complaints from the

Priests and Bishops. After some days of siege,
'

the pest within

the castle,' says Knox,
'

alarming some more than the French force

without/ and none of the expected help from England aniving,
the besieged, on the 31st July 1547, surrendered St. Andrews
Castle : prisoners to France, high and low, but with shining

promises of freedom and good treatment there, which promises,

however, were not kept by the French
;

for on reaching Rouen,
'

the principal gentlemen, who looked for freedom, were dispersed
' and put in sundry prisons. The rest

'

(Knox among them)
' were

'

left in the gallies, and there miserable entreated.'

There are two luminous little incidents connected with this grim

time, memorable to all. Knox describes, and, also, it is not doubted,

is the hero of the scene which follows :

' These that were in the gallies were threatened with torments,
'

if they would not give reverence to the Mass, for at certain times
'

the Mass was said in the galley, or else heard upon the shore, in
'

presence of the forsaris
'

(formats) ;

' but they could never make the

'poorest of that company to give reverence to that idol. Yea,
' when upon the Saturday at night, they sang their Salve Rcgina,

'the whole Scottishmen put on their caps, their hoods or such
'

thing as they had to cover their heads
;
and when, that others

' were compelled to kiss a paynted brod
'

(board, bit of wood)
' which

'

they call Nostre Dame they were not pressed after once
;

for this

' was the chance. Soon after the arrival at Nances '

(Nantes)
'
their

'great Salve was sung, and a glorious painted Lady was brought
' in to be kissed, and among others, was presented to one of the
' Scottishmen then chained. He gently said,

" Trouble me not,
' such ane idole is accursed

;
and therefore I will not touch it."

'The Patron and the Arguesyn' (Argousin, Serjeant who commands

the formats)
' with two officers, having the chief charge of all such

'matters, said, "Thou shalt handle it;" and so they violently

'thrust it to his face, and put it betwixt his hands; who seeing
' the extremity, took the idol and advisedly looking about, cast it

'in the river, and said, "Let our Lady now saif herself; she is

'
licht aneuch

;
let her learn to swim." After that was no Scottish

' man urged with that idolatry.'
8

8 irorfcs of Knox, i. p. 227.
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Within year and day the French galleys, Knox still chained in

them, reappeared in St. Andrew's Bay, part of a mighty French

fleet -with 6000 hardy, experienced French soldiers, and their

necessary stores and furnitures, come with full purpose to repair
the damages Protector Somerset had done by Pinkie Battle, and

to pack the English well home
; and, indeed, privately, to secure

Scotland for themselves and their Guises, and keep it as an open
French road into England thenceforth. They first tried Broughty
Castle with a few shots, where the English had left a garrison,

which gave them due return; but without farther result there.

Knox's galley seems to have been lying not far from Broughty ;

Knox himself, with a notable ' Maister James Balfour
'

close by
him

; utterly foredone in body, and thought by his comrades to be

dying, when the following small, but noteworthy passage occurred.
' The said Maister James and John Knox being intil one galley

' and being wondrous familiar with him '

(Knox}
' would often

'times ask his judgment, "If he thought that ever they should
' be delivered ?

" Whose answer was ever, fra the day that they
'

entered in the gallayis,
" That God wald deliver them from that

'bondage, to his glorie, even in this lyef." And lying betwixt
' Dundee and St. Andrews, the second time that the gallayis
'

returned to Scotland, the said John being so extremely seak
'

(sick)
' that few hoped his life, the said Maister James willed him

'

to look to the land, and asked if he knew it ? Who answered,
" Yes : I knaw it weel

;
for I see the stepill

"
(steeple)

"
of that

'

place, where God first in public opened my mouth to his glorie,
' and I am fully persuaded, how weak that ever I now appear,
'

that I shall not depart this lyeff, till that my tongue shall glorifie

'his godlie name in the same place." This reported the said
' Maister James, in presence of many famous witness, many years
'

before that ever the said John set futt in Scotland, this last time
'

to preache.'

Knox sat nineteen months, chained, as a galley slave in this

manner; or else, as at last for some months, locked up in the

prison of Rouen; and of all his woes, dispiritments, and intoler-

abilities, says no word except the above ' miserable entreated.'

But it seems hope shone in him in the thickest darkness, refusing
to go out at all. The remembrance of which private fact was

naturally precious and priceless all the rest of his life.

The actual successes of these 6000 veteran French were small

compared with their expectations ;
the weary siege of Haddington,
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where Somerset had left a garrison, not very wisely thought

military critics, they had endless difficulties with, and, but for the

pest among the townsfolk and garrison, were never like to have

succeeded in. The fleet, however, stood gloriously out to sea
;
and

carried home a prize, they themselves might reckon next to in-

estimable, the royal little Mary, age six, crowned five years ago

Queen of Scots, and now covenanted to wed the Dauphin of France,

and be brought up in that country, with immense advantage to

the same. They steered northward by the Pentland Firth, then

round by the Hebrides and West coast of Ireland, prosperously

through the summer seas; and by about the end of July 1548,

their jewel of a child was safe in St. Germain-en-Laye : the

brightest and bonniest little Maid in all the world, setting out,

alas, towards the blackest destiny !

Most of this winter Knox sat in the prison of Rouen, busy

commentating, prefacing, and trimming out a Book on Protestant

Theology, by his friend Balnaves
;
and anxiously expecting his

release from this French slavery, which hope, by help of English

Ambassadors, and otherwise, did at length, after manifold difficulties,

find fulfilment.

In the spring of the next year, Knox, Balnaves of Hallhill,

Kirkcaldy of Grange, and the other exiles of St. Andrews, found

themselves safe in England, under the gracious protection of King
Edward VI.

;
Knox especially under that of Archbishop Cranmer,

who naturally at once discerned in him a valuable missionary of

the new Evangelical Doctrine
;
and immediately employed him to

that end.

Knox remained in England some five years ;
he was first ap-

pointed, doubtless at Cranmer's instigation, by the English Council,

Preacher in Berwick and neighbourhood; thence, about a year

after, in Newcastle. In 1551 he was made one of the Six Chap-
lains to Edward, who were appointed to go about all over England

spreading abroad the reformed faith, which the people were then

so eager to hear news of. His preaching was, by the serious part

of the community, received with thankful approbation; and he

had made warm friends among that class; and naturally, also,

given offence to the lukewarm or half-and-half Protestants
; espe-

cially to Tonstall, Bishop of Durham, for his too great detestation

of the Mass. To the Council, on the other hand, it is clear that

he rose in value
; giving always to them, when summoned on such

complaints, so clear and candid an account of himself. In the
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third year of his abode in England, 1552, he was offered by them
the Bishopric of Rochester

;
but declined it, and, soon after, the

living of Allhallows, Bread Street, London, which also he declined.

On each of these occasions he was again summoned by the King's
Council to give his reasons

;
and again gave them, Church in

Ecgland not yet sufficiently reformed; too much of vestments and

of other Popish fooleries remaining; bishops or pastors without

the due power to correct their flock which every pastor ought to

have; was again dismissed by the Council, without censure, to

continue in his former employment, where, he said, his persuasion
was that he could be more useful than preaching in London or

presiding at Rochester.

Knox many times lovingly celebrates the young Protestant

King, and almost venerates him, as one clearly sent of God for the

benefit of these realms, and of all good men there
; regarding his

early death as a heavy punishment for the sins of the people. It

was on the 6th July 1553 that Edward died
;
and in the course of

that same year Knox with many other Protestants, clergy and

laity, had to leave England, to avoid the too evident intentions of

Bloody Mary, so soon culminating in her fires of Smith field and

marriage with Philip II. Knox seems to have lingered to the

very last
;

his friends, he says, had to beseech him with tears,

almost to force him away. He was leaving many that were dear

to him, and to whom he was dear
; amongst others Marjory Bowes,

who (by the earnest resolution of her mother) was now betrothed

to him
;
and his ulterior course was as dark and desolate as it could

well be. From Dieppe, where he first landed on crossing the

Channel, he writes much of his heartfelt grief at the dismal con-

dition of affairs in England, truly more afflicting than that of

native Scotland itself; and adds on one occasion, with a kind

of sparkle of disdain, in reference to his own poor wants and
troubles :

'
I will not mak you privy how rich I am, but off' (from)

' London
' I departit with less money than ten groats ;

but God has since
'

provided, and will provide, I doubt not, hereafter abundantly for

'this life. Either the Queen's Majesty' (of England] 'or some
' Treasurer will be XL pounds richer by me, for so meikle lack I
' of duty of my patents

'

(years salary as Royal Chaplain).
' But

'

that little troubles me.'

From Dieppe, in about a month, poor Knox wandered forth, to

look into the churches of Switzerland, French Huguenots, Good
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Samaritans, it is like, lodging and furthering him through France.

He was, for about five months, Preacher at Frankfort-on-Mayn, to

a Church of English exiles there
;
from which, by the violence of

certain intrusive High-Church parties, as we may style them, met

by a great and unexpected patience on the part of Knox, he felt

constrained to depart, followed by the less ritual portion of his

auditory. He reached Geneva (April 1555) ; and, by aid of Calvin

and the general willing mind of the city magistrates, there was a

spacious (quondam Papist) Church conceded him
;
where for about

three years, not continuous, but twice or oftener interrupted by
journeys to Dieppe, and, almost one whole year, by a visit to Scot-

land, he, loyally aided by one Goodman, an English colleague or

assistant, preached and administered to his pious and otherwise

forlorn Exiles, greatly to their comfort, as is still evident. In

Scotland (November 1555 July 1556) he laboured incessantly,

kindling the general Protestant mind into new zeal and new clear-

ness of resolve for action, when the time should come. He had

many private conferences in Edinburgh ;
much preaching, publicly

in various towns, oftener privately, in well-affected mansions of the

aristocracy ;
and saw plainly the incipient filaments of what by

and by became so famous and so all-important, as the National

'Covenant' and its 'Lords of the Congregation.' His Marjory
Bowes, in the meanwhile, he had wedded. Marjory's pious mother

and self were to be with him henceforth, over seas at Geneva,
first of all. For summons, in an earnest and even solemn tone,

coming to him from his congregation there, he at once prepared
to return

; quitted Scotland, he and his
; leaving promise with his

future Lords of the Congregation, that on the instant of signal
from them he would reappear there.

In 1557, the Scotch Protestant Lords did give sign; upon which

Knox, with sorrowing but hopeful heart, took leave of his con-

gregation at Geneva
;
but was met, at Dieppe, by contrary message

from Scotland, to his sore grief and disappointment. As Mr.

Laing calculates, he occupied his forced leisure there by writing
his widely offensive First Blast against the monstrous Regiment of

Women, of which strange book a word farther presently. Having
blown this wild First Blast, and still getting negatory answers out

of Scotland, he returned to Geneva and his own poor church there
;

and did not till January 1559, on brighter Scotch tidings coming,

quit that city, straight for Scotland this time, the tug of war

now actually come. For the quarrel only a few days after Knox's
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arrival blazed out into open conflagration, at St. Johnston's (hodie

Perth), with the open fall of Dagon and his temples there
;
and no

peace was possible henceforth till either Mary of Guise and her

Papist soldieries left Scotland or Christ's Congregation and their

cause did. In about two years or less, after manifold vicissitudes,

it turned out that it was not Knox and his cause, but Queen

Regent Mary and hers that had to go. After this Knox had at

least no more wanderings and journeyings abroad 'in sore trouble

of heart, whither God knoweth;' though for the twelve years that

remained there was at home abundant labour and trouble, till

death in 1572 delivered him.

With regard to his First Blast against the monstrous Regiment

of Women (to which there never was any Second, though that and

even a Third were confidently purposed by its author), it may
certainly be called the least

'

successful
'

of all Knox's writings.

Offence, and that only, was what it gave to his silent friends, much
more to his loudly condemnatory enemies, on its first appearance ;

and often enough afterwards it re-emerged upon him as a serious

obstacle in his affairs, witness Queen Elizabeth, mainstay of the

Scottish Reformation itself, who never could forgive him for that

Blast. And now, beyond all other writings of Knox, it is fallen

obsolete both in manner and in purport, to every modern mind.

Unfortunately, too, for any literary reputation Knox may have in

this end of the Island, it is written not in the Scottish, but in the

common English dialect
; completely intelligible therefore to every-

body : read by many in that time
;
and still likeliest to be the

book any English critic of Knox will have looked into, as his chief

original document about the man. It is written with very great

veheniency ;
the excuse for which, so far as it may really need

excuse, is to be found in the fact that it was written while the

fires of Smithfield were still blazing, on hest of Bloody Mary, and

not long after Mary of Guise had been raised to the Regency of

Scotland : maleficent Crowned Women these two, covering poor

England and poor Scotland with mere ruin and horror, in Knox's

judgment, and may we not still say to a considerable extent in

that of all candid persons since ? The Book is by no means with-

out merit
;

has in it various little traits, unconsciously autobio-

graphic and other, which are illuminative and interesting. One

ought to add withal that Knox was no despiser of women
;

far

the reverse in fact; his behaviour to good and pious women is

full of respect, and his tenderness, his patient helpfulness in their
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sufferings and infirmities (see the Letters to his mother-in-law and

others) are beautifully conspicuous. For the rest, his poor Book

testifies to many high intellectual qualities in Knox, and especially
to far more of learning than has ever been ascribed to him, or is

anywhere traceable in his other writings. He proves his doc-

trine by extensive and various reference, to Aristotle, Justin, the

Pandects, the Digest, Tertullian, Ambrose, Augustin, Chrysostom,
Basil : there, and nowhere else in his books, have we direct proof
how studiously and profitably his early years, up to the age of

forty, must have been spent. A man of much varied, diligent,

and solid reading and inquiry, as we find him here; a man of

serious and continual meditation we might already have known
him to be. By his sterling veracity, not of word only, but of mind
and of character, by his sharpness of intellectual discernment, his

power of expression, and above all by his depth of conviction and
honest burning zeal, one first clearly judges what a preacher to

the then earnest populations in Scotland and England, thirsting
for right knowledge, this Knox must have been.

It may surprise many a reader, if we designate John Knox as

a ' Man of Genius :

'

and truly it was not with what we call
' Lite-

rature/ and its harmonies and symmetries, addressed to man's

Imagination, that Knox was ever for an hour concerned
;
but with

practical truths alone, addressed to man's inmost Belief, with

immutable Facts, accepted by him, if he is of loyal heart, as the

daily voices of the Eternal, even such in all degrees of them. It

is, therefore, a still higher title than ' Man of Genius
'

that will

belong to Knox
;
that of a heaven-inspired seer and heroic leader

of men. But by whatever name we call it, Knox's spiritual

endowment is of the most distinguished class; intrinsically capable
of whatever is noblest in literature and in far higher things. His

Books, especially his History of the Reformation, if well read, which

unfortunately is not possible for every one, and has grave pre-

liminary difficulties for even a Scottish reader, still more for an

English one, testify in parts of them to the finest qualities that

belong to a human intellect
;

still more evidently to those of the

moral, emotional, or sympathetic sort, or that concern the religious

side of man's soul. It is really a loss to English and even to

universal literature that Knox's hasty and strangely interesting,

impressive, and peculiar Book, called the History of the Reformation
in Scotland, has not been rendered far more extensively legible to

serious mankind at large than is hitherto the case.
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There is in it, when you do get mastery of the chaotic details

and adherences, perpetually distracting your attention from the

main current of the Work, and are able to read that, and leave

the mountains of annotation victoriously cut off, a really singular

degree of clearness, sharp just insight and perspicacity, now and

then of picturesqueness and visuality, as if the thing were set

before your eyes; and everywhere a feeling of the most perfect

credibility and veracity : that is to say altogether, of Knox's high

qualities as an observer and narrator. His account of every event

he was present in is that of a well-discerning eye-witness. Things
he did not himself see, but had reasonable cause and abundant

means to inquire into, battles even and sieges are described with

something of a Homeric vigour and simplicity. This man, you
can discern, has seized the essential elements of the phenomenon,
and done a right portrait of it

;
a man with an actually seeing eye.

The battle of Pinkie, for instance, nowhere do you gain, in few

words or in many, a clearer view of it : the battle of Carberry Hill,

not properly a fight, but a whole day's waiting under mutual menace

to fight, which winds up the controversy of poor Mary with her

Scottish subjects, and cuts off her ruffian monster of a Bothwell,
and all the monstrosities cleaving to him, forever from her eyes, is

given with a like impressive perspicuity.

The affair of Cupar Muir, which also is not a battle, but a more

or less unexpected meeting on the ground for mortal duel, espe-

cially unexpected on the Queen Regent and her Frenchmen's part,

remains memorable, as a thing one had seen, to every reader of

Knox. Not itself a fight, but the prologue or foreshadow of all

the fighting that followed. The Queen Regent and her French-

men had marched in triumphant humour out of Falkland, with

their artillery ahead, soon after midnight, trusting to find at St.

Andrews the two chief Lords of the Congregation, the Earl of

Argyle and Lord James (afterwards Regent Murray), with scarcely

a hundred men about them, found suddenly that the hundred

men, by good industry over-night, had risen to an army ;
and that

the Congregation itself, under these two Lords, was here, as if by

tryst, at mid-distance
; skilfully posted, and ready for battle either

in the way of cannon or of spear. Sudden halt of the triumphant
Falklanders in consequence ;

and after that, a multifarious manoeu-

vring, circling, and wheeling, now in clear light, now hidden in

clouds of mist; Scots standing steadfast on their ground, and

answering message-trumpets in an inflexible manner, till, after
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many hours, the thing had to end in an '

appointment,' truce, or

offer of peace, and a retreat to Falkland of the Queen Regent and

her Frenchmen, as from an enterprise unexpectedly impossible.
All this is, with luminous distinctness and business-like simplicity
and brevity, set forth by Knox

;
who hardly names himself at all

;

and whose personal conduct in the affair far excels in merit all

possible merit of description of it; this being probably to Knox
the most agitating and perilous of all the days of his life. The

day was Monday, 11 June 1559; yesterday, Sunday 10th, at St.

Andrews, whither Knox had hastened on summons, he preached

publicly in the Kirk there, mindful of his prophecy from the

French galleys, fifteen years ago, and regardless of the truculent

Hamilton, Archbishop and still official ruler of the place ;
who had

informed him the night before that if he should presume to try

such a thing, he (the truculent Archbishop) would have him saluted

with 'twelve culverings, the most part of which would land upon
his nose.' The fruit of which sermon had been the sudden flight

to Falkland over-night of Right Reverend Hamilton (who is here

again, much astonished, on Cupar Muir this day), and the open
declaration and arming of St. Andrews town in favour of Knox
and his cause.

The Queen Regent, as was her wont, only half kept her pacific

treaty. Herself and her Frenchmen did, indeed, retire wholly to

the south side of the Forth
; quitting Fife altogether ;

but of all

other points there was a perfect neglect. Her garrison refused

to quit Perth, as per bargain, and needed a blast or two of siege-

artillery, and danger of speedy death, before they would withdraw
;

and a shrewd suspicion had risen that she would seize Stirling

again, and keep the way open to return. This last concern was

of prime importance ;
and all the more pressing as the forces of

the Congregation had nearly all returned home. On this Stirling

affair there is a small anecdote, not yet entirely forgotten ;
which

rudely symbolises the spirit of the population at that epoch, and is

worth giving. The Ribbands of St. Johnston is or was its popular
title. Knox makes no mention of it; but we quote from The

Muse's Threnodic, or rather from the Annotations to that poor

doggrel ;
which are by James Cant, and of known authenticity.

The Earl of Argyle and the Lord James, who had private

intelligence on this matter, and were deeply interested in it, but

without force of their own, contrived to engage three hundred

staunch townsmen of Perth to march with them to Stirling on
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a given night, and do the affair by stroke of hand. The three

hundred ranked themselves accordingly on the appointed night

(one of the last of June 1559) ;
and so fierce was their humour,

they had each, instead of the scarf or ribband which soldiers then

wore round their neck, tied an effective measure of rope, mutely

intimating, "If I flinch or falter, 'let me straightway die the death

of a dog." They were three hundred these staunch Townsmen
when they marched out of Perth; but the country gathered to

them from right and from left, all through the meek twilight
of the summer night ;

and on reaching Stirling they were five

thousand strong. The gates of Stirling were flung wide open,
then strictly barricaded; and the French marching thitherward

out of Edinburgh, had to wheel right about, faster than they
came

;
and in fact retreat swiftly to Dunbar

;
and there wait

reinforcement from beyond seas. This of the three hundred Perth

townsmen and their ropes was noised of with due plaudits; and,

in calmer times, a rather heavy-footed joke arose upon it, and

became current
;
and men would say of such and such a scoundrel

worthy of the gallows, that he deserved a St. Johnston's ribband.

About a hundred years ago, James Cant used to see, in the Town-

clerk's office at Perth, an old Picture of the March of these three

hundred with the ropes about their necks; whether there still

I have no account
;
but rather guess the negative.

9

The siege of Leith, which followed hereupon, in all its details,

especially the preface to it, that sudden invasion of the Queen

Regent and her Frenchmen from Dunbar, forcing Knox and his

Covenanted Lords to take refuge in the
'

Quarrel Holes
'

(quarry

holes), on the Eastern flank of the Calton Hill, with Salisbury

Crags overhanging it, what he elsewhere calls 'the Craigs of

Edinburgh,' as their one defensible post against their French

enemies: this scene, which lasted two nights and two days, till

once the French struck into Leith, and began fortifying, dwells

deeply impressed on Knox's memory and feelings.

Besides this perfect clearness, na'ivete', and almost unintentional

picturesqueness, there are to be found in Knox's swift-flowing

History many other kinds of
'

geniality,' and indeed of far higher

excellences than are wont to be included under that designation.

The grand Italian Dante is not more in earnest about this inscru-

table Immensity than Knox is. There is in Knox throughout the

9 Tlie Muse's Threnodie, by Mr. H. Adamson (first printed in 1638), edited,

with annotations, by James Cant (Perth, 1774), pp. 126-7.

JOHN KNOX. F F
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spirit of an old Hebrew Prophet, such as may have been in Moses

in the Desert at sight of the Burning Bush
; spirit almost alto-

gether unique among modern men, and along with all this, in

singular neighbourhood to it, a sympathy, a veiled tenderness

of heart, veiled, but deep and of piercing vehemence, and withal

even an inward gaiety of soul, alive to the ridicule that dwells

in whatever is ridiculous, in fact a fine vein of humour, which

is wanting in Dante.

The interviews of Knox with the Queen are what one would

most like to produce to readers; but unfortunately they are of

a tone which, explain as we might, not one reader in a thousand

could be made to sympathise with or do justice to in behalf of

Knox. The treatment which that young, beautiful, and high Chief

Personage in Scotland receives from the rigorous Knox would,

to most modern men, seem irreverent, cruel, almost barbarous.

Here more than elsewhere Knox proves himself, here more than

anywhere bound to do it, the Hebrew Prophet in complete per-
fection

;
refuses to soften any expression or to call anything by

its milder name, or in short for one moment to forget that the

Eternal God and His Word are great, and that all else is little,

or is nothing ; nay if it set itself against the Most High and His

Word, is the one frightful thing that this world exhibits.

He is never in the least ill-tempered with Her Majesty ;
but she

cannot move him from that fixed centre of all his thoughts and

actions : Do the will of God, and tremble at nothing ;
do against

the will of God, and know that, in the Immensity and the Eternity
around you, there is nothing but matter of terror. Nothing can

move Knox here or elsewhere from that standing-ground; no

consideration of Queen's sceptres and armies and authorities of

men is of any efficacy or dignity whatever in comparison; and

becomes not beautiful but horrible, when it sets itself against the

Most High.
One Mass in Scotland, he more than once intimates, is more

terrible to him than all the military power of France, or, as he

expresses it, the landing of ten thousand armed men in any part

of this realm, would be. The Mass is a daring and unspeakably

frightful pretence to worship God by methods not of God's appoint-

ing; open idolatry it is, in Knox's judgment; a mere invitation

and invocation to the wrath of God to fall upon and crush you.
To a common, or even to the most gifted and tolerant reader, in
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these modern careless days, it is almost altogether impossible
to sympathise with Knox's horror, terror, and detestation of the

poor old Hocuspocus (Hoc est Corpus) of a Mass; but to every
candid reader it is evident that Knox was under no mistake about

it, on his own ground, and that this is verily his authentic and

continual feeling on the matter.

There are four or five dialogues of Knox with the Queen,
sometimes in her own Palace at her own request ;

sometimes by
summons of her Council

;
but in all these she is sure to come off

not with victory, but the reverse : and Knox to retire unmoved
from any point of interest to him. She will not come to public

sermon, under any Protestant (that is, for her, Heretical) Preacher.

Knox, whom she invites once or oftener to come privately to where

she is, and remonstrate with her, if he find her offend in anything,
cannot consent to run into back-stairs of Courts, cannot find that

he is at liberty to pay visits in that direction, or to consort with

Princes at all. Mary often enough bursts into tears, oftener than

once into passionate long-continued fits of weeping, Knox stand-

ing with mild and pitying visage, but without the least hairsbreadth

of recanting or recoiling ; waiting till the fit pass, and then with

all softness, but with all inexorability, taking up his theme again.

The high and graceful young Queen, we can well see, had not met,

nor did meet, in this world with such a man.

The hardest-hearted reader cannot but be affected with some

pity, or think with other than softened feelings of this ill-starred,

young, beautiful, graceful, and highly gifted human creature, planted
down into so unmanageable an environment. So beautiful a being,

so full of youth, of native grace and gift ; meaning of herself no

harm to Scotland or to anybody; joyfully going her Progresses

through her dominions
;
fond of hawking, hunting, music, literary

study;
10

cheerfully accepting every gift that out-door life, even in

Scotland, can offer to its right joyous-minded and ethereal young
Queen. With irresistible sympathy one is tempted to pity this

poor Sister-soul, involved in such a chaos of contradictions ;
and

hurried down to tragical destruction by them. No Clytemnestra
or Medea, when one thinks of that last scene in Fotheringay, is

more essentially a theme of tragedy. The tendency of all is to

ask,
" What peculiar harm did she ever mean to Scotland, or to

10 ' The Queen readeth daily after her dinner, instructed by a learned man,
Mr. George Bowhanan, somewhat of Livy.' Kandolph to Cecil, April 7, 1562

(cited in Irving'sii/e of Buchanan, p. 114).
F F 2
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any Scottish man not already her enemy ?
" The answer to which

is,
"
Alas, she meant no harm to Scotland

;
was perhaps loyally

wishing the reverse; but was she not with her whole industry

doing, or endeavouring to do, the sum-total of all harm whatso-

ever that was possible for Scotland, namely the covering it up in

Papist darkness, as in an accursed winding-sheet of spiritual death

eternal?" That, alas, is the dismally true account of what she

tended to, during her whole life in Scotland or in England ;
and

there, with as deep a tragic feeling as belongs to Clytemnestra,

Medea, or any other, we must leave her condemned.

The story of this great epoch is nowhere to be found so impres-

sively narrated as in this Book of Knox's
;
a hasty loose produc-

tion, but grounded on the completest knowledge, and with visible

intention of setting down faithfully both the imperfections of poor
fallible men, and the unspeakable mercies of God to this poor
realm of Scotland. And truly the struggle in itself was great,

nearly unique in that section of European History ;
and at this

day stands much in need of being far better known than it has

much chance of being to the present generation. I suppose
there is not now in the whole world a nobility and population
that would rise, for any imaginable reason, into such a simple
nobleness of resolution to do battle for the highest cause against
the powers that be, as those Scottish nobles and their followers at

that time did. Robertson's account, in spite of its clearness,

smooth regularity, and complete intelligibility down to the bottom

of its own shallow depths, is totally dark as to the deeper and

interior meaning of this great movement; cold as ice to all that is

highest in the meaning of this phenomenon; which has proved
the parent of endless blessing to Scotland and to all Scotsmen.

Robertson's fine gifts have proved of no avail
;

his sympathy with

his subject being almost null, and his aim mainly to be what is

called impartial, that is, to give no pain to any prejudice, and to be

intelligible on a first perusal.

Scottish Puritanism, well considered, seems to me distinctly the

noblest and completest form that the grand Sixteenth Century
Reformation anywhere assumed. We may say also that it has

been by far the most widely fruitful form
;
for in the next century

it had produced English Cromwellian Puritanism, with open Bible

in one hand, drawn Sword in the other, and victorious foot tramp-

ling on Romish Babylon, that is to say irrevocably refusing to
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believe what is not a Fact in God's Universe, but a mingled mass

of self-delusions and mendacities in the region of Chimera. So
that now we look for the effects of it not in Scotland only, or in

our small British Islands only, but over wide seas,' huge American

continents and growing British Nations in every zone of the earth.

And, in brief, shall have to admit that John Knox, the authentic

Prometheus of all that, has been a most distinguished Son of

Adam, and had probably a physiognomy worth looking at. We
have still one Portrait of him to produce, the Somerville Portrait

so-named, widely different from the Beza Icon and its progeny ;

and will therewith close.

III.

IN 1836 the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, or

the late Charles Knight in the name of that, published an engrav-

ing of a Portrait which had not before been heard of among the

readers of Knox, and which gave a new and greatly more credible

account of Knox's face and outward appearance. This is what

has since been called the Somerville Portrait of Knox
;
of which

Engraving a fac-simile is here laid before the reader. In 1849 the

same Engraving was a second time published, in Knight's Pictorial

History of England. It was out of this latter that I first obtained

sight of it
;
and as soon as possible, had another copy of the

Engraving framed and hung up beside me
; believing that Mr.

Knight, or the Society he published for, had made the due inquiries

from the Somerville family, and found the answers satisfactory ;

I myself nothing doubting to accept it as the veritable Portrait

of Knox. Copies of this Engraving are often found in portfolios,

but seldom hung upon the walls of a study; and I doubt if it

has ever had much circulation, especially among the more serious

readers of Knox. For my own share, I had unhesitatingly believed

in it
;
and knew not that anybody called it in question, till two or

three years ago, in the immense uproar which arose in Scotland

on the subject of a monument to Knox, and the utter collapse

it ended in, evidently enough not for want of money, to the

unlimited amount of millions, but of any plan that could be agreed
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on with the slightest chance of feasibility. This raised an inquiry
as to the outward appearance of Knox, and especially as to this

Somerville Likeness, which I believed, and cannot but still believe,
to be the only probable likeness of him, anywhere known to exist.

Its history, what can be recovered of it, is as follows.

On the death of the last Baron Somerville, some three or four

years ago, the Somerville Peerage, after four centuries of duration,

became extinct
;
and this Picture then passed into the possession

of one of the representatives of the family, the Hon. Mrs. Ralph
Smyth of Gaybrook, near Mullingar, Ireland. This lady was a

stranger to me; but on being applied to, kindly had a list of

questions with reference to the Knox Portrait, which were drawn

up by an artist friend, and sent to her, minutely answered
;
and

afterwards, with a courtesy and graceful kindness, ever since

pleasant to think of, offered on her coming to London to bring the

Picture itself hither. All which accordingly took effect; and in

sum, the Picture was intrusted altogether to the keeping of these

inquirers, and stood for above three months patent to every kind

of examination, until it was, by direction of its lady owner,

removed to the Loan Gallery of the South Kensington Museum,
where it remained for above a year. And in effect it was in-

spected, in some cases with the greatest minuteness, by the most

distinguished Artists and judges of art that could be found in

London. On certain points they were all agreed ; as, for instance,

that it was a portrait in all probability like the man intended to

be represented ;
that it was a roughly executed work

; probably
a copy; certainly not of earlier, most likely of later date, than

Godfrey Kneller's time; that the head represented must have

belonged to a person of distinguished talent, character, and quali-
ties. For the rest, several of these gentlemen objected to the

costume as belonging to the Puritan rather than to Knox's time
;

concerning which preliminary objection more anon, and again more.

Mr. Robert Tait, a well-known Artist, of whom we have already

spoken, and who has taken great pains in this matter, says :

'The Engraving from the Somerville Portrait is an unusually
' correct and successful representation of it, yet it conveys a higher

'impression than the picture itself does; the features, especially

'the eyes and nose, are finer in form, and more firmly defined in
' the engraving than in the picture, while the bricky colour in the
'

face of the latter and a somewhat glistening appearance in the
'

skin give rather a sensual character to the head. These defects
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'

or peculiarities in the colour and surface are, however, probably
' due to repainting ;

the Picture must have been a good deal
'

retouched, when it was lined, some thirty or forty years ago ;
and

'

signs are not wanting of even earlier manipulation Some

'persons have said that the dress, especially the falling band,
'

belongs to a later age than that of Knox, and is sufficient to

' invalidate the Portrait
;
but such is not the case, for white collars

'

or bands, of various shapes and sizes, were in use in Knox's time,
' and are found in the portraits, and frequently referred to, in the

'literature of Elizabeth's reign/
The remark of Mr. Tait in reference to the somewhat unpleasant

'
surface

'

of the Somerville Picture is clearly illustrated by looking
at an excellent copy of it, painted a few months ago by Mr. Samuel

Laurence, in which, although the likeness is accurately preserved,
the head has on account of the less oily

'

surface
'

of the picture a

much more refined appearance.
11

At the top of the folio Book, which Knox holds with his right-

hand fingers, there are in the Picture, though omitted in the

Engraving, certain letters, two or three of them distinct, the

others broken, scratchy, and altogether illegible. Out of these,

various attempts were made by several of us to decipher some

precise inscription ;
but in all the languages we had, nothing

could be done in that way, till at length, what might have

happened earlier, the natural idea suggested itself that in all

likelihood the folio volume was the Geneva Bible
;
and that the

half-obliterated letters were probably the heading of the page.
Examination at the British Museum was at once made

;
of which,

from a faithful inspector, this is the report :

' There are three folio

'

editions, printed in Roman type, of the Geneva Bible, 1560, '62,

11 Since this was first printed, Mr. Laurence himself favours me with the

following remarks, which seem too good to be lost :...'! wish the reason for
4 my copying the Somerville Picture had been given, viz. its being in a state of
'

dilapidation and probable decay. Entirely agreeing with your own impressions
'as to its representing the individuality and character of the man, I undertook
' to make a copy that should, beside keeping the character, represent the con-
' dition of this Picture in its undamaged state. It is now not only

" much
'

cracked," but the half-tints are taken off, by some bad cleaner ;
the gradations

' between the highest lights and the deepest shades wanting : hence the un-
'

pleasant look. I think it more than a matter of " surface." The very ground,
' a "

bricky
"
red one, exposed, here and there

;
the effect of which upon the

' colours may be likened to a tune played upon a pianoforte that has missing

'keys . . . SAMUEL LAURENCE (6 Wells Street, Oxford Street, March 30,
1

1875).'
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"70. The volume represented in the Picture, which also is ia

'Roman, not in Black Letter, fairly resembles in a rough way
' the folio of 1562. Each page has two columns for the text, and
'

a narrow stripe of commentary, or what is now called margin, in
'

very small type along the edges, which is more copious and con-
'

tinuous than in the original, but otherwise sufficiently indicates
'

itself. Headings at the top of the pages in larger type than that
'
of the text. Each verse is separate, and the gaps at the ends of

'

many of them are very like those seen in the Picture.'

I was informed by Mrs. Ralph Smyth that she knew nothing
more of the Picture than that it had, as long as she could remember,

always hung on the walls of the Somerville town-house in Hill

Street, Mayfair, but this Lady being still young in years, her

recollection does not carry us far back. One other light point in

her memory was, a tradition in the family that it was brought into

their possession by James, the thirteenth Baron Somerville
;
but

all the Papers connected with the family having been destroyed
some years a.go by fire, in a solicitor's office in London, there was

no means either of verifying or contradicting that tradition.

Of this James, thirteenth Lord Somerville, there is the following

pleasant and suggestive notice by Boswell, in his Life of Johnson :

' The late Lord Somerville, who saw much both of great and
'

brilliant life, told me, that he had dined in company with Pope,
' and that after dinner the "

little man," as he called him, drank
'

his bottle of Burgundy, and was exceedingly gay and entertaining.'

And as a footnote Boswell adds :

1 Let me here express my grateful remembrance of Lord Somer-
'

ville's kindness to me, at a very early period. He was the first

'

person of high rank that took particular notice of me in the
'

way most flattering to a young man, fondly ambitious of being
'

distinguished for his literary talents
;
and by the honour of his

'encouragement made me think well of myself, and aspire to
' deserve it better. He had a happy art of communicating his

'varied knowledge of the world, in short remarks and anecdotes,
' with a quiet pleasant gravity, that was exceedingly engaging.
' Never shall I forget the hours which I enjoyed with him at his

'apartments in the Royal Palace of Holyrood House, and at his

'seat near Edinburgh, which he himself had formed with an
'

elegant taste.'

The vague guess is that this James, thirteenth Baron Somer-

12 Boswell's Life of Johnson, Fitzgerald's edit. (Lond. 1874), ii. p. 434.
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ville, had somewhere fallen in with an excellent Portrait of Knox,

seemingly by some distinguished Artist of Knox's time
;
and had

had a copy of it painted, presumably for his mansion of Drum,
near Edinburgh, long years perhaps before it came to Mayfair.

Among scrutinisers here, it was early recollected that there hung
in the Royal Society's rooms an excellent Portrait of Buchanan,

undisputedly painted by Francis Porbus
;
that Knox and Buchanan

were children of the same year (1505), and that both the Portrait

of Buchanan and that of Knox indicated for the sitter an age of

about sixty or more. So that one preliminary doubt, Was there

in Scotland, about 1565, an artist capable of such a Portrait as this

of Knox ? was completely abolished
;
and the natural inquiry arose,

Can any traces of affinity between these two be discovered ?

The eminent Sculptor, Mr. J. E. Boehm, whose judgment of

painting and knowledge of the history, styles and epochs of it,

seemed to my poor laic mind far beyond that of any other I had

communed with, directly visited, along with me, the Royal Society's

collection; found in this Buchanan perceptible traces of kinship
with the Knox Portrait; and visited thereupon, and examined,

with great minuteness, whatever Porbuses we could hear of in

London, or neighbourhood. And always, as was evident to me,
with growing clearness of conviction that this Portrait of Knox
was a coarse and rapid, but effective, probably somewhat enlarged,

copy after Porbus, done to all appearance in the above-named Baron

Somerville's time; that is, before 1766. Mr. Boehm, with every
new Porbus, became more interested in this research

;
and regretted

with me that so few Porbuses were attainable here, and of these,

several not by our Buchanan Porbus, Francois Porbus, or Pourbus,

called in our dictionaries, le vieux, but by his son and by his father.

Last Autumn Mr. Boehm was rusticating in the Netherlands.

There he saw and examined many Porbuses, and the following is

the account which he gives of his researches there :

'

I will try, as best I can, to enumerate the reasons why I think
'
that the Somerville Picture is a copy, and why a copy after Francis

'

Porbus.
1 That it is a copy done in the latter half of the last century can

'be easily seen by the manner of painting, and by the mediums

'used, which produced a certain circular cracking throughout the
'

picture, peculiar only to the paintings of that period. Its being
' a little over the size of nature suggests that it was done after a
' smaller picture, as it is not probable that, had it been done from
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'

life, or from a life-sized head, the artist would have got into those

'proportions; and most of the portraits by Porbus (as also by
'

Holbein, Albrecht Diirer, the contemporary and previous masters)
'are a little under life-size, as the sitter would appear to the
'

painter at a certain distance.

'The Somerville Picture at first reminded me more of Porbus
' than of any other painter of that time, although I did not then

'know whether Porbus had ever been in England, as, judging by
'

the fact that he painted Knox's contemporary George Buchanan,
' we may now fairly suppose was the case. Last Autumn at Bruges,
'

Ghent, Brussels, and Antwerp, I carefully examined no less than
'

forty portraits by Francis Porbus, le vieux. There are two pictures
'at Bruges in each of which are sixteen portrait heads, carefully

'painted and well preserved, somewhat smaller than that of
' Buchanan

;
and I can most vividly figure to myself that the

'original after which the said copy was painted must have been
'

like that and not otherwise
;
indeed if I had found the original

'

in a corner of one of the galleries, my astonishment would have
' been as small as my pleasure in apprising you of the find would

'have been great. In some of these forty portraits the cos-
'

tumes, including the large white collar, which has been objected
'

to, are very similar to John Knox's
;
and in the whole of them

'

there are traces in drawing, arrangement of light and shadow,
'

conception of character, and all those qualities which can never

'quite be drowned in a reproduction, and which are, it seems to
'

me, clearly discerned in this copy, done by a free and swift hand,
'

careful only to reproduce the likeness and general effect, and
' heedless of the delicate and refined touch of the great master.

'J. E. BOEHM.'

From the well-known and highly estimated Mr. Merritt of the

National Gallery, who had not heard of the Picture at all, nor of

these multifarious researches, but who on being applied to by a

common friend (for I have never had the pleasure of personally

knowing Mr. Merritt) kindly consented to go to the South Ken-

sington Museum, and examine the Picture, I receive, naturally

with pleasure and surprise, the following report :

* 54 DEVONSHIRE STREET, PORTLAND PLACE, W.
'9 January 1875.

'After a careful inspection of the Portrait, I am bound to say
'that the signs of age are absent from the surface, and I should

'therefore conjecture that it is a copy of a portrait of the time
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'

of Francis Pourbus, to whom we are indebted for the portrait of
'

George Buchanan, which I believe is in the possession of the
'

Royal Society.

'My opinion is in favour of the Somerville Portrait being of
' Knox. Strongly marked features like those were not likely to
'

be confounded with any other man's. The world has a way
'of handing down the lineaments of great men. Records and
'

tradition, as experience has shown me, do their work in this
'

respect very effectively. HENRY MERRITT.'

This is all the evidence we have to offer on the Somerville

Portrait. The preliminary objection in respect to costume, as we
have seen, is without validity, and may be classed, in House-of-

Commons language, as 'frivolous and vexatious.' The Picture is

not an ideal, but that of an actual man, or still more precisely, an

actual Scottish ecclesiastical man. In point of external evidence,

unless the original turn up, which is not impossible, though much

improbable, there can be none complete or final in regard to such

a matter
;
but with internal evidence to some of us it is replete,

and beams brightly with it through every pore. For my own
share if it is not John Knox the Scottish hero and evangelist of

the sixteenth century, I cannot conjecture who or what it is.
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of Snorro cited, 12.

Langebeck cited, 39.

Langniddry, Laird of, 99, 113.

Largs, battle of, 86-88.

Laurence, Mr. Samuel, 135.
Leif Ericson, 55.

Lindsay, Sir David, 119.

Loncarty, battle of, 19, 20.

London, siege of, by Svein and Trygg-
veson, 21 ; by St. Olaf, 44, 45.

Lymfjord, 15, 56.

M'Crie's Life of Knox, portrait in, 109.

Magnus Barfod, 79, 80.

Magnus the Blind, 81, 83.

Magnus the Good, 69
; baptism, 71 ;

succeeds Harda-Knut, 72 ;
shares his

kingdom with Harald Hardrade, 75 ;

laws, death, 75, 76.

Mary, Bloody, 123, 125.

Mary of Guise, 125, 127-129.

Mary Queen of Scots, 122 ; Knox's inter-

views with, 130-132.

Merritt, Mr. Henry, 138, 139.

Munch, 3 n., 16, 72 n.

Murdog, King, 80.

Murray, Regent, 127.

Muse's Threnodie, The, 128
; cited, 129.

Oehlenschlager, Paln/itoJce of, 17.

Olaf the Thick-set (called also Saint),
42-68

;
London Bridge broken down

by, 44, 45 ; engineering skill, 47, 57 ;

beaten by Knut, has to hide, 60 ; re-

turns to Norway, Snorro's account of,

64-66
; dream, death at Stickelstad,

66, 67 ;

'
Saint

'

ever after, 68.

Olaf the Tranquil, 79.

Olaf Tryggveson, 21-37 ; in Dublin, 21 ;

King of Norway, 22
;

conversion to

Christianity, 25 ; at Andover, 26
;

Thor's gold collar sent to Sijjrid, 30
;

marries Ironbeard's daughter, 32
; mar-

ries Thyri, splendour of his ships, last

fight, death, 33-37.

Onund, 56, 57.

Orniiston, Laird of, 99, 113, 115.

Penny, Mr. , engraving of the Torphiehen
Knox, 108.

Pentland Firth, Jarl Hakon wrecked in,

63.

Pinkie, battle of, 121, 127.

Porbus, Francis, 137-139.

Puritanism, importance of, Scottish and

English, 132.

Eane, the Far-travelled, 43.

Rapin, vii, 41 n.

Reformation, Knox's History of the, 126,
127.
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Rbgnwald (Reginald) of More, 2
;
mur-

dered, 4.

Eolf the Ganger, infeftment ofNormandy,
3 ; surname, 4.

Rough, John, 119.

Ruskin, John, 'Who is best man?'
89 ;

Fors Clavigera cited, 90.

Sagas, value of the, Snorro's History
mainly made out of, vii.

St. Andrews, futile siege of, by Arran,
118 ;

oubliette of, 116, 118 ; surrenders

to the French, 120.

St. Johnstone ribbands, 128.

St. Olaf. See Olaf the Thick-set.

Sandilands of Gaidar, 115.

Saxon Chronicle, 3 n., 14, 41 n., 68 n.,

69 n., 72.

Sea-robbery, distinguished career forNorse

gentlemen, 3.

Settlements, early Norse, in Normandy,
3.

Sigrid the Proud, 30 ; sets fire to her

lovers, 30.

Sigurd, Jarl of Lade, 10 ; father of Hakon-
Jarl, 13.

Sigurd Syr, St. Olafs stepfather, 42, 43 ;

amongst his reapers, 46.

Sigurd the Crusader, 81-83.

Sigwald, Jarl, 35-37.

Skjalgson, Erling, 60-62.

Skreya fights with Hakon the Good, 11.

Slim-Deacon, 83.

Smyth, Hon. Mrs. Ralph, 134, 136.

Snorro Sturleson, 1,11,25, 44,50; Homeric
element in, 65 ;

murder of, 88
;
noble

task to distil a book from the Heim-

skringla, 90.

Somerville, Lord, 136, 137.

Somerville portrait of Knox, 110, 135,
139

Stamford Bridge, battle of, 77, 78.

Stickelstad, battle of, eclipse of the sun,
68.

Svein Estrithson, 59 ; King of Denmark,
59, 72, 73, 76.

Svein Forkbeard vows to conquerEngland,
19, 20, 21 ; siege of London by, 25,
26 ; marries Sigrid the Proud, 33 ;

possessions in England, 39
; death, 41,

42, 59, 69.

Svein of Jomsburg, Knut's bastard son,
69-71.

Svein founds new dynasty in Norwav,
84 ; Birkebein leader, 85, 86.

Tait, Mr. Robert, 108, 134.

Tancred of Hauteville, 3.

Thangbrand, 29.

Thorarin, 54.

Thord Potbelly, 51.

Thormod, 29.

Thor's collar, 27, 28.

Thyri, Tryggveson's wife, 33, 34.

Torphichen, Lord, portrait of Knox, 107 ;

reproduced in woodcut, 109.

Tosti, 76, 77.

Tryggve, Olafs father, 13, 42.

Tryggve Olafson, 70.

Tryggveson. See Olaf.

Turf Einar invents peat, 3 ; cuts an eagle
on back of Fairhair's son, 4.

Tyndale, William, 104.

Ulf, Jarl, helps Knut, death, 57-59.

Universal suffrage, 89.

Vaensoun, Adrianc, 101.

Vansomer, 101.

Verheiden, 104.

Wickliffe, Icon of, 94 ; Beza's article on,

95, 96 ;
Fuller on disinterment of, 96.

Wilkie, Sir David, portrait of Knox,
105.

William the Conqueror, 3.

Wishart, George, Emery Tylney's bio-

graphy of, Knox's intercourse with,

112, 113 ; Knox on last days of, 115 ;

death, 116.

Wolmar, Melchior, 103.

Women, First Blast against the monstrous

Regiment of, 124, 125.

Wulfstan, Archbishop, sermon on the

state of England, 39.

Young, Peter, tutor to James VI., 94.

K. Clay and Sons, London and tiunyay.
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